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Established 1883

THE ELECTRICAL AGE COMPANY, 45 E 420 Street, NEW YORK
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$ 1.00 per Year 15 Cents per Copy

American Electric Lamp Co.

MANUFACTURERS

CRCRADE

INCANDESCENT

CAMPS

AMERICANELECTRICICAMP

COMPANY

AN
CO

Manufacturers of all Types of Incandescent Lamps

HAVE ON HAND , READY FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY , A LARGE STOCK OF

AMERICAN TUNGSTEN LAMPS

AMERICAN TANTALUM LAMPS

AMERICAN METALLIZED FILAMENT LAMPS

AMERICAN CARBON FILAMENT LAMPS

AMERICAN MINIATURE LAMPS

Prices Quoted on Application

FACTORY AND GENERAL OFFICES : 153-159 JEFFERSON STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA .

NEW YORK OFFICE : 29 WEST 15th STREET BOSTON OFFICE : 38 KILBY STREET

Index to Advertisers, page 5. Classified Index, page 15.
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THESTANDARDFOR RUBBER INSULATION

OKONITE WIRES

MANSON TAPE

CANDEE PAT'D POTHEAD:

1889 Peris Leposition Medal

1893 World's Fair Mede

WILLARD L. CANDEE , President.

L. DURANT CHEEVER , Treasurer.

OKONITA
OKONITE TAPE

CANDEE

WEATHER-PROOF

WIRES

GEO . T. MANSON, Gen'l Supt.

WM . H. HODGINS, Secretary .

TRADE MARK REG.U.S. PAT: OFF.

THE ORONITE CO ,
2253BROADWAY NEWYORK CITY

MANUFACTURERS OF

THOMAS SMITH CO. , Worcester, Mass.

Armature Discs, Heavy Steel and Iron Punchings for

Automobiles and Electrical Purposes
PRICES QUOTED ON APPLICATION

ARMATURE DISCS

Made from best electrical iron ANY SIZE-ANY STYLE. Small

sizes carried in stock. Send us your specifications for special sizes .

W. & S. MFG. CO ., 10 Hunt Street, Worcester, Mass.

Electrical Engineer's Pocket-Book

By HORATIO A. FOSTER

The most complete book of its kind ever published ,

treating of the latest and best practice in Electrical

Engineering. Pocket size;flexibleleather; 1000 pages,
with innumerable illustrations, diagrams and tables.

9000 copies already sold . Price $ 5.00. Copies sent

prepaid on receipt of price .

THE ELECTRICAL AGE, Book Dept., 45 East 420 Street, New York

Porous and Vitreous Jars

For Electrical and Chemical Purposes

Of all Qualities, in any

Form at Lowest Prices

IMICA EugeneMunsell and Co.
New York and Chicago

Special Covers for Chemical Jars

Attention given to Specialties for

Experimental Work
INSULATION That Is..

Micanite, Linotape, M. I. C. Compound, Empire

Cloth and Paper. For years the Standard .
JOHN MADDOCK & SONS

Coalport Pottery TRENTON , N. J. Mica Insulator Co., Originators
NEW YORK and CHICAGO

Send for

Catalog T

of Turbines The Hooven, Owens, Rentschler Co.
BUILDERS OF THE

Hamilton-Corliss Engines and

Hamilton-Holzwarth

Steam Turbines

Sales Offices :

ATLANTA, 1510 Candler Bldg. Denver , COL.,

BOSTON, H. E. Rundlett
Stearns -Roger Mfg. Co.

Los ANGELES, CAL .,

CHICAGO, ILL. , Marquette Bi'g. Chas. C. Moore & Co.

CHARLOTTE , N.C. , New ORLEANS, La.,

A , H. Washburn 417 Hennen Building

New York, N.Y .. 39 Cortlandt St. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL . , SEATTLE, WASH ., Chas.C. Moore& Co.

PITTSBURG , PA., Maches ey Bldg.
Chas. C. Moore & Co. St. Louis , Mo., ChemicalBuilding

ST. PAUL , MINN. , R. B. Whitacre & Co. DALLAS, Tex ., W. R. Haynie, Wilson Bldg .

M a in office and Works : HAMILTON , OHIO

Send for

Catalog VB

of Engines

349347
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ALLIS-CHALMERS CO

LARGE ORDERCOMPETITIVE TRANSFORMER

AWARDED TO

ALLIS-CHALMERS COMPANY

18 Allis -Chalmers Oil- Filled , Self -Cooled Transformers have been installed in the plant of the

Great Western Power Company and have met their guarantees

in every particular.

ALLIS -CHALMERS ALLIS -CHALMERS

ELECTRICAL

MACHINERY

ELECTRICAL

MACHINERY

FOR

FOR

DIRECT CURRENT
ALTERNATING

CURRENT

Belted Type Generators

Engine Type Generators

Small Bipolar Motors and

Generators

Small Multipolar Motors and

Generators

Street Car Equipments In

cluding Motors, Control

lers and Air Brakes

Belted Type Generators

Engine Type Generators

Fly -Wheel Type Generators

Turbo -Generators

Water -Wheel Type Genera

tors

Synchronous Motor Gene

rator Sets

Induction Motor Generator

Sets

Synchronous Motors

Induction Motors

Multiple Voltage

Variable Speed Equipments

ROTARY CONVERTERS,

SWITCHBOARDS

TRANSFORMERS

SWITCHBOARDS

Allis -Chalmers Oil-Filled , Self - Cooled Transformers

Number

3

3

6

TRANSFORMERS FOR THIS INSTALLATION COMPRISE THE FOLLOWING :

Type Cycles K.W. Volts Number Type Cycles K.W.

Oil- Filled , Self -Cooled 60 35 22000/2400
3 Oil-Filled , Self -Cooled 60 200

Oil -Filled , Self -Cooled 60 125 22000/2400
3 Oil-Filled , Self -Cooled 350

Oil - Filled , Self - Cooled 60 150 22000/2400

Volts

22000/2400

22000/2400
60

GENERAL OFFICES, MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN
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ENUINE"(IRCULATINICAL
THE VERY BEST MECHANICAL PROTECTIONS FOR ELECTRIC WIRES.

"Jutz MetalMolding ELECTRODUCT
The IdealFlexible Conduit. The Practical Metal Molding. The OriginalEnameled Conduit.

Fishes Fasily Thoroughly Flexible Al- A Compact, Complete and Continuous A Thoroughly Cleaned Steel Tube which

ways -Weatherproof- Waterproof. Raceway for Electric Wires with bends easily. The Enamel is re

: Fireproof - Resists Abrasion. Fittings for Every Detail markably tough and elastic -

Will Not Collapse. of Construction . it will not crack .

CIRCULAR

American Circular Loom Co.,

International Trust Building,, Atlanta

San Francisco
BOSTON , MASS.

London

A
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I
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TRADE

MARK

C
O

New York

Chicago New Orleans

REGIATE DE

For 20 Years the Standard

W
I
R
E
S

Any Brush Troubles ?

Perhaps Dixon's Graphite Brushes

will just meet your difficulties ; they

have and are giving satisfaction in

hundreds of plants.

Our free Booklet 129 -M may help

TRADE MARK

"OK"

“ 0. K." Weatherproof Wire

“ Parac " Rubber Wire

Bare Copper Wire

Slow Burning Weatherproof

Railway Feeder Wire

Slow Burning Wire

A
N
D
CA
BL
ES

you out.
i

>Joseph Dixon Crucible Co.

Jersey City , N. J.

PHILLIPS INSULATED WIRE CO.

PAWTUCKET, R. I.

INDIANA RUBBER AND INSULATED WIRE CO . "
PARANITO PARANDO

MANUFACTURERS OF

Paranite Rubber Covered Wire and Cables,
Underground, Aerial, Submarine and Inside Uso

TELEPHONE, TELEGRAPH

AND FIRE ALARM CABLES.
AD Wires are Tested at Factory . JONESBORO, IND.

WHITESEITCHES POLES POSTS

Switchboards and Panel Boards

H. P.White Co. , Ltd.

TIES

Live Peeled White Cedar

FRANCIS BEIDLER & COMPANY

Chicago, IllinoisWAYNE JUNCTION , PHILA . PA .

CED OZES
Woare Producers and Wholesale Doalers in Westorn

CEDAR POLES, POSTS,

TIES AND PILING

Writo for Dellvored Prices

CHURCHILL CEDAR CO. , Box 1409, Spokane

Humbird Lumber Co., Ltd.
Sand Point , Idaho

Buy DIRECT FROM THE PRODUCER

Wehave the largest stock of cedar poles in the West

Cedar Poles. Ties and Fence Posts

SHORT POLES A SPECIALTY

PORTER CEDAR CO. SAGINAW, MICH.

Insulator Pins, Brackets, Thimbles

and special Electrical work in Oak, Locust

Hickory and other woods

THE CRESAP COMPANY

Pennington Gap, Va.
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You Should Investigate
THE FAMOUS

Hawthorn A.C.and D. C.
Fan Motors

before making your plans for the coming fan

motor season .

Every fan is covered by our guarantee as to me

chanical and electrical construction, efficiency and

durability . This guarantee carries with it the

broadestinterpretation of our responsibilities.

Elthra

It Protects Both You and

Your Customer !
" Hawthorn" 8 -inch Desk

and Bracket Fan

" Hawthorn ” Direct Current

Oscillating Fan

LL
" Hawthorn " Alternating Current

Ceiling Fan

" Hawthorn " 16 -inch D.C. Desk and

Bracket Fan

" Hawthorn " Direct Current

Ceiling Fan

MOTORS
60

Place Your Order For Stocks of Hawthorn Fans EARLY

" Hawthorn ” Fan Motors are furnished in the following types and sizes :
" SAVE TIME AND FREIGHT

“ Hawthorn " 8-inch A. C. & D. C. Desk and Bracket Fans

“ Hawthorn " 12-inch A. C. & D. C. Desk and Bracket Fans

• Hawthorn " 16 - inch A. C. & D, C, Desk and Bracket Fans

“ Hawthorn ” 12-inch A. C. & D. C. Oscillating Fans WESTERNELECTRIC“ Hawthorn
" 16 - inch A. C. & D, C , Oscillating

Fans

“ Hawthorn
" 8-inch A. C. & D. C. Telephone

Booth Fans
Hawthorn

A. C. & D. C. Ceiling
Fans COMPANY

“ Hawthorn " A. C. & D. C. Counter and Floor Column Fans

“ Hawthorn " A. C. & D. C. Ventilating Outfits

FEITEOONES

-
SUPPL

S
E
N
D

T
O
D
A
Y

F
O
R
O
U
R

B
U
L
L
E
T
I
N

No.
5419

*TELEPHONE OUR NEAREST HOUSE "

D
Y
N
A

66

The Western Electric COMPANY FURNISHES EQUIPMENT FOR EVERY ELECTRICAL NEED

Western -Electric
New York

Philadelphia

Boston

Pittsburg

Atlanta

Chicago

Indianapolis

Cincinnati

Minneapolis

COMPANY

Write our Nearest House Denver

St. Louis

Kansas City

Dallas Los Angeles

Omaha Seattle

San Francisco Salt Lake City

MONTREAL, WINNIPEG, VANCOUVER

Northern Electric and

Manufacturing Co.,Ltd.

ANTWERP,

Bell Telephone

Manufacturing Co.

LONDON

Western Electric

Company

BERLIN

Telephone Apparat Fabrik

E. Zweitusch & Co.

Paris

Sociétié de Matériel

Telephonique
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For Prices on Insulated Wires and Cables

ADDRESS

JOHN A. ROEBLING'S SONS CO.
TRENTON , N. J.

H N. FENNER , President J. F. BLAUVELT, Agent

NEW ENGLAND BUTT COMPANY, Providence, R. L. U.S. A.

RUSSELL W. KNIGHT, Treasurer

STREET

MANUFACTURERS OF

MACHINERY FOR INSULATING ELECTRICAL WIRES

Braiding, Taping, Winding, Twinning, Cabling, Stranding, Polishing and

Measuring Machines. CableCovering Braiders. Rubber Strip Covering Machines

FINE CASTINGS A SPECIALTY
Universal

Stranding Machine

“ MORSE ” TOOLS
Arbors, Chucks, Counterbores, Countersinks,

Cutters, Dies, Drills, Gauges, Mandrels; Mills,

Reamers, Screw Plates, Sleeves, Sockets, Taps,

Taper Pins, Wrenches.

MORSE TWIST DRILL & MACHINE CO .

New Bedford , Mass., U. S. A.

LET US SHIP YOU A

TRIAL ORDER OF Railway Motor Brushes
MADE BY NEW

PROCESS

GRADE H, GRADE H-1 GRADE H - 3 , GRADE H-8

DIFFERENT GRADES FOR DIFFERENT CONDITIONS

WITH A RECORD OF 30,000 TO 50,000 MILES, ACCORDING TO CONDITION

SPEER CARBON CO. , ST. MARYS, PA.

1

GREAT REDUCTION in the OPERATING EXPENSE

OF A POWER PLANT CAN BE EFFECTED

BY THE USE OF SUITABLE COAL AND

ASHES HANDLING MACHINERY

This is probably thehighest hoist for unloading coal in the United States.
This plant is built on the banks of the Mississippi for the unloading

and distributing of coal at the great station of the Union
Electric Light and Power Co., St. Louis, Mo.

The bucket, standing vertically, is dumping its load

Our specialty is the manufacture of this type of

machinery, for power stations up to any capacity .

WRITE FOR OUR BULLETIN No. R.3., " NOISE

LESS CONVEYORS, ” AND SEE THE WORK WE

HAVE DONE AND SOME OF THE PLANTS WE

HAVE INSTALLED .

C. W. Hunt Company

MEAD - MORRISON MFG. COMPANY

Main Office : Cambridge " A , " BOSTON, MASS .

NewYork, 11Broadway ; Baltimore. 903 Maryland Trust Bldg.; Philadelphia ,

305 Penn.Bldg.; Pittsburgh, 1806 Machesney Bldg.; Chicago, 74th St.and

Kimbark Ave.; San Francisco , Adas Bld .; New Orleans, 200 South

Peters St.; Birmingham , Alabama; Montreal, 286 St. James St.

Cable Address : JAMEAD, New York , Liebers Code.

MORRISON , Cambridge, Commercial Code.

( Established 1872 )

West New Brighton , New York

New York Office , 45 Broadway
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New WESTON ECLIPSE Direct Current Switchboard

Ammeters, Milli-Ammeters, and Voltmeters

VOLTMETREECL
IPS

E

100 110 120

12148

Are ofthe “ soft -iron ” or Electro -magnetic ” type ,

but they possess so many novel and valuable char

acteristics as to practically constitute a new type of

instrument.

Their cost is exceedingly low , but they are remark

ably accurate, well made, and nicelyfinished instru

ments and are admirably adapted for general use

in small plants, the cost of which is frequently an

important consideration .

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.,

NEWARKNJU.S.A.

New York 114 Liberty St. Cleveland 314 Caxton Blag.

Chicago : 1504 Monadnock Block Mexico Cadena 10

Philadelphia 346 MintArcade Montreal 13 St. John St.

Boston 176 Federal St. Toronto 6 We.lington St.

St. Louis 915 Olive St. London Audrey House, Ely

Denver 1725 California Ave. Place, Holborn

San Francisco Bride Building Berlin 88 Ritterstrasse

682-684 Mission St. Paris 1. Rue St. Georges

Correspondence concerning these new Weston Instruments is solicited by the

WESTON ELECTRICAL

INSTRUMENT COMPANY

WAVERLY PARK, NEWARK, N. J.

Steam Turbines

Require:
Cheaper than

Steam Engines :

to buy

to instail

to operate

to repair

less oil

less fuel

less attention

less space

>

Over a Million H. P. Built and On Order

For full particulars, Turbine Catalogue 7002

The Westinghouse Machine Co.
Designers and Builders of Steam Turbines, Steam Engines, Gas Engines, Gas Producers and the Roney Stoker

NEWYORK - 10 Bridge Street ST . LOUIS - Chemical Bldg . CINCINNATI - Traction Bldg.

BOSTON - 131 State Street PITTSBURG - Westinghouse Bldg. PHILADELPHIA - North American Bldg .

BALTIMORE - Continental Bldg . CLEVELAND--New England Bldg . DENVER-McPhee Bldg .

ATLANTA - Candler Bldg . CHICAGO- 171 La Salle Street SAN FRANCISCO - Hunt, Mirk & Co.
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ESTABLISHED 1883 mission of 100,000 kw. at 100,000 more than any other one thing, has

Published monthly by volts over hundreds of miles is in opened the eyes of Americans towhat

The Electrical Age Co., 45 E. 42d Street, New York .
sight, and to -morrow it will be com- the possession of this power is going

J. H. SMITH , Pres . C. A. HOPE, Sec . and Treas . monplace. And yet this thing has to mean.

JOHN HAYS SMITH , Editor.

hardly begun. To these conditions is due the fact

Telephone No. 6498 38th,
It has been stated that the intro- that to-day the subject of the owner

Private branch exchange connecting all departments .

Cable Address - Revolvable , New York . duction of the electric car has changed ship and exploitation of water-powers

the evolution of the city . But the ap- has become one of the livest ques
SUBSCRIPTION RATES

plication of electrical transmission of tions of the day . Men whose opinions
United States and Mexico, $ 1.00 .

Canada, ($ 1.50 . To Other Countries , $ 2.50 water -power over great distances has have always carried weight have even

NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS changed the evolution of nations. Par- stated that it is the most important of

Insertion of new advertisements or changes of copy cannot ticularly has this been true of those pending problems . Legislation on the

be guaranteed for the following issue if received later than the

peoples occupying lands where nature subject, both Federaland State , is be,15th of each month .

has been ungenerous in the matter of coming general. Widespread and pas

coal. Perhaps the most striking in- sionate technical and popular discus- '

stance may be found in the cases of sions show that the public interest in

CONTENTS Switzerland, Italy and Mexico. In this branch of its heritage is fully

these lands, with their poor coal sup- aroused. This power disposition sub

ply, and their hundreds of mountain ject has disturbed confidence, and even

EDITORIAL
streams, the changes worked by the involved the standing of high Govern

gathering of their waters into long- ment officials.

Water- power and the Peoplo ....
1 distance transmission power plants has In all this motion and commotion

Midland Railway Electrification .
been hardly less than magical. Old it is disquieting to see how wide are

communities, long asleep with the dust the differences of opinion as to the
The New Storage Battery .. and dry rot of industrial torpor , have proper course to pursue. Many lead

Public Service Commission Reports..... sprung into new life . Mines once val- ers who are in accord on most other

ueless have beenenabled to take place vital topics are wide apart on the

among the world's greatest producers. water -power question . Is not the rea
LEADING ARTICLES

Millions of acres of land , that since son for this to be sought in the fact

Distant Control Switchgear... the present age began produced noth- that few really know much about it ?

ing, have been brought under irriga- The whole subject in its modern phase
An English Single - Phase Electrification ..... 15

tion made possible and profitable by is so new that we hardly know where

The Three -Voltage Rating of Mazdo Lamps.. 24 the use of the energy of the waters be- to turn for information .

A Non-Condensing Steam Turbine Plant.....
fore they are turned on the soil . We venture to suggest that one of

Nowhere has the fact , only clearly the best sources of enlightenment is to
A Gas Electric Car ..

recognized in later days, that "the be found in the study of the experience

The New Storage Battery .. problem of civilization is the problem of foreign countries. Switzerland

of energy,” been more forcibly demon- now enjoys the reputation of being the

stratedthan in the awakening of men best-governed country in the world .

in these ancient communities by the After scenery, water-power is her

thrill of electrical energy , cheaply and strongest asset . She seems to have

abundantly supplied from " white

Water-Power and the People
gone a long distance on the way of its

coal. " conservation and utilization for the

In the whole great and varied field In our own country, oft-cited ex- greatest good of her people. France

of electrical science and invention amples of this truth , that may be put and Italy also have done much in the

there is probably no single application more briefly, " energy means civiliza- same line, where we are but just com

of their principles that has had a more tion," are the Rocky Mountain sec- ing to realize that there is much to be

widespread economic effect than the tions and the Pacific Coast . In these done.

long -distance transmission of power . regions some of the first really long- In this situation , the appearance of

Springing from the invention and distance transmissions were brought a compact and comprehensive paper

subsequent improvement of the alter into being. In none has the art been on the public utility of water - power
nating-current transformer, the devel

more energetically or skilfully applied. by Rene Tavernier, the distinguished

opment so begun has already passed Unhampered by precedent, unfettered chief engineer of the French Depart

far beyond the dream of the prophets by custom , free from the " dead hand " ment of Public Works, and Mar

of its early days . From sending a few of the past, the people of the wide shall O. Leighton , chief hydrographer,

kilowatts a matter of some two or West have more richly reaped the United States Geological Survey, is

three miles, the distances and quan- great blessings of the new era than any especially timely. This digest of the

tities of power involved have grown elsewhere . The vast creation of legislation past , present and proposed

by leaps and bounds with the constant wealth , born of the electric develop- of the European countries foremost in
advance of insulating and transform- ment of the water -powers of the water -power development might be

ing appliances, until to-day the trans- United States west of the Mississippi , carefully studied by many of our legis

26

29

38
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lators . We are glad to note some evi

dences that the President has profited

by its perusal, as may be seen below.

Without attempting to go into a re

view of this valuable paper, we wish

to briefly call attention to two salient

facts that are there pointed out. One

of these is that water -power, since the

development of electric transmission ,

has become a public utility, in the full

est sense of the term. What is a pub

lic utility ? The lawyers will tell us

that a public utility is an enterprise

in which there exists a public use .

But what is a public use ? No hard

and fast definition can be given , but

it may be stated generally to be a use

of or for the government or the people

at large. The distinction , however,

between those uses of the public which

are still private affairs and those that

have become public is not easy to

draw. The reason is that the status

of any public -serving enterprise may

change with the extent of the public

interest therein . Thus to-day , in this

country, the business of handling let

ters is a public utility, but the express

business is not , as yet . To-morrow it

will become one.

If an enterprise thus becomes a pub

lic utility by reason of the extent of

the public interest and concern there

in, it is easy to see how , as the uses

and benefits of water -powers have in

creased from the narrow limits of the

community on the bank of a stream to

the compass of whole vast cities and

sections, as has become the case ,

water-powers have come into this

class . The mechanical and electrical

energy involved in their exploitation

is just as important a factor in the in

dustrial life of the people as mail-car

rying or railways - perhaps even more

so . Yet there are but 12 States of the

Union that have as yet made any at

tempt to safeguard their water-powers

--and these existing laws are con

sidered but as a beginning — while

legislation concerning railroads is gen

erally conceded to be overdone.

“ But what about the practical neces

sity for such legislation now ?" This

is the query of the average Ameri

can , with his dread - born of a woful

experience - of too much law . The

introduction to the paper above re

ferred to states clearly :

" The development of water - power has be

come a national question in France, as well

as in Italy and Switzerland. In those coun

tries has arisen a national policy of regu

lation and encouragement that will ulti

mately draw great industries within their

borders. The United States now maintains

an industrial leadership that cannot be re

tained if other countries pursue policies

that more strongly attract manufacturing

enterprises. The menace to American in

dustrial leadership is already on the horizon .

The water-power sites of Europe are close

to the world's great markets . Is there any

one in the United States so confident of

this country's industrial leadership as to ply with reservations for the “ peak "

assert that the wholesale development of loads . With the increase in demand,

their large and cheap powers will not seri

ously affect our status ? Trade and produc
more power must be found , more

tion are entirely cosmopolitan . The cheap- streams and sites must be developed.

est sources of energy will be used, without The united reserve power of all those

reference to any particular flag, if they are streams must be under one manage

located in a region convenient to the mar

ket . This nation has now no water -power
ment, ready to be directed anywhere

policy worthy of the name. The President in the field as a " peak” demand comes

has recognized this defect, and in a special In no field are the advantages

message on the conservation of natural re
and economies of a united develop

sources , transmitted to Congress, January
ment and administration more striking

14, 1910, has advocated a comprehensive

measure to meet the situation . Unless this than in this one. And under proper

or a similar proposal is adopted, the United regulation , investor and consumer will

States must give way to those countries alike realize the benefits of these econ

which have well -defined policies .”
omies .

In the message above referred to ,
For these reasons, at the risk of

Mr. Taft closes the subject of water
lese majesty, we beg to state that it

power on public lands with the state
seems to us that in the statement

ment that so long as the Government
above cited , the President shows more

retains control, and can prevent the
of the lawyer than of the engineer.

improper union of water -powers now
Competition in electrical water -power

Government lands with other
development is , in our opinion, to be

power plants, " competition must be
avoided , just as in any other natural

maintained and prices kept reason- monopoly. Regulation , not competi

able.”
tion, is the key to the wise and far

This brings us to the other fact that
seeing solution of our water-power

impresses one the more this question problem - regulation and encourage

is studied. The water - power develop- ment. The idea of competition , in

ment of any given region is and must stead of consolidation and regulation,

be a natural monopoly. This is self sticks in the American mind with a
evident from the natural laws of the

tenacity that sometimes tends to try us.
flow of streams. To avoid the waste

It belongs to a phase of industrial

of a large part of the power of any evolution that is fast dying, and the

river system , the scheme must be pur
sooner the phase and the idea are

sued as a whole. The attempt to de- dead and buried in a common tomb,

velop " sites" here and there , without the better for the whole industrial

reference to the courses of the stream world .

above or below a pair of more or less To the new era belongs consolida

arbitrarily selected levels ,
tion of capital , brains and labor, al

waste . The proportions of the total ways, be it remembered , under wise

developable power of any water - course
regulation and control for the common

that will be wasted by isolated plants good. Nowhere can this grand trinity

strung hither and thither along its of industrial forces be better employed

banks will depend on many conditions, than in the harnessing of our great

but it will always be large. The flatter
water -power as fast as the power

the stream grades, the greater the pro- markets can be developed. But our

portion likely to be wasted. We know plea is for a broad view of the matter,

of more than one river which is thus
with every move based on the ultimate

half developed by a string of plants development of the streams as a whole.

sợ arranged that fully half the total With encouragement from State
power of the stream is wasted under and National Governments ; with the

conditions that make its recovery im- clear understanding of the situationby

practicable . It may be stated that in the people ; with careful conservation
one instance at least it was shown that and wise regulation of power prices ,

had the five companies owning con- we believe the United States can hold

secutive plants along a 6 -mile course her own in this field with any region

of the stream united and built one in the world .

plant instead of the six actually built, Conservation-not as hoarding, but

nearly twice the power could have as avoiding waste .

been developed for less than half of Legislation — not hasty and haras

the money actually spent. To prevent sing, but liberal and encouraging.

this kind of wasteful exploitation is Development -- not piecemeal, but of

the duty of the engineer.
each power-giving stream group as a

Consolidation of the plants of any united system .

one river system is logically inevitable. Regulation — not by the frictional

With the power obtained distributed forces of competition, but by the wise

over a large area , the power market is will and sovereign power of an en

a natural unit. As pointed out in the lightened and energetic people.
introduction above quoted, the power These must be the national watch

on any stream fluctuates with the sea- words, and through them shall this

sons, and important power demands people more fully realize the blessings

are those which require a steady sup- of its great inheritance.

means |
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Midland Railway Electrification vantages would be even greater in provements which would lead the ac

The installation of single -phase elec- this country, as there are greater ex- cumulator out of its troubles and into

tric power on the small branch of the tremes of temperature. the field that it ought to fill.

Midland Railway running from Lan- The wise European practice of When, therefore, some seven years

caster (England ), via Morecambe, to spending money on accident preven- ago, the master-mind of electrical in

Heysham , described in this issue, by tion in preference to trusting tochance vention announced that , as the result

Messrs. Dalziel and Sayers , is espe- in this respect is illustrated by several of a long series of experiments, a newa

cially interesting from several points features. At each grade crossing and different sort of storage battery

of view . For one thing, it illustrates the there are loading gauges constructed was forthcoming from his laboratories ,

thoroughness and caution that are dis- on both sides of the track to prevent great interest was felt . Proportional

tinguishing characteristics of British any load or vehicle that is too high to to this was the disappointment when,

procedure . The Midland, serving the pass under the contact wire being after being a short time on the market,

densely populated districts of central driven over the track. Another in- the nickel- iron battery was withdrawn,

England, enjoys a traffic density that stance is that the door of the high- until it was known that the withdrawal

ew railroads in this country can ap tension compartment on the Siemens was merely temporary and was made

proach . The question of electrifying cars are mechanically interlocked with because the inventor felt that there

its motive power had long been dis- the bows sơ that it cannot be opened was still room for improvement.

cussed , but the feeling that the time until they are down . Also the normal Recently has come the announce

was not yet ripe, and the desire to try position of the Siemens bow is down, ment that the battery is now on the

out the various competing systems of while that of the Westinghouse bow market , and is designed especially for

electrification that have been proposed, is up . We agree with the authors that traction service . From the descrip

led the management to utilize a com- the former is preferable . tion published elsewhere in this issue,

paratively short branch line to test out it appears that the two striking fea

the single-phase apparatus manufac tures are long life — which is to say

tured respectively by the leading low maintenance cost-and decreased

American and German exponents of weight per unit of output. According
The New Storage Battery

that system . to the claims made for it , the battery

In this country, under somewhat The application of the storage bat- cannot be injured by overcharging,

similar conditions, the experiment was tery to making life easier for gene does not deteriorate if left discharged,

tried on the main line . There are , as rating apparatus in power plants that can be easily disassembled , and has

is well known, good and sufficient rea- are called upon to operate under large nearly twice the output , weight for

sons in each case for the adoption of variations of load has reached a stage weight , that can be gotten from other

courses that are so directly opposed to where many millions of dollars are batteries .

each other, and the results in each invested, and in the great majority of These assertions, if they can be sub

case have abundantly justified the pro- cases there is no doubt that these mil- stantiated , mean that the new battery
cedure. lions are well spent and earning a fair is a long step in advance . Before us

The Midland experiment while far return on the investment The applica- lies a comparative statement as to the

from being an instance of trunk - line tion of the storage battery to the pro- costs of operation and the cost of

electrification, and more strictly com- pulsion of vehicles has likewise been maintenance for a number of different

parable with high -tension interurban pushed to a point highly creditable to users of electric vehicles, and in most

lines , is nevertheless an instance of the skill and energy of those who have of them it appears that the cost of
steam railway electrification , and its devoted their time, brains and money maintenance of battery is quite com

operating experience, which has now to this field . In its march toward the parable with the charging cost .
extended for over two years , throws oal of a larger usefulness , however, Wherever the service is constant and

light on what can be expected of the the storage battery has been tremen- the rate for current is not exception

performance of similar equipmentsin dously handicapped by three very seri- ally low , the battery maintenance cost
trunk-line work . This was undoubt- ous disadvantages : high first cost,high is apt to become greater than the

edly the underlying reason for divid- maintenance cost , and an efficiency charging cost . The reverse is true

ing a comparatively small contract for relatively low as compared with that where service factor is low and the

motive-power apparatus between two of almost every other form of elec- batteries are properly looked after.

widely different manufacturing com- trical apparatus . To these three clogs Now , even with this handicap , the

panies . which affect the value of the battery electric automobile and wagon are

The record of this little 8-mile in all its applications must be added competing everywhere with their

branch , both as to installation and ope- the one of a greatweight in proportion horse-propelled and gasolene-propelled

ration , show up very well for Ameri- to the output of energy obtainable . counter -types, and if the high -mainte

can practice in so far as it is repre While of secondary importance in sta- nance charge is reduced by virtue of

sented therein . The scheme of sus- tionary battery plants, this last be- the robustness and long life of the

pending the catenary and of current comes of the greatest importance in nickel-iron battery , the electric -vehicle

collection show how much the experi the case of vehicle propulsion . industry is in sight of a hopeful de

ence of both sides of the Atlantic has The numerous attractions of the velopment.

been borne in mind.
storage battery system for automobile To this advantage must be added

The fact that the usual collector and traction work, the flexibility and the gain in mileage due to the reduced

troubles seem to be almost entirely ab- independence of the electrically pro- weight. The output per pound of the

sent, that there is but little or pelled vehicle, as well as its freedom two types now manufactured are 14

sparking, and that the wear on the from the many offenses of its ubiqui- and 16 watt-hr. respectively. This

wire has so far been negligible speaks tous competitor , the gasolene motor, cutting down of the " dead" weight is

well for the somewhat original meth- have won for it a noteworthy place in not the least promising feature of the

ods used . The device used in anchor- spite of the quartet of objections just new battery , and it will be interesting

ing must greatly reduce the maximum noted . But the many friends of the to see its effect on the mileage records,

strain in the suspended overhead battery have always felt that things particularly in the case of the lighter
structure and tend to its greater se- were at far from their best , and have types of vehicle, where the battery has

curity and stability. The resulting ad- looked forward to the advent of im- been the principal weight factor.

no
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its powers

Public Service Commissions' stocks represent actual cash invest- Discussing this situation , the second

Reports ment in the properties of the several district commission points out that the

The two public service commissions corporations, orwhether they are lack- significance of these figures depends

of New York State have made public ing in that particular characteristic. almost entirely on what these stocks

their annual reports. Authority was granted by the com- represent.

mission during the last year for the The public at large has a fairly good

REPORT OF THE FIRST DISTRICT COM- issue of $ 142,855,035 of stocks, bonds idea of what the most of this stock

MISSION and other evidences of indebtedness , represents . That it , or at least the

Some of the principal features of making a total of $ 252,839,681.34 au- investing portion of it , is not much

the report from the first district , which thorized during the 30 months of the alarmed may be seen from the fact

covers New York City, are : commission's existence. Of the total that this same commission reports that

First, that only three lighting and authorized in the last year, the fol- it has granted permission to issue new

power companies in the district have lowing were for electrical corpora- stock for electrical corporations to the

applied for permission to issue bonds tions : Stocks , $ 1,991,500 ; bonds, amount of somewhat over $ 6,000,000 .

in 1909. The Kings County Lighting $6,036,500. For gas and electrical cor$ If to this be added bond issues per

Company desired to issue $ 450,000 porations combined , $ 2,528,600 bonds mitted aggregating upwards of $ 13,

worth ; the commission allowed $ 200,- were authorized . Electric railroads 000,000 , it would seem that there is

000. The Bronx Gas & Electric Com- were authorized to issue $ 4,154,000 still faith left in the earning abilities

pany desired to issue $ 740,000 worth ; stock and $ 4,950,360 bonds. of electrical properties . That this is

the commission allowed $625,000. The Electrical corporations have been the case is , of course , largely due to

The Kings County Electric Light & required to makeperiodic tests of con- the public impression that such stocks

Power Company has applied for per- sumers ' meters, using standards that as now issued , under the commission's

mission to issue $ 5,000,000 worth, and are checked for accuracy by inspectors supervision , must have some real ba

the case is under consideration . of the commission. Of 78,116 electri- sis. This is probably the case ; but the

The commission has devoted much cal meters tested , 69,000 were found commission is not satisfied as to the

time to complaints and to the inspec- accurate within 4 per cent . , 20 per scope of its powers in this matter of

tion of meters . It is also trying to cent . were found 4 per cent . or more security issues, and again urges that

keep track of all rates and changes, slow , and 11 per cent. were 4 per cent . be extended .

and the report contains a summary of or more fast . In the commission's A strong plea on the same line is

rates charged by the various com- supervision of this work, 174 electrical made by the first district commission ,

panies . station standards were checked for ac- and it is to be hoped that this matter

The commission , as last year, pleads curacy. will be given the careful consideration

for more power, and claims that court The commission asks for " additional that its importance deserves.

decisions Whave devitalized the public employees, so that traveling auditors Activity in the security issues busi

service commission law ." Especially may be sent about through the State ness has been very limited in the first

as regards the " watering of stocks.” to assist the smaller corporation and district , the total permits being no

municipalities operating public utili- stocks and only $ 825,000 worth of

REPORT OF THE SECOND DISTRICT COM- ties who are required by law to report bonds. Probably the first district has

MISSION to the commission .” The corpora had a load of this kind of matter on

The report of the second district tions, while rendering an important hand sufficiently large to hold its at

commission, which covers the rest of and usually highly appreciated service
tention for awhile. The motives for

the State , also devotes much space to in their respective communities, are , issuing new securities of the kind that

the question of security issues . because of the smallness of these com- are under the commission's scrutiny is

The dividend experiences of the mnuities, limited to extremely slender certainly not very attractive in view of

electrical corporations , electric rail- revenues , such that the cost of the the present condition of most of those

road corporations and gas corpora services of skilled accountants seems now in the field .

tions of which the commission has one of the expenses most easily avoid

supervision were as follows: ed and, therefore , least necessary to Tungsten Production in the

incur. Most of the municipal plants United States

Total number of corporations,' all classes,

Total number paying no dividends . are particularly in need of such aid ,
Total number paying dividends.

The production in the United States

Total number paying no dividends on common and many of them have made requests in 1909 of tungsten concentrates reck
for it .

Totalnumber paying no dividends on preferred
oned at 60 per cent. of tungsten triox

The reports furnish inter
ide was 1958 short tons, valued at

Total number paying dividends on common stock
Total number paying dividends on preferred esting bird's -eye view , so to speak , $746,130 , according to figures com

of the conditions of electrical light, piled by Mr. F. L. Hess, of theAmount of common stock paying no

$ 126,956,530 power and traction companies in the United States Geological Survey, from
Amount of common stock paying divi

dends . 53,859,074 Empire State . The table giving sta- returns received from producers.
Amount of preferred stock paying no

dividends. 15,317,400 tistics regarding dividends in the com- These figures represent the exact pro

Amount of preferred stock paying divi panies in the " up -State" district shows duction for the first 11 months of the
dends 18,461,072

that 237 out of 310, or more than year plus the estimated production in

Commenting on these facts , the three - fourths, of the corporations over December. Of this amount Boulder

commission says : “ The very remark- which this commission has jurisdic- County, Colorado, produced 1401 tons,

able showing made by these tables and tion paid no dividends in 1909. Fifteen valued at $550,280. In 1908 the total

summaries demands but little comment corporations only paid any dividends production was 671 short tons, valued

from the commission at this time. At- on preferred stock , and 67 on common . at $229,955 , and there was, therefore,

tention should , however, be directed Altogether there is nearly $ 127,000,- an increase in 1909 of 1287 tons in

to the fact that they have no wide 000 of common stock and some $ 15 ,- output and of $516,175 in value , or

range of use except by way of sug- 000,000 of preferred that is about 200 per cent. The greater part

gestion for investigation. The sig- dividend paying. This makes an ag- of the tungsten mined is used for

nificance of the facts which they dis- gregate of more than $ 142,000,000 of the production of tungsten irons . A

close depends wholly upon the further electrical stock that is yielding no re- few carloads would supply all of the

fact not disclosed, whether these turn.

demand for tungsten lamp filaments.

Tung
310

237

73

stock 243

stock 16

67

an

stock ... 15

dividends.

non



Distant Control Switchgear

STEPHEN Q. HAYES

PART II

or

Panels , pedestals, cabinets and con- were placed on panels. As voltage tension spring is sometimes included

trol desks having been described in and output increased it became neces- in the transmission, and occasionally

Part I of this paper, Part II will cov- sary to utilize more space for the a clevis or union joint of some kind

er the circuit-breakers , switches, etc. , switching devices and to operate them is furnished to take up the slack

operated from the switchboards .. Part either by compressed air or by me- caused by wear at the bearings. Ow

III will take up the arrangement of chanical or electrical means from a ing to the weight and inertia of this

the circuit-breakers , bus bars, discon- central point . Any method of dis- type of mechanism, it is not very sat

necting switches and their structures tant control as applied to the switches isfactory where the distance between
and mounting, as well as the general and circuit -breakers has the advantage the handle and device to be operated

arrangement of power plants with of keeping the circuits of high volt- exceeds 50 ft . , as measured along the

distant control switchgear. age and large power away from the various horizontal and vertical mem

The apparatus covered by this por- switchboard proper and minimizing bers .

tion of the paper, as stated in the the danger to the operator and the By the use of parallel motion de

introduction, will be considered under damage by failure of a switching de- vices with two rods in each member

the following sections : vice. As applied to rehostats , it fur- it is possible to have the operating

A General features of manual op- nishes a more suitable location for the mechanism in tension at all times,

eration . heat-producing resistances and face- both in closing and in opening, and

B General features of pneumatic plates and frequently permits reducing to use lighter tubing or rods , but the

operation . to a minimum the length of the con- duplication of parts is a serious handi

C General features of electrical necting leads between them . As ap- cap to this arrangement.

operation . plied to other portions of the equip- A modification of this parallel mo

D Manually operated air - break ment the advantages are various. tion scheme is to use wire , rope or

main switches and breakers. Manual operation of the distant chain passing over pulleys or sprock

E Pneumatically operated air- control apparatus was the first and ets , and with such a method the limit

break main switches and breakers . most obvious means of taking care of satisfactory operation is greatly ex

F Electrically operated air -break of the conditions to be met . Any one tended . This scheme is used, to a

main switches and breakers. more of the mechanical devices great extent, in Europe, where the

G Manually operatedoperated oil -break for transmitting motion between two oil switches are frequently designed to

main switches and breakers . points is applicable to this class of be operated by a rotary motion .

H Pneumatically operated oil- work, and many different arrange- Shaft transmission , either vertical

break main switches and breakers . ments have been adopted. or horizontal, with spur or bevel

I Electrically operated oil -break The simplest scheme is that of pro- gears , chain and sprocket mechanism

main switches and breakers, viding a long pole for the operation or similar devices, are usually em

J Manually operated air-break of apparatus that is otherwise difficult ployed for the operation of rheostats
disconnecting switches. or dangerous to reach , and this in America, while in Europe this

K Pneumatically operated air- method is usually employed in Ameri- method of transmission is also used

break disconnecting switches .
ca for manipulating disconnecting for oil switches. disconnecting

L Electrically operated air -break switches that are not opened under switches and other devices .

disconnecting switches . load and that are seldom operated.

M Manually operated field switch- One or two of these operating poles , Section B - General features of pneu

es . as a rule , suffices for an ordinary sta matic operation.

N Electrically operated field tion , and the cost is negligible. For When the plant of the Niagara

switches . certain classes of work this pole op- Falls Power Company was designed

O Manually operated field rheo- eration is satisfactory, but its draw- in 1893 the generators of 5000 -h.p. ca
stats. backs for more extended service are pacity required switches of such size

P Electrically operated field rheo- self -evident.
that hand operation was almost a

stats. For the distant mechanical opera- mechanical impossibility and the

Q Control switches and indica- tion of oil switches and circuit-break- switches supplied by the Westing
tors , ers American practice with its oil house E. & M. Company were oper

R Auxiliary apparatus. switches usually designed for an up- ated directly by compressed air . The
While it will be obviously impos- and -down motion favors the use of direct-current circuit-breakers and

sible to go very thoroughly into all bell cranks and rods — the latter ordi- · switches for the Consolidated Trac

of the subjects covered by these head- narily being a piece of standard gas tion Company of Pittsburg were in
ings in the limits of this article, it is pipe screwed into suitable terminals stalled by the Westinghouse Company

the intention to touch briefly on the attached to the bell cranks, operating in 1896 and were pneumatically op
most prominent features of the above- handles , etc. As far as possible , th erated, as were the first large oil
mentioned sections . different portions of the mechanical switches furnished by the General

Section A—General features of man- transmission are arranged in tension Electric Company to some of the large
ual operation. for closing the breaker to avoid bend- stations in Boston, Brooklyn, Chicago

The earliest electrical power plants ing stresses , although a reasonable and New York .

containing a few machines of small amount of compression can be taken These were followed by plants for

output and moderate voltage were care of without unduly increasing the the Kings Bridge and Metropolitan

easily controlled from switchboards weight of the mechanism . stations in New York and the St.

where all of the switches , meters, etc. , In order to allow for lost motion , a Lawrence Cons. Company at Mes

Continued from January issue 5
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sena, where the electro- pneumatic sys- the variation in voltage will not ma- position of the handle gives no clew

tem was used . Practically all of the terially change the pull of the solenoid to the position of the breaker. For

more recent plants in America, re- or the speed of the motor. such cases or where an auxiliary

quiring an auxiliary source of power In substations the breakers, etc., are source of power is used for operating

for the operation of the switchgear, often designed for operation from the the devices some very ingenious

have used the direct electric control direct-current bus , and if the station methods of signaling have been de

by means of motors or solenoids . In has been completely shut down and signed. For a breaker of any sort a

some of the very latest plants , how- no direct current is available, the first mechanically operated switch is usual

ever, where the momentary power re- one or two breakers must be closed ly provided, and this switch is thrown

quired for the operation of the ap- by hand. A small battery can often from one position to the other by the

paratus is very great, compressed air be used to advantage in such a station movement of some part of the mechan

is being used. In Europe pneumati- and it can be charged through a re- ism of the main breaker. A certain

cally operated switchgear is almost sistance from the bus. In transformer amount of lost motion is usually pro

unknown. substations a small battery charged vided so that unless the breaker goes

The main advantage of pneumatic from a motor-generator set of about all of the way in or out the position of

operation is the comparative simplici- 5 -kw . capacity is nearly always in- the signal switch is not altered. From

ty of the pipes, valves, operating stalled. these signal switches circuits are run

cylinders and similar parts with the From time to time it has been pro- back to the switchboard to operate

high pressure that can be concentrated posed to operate the various devices electro -mechanical indicators — signal

on the mechanism when needed. The from alternating-current circuits , and lamps or similar devices . These in

disadvantages come from the neces- while induction regulators are some- dicators or lamps are often arranged

sity of air- compressors, storage tanks, times operated by small alternating- , times operated by small alternating- to form part of a miniature bus circuit

piping, valves and other appurte- current motors and special breakers , to show the connections that have been

nances, with the troubles arising from such as those for the overhead trolley made by the breakers .

moisture, condensation, water in the

exhaust and the troubles inherent in

a device that is apt to discharge moist

air and water near high-tension ap

paratus. The losses in the piping are

also considerable and limit the dis

tance for which the direct-pneumatic

operation can be employed to ad

vantage.

The electro - pneumatic scheme

minimizes these last troubles, and has

practically superseded the direct

pneumatic control for all new installa

tions where compressed -air operation

is required.

-

2.
COMPAGNIE VAUDOISE

Section C - General features of elec

trical operation.

In the vast majority of American

and European power plants where an

auxiliary source of power is used for

the switchgear electrical operation is

employed.

Most of this apparatus now in serv

ice is designed for use on a 125-volt

direct- current circuit, although 250 ,

500 or any other available direct-cur Fig. 1. - EUROPEAN ( OERLIKON ) HAND-OPERATED AIR-BREAK CIRCUIT -BREAKER,

rent voltage can be used . In gen.

erating stations the exciter bus is

often the source of the direct-current lines of the N. Y. , N. H. & H. R. R. , In addition to the indicator , or the

supply , but where a voltage regulator have been operated from alternating- pair of red and green lens signal
is employed that causes the voltage of current solenoids , the direct-current lamps that show whether a breaker

this exciter bus to fluctuate, it is often operation is so much cheaper and the is open or closed , a lamp is often sup

advisable to install a small storage additional complication due to its use plied that will light up only when a
battery of about 40 ampere hours ca- is so small that alternating-current op- breaker has been tripped out auto

pacity in order to have a constant op- eration has made very little headway. matically, but will not be illuminated
erating voltage. This battery is With any system of distant control if the breaker has been intentionally

usually charged from one of the ex- apparatus it is necessary for the op- tripped by the operator at the switch
citers, a small motor generator set , erator to know whether the different board. In other cases a mechanical

or by using suitable resistances in pieces of apparatus have actually device attached to the control switch

series with a trolley circuit or other closed or opened or performed the indicates the last movement made and
direct-current circuit . function assigned to them . With when the mechanical indication differs

Where for any reason it is not de- manual operation the automatic open- from the electrical , it is evident that

sired to install a battery and it is ing of a breaker sometimes operates the breaker has opened automatically.

necessary to operate the devices from all of the mechanism back to the Where motor operated rheostat

an exciter bus with fluctuating volt- handle, so no other indication is face-plates are used, a device is often

age, the solenoids or motors can some- needed, but in other cases the latch or placed on the face-plate that closes the

times be especially designed so that toggle joint is at the breaker and the circuit of an indicating lamp on the
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switchboard when the arm is bridging With the low voltage and small matic features, but the rapid burning

two contacts . The winking of this amount of power prevailing in the away of the contacts necessitated some

ight as the arm revolves gives a rec- earliest direct- current lighting plants, means of reducing the vicious arcs at

ord of the number of contacts passed simple knife switches were able to opening the circuit.

ver by the moving arm. With mo- easily open any of the circular under- Oneof the earliest designs that has

or-operated governors, induction reg- load, but as the voltage increased and stood the test of time was a circuit

ilators , valves , etc. , lamps are some- amounts of power became great vari- breaker with auxiliary carbon contacts

imes provided on the switchboard, ous devices were adopted to take care developed by the Westinghouse E. &

and so connected that they will light of the arc arising at opening. M. Co. While the types have been

1p when the motor has reached the The first scheme was to apply a modified from time to time to keep

imit of its travel in one direction or spring attachment to a knife switch step with progress, the carbon -break

the other. Similar signaling devices that insured a quick opening, and this feature has been adhered to and has

have been designed to take care of arrangement is still used for small become the practically universal

all of the conditions arising in power amounts of power and low voltages, standard for heavy direct -current

olants of various kinds . and fuses are employed to give what- service . These have built in capaci

These indicators and the control ever automatic protection is desired . ties up to 14,000 amperes, or even

switches used with the electrical op- When the direct-current railway sys- higher, and for voltages up to the

eration are described under Section tem was started it was soon found highest used for direct-current railway

" Q " of this article , while the method that with 500 volts or more and the service.

Another early type was provided

with auxiliary contacts that opened in

a strong magnetic field that offered

protection to the main contacts. This

type of breaker was developed by the

General Electric Company and was

used until comparatively recent years,

but has now been almost entirely

superseded by the carbon -breaker.

Other manufacturers in America and

Europe have adopted the carbon

breaker as the most satisfactory for

practically all classes of direct-current

service. The general features of some

of these breakers are clearly evident

from the cuts and descriptions that

will be found later in this article , so

they will not be described here.

In most cases these direct-current

carbon - breakers are located directly

on a switchboard panel, usually at

the top , to get the arc above the op

erator's head, but they have also been

arranged for distant mechanical con

trol , as well as pneumatic and elec

trical operation.

In Europe, however, the automatic

breakers for direct-current service are

usually distant control and are pro

vided with auxiliary contacts, with or

without magnetic blowouts. Such a

breaker is shown in Fig. I and is the

type used frequently for exciter and

tramway service . To American eyes,

accustomed to a compact carbon -break

device mounted on a switchboard

panel, this device seems unduly com

plicated and expensive, but with the

European idea of keeping all live cir

cuits out of reach , it is well suited

for its purpose. The handle and dial

plate are usually placed on a panel,

or pedestal, while the switch proper

is mounted apart with the contacts in
Fig. 2.-AMERICAN (WESTINGHOUSE ) HAND-OPERATED PLUNGER SWITCH

a blow-out compartment.

For alternating-current service the

of their mounting on the panels , desks, fairly large currents that were to be early plants of 1100 or 2200 volts with

etc. , has been illustrated in the earlier handled fuse protection was not sat- small amounts of power were con

part of this article . isfactorily and automatic circuit- trolled by plain knife switches on the

breakers of different kinds were de- front of a panel board, and this was
Section D — Manually operated air- signed . shortly followed by placing the

break main switches and break- The earliest circuit-breakers were switches on the back with the handles

ers. practically knife switches with auto- sticking through the board . The next
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step was to cover over the switch or

enclose the contacts and this devel

oped into the so -called plunger switch .

Fig. 2 shows the portion of a

plunger switch that is back of the

switchboard panel and that is op

erated from the front by means of the

steel shaft passing through the cen

tral casting . This switchwas the re

sult of gradual development on the

part of the Westinghouse Company

between the years 1894 and 1904 and

was very satisfactory for currents up

to 200 amperes and voltages up to

2200 volts . With this type of switch

the circuit is opened in the interior

of a porcelain cylinder and the result

ing arc , heating the air in the en

closed space , blows itself out through

a vent provided for the purpose. The

cooling effect of the porcelain walls

of the cylinder greatly aided in ex

tinguishing the arc . The illustration

shows a four-pole double-break switch

with the eight cylinders connected in

four series of two each to increase

the breaking capacity. In moderate

sized plants these switches gave, and

are still giving, good service , but as

the capacity of stations increased it

was found that another type of switch ,

namely, the oil switch , was better

adapted to the severe conditions to be

met .

Other companies in America built

modified types of this switch , using

lignum vitæ, applewood or some other

tough , close-grained wood in order

to secure greater mechanical strength

than could be obtained with the porce

lain available , but these had the draw

back of charring . Modifications of

this design are still in use for single

pole plug switches.

While the plunger switch in Ameri

ca was seldom used to handle more

than 400 kw . at a voltage of 2200 or

3300 , and was never provided with

over -load features, this type was de

1

8306

AMERICAN ( WESTINGHOUSE ) HAND-OPERATED CARBON CIRCUIT- BREAKER , COMPANIA

HIDRO-ELECTRICA SAN ILDEFONSO ( MEXICO)

ago

Oudd

veloped in Europe for higher voltages,

larger amounts of power and was ar

ranged with over-load release to act

as an automatic circuit-breaker.

Fig. 3 shows one of the switches

supplied about 1903 by the Oerlikon

Company for the La Dernier station

of the Compagnie Vaudoise in Switz

erland which was used for the control

of a 1000 kva. , 13,500 volt, 50 cycle ,

three -phase generator . As may be

noted, this three -pole switch is pro

vided with six porcelain cylinders

with terminals for three incoming and

three outgoing leads . The metal

plunger rods mounted on porcelain

and provided with cross-connections

complete the circuit when the switch

is closed and provide two breaks per

phase when the switch is open.

The rather complicated mechanism

with its rack and pinion movement

and heavy coiled spring is so designed

>

Fig . 3. - EUROPEAN (OERLIKON ) HAND-OPERATED PLUNGER SWITCH,COMPAGNIE VAUDOISE
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ex

that in case of an over-load the trip- a short-circuit, and sufficient head- switches were also pneumatically op
ping coil is actuated , releasing the room was always provided to allow erated and located under the plat
vitch from the operating handle room for the arc to blow itself out form.

ch a manner that the switch cannot without reaching the ceiling or the Pneumatically operatedoperated carbon

held closed on a short-circuit. The roof trusses . With this type of break- break circuit-breakers and double

2 utomatic tripping of the breaker er the contacts and mechanism are in throw brush contact switches were

lauses a smallmovement of the handle plain sight and can be readily in- supplied by the Westinghouse E. &

at is sufficient to call the attention spected while in operation . M. Company in 1898 for the Consoli

' t the operator to the fact that the dated Traction Co. of Pittsburg for

aker has opened. Adjustable time- Section E-Pneumatically operated direct-current street railway service.

uit relays are provided for the gen air-break switches. This was one of the last installations

stor circuits. Probably the earliest example of the using the direct-pneumatic control .

In America, prior to the almost uni- use of an auxiliary source of power Electro -pneumatic operation has

sal adoption of oil switches, the for the operation of switchgear is been found to possess so many ad

use of the carbon -breaker was illustrated in Fig. 5 , which shows one vantages over the direct pneumatic for

tended to alternating-current circuits of the four-pole, double-throw switch- this class of service that the latter

of fairly high voltage and fairly large es supplied in 1896 by the Westing- is almost obsolete. An early example

amounts of power . Fig . 4 shows one house E. & M. Co. to the Niagara of the electro -pneumatic control as

cenk
of the 22,000 -volt, three-pole carbon- Falls Power Co. for the control of applied to carbon circuit -breakers is

breakers supplied by the Westinghouse the 5000 -h.p ., 2200 -volt, two-phase shown in Fig. 6, which illustrates one

E. & M. Company for the receiving generators in their No. 1 station , of the three-pole breakers supplied by

station of the transmission system of where there are 10 of these machines the Westinghouse Company to the

the San Ildefonso Hydro -Electric installed.installed. This switch is practically St. Lawrence Construction Co. at

Co. in the City of Mexico. Each of two switches, mounted back to back, Massena and to the Kingsbridge

Power station in New York in 1900 .

In this breaker the piping and valves

were so arranged that when the

breaker was closed and the latch or

toggle caught the air supply was cut

off,and the same thing occurred when

the breaker was tripped.

Section F-Electrically operated air

break main switches and

breakers .

In many modern plants using elec

trical control for high voltage alter

nating - current circuits it is often de

sirable to use the same system for

the exciters or other direct- current

circuits, and there is quite a field for

electrically operated carbon -break
switches and circuit-breakers for this

class of service .

The electrical operation of carbon

circuit-breakers can be secured either

through the use of a solenoid or a

motor. The solenoid control is usu

ally simpler, more rugged and cheap

Fig. 5.-AMERICAN (WESTINGHOUSE) PNEUMATICALLY OPERATED AIR-BREAK SWITCH , er, but requires momentarily more

NIAGARA FALLS POWER COMPANY current for its operation than does the

motor-driven mechanism for a breaker

the two incoming lines of about 7500- with the air cylinders, valves, piping of the same capacity , and these rela

kw . capacity was provided with one and mechanism between them . The tive advantages and disadvantages

of these breakers , and in addition to main jaws are mounted directly on governed the design of this class of

the over -load protection, each breaker a marble slab and the switch blades apparatus by different manufacturers.

was provided with a reverse -current attached to a movable cross -head, Fig. 7 shows two 800 -ampere,

relay and a special transformer ar- make the connections between them . three-pole, solenoid -operated, carbon

rangement to hold up the voltage of In order to prevent serious arc break circuit-breakers supplied by the

the alternating-current tripping cir- ing when opening under load ar- Westinghouse E. & M. Co. to the Rio

cuit , notwithstanding the heavy line rangements are made for connecting de Janeiro T. L. & P. Co. for use with

drop that would occur as the result of in a high resistance just before the 200 -kw ., 250 -volt exciters . The two

a short-circuit near the receiving sta- main contacts are opened , and the breakers are arranged to connect the

tion . circuit through the resistance in after- exciter to either or both of the two

A breaker of this sort when open- ward opened by means of the plungers sets of direct - current bus bars and

ing under heavy load was apt to draw working in the cylinders of non-arc- their general construction is evident

a long flaring arc , which placed a ing metal. These switches were lo- from the cut. Each breaker is pro

rather serious strain on the insulation cated underneath the platform con vided with a double-contact push -but

of transformers and similar apparatus . taining the control pedestals shown ton depressed by the brush of one

Large marble barriers between the in Fig. I of Part I of this article , pole when the breaker is closed and

poles prevented the possibility of ad- and the piping for the compressed air released when the breaker opens, and

jacent arcs coming together to form was short and direct . The field this double - contact push -button oper
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ates the signal lamps on the control
desk .

Fig. 8 shows a 4000 - ampere, 750

volt, single-pole, carbon -break circuit

breaker made by the Westinghouse E.

& M. Co. The general design of the

breaker with the laminated copper

brush contacts and carbon auxiliary

contacts is evident, and has become

practically the standard construction
in America for heavy capacity direct

current service. The double -throw
knife switch is used for the opera

tion of the signal device .

Fig. 9 shows a 10,000 -ampere,

motor -operated carbon circuit -breaker

supplied by the Cutter Company to

the Indiana Steel Company . This

breaker is provided with a device

that disconnects the worm gear and

shuts down the motor when the break

er has closed and its toggle has

locked . It is also so arranged that in Fig. 7. - AMERICAN ( WESTINGHOUSE ) SOLENOID -OPERATED CARBON - BREAKER ,

RIO JANEIRO L. T. & P. COMPANY1
7
7

1

case of an over-load or short-circuit

existing when the breaker is closed

the breaker will immediately trip out

even if the control switch is held in

the " close" position. This feature of

being “ non - closable on over -load” is

one that is embodied in a large num
ber of breakers of all kinds and is

a very valuable and useful one.

The terms " oil switch ” and “ oil

circuit -breakers" as used by various

manufacturers are practically synono

mous, although some makers draw

different distinctions between the two

pieces of apparatus . With one maker

an " oil switch ” has knife contacts and

the switch when closed has no tenden

cy to come open , while the " oil circuit

breaker " has cone , wedge, brush or

similar contacts that tend to open and

must be kept closed by a latch , toggle

or similar device . In this article the

term " oil circuit-breaker" will be used

throughout as covering a device for

opening the circuit under oil with any

condition of over-load that may exist

at the time. These circuit-breakers

may be either automatic or non -auto

matic, and the automatic ones may be

provided with relays for over - load,

under -load, reverse current, etc. , and

these may be made instantaneous, ad

justable time limit, inverse time limit,

etc.

As the essential feature of the oil

breaker is the opening of the circuit

under oil and the smothering of the

arc in a rather restricted space , it was

found that the explosions that occa

sionally occur when circuits of large

power are opened under oil would

sometimes rupture the oil tanks, or

even destroy the breaker . The

amount of power that could safely be

handled by an oil circuit -breaker de

pended on strength of its tanks , the

amount of oil and similar features of

design and in general it was not safe

Fig. 6. - AMERICAN ( WESTINGHOUSE) PNEUMATICALLY OPERATED AIR-BREAK CIRCUIT

BREAKER , ST. LAWRENCE POWER COMPANY
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to use a small breaker on a system lowing points that materially affect

of large capacity if, under certain the amount of power that can be safely

easily possible conditions , the breaker handled. With a non-automatic cir

might be called on to open a short- cuit -breaker, such as usually employed

circuit with the entire power of the on generator circuits , the chances are

station concentrated on it . As the very remote that such a piece of ap

result of long tests and experience it paratus will ever have to open very
has become customary, particularly in much more than the over - load ca

America , to assign an “ ultimate-break- pacity of the generator or , at the

ing capacity " to various types of worst, the amount of current it can

breakers. This is usually given as develop under short -circuit conditions.

the maximum kilowatt -amperes ca- With an automatic -breaker, however,

pacity in normal rating of generators which will trip out, due to an over

connected to the bus, on which it is load or short-circuit on a feeder , it

safe to use a certain breaker . As an is possible in some cases to have the

actual fact , the maximum current rat- entire energy of the station concen

ing seems to have more to do with trated on that short-circuit , andopened

breaking capacity than the kilovolt by the breaker, particularly if provided

ampere rating, and it is usually a with an instantaneous release. The

simpler problem to control a 10,000 momentary energy at the point of

kilovolt-ampere current at 66,000 volts trouble may far exceed that which

than at 6600 or 660. the machines could continuously de

In determing the ultimate -breaking velop even under short- circuit condi

capacity to be assigned to a breaker, tions, so an instantaneous automatic

due consideration is given to the fol- breakers has exceedingly severe condi

Fig. 9.—AMERICAN ( CUTTER ) MOTOR -OPE

RATED CARBON CIRCUIT-BREAKER, IN

DIANA STEEL COMPANY

tions to meet. If a time-limit relay

is used the conditions are somewhat

improved. While it is practically im

possible to calculate the exact amount

of energy which a breaker might be

called upon to open in a given station,

it is known from tests and long ex

perience in design that circuit-breakers

have a reasonable factor of safety

when connected to bus bars fed from

generators with a certain combined

kilovolt-ampere capacity, and this has

been termed the " ultimate-breaking

capacity " for which a breaker can be

guaranteed. Under favorable condi

tions the breakers may be used on

bus bars having a somewhat greater

capacity , while under extremely ad

verse conditions of poor oil , etc., it is

possible that a breaker might fail to

satisfactorily open the circuit when

pushed to the extreme limits, but taken

all in all , the ratings usually given by

the manufacturer are conservative.Fig. 8.-AMERICAN (WESTINGHOUSE ) SOLENOID-OPERATED CARBON CIRCUIT-BREAKER
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Where a double set of bus bars is a certain amount of drop in the feed- sidered safe and conservative by their

installed , or the bus bars are section- ers from the generating station , small- designers, but it should be stated that,

alized , it is sometimes possible to use er breakers can often be used . It is fewof the breakers, particularly of

smaller breakers , although the total also occasionally feasible to use a few the larger sizes , have even been tested

capacity in the station may exceed the large breakers and the rest small to the point of break-down, as it is
" maximum -breaking capacity" of the ones. As a general rule, however, it practically impossible to obtain the

breakers. Usually water -wheel-driven is not well to over-rate the breakers necessary amount of power for test

units have not the same over-load without submitting the entire propo- ing purposes even in the largest plants.
capacities as steam - driven units and sition to very careful consideration. It should also be noted in connection

smaller breakers might answer in a The rating figures, where any are with the smaller breakers that a

water power plant than would be con- given, in the descriptions of the vari- breaker of a certain type, good for
sidered safe in a steam plant. For ous oil circuit-breakers as to the ulti- the maximum current and maximum

substation work, where there will be mate-breaking capacity are those con- voltage for which that type is built,

seldom be supplied, and the

product of maximum current and

maximum voltage will sometimes ex

ceed the ultimate -breaking capacity.

As European practice leans toward

the use of manually operated oil

breakers even for large capacity, and

American practice tends toward using

an auxiliary source of power for dis

tant control switchgear, the European

oil circuit -breakers are included under

Section G, while the American break

ers are described under Sections H

and I , although the manually op

erated European breakers illustrated

are frequently arranged for electrical

operation, while the American break

ers, particularly in the smaller sizes ,

are often made for manual operation .

Section G - Manually operated oil
break switches and circuit

breakers .

Fig. I shows a three -pole oil

circuit-breaker of Italian manufacture

arranged with a hand-wheel for direct

manipulation. As may be noticed , the

hand-wheel shaft is provided with a

rack and pinion device so that a

solenoid located in the tank casting

and pulling directly on the rack can

operate the breaker. The dial-plate

is provided with discs marked

" Aperto ” and “ Chiuso," " open " and

" closed," so that attendants can de

Fig. 11.-EUROPEAN ( MAGRINI ) MECHANICALLY OPERATED OIL CIRCUIT termine from the position of the point

BREAKER, CAMPO COLOGNO STATION er whether the breaker is open or

closed . For direct mechanical opera

tion rope drive is used . The top cast

ing is provided with mounting lugs

and the heavy iron tank can be

dropped off to get at the contacts .

For the larger breakers of this design

a screw mechanism located on the

floor is provided for lowering the

tank .

Fig . 12 shows a breaker of similar

design with the tank removed and the

contacts , barriers and operating mech

anism visible . As may be noticed , the

stationary butt contacts are attached

to the porcelains in the top of the

case , and they are slanted at an angle

of about 45 degrees and pivoted to

secure a good bearing surface against

the movable contact. The three sets

of movable contacts are attached to

porcelains mounted on a metal cross2012

bar, which also carries the wooden

Fig. 12. - ABOVE OIL CIRCUIT - BREAKER WITH TANK REMOVED barriers that separate the poles . This

1

>

1

1

|
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movable cross-arm slides on the verti

cal guide rods and is operated by a

crank -shaft mechanism in such a man

ner as to get a straight up and down

motion .

Fig. 13 shows the rear view of one

of the generator control cabinets sup

plied by the Alioth Company to the

Campo Cologno generating station in

Switzerland of the Brusio transmis

sion for the control of a 3000 -kw .,

7000 - volt, three-phase generator, of

which there are 12 in the plant .

This cabinet contains the oil circuit

breaker, field switch , field rheostat ,

instrument transformers and similar

devices . To American eyes the auto

matic oil circuit -breaker seems very

small for a plant of 36,000 kva . , but in

actual service it seems to give entire

satisfaction .

Fig. 14 shows the way in which the

Alioth Company combine the breakers

on the low -tension and high -tension

side of a transformer bank in the Cas

tellanza station in Italy of the Brusio

transmission . The three-pole breaker

on the right controls the low -tension

end of the bank of transformers , while

the single-pole breaker with three

double breaks per pole on the left with

two other single-pole breakers that do

not appear in the illustration control

the high -tension circuit . All of these

breakers are worked by one common

shaft that is operated by a long double

arm -handle placed on the transformer

22
22

Fig. 13 , -EUROPEAN ( ALIOTH ) OIL CIRCUIT-BREAKER, CAMPO COLOGNO STATION

Fig. 14.-EUROPEAN ( ALIOTH ) COMBINED HIGH- AND LOW

TENSION BREAKER, CASTELLANZA PLANT

Fig. 15.—EUROPEAN ( OERLIKON ) CIRCUIT - BREAKER ,

OBERMATT PLANT
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Fig . 17

panel. This cut also shows the oil

immersed series transformers in the

high-tension and low-tension circuits ,

as well as the double spiral choke coils

and disconnecting switch in the 44,

000 -volt circuit.

Fig . 15 shows a three - pole, 6000

volt oil breaker of the type supplied

by the Oerlikon Companyto the Ober

matt station of the Lucerne Engelberg

transmission in Switzerland , the actual

breakers used being arranged for dis

tant control by means of levers lo

cated at a pedestal on the operating

gallery. All of the wedge-shaped

contacts are placed in a single tank of

sheet metal with barriers between the

poles .

Fig. 16 shows the type of oil

breaker supplied by the Oerlikon

Company for the 27,000 -volt circuits than close it , and sediment is apt to A Generous Gift

of the Engelberg Lucerne plant . The settle on the contacts at the bottom

actual breakers used in this installa- of the oil pots. The Commonwealth Edison Com

tion were operated by a rope transmis Fig . 17 shows one of the 47,000- pany of Chicago and the General

sion , while in some other installations volt, three -pole oil -breakers supplied Electric Company of Schenectady
solenoids located on the top frame op- by the Oerlikon Co. for the Caffaro- have jointly presented to the Depart

erate the mechanism. This breaker has Brescia transmission in Italy. This ment of Electrical Engineering of the

University of Illinois a 125-kw . , stem

turbo-generator. The turbine of this

unit is to be non -condensing. The

generator is to be designed for three

phase, 60-cycle currents , to be de

livered at 2300 volts . With the addi

tion of this machine the electrical

laboratory will be prepared to deal

extensively with problems involving

single-phase, quarter -phase and three

phase currents . The significance of

this announcement is increased by the

fact that this turbo-generator , which

is secured for the University through

the interest of the Commonwealth

Edison Company, constitutes the first

large gift which thus far has ever been

received by the College of Engineer

ing. This gift following closely as it

does after coming to the university of

Dr. E. J. Berg as professor of elec

trical engineering , may be accepted

as marking a new era in the activities

of the Department of Electrical En

gineering at the University of Illinois .

54607

Fig. 16 .-- EUROPEAN ( OERLIKON ) OIL CIRCUIT-BREAKER, OBERMATT PLANT

two breaks per pole , each occuring in a breaker has six double breaks in series

separate porcelain pot. The connec- per phase and is arranged for rope

tions of the incoming and outgoing operation. The number of points to

leads are made at the bottom of the be insulated and the apparent compli

pots , while the plunger rods enter the cation of the mechanism should be

top and are attached to cross-arms op- compared with the few parts and the

erated from the mechanism on the simple mechanism required for the

upper frame -work . This breaker , American breaker of practically the

like all bottom - connected ones, with same voltage shown later in Figs . 30

vertical break , has the disadvantage and 31 .

that gravity tends to open it rather [ To be continued. ]

American Exposition in Berlin

An American exposition will be

held in Berlin , Germany, from May to

July , 1910. At the head of this ex

position is a committee consisting of

representative business men of the

United States . A committee has also

been formed in Berlin , whose honor

ary president is Prince Henry of

Prussia. The conditions governing

the exposition have been examined by

the Bureau of Manufacturers, Wash

ington , D. C. , and appear to offer a

great opportunity to American enter

prise .
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PART 1 - THE INSTALLATION Morecambe platform is cleared about OVERHEAD WORK

In the summer of 1906, acting on 40 minutes earlier than in the days of Contact Wire .—The method of sus

the recommendation of Mr. R. M. steam locomotives ; that the use of the pension adopted was largely adapted

Deeley , M. Inst. C. E. , then locomotive electric trains has enabled nearly the from that used on the Hamburg

superintendent of the Midland Rail- whole of the main -line trains, both Altona line by the Siemens -Schuckert

way, the Midland Board ordered the ordinary and excursion , to be run Werke, who courteously permitted the

section of main line between Lan- through Lancaster without stopping ; authors to inspect it .

caster, Morecambe and Heysham to and that an electric train , notwith- Such method fulfils in a remark

be electrically equipped with theequipped with the standing that the only crossover road able manner the chief essential for

single-phase system , and the work was at Lancaster is about 300 yd. beyond high-speed running with a light . bow

put in hand and generally carried out the station , necessitating frequently pressure, namely, great evenness of

by the respective staffs of Mr. Deeley three, and always two, stops instead inertia . This results in the absence of

and Mr. W. B. Worthington , M. Inst . of one, returns to Morecambe in 20 mechanical waves in the contact wire

C. E. , the chief engineer. The au- min ., against the 40 required by the at whatever speed the car is running ;

thors under them were respectively shuttle steam trains. The frequent and there is , in addition , an entire ab

responsible , one for the power-house service has also effected a much
sence of points held more or less rigid

and cars and their equipment, and the needed improvement in relieving the ly , which in most systems provide

other for the overhead equipment, rail- congestion of the platforms .congestion of the platforms. The points for reflection of mechanical

return , etc. platforms at Lancaster in particular, waves and vibration .

The authors made a preliminary in- where exit facilities are rather re- It will be seen from Fig. 2 that the

vestigation of some of the lines being stricted, used to become badly over- contact wire lies evenly in the loops

electrified on the Continent in the au- crowded when discharging a long along its length . The importance of

tumn of 1906. The work was then put heavily-loaded train , and many min- keeping the inertia of the contact wire
in hand , and in December, 1907 , cur- utes were lost before carriage doors to vertical motion as even as possible

rent was first put on to the section could be shut and the train drawn out is very great , owing to the compara

from Heysham to Torrisholme ( about of the station . tively low upward pressure allowable

three miles ) and trial runs of electric The installation, therefore, while for the contact bows. The pressure of

trains were made in January, 1908. partly experimental, was designed to the bows was kept as low as possible,

Passenger trains were first run perform practical work in , and be of first, because the clearness under cer

April 13 , 1908 .

The chief reasons for choosing this

section for the experiment were : first,

the existence at Heysham of a power

station which was capable of enlarge

ment and could accommodate the

necessary single-phase machinery with

a small expense both in construction

and maintenance, and which in par

ticular had installed as part of it a

large battery that could be drawn upon

for the peak demands, in addition to

doing its ordinary work in connection

with the harbor for which the station

primarily existed ; secondly , that the Fig. 1. — MAP OF ELECTRIFIED SECTION

local traffic was light in the winter,

but bridged about 17 hr . of the day, benefit to, traffic operations , and a sav- tain structures are very small , and the

taking up five engines , the cost of ing in working expenses was also an- lower the upward pressure of the bow

which could be entirely saved . The ticipated . the less chance there is of the contact

summer traffic was heavy and liable to The particular section electrified wire being raised foul of the struc

congestion , particularly in connection ( shown in Fig. 1 ) is probably the ture ; and secondly, because it was de

with the departure and arrival of most difficult that could have been se- sired to reduce to a minimum the wear

steamers , and it was considered that lected for equipment, as with the and tear due to the high speeds at

electric trains could clear , say , Hey- single exception that it does not pos- which it was intended to work the line.

sham rapidly of passengers for More- sess a tunnel, it offers every possible This result has been attained with a

cambe and Lancaster, while the main- difficulty to the erection and mainte- pressure which varies between 10 and

line trains for the south were filling . nance of a high -pressure overhead

In the event, during the two sum- line . It is very exposed , and in spray The authors believe the following

mers of working, there has been work gales the air is heavily laden with salt . features of the suspension to be novel :

on most days sufficient to keep two At a time of the year when continuous First , the catenary wire, instead of

trains running incessantly from morn- traffic would be of use in assisting to being taken over the top of the insula
ing till night, and on the busiest days free the line from snow , etc. , the traffic tor and secured by a clamp, consists

a third train frequently has to be run . is lightest , but at holiday times in sum- of two similar steel cables which are

In dealing with the local traffic, which mer the train service is very heavy in- clipped together through the greater
on bank holidays and Saturday nights deed . The authors consider that an part of the span , but divide on either

is very heavy between Morecambe and equipment which will work satisfac- side of the insulator to enable them to

Lancaster, particularly from 10.30 torily on this section will do so any- pass through two grooves of a malle
P. M. to 1 P. M., it is found that where on the Midland system . able cast-iron ring. The wires are not
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secured in any way on this ring, and tion of contact wire is approximately prevent moisture from penetrating to

the ring itself is below the highest 1000 yd. long, and the sections do not the inside strands as long as possible.

point of the steel bolt inside the insu- join mechanically, the bow passing Some of the cables have now been up

lator. It is considered that this affords from one section to the other in the nearly two years , and examination

better mechanical connection between course of three spans, as shown in shows that they are still solid with

the catenary wire and the steel bolt Figs. 2 . The idea in this was, of paint . Two years ' trial under the cli

than with the usual top-clip arrange- course , to carry out the principle of matic conditions prevailing here is a

ment, and that great flexibility is given evenness of motion in the transfer of very severe test .

to the catenary system , the strains the bow from one wire to the next . Switch Sections. Disconnecting

from one span to another being auto- The normal stagger of the contact switch sections are provided at the

matically adjusted by slight movement wire from the center of the track was points SS in the general plan of the

of the catenary wire through the originally designed to be 2 ft . on each line as shown in Fig. 2 , indicate the

grooves. In case of severance of the side, but the first trial runs on the Hey manner in which these sections have

catenary cables on one side, the run sham branch showed that this was too been laid out. By the adoption of an

back could only be as far as the first much for the widest bow that could be idle wire bridging three spans ( this

clip, say 2 ft . , thus preventing the sus- constructed to get through the struc- wire being connected normally when

pension as a whole from falling ; and tures , and it was reduced to 18 in . on the switches are in ) , the center span

this particular action has been tested each side. On about one-half of the is dead when the switches are out .

in practice with success . line, however, from Morecambe to The object of this was to provide

Secondly, the contact wire is an- Lancaster, and up the Castle branch, against a car running from an electri

chored at one end only . Messrs. Sie- the stagger was made i ft . on each fied to a non -electrified section with

mens in their Continental work leave side of the center, as consideration of the bows up, which , if the sections

both ends unanchored and weighted all the factors that produce the move- overlapped, would serve to connect

loo

IITON

Fig . 2. - GENERAL VIEW OF SUSPENSION

a

to produce proper tension of the con- ment of the bow across the wire made

tact wire , but the Midland Railway it clear that with this 2- ft . stagger the

Company decided to anchor one end bow would still be fairly evenly worn

and weight the other. The trains en all over.

ter at the anchored end and leave at The maximum vertical gradient

the weighted end , the result being that adopted for the contact wire is i in

the bow pressure has a beneficial tend- 100 , and with this the bow seems to

ency in continually straightening out have no difficulty in following the

the wire. The authors believe that on plane of the contact wire at high

the Continent it has been found that speeds.

the two free ends result in a gradual The catenary and auxiliary cables ,

movement of the wire in the direction which are of galvanized steel , were

of the motion of the train , as was per- made up by first coating each separate

haps to be expected , and that this dif- strand with warm red -oxide paint, and

ficulty has been overcome there by put- then stranding the whole together im

ting more weight on the end at which mediately after passing through a bath

the train normally enters . Each sec- of the same paint, the object being to

them together. If the car under the

authors' arrangement runs past the

open switch , it has to go across one

span of dead wire before reaching the

next section , and contact is thus pre

vented between the “ switched in ” and

the " switched out " section.

Gantrics. - The gantries spanning

the lines are of two kinds. The great

majority consist of two steel angle

bars, erected parallel with 1 - in . dis

tance pieces between them , bolted to

gether, and supported by creosoted

timber poles specially selected for

straightness and uniformity of taper.

The remaining gantries are of steel

lattice construction throughout, and
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in Fig. 3 .

R

w

EARTH

this type has been used at places such station which the company have ex- below low water , and at Lancaster by

as Morecambe Station , where several perimented with at this point show connection with the four iron columns

lines have to be spanned and the ob- that even at times when apparently supporting the bridge over the River

struction of a large number of timber there is no lightning in the neighbor- Lune ; these columns were selected

poles could not be permitted. The de- hood there may exist very high poten- after being tested for their earth re

sign and erection of these gantries was tials a few feet above the ground. sistance , and are the only ones that

carried out by the staff of the north- Sparks 34 in . long have been obtained stand always in water . With these ex

ern divisional engineer ( Mr. J. Ar- from the antennæ continuously for 1/2 ceptions the rails are not earthed at

gyle, M: Inst . C. E.) and under his hr. at such a time , and it must be ex- any point , as it was intended to find

supervision. pected , therefore, that, quite apart out how the return current distributed

The question of earthing these gan- from lightning, an extensive overhead itself , which could not be conveniently
tries , and so preventing the timber system will be frequently charged to done if a large number of earths were

poles from being charged to a danger- a high potential from the atmosphere. put in . The result has been somewhat

ous pressure from smallleakage of the A diagram of the apparatus used for surprising, as from the very begin

insulators, was the subject of careful recording these discharges is shownrecording these discharges is shown ning the pressure between the rails and

earth at any point with two cars ac

UNE GROO VOLTS RAIL-RETURN celerating has been very small indeed ,

The return current from the cars is not exceeding 5 volts , and all the re

m taken back through one rail of each sults clearly indicate that the return

track . These rails are bonded with current leaves the rail and enters the

copper bonds , which were specially de- ballast at a very small distance from

signed to suit the clearance between the power-house. Recording am

the fishplate and the rail , and which meters in the sea earth-plates men

allow for the normal wear of the fish- tioned have recorded absolutely no

plates before the latter are scrapped. current from the day they were put in ,

The rails are cross - bonded about every a result which the authors think could

SPRING
/2 mile , and at junctions every rail and hardly have been apprehended.

every angle is bonded. A series of experiments were car

Fig. 3. - OVER - VOLTAGE RECORDER
By the use of a double - screw bond- ried out to ascertain the distribution

compressor very great pressure is put of return current under normal condi

upon the internal copper as distinct tions by putting in insulated joints at

thought. The obvious method was to from compression of the external head various points in the line , inserting an

run earth wires down the poles to their of the copper stud , and an extremely ammeter and taking continuous ob

bases, but it did not seem to be alto- good electrical joint is thereby made. servations of the current passing the

gether a safe method , as the earth wire It is fairly well known that such joint . The net result was to show

would be necessarily embedded in con- bonds should be made only when the clearly enough that the current did

crete , in itself a partial insulator; it weather is good, or when the bond can not continue along the rails for any

would also be, where it entered the be protected , so that between the time considerable length, but within a very

ground, out of sight, and liable to be- of drilling the hole in the rail and com- few hundred yards of the car sank

come disconnected in course of time , pressing the bond, say I min . , there gradually into the earth .

and in order to be safe it would re- can beno deposition of moisture on PROTECTION OF LEVEL CROSSINGS

quire to be insulated where it passed the internal surface. While the bond At all level crossing loading gauges

down the pole. It was decided , there- ing was in progress on this line , com- have been provided on each side as

fore, to connect up all the gantries plete notes were made of the weather a protection against anything being

with a steel cable clipped to each and prevailing at the time of each bond , carted over the crossing of such a

run in half-mile sections, each end of and when the bonds were tested after- height as would be likely to bring it

a section being connected to an earth wards for ohmic resistance , it was into contact with the overhead wires .

plate which is easily inspected. In- found that there was unmistakable evi SIGNALS

stead , therefore, of having, say , 2000 dence as to whether a bond had been The erection of the overhead gear

doubtful and inefficient earth wires made in dry or in damp weather , the considerably altered the sighting of

and plates to look after, there are on resistance of the bonds made under some of the main -line signals, and

the whole 19 miles of single line about the latter conditions being of course these had consequently to be rear

forty efficient, easily -inspected earth higher . The actual resistance of each ranged.

plates. bond was very low in all cases , 0.00005 As the Morecambe passenger sta

The line is protected from injurious ohm being the mean reading of a large tion was being reconstructed at the

lightning effects as far as possible by number of tests in which the highest time the electrification commenced ,

the provision of horn -type lightning- reading was 0.000075 ohm and the and the line was being doubled from

arresters, which are placed at the end lowest 0.000007 ohm. Morecambe to Hest Bank, advantage

of each section of thecontact wire . In The experiments which the authors was taken of the necessity for new sig

addition , the sections of contact wire , have been able to make on the im- nals to erect a special high signal gan

which overlap as already described, pedance of the steel rails employed on try for the large and complicated junc

are connected across by large spirals this line , which weighed at that time tion outside the station , and arrange

of copper wire, with the object of in- about 85 lb. per yard , show that while ments were made to prevent any pos

troducing a certain amount of self- their resistance to direct current would sible danger of contact with the over

induction into the contact wire at these be 0.085 ohm per mile, their imped head equipment.

points, so as to confine high-frequency ance at 25 cycles with about 25 am- As an extra precaution , all rods and

oscillation currents as far as possible peres of current is 0.37 ohm per mile . signal wires in the electrification area

to one section . This small amount of The rails are earthed at three points : are insulated before entering the boxes

self -induction would, of course, be at Heysham by duplicate earth plates or going up the signal posts, and the

comparatively inoperative at 25 alt . into the harbor , at Morecambe by frames in the boxes are earthed .

per sec . earth-plates sunk in a cast-iron cais- TELEGRAPHS AND TELEPHONES

Observations at the radio -telegraph son at the end of the old Midland pier Part of the reason for the equip
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ment of this line was to ascertain what interlinking of the magnetic circuits sidered to be either very cheap or very

trouble was to be expected from elec- of the secondaries, and therefore fur- satisfactory from the point of view of

trostatic and electromagnetic induc- ther interference . It is possible that the final condition of the contact wire .

tion between the contact and open tele- one pilot wire may be introduced in The Midland equipment was erected

graph and telephone wires, and partly series with several transformer pri- unfortunately during the very wet year

for this reason no open wires were re- maries for dealing with various cir- of 1907. Considerable expense was

moved from the side of the line. The cuits , and as a matter of fact , on this also entailed due to the fact that the

ordinary telegraph line is partly line two circuits on two transformers wires had to be erected while the traf

screened from interference by the are now being compensated for by one fic was being run .

earth wire which runs, from gantry to pilot wire. POWER -STATION

gantry, and on the other side of the The difficulty with regard to tele- The existing station supplies power

line, for about 272 miles , a separate phone circuits is , however, very much for the machinery and lighting of the

pole line has been put up upon which greater, owing entirely to the great harbor at Heysham . The motive plant

two revolved copper telephone circuits sensitiveness of the telephone. A consists of gas engines using gas from

and one ordinary telegraph circuit twisted telephone circuit is, if equally two Mond producers of about 750 h.p.

have been erected. insulated on each wire , theoretically each . These gas-engine sets supply

The telegraph wire having been well balanced and noiseless , whatever elec- direct current at 460 volts pressure,

insulated and connected by an electro- trical disturbances are in the neighbor- and all the single -phase current is ob

static voltmeter to earth at various hood, but practically it is impossible, tained through two motor generators.

points, numerous observations were to twist a telephone circuit symmetri- The engine-room originally con

taken of the pressure between the wire cally and maintain its insulation per- tained three 250 - h.p . three -cylinder

and earth when trains were running fectly symmetrical , the result beingfectly symmetrical, the result being Westinghouse engines, driving 150

upon the different routes . The normal that from one cause or the other in- kw . generators , and a battery having

pressure with no train running, when ductive disturbances pass unequally a capacity of 100 kw. for 5 hr. A 350

the wire was tested with a shunted through the telephones at either end . h.p. 235 -kw . Westinghouse set has

voltmeter, was about 250 volts , but No difficulty has been experienced been added .

this pressure invariably fell when in making the experimental telephone The " peak ” demands on the station

trains were taking current, and to a circuits silent by putting adjustable amount for traction to about 1000 kw .

considerably greater degree than any leaks from each wire to earth , but ad- direct current on the busiest summer

fall in the pressure between the con- justment of the leak is required from days. The engines are arranged so

tact wire and earth due to the fact of time to time. This points to the fact that whatever the actual load they may

load being on . This is apparently the that telephone trunk -lines erected near be working on previous to peak loads

result of the electrostatic and electro- overhead power-lines will require to coming on , before the battery is called

magnetic interferences not being in be maintained at a higher pitch of ef- on to discharge heavily they work up

phase, as of course they would not be ficiency and symmetry of position and to their full overload capacity , which

unless the power factor were equal to alignment than is necessary at present. is about 20 to 25 per cent . The bat

unity. The audible note on the telephones in tery is worked through one of two

The above -mentioned pressures must the Heysham district is of about 175 boosters , and during the peaks is called
not be taken as absolute, as owing to periods per second . on to work up to its full 1 -hr. rate of

the small capacity of the wire the use COST OF CONSTRUCTION 750 to 1000 amperes.

of an electrostatic voltmeter shunted The cost of construction of the over- In order to make the generators

with a resistance at once artificially head equipment of a comparatively thus take their full share of the peak

lowers the effective voltage ; by testing short section of railway must vary loads it was found necessary to flatten

the absolute pressure of the telegraph with some factors which cannot be their characteristics, there being a

line with a different unshunted volt- controlled, particularly the weather, drop in pressure of about 20 per cent.
meter it was found to be more of the and the traffic which has to be passed between half- and full -load currents .

order of 1000 volts. while the line is being equipped. To put series coils over the existing

Experiments were also made with One method of erection that has shunt coils , which already contained

the telegraph wire earthed at both been considered to avoid this difficulty sufficient copper to give with hand

ends, and the electromagnetically in- is to put the overhead wires, droppers, rheostatic regulation more than the

duced electromotive force in it , by in- etc. , complete, by the side of the line full pressure at full load , would have

serting a Duddell thermo -ammeter, away from the rails in long lengths, been a matter of considerable expense ,

and the results were plotted as curves. such lengths to be pulled over on Sun- and one involving also complete dis

Although these only reached small val- days; but it will be found that this re- mantling of the machines. An effec

ues, they were ample to completely quires a good deal more tive alternative at one- fourth of the

upset most telegraph circuits . Ex- side of the line that is usually available , cost was found in providing each ma

periments were made to test the effi- and it is for obvious reasons particu- chine with an exciter on which the

cacy of the method suggested by the larly difficult on a line where there are series coils are connected from an

engineer of the New York , New a large number of level crossings or qualizer bar exactly as if they were

Haven and Hartford line to prevent overbridges. direct on the generators. These gave

interference , in which a pilot wire on The Siemens - Schuckert Werke, precisely similar results to ordinary

the telegraph poles is put through the when erecting the equipment on the compound windings, and involved no

primary of a one -to - one transformer Rotterdam -Hague-Scheveningen Rail- dismantling ; in fact , the whole four
and the secondary put in the disturbed way, adopted the expedient of con- machines were fitted in little over a

telegraph circuit in a reverse direc- structing the overhead equipment com- week .

tion , and by this means interference plete away from the line, and then All the peak working and load

with actual telegraph circuits was at bringing it on to the ground in a long equalization is effected on the direct

once obviated . This method has the train of trucks and hoisting it in po- current bus bars, off which the trac

strong objection that apparently a sition , cutting and re -terminating the tion motor generators work , as part

separate transformer is required for catenary wire, of course , to pass over of the power load of the station . It is

each circuit, as if one primary and the insulator ; but the authors do not obvious, of course , that this method of

several secondaries are used there is gather that this method could be con- working involves some avoidable
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Contact Shoe

Scale 1 Inch - 2 Feet .

Inches12

transformation and light- load running phase connections. It is questionable for various reasons, the chief of which

losses , but it has to be remembered if the extra winding is really of use. perhaps was that its standard brake is

that the largest traction peaks require The exciter has laminated fields and tlie vacuum brake , preferred all -elec

the whole capacity of this very small is compound wound, its series winding tric to electro-pneumatic control gear,

station to be put at their disposal , and carrying a portion of the main motor hence the major portion of the order

that in this case it was necessary to current, so that ( so far at least as was given for Siemens equipments

make the best job possible of adapting varying loads of equal power factor which embodied the former. As the

existing machines to a new purpose are concerned ) the tendency of the al- master controllers have to be inter

without detriment to their usefulness ternator to drops in volts is thus com- changeable on both motor cars and

for the original purpose. pensated for. trailers , these are all of Siemens con

The motor generators were specified The external regulator, which com- struction .

to be capableof a continuous output pensates for varying power factors , is The passenger entrance is through

of 150-200 kw. with a temperature of a type which inserts or extracts re- the driver's vestibule compartment in

rise of 80 ° F. , but they were also sistance from the circuit of the shunt all the coaches except the two old ones.

called on to be capable of safely carry- field of the exciters by the action of Their construction with four entrance

ing output overloads of 900 kw. in- solenoids which are respectively ex- doors down each side was considered,

stantaneous, 600 kw . for 1/2 min . , 500 cited as the voltage exceeds, or is less but while this would have been useful

kw. for 34 min . , and 300 kw. for 1/2 than , the normal. The direct-current on several of the busiest days of the

min . , and were required to be tested motor armature and the revolving field year, and particularly on bank holi

under a regular cycle of these over- magnet of the alternator are carried on days , it was not thought that the gain

loads, withunderloads of 75 kw. in the same shaft without any intermedi- on these few days would justify the

between , for 8 hr. The internal driv- ate bearing. There are only two main extra weight and expense that this

ing losses were also required to be bearings on the machines, and these construction would have involved . It

kept down, and on the alternating- are ball-bearings . Some difficulty has is noteworthy, however, that the old

current side the machines were re- been experienced with these bearings compartment trailers appear to be the

quired to be self-regulating within 6 owing to expansion caused by the heat most popular of the coaches with pas

per cent . on throwing off a non - induc

tive load equal to the full continuous

load , and within 20 per cent . on throw

ing off a similar but inductive load of

0.8 power factor. Further, they were

required , with the assistance of an ex

ternal regulator if necessary , to restore

the pressure to normal within 7 sec. of
Bolancing Wind Vane .

the coming on or throwing-off of loads

up to 600 kw . at power factors down 3
? Feed .

to 0.3.

The maker's specification of the ma

chines was 175 kw. on continuous ra
Serveereellefleuello0

ting, and the machines on test were Raising Spring

well within the specified temperature

rise, but not excessively so. During
Bellllll

the running of the trains at Heysham Zowering Spring
the sets are frequently each subjected Vacuum Cylinder

to loads up to 900 kw. and smaller

overloads of 600 , 500 kw. , etc. , are
Fig. 4.-SIEMENS BOW

very frequent . These are carried

without any commutator trouble . As generated in the machines . This has sengers, and that on busy days the

regards the alternating - current regu- been overcome by allowing a small time taken to unload and reload the

lation , on an average, after the switch- amount of clearance for the balls in vestibule coaches is very noticeably

ing-on or throwing-off of a heavy the race .. Breakage of the balls still long. Of course, all three stations are

load, the voltage is restored to its takes place occasionally , but is gen- terminal stations , and it must also be

normal 6600 volts within 5 to 7 sec . , erally attributed to a defect in the ma- remembered that the passengers are

with a maximum voltage variation of terial . more than ordinarily casual and not
about 500 to 750 volts each way. Con- The starting current of the machine regular travelers, so that drilling them
sidering the small size of the machines at 460 volts is only about 75 amperes, into habits is practically impossible.

and of the station itself, and the heavy and the no - load loss is about 23 kw . , Also, at periods of heavy traffic, the

and sudden loads to which they are with the exciter and alternator fully flow is nearly always in one direction
subjected , this regulation is satisfac- excited . only.

tory, and it is good enough for the ROLLING STOCK Lighting is effected from power cur
normal traffic conditions of the sec- The rolling stock consists of three rent, with six lamps in series of 150

tion . The drop is , however, obviously trains, there being three motor cars , volts. There is no objectionable re

sufficient to affect for the worse the two with equipments by Messrs. Sie- sult from the low periodicity, which is

conditions under which the cars ac- mens Brothers, and one equipped by imperceptible. The variation of pres

celerate, particularly during any spe- the Westinghouse Company. There sure, when trains are started and cur

cial tests, such as those of which par- are also four new trailer cars , and two rent is shut off, is seen , but practically

ticulars are given later. old bogie compartment coaches have no more than on some of the London

The alternator has a three -phase been adapted as trailers . underground lines . Electric heaters

star winding, so that if one winding From the outset it was resolved , in are provided in the motor cars only .

breaks down the other two may be order to make the experiment as com- The motor bogies were constructed

used for the single-phase supply ; plete as possible, to divide the rolling by the company's locomotive depart

otherwise no use is made of the three- stock order, but the railway company, ment, and were specially built of rolled

یبیم

Strain Incalator .

La L
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sections and plates. The axles are of the high -speed switch sector before rolling on the coaches , especially under

forced steel 6/4 in . in diameter, paral- breaking on the low. low bridges , where the wire usually

lel between the wheels and reduced to There is a driver's brake valve in has to be at the limiting distance from

474 in . in the axle bearing, the length every driving compartment. Only the the center of the track horizontally.

of the journal being 9 in . The wheel- valve and switch in that compartment The actual contact strips are, of
base is 8 ft . 6 in. and the driving which is being used for driving, and course , themselves long enough to re

wheels are 3 ft. 77/2 in . in diameter on in which the driving feed-plug, which main in contact with the overhead

the tread when new. As only a few will be referred to again late, is in- wire in all normal circumstances. The

cast-steel wheels were required , an ex- serted, is operative for starting and construction of the bow -ends to the

isting tender-wheel pattern was made varying the speed of the pump ; but structure gauge curve obviously makes

use of for the wheel-center, and conse- th brake can be applied by the guard the bow move to the structure gauge

quently the wheels are heavier than is at either end of every coach . at the side on which the wire is placed

really necessary, which, however, gives There is fitted to each motor car a during the rolling of the coach . In

longer life to the tires . The weight of switch operated by the vacuum, which fact, the provision of a second wire at

the other side would, in many in

stances , so fend the wire off as to en

able many low bridges to be got

through without any danger of the

bows coming too near the structure.

574 . In both makers' bows the whole

bow frame is " alive," that of the Sie
Fig. 5.-WESTINGHOUSE SHOE

mens bow being mounted on ordinary

vertical insulators , while the Westing

the whole bogie is 67/2 tons , the extra will trip all the motor contactors in the

weight of the wheels accounting for event of the vacuum falling below

about i ton of this . about 15 in . The guard is thus given

Brake Equipment.-As is usual in full control over the train , which is an

electric motor trucks, the brakes act advantage , seeing that there is only

only on one side of the wheels, lack of one motorman ; and this switch also

space making it complicated to adopt ensures that motormen cannot start

the standard railway practice of two the train before taking off their brakes .

brake- blocks per wheel . The brakes Bows.—The Siemens cars are pro

are vacuum brakes , and it was decided vided with two collector bows in order

to follow the company's steam prac- to ensure continuous contact as far as

tice closely , using no electric valves or possible. It was found impossible to
Porcelain

electric train line, but simply the usual get the firm's standard bow into the

single train pipe . The brake cylinders restricted space at disposal between

are of the piston type with rolling the coach roof and overbridges, and a
rubber-ring packing and the standard bow has been adopted which is some -Copper Rodi

vertical ball valve between train pipe what similar to the Continental tram

and reservoir side . There are in each way type of bow, but has a small aux

case auxiliary reservoirs increasing the iliary bow with an aluminium wearing

cylinder reservoir capacity, as there is strip at the end , controlled by parallel

an extra long stroke on the piston . motion , as shown in Fig. 4. This

-Bitumen Sealing Rar .

The vacuum is obtained from a bow , while appearing to be somewhat

pump motor driven with a worm simpler than the standard bow , re

speed-reduction gear running in an quiring less room, and being fairly sat

oil bath . A single brake pump is used isfactory in working, has the disad

on each motor car. The control gear vantage that it requires balancing by

for the pumps is arranged so as to a wind screen .

give a high speed and a low speed, the The Westinghouse bow is of that

latter being one-quarter of the higher. firm's standard pantograph type, a

The pump runs at the low speed single bow only beingused, and this

throughout the running of the train, goes into the available space fairly
and whether the brakes are being ap- well . The wearing shoe is of galvan

plied or not , except when it is put on ized sheet iron , of the section shown

to the high speed in order to take off in Fig. 5 , being maintained in position

the brakes rapidly. The action thus by springs fixed to the pantograph

corresponds exactly with the opera

tion of the large and small ejectors on The authors ' experience tends to

a locomotive . The driver's brake show that from the point of view of Fig. 6. - HIGH - TENSION CABLE- HEAD

valve is combined with a switch which the car equipment one bow is suf

operates the contactors controlling the ficient, and as regards frictional wear house one is mounted in barrel insu

vacuum pump. The two transformer on the overhead wire, one is obviously lators forming the bearings for the

tappings giving the high and low better than two . It is also simpler cross-shafts of the pantograph.

speeds are connected to two contactors and cheaper. Both bows are purely spring con

between which is a choking coil, so In both bows the frame carrying the trolled. The Siemens bow, however ,

that both may be up at the same time, contact strip is extended at the ends is lowered by a master spring, which

without any damage resulting. There in a line approximately parallel to the can be thrown out of action by a

is thus no dead position on the brake- structure gauge. This construction vacuum cylinder, whereas the West

valve switch , the contact making on was adopted to allow of any excessive inghouse actuating spring is controlled

0

O
O

-Brass Tube .

Lead - covered Cable .

- Porcelain

Bitaman

arms.

H
I
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-and the bow is lowered by compressed to rot the wood and canvas of the roof. Connections. — The high -tension

air, there being on this car a special This netting has been tested under wiring on the cars was originally car
compressor installed for use in con- actual conditions of accident several ried in lead - covered cable, protected

nection with this and the control gear. times and has proved adequate, never on the roof with a further metal cov

Thus the normal position of theSie- having failed to bring out the station ering. It was carried down about the
mens bow is down, and that of the circuit - breakers immediately. Al- center of the car through a brass tube

Westinghouse is up. The former is though on one occasion one strand of of heavy section, the lead covering of

preferable. the netting was burned away for about the cable being sweated at the top on

A small hand -pump is used in each 14 in . of its length, the canvas roof- to this tube, which was substantially

case for raising the bows when first covering below was quite unharmed. earthed .

Centrale Lighting Heating Leedo
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Fig. 7. — DIAGRAM OF CONNECTIONS OF SIEMENS CAR
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Choking cool

Thunder
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starting out in the morning or at simi

lar times when no compressed air or

vacuum is available.

The two Siemens bows can be raised

or lowered separately, and the vacuum

for holding them up is obtained from

the train pipe through a ball valve , so

that when the brakes are operated the

vacuum remains on the bows.

For protection in the event of an ac

cident bringing down the overhead

line , the roofs of all the vehicles are

covered with stout wire-netting, thor

oughly earthed with heavy copper wire

running the whole length of the roof.
samymmomju

This, it is considered , is better than toptan

the sheet-metal sheathing adopted in
sighting sariendor z lampe

some other cases , as it obviates the

necessity for the laborious and some
Fig. 8.-WIRING DIAGRAM FOR SIEMENS CAR

what unreliable soldering of the joints

between the sheets, and leaves the The authors consider that this result The further high -tension wiring to

canvas of the rooffree for the ordi- shows conclusively that the use of the two transformers was also in lead

nary inspection . If sheet metal be overhead conductors at high pressure covered cable , which again in its turn

used, any pin-holes that may be un- does not involve any fire risk such as was protected in metal tubing, both

noticed leave room for the entrance exists ( and has more than once been heavily earthed. The cables are rub

and lodgment of moisture, which will exemplified) when the conductor is ber-insulated .

not readily evaporate, but will remain fixed on the ground, Except for the short length down

nag w M

ناریامان
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through the coach, the high-tension about 18 in . apart. The low-tension ted , as are also the raising, lowering

wiring is, from the bow down through cables themselves are not carried in and locking gear of the bow , and to

the high -tension chamber to the main metaltubing, as probably eddy -current supply these parts a small compres
transformer, now changed to all bare troubles would arise if they were ; but sor L is installed in addition to the

wire, carried on porcelain insulators they are substantially surrounded with vacuum pump. In any future similar

on the coach roof and underneath the metal , and the coach body and its case no doubt this compressor could

coach . The vertical tube through the frames are all covered with sheet iron be embodied with the vacuum pump.

coach itself is of brass, and is remov- and asbestos wherever cables are run As already indicated , the two equip
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able, being practically part of the wir

ing. Thecable is paper- insulated and

lead- covered, terminating above and

below in bitumen sealing chambers

with porcelain insulator terminations.

Fig. 6 shows a section of the tube

complete. There is about 3/16 in . air

space between the lead covering and

the inside of the tube. The reasons

for this change will be stated later ; it

may be pointed out here , however, that

there is now no portion of the high

tension circuit which cannot be re

moved and repaired within a few min

utes , and though no trouble has been

experienced on the Westinghouse car
with the rubber cable , except one

slight failure at a termination due to

damp, the high -tension wiring of this

car has also been altered .

On the Siemens cars the door of the

high-tension chamber is mechanically

interlocked with the bows, so that it

cannot be opened unless the bows are
down .

The low-tension wiring of both

types of car is carried longitudinally

between the two girders forming the

center members of the underframe,

and it is supported between these two

members in wooden frames spaced

Fig. 10.—WIRING DIAGRAM FOR WESTINGHOUSE CAR

underneath . Where these cables re- ments were specified to be worked

quire to go crosswise they are carried from the same master controllers , and ,

between the tops of the girders and though some obstacles had to be over

the floor and spread out fanwise. The come, this has been done successfully .

train cable is carried along the outside Beyond the bow collecting gear, the

of the coach alongside the sole-bar, in disposal of the high -tension wiring,

a metal tube , being carried round the which has already been described , and

bends in flexible metallic tubing. the disposal of the transformers , there

Figs . 7 and 9 show , respectively , the is no substantial difference between

Siemens and Westinghouse equip- the construction and operation of
ments. single -phase rolling stock and the bet

The contactors of the latter equip- ter-known direct- current apparatus.

ment are electro - pneumatically opera- Tracing the course of the circuits ,
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however, it will be seen that the cur- as the train line is concerned. The secondary windings are different in
rent proceeds from the collector on switches shown at H have been in- pressure, and, as will be seen from

the roof through the lightning-arrester serted so as to provide a second cir- Fig. 11 , the two windings of the pre

coil and through the high-tension cir- cuit-breaking point in the motor cir- ventive coil are connected across
cuit-breaker to the main transformer, cuits additional to the contactors, as a points of the motors which should be

a loop being taken off on the live side safeguard in the event of one of the equipotential points. Hence the two

of the latter to the auxiliary trans- latter sticking up, which, however, has
former. This last feeds current at 150 never happened on this car. These

volts to the main train wire from switches also obviate the possibility of

which all the contactors are worked . the motors generating when the car

The high -tension circuit-breaker is is being hauled. Until their insertion

in each case an oil-switch , the West- this sometimes happened if the re

inghouse being a standard switch simi- verser was not thrown over or the cut

lar to that used on the switchboard . outs removed , and was a source of

The Siemens switch is a three-prong some perplexity to engine-drivers once

one, which in closing makes first of or twice.

all , for an instant, the circuit to the The contactors on this car

main transformer through a resistance , shown at G and are in two groups,

this being intended to " charge ” the one of each of which goes up alter

transformer and obviate surge cur- nately, their connection being as

rents . Relying on this device as a shown in Figs . 10 and 12. The driv

means of obviating surges, the Sie- ing current passes from the two tap- Ando -Fransformer

mens car was originally arranged so pings of the transformer through the

that the mainmain transformer two halves to the middle point of the

preventive coil, shown at D, and

thence to the motors. The contactors

WWW

in each of the two groups are elec

trically interlocked, so that no two of

a group can be up together , the pre

ventive coil choking any current tend
• Preventive

ing to pass between the two that are

up. There are five running notches,

and consequently six contactors, on
this car.

In the Siemens cars the reversers

are of the contactor type, and the

transformer secondary is in two

halves, each giving the full motor preventive coil windings equalize the

voltage , the connections being as voltage on the two motors by their

shown in Fig. 8. As in the Westing- mutualinductance, the one giving half

Fig. 12. — CONNECTION OF SIEMENS CON- house case, the speed contactors are the difference of potential in a direc

divided into two groups, the individ tion to reduce the potential of the

ual members of each group being so higher tapping, and the other having

switched off at each interruption of interlocked that no two can be up to- induced in it similarly half the dif

driving current, which to some little gether. The interlocking in this case
ference in the direction to increase the

extent saves magnetizing current is mechanical . pressure of the lower tapping. Hence

losses and keeps down the temperature As will be best seen from Fig. II , the preventive coil in this case does

of the transformer. This arrangement the two transformer secondaries and not carry the whole current, except
was abandoned for reasons given later . the two motors are all in series , being when one motor is not in action .

The Westinghouse high- tension alternated with each other , however, The purpose of the extension at one

main circuit has always been arranged so that the potential on similar por- end of one of the secondary windings

to be closed so long as the car was in tions of the motors is approximately and of the tapping into the motor com

service, and it is opened and closed by the same.
pensating winding, shown on the full

means of a small switch, as is now the Reversal is effected in the Siemens diagram , Fig. 8, will be dealt with in

Siemens one. Both switches are actu- motors not by reversing the direction describing the motor.

ated from the 150-volt current ob- of the field current , butby connecting It willbe seen that though the two

tained from the auxiliary transformer, to different portions of the field wind methods of control are radically dif

and they have both overload devices , ing ; hence only simple switch-type ferent, they are operated by the same

which for reclosing necessitate the contactors, two in number per motor, master controller, except that there

motorman returning his controller to are required. are seven running notches on the Sie

the zero position and again notching Current passes from one of the mens cars as against the five of the

up . transformer secondaries to the com- Westinghouse . In running the two

The Siemens transformers are all mon bar of one group of contactors, types of car together in one train the

oil -cooled, as are also the Westing through one of the latter, thence fifth notch is not passed.

house main and auxiliary transfor- through one of the reversers to the The Westinghouse motors work in

mers . The Westinghouse preventive motor ; it then passes through the sec- parallel , and in order to disconnect

coil transformer is, however, air- ond secondary , and through a contac- one, the links shown at K, Fig. 9, are

cooled . tor of the other group to its common thrown out . The disconnection of a

Passing from the main transformer, bar, thence through the reverser of motor of the Siemens car is accom

the Westinghouse reverser is shown the second motor to the latter, and plished by throwing out its fuses ,,

at J. It is a standard throw-over re- back to the first secondary. shown at K , Fig. 7 .

verser without an " off " position so far The tappings on the two groups of The auxiliary transformers have

k
w
h
l
i
m
m
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three tappings, namely, 150 volts for

the control circuits, lighting and heat

ing, 100 volts for the high speed of the

vacuum pump motor, and 50 volts for

the low speed of the latter.

The auxiliary transformers were

adopted chiefly in connection with the

intended workingof the Siemens main
transformer, which has now been

modified , and with a view to keep the

lights independent of the working of

the latter, particularly should the over

load circuit-breaker be thrown out , or

should any other trouble occur affect- simplification and lightening of the
ing it . equipments.

Experience of the working of the The forced ventilation for the mo

cars , however, shows, in the authors ' tors of both sets of cars has been fair

opinion , that the arrangement of the ly simple to arrange, and the taking

transformers and of the circuit-break- of the air from the outside is quite

ers is capable of being revised for the satisfactory. The power required by

better and simpler, and that the aux- the fan motor for this particular serv

iliary transformer could be dispensed ice 1.1 kw. in the Westinghouse and

with, leading the high-tension wiring 34 kw. in the Siemens car. For a

into the main transformer, and from heavier service more air would be pro

its low -tension side taking off all vided , particularly on Siemens cars.

necessary tappings , with resulting [ To be continued.)

The Three - Voltage Rating of Mazda Lamps

TABLE NO. I

TABLE SHOWING TOTAL COST OF PRODUCING LIGHT WITH TUNGSTEN LAMPS AT TOP , MID

DLE AND BOTTOM VOLTAGES OR VARIOUS COSTS OF POWER

Nominal watts. 25 40 60

Nominal c. p . 20 32 48

TopVoltage . .

Watts per candle .

Top

1.33

Middle

1.39

Bottom

1.45

Middle Bottom

1.35

Top

1.20

Middle Bottom

1. 25 1.301.25 1.30

60.0Actual watts .

Actual c. p....

25.0

18.8

24.2

17.4

23.3

16.1

40.0

32.0

38.9

29.9

37.8

28.0

58.0

46.5

56.5

43.550.0

Total lumens.

Lumens per watt .

184.2

736

170.5

7.05

157.8

6.77

309.8

7.74

289.4

7.44

271.0

7.17

490.0

8.16

455.7

7.86

426.3

7.54

1000

25.0

1300

24.2

1700

23.3

1000

40.0

1300

58.9

1700

37.8

1000

60.0

1300

58.0

1700

56.5

Hours life .

Kwhs. cons . per 1000 hr .

Cost of Frosted Lamp.

Lamp renewals p. 1000 hrs .

$0.75

.75

$0.75

.58

$0.75

44

$0.85

.85

$ 0.85

65

$ 0.85

.50

$1.17

1.17

$1.17 $1.17

.69.90

Nominal watts . 100 150 250

Nominal c. p 80 120 200

The Mazda incandescent lamp,

when operated at an efficiency of 1.25

watts per c -p ., has proven itself far

more economical than either carbon ,

gem or tantalum lamps on all cost of

energy above a few cents per kw-hr.

There are some cases , however, in

which the cost of energy per kw-hr.

is very low, perhaps a small fraction

of a cent , andwhere a cheaper and less

efficient lamp may show greater econ

omy in operating expense than the

Mazda lamp operated at 1.25 watts per

C-p . The somewhat higher renewal

expense of the latter lamp at this ef

ficiency may not be counterbalanced

by even a great reduction in the

amount of current used where the cur

rent is cheap, and since the Mazda in

candescent lamp is inherently of higher

efficiency and quality , the question of

its economical application to any par

ticular case merely depends upon its

operation at the correct efficiency.

In the case just cited a small sac

rifice in efficiency of the Mazda lamp

could be made in order to reduce the

renewal expense and thus secure

greater economy than could be ob

tained with the other types of lamps

even on very cheap power. Also , be

sides the actual saving in current made

possible through the use of the Mazda

lamp, there is the very important pos

sibility of releasing generating ca

pacity, which even where the operating

cost is low , may often be of great

value. This point should not be over

looked in deciding the relative econ

omy of high efficiency versus low ef

ficiency lamps.

The incandescent lamp manufac

turers have recently made a radical

change in their methods of rating

these lamps , in order that they could

be used with greater economy under

those certain conditions, where here

tofore their cost of operating exceed

ed that of a less efficient type of lamp

which is valuable in cases where the

cost of electrical energy is low . The

Voltage.... Top Middle Bottom Top Middle Bottom Top Middle Bottom

Watts per candle .
1.20 1.25 1.30 1.20 1.25 1.30 1.15 1.20 1.25

Actual watts .. 100 98.0 92.4 150 145.5 141.2 250 242.5 235

Actual c. p.. 83.3 77.6 72.4 125 116.4 108.6 217.3 202.0 188.0

Total lumens.. 816 760 710 1225 1141 1064 2104 1954 1819

Lumens per watt .
8.16 7.76 7.54 8.17 7.84 7.54 8.41 8.05 7.74

Hours life . 1000 1300 1700 1000 1300 1700 1000 1300 1700

Kwh. cons. per 1000 hrs ... 100 98.0 94.2 150 145.5 141.2 250
242.5 235

Cost of Frosted Lamp . $ 1.55 $1.55 $
$2.25 $ 2.25 $ 3.20 $3.20 $ 3.20

Lamp renewals p. 1000 hrs. 1.55 1.19
1.73 1.32 3.20 2.46 1.88

Combined Cost of Power AND LAMP Renewals Per 100,000 LUMEN HOURS IN DOLLARS

VARIABLE Cost OF 1 $ .54 $ 48 $ .43 $ .40 $ .. 36 $ .32 $ .36 $ .32 $ .29

Power Cents PER 2 57 .53 .49 .46 45 .43

K. W. H .. 3 .81 .76 .72 .66 .63 .60 .61 58 .56

$ 1.55 3.25 4.33

.68 .62 .48

4 .95 .90 .87 .79 .76 .74 73 .71 .69

5 1.09 1.04 1.02 .92 .90 .88 .85 .82

6 1.22 1.18 1.17 1.05 1.03 1.02 .97 .96 .96

8 1.49 1.47 1.46 1.31 1.30 1.22 1.22 1.221.30

1.5810 1.75 1.75 1.76 1.57 1.57 1.46 1.47 1.49

12 2.03 2.04 2.05 1.82 1.84 1.86 1.71 1.72 1.75

16 2.57 2.59 2.34 2.37 2.42 2.20 2.23 2.28

20 3.12 3.16 2.86 2.91 2.97 2.69 2.74 2.81

2.64

3.28

$ .26

39

1 $ .31 $ .29 $ .31 $ .28 $ . 26 $ .27 $ .23VARIABLE Cost OF

POWER CENTS PER

K. W. H.

$ 25

.372 .41 .43 .41 .39 .39 .36

3 56 54 .52 .55 .53 .52 51 . 50 .49

4 .68 .67 .66 .67 66 .65 .63 .62 .62

5 80 80 79 .80 79 .79 76 .75 .75

6 .93 .93 .92 .91 .92 .92 .86 87 .88

8 1.17 1.19 1.19 1.16 1.17 1.19 1.10 1.12 1.14

10 1.42 1.45 1.46 1.41 1.45 1.34 1.361.43

1.68

1.40

1.651.72 1.58 1.62

2.19 2.05 2.11 2.17

12 1.66 1.70 1.72 1.65

16 2.15 2.22 2.25 2.14

20 2.64 2.73 2.78 2.63

REDUCTION Factor : 25-60-100-150 Watt LAMPS = 78% .

40-250 77%

2.25

2.882.70 2.53 2.67 2.69
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RATING

3.1 3.5 Btm . 2 WPC

new method of rating called the than pay for the increase in renewal about 19 per cent. At 5 -cent energy

" three-voltage plan " is based upon expense . the bottom voltage is still the cheap

the fact that for any given set of con- The efficiency of the different sizes est , but is now only about 3 per cent.

ditions , depending upon the cost of of lamps at top voltage is not the cheaper than at top voltage. At 8

energy and cost of lamp, there is one same, since the larger lamps are rela- cents per kw-hr. the top and middle

particular efficiency and life at which tively longer lived than the smaller ' voltages are as cheap as the bottom

it is most economical to operate a ones, and, in order to give all sizes a voltage , and above 8 cents the top

given lamp. Each Mazda lamp is uniform life of 1000 hr. at the top voltage is the most economical.

labeled with three voltages two volts voltage , it was necessary to operate When the per cent . saving possible

apart, as for example : the 25-watt lamp at 1.33 watts per to obtain by operation at bottom volt

c -p. , the 40 -watt lamp at 1.25 watts age is slight , as , for example, is the
114

per c-p . , the 60, 100 , and 150-watt case just considered with energy above

lamps at 120 watts per c-p. , and the 5 cents per kw-hr. , it is far better iv
IIO

250 -watt lamp at 1.15 watts per c-p . use the lamps at top voltage and thus

called top, middle, and bottom volt- The advantage of the new plan will be secure not only a better quality of

age respectively . This method of apparent by referring to the table light , but more light from a lamp of

rating makes it possible for a cus- No. I showing the cost of producing a given size as well . The greatest

tomer to select the particular effi- light with Mazda lamps . This table benefit can be derived from the three

ciency of lamp he wishes to use by is based on list price of bowl-frosted voltage plan , however , on the low

specifying that either the top, mid- Mazdas, and shows the total cost of costs of energy, where operation at

dle, or bottom voltage , as the case operating the several sizes at top, mid- bottom voltage will then show econo

may be , should be the same as that dle , and bottom voltage with costs of my for the Mazda lamps over either

of his lighting circuits . energy from one cent to 20 cents per carbon, gem, or tantalum down to en

When burned at top voltage the kw - hr. The total cost given in the ergy costs as low as 0.2 kw-hr.

Mazda lamp has the highest effi- table includes the cost of the energy Table No. 2 shows the compara

ciency or consumes the least energy consumed and the renewal expense in- tive cost of producing 100,000 lumen

for the light produced, and gives life volved in the production of a quan- hours with carbon , gem , tantalum and

of 1000 hr. At middle voltage more tity of light equivalent to 100,000 Mazda lamps with costs of energy

energy is consumed per candle-power lumen hours (which is equal to about from 0.2 cents to one cent per kw-hr.

This table is based on conservative

TABLE NO. 2 total life values of the carbon and gem

COMPARATIVE COST OF 100.000 LUMEN HOURS, CARBON , GEM , TANTALUM , TUNGSTEN LAMPS , lamps in place of the usual useful
WITH ENERGY BELOW lc . PER K. W. H.

life , since practically all lamps are left

Tungsten in service until ultimately burned out ,
16 cp . 16 cp . 20 cp . 20 cp . 25 w . 40 w . 60 w . 100 w.150 w.250 W.

rather than till they drop to 80 per

W.P.C.W.P.C. Vltge D. C. Bottom Voltage cent. of initial candle-power. The

Actual initial c.p... Mazda lamps have all been taken at

bottom voltage, and the gem lamp has
Actual initial watts .

been figured in the sameway, as this isNominal w.p.c ....

Hours life . the most economical voltage for such

low costs of energy. The average
Ave. c.p. during life.. 13.20 13.06 14.00 21.66 16.46 28.30 42.60 71.50 107.2 179.7

candle-power and watts during the
Ave. watts during life

life values shown have been taken in

Reduction factor.

Lumens.
every case rather than the initial val

Cost of lamp std . pkg. $ .18 $ .18 $ .225 $ .405 $ .567 $ .648 $ .891 $ 1 , 175 $ 1.701 $2.430 ues . This has been done because the

Mazda lamp maintains its candle

.2c . $ .233 $ .160 $ .162 $ .195 $ .237 $ .167 $ . 152 $ .125 $ .122 $ .110
power much better than the other

types , which is a distinct advantage

in its favor and should be considered
Cost of POWER CENTS Per K. W.

in comparing it with other types of
H.....

lamps. The costs of lamps taken in

this table are those for clear lamps in

standard package quantity .

For energy costs above 5 or 6 cents

any percentage saving that it is pos
produced and the life is lengthened 10,200 mean horizontal candle hours sible to obtain by operating the Maz

( due to operation at a lower tempera- in the case of the Mazda lamp ). da lamps at other than top voltage

ture ) to 1300 hr . At bottom voltage In order to see how the most eco- becomes so small as to be negligible

the lamp is operated at lowest effi- nomical efficiency varies with the cost in comparison with the better quality

ciency and gives a life of 1700 hr. It of energy refer to table No. 1 and of light obtained at the higher voltage .

is obvious that the relative cost of consider, for example, the cost of pro- Only in those cases where energy is

lamp and energy will determine the ducing 100,000 lumen hours with a
very cheap should anything but top

most economical life and efficiency, 60 -watt Mazda at the top , middle, and voltage be seriously considered. For

since if energy is cheap the saving in bottom voltage with energy varying ordinary use on central- station circuits

energy obtained by operating the lamp from one cent to 20 cents per kw -hr. on the usual central -station rates , top

at high efficiency is not sufficient to With the 60 -watt lamp, and with voltage should always be used . The

counterbalance the higher resultingthe higher resulting energy at one cent per kw -hr., 100,000 prime object of the three-voltage plan ,

renewal expense. On the other hand, lumen hours can be produced most as applied to Mazda lamps, was to

if energy is relatively expensive, then cheaply if the lamp is operated at the widen the field of its commercial ap

it will be desirable to operate the lamp bottom voltage .bottom voltage . The difference be- plication by making it competitive

at a high efficiency, since the saving tween the cost at top and bottom volt- with the cheaper and less efficient

in current at the higher rate will more age with this cost of energy being lamps on low cost of energy.

16 16 16.7 20 16.1 28.0 43.5 72.4 108.6 188.0

49.6 56 47.3 40.0 23.3 37.8 56.5 94.2 141.2 235.0

3.1

800

3.5

1700

2.83

1450

2.00

1200

1.45

1700

1.35

1700

1.30

1700

1.30

1700

1.30

1700

1.25

1700

48.6 54.9 40.2 41.0 23.9 38.6 55.6 92.6 138.8 241.3

82.5

138

82.5

135

82.5 79.0

145 215

78

161

77

274

78

417

78

701

78

1051

77

1739

.3 .269 . 200 .190 .214 252 .181 .166 138 135 .124

.4 303 .241 .218 .233 . 266 .196 .179 .151 .148 .138

.5 .339 282 .246 .253 281 .210 .192 .165 .161 .152

.6 .374 323 273 272 .296 224 . 206 . 178 .175 .166

.8 .445 404 .329 .310 .326 .252 .232 .204 . 201 .193

1.0 .515 485 .384 348 355 280 259 .231 207 .221



The Non-Condensing Steam Turbine Plant of the

Milwaukee Electric Railway and Light Co.

By C. J. DAVIDSON

Chief Engineer of Power Plants , the Milwaukee Electric Railway and Light Co

Fraga Borders

To Turbine
• Turbites

1

Drop

Leg

loor Live

It is seldom that a non-condensing system , however, there is some portion Due to the fact that the foundations

turbo -generator plant of 4500 kw . ca- of the generating capacity which of the walls and columns of the build

pacity is designed to operate against stands idle for a large part of every ing were of such a character that little

the back pressure of 7 lb. gauge or day . At certain seasons of the year excavating could be done, only 11 ft.

22 lb. absolute resulting from an ex- the hours of use are very short ; but 10 in . head room could be obtained

haust steam heating plant. Such a the plant must be maintained to meet between the floor of the boiler-room

plant is in operation in Milwaukee, the peak load of the year in the winter and the I -beams of the ceiling. By

and aside from the unusual facts men- season . This plant contains the extra arranging the highest points of the

tioned above, there are operating fea- equipment necessary to provide for boilers between the I -beams it was

tures , and conditions under which it that peak load and is installed where
possible to install the equipment.

was installed , that add to its interest . the exhaust steam can be used to the The steam -generating equipment

The Milwaukee Electric Railway best advantage. With these considera- consists of 10 special EdgeMoor

and Light Company built what is tions in mind, it can be seen that the water - tube boilers, each rated at 400

known as the PublicService Building selection of this type of plant was h.p. on a basis of 10 sq. ft . of heating

in the heart of the business district of justified. surface per horse power when neglect

the city . This building is used as a Due to the fact that the building ing 1500 sq. ft. of superheating sur
terminal station and waiting-room for was nearly completed before the ad- face in the tubes above the water line .

the various interurban street railway visability of the installation of the Under actual operating conditions

systems entering the city and for the plant was determined upon, no pro- these boilers have shown a capacity

general offices of the company . After

complete plans of the building had

been made and work on the structure
1

itself far advanced, a contract was en

tered into to furnish exhaust steam to

the Milwaukee Central Heating Com

pany for its steam -heating system , and

it became necessary to provide for a

large and varying supply of exhaust

steam . The company had two power

plants, one of which it was not deemed

practicable or desirable to use at all ,

and it did not seem wise to rely en

tirely upon the other . If this latter

plant had been used for the entire sup

sply, it would have been necessary vision had been made for bringing in of 530 h.p. Due to existing condi

to install additional non -condensing heavy machinery ; therefore, it was, tions it was necessary to make some

equipment or to decrease the efficiency necessary to lower all apparatus modification in the boilers to fit them

of the plant by operating more of the through an elevator shaft at the rear for the building. No steam drums

condensing apparatus non -condensing. of the building. Once in the basement are used. The handhole plates are

Under these conditions , the presi- it had to be moved about 200 ft . and made up with asbestos gaskets above

dent and general manager, John I. erected without cranes. the water line, as a superheat of some

Beggs, conceived the idea of the equip- The installation is a simple non- 30 to 50 degrees is obtained in the

ment which is here described . So , in- condensing steam plant consisting of upper tubes, and with lead gaskets be

stead of dividing the additional load boilers, heaters, feed pumps, genera- low . Because of the interference of

between the two existing plants , an en ting units and the switchboard . the foundations it was necessary to

tirely new plant was designed and in- Practically all the auxiliary apparatus carry the mud drums forward from

stalled in the basement of the Public is used in connection with the office the rear header. These are fitted with

Service building, which would handle building rather than with the gene- two 2 - in . Chapman gate valves in ser

the peak electrical load and at the same rating plant. ies on each end . The feed water en

time carry the heating load . The de BOILER ROOM ters each end of the mud drum

tails of the electrical equipment and The fuel generally used is Youghi- through Squires feed - water regula
switchboard were worked out by Mr. ogheny screenings , which is delivered tors .

O. M. Rau , while the writer had to the plant by wagons and dumped One of the most interesting features

charge of the steam apparatus installa- through chutes to the storage bins im- of the boiler setting is an arrangement

tion .
mediately beneath the sidewalk, hay- whereby much of the heat ordinarily

It would not ordinarily seem advis- ing a capacity of about 2000 tons. As radiated from the furnace walls is

able to have so large an investment the coal bunkers are directly in front saved, and at the same time a thinner

in non -condensing machinery which of the boiler and very close to tlie fir- wall is possible. The walls are made

must necessarily be idle for a portion ing aisle , no coal conveyors are re- of specially fashioned hollow tile

of the year, and which could be used quired. Ashes are wheeled to a mo- through which pipes are carried .

in an emergency during this time only tor-driven hoist which delivers them These are connected to headers at

at a great sacrifice in the economy of to the street level and deposits them in each end of the boilers , which are in

the plant operation. In every lighting turn connected to the boiler proper

MA

STEAM LEADER MANIFOLD BETWEEN BOILERS AND TURBINES

cars .

26
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PLAN OF POWER PLANT, WITH SECTIONAL ELEVATIONS OF BOILER AND TURBINE ROOMS

and thus allow free circulation of three groups , one of four and the This gives extreme pliability to the

water. - others of three each , each with its in- steam supply. The lines going from

Steam is taken from the top of the dependent 10- in . header. While these the manifold to the turbines drop be

rear header on each side and passes headers are not connected , the feeders low the floor level just inside the tur

through two 5-in . short- radius bends to the turbine room are so arranged bine room wall and are carried at that

and Chapman stop valves to a 10 - in . that any group of boilers can furnish level to the inlet valves . A drop leg
steam main immediately behind the steam for any turbine unit . A 10 -in . is provided under each steam line to

boilers. The front header is provided line extends from each header to the collect condensation , if there should

with hollow staybolts for blowing the outsideofthe turbine room wall , where beany.

tubes . The boilers are divided into they all connect to a 10- in . manifold. Feed water is supplied from the city
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Special Casting
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DETAILS OF EXHAUST RISER

mains to either of two 1500 -h.p. special casting with four connections For the three-wire direct- current

Hoppes open feed-water heaters. The was made to fit the relief valve . From feeders , 24 feeder panels are used .

feed to the boilers is by two 14 by 874 this casting four sections of 12-in . These are provided with Weston am
by 15-in . Worthington outside center- spiral pipe were run to the roof, where meters on each wire . No circuit

packed pot -valve pumps which are other special castings connected them breakers are used between the load

controlled by Mason regulating valves to two 16-in . Crane exhaust heads. and the direct -current side of the mo
used in the feed-water regulating sys- These are intended simply as emer- tor generators, but six automatic cir

tem. It was necessary to excavate in gency or safety devices which will pro- cuit -breakers are used on the alter

order to get the suction of the pumps tect the turbines in times of sudden in nating -current side. The lighting cir

sufficiently low. crease in load , when the exhaust is cuits in the building are controlled by
Two stacks, each 9 ft. in diameter not entirely used on the heating sys- six lighting panels provided with a

and 150 ft. high , serve five boilers tem.

double set of bus bars . By means of

each . The flue gases are collected in ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
a double-throw switch the lighting cir

rectangular Alues and uptakes built of All the electrical output of the sta- cuits can be thrown on either the al

blast-furnace slag concrete . tion is used on lighting service, either ternating- or direct-current side of the

system .
TURBINE ROOM

The storage battery consists of 320

Three non-condensing turbo-gene G -39 chloride cells of 1500 ampere-hr.

rators, as shown in the illustration , capacity. These are divided into two

are installed in the turbine room . sets having twenty end cells each . It

These are of 1500 kw. capacity when is charged during the day and dis

running at 1800 r.p.m. , and develop chargedat the peak load, which comes

60 -cycle, three-phase current at 2300 between five and six o'clock in the

4000 volts . The primary reason for afternoon .

installing turbines was the desire to The motor generators are intended

avoid the vibration which , it was primarily to furnish direct current, but

thought, might result from the instal they also serve to tie the alternating

lation of reciprocating engines , and and direct-current systems together in

which might prove injurious to the such a way that either may assist the

building and annoying to the occu other when necessary , even to the ex

pants . But aside from this fact , it is tent of transforming the storage-bat

extremely doubtful if the head room tery current into three -phase high -ten

and floor space would have permitted sion current.

the desired engine capacity. Even This description will give some idea

with the present arrangement, some of the novelty of the installation . So

difficulty was experienced in making far it has been satisfactorily meeting

connections because of the broad foot the requirements placed on it , and

ings, and a special rectangular casting as 2300 volts three -phase current, or demonstrates that turbines can operate

was necessary to connect each turbine on the three -wire 220 -volt system . under as difficult conditions as recipro

with the exhaust main . Alternating and direct-current bus cating engines.
Each turbine unit has an oil-circu- bars and chables connect with the

lating system driven directly by worm other two power plants , and the sev
gearing , by which the bearings are eral plants operate in multiple both Alternating- Current Elevator

lubricated and which also is used in on the alternating -current and direct Controller)

the operation of the inlet valve under current sides, using for the latter serv- Alternating -current elevator con

control of the governor. An inde- ice two motor -generator sets , as il- trollers are now made in many dif

pendent motor-driven oil pump is pro- lustrated on page 692, and a storage ferent styles for the various purposes

vided for use when starting the ma- battery of 320 Type G-39 chloride for which elevators are used . One of

chines or in case of emergency. cells . Each motor generator set con the latest of these is shown in the ac

The principal point in which these sists of a 2250-1.p. 50-cycle three- companying illustration, and consists

turbines differ from the standard con- phase synchronous motor driving a of a self -starter with primary solenoid

densing turbine is in the length of the 1500 -kw . direct- current generator at switch and a separate belt switch ,

rotor, a shorter machine being re- 300 r.p.m. and delivering current at which is used as a pilot switch to con

quired for non -condensing service . 220-250 volts . The sets are started trol the self - starter. The belt switch

The total velocity and terminal volume from the direct -current bus bars . The is designed to be connected to the belt

of the steam expanded to the high generator sets have proven so satis- shifting mechanism of the elevator, so

back pressure is considerably less than factory that two other have been or- that the water will be started and

if expanded to a low back pressure dered for other plants of the com- stopped whenever the operator moves

( that is, into a condenser ) . Conse pany. the cable to shift the belts .

quently, fewer steps or rows of blades The panel for each generator set The primary circuit to the motor is

are required to absorb the velocity, carries an edgewise ammeter, volt- controlled by a two -pole solenoid

and the long low-pressure blading on meter, double -throw main switch , a switch , and acceleration is accom

a large diameter is not required . Thompson recording wattmeter, alter- plished by a multiple solenoid self

The exhaust from the turbines dis- nating -current voltmeter, a direct-cur- starter of the series relay type.

charges into a 24-in . main leading to rent field meter and power factor in- These controllers, which are one of

the tunnels of the Central Heating dicator. There is installed a 150-kw. the regular lines made by the Cutler

Company. A 24- in . Crane relief valve I 200 -ampere booster for charging the Hammer Company, of Milwaukee, are

is connected in this main . As there storage battery, together with its cor- suitable for use on two-phase or three

was not room to install a 24-in . outlet, responding control panel. Two bat- phase, 25- to 60 -cycle, slip -ring induc

it was found necessary to use a small tery panels are provided with edge
tion motors whose rated full-load

space adjacent to one of the elevator wise Weston ammeters , end cell switch rotor current does not exceed 100 am

shafts . As shown on page 695, a indicators and controlling apparatus. peres per phase.



Gas-Electric Motor Car--Self-Contained Type

By A. W. JONES

1190

The immediate and gratifying suc- nated by tungsten incandescent electric and are fastened in the connecting

cess of the larger type of gas-electric lights , deriving their current from the rod in a special manner.

motor car manufactured by the Gen- exciter circuit. The connecting rod is of drop

eral Electric Company for steam rail- The operation is like that of an ordi- forged machinery steel and oil treated .

roads , and the successful application of nary electric trolley car, and, due to The cylinders are water-jacketed , cir

this form of drive on trucks and pas- the characteristics of the gas engine culation being secured on the thermo

senger vehicles operated on streets and generator, there is less liability siphon principle, the circulating water

without rails has naturally suggested of abusing or overloading the appara- being cooled by a radiator located on

the use of the gas -electric drive for tus by improper use of the controller . the roof of the car, which can be seen

cars of medium size for which there The car is reversed by a reversing in Fig. 1. This radiator has a cooling

has already been manifested a marked handle on the controller, without af- surface of approximately 900 sq . ft,

demand. This demand will increase fecting the gas engine , and can be and a capacity, including water jackets

and new uses will be found for this equally well operated in either direc- and piping, of about 65gal.

type of equipment when its reliability tion, a controller being provided on Acentrifugal type of governor gear

and ease of operation become better each platform . driven from the inlet cam shaft is fur

known.
THE GAS ENGINE nished, which acts directly on a bal

The General Electric Company has The gas engine is of the 4 -cylinder, anced valve, controlling the quantity

just completed the first car of this 4-cycle type, the cylinders being 534 of the mixture admitted to the cyl

type , which has been placed in com- in . diameter by 5 in . stroke, and cast inders, and maintains the speed of the

mercial service with excellent results . en bloc ( Fig. 2 ). The inlet and ex- engine and generator with small varia

tions at about 800 r.p.m. Ignition is

provided by a gear-driven Bosch low

tension magneto and magnetic plugs.

The entire engine is so designed

that when it is assembled, together

with the governor, magneto and spark

plugs , it is completely enclosed , thus

being protected against dust , dirt and

water. This construction is clearly

shown in Fig. 2 .

The carburetor is of the Venturi

type , with float feed , the gasolene be
THIRD AVENUE

ing admitted by gravity from the gaso

lene tanks located under the car seats.

Two of these tanks are provided , each

of 35 gal. capacity .

The engine exhausts into a muffler ,

the exhaust gases thence being carried

to the roof of the car, thus avoiding

all odor of burned gases and elimi

nating noise.

Fig . 1.:-GENERAL VIEW OF CAR

GENERATOR AND EXCITERS

The car is shown in Fig. 1. The car haust valves are of large size , located The generator and exciter , Figs. 3

body and trucks are especially de- on opposite sides and actuated by and 4 are direct coupled to the gas

signed for strength and lightness, and separate cam shafts . The crank shaft engine and are completely enclosed.

the equipment, briefly described , con- is of high-grade steel , hand forged, The armatures of these two machines

sists of a direct-coupled gas engine and oil treated. Fig . 2 shows a side are assembled on the shaft so that the

and generator with exciter on the view of the engine and generator . commutators are adjacent . This ar

same shaft , all completely enclosed and The crank shaft is supported by three rangement permits of using but one

mounted between the axles of the babbitt-lined bearings. Both the crank inspection cover for both machines.

truck and below the car floor. This shaft and the bearings have been made The generator is shunt wound, and

arrangement permits low and con- of extra large size , and much greater the exciter, in addition to the shunt

venient platforms, and leaves the in- strength and bearing surface are pro- winding, has a series field .

terior of the car entirely unobstructed. vided than would ordinarily be used

The car is heated in cold weather by on an engine of this size . The crank MOTORS

hot-water pipes under the seats , case is arranged so as to provide a Two standard GE -60 250-volt rail

through which the circulating water is constant level system of splash lubrica- way motors are used . Each motor will

passed . A railway motor, of the tion for the engine, oil being kept in develop 22 h.p. , the output being based
standard type, is mounted on each circulation and the level maintained on standard rating.

axle , and the current for these motors by a centrifugal pump with adjustable The magnet frame is made of two

is transmitted from the generator overflow . castings bolted together, the suspen

through a controller at either end of The pistons are of the trunk type sion side bolts are hinged , and the

the car designed to vary the resistance and made of the same material as the lower frame is arranged to swing

in the shunt field of the generator and cylinders . They are provided with down so as to permit of inspection of

place the motors progressively in ser- four cast - iron snap rings . The wrist fields and armature . The axle and

ies and parallel . The car is illumi- pins are of steel , hardened and ground, armature bearings are of bronze, lined

Reprinted in slightly modified form írom General Electric Review . 29
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AVERAGE LENGTH OF RUNS IN MILES

.3

with babbitt , and are designed for use by means of helical springs, in addi- of 26 passengers. Trap doors are pro

with oil and waste lubrication . tion to four half-elliptic springs which vided on the bottom of the car floor,

The pinions and gears are of steel, prevent excessive longitudinal rocking givingready access to engine , genera
and entirely protected by a gear cas- of the car body. The truck is 7ft. tor and motors. The controllers, hand

ing. The numberof teeth in the gear

and pinion , that is to say, the gear
TABLE OF SCHEDULE SPEEDS IN FREQUENT STOP SERVICE AND ON GRADES

ratio, may be varied to suit different Duration of Stops 5Secs. Duration of Stops 30 Secs.
Per Cent. Grade .1 .2 .4 .5 .6 7 8

conditions of service.
.9 1.0 2.0 4.0 Fre

Run

ning

Speed

CONTROLLERS
0 . 10.5 11.5 12.4 11.3 11.9 12.4 12.9 13.3 15.9 17.4 25.0

.25 11.5 10.5 11.0 14.4 15.6 20.0

Two controllers ( Type P-15-A) are

furnished, one for eachend of the car.
8.6 9.4 10.3

1.00 9.3 10.3

These controllers are provided with
1.25 8.7 11.5

7.3 7.5 7.7 7.9

the usual reversing cylinder, fingers,
1.75 7.0 7.4

2.00 6.4 6.5 8.5

and connections for placing the motors

brakes, auxiliary switches, etc. , are

carried on the platforms. The ac

companying table gives principal di

mensions :

9.8

9.2

12.3

11.310.1.50

.75

6.7

6.5

6.3

6.1

5.9

5.7

5.5

5.3

5.2

9.0

8.5

8.1

7.6

7.2

6.8

6.5

6.2

5.9

10.7

9.9

9.2

8.5

7.9

7.4

7.0

6.6

9.7

9.0

8.3

7.8

11.4

10.5

9.7

8.9

8.3

10.6

9.7

8.9

8.2

7.6

7.2

6.8

17.0

14.5

13.0

11.9

10.9

10.0

9.1

8.5

8.0

7.6

7.2

6.8

6.4

8.7

8.1

12.9 13.9

11.5 12.3

10.8

9.5 9.9

8.7 9.1

7.9 8.3

7.2 7.4

1.50 8.0 10.0

9.06.8 7.2

6.6

7.3

6.7 6.8

DIMENSIONS

Length over bumpers..

Length of car body (inside).

Length of each platform .

Width over body ..

Width over radiator ..

Height from rail to top of roof..

Height from rail to top of radiator.

28 ft . O in.

19 ft. O in .

4 ft. O in.

7 ft. 4 in.

8 ft. O in .

11 ft. 1 in .

12 ft. 4 in .

Fig. 2. - ENGINE AND GENERATOR
An obvious usefulness for this type

of car on trolley systems lies in its

progressively in series and parallel . 6in . wheel base with 31 in . wheels . adaptation to " owl” trips , thus per

Magnetic blow - out coils for main con- The generating unit is swung cen- mitting the power station to be en

tacts and cut-out switches for the mo- trally in the truck and bolted directly tirely shut down, say, between mid

tor circuits are also provided. In ad- to cross- ties which are riveted to the night and morning, when otherwise

dition there are provided 14 steps, in- side frames. one generating unit would have to be

troducing resistances in the generator The motors are outside hung on the kept in operation.

shunt field for varying the voltage im- truck , with the suspension side sup- The type of car body which may be
pressed upon the motors, thus secur- ported on the main truck frame. An used with this equipment is, of course,

ing a smooth and even rate of accele- extension shaft is brought out from not restricted to that shown in the il
ration .

the engine to the end of the car for lustrations and described above. Many

A separate reversing handle is pro- purpose of cranking. other designs suggest themselves . A

vided , so designed that the controller baggage space can be provided . An

CAR BODY open type of car with transverse seats

The car body, which is clearly will be useful in warm climates.

shown in Fig . 1 , is designed with The performance of this car for

especial reference to strength the week of Dec. ist to Dec. 7th , in

and lightness. The platforms clusive , is stated to show the following

are semi-vestibuled . results :

Fig. 3. - GENERATOR FRAME Fig . 4. - GENERATOR AND EXCITER ARMATURES

is locked in the off position when the

reverse handle is removed

TRUCK

The truck is of a special light con

struction of riveted plate frame, and

is supported on the journal boxes by

helical springs .

The car body is carried on the truck

The roof has no monitor, it being

dome shaped and provided with suc

tion ventilators . The radiator is

placed on the roof over the center of

the car , and is connected to the water

jackets of the cylinders by pipes en

closed within the center posts of the

The seats are longitudinal, fin

ished in rattan , and have a capacity

Fare passengers carried ...
3.345

Transfer passengers carried . 890

Revenue mileage.. 540

Gross mileage .. 554

Gasolene required, gal .
222

Cylinder oil required, gal .. 575

Cost of Operation per revenue car mile:

Platform costs, same as electric car ...... 7.7 cents.

Gasolene .. 4.83

Cylinder oil .

Miscellaneous.. 707

Total expenses per revenue car mile 13,717

Total earning per revenue car mile . 30.97

48 34
ER
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Answer.—This depends on the ef- Answer.-Steel ties cost from $ 1.50

ficiency of the machine. The horse apiece up, according to weight. Wood

Questions and Answers power put into the motor running as ties can still be got for about half that

a dynamo at full load will be equal to price in some localities . The former

that load plus the losses in the ma- can be placed further apart than is

chine. As a rule the efficiency of a usual with the latter, so that only

Question .-Will a wattmeter meas
motor run as a generator is not quite about three-quarters as many steel ties

ure the true watts in an alternating- so great as would be that of a gene- are necessary for any given length of

current circuit in which the power fac- rator of the same size and weight of track . Moreover, the scrap value of

for is below 50 ? If so, why ? active iron and copper . What this dif- steel ties after they are worn out

Answer.— Surely!We do not just see ference in efficiency is depends on the would be many times that of the wood

why you select 50 as the critical value. design of the machine . If the motor tie . The life of each tie would prob

At 50 per cent . power factor, or any efficiency at full load is 85 per cent., ably be about the same if both are

other power factor above zero, there is and running as a generator would be properly laid in concrete, probably 20

energy in the circuit, and a properly only 80 per cent., the amountofpower years at least . It is somewhat cheaper

designed wattmeter will measure it. required to get 25 h.p. out of it would to lay the steel ties than the wood , so

It does so by reason of the reaction of be 25X 100 /80—31.25 h.p. The best that in most localities the first cost of

the two or more coils with which it way to determine the actual power is a steel tie track will run lower than

is provided . One of these coils regis to measure it . It would be difficult to that of one with wood ties . Prices

ters voltage, and the other current predict it beforehand. for both articles vary so much in dif

Now, if at a certain instant the voltage ferent places that each case must be

is at its maximum value and the cur- Question .--How can one determine figured out by itself.

rent, owing to the low power factor, the proper output of a small 110-volt

at something less , the combined effect
dynamo whose rating is unknown ? Question . — What is the best way to

of the two will be that of the maximum Answer. — This can be done approx- locate a short-circuited coil in the sta

voltage plus that of the current what- imately by finding the size of the ar- for winding of an induction motor ?

ever it may be at that instant . This is
mature wire and assuming about 5

proportional to the true watts at that
Answer . - Take out the rotor and

amperes for each 1000 cir. mils . For

instant, and the same holds true for
instance, if the wire proves to be No.

send some alternating current through

any other instant. So that the result
10 B. & S. , and it is wound singly, the

the stator winding. The short -cir

over any given length of time will be cuited coil will then become heated and
area is 10,380 cir. mils and the rated

accurate, and will measure the true can be detected. An alternating-cur
amperage may be taken as about 50.

watts in the circuit during that time To prove this, load up the machine to
rent magnet held close to the succes

quite independent of the power factor.
sive coils will heat up the short

that extent, run it at that load for an
circuited one more than the other.

hour, and then measure the rise in

Question. Is there any difference
Various forms of this magnet are in

temperature with a thermometer. If

between the terms "water rate " and it proves to be more than 75 ° F. above
use, and some are made for finding

"steam rate" as used in connection the temperature of the surrounding
short-circuited coils in direct-current

with steam engines and turbines? If air, the machine is overloaded. By a armatures, which is a similar problem .

not, which is preferable ? series of such tests , running for an
Anyone can make up such magnets,

Answer . - The two terms are iden- hour until the rise in temperature is and they are good things to have

tical . Perhaps the latter is preferable from 70 to 75 deg. above the sur around the power-plant .

as being more accurate. rounding air, you can determine just

what is the normal load of the ina
Question. — In counting up the ex

Question. In changing over an old chine .
penses of operating electric properties,

compound-wound dynamo to run as
certain allowances are always made

a motor, should the series coils be left Question . — Please explain the ad- for depreciation. They seem to be fig
in use ? If so, would it not be well to vantage of using a reactance coil ured as percentages on the first cost of

connect the coils in series with the rather than a resistance in series with the parts of the properties. How are

shunt coils ? an alternating current arc lamp ? they determined

Answer . - The leaving of the series Answer. The advantage is that the Answer.—They are supposed to be

coils in use connected in the usual loss of energy in the coil is much less the combined result of experience and

way is preferable , especially if the than it would be for an ohmic resist- foresight . But just as these qualities

motor has to start under some load , ance with the same drop in voltage vary, so do the allowances vary. There

as the series coils tend to improve the across the terminals . For example, a is no hard and fast rule.

torque at starting. For a constant resistance which would produce 22 Good general practice is indicated

speed service, starting under a light volts drop in a lamp circuit carrying in the following table , which covers

load, the machine should do just as 5.5 amperes would have a value of the ordinary plant:

well with these coils out as in . Your 4 ohmsand would dissipate 121 watts .
Average DeprecIATION Allowances

second suggestion is one that would Now, a reactance coil, whose imped

hardly be worth the trouble of carrying ance would be 4 ohms, could readily
Item

out. The comparatively few series be designed with a resistance of not Brick , stone or concrete buildings

turns, in series with the higher re- more than 0.05 ohm. The watts lost Boilers and accessories

sistance shunt field coils , would get so in such a coil would be ( 5.5 ) ? X.05=
Engines and accessories

Generators ..

little current through them that their 1.5 watts . So in the latter case the
Transformers .

effect on the total field strength of the loss is less than 1/80 of the loss in the Pole line and outside wiring .

motor would be scarcely appreciable . former.

Arc lamps...

Question .—How many horse power Question . — What is the relative cost These percentages are separate

will be required to get full load out of of wood ties laid in concrete and steel from maintenance and are simply es

a 25-h.p. motor, run as a dynamo, at ties laid the same way ? How long timates of the cost of keeping the

the rated speed ? should each last ? property in shape .

Real Estate .....

Per

cent .

0

1.5

8

3 to 8

5

7

6

7

7

Meters .....
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“ Wireless" Light for Everywhere the bushing. This permits the canopy ity to construct and operate a system

Mr. Nicolo Tesla is being quoted to be attached by means of a 78 -in.to be attached by means of a 78 -in. of municipal subway and surface rail

in a recent newspaper interview as slip ring to the supporting element , way lines in order to furnish rapid

saying that as the result of many thus leaving the fixture freely sus- transportation to and from the down

years' effort his " wireless electric pended, and overcomes the difficulty town district to the citizens residing

light" has practically been brought to of providing a means for preventing in the outlying portions of the city .

a state of perfection, and a plant for the transmission of shocks from the

its production is now nearing comple- support to the fixture through the It is proposed to rebuild the famous

tion at his laboratory. canopy and stem . There is also Colorado River dam at Austin , Tex. ,

“ It would be possible by my power- enough play between the movableenough play between the movable which, after costing that city a million

ful wireless transmitter," said Mr. parts to allow the fixture to hang dollars , collapsed in 1900 , entailing a

Tesla , according to this account, " to plumb, even though the support be loss of $ 1,600,000. Private capital

light the entire United States . The uneven . offers to rebuild the dam in return for

current would pass into the air and , In addition to other good features , a 15-yr. lease of the water power and

spreading in all directions , produce the this shock absorber incorporates what hydroelectric plant which it proposes

effect of a strong aurora borealis. It is claimed to be an essential for suc- to develop . It also asks the city to

would be a soft light , but sufficient to cessful devices of this character in make a contract for power with the

distinguish objects. that provision is made for locating it company at the rate of two cents a

“My present plan is to distribute kilowatt-hour, and to install motors at

this light from a central station , which its pumping plant. At the end of the

is the most economical and also the lease the dam and plant pass to the

best method of obtaining light of high city . It is likely that the proposal
est quality . My lamps will last for will be put to a vote .

ever, there being nothing in them to

burn out . They are simple tubes or A Public Utilities Bill providing for

bulbs of glass hermetically sealed and the creation of a public utilities comi

containing nothing but rarefied gas. mission for Maryland has been pro

“ One advantage is the economy of BENJAMIN posed, but the sentiment of the Legis
production , which is greater than in lature at Annapolis is thought to be
any other light so far obtained . A such that it has but small chance of

great saving will be effected by wire
passing: The estimated annual ex

less distribution . I am intending chief penses of running such a commission
SHOCK ABSORBER

ly to supply isolated dwellings which are $ 92,200.

cannot be conveniently reached by

wires, and in this system of distribu
at the ceiling or the point of fixture

The production of steel railroad ties
tion there is absolutely no difference support rather than above the individ

and fasteners in Germany increased
where the dwelling is located . The ual lamp sockets .

from 123,000 tons in 1888 and 356,000

force of the current is the same
The initial shock of a sharp or sud

tons in 1906 to 494,000 tons in 1907.

whether the house is 12,000 miles from den jar from the ceiling or point of

the plant or 12 ft."
support is intercepted before it reaches

The highest dam ever constructed
the fixture proper, while any subse

has just been completed on the Sho

The Benjamin Tungsten Lamp
quent vibration which might be trans

shone River in Wyoming. Its total
Shock Absorber mitted is dissipated by the weight and height from the base to the parapet is

The Benjamin shock absorber, made consequent inertia of the fixture be
328.4 ft . It is located in the canyon

by the Benjamin Electric Manufac- fore it reaches the lamps themselves.
of the river , where the walls are nearly

turing Company, Chicago, consists perpendicular and rise almost 2000 ft .

primarily of a strap iron stirrup and News Notes
above the stream. At its base the dam

a loose bushing, centrally located , sup- It is stated in an English newspaper is 70 ft . across ; on the top its length

ported by a coil spring and tapped to that an Italian engineer has invented is 175 ft . , while at the bottom the

receive the fixture stem . The com- a reversible steam turbine, which , it width is 108 ft . The dam has been

pression spring forms a resilient con
is claimed , “ has no blades or vanes to constructed to control the floods of

nection between the supporting ele- get out of order, and will work with the Shoshone and to provide a water

ment ( iron stirrup ) and the fixture.
equal power or speed in both direc- supply for the irrigation of more than

The stirrup has two feet, provided tions, forward or reverse . ” It can be 100,000 acres of land .

with screw -holes for attaching to the built in all sizes from 5 to 50 h.p.

supporting surface , and, when so at- The making good of these claims will Montevideo , the capital of Uruguay,

tached , takes the place of an ordinary be looked for with interest by every- is now supplied with street railway

crowfoot. An additional strap, cen- one interested in prime movers. service by two companies, one called

trally threaded to fit a 38- in . insulating the Transatlantica and the other the

joint , is attached to the stirrup by Mr. Geo. H. Cone, of Burlington , Sociedad Comercial . The first system

means of two screws. This strap may Vt. , has a sun-operated thermopile is about 75 miles long , has 160 motor

be omitted for attaching to a wooden device for converting the energy of cars and 25 trailers , and has 1028

ceiling or block. In one case the de- that body into electricity and charg- employees, receiving a total annual
vice thus becomes a shock -absorbing ing storage batteries. Details are not wages of $ 350,000 . It is capitalized

hickey ; in the other , a shock -absorbing yet published. at $ 2,500,000 and carried 20,000,000

crowfoot .
passengers in 1908. The second sys

Where it is desired to use a brass The ratepayers of Toronto, at the tem operated 215 motor-cars and 50

casing and canopy, a canopy support, municipal elections on Jan. ist , by a trailers for 6,022,100 car-miles, and

consisting of 70 - in. brass tubing with vote of 19,268 as against 10,697, de- carried 25.900,000 passengers . This

the upper end flanged outwardly, cided in favor of the city corporation Company is capitalized at $6,000,000 ,
passes through the opening in the making application to the Ontario of which $ 2,000,000 is in stock. Its

bottom of the stirrup and surrounds Legislature for the necessary author- gross carnings were $ 1,093,870 .
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Reproduction Costsof a Great of high - tension control apparatus . In condenser type, and allow the line

Street Railway System
this connection it is interesting to note wires to be brought in directly from

At a hearing before the Public the rated limit of operation of these overhead .

Service Commission, first district , in 110,000 -volt circuit-breakers; viz . , that The 110,000 -volt breakers for the

New York, of an application for issu- they shall successfully interrupt any Southern Power Company are of both

ing new securities , Mr. Henry Floy short circuit that may occur on the hand- and electrically -operated

estimated the actual cost of reproduc- transmission system of 120,000 kw. types . They are normally closed by

tion of the entire physical properties capacity. energizing the operating solenoid from

of Third Avenue proper, Forty - second As shown in the accompanying il- a low voltage local circuit, but may

Street, Dry Dock, Union, Southern lustration, a feature of the construc- also be hand -operated by a lever

Boulevard, Bronx Traction , Kings- tion of these circuit -breakers is the handle through a simple mechanical

bridge, Yonkers and Westchester isolation of each pole in a separate connection . Series relays, mounted on

Railroad Companies on basis of pres- tank. Each pole is thus entirely inde- suspension insulators and inserted di

ent-day prices, as follows: pendent of the others except for the rectly in the line, are provided for

Building -structures.. $7,205,315 pull rod which operates the contacts . automatically tripping the circuit

Tracks.... 10.331,894 This rod is released by the tripping breakers in case of overload . A

Paving ... 3,542,644
mechanism shown at the left of the wooden rod transmits the movement

Distributing System ... 2,838,246

Overhead Construction.
tanks , allowing the contacts to open1,200,500

of the relay armature on the suspen

Duct Lines . 2,116,538 by gravity. The 47 -in. break thus in- sion insulator to the latch mechanism ,

Power Equipment..
3,495,219 terposed into each phase occurs in the providing a simple and quick-acting

Rolling Stock . .... 7,650,934
center of the tank, in oil free from mechanical release effected directly by

Removal of Obstructions.. 1,479,049

Paving over Obstructions. 1,389,035
any possible sediment or moisture. the line current.

Real Estate.. 4,524,570 By the arrangement of the operating The 110,000 - volt circuit -breakers
Tools, Supplies , Fixtures 553,165

Horses, Wagons, etc... 56,874

Salvage on Materials and Apparatus... 5,822

Total.... $ 46,389,805

Purchase price Mamaroneck& Larchmont

Road ..... 110,000

Grand Total ... $ 46,499,805

In addition to this reproduction, he

estimated that to really reproduce the

system , incidental and contingent ex

penses amounting to 25 per cent . of a

cost of $ 46,500,000 would be neces

sary, which would be $ 11,625,000 ,

making the total cost of reproduction

by a new company amount to at least

$ 58,125,000.

These incidental expenses include

legal expenses, 72 of 1 per cent.; tech

nical expenses , 1/2 of i per cent.; pre

liminary running expenses , 872 per

cent.; taxes, 12 of 1 per cent.; dis

counts on promotion , io per cent . , and

promotion expenses at 5 per cent .—25

per cent . in all.

Many of these values would apply

only to New York traction projects

for reasons on which the general pub

lic is pretty well informed.

CIRCUIT -BREAKERS INSTALLED
110-Volt Circuit Breakers for the

Southern Powor Company

Four groups of 110,000 -volt oil cir- mechanism , gravity assists in making described in the foregoing are of the
cuit -breakers were recently put in a quick break during normal opera- type "GA ” design, developed and

service by the Southern Power Com- tion , while in case of any injury to manufactured by the Westinghouse

pany on its high-tension transmission the circuit-breaker parts the circuits Electric & Manufacturing Company,

lines in the vicinity of Charlotte, N. C. naturally tend to fall open . Elsewhere than the Southern Power

This installation is unique as being the A double break is made at each pole, Company, these breakers are now in

first in which switching apparatus is spring-seated butt contacts assuringspring-seated butt contacts assuring use , controlling lines aggregating 200,

called upon to break currents of this a firm closure . A small double-pole , 000 kw. capacity, and ranking in po

extreme potential, although several double -throw switch operated by the tential from 44,000 to 88,000 volts , in

similar plants are now under construc- contact mechanism provides a simple the plants of the Idaho-Oregon Power

tion and will shortly be in operation. tell -tale , indicating the position of the Company, Boise, Idaho ; Spokane &

In the case of the Southern Power breaker contacts , by lighting a red or Inland Empire Railroad , Spokane,

Company's lines not only is the voltage green lamp. The tanks are of welded- Wash.; Niagara, Lockport & Ontaria

interrupted remarkable , but the mag- seam boiler steel , filled with oil and Power Company, Niagara Falls , Ont. ,

nitude of the currents being success- fitted with a thick lining of specially and Societa Industriale Italiana , Mi

fully handled under these severe con- treated insulation which encloses the lan , Italy , besides a number of instal

ditions, marks a far step in the design contacts. The terminals are of the lations yet incomplete.
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Commercial Electric Railways the magnetic properties of various

"From Generator to Consumer,"
" A Gas-Electric Motor Car,” A. W. steels made by the author, who is en

gineer for the well-known " Böhler
L. J. Auerbacher. A graphic study Jones. A description of a self-con

of the path of a current unit from the tained gasolene-electric motor car now
Bros." steel works at Kaffenberg, Ger

coils of the generator to those of the being built by the General Electric many. Carbon, tungsten and chro

consuming device. The case selected Company. An extended description mium steel , as well as combinations of

these alloys, were tested and the reis from the Thirty -eighth Street plant of this car will befound elsewhere in

of the New York Edison Company to
this issue. - Gen . Elec . Rev. sults tabulated. From these experi

ments the following conclusions are
some point on Riverside Drive. That

“ Central Repair Shop of London
drawn :

this isone of the most complex service

circuits in the world may be gathered County Council Tramways," W. E.
( 1 ) Steel for permanent magnets

from the fact that a unit of current
Ireland . An interesting description has the opposite properties to soft

here passes through no less than 39 of the above corporation's repair and dynamo steel material.

separate devices . - Elec. Rec . maintenance plant. — Elec. Tract.Wkly. ( 2 ) The greatest retentivity of the

ordinary carbon steels is shown with

“Lewiston, Augusta & Waterville about 0.97 per cent . carbon , corre

“ Hydro -Electrical Development in Street Railway." Gives an extended sponding to the entectoid carbon per

Southern Asia ," H. P. Gibbs. An ac- description of a Maine interurban road centage . The smaller retentivity of

count of the harnessing of the Cau- that operates partly from a power- steels with less carbon is due to their

very River, in India. The work was house on the Androscoggin River, and lesser hardness; with more carbon be

done for the government of the native partly from steam plants. - Elec. Ry. cause of there being less free iron .

State of Mysore. Nearly 10,000 kw. Jour. ( 3 ) The greater strength of the

capacity were installed , the principal special steel magnets compared with

market being at the Kolar gold mines, " New Work of Illinois Traction carbon steel is due to the existence of

92 miles away. Transmission is at System .” A description of important more free iron in them with equal

35,000 volts, steel tower and pole being improvements and extensions of the
hardness.

used . The power is sold on a flat Illinois Traction System operating in ( 4 ) The constituents of magnet

rate based on the normal full-load the region east of St. Louis, including
steels do not influence directly the

consumption of the mining companies' a new bridge over the Mississippi at strength of the magnetism , but with

motors . The agreement covers 10 yr. , St. Louis, and a new generating sta equal hardness, because of the dis

as follows : tion at Venice, Ill . , whose ultimate placement of a greater or less amount

. $145 per h . p .-year capacity will be 28,000 h.p. - Elec. Ry.
of the efficacious iron .

3 following years .. Jour. ( 5 ) For great retentivity it is neces(5
5th year up to .. sary that the steel be glass -hard, of
5 following years.. Management very small structure, and contain as

-Gen . Elec. Rev. “ Motor Loads and Incomes,” A. D. much free iron as possible. With

Adams. A careful analysis of the steels of equal hardness the amount of

“ The Engineering Aspects of Large
motor business of some 16 different permanent magnetism is the greater ,

Power Contracts," H. S. Knowlton.
central stations. The figures given , themore the percentage of free iron .

The writer continues an original which are principally for cities of the ( 6 ) The magnet steel, with about

second class, show a wide variation in 0.6 per cent. carbon and 5.0 per cent .

analysis and discussion of the prin
the amount of power used and in the

ciples governing the manufacture and
tungsten , shows the highest retentivity

sale of power. Having treated " Defi
prices obtained. The former range when quenched from a temperature of

nition of Service" and " Payment for
from 7.7 h.p. to 65 h.p. per 1000 in 930° C. to 950 ° C .-- Elec. IVld.

Service,” he takes up “ Establishment
habitants ; the latter from 1.88 to 8.29

cents per kw. hr. As would be ex
of Service," " Operation of Service "

" The Magnetic and Electric Prop

and “ General Considerations." This pected, the cities enjoying the lowest
erties of Iron- Nickel Alloys," C. F.

paper is of special interest to trans
rates have the largest proportion of Burges and J. Aston. A series of

mission companies and to their cus power - users, other things being equal.
measurements and tests of the mag

tomers . - Eng. Mag.
-Elec. Wld . netic and electrical behavior of various

iron -nickel alloys made in the engi

neering laboratories of the University
Measurements and Tests

of Wisconsin under a grant from the

Detail Apparatus " Efficiency Test of an Otto Gas Carnegie Institute.Carnegie Institute. Full tables and

Engine,” C. C. Winn . A complete ac
" Line Shaft Drive and Individual

curves are given .-lletal and Chem .
count of the measurements of the ef- Eng

Motor Drive," A. G. Popcke. An ar- ficiency of a 10 h.p. 270 - r.p.m . Otto

ticle giving a lot of data on the rela
gas engine, with the accompanying Power Plants

tive economies of line shaft drive vs. tables, curves and diagrams. The “ An Alaskan Hydroelectric Devel

the individual motor, especially in ma- best thermal efficiency obtained was opment,” M. Adler. An illustrated

chine shops. In the cases worked out,
18.4 , carrying a little over the rated account of the power plant and trans

the advantage is , as usual, with the load at somewhat less than 240 r.p.m.
mission system of the New England

latter ; but as the author justly re- -- Power.
Fish Company at Ketchikan , Alaska .

marks, each case should be studied by The power from two 800 -h.p. turbines
itself to insure accurate results. - Elec. " Magnet Steel and Permanent Mag- is transmitted six miles to be used in

Jour. netism ," G. Mars. An inquiry into. freezing halibut. - Elec. Wid.

44

91

120

50
40

34
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" Hampton Power Plant, D. L. & W. “ Transmission Lines of Central “ The Electric Motor in Printing

Railroad.” An illustrated description Colorado Power Company.” An il- Work ," S. H. Sharpsteen . A discus

of the plant recently finished by the lustrated description of the high- sion of the proper arrangement of mo

Delaware, Lackawanna & Western for voltage transmission system of this tors for operating printing machinery.

supplying power to the car shops at well-known company, who are operat- This service is one for which elec

Scranton. This plant is operated from ing lines at from 80,000 to 100,000 tricity is the ideal motive power, if the

very fine " rice - size " coal , which is ob- volts under difficult conditions, both installation is properly designed, and

tained by washing the culn banks, fa- as to topography and climate. By the the article gives information as to the

miliar to all those who have traveled use of the very best material in both best way of getting the desired re

in the coal regions. The commercial insulators and towers an exceptional sult of a maximum of speed and con

value of this fuel is said to be prac- operating record has been established . venience coupled with a minimum of

tically nothing, yet this plant is get- The present is the first winter for operating cost. – Elec. Wld.

ting an evaporation of about 8.3 lb. 100,000 -volt operations , and is said to

of water per pound of coal from it.— be an extremely severe one, ice form
Miscellaneous

Ry. Age Gaz. ing on the line conductors to a diam
“ Concrete in Electrical Construc

eter of 6 in . in some places without

" Juniata Water and Water Power having caused breakdowns. The re
tion ,” H. N. Muller . A timely and

Company."

well-illustrated article on the use of
A well -illustrated de- sults so far are very encouraging to

reinforced concrete and cement in
scription of the combined water- and the advocate of higher voltages in

power-plant and distribution construc
steam-power plant of the above -named transmission work .-- Elec. Wid .

tion. Concrete is shown as applied to
corporation, near Huntingdon, Pa.

switchboard and bus-bar structures ,
Four 500-kw. 2300 -volt water-driven Transmission manholes and cable armoring, trans

alternators, operating under 27 ft .
" Transmission System of the South- former houses and pole -line construc

head, are helped out in the dry season
ern Power Company,” J. Liston . An tion . An especially ingenious , but sel

by two 500 -kw . steam turbines. Trans
interesting description of the enor- dom advisable , application is the re

mission lines at 45,000 and lower volt
mous high -tension net -work of the placing of rotted wood pole butts by

ages supply half a dozen important
Southern Power Company in North reinforced concrete stubs . - Elec. Jour.

cities of central Pennsylvania with and South Carolina. There are some

light and power. - Elec. Wld . significant figures given showing that "The Wireless Telephone," J. L.

this company, which sells 80 per cent . Hogan, Jr. A description of thework

of its output to the cotton mills of the being done in wireless telephony and

Prime Mover
Piedmont district, maintains some 639 an attempt to forecast the future de

miles of high-tension circuits, which
" The Melville -MacAlpine Reduc

velopment. Distances covered in iso

tion Gear." Describing the new re
supply nearly 200,000 kw. capacity of lated cases range up to 300 miles , but

connected transformers , of which 130,- the conclusion is that until some type
duction gear for steam turbines that

000 kw . are arranged for 100,000- of transmitter far superior to those
has recently been constructed at the

volt transmission . A goodmany miles in use to-day is developed, and im
Westinghouse Machine Company's

of this transmission are still provements are made in the oscillator ,
works at East Pittsburg. This device wooden poles. Where towers are commercial wireless telephony cannot

promises to be of great importance in used the standard spans are 500 to succeed .-Elec. Wld.
marine work, and not improbably may

come into use for other high-speed trolytic aluminum cell lightning -ar
600 ft . , according to the type . Elec

motor reduction purposes . It consists resters have become the standard.- “ Installation Costs of a Modern

essentially of a helical gear flexibly Gen. Elec. Rev. Steam Turbine Plant." A detailed

mounted in an oil bath , and in a test list of the cost of a recently completed

in which it was attached to a 6000 2500 -kw. central station in a building
h.p. 1500 - r.p.m . turbine, an efficiency

Utilization

at full load of more than 98.5 per " Electrical Applications to Mining
designed to contain ultimately 10,000

Work ,” C. V. Allen . An account of
kw. capacity. This station is stated

cent. was developed. It would be in

teresting to know how well the gear the latest applications of electricity to
to be along the waterfront of an east

efficiency would stand up under a pro mining, particularly to the mining of
ern city, and to be equipped with six

precious metals. Many illustrations
400 -h.p. mechanically staked boilers

longed usage.-- Elec. Jour.
costing $ 28,000, and one 2500 -kw .,

showing hoisting, pumping, haulage,

air compression, conveying and stamp
5600-volt, 60 - cycle, two-phase West

and tube mill and other details of
inghouse - Parsons turbo - alternator

whose cost is given at $ 52,000. Other
Theory mining work are shown. It is to be

" Transmission Line Calculations,"
remembered that all the illustrations principal items are :

show direct-connected operation, and
Concrete foundations ..

M. W. Franklin . The fourth of these

series is devoted to the calculation of it may be taken for granted that the
Condensing machinery

belt nuisance has forever disappeared
8,435

line capacities. This subject is clearly

stated , and tables giving the charging
from this field , except where belting Unit costs per kilowatt capacity are

current in amperes on three-phase
is absolutely necessary .-- Elec. Jour. summarized as follows :

lines for 25 , 60 and 100 cycles are ap
" Electricity in the Boiler Shop. A

pended . — Gen. Elec . Rev.
copiously illustrated article on the ap

Building and foundations.

plications of electricity to various ma- Condensing equipment..

“ Calculation of Lines Between Steel chines used in the manufacture of
Total cost per kilowatt of initial equipment .

Railway Power Stations," R. H. Rice . boilers, shears, bending rolls , riveting

A convenient method of calculating machines, reamers, punchers, planers, These results are somewhat modi

tlie sizes of the lines in a net-work of drills , saws, presses , hoists, turntables, fied by the fact that the building was

city railway feeders running from and air compressors, all with individ- designed for a much larger capacity.

separate stations. - Elcc. Ry. Jour. ual motor drive .-Elcc. Rec. -Elec. Vid .

on

Brick and carpenter work

Coal conveyor .

$26.838

14.045

9.800

Boilers..

Furnaces .

Turbine set.

$ 11.52

4.15

20.80

30.33

3.37

20.81

91.98

Other items..
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The New Edison Storage Battery The efficiency and capacity of the cell, This opening is fitted with a water

The Edison Storage Battery Com
however, are not affected to any ex- tight cap held in place by a catch.

tent if the specific gravity of the solu- Fastened to the cap is a spring so ar
pany, of Orange , N. J. , announces the
completion of the new Edison cell , tion is as low as 1.160. Below this a ranged that the cap will fly open unless

which is now being placed on the
temporary effect is noticeable in the properly fastened. In an assembled

market for traction service. In out
output of the cell. battery each individual cell is held se

The retaining cans are made of elec- curely in place and from contact with
ward appearance it does not differ ex
cept in minor details from theoriginal troplated steel welded at the seamsbytroplated steel welded at the seams by adjacent cells by a small hard -rubber

cell brought out in 1901, but the struc
the autogenous method — that is, by button which extends through the slat

ture of the positive plate has been the application of the oxyacetylenic on each side of the tray and fits over

radically modified and other improve
blow -pipe. The walls of the can are an emboss pressed out on the side of

ments embodied to increase the ca
corrugated so as to obtain the greatest the can . The bottoms of the cells are

pacity and durability. At present the
amount of strength with minimum held in position by small buttons pro

weight. The iron element has an ex
battery is made in two sizes ; one size

truding from a conveniently arranged

having four positive and five negative
cess capacity over the nickel element. wooden block fastened to the bottom

plates , and the other possessing six
Much time has been spent in perfect- slats of the tray. The indentations in

. The original positive the bottom of the cell fit over thesepositive and seven negativeplates. ing the latter The original positive

The active material in the positive plate was made up of fat rectangular buttons. A rubber apron insulates the

plate consists of nickel oxide, and iron
pockets containing nickel oxide and cell from the block .

oxide is used in the negative elec
graphite . It was found that the gra- The separator through which the

phite oxidized and that mechanically gases escape while the battery is

the structure could not resist the swell- charging is designed in such a way

ing action of the nickel oxide . In the

new plate round tubes 4 in. long and

about the diameter of an ordinary pen

cil are used to retain the nickel oxide.

The tube is made of thin perforated

steel , which when filled with the active

material and properly bound by eight

steel rings , makes expansion ofthe ac

tive material impossible and insures

perfect internal contact. Instead of

the graphite formerly employed , elec

trochemically prepared flakes of pure

nickel are interspersed in the oxide

to increase the conductivity of the ac

tive mass , because nickel oxide of it

self is a poor conductor. Each posi

tive plate consists of a grid of nickel

plated steel holding 30 of these tubes .

The negative plate comprises 24 flat

rectangular pockets supported in three

horizontal rows in a nickel-plated grid .

The pockets are made of thin nickel

plated steel perforated with fine holes,

each pocket being filled with an oxide

of iron and afterward subjected to TOP VIEW OF CELL

very heavy pressure.

The plates of each group are hung that these escape in a substantially

on a connecting rơd perpendicular to, dry condition, the globules of liquid

but integral with , the pole. They are coalescing with a liquid film which

held apart by nickel-plated steel wash- forms at the base of the casing and the

ers and held in contact by nuts screwed seat of the ball valve with which the

on both ends. The two outside plates battery is fitted, and in this way falling

are negative and are insulated from back into the cell . The electrolyte,

the retaining can by sheets of hard therefore, need only be replenished

rubber. Hard -rubber pieces are also with distilled water until completely

fixed between the can and the side and changed in every eight or 10 months.

bottom edges of the plates , and these , Electrical connections between the

together with the hard -rubber rods in- cells are made by heavy copper con
CELL PARTLY OUT OF CASE

serted between the plates, maintain nectors , well plated with nickel. The

correct spacing and insure permanent lugs at the end fit over taper-joint
trode . The electrolyte consists of po- insulation .

binding posts and are held in place
tassium hydrate ( 21 per cent . solu- The cover of the cell , which is also with a nut. A socket wrench for re

tion ) to which has been added a small
welded in place , has four mountings. moving the nuts which hold down the

amount of lithium hydrate . The func- Two of these are for stuffing boxes connectors and a specilly designed

tion of the lithium hydrate is not through which the positive and nega- jack for lifting the lugs from the bind

clearly defined, but it has been found tive poles extend ; one is a separator ing pots when disconnecting the cells

to improve the working of the positive which prevents the loss of electrolyte are sent with each battery. The trays

electrode. The normal specific gravity while allowing the gases to escape ,
in which the cells are assembled are

of the solution is 1.210, which does not and the other is an opening for water very light , and where formerly the

change during charge or discharge. and electrolyte.
ends and the bottom were dovetailed
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150 225

cell
1.2 1.2

30 45

13.5 19.2

216

5 5

15 15
10

together, the trays are now made of 10 separate cells for lighting , was every way , and cars so equipped

continuous strips , the corners being mounted on a new typeof light-weight would have a field of their own in

bent . The data of the cells are given car , designed especially to minimize operating long -branch lines of infre

herewith : “ dead weight” and get a maximum quent service, as well as in many other

Type A-4 Type A-6 of useful service, was tried out on the ways.

Normal ampere -hour output ....
lines of different railways in and

Average discharge voltage per

around New York.
Normal rates of charge and dis

charge in amperes .
The car is capable of seating 26 Among the Associations

Weights ( in pounds ) of cell com

plete ...
passengers, and is 18 ft . between cor

The executive committee of the
Width of can . 334

Breadth of can .
ner post and 26 ft . over all .

Ohio Electric Light Association has

Height of can
1378 1238 The various weights are as follows :

Height of cell to top of pole ( not
fixed the place and date of the six

assembled ) . 1336 1376 Carbody
3,500 lbs teenth annual convention of that body

Required height of battery com Truck and electrical equipment 3,500

partment
Batteries .. 3,000 at Cedar Point, Ohio, July 26th, 27th
26 passenger load . .3,750

While the normal rate of charge of
and 28th . A comprehensive program

Total weight of loaded car .. 13,750 lbs

the smaller cell , for instance , is 30
has been arranged.

The motors are wound for 110 volts

amperes, charging may be done at

double this rate for a one -hour boost and rated at 5 h.p. each at a speed
The American Institute of Electric

cal Engineers has decided to hold aif the temperature is kept from rising corresponding to a maximum of 15

much above 100 ° F. It is also per
miles per hr.

meeting at Charlotte, N. C. , March

missible , though not recommended, to
The batteries are placed under the 30th , 31st and April 1st . The follow

discharge a battery continuously at
ing papers will be read :

rates up to 25 per cent . above normal , "Economies of Hydraulic Plants,"

and for occasional short intervals of by U. S. Lee.

time, as in hill climbing or starting on " Electric Drive in Textile Mills,"
heavy roads, no harm is said to result

by A. Milmow .

if the rate be increased to three or

four times normal. The capacity of " Calcium Cyanamid and Its Relation

the Edison battery increases after be to Water Powers," by Chas . H. Baker.

ing in service , so that when working
“ Gas Engines in City Railway and

some time the efficiency is increased Light Service," by E. D. Latto, Jr.

and greater output obtains also . This

process of self-forming continues over
"Protective Devices for High-Ten

a period of from one to three months
sion Transmission Lines," by L. C.

Nicholson .

of regular service , and it is partly to

assist in this forming up that the over The Southern Power Company has
charges are recommended at intervals .

offered to place a special train at the
The battery possesses reserve ca

disposal of the members in attendance ,
pacity. The highest practical limit of

to enable them to visit its plant at
output is reached when a battery is

Great Falls, S. C. , and to inspect a

charged 10 hours at the normal rate ,

and its value will be , for a fully

100,000 - volt substation .

formed battery, perhaps 30 per cent .
The Wisconsin Electrical Associa

more than the rated output . A seven tion held its first annual meeting at

hour charge at normal rate is con the Hotel Pfister in Milwaukee. This
sidered a normal charge. With a

association, it will be recalled , is the
rated discharge three times normal the

child of the union of the Northwestern

voltage drops 0.03 volt for every 10
Electrical Association and the Wis

ampere increase. On returning to
consin Electric and Interurban Rail

normal discharge the voltage comes up
way Association which took place last

to a value a trifle higher than normal
June . More than 150 members were

owing to the heat generated at the present. The following officers were
heavy discharge rate. Heat on dis elected : Clement C. Smith, Milwau

charge increases the output, while heat
kee, president; G. B. Wheeler, Eau

on charge diminishes it ; but excessive
Claire , first vice -president; Irving P.

heating at all times impairs the life of

thebattery. The watt-hour efficiency seats, and lighting is by means of
Lord, Waupaca, second vice -presi

dent ; W. H. Winslow, Superior, third

ranges from 60 per cent. to 65 per eight 10 -c-p. 12 -volt tungsten lamps. vice-president; J. S. Allen, Lake Ge
cent. The smaller battery gives about The control arrangement is as fol- neva, secretary and treasurer.
14 watt-hr . per pound of cell , and the

lows :

larger cell 16 watt-hr. According to-
The fourth annual meeting of the

the makers , the battery cannot be in
ist step ; batteries in multiple at so volts , motors in

Illuminating Engineering Society was
jured by overcharging ; it does not de- 2d step : batteries in multiple at roo volts , motors in

held on Friday evening, Jan. 14th , at

teriorate when left discharged ; any 3d step ; batteries in series at 100 volts , motors in the Machinery Club, New York.

cell can be removed simply by detach
multiple.

The following gentlemen were

ing the connections from the poles , No fixed resistances are used , the elected to office for the year 1910 :

and the battery has nearly twice the control being entirely as shown. Dr. Edw . P. Hyde, president; Mr.
output or mileage of other batteries The power consumption of this car V. R. Lansingh , vice-president; Mr.

weight for weight. when accelerating at I mile per h.p. W. Cullen Morris , treasurer ; Mr.

To test the performance of this bat- is said to be about 372 kw . , and when Preston S. Millar, general secretary ;

tery in traction service a set consist running about 1/2 kw . Mr. L. B. Marks, Dr. E. B. Rosa and

ing of 200 of the smaller cells, with The tests have been satisfactory in Mr. F. W. Lloyd, directors.

POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE PLATES

series.

series .
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under pressure.

A Gyrostatic Monorail Car series motor. Both motors can be obtain the balancing effort, their pre

The German type of gyrostatically operated from controller at each end cission is artificially influenced by

balanced monorail car was exhibited of the car. The current is collected means of an apparatus operated by oil

in January at the Clermont Rink in through truck contact shoes from a Should the motors

Brooklyn . This car is about 18 ft . wire carried on insulator near the run- which drive the gyroscopes fail from

long and 4 ft.wide at the widest part . ning rail . This car holds six passen. any cause, the high-speed wheels ope

It is shaped like a boat and weighs gers, counting the motorman . rating in the partial vacuum would

5500 lb. , of which about 300 lb. is The balancing mechanism comprises easily permit the car to run safely for

taken up by the gyrostat . two gyroscopes revolving in opposite an hour or more.an hour or more. However, before

The body of the car is mounted on directions. Each gyroscope consists the revolutions of the gyroscopes sink

two double -axle trucks, which are of a 110-1b. steel wheel rotating at below a certain amount, the motorman

spaced on 15-ft . centers and have 8000 r.p.m. in an air-tight chamber can apply an emergency brake, which

consists of four vertical props, which

are dropped to theground tobring the

car into stable equilibrium . The gyro

scopes are carried underneath the car

body.

The test track at the Brooklyn rink

was in the form of an oval, whose

largest diameter was about 150 ft . The

track was laid with a rail weighing

about 20 lb. per yard of special sec

tion , having a rounded head of about

I in . wide. In addition to the oval

track there was a spur running into

one of the anterooms, in which the car

was kept when not in use.

Perfect stability was maintained

even when a passenger was carried

G. W. V seated upon the side of the car, run

ing at about four miles per hour on

straight track and three and one-half

miles per hour on curves . On meeting

curves, the car would, of course, in

cline toward the center , but this

movement would not take place until

the actual curve was reached. When

standing still it remains in perfect

equilibrium , though with a slightly

swaying motion. It was also run

backward on the track . When the

passengers boarded the car on one

side, the effect of the gyroscopes was

to give the car an inclination in the

other direction, but the car righted

itself after the passengers were seated.

The English type of gyrostatic car

has a slightly different arrangement

of the balancing mechanism . The car

wheels 16 in . in diameter with a 1.2- in which the pressure has been low- exhibited over there in November is

in . flange. One wheel of each truck ered almost to a vacuum . Each wheel much larger and heavier than this car ,

is driven through a double reduction is driven directly by a 12 -h.p ., 110- which , however, is the first to be ex

gear by a 2-h.p . 110-volt direct-current volt, direct- current shunt motor. Tohibited in this country.

CAR RUNNING ON CURVE

SIDE VIEW OF CAR
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CENTRAL

Chicago Electrical Show York, N. Y.; The Electric Storage stock from $ 10,000 to $ 25,000, the

The fifth annual Electrical Show , Battery Company, Philadelphia, Pa.; proceeds to be used for enlarging its

held at the Coliseum under the aus- The Electrical Testing Laboratories, business. Milton B. Lorimer is presi

pices of the Chicago Electrical Trades New York, N. Y.; The Excello Arc dent of the company, and E. M. Popp,

Exposition from the 15th to the 29th Lamp Company, New York , N. Y .; secretary ,

of January, was a record-breaker in The Fairbanks Morse Company, Chi

point of public interest and attendance. cago, Ill . ; The Federal Electric Com The contract for the construction of

The huge amphitheater was, as usual, pany, Chicago, Ill . ; The Fort Wayne the power development of the Etowah

a beautiful sight, with its myriads of Electric Works , Ft . Wayne, Ind. ; River , near Creighton, Ga. , for the

colored incandescent lights flashing The General Vehicle Company, Long Blue Ridge Power Company, has been

reflections from the polished surfaces Island City , N. Y.; The Hamler- secured by Frank B. Gilbreth, Inc.,

of glass and metal, and the canopied Eddy Smoke Recorder Company, Chi- 60 Broadway, New York.

dome of incandescent gold and silver cago, Ill .; The Electric Heating Gar- This work will include the construc

tinsel . The booths were lighted by ment Company, Chicago, Ill .; The tion of a Ransom hollow dam 42 ft.

tungsten clusters with Holophane re- Kimble Electric Company, Chicago, high and 600 ft . long, and a reinforced

flectors, partially shaded by an imita- Ill .; The Keller Manufacturing Com concrete power house sufficient for
tion art glass dome. Loops of bunting pany, Philadelphia , Pa.; The Neville 4000 h.p. installed.

were gathered up from the corner Illuminating Sign Company, Chicago,

posts of the booths to form an apex Ill .; The Pacific Electric Heating The Le Valley Vitae Carbon Brush

over the clusters . About the hall ran Company, Ontario, Cal.; The Pelouze
Company, New York, recently moved

a frieze bearing escutcheons made of Electric Heater Company, Chicago,
int oits new factory at 4123 Park Ave

imitation art glass, illuminated by in- Ill .; The Stromberg Electric Manu- nue, New York . The company's rap

candescent lamps and spaced every facturing Company,Chicago, Ill.; Thefacturing Company, Chicago, Ill .; The idly increasing business made neces
22 ft. Shelton Electric Company, Chicago, sary a large increase of manufacturing

A special feature of exhibition was Ill .; The Simplex Electric Heating facilities. It had outgrown its old

the Wright aeroplane purchased from Company, Chicago, Ill.; The Perfec- plant on Tremont Avenue and was

the famous brothers by the United tion Vacuum Cleaner Company , Chi- compelled to seek larger quarters .

States Government for use in the cago, Ill .; The Vulcan Electric Heat

army. ing Company, Chicago, Ill .; The
The Brooks Electric Company, elec

The increasing interest of the small Western Electric Company, Chicago,
trical contractors and supply dealers ,

specialty manufacturer in these shows ill .; The Westinghouse Electric &

was manifested in the increased num- Manufacturing Company, East Pitts
has opened an elaborate establishment

in Baltimore, Md. The store is lo

ber of such exhibits. Industrial power burg, Pa.

and domestic appliances , together with
cated on North Eutaw Street , right in

the heart of the business district. Mr.
illustrations of arc and incandescent STATISTICS OF NEW YORK

Brooks, the proprietor of the new
lighting, and glassware and art glass STATION SERVICE

house, is well known in local business

fixtures were the predominant fea- The lighting and power service sup
circles. He was employed with the

tures. There was also a fine line of plied on the Island of Manhattan , New
Viaduct Telephone Company for many

telephone apparatus for all kinds of York City, from central stations , was

service, and a very complete represen as follows on December 1 , 1909 :
years and was more recently with the

electrical contracting firm of Eugene
tation of electric vehicles with their

Service connections.. Rosenfeld & Company, who took over
necessary charging appliances. Stor the affairs of the viaduct people.
age batteries of all sizes and kinds Incandescent lamps . 4,057,170

were well represented . Vapor arc lamps .

The largest exhibitor was the Com- Heating appliances . Plans are being developed by J. R.

Storage batteries ..

monwealth Edison Company of Chi
Carper, of Denver, Colo ., for the con

cargo, whose model gargage and com
struction of a large hydroelectric plant

plete industrial power and domestic Percentage increase .
near Boulder, Colo ., to furnish elec

appliance exhibit extended clear across
trical energy to supply water for the

an end of the hall .
irrigation of several thousand acres of

Other prominent exhibitors were :
Business Notes land in the eastern part of Weld Coun

The Allis-Chalmers Company, Mil- The Lord Electric Company, of
ty , Colo . The project will involve an

waukee, Wis.; The Acme Wire Com- New York, reports a very satisfactory expenditure of several million dollars.

pany, New Haven , Conn.; The business during the past year, and It is said that the proposed plant, when

American School of Correspondence, cites one from a large number of cases
completed, will develop 10,000 h.p.

Chicago, Ill . ; The American Steel & of which it justly feels proud. Among

Wire Company, Chicago, Ill . ; The other customers supplied with the
The Edison Electric Illuminating

Appleton Electric Company, Chicago, company's lightning arresters during Company of Boston , on Jan. ist , re

Ili .; The Como Electrical Company, 1909 , a single customer purchased duced the basic price of its energy for

Spring Lake, N. J.; The Chicago 1,500, not one of which has proven lamps from 12 cents to il cents per

Fuse Wire and Manufacturing Com defective. kw -hr.

pany, Chicago, Ill. ; The Chicago
Pneumatic Tool Company, Chicago, The Wire & Telephone Company of Plans are being considered by the

III . ; The Crane Company, Chicago, America, who manufacture all kinds Belknap Power Company, of Marys

Ill .; The Cutler -Hammer Mfg. Co. , of bare and insulated wire for elec- vale , Utah, for the construction of a

Chicago, Ill . ; The Duntley Manufac- tric purposes, at Rome, N. Y. , have hydroelectric power plant in the Sev

turing Company, Chicago, Ill . ; The changed their corporate name to “ The ier River, to supply energy for lamps

E-Z Vacuum Cleaner Company, Chi Rome Wire Company." and motors for the towns in the Gold

cago , Ill. ; The Electric Cleaner Com Mountain and Marysvale districts .

pany, Chicago, Ill . ; The Electro -Mag
The Protective Electric SupplySupply The cost of this plant is estimated at

netic Tool Company, Chicago, Ill .; Manufacturing Company, of FortManufacturing Company, of Fort $ 3,000,000 , and it is said that it will

The Empire Vacuum Company, New Wayne, Ind ., has increased its capital develop from 6000 to 7000 h.p.

Customers.

Meters..

51.933

92,093

111,434

Arc lamps...

Electric motors ..

Kilowatt hours sold .

Increase of last year.

40,477

1.279

1,158 kilowatts

5,096

233,834

249,677,504

14,406,392

5.77
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An order has been placed with the Legal Notes
The latest State to consider the ex

Allis - Chalmers Co. for two 6500 -kw .,
The Westinghouse Electric & Manu- pediency of establishing a public utili

1200 -volt, 25 -cycle, hydraulically- facturing Company has secured a pre- ties commission is Ohio. A bill is

driven generators by the Niagara Falls liminary injunction in the United pending in that State , which is under

Hydraulic Power & Manufacturing State Circuit Court at Cincinnati re- stood to be modeled on the one drawn

Company. These machines will be straining the Bullock Electric Manu- up for New York .

duplicates of the two already installed facturing Company from infringing

by the Allis-Chalmers Co. in the same certain sections of Patent No. 518,693
The Traveler's Iron

plant . covering parts of a controller for elec

tric cars.
This little 3 - lb . iron is particularly

The Hart Manufacturing Company, The General Electric Company has
attractive and very useful. It comes

Hartford , Conn. , has taken over the secured preliminary injunction in a handsome, durable, leatheret case

clectrical specialties heretofore manu- against J. W. Poole in the litigation lined with velvet , and is especially in

factured by the Price -McKinlock over safety fuse covered by Patent tended for a woman when traveling.

Company, and hereafter will manu No. 502,541 .
It is light weight, and with it she can

facture in Hartford the specialties con- The Johns-Manville Company an
do her light ironing ; lace collars, fine

sisting of meter connection blocks, re- nounces a decision from the United handkerchiefs and such things as she

mote control switches, O. K. fuse States Court of Appeals holding that
does not care to send to the ordinary

block connections , O. K. ground the flat-strip fuses of the Sachs Com
laundry.

clamps and kindred devices . Mr. pany are infringements of the Johns

Granville E. Palmer, formerly with Pratt Company's Patent No. 660,341.

the Pettingell-Andrews Co. , is taking In an opinion rendered on Jan. 3d

charge of the former Price-McKin- by Justice Day, the Supreme Court of

lock specialty business for the Hart the United States held to be invalid

Manufacturing Company. an ordinance adopted by the City

Council of the city of Minneapolis,

The Moore Electrical Company, Minn ., in 1907, requiring the Minne

Newark, N. J. , reports that installa- apolis Street Railway Company to sell
tions of the white Moore light for six tickets for 25 cents . The company

color matching in textile mills near fought the ordinance on the ground

New York during the past four that it was a violation of the contract

months have enabled 10,000 employees implied in its charter, which, issued in

to work full time, regardless of day- 1873, was to run for 50 yr., and which

light or weather conditions. Hereto- authorized a charge of five cents for

fore on dark days they were compelled each ride. The Cnited States Circuit

to remain idle, and it was impossible Court for the District of Minnesota

to operate several departments of the declared against the ordinance, and

mills at night. The newest product of Justice Day's decision sustained that
The case contains iron , cord and

the Moore Electrical Company is the finding. stand in compact shape and is easy

Moore light window , which is factory to pack in a suit -case or trunk, and it

built and semi-portable, and can be in is always ready for immediate use

stalled very rapidly. Some Pending Legislation by attachment to the ordinary lamp

socket.

A bill prepared by United States
The General Electric Company has Senator Thomas Carter , of Montana, This is one of the numerous hand

plans prepared for the big pattern provides for the ceding of all water some and handy household articles

storage building it is to erect at the power sites now owned by the Govern
made by the American Electrical &

Stanley plant , and the contract will
ment to the States in whose boundaries

Heating Company of Detroit.

soon be awarded. The building will they are located . The bill will further

cost between $ 60,000 and $ 100,000. provide that the title to the sites shall
It is estimated that the company will remain in the States , which shall pro- To Electrify Boston's Steam

expend about $ 600,000 in new build- ceed to lease the sites, under proper
Railroads

ings at the Stanley plant this year, regulation, to individuals and corpora- At a recent meeting of the United

which will surpass the amount ex- tions for development. The bill con- Improvement Association, of Boston ,

pended in any previous year on build- forms in large measure with some of Mass ., it was decided to introduce a

ings. The amount of business done
the conclusions reached at the recent bill in the Legislature for the electri

at the plant amounts to $ 1,000,000 a conference of governors, and it is said fication of the railroads within ten

month .
that President Taft has given his ten- miles of Boston . Co -operation with

tative approval to the bill , although he other organizations is planned to

The widely -known engineering and
is not understood to have endorsed its arouse general interest in the proposi

constructing firm of J. G. White & provisions in detail. tion .

Company, Inc., with branches in many

parts of the world , announce the open- Bills have been introduced into the

ing of a branch in Chicago, Ill. It Massachusetts legislature to prohibit A Consolidation

will be in charge of Mr. Charles T. a charge for the use of gas or electric The Engineering Digest and Indus

Mordock, with offices in the First
meters , and also to provide for uni- trial Engineering have been consoli

National Bank building.

form telephone rates within the city dated under their combined titles , and

limits of Boston, to permit savings Mr. R. T. Kent, the founder and editor

TO MR. EDISON banks to invest in the bonds of certain of the latter , will be managing editor

The way that your inventions electric lighting and gas companies, of the united periodical. Mr. Har

Have brightened up the nights , corresponding to thestatutewhich wood , who founded and edited the

We see you've done the best you could permits investment in certain street- Digest , has retired from the manage

"According to your lights ." railway bonds. ment.
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Personals recipient of several dinners and fare Obituary

Dr. Louis Duncan and Mr. Lamar
well entertainments before his depart- Mr. D. O. Mills , who was president

Lyndon announce that their partner ture from Chicago last week. and director of the Niagara Falls

ship as consulting engineers was dis
Power Company, the Niagara Devel

solved , by mutual consent, Jan. ist.
opment Company, and the Niagara

Mr. James Wolff, Chicago manager Junction Railway Company, as wellas
of the New York ' Insulated Wire

of many other corporations , died on

The board of directors of the West- Company, has been made chairman of

inghouse Electric & Manufacturing
subdivision No. 31 of the new ways

Jan. 3d, at his winter home in Mill

brae, near San Francisco, in the 85th

Company has voted a six months' and means committee of the Chicago
years of his age .

leave of absence to George Westing- Association of Commerce. This sub

house, president of the company. Mr. division represents electrical goods,
Mr. P. S. Tirrell , of Groveton,

Westinghouse will spend this vacation
fixtures and wire , and the other mem

abroad. He was entertained in Bos bers are Mr. James J. Heaney, of E.
N. H. , who until recently was superin

tendent and chief electrician of the

ton on Jan. 22d at a dinner given by
Baggot Company, and Mr. F. A.

the Boston branches of the American Ketcham , of the Western Electric Corry, Deavitt & Frost Electric Com

Company.Society of Mechanical Engineers, the

pany's electric plant in Montpelier,

Vt. , died Dec. 30th of cancer of the

American Institute of Electrical En stomach . Mr. Tirrell was one of the

gineers and the Boston Society of Mr. F. L. Dame, formerly engineer inventors of the Tirrell voltage regu
Civil Engineers, at which he delivered of the Electrical Securities Corpora- lator.

an address.
tion , New York City , has been elected

vice-president of the Electric Bond & Mr. William J. Baxter , one of the

Mr. H. I. Millard , recently with the Share Company. Mr. Dame has also pioneers in electric development, died
Westinghouse Company at Pittsburg, been elected vice-president and a di- suddenly at his home in Jersey City ,

has become connected with the sales rector of the American Power & Light Jan. 12th. He was among the first to

department of the Toronto Electric Company. invent an enclosed arc lamp and a

Light Company, Limited . series motor for use on arc-light cir

Mr. Walter M. McFarland , acting
cuits. These motors were controlled

Mr. A. H. Boyd, electrical engineer vice-president Westinghouse Electric by various devices operated by centri

in charge of the motor sales depart- & Manufacturing Company, will de
fugal governers , and were turned out

ment of the Fort Wayne Electric liver a lecture at Columbia University , in sizes of from 1 , 10 to 20 h.p. In

Works, has been appointed manager New York, on April 7th , on commer the latter eighties the Baxter Electric

of the Philadelphia branch office of cial engineering Manufacturing & Motor Company at

the Fort Wayne Company. Baltimore was said to be one of the

largest electrical manufacturing works

Dr. Frederick Bedell , professor of
Mr. T. E. Spence, formerly with the in the world. Of late years Mr. Bax

Lucerne County Gas & Electric Com
applied electricity at Cornell Univers

ter was chiefly occupied as a writer on

pany, of Kingston, Pa . , has joined the

ity, sailed with his family for Algiers sales department of the Toronto Elec- giving testimony as an expert in elec
electrical and kindred subjects , and in

on Jan. 29th and will proceed later to tric Light Company, Ltd., as power

France and Germany, returning to the
tricallitigations.

university in September.
engineer.

Mr. Edward P. Bryan, until re

Mr. E. C. Foster has resigned as
Mr. Mortimer Freund has resigned cently vice -presidentcently vice -president and general

first vice-president of the New Orleans
from the service of the Navy Depart. manager of the Interborough Rapid

ment and joined the engineering staff Transit Company, died of apoplexy ,

Railway & Light Company, of New of Mr. Percival R. Moses, consulting at San Juan, Porto Rico , aged 64

Orleans , La ., the resignation becom
engineer, of New York City. Mr.

ing effective on Feb. ist . Mr. Foster
years. Coming to the Interborough

Freund is a graduate of the School of
will continue as a director of the com

Company from the general railroad

Engineering of Columbia University field, he organized its engineering and
pany.

and has been acting for the past few operating forces and got the system

years as electrical aide to the consult- into running order . He severed his

Mr. Robert Mather, chairman of ing engineer and inspector of public connection with the company about

the board of directors of the Westing- works,United States Navy Yard, New a year ago on account of impaired

house Electric & Manufacturing Com- York. health .

pany, will be placed in charge of the

executive end of the company's busi
Mr. Leroy M. Harvey, sales man

ness during the absence of Mr. George
Prof. R. H. Meyer, of the Univers- ager of the Milwaukee district of the

Westinghouse, who has been voted a ity of Wisconsin and chairman of the Allis Chalmers Company, died at Au

six months' leave . Wisconsin Public Service Commis- gusta , Ga., on Jan. 19th. He was for

sion, has been appointed by the Inter- merly with the Westinghouse and Sie

state Commerce Commission a medi- mens & Halske Companies. He was
Mr. Hjalmar Hertz, until recently

ator in connection with a controversy only 37 years old .
assistant chief engineer of the West

between the Illinois Central Railroad

ern Electric Company at the Haw and its telegraphers.
thorne works, Chicago, has resigned The annual dinner of the American

to accept the position of advisory en Institute of Electrical Engineers for

gineer for the General Electric Com- Mr. C. W. Noyes has resigned as 1910 will be held at the Hotel Astor,

pany, with headquarters at Lynn. Mr. secretary of the Willimantic ( Mass.) New York, on Tuesday evening, Feb.

Hertz is a graduate of the University Gas & Electric Company to accept a 24, 1910. Prof. Elihu Thomson, who

of Zurich , Switzerland, and an associ- position on the New England sales has been awarded the first Edison

ate member of the American Institute staff of the Westinghouse Electric & Medal , will be the guest of honor on

of Electrical Engineers . He was the Manufacturing Company. that occasion .
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Trade Publications Type " T " Transformers. Every two or three years the Dixon

The Wisconsin Engine Company, Magneto Telephone Sets . Company republishes " Graphite as a

Corliss , Wis . , manufacturers of high- Rural Line Magneto Switchboards . Lubricant,” which has become a stand

grade prime movers, have issued bul- Telephones in Railway Terminals. ard work with them . Eeach new edi

letin C - i on “ Heavy Duty Corliss En- Bridging Telephone Sets . tion is thoroughly revised and brought

gines. ” This bulletin is very hand- In addition to the above -noticed fully to date .
somely gotten up and meant to be the booklets, type " T " transformers are

first of a series which will completely also completely described and illus
The present edition is more compact

cover their output . trated in bulletin No. 5270, and the that its predecessor, the idea being to
company has also issued bulletin No.

concentrate the information into quick ,

The H. W. Johns-Manville Com- 5230 , devoted to its line of polyphase convenient form that is not bulky.

pany has started a new house serial induction motors .

under the name of “The J-M Packing " Trumbull Cheer," the house paper The power- house engineer will find
Expert." The initial number is de

of the Trumbull Electric Manufac- the newest edition of " Graphite as a
voted principally to telling about as

bestos. This firm has also recently
turing Co., is out in attractive shape Lubricant" of considerable value to

in the first issue for 1910. him, since it deals especially with the
issued folders describing the follow

ing : No. 100, Pipe and Boiler Insu
lubrication and treatment of power

" The Lighting of Mills and Fac

lation ; No. 1o1 , Asbestos Packings ; tories" is the name of a well-gotten
house machinery.

No. 102 , Building Materials ; No. 103 , out pamphlet of some 31 pages . It

Sectional Conduit; No. 105 , Asbestos treats the subject from the standpoint
Some thought has been put upon

Sundries ; No. 106 , Manville Fire Ex- of the Holophane Company.
the appearance of this last edition, and

tinguisher.
big readable type with liberal margins

Recent bulletins from the General
obtains throughout the 64 pages of

Electric Company are devoted to the
“ Dumping Tubs and Buckets” is the

the book. Easy to read and worth

title of the C. W. Hunt Company's
following subjects : reading

bulletin telling of the numerous kinds
No. 4703A - Variable Release Air

Brake Equipment.
of coal tubs and grab buckets that this " Juice, " the house monthly of the

No. 4706 - Curve-drawing Am
firm is now turning out .

Pettingell- Andrews Company, of Bos

meters and Voltmeters .
ton , has come out for January in an

The Pacific Electric Company, On
No. 4707 — Gasolene -Electric Gene

entirely new size, make-up and type .

tario, Cal . , is out with a scorching
rating Sets .

The company is to be congratulated

number of “ Hot Points ” for January.
No. 4711 - Small Plant Alternating

on the improved appearance, and also
Current Switchboards.

on the superior quality of its contents .
No. 4712 - An Exhaust Steam Tur

The Western Electric Company has
The Reliance Oil and Grease Com

bine Installation .

recently received from the press for
pany, of Cleveland, has gotten out a

No. 4713 — Type F Forms K-2 and
general distribution bulletins Nos.

booklet about its line of animal, vege

K-4 Oil Break Switches.
1001 and 1002. These bulletins take

table and mineral oils.

up in detail the construction and ope
" Factory Lighting" is the name of a

rating features of magneto non -mul- well-illustrated pamphlet , recently is- Henry R. Worthington has issued

tiple switchboards with self-restored sued by the Nernst Lamp Company, catalogues W- 175 and W - 176 ,devoted .

and manually restored line signals .
which deals with that much -discussed respectively to the Worthington tur

They contain illustrations of the dif- subject, with especial reference to bine pumps and to the Worthington

ferent essential parts of line circuit ap
their well-known lamp . The com Type “ D ” centrifugal pump. Both of

paratus, cord circuit apparatus, as well pany's house monthly, “ The Glower, " these books are gotten up with the

as different styles of switchboards. for January, is out, with information style, finish and excellence of contents

Numerous diagrams are also shown, on a wide range of subjects. characteristic of the Worthington pub

illustrating the wiring connections for lications. The turbine pumps de

the various parts . Bulletin No. 87 of the Wagner scribed are in use for mines, elevators

These bulletins are the first of a Electric Company tells of its line of and house service, as well as for fire

series of 10 switchboard bulletins alternating -current generators and' and boiler feed services.

which are to be issued by the Western synchronous motors, and bulletin No.

Electric Company describing their 89 is devoted to Type BW polyphase The latest publications of the Jeffrey

newest and latest designs of switch
induction motors . Manufacturing Company, of Colum

boards and telephone apparatus, and bia , Ohio , are booklets 34 and 35 , de

will be sent to any address on request. Goldschmidt Thermit Company's voted respectively to “ Elevator Buck

The Western Electric Company has
quarterly, " Reactions," is full of the

ets" and "Conveyors”; catalogue 69 - B
pullished a new issue of their bulletin usual number of thermit repair stories. describing the many forms of the Jef

No. 5131 , which shows in detail their The Steel City Electric Company frey screens ; and the very handsome

type IL of motors and generators. A lias issued a circular, describing the bulletin No. 18, which contains some

new issue also of bulletin No. 5132 Fallman non -adjustable floor outlet. 32 pages of profusely illustrated de

has been published , taking up the type scriptions of the different types of air

ELC motors of interpole design . The Joseph Dixon Crucible Com- operated and electrically-operated coal

These bulletins are ready for distribu- pany announces the publication of cutters now turned out by the com
tion .

“ Graphite as a Lubricant," eleventh pany .

The Western Electric Company has edition. This is just nicely off the

also recently issued booklets describ- press, being the edition for 1910. The Black & Loder Company, of
ing the following features of their out- The Dixon Company's monthly, York , have sent out a little book en

put: " Graphite, ” is out with its usual var- titled “ On the Development of Profit

Hawthorne Arc Lamps. ied assortment of information, both as Factors,” which is especially designed

Intercommunicating Telephones. to the increasing uses of graphite and for circulation among central-station

Lead- Covered Telephone Cables. many other things. electric -lighting and power companies.
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COLUMBIA SILVERTIP

YELLOW FLAMEFLAME CARBONS

embody a new mechanical feature that does away with

troubles from poor contacts, broken or bent wires,

and outages

Their Quality is Unsurpassed

FREE SAMPLES FOR THE ASKING

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, Cleveland , Ohio

WWW.

《电
in use

Over Rolled

50,000 from

miles Best Quality

Steel

SH

CONTINUOUS JOINT WEBER JOINT W AUPTER JOINT

Catalogs at Agencies

Baltimore , Md. Pittsburg, Pa .

Roston , Mass. Portland, Oregon

Chicago, Ill . San Francisco , Cal.

GENERAL OFFICES : Denver , Colo . St. Louis , Mo.

New York , N Y.

29 West 34th Street, New York City

Troy, N. Y.

Makers of Base Supported Rail Joints for Standard and Special Rail
London, E.C., Eng Montreal, Can.

Sections, alsoGirder, Stepor Compromise, FrogauSwitch, and Insulat HIGHEST AWARDS : Paris, 1900 ;
ing Rail Joints, protected by Patents.

Buffalo , 1901 ; St Louis, 1904 .

1 更 40

The Rail Joint Company

運
CONTINUOUS GIRDER

JUST PERFECTED

Variable Speed Alternating

and Direct Current Motors

DEANE OF HOLYOKE

Electrically Operated Pumps for

Every Service
AUTOMATIC SWITCHES AUTOMATIC STARTERS

PRESSURE REGULATORS

Send for Booklet “ C ” covering Printing Press Equipments,

Forge Blowers, Dental Engines, Jewelers' Power and

Buffing Machines. We have 900 Second -hand Dynamos

and Motors in stock and would like to quote you.

GUARANTEE ELECTRIC CO.

Clinton and Adams Streets, Chicago

THE

DEANE STEAM PUMP CO.

115 Broadway, New York

Works : Holyoke, Mass.
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Six 1,000 KVA 100,000 - Volt Westinghouse Oil -Insulated, Self -Cooling Transformers, Ready for Shipment, Complete with

Transformers and Oil in Cases, to Southern Power Co.

The Largest Oil- Insulated, Self -Cooling

High-Voltage Transformers ever built

The building of SELF-COOLING transformers

of this size has been accomplished by an entirely

new method for the cooling of the oil , developed

by this company , whereby the natural circulation

forces the hot oil through outside pipes , the entire

surfaces of which are exposed to the air, avoiding

the use of water or forced air heretofore required

for cooling transformers of this capacity . This

new construction results in the saving of space and

eliminates all auxiliary apparatus,with the expense

attached thereto . They are delivered ready for

operation, no drying out being necessary.

Our nearest office will give full particulars

Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Co.
Atlanta Buffalo Cleveland Detroit

Baltimore Chicago Dallas Kansas City

Boston Cincinnati Denver Los Angeles

Canada : Canadian Westinghouse Co., Ltd., Hamilton , Ont.

Minneapolis Pittsburg San Francisco

New Orleans St. Louis Seattle

New York Philadelphia Salt Lake City Syracuse

Mexico : G. & 0. Braniff & Co. , City of Mexico
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Classified Directory of

Manufacturers

TRADE MARK

INS
ULA

TED

C
R
E
S
C
E
N
T

07
TA
VO
TO
S

CRESCENT

RUBBER -INSULATED

WIRES AND CABLES

NATIONAL CODE STANDARD

Main Office and Factory : TRENTON, N. J.

PENTON.H
IS

ATLANTIC INSULATED WIRE & CABLE CO.

WIRES AND CABLES.

FOR SUBMARINE, A ER LAL. UNDERGROUND

AND INTERIOR USE

120 LIBERTY STREETFACTORY

ETAMFORD .

CONN . NEW YORK CITY .

STEEL BOXES

OUTLET

JUNCTION

SWITCH

CONDUIT BUSHINGS

PATENTEES AND MANUFACTURERS

THE BOSSERT ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION CO., UTICA, N.Y.

BOSTON INSULATED WIRE ANDAND CABLE CO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

ADJUSTERS

Morse, Frank W., Boston , Mask

AIR AND GAS COMPRESSORS

Allis -Chalmers Co., Milwaukee.

American Air CompressorWorks, N. Y.

Blake Mfg. Co. , Geo . F., New York.

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago.

Clayton Air Compressor Works, N. Y.
Curtis & Co., Mfg . Co., St. Louis.

Dean Bros. Steam Pump Wks., Indian .

apolis.

Emerson Elec. Mfg . Co., St. Louis, Mo.

Hall Steam Pump Co., Pittsburg.
Ingersoll-Rand Co., New York .

Knowles SteamPumpWorks, NewYork

Laidlaw -Dunn -Gordon Co. , New York.

McGowan Co., JohnH., Cincinnati.

National Brake & Elec. Co., Milwaukoo .

Norwalk Iron Works, Norwalk , Conn.

Platt Iron Works Co., Dayton

Providence Engino Works, Providence

Snow Steam Pump Works, New York .

Sullivan Machinery Co., Chicago.

Worthington , Henry R., New York.

ALTERNATORS

Allis -Chalmers Co., Milwaukee,Wis.

Crocker -Wheeler Co., Ampere, N. J.

Fort Wayne Elec. Works,Indianapolis .

General Electric Co., Schenectady , N. Y

National Brane & Elec. Co., Milwaukee

Wesco Supply Co., St. Louis

Western Electric Co., Chicago

Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg . Co., Pitto.

burg

ANCHORS (GUY)

Holden Anchor Co., Des Moines, la.

Matthews & Bro ., W. N. , St. Louis, Mo

ANNUNCIATORS

Central Electric Co., Chicago , 10 .

Doubleday -Hill Electric Co., Pittsburg

Electric Appliance Co.,Chicago.

Haines, J. Allon, Inc., Chicago .

ManhattanElec. Supply Co., New York

Ostrander & Co. , W R., Chicago.

Van Dorn - Elliott Elec. Co., Cleveland .

Wesco Supply Co. , St. Louis.

Western Electric Co., Chicago,

ATTACHMENT PLUGS

Hubbell, Harvey , Bridgeport, Conn .

BATTERIES - PRIMARY

Bunnell & Co., J. H., New York.

Burnley Battery & Mfg. Co., Painesville,

Ohio .

Central Electric Co., Chicago

Doubleday-Hill Elec. Co., Pittsburg.

Eastern Carbon Works, Jersey City , N.J.

Edison Míg. Co., New York .

Elec . Motor & Equipment Co., Newurk .

N. J

French Battery Co., Madison, Wis.

Gordon Battery Co .New York.

Lawrence Elec . Co.,F. D., Cincinnati, O.

Leclanche Battery Co., New York .

Manhattan Electrical Supply Co., Cai.

cago.

Waterbury Battery Co., Waterbury ..
Conn .

Wesco Supply Co., St. Louis, Mo

Western Electric Co., Chicago.

BATTERIES - STORAGE

American Battery Co.,Chicago.

Doubleday. Hill Electric Co., Pittsburg.

Electric Storage Battery Co., Philadel.

phia .

General Storage Battery Co., New York.

Gould Storage Battery Co., Now York .

National Battery Co., Buffalo , N. Y.

Railway Safety Service Co., Springfield ,
Mass.

Universal Electri : Storage Battery Co.,

Chicago .

WillardStorage Battery Co., Cleveland.

Rubber - Covered Wires and Cables
NATIONAL CODE STANDARD

Office and Works : 182-186 Freeport St., Dorchester District, BOSTON , MASS.

Armour Institute of Technology

Chicago , Illinois

Courses in Electrical, Mechanical, Civil ,

Chemical and Fire Protection Engineering, and

Architecture. Completely equipped labora

tories in all departments.

Year Book sent on application.

The Military College of th.

State of Vermont.

Courses leading to Bachelor's Degree, Arts,

Scienceand Literature, Chemistry, Civil Eo .
gineering .

Military Instruction, practice and discipline
for all students.

Adequate equipment for instruction in Hy.

draulics and in Electricity:

NORWICH UNIVERSITY, Northfield, Vt.

Clarkson School of Technology

Thomas S. Clarkson Memorial, Potsdam , N. Y,

Organized under charter of the University of
theStateofNew York. Courses leading to

degrees of Bachelor of Science in Chemical,

Civil, Electrical and Mechanical Engineering,

comprising four years of thorough training and

resident college work in theory and practice of

engineering. The Clarkson Bulletin , pub

lished quarterly ; mailed on application.
WM . S. ALDRICH, Director.

TUFTS COLLEGE

Department of Engineering

Civil, Mechanical, Electrical and Chemical Engineering

New Laboratories and Excellent Equipment.

Beautiful site within four miles of Boston .

Preparatory Department for students who have

had engineering practice, but insufficient prep

arationfor college work

For information concerning courses and positions of

graduates, address Prof.GARDNERC.ANTHONY,Dean.
TUFTS COLLEGE , P. O. , Mass.

LEWIS INSTITUTE , Chicago, Ill.

Four -year course leading to degree of Bacbelor of

Science in Mechanical Engineering. While the course

is planned with special reference to mechanical engi

neering, much time is devoted to electrical work , and

such attention is given to engineering chemistry , civil

engineering and general subjects as to graduate men

with broad, fundamental training along engineering

lines. Catalogue on application.

Rensselaer

Polytechnic

Institute,

Troy, NY,

A
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Local examinations provided for. Send for a catalogue
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Fan and Blower

REGULATORS

For the control of motor

driven fans and blowerswe

have standardized a com

prehensive line of apparatus

ranging from one-sixth H.P.

speed regulators, upwards.

Controllers can be furnished

either for manual or for

automatic operation. For

the control of blowers used

in connection with auto

matic stokers we can furnish

a controller that will regu

late the speed of the fan

according to theboiler press

ure . Bulletins on request.

Classified Directory of Manufacturers - Condo
BELLS

Central Electric Co., Chicago.

Manhattan Electrical Supply Co., Now

York and Chicago.

Ostrander & Co., W. R. , New York

Wesco Supply Co. , St. Louis.
Western Electric Co., Chicago.

BELT DRESSING

Cling Surface Mfg. Co., Buffalo

Dixon Crucible Co., Jos., Jersey City, N. J.
BELTING

Boston Belting Co., Boston.

Eureka Fire Hose Co., New York .

Jeffrey Mtg. Co., Columbus, O.

Link -Belt Engineering Co., Philadelphia.

Pittsburg Gage&SupplyCo.,Pittsburg.

Robins Conveying Belt Co. New York .

BLOWERS

Allis -Chalmers Co., Milwaukee.

American Blower Co., Detroit .

American Gas Furnace Co., New York .

Buffalo Forge Co., Buffalo .

Chicago Flexible Shaft Co., Chicago .

Crocker-Wheeler Co., Ampere, N. J;

Dean Bros. Steam Pump Works , Indian

apolis.

Green Fuel Economizer Co., Matteawan ,

N. Y.

Platt Iron Works, Dayton , O.

Smith , J D. , Fdy. Supply Co., Cleveland

Sprague Electric Co., New York .

Sturtevant Co., B. F. , Hyde Park, Mass.

BLUE PRINT MACHINERY

Buckeye Engine Co., Salem , O.

Keuffel & Esser Co., New York .

Kolesch & Co., New York

Resolute Machine Co. , New York

Wagenhorst & Co., J. H. , Pittsburg.

BOILERS

Atlantic Works, East Boston, Mass .

Babcock & Wilcox Co., New York .

Harrison Safety Boiler Works, Phila .

Heine Safety Boiler Co., St. Louis.

Platt Iron Works, Dayton, O.

Riter -Conley Mfg. Co., Pittsburg.

Robb -Mumford Boiler Co., South Fram .

ingham , Mass.

Struthers-Wells Co., Warren, Pa.

Walsh's Holyoke Steam Boiler Co.,

Holyoke, Mass.

Wetherill & Co., Robt., Chester, Pa.

BOXES— JUNCTION

Bossert Electric Construction Co., Utica.

D. & W. Fuse Co., Providence. R. I.

Steel City Electric Co., Pittsburgh

BOXES - OUTLET

Bossert Electric Const. Co., Utica , N. Y.

Steel City Electric Co. , Pittsburgh

BRUSHES CARBON

Central Electric Co., Chicago.

Eastern Carbon Works, Jersey City, N. J

Holmes Fibre-Graphite Mfg. Co., Ger
mantown, Pa.

Le Valley Carbon Brush Co., New York .

National Carbon Co. , Cleveland.

Speer Carbon Co., St. Mary's, Pa.

Western Electric Co., Chicago.

BUSHINGS-OUTLET

Steel City Electric Co. , Pittsburgh
CABLE HANGERS

Barron & Co. , Jas . S. , New York

Bissell Co. , F., Toledo, O

Standard Underground Cable Co. , Pitts .

burg

Steel City Electric Co., Pittsburg.

Wesco Supply Co., St. Louis, Mo.

Western Electric Co.. Chicago.

CABLE JOINTS

Dossert & Co.,Inc., New York

CARBONS

Central Electric Co., Chicago.

Eastern Carbon Works Jersey City, N. J

National Carbon Co. , Cleveland .

Reisinger, Hugo , New York.

Speer Carbon Co., St. Marys, Pa.

Wesco Supply Co. , St. Louis.

CASTINGS

American Steel Foundries, Chicago.

Aiton Machine Co., New York :

Classified Directory of Manilacturers - Cont'd

Lunkenbeimer Co. Cincinnati.

New England Butt Co., Providence, R.I.

Phosphor-Bronze Smelting Co., Ltd.,
Philadelphia .

CHAINS FOR ARC LAMPS

Oneida Community, Ltd., Oneida, N. Y

CIRCUIT BREAKERS

Cutler - HammerMfg. Co., Milwaukee.

Cutter Electrical Mig . Co., Philadelpbia.

Doubleday -Hill Electric Co., Pittsburg.

Fort Wayne ElectricWorks, Fort Wayne,
Indiana .

General Electric Co., Schenectady,N. Y.
Hartman Circuit Breaker Co., Mans

field , Ohio .

La Roche Co., P. A. , New York .

Sundh Electric Co., New York .

Switchboard Equip. Co., Bethlehem , Pa.

Ward Leonard Electric Co., Bronxville ,

N. Y.

Wesco Supply Co., St. Louis.

Western Electric Co., Chicago .

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co. Pitts

burg .

CLAMPS CABLE

Matthews, W. N. , & Bros., St. Louis .

CLEATS

Blake Signal & Mfg . Co., Boston, Mass.

Imperial Porcelain Works, Trenton , N. J.

Pass &Seymour, Inc., Solvay, N. Y.

Sears, Henry D. , Boston .

CLIMBERS

Klein & Co., Mathias, Chicago .

CLUSTERS

Benjamin Elec . Mfg. Co., Chicago

Hubbel, Harvey,Bridgeport, Conn .
COAL AND ASÁ -HANDLING MACHIN .

ERY

Brown Hoisting Machinery Co.

land .

Case Mfg. Co.,Columbus, O.

Hunt Co., c. w. , New York .

Jeffrey Mfg . Co., Columbus, O.

LinkBeltCo., Philadelphia.

Mead -Morrison Mfg. Co., Boston .

NorthernEngineering Works, Detroit

Robins Conveying Belt Co., New York .

COILS - INDUCTION

Ostrander,W. R. , & Co., New York .

Splitdorf, C. P. , New York .

CONMUTATOR LUBRICANT

Allen & Co., L. B. , Chicago .

Dixon Crucible Co., Jos., Jersey City .

COMMUTATORS

Homer Commutator Co., Cleveland , O.

CONDENSERS - ELECTRIC

Marshall,William , New York .

CONDUIT RODS

Barron & Co., Jas. S. , New York.

Cope , T. J., Philadelphia .

Doubleday-Hill Electric Co., Pittsburg

CONDUITS

American Circular Loom Co., Chelsea ,

Mass.

The Gillette - Vibber Co., New London ,

Conn .

American Conduit Co., Chicago.

American Vitrified Conduit Co., N. Y.

Camp Co., H. B. , New York .

Doubleday -Hill Electric Co. , Pittsburg.

Gest, G. M. , New York .

National Conduit & Cable Co., N. Y.

National Metal Molding Co., Pittsburg

OrangeburgFibre Conduit Co., Orange.

burg, N. Y.

Sprague Electric Co., New York .

CONDUIT FITTINGS

Steel City Electric Co. , Pittsburgh
CONDUIT 'REAMERS

Steel CityElectric Co., Pittsburg.

CONDUITTOOLS

Cope, T. J. , Philadelphia .

Steel City Electric Co., Pittsburg

CONTROLLERS

Allis -Chalmers Co., Milwaukee.

Case Mfg. Co., Columbus, O.

Crocker.Wheeler Co., Ampere, N. J.

Cutler -Hammer Mfg. Co., Milwaukee.

Eloc. Controller & Supply Co., Cleveland

The Cutler-Hammer Mfg.Co.

MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN

NEW YORK .50 Church Street

CHICAGO .. Monadnock Block

PHILADELPHIA Commonwealth Trust B !<lg .

BOSTON 176 Federal Street

PITTSBURG . Farmers' Bank Building

CLEVELAND ...Schofield Building

SAN FRANCISCO Otis & Squires, 155 New

Montgomery Street
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N. Y. Electric Controller Co. , New York .

Simplex Electric Heating Co., Cam " MANROSS "

bridge, Mass.

COPPER CASTINGS HAIR SPRINGS
Anderson Mfg. Co., A. & J. M., Boston .

Ward -Leonard Co., Bronxville , N. Y.

CRANES FOR ELECTRICAL INDICATING AND RE.

Northern Engineering Works, Detroit.
CORDING INSTRUMENTS . MADE FROM

CROSS ARMS
MY SPECIAL BRONZE ALLOY,

Locke Insulator Mfg. Co., Victor, N. Y.

CUT -OUTSAND SWITCHÉS
LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF

Bissell Co., The F. , Toledo , O. F. N. MANROSS,

Bossert Electric Const . Co. , Utica , 17. Y.
HAIR SPRINGS Unitedthelates. FORESTVILLE, CONN

Central Electric Co. , Chicago .

Crouse -Hinds Co., Syracuse , N. Y.

Cutter Elec. & Mfg.Co., Philadelphia.

Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc. , Fort Wayne.

General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Hart Mfg . Co., Hartford , Conn .

Electric Motor Controllers of All Kinds
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co. , New York .

Sorenson , P., Brooklyn .

Switchboard Equip. Co., Bethlehem , Pa .

Trumbull Elec . Mfg. Co., Plainville ,Conn .
THE NEW GLOBE ELECTRIC MFG . CO .

Wesco Supply Co., St. Louis. Philadelphia, K. & B. Co. AMSTERDAM , N. Y.

Western Electric Co., Chicago .

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co. , Pitts

burg .

DIRECT MOTOR DRIVE FOR PLANERS

The Electric Controller & Supply Co. ,

Cleveland .
Contacts of all forms

DRILLS
Wire for Wireless Telegraphy

Morse Twist Drill & Machine Co. , New

Bedford , Mass.
Resistance Wire

DRYINGMACHINERY Wire and Sheet for all Purposes

Aiton Machine Co., New York .

Buffalo Foundry & Machine Co. , Buffalo .
AMERICAN PLATINUMWORKS

Devine Co. , J. P. , Buffalo .
Scrap Purchased

NEWARK ,N.J.

Sturtevant Co. , B. F. , Boston .

DYNAMOS AND MOTORS

Allis -Chalmers Co.,Milwaukee."

American Engine Co., Bound Brook ,N.J.

Bogue Electric Co. , C. J. , New York .

Burke Electric Co. , Erie , Pa .

C. & C. Electric Co. , Garwood , N. J.

Central Electric Co. , Chicago .

Century Electric Co. , St. Louis.

Crocker -Wheeler Co., Ampere, N. J.
Grand Prize at Universal Exposition , St. Louis, 1904 , and Gold Medal at

Diehl Mfg. Co. , Elizabethport. N. J. Lewis and Clark Centennial Exposition Portland, Ore. , 1905, for all forms of

Doubleday-Hill Electric Co. , Pittsburg.

Eck Dynamo & Motor Wks . , Belleville,

Electro - Dynamic Co. , Bayonne, N. J.

Elwell-Parker Electric Co., Cleveland .

Emerson Electric Mfg . Co. , St. Louis.

Fort Wayne Electric Wor Fort Wayne.

General Electric Co., Schenectady , N. Y. AWARDED TO

Jeffrey Mfg. Co. , Columbus, O.

National Brake & Elec . Co., Milwaukee BAKER & Co., INC.
New England Motor Co., Lowell, Mass .

Ridgway Dynamo & Motor Co., Ridg Newark , N. J. 120 Liberty St. , New York City

Robbins & Myers Co., Springfield, ( ) .

Sprague Electric Co. , New York .

Stow Mfg. Co., Binghamton, N. Y.

Sturtevant Co. , B. F. , Boston .

Triumph Electric Co., Cincinnati.

Wagner Electric Mfg. Co. , St. Louis .

Wesco Supply Co. , St. Louis .

Western Electric Co. , Chicago . The Cutler -Hammer Co., of Vil- descriptions of sidewalk lift control

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co. , Pitts- waukee, has just issued a 128 -page lers , reversible and non - reversible con
burg . booklet in which the subject of the troller for belt -driven freight eleva

ELECTRIC RAILWAY SUPPLIES

Railway Safety Service Co., Springfild ,
control of electrically -operated eleva- tors , and mechanically operated con

Mass. tors is very fully covered. This com trollers for use where current condi
ELECTROMAGNETS pany has been engaged in the manu- tions are extremely variable. Illustra

Acme Wire Co. , New Haven, Conn. facture of electric controlling devices tions and descriptions are also given

Schureman , J. L., Co. , Chicago.

Splitdorf, C. F., New York .
for many years, and their booklet on of such necessary elevator accessories

ELEVATORS elevator controllers is more than a as brake magnets, car switches, limit

American Tool & Machine Co. , Boston. mere catalogue, being in fact a concise switches, etc.
Caldwell & Son Co. , H. W. , Chicago. treatise on the subject. The second section of the booklet is
Jeffrey Mfg. Co. , Columbus.

Link Belt Eng'g Co., Philadelphia .
The first section of the booklet con- devoted to similar controllers for use

Obermayer Co., S., Cincinnati. tains illustrated descriptions of full- on alternating- current circuits , and the

Otis Elevator Co. , N. Y. magnet and semi-magnet direct-cur- concluding pages contain tables of use

Poole Eng'g Mch . Co., Baltimore.

ENGINEERING CONSTRUCTION
rent controllers for high -speed, mode- ful information, including suggestions

Elm City Engineering Co., New Haven , rate -speed and slow - speed passenger regarding the proper type of motor to

Conn. and freight elevators, together with use in each case .

У

N. J.

PLATINUM

way, Pa .

a
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FULLMAN WATER FLOOR OUTLETS

a

Made in many different styles

for various conditions. In

stalled in less time and pro

duce a neater job than any

other box on the marke.. A

large stock of both adjust

able and non-adjustable

boxes is always on hand at

Pittsburg and branches.4/4 " Adjustable

Floor Outlet

3 %9 " Non -adiustable

Floor Outlet

STEEL CITY ELECTRIC CO.

Main Office and Factory : 1207-1219 Washington Ave. , N. S., Pittsburg, Pa.

BRANCHES :

BUFFALO , CLEVELAND,COSTON, NEW YORK, CHICAGO , SAN FRANCISCO

COMPLETE FACTORY EQUIPMENTS

三国
FOR THE

JT Manufacture and Renewal

Of Incandescent Lamps

Classifed Directory of Manufacturers - Comel

ENGINES - GAS AND GASOLINE

Allis -Chalmers Co., Milwaukee.

Buckeye Engine Co., Salem , O.

Carhne & Finch Co .. Cincippati. O.

De La Vergne Machine Co., New York .

Elbridge Engine Co., Rochester, N.Y.

Marine Engine & Machine Co., N. Y.

Mietz, A., N. Y.

Otto Gas EngineWorks, Philadelphia,

Power & Mining Machinery Co., Cudaby.

Wis.

Westinghouse Machine Co., Pittsburg.

Wood & Co., R. D. , Philadelphia.
ENGINES - STEAM

Allis -Chalmers Co., Milwaukee.

American Blower Co , Detroit.

Am . Engine Co., Bound Brook , N. J.

Ball Engine Co. Erie , Pa.

Blake Mfg. Co., Geo F., New York .

Buckeye Engine Co. , Salem , O.

Buffalo Forge Co., Buffalo .

Frick Co., Waynesboro , Pa.
Hooven, Owens, Rentschler Co., Hamil .

ton, Ohio .

Mecklenburg Iron Wks., Charlotte, N. C.

Providence Eng'g Works, Providence.

Shepherd Eng'gCo., Franklin,Pa .

Southwark Fdy.& Mch.Co., Philadelphia.

Struthers -Wells Co., Warren ,Pa.

Sturtevant Co., B. F. , Hyde Park, Man .

Watertown Eng. Co., Watertown, N. Y.

Westinghouse Machine Co., Pittsburg .

Wetherill, Robert & Co., Chester, Pa .

EXHAUST HEADS

American Spiral Pipe Works, Chicago.

Direct Separator Co.,Syracuse.

Hoppes Mfg.Co., Springfield, O.

Pittsburg Gage & Supply Co. , Pittsburg.

SturtevantCo., B. F.,Hyde Park , Man .

Watson & McDaniel Co., Philadelphia.

Wright Mfg. Co. Detroit.

FANS AND MOTORS

Century Electric Co., St. Louis.

Diehl Mfg. Co., Elizabeth port, N. J.

Doubleday-Hill Elec. Co., Pittsburg.

Eck Dynamo & MotorWks,Belleville,N.J.

Elec. Motor & Equip .Co.,Newark ,N.).
Emerson Electric Mfg. Co., St. Louis .

Ft. Wayne Elec. Works, Ft. Wayne, Ind.

General Electric Co., Schenectady. N. Y.

Robbins & Myers Co. , Springfield, O.

Sprague Electric Co., New York .

Wesco Supply Co., St. Louis.

Western Electric Co. Chicago

Westinghouse Elec.& Mig.Co., Pittsburg .

FANS - EXHAUST AND VENTILATING

Allen Electric Co., Chicago.

Century Electric Co. , St. Louis.

Crocker -Wheeler Co., Ampere, N. J.

Diehl Mfg . Co., Elizabethport, N. J.
Emerson Elec. Mfg. Co., St. Louis.

Green Fuel Economizer Co., Matteawan .

Sprague Electric Co., New York .

Sturtevant Co., B. F. , Boston .

Western Electric Co., Chicago .

FIXTURESGAS AND ELECTRIC

Benjamin Elec. Mfg.Co., Chicago .

Cleveland Gas & Fixture Co., Cleveland

Gail-Webb Mfg. Co., Buffalo .

Goodwin & Kintz,Winsted ,Conn

Wells Light Mfg. Co., New York .

FLASHERS

Advertising Mirrograph Co., Brooklyn

Campbell Electric Co., Lynn , Mass.

Elec. Motor & Equip Co., Newark, N. J

Haller Machine Co., Chicago .

Reynolds Elec. Flasher Mfg. Co., Chicago

FLEXIBLE SHAFTS

Chicago Flexible Shaft Co., Chicago .

Stow Flexible Shaft Co., Philadelphia .

Sto Mfg. Co.,Binghamton,N. Y

FRICTIONTAPE AND CLOTHS

Massachusetts Chemical Co.

FUSES

Asknot Co., Hartford , Conn.

Chase -Shawmut Co.

Chicago Fuse Wire & Mfg. Co.

D.& W. Puse , Providence, R. I.

Johas-Manville Co., H. W., Now York .

LAMP TESTING made practicable by our standard station photometer

ESTABLISHED FIFTEEN YEARS

DWYER MACHINE CO ., Lynn, Mass.

J. G. WHITE & CO., INCORPORATED

ENGINEERS,
CONTRACTORS,

43.49 Exchange PI.,

NEW YORK , N. Y.

London Correspondents :

J. G. WHITE & CO ., Ltd.

9 Cloak Lane , Cannon St.

London, E. C.

Principal Philippine Offico : MANILA , P.I.

RITER-CONLEY MFG. CO. PITTSBURGH

Transmission Towers

STEEL STRUCTURAL AND PLATE WORK OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
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Queen Testing Instruments
GUIN COPILA

The Queen Decade Portable Testing Set_measures

Resistance, Capacity, Inductance, Current, E. M. F ..
and has many other uses . Circular 403 with colored dia

grams describes them in detail.

The Queen Acme Portable Testing Set
is smaller and will execute nearly as many tests as the

Decade. Circular 366 tells all about them .

Cable Testing Apparatus, Tachometers, Photometers

QUEEN & Co., Inc.

Cor. Arch and Eighth Streets, Philadelphia , Penna.QUEEN DECADE SET

HOW ARE YOUR BATTERIES ?

The " Connecticut" Pocket Meters Will Tell You
1909 TYPE DEAD BEAT ETCHED METAL DIAL

CONNEC
TICUT

TWO METERS IN ONE

0-6 Volts-- 0-30 amperes 5.00

Ammeter only - 0-30 amperes · 3.50

The ampere side is used for testing dry and wet batteries, the voltage side for

storage batteries . ACCURATE, DURABLE, LOW IN PRICE .

CONNECTICUT TELEPHONE 2 ELECTRIC CO.

Send for Circular No. 50 MERIDEN, CONN ., U. S. A.

You

Peerless Electric Company

Classified Directory of Manufacturers - Contd

GASENGINESPECIALTIES

Lunkenheimer Co.

GAUGES - PRESSURE, STEAM, WATER

Am . Steam Gauge & Valve Co. , Boston.

Ashton Valve Co., Boston.

Bristol Co., Waterbury, Co., Conn.

Hohmann & Maurer Mfg. Co., Rochester .

Manning, Maxwell & Moore, New York.

Pittsburg, Gauge & Supply Co. , Pittsburg .

Star Brass Mfg . Co. , Boston .

Walworth Mfg. Co. , Boston.

GEARS

New Process ., Rawhide. Co.

Nuttal Co., R. D. Pittsburg .

GERMAN SILVER

Seymour Mfg . Co Seymour, Conn
GLASS

Phoenix Glass Co.,New York .

GLOBES, SHADES ,ETC.

Holophane Glass Co., New York

Phoeniz Glass Co. , New York .
GRAPHITE

Dixon Cruc. Co.,Jos., Jersey City, N. J.
GUARDS INC . LAMPS

Gail-WebbMfg . Co., Buffalo .

Hubbell, Harvey, Bridgeport.

Matthews & Bro ., W. N., St. Louis.

HANGER BOARDS

Ft. Wayne Elec. Works, Ft. Wayne, Ind
DANGERS CABLE

Chase -Shawmut Co., Newburyport, Mass.

Standard Underground Cable Co., Pitts

burg .

HEATING DEVICES, ELECTRIC

American Elec'l Heater Co., Detroit.

Bart Elec . Mfg . Co., W.J., Cleveland.

GeneralElectricCo. ,Schenectady, N. Y.

Johns-Manville Co., H. W. , New York.

Simplex Electric Heating Co., Cambridge,

Mass.

Vulcan Electric Heating Co., Chicago.

HEATING - EXHAUST STEAM

Am . District Steam Co., Lockport, N. Y.

Diamond State Fibre Co., Elsemere, Del .

Mica Insulator Co., New York .

HOISTS AND CONVEYORS

Hunt, C. W.,Co. , New York .

Jeffrey Mfg .Co., Columbus, O.

Northern Engineering Works, Detroit.

HYDRAULIC MACHINERY

Dayton Globe Iron Works Co., Dayton.

Dean Bros. Steam Pump Wks., Indian

apolis.

Leffel & Co., James, Springfield, O.

Pelton Water Wheel Co., San Francisco .

Platt Iron Works Co., Dayton, O.

Risdon - Alcott Turbine Co., Mount Holly ,

N. J.

Smith Co., S. Morgan, York , Pa .

IMPREGNATING APPARATUS

Buffalo Foundry & Machine Co. , Buffalo
Devine Co., J. P. , Buffalo .

Hubbard's Sons, Norman. Brooklyn .

INDICATORS

American Steam Gauge & Valve Mfg Co.

INSTRUMENTS ELECTRICAL

American Instrument Co., Philadelphia

Atwater Kent Mfg . Co., Philadelphia .

Baillard , E. V., New York .

Biddle, James G., Philadelphia .

BristolCo., Waterbury, Conn.

Clark Electric Meter Co., Chicago.

Connecticut Telephone & Electric Co. ,

Meriden, Conn.

Cutter Elec. & Mfg. Co., Philadelphia .

Dongan InstrumentCo., Albany ,N. Y.

Duncan Elec. Mfg. Co., Lafayette, Ind.

Eldredge Elec . Mfg.Co., Springfield,

Mass .

Foote -Pierson & Co., New York .

Port Wayne Electric Works, Ft . Wayne Ind .

General ElectricCo., Schenectady:

Keystone Elec. Instrument Co., Phila

Loods & Northrup, Philadelphia.

Machado & Roller, New York.

Pimpolot, Louis M., New York .

Queen & Co., Philadelphia .
Robert lastrument Co., Detroit.

Bangumo Electric Co., Springfield , Ill.

No. 122-124 S. Green Street

CHICAGO

Headquarters for

RECORDING WATTMETERS

and ELECTRICAL REPAIRS

ACCURATE :: COMPACT :: INEXPENSIVE

Voltmeters, Ammeters, Volt-Ammeters

Rectangular, Portable Type, 1, 2 or 3 readings in one instrument.

Switchboard Type , 5 inch diameter for small installations.
Una

SEND FOR CATALOG

L. M. PIGNOLET, 78 Cortlandt St. , New York

“ KENT POCKET METERS " Aro Standard and
Most Rollablo

" Dead Beat" Accuracy Guarantood

0-5 Volts, 0-20 Amperes, Price $6.00

0-6 Volts, 0-30 Amperes, 6.00

0-20 Amperes 4.00

0-30 Amperes 4.00

Atwater Kent Mfg. Works, 102 N. Sixth St., Philadelphia , Pa.

Duncan Meter

For Direct Currents

Standard of America

Duncan Electric Mfg.Mfg. Co. ,

Lafayette, Ind .
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JEFFREY

RUBBER BELT CONVEYERS

FOR HANDLING COAL AND ASHES IN POWER PLANTS

ARE THE MOST EFFICIENT-LAST LONGER AND

COST LESS FOR UP-KEEP THAN ANY OTHER MAKE.

We are prepared to furnish very attractive prices on equipments

for all purposes.

Send for catalog 81

SCREENS, CRUSHERS , TRAVELING WEIGH HOPPERS, ELEVATORS, ETC.

THE JEFFREY MFG. COMPANY , COLUMBUS ,, OHIO
NEW YORK CHICAGO BOSTON St. Louis DENVER PITTSBURG BIRMINGHAM , ALA . MONTREAL, CAN .

We have not the largest line of

Engine Patterns in the world,

but the sizes we do have are

right. Our Bulletin will prove it.

CHANDLER & TAYLOR CO..

Indianapolis, Ind.

“ H & M ” Moulding Branch Blocks
THE MANAGEMENT

ELECTRICAL MACHINERY

OF

Made in Six Styles

APPROVED BY

THE UNDERWRITERS NATIONAL ELECTRIC ASSOCIATION

FOR BOTH MOULDING AND CLEAT WORK

Don't waste any more time with the old fashioned way

of making branches. “ H & M ” Blocks are better

look at it any way you want . If you wanted to run a

branch line of pipe from the main line , you'd look around

for a fitting known as a tee. You

wouldn't bore a hole in the main

line, for the branch - would you ?

Now “ H & M ” Branch Blocks are

the fittings wiremen use for branching.

They do away entirely with the objec

tionable features of the old way . No

more cutting of moulding channels, no

joints to solder or tape, the main line

can be finished entirely, simply put up

a Block wherever a branch is needed .

Then finish the branch . If you want to

examine the branch at any time , just

remove the porcelain cover. You don't

have to rip off any capping.

GET PRICES NOW FROM YOUR

JOBBER , OR US

THE ELM CITY

ENGINEERING CO.

61-65 Orange St., New Haven, Conn.

A THOROUGHLY REVISED AND ENLARGED EDITION

of

The Practical Management of Dynamos and Motors

by

FRANCIS B. CROCKER , E.M. , PH.D. ,

Professor of Electrical Engineering, Columbia University, N. Y. , Past

President of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers,

and

SCHUYLER S. WHEELER , D.SC. ,

President of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, Member

American Societies of Civil and Mechanical Engineers.

TWO HUNDRED AND TWENTY -THREE PAGES - SEVENTH

EDITION - TWENTY -SECONDTHOUSAND

TABLE OF CONTENTS.

PART 1. - Selection and Management. - Introduction , p. 1 : Chapter

I, Principles of Generators and Motors, p . 3 ; Chapter II, Selection of

Dynamo-ElectricMachinery, p. 7 ; Chapter III,Installation andMa
chines, Foundations and Mechanical Connections, p. 11; Chapter IV ,

Installation of Generators , Electrical Connections and Auxiliary Appa

ratus, p. 36; Chapter V, Operation of Generators, p. 54 ; Chapter vi,
Connections and Operation of Electric Motors, p. 68. PART II –

Inspecting and Testing. Chapter VII, Adjustment, Friction , Pelence,

Noise, Heating and Sparking, p; 88 ; Chapter VIII, ElectricalResistance,

p. 93 ; Chapter IX, Voltage and Current, p . 103 ; ChapterX ,Speedand

Torque, p. 106 ; Chapter XI, Power and Ffficiency, p. 110 ; PART III.

Localization and Remedy, of Troubles. -Chapter XII. Introduction and
Classification, p . 118 ; Chapter XIII , Sparking at the Commutator,

p . 120 ; ChapterXIV, Heating of Generators and Motors , p . 131 ;(haster
XV, Heating of Commutator and Brushes ,p.132; Chapter XVI,Heating

of Armature , p . 134; Chapter XVII , Heating of Field Magrets, p . 137 ;

Chapter XVIII, Heating of Bearings, p . 139;. Chapter XIX , Noisy

Operation , g ; 42; Chapter XX ,Speed too High or too Low . p . 145;

Chapter XXI, Motor Stops or Fails to Start,p . 147 ; Chapter XXII,
Voltage of Generator too Low or too High ,p. 150 ; Chapter XXIII ,

Generator Fails to Generate, P. 152. PART IV . - Constant Current

(Arc) Generators. — Chapter XXIV, The Brush Arc Generator. p. 158 ;

ChapterXXV, The FortWayne(Wood) Arc Generator, p .168: Chapter

XXVI, The Thomson -HoustonArc Generator,p. 181; Chapter XXVII,
The Thomson -Houston Arc Generator, p . 196 . PART V .--Chapter

XXVIII, Management of Railway Motors, p . 205 .

Sent post paid to any place in United States, Mexico or Canada on

receipt of One Dollar.

THE ELECTRICAL AGE COMPANY, 45 East 420 Strost
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LYNN MASS )

Campbell

TIME SWITCHES
.

©

சர்

APPROVED BY THE UNDERWRITERS

Guaranteed Apparatus

We have the Prices and the Goods

Our apparatus has been on the market for years and

is no experiment

3 Day WeatherProof

Operates in OIL on High Voltage Services

No need to look further

Send NOW for Bulletin and Trade Price List

CAMPBELL ELECTRIC COMPANY

LYNN, MASS.

Approved
Here is a clamp that makes what you

are lookingfor, a POSITIVE and

PERMANENT contact.

Made for No. 4 Wire and Smaller .

THE GILLETTE-VIBBER COMPANY

Manufacturing the

G.-V. Electrical Specialties

NEW LONDON CONN .

Classifed Directory of Manufacturors - Coni's

Schaeffer& Budenberg, New York

Simplex Co., Newark ,N. J.

WagnerElectric Mfg . Co.,St. Louis.

WestinghouseElec. & Mfg . Co., Pittsburg

Weston Elec. Instr. Co.,Newark, N. J.

Whitney Elec'l Instr. Co , New York.

INSULATING MACHINERY

Aiton Machine Co., New York .

New England Butt Co.,Providenco ,R. I.

INSULATING MATERIAL COMPOUNDS

CLOTH AND PAPER

Anderson Mfg. Co., A.& J M., Boston.

Johns-Manville Co., H. W. , New York

Mica Insulator Co., New York.

Munsell & Co.,Eugene , Chicago.

INSULATING MATERIAL - COMPOUNDS

PAINTS AND VARNISHES

Macon -Evans Varnish Co.,Pittsburg.

Massachusetts Chem . Co.,Walpole, Man

Standard Paint Co., New York.

Sterling Varnish Co., Pittsburg .

INSULATING MATERIAL - FIBRE

Am Vulcanized Fibre Co., Wilmington .

Diamond State Fibre Co., Elsmere, Del.

Kartavert Mfg. Co., Wilmington, Del.

Morris Elec. Co.,Wilmington , Del.

United Indurated Fibre Spec . Co., Lock .
port, N. Y

Wilinington Fibre Spec.Co., Wilmington .

INSULATING MATERIAL - LAVA

American Lava Co., Chattanooga, Tenn

Kruesi, P. J. , Chattanooga .

Steward Mig . Co.,D. M.,Chattanooga

INSULATING MATERIAL - MICA

Johns-Manville Co., H. W. , New York

Mica Insulator Co., New York.

Munsell & Co., Eugene, Chicago .

IN ZULATING MATERIAL - PORCELAIN

Imperial Porcelain Works,Trenton, N ) .

Locke Insulator Mfg . Co., Victor, N. Y.

National Porcelain Co., Trenton, N. J.

Pass & Seymour, Inc., Solvay, N. Y.

Sears, Henry D., Boston .

Thomas&Sons Co.,R., E.Liverpool, o.
NSULATING MATERIAL - TAPE

Amer. Electrical Wks., Philipsdale, R I.
Massachusetts Chem . Co., Walpole, Mass

Morgan & Wright, Detroit

New York Insulated Wire Co., N. Y.

Okonite Co., Ltd., New York

Schott, W. H. , Chicago .

Standard Underground Cable Co., Pitts.
burg .

INSULATORS - GLASS

Hemingway Glass Co., Louisville

Locke Insulator Mfg. Co., Victor, N. Y

Sears. Henry D. , Boston.

INSULATORS - PORCELAIN AND COM .

POSITION

Anderson Mfg . Co., A. & J. M., Boston .

Imperial Porcelain Works, Trenton, N. )
Johns-Manville Co., H. W., New York

Locke Insulator Mfg. Co., Victor, N. Y

Sears, Henry D. , Boston.

Thomas& SonsCo., R., E. Liverpool, O

INSULATOR SUPPORTS

Steel City Electric Co., Pittsburgh

JACKS

Watson -Stillman Co., New York.
Henderer's Sons, A. L. , Wilmington, Del

JUNCTION BOXES

Standard Underground Cable Co., Pitts

burg, Pa .

Bossert Elec .Const. Co., Utica, N. Y

KNIFE SWITCHES

Anderson Mfg. Co., A. & J. M. , Boston .

LAMPS - ARC

Adams- Bagnall Elec. Co., Cleveland.

Am. Arc Lamp Co., Kalamazoo, Mich.

Anderson Mfg. Co., A. & J.M., Boston .

Beck Flaming Lamp Co., New York .

Excello Arc Lamp Co., New_York.

Ft. Wayne Electric Works, Ft. Wayne.

General Electric Co., Schenectady.

Hamburger, Felix , New York .

Helios Mfg . Co., Philadelphia.

Marquette Eloc. Mfg .Co. , Chicago.

Tuosing Co. , C. J., Philadelphia .

Waruk Aro LampCo. , Muncie, lod

RUBBER

NA RUCKSRECOVEREDWIRES AND CABLES
SEAMLESS

National India Rubber Co., Office and Factory, Bristol,R.I.

42 BROADWAY, NEWYORKCITY.

THE ELECTRICAL AGE

wants the services of good subscription solicitors..

THE ELECTRICAL AGE, 45 East 42d Street, New York0

)

Westeru Electric Co., Chicago .

Westinghouse Elec . & Mfg.Co.,Pittsburg

LAMPS— INCANDESCENT

American Electric Lamp Co., Phila ., Pa.

Banner Electric Co., Youngstown, O.

Bay State Lamp Co., Danvers, Mass

Boston Incandescent Lamp Co. , Danvers ,

Mass.

Brilliant Electric Lamp Co., Cleveland .
Bryan -Marsh Co., NewYork .

Buckeye Electric Co., Cleveland.

Columbia Inc. Lamp Co., St. Louis .

Economy Electric Co., Warren.

Edison Dec. & Min. Lamp Co., Harrison,

N. J.

General Electric Co., Harrison, N. J.

New York & Ohio Co., Warren .

Novelty Incandescent Lamp Co. , Empo
rium , Pa .

Rooney Elec.Lamp Co., New York

Shelby Electric Co., Shelby, O

Stuart Howland Co., Boston .

Wesco Supply Co .. St Louis.

Western Electric Co. Chicago

Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg.Co., Pittsburg .

LIGHTNING ARRESTERS

Anderson Mig Co., A. & J. M. , Boston.

D. & W Fuse Co., Providence, R. I.

Electric Service Supplies Co., Phila .

Lord Electric Co .. New York

Westinghouse Elec.& Mig. Co. , Pittsburg.

LINE MATERIAL

Anderson Mfg Co A & J. M. , Boston .

LOCKERS

Edward Darby & Sons Co., Philadelphia .

Merritt&Co., Philadelphia .

LOCOMOTIVES - INDUSTRIAL

Goodman & Co., Chicago
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PUT IN A PEG AND NOTE THAT YOU CAN BUY THE

1BEST RENEWED LAMPS

At NINE CENTS

BOSTON LAMPS ARE GUARANTEED

Boston Incandescent Lamp Co. Danvers, Mass.

ELECTRIC CONDENSERS

WM . MARSHALL, Manufacturer

STANDARD AND ORDINARY

709 Lexington Avenue, New York

SORENSEN'S

CEILING SWITCH
Mechanically and electric

ally correct. Approved by

the Fire Underwriters.

P.SORENSEN, 18 Duobam Place, Brooklyn,N.Y

WINDING MACHINERY

FOR

INSULATING ELECTRIC WIRE

American Insulating Machinery Co.

PHILADELPHIA , FA

NW Corner Hancock

and Oxford Streets
H:

1894 1907

Lighting or Power

TRANSFORMERS

Clasided Directory of Manufacturers - Conta

Jeffrey Mfg.Co., Columbus, O.

Porter Co., H.K., Pittsburg.

Vulcan Iron Works, Wilkesbarre, Pa .
LUBRICANTS

Dixon Cruc. co., Jos., Jersey City, N. J

MAGNET WIRE

Acme Wire Co., New Haven , Conn

Griffin , Frank B. , Oshkosh , Wis.

Roebling & Sons, Trenton , N. J.

SeymonsMig . Co., Seymons,Conn
MALLEABLE CASTINGS

Jeffrey Mfg . Co., Columbus, O.
METAL POLISH

Hoffman, George W. , Indianapolis, Ind .
METALS

American Platinum Wks., Newark , N. J.

Baker & Co., Inc., Newark , N. J.

Croselmire & Ackor, Newark, N. J.

MICA—(See Insulating Material.)
MINING MACHINERY

Allis -Chalmers Co., Milwaukee

Dean Bros. Steam Pump Wks., Indian .

apolis .

General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.

Jeffrey Mfg . Co.,Columbus, O.

Power & Mining MachineryCo. , Cudahy.
PINS STEEL

Locke Insulator Mfg, Co., Victor, N. Y.

PLATINUM

American Platinum Wies., Newark, N. J

Baker & Co., Inc., Newark, N. J:
Croselmire & Ackor, Newark , N.J.

PLUGS

Dickinson Mfg . Co.,Springfield, Mass.
Freeman Elec . Co., E.H., Trenton, N.

Paiste Co.,H. T., Philadelphia .
PLUGS - ATTACHMENT

Hubbell Harvey, Bridgeport , Conn.
POLES - ARC LAMP

Mott Iron Works, J. L. , New York .

POLES, BRACKETS, PINS, ETC.

Bissell Co., F. , Toledo, O.

Cresap Co., The, Bristol, Tenn.

Humbird Lumber Co., Sandpoint, Ida .
Kellogg Switchboard & Sup. Co. Chicago .

Sand Point Cedar Co., Sandpoint, Ida .

Southern Exchange Co., New York .
Worcester Co., C. H., Chicago.

PORCELAIN- (See Insulating Machinery ).

POWER TRANSMISSION MACHINERY

Case Mfg . Co., Columbus, O.

Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Columbus, O.

Link -Belt Engineering Co .. Phila .. Pa

Mead -Morrison Mfg . Co., Boston, Mass.

Robins ConveyingBelt Co., New York .

DRESSES, DIES AND SPECIAL MACHIN

ERY

Watson -Stillman Co., New York .

PULLEYS

Rockwood Mfg. Co , Indianapolis, Ind.

PUMPS - ELECTRIC

AllenElectric Co., Chicago, Ill.

Allis -Chalmers Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

Conover Condenser Co., Paterson , N. J.

DeanBros Steam Pump Wks ., Indian ·

apolis.

PUMPS - STEAM

Dean Bros. Steam Pump Wks., Indian

apolis.

De Laval Steam Turbine Co., Trenton ,

N. J.

Emerson Elec. Mfg . Co., St. Louis, Mo.

Platt Iron Works Co., Dayton, O.

Quimby ,Wm. E.,New York .
Watson Machine Co., Paterson, N. J.

Worthington, H. R., New York.

De Laval Steam Turbine Co., Trenton ,

Deming Co., Salem , O.

MorrisCompany, I. P.,Philadelphia, PA
Platt Iron Works Co., Dayton , O. ,

PUMPS - VACUUM

Alberger Condenser Co., New York .

DeanBros. Steam Pump Wks., Indian .

apolis.

Hubbard's Sons, Norman , Bklyn ., N. Y.

Platt Iron Works Co., Dayton , o

KUHLMAN ELECTRIC COMPANY
Elkhart, Ind.

OUR SMALL USEFUL MACHINES MENTAL WORK
WONDER DYNAMO-MOTOR : The most complete small experimental machine made.

Lights lamps, runs motors, decomposes water , etc. Output 12 watts. Wound for any voltage up

to 10 . Has I minated armature,making it the most efficient little machine of its kind on the market.

Weight 4 lbs.; height's inches, Retail price $ 4.50 .

WONDER ÄLTERNATOR : Is the ouly combined direct and alternating current generator

made. Retail price $ 6.50 .

You will findtheabove excellent sellers for the HolidayTrade. Send for description.

We are also manufacturers » Marine and Stationary Gasoline Engines and complete lighting outfits

from10 to 100 lights.If interested send for catalogue._Liberaldiscountto dealers.

WONDER MANUFXOTURING COMPANY, 285 Tallman Street , Syracuse , N. Y

.

THE ELECTRICAL AGE

has added 2000 new subscribers to its subscription list during

It pays to advertise in a growing magazine.the last year.

N. J.

ENAMEL DIALS

For Clocks, Meters, Instruments, Indicators, Etc.

MANHATTAN DIAL CO.

40 LEXINGTON AVENUE
BROOKLYN , N. Y:
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Lamps.
Carborundum

GRINDING

WHEELS

Will solve your

grinding problems-

But be sure to get

exactly the right

grade and grit

Our grinding experts

will help you

American " Steel Clad " and " Superior"

Electric Irons

Write to- day if you want to save

money in your grinding department.

THE CARBORUNDUM COMPANY

Niagara Falls, N. Y.

Stand for Excellence, Efficiency ,

Economy. We make every

practical electrical heating device.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL HEATER CO.

DETROIT, U.S. A.

Oldest and Largest Exclusive Makers in the World

Classifed Directory of Manufacturers - Cont'd

PUSH BUTTONS

Dunbar Bros., Bristol, Conn .

Sarco Company, New York ,

RAIL -BONDS

Chase -Shawmut Co., Newburyport, Mass

Lord Electric Co. , New York.

Roebling's Sons Co., J. A., Trenton, N J

RECEPTACLES

Benjamin Electric Mfg.Co., Chicago , J11.

Freeman Elec . Co., E. H., Trenton , N. J.

Paiste Co., H. T., Philadelphia , Pa.

RECORDING INSTRUMENTS

Bristol Co., Waterbury,Conn.

Bristol. Wm . H., New York .

REFLECTORS

Frink , I. P. , New York.

Goodwin & Kintz, Winsted, Conn.

National X Ray Reflector Co., Chicago.

Ill.

Phoenix Glass Co., New York .

REPAIRING

Gregory Electric Co., Chicago, Ill.

Heck , Louis, Newark , N. J.

Van Dorn -Elliott Electric Co., Cleveland,

Ohio .

Ward, Leonard Electric Co., Bronxville ,

N. Y.

RESISTANCE UNITS

Cutler -Hammer Mfg . Co., Milwaukee.

Simplex Electric HeatingCo., Cambridge,

Mass.

RHEOSTATS

Automatic Electric Co., Chicago, Ill.

Cutler -Hammer Mfg . Co. , Milwaukee.

Schureman & Co., J. L. , Chicago, Ill.

Sundh Electric Co., New York .

Ward Leonard Electric Co., Bronxville,

N. Y.

ROSETTES

GeneralMfg. & Supply Co., Trenton .

Hart Mfg. Co.,Hartford, Conn.

Paiste Co., H.T. , Philadelphia , Pa.

Pass &Seymour, Inc. , Solvay, N. Y.

Sears, Henry D., Boston ,Mass

Trumbull Elec. Mfg.Co. , Plainville , Conn.

RUBBER MACHINERY

Aiton Machine Co., New York.

SEARCHLIGHTS

Bogue Elec .Co., C. J.. New York .

Carlisle & Finch Co., Cincinnati, O.

SECOND -HAND APPARATUS

Bender, George,New York .

Chicago House Wrecking Co., Chicago.

Dustin Co., Chas. E. , New York .

Gas & Electric Development Co., N. Y.

Gregory Electric Co.,Chicago, Ili.

Linder , H.J. , New York.

Richter, Eugene, Philadelphia, Pa.

Station Equipment Co., Chicago , Ill.
Thompson, Joseph H., Jr. , New York.

Toomey, Frank , Philadelphia, Pa.

Yearsley & Levene, Philadelphia , Pa.

SHADE HOLDERS

Hubbell,Harvey, Bridgeport, Conn .

J. E. M. Shade Holder Co., New York .

SHADES

Holophane Co., New York .

Hubbell,Harvey, Bridgeport, Conn .

J. E. M. Shade Holder Co., New York .

SIGNS - ELECTRIC

A. & W. Sign Co., Cleveland, O.

Day & NightSign Co., Easton, Pa.

Elec. Motor & Equip . Co., Newark, N. J.

Haller Machine Co.,Chicago ,Ill.

Jackson Elec . Co., H. C., Parkersburg,

W. Va .

Metropolitan Engineering Co., N. Y.

Reynolds Elec. Flasher Mfg . Co., Chi.

Electrical Engineer's

Pocket-Book

Member Am . Inst . E. E , Mem Am Soc.M.E. (with the collabora

tion ofeminent specialists)' The most complete book ofits kind ever

published ,treating of the latest and best practice in Electrical Engi
By HORATIO neering . Pocket size, flexible leather , 1000 pages,with innumerablo

A. FOSTER illus ., diagrams and tables. 9,000 copies already sold . Price , $500

THE ELECTRICAL AGE, : : .: 45 EAST 420 STREET, NEW YORK: : .

HOTEL CUMBERLAND

NEW YORK

S. W. Corner Broadway at 54th Street

Near 50th St. Subway and

53d St. Elevated and access

ible to all surface lines .

Ideal Location

Near Theatres, Shops and

Central Park

New and Fireproof

cago, Ill.

SIGN LETTERS

Day &Night Sign Co., Easton , Pa.

Elec.Motor & Equip . Co., Newark, N. J.

Huller Machine Co., Chicago , Ill.

Jackson Elec. Co., H. C.Parkersburg,
W. Va .

Matthews & Bro ., W. N. , St. Louis, Mo.

Strictly First Class

Rates Reasonable

$2.50 with bath , and up

Restaurant Unexcelled

Prices Moderate

M
I
I
N
I

10 Minutes' Walk

to 20 Theatres

Send for Rooklet

Harry P. Stimson

Formerly with Hotel Imperial

R. J. Bingham

Formerly with Hotel Woodward
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There is only one

Pen -Dar Metal Locker

that is

Germ

Proof,

Ventila

ted , A11

Steel,

and a

Time

Saver

We

Manufac

tupe It

Estimates

cheerfully

given

Classifod Directory of Manufacturers - Cons'd

SLEEVING

Belden Mfg . Co., Chicago, I11.

Benjamin Electric Mfg. Co., Chicago, Ill.

Bryant Electric Co., Bridgeport, Conn.

Connecticut Electric Mfg .Co., Bantam ,
Conn .

Crescent Electrical Mfg . Co., Rochester.

Crouse -Hinds Co., Syracuse, N. Y.

Dunton & Co., M. W.,Providence, R. I.

Federal Electric Co., Chicago, Ill.

Freeman Electric Co., E, H., Trenton.

GeneralMfg . & Supply Co., Trenton.

Johns-Manville Co., H. W., New York .

Marshall Elec. Mfg. Co., Boston, Mass .

Pass & Seymour, Solvay, N. Y.

Peru Electric Mfg. Co.,Peru, Ind .
Porcelain Electrical Mfg. Co., Trenton .

Stanley &Patterson , New York .
Trumbull Elec. Mfg.Co., Plainville, Conn .

Weber Electric Co. (Henry D. Sears,

General Sales Agent,Boston, Mass .).

Yost Electric Mfg.Co., Toledo,O.

SOLDER

Belden Mfg . Co., Chicago , Ill .

Walworth Mfg. Co., Boston, Mass.

Western Electric Co., Chicago, Ill.

SOLDERING FLUX

Allen Co., L. B. , New York .

Dunton & Co., M. W., Providence.

SOLDERING IRONS

Simplex Electric Heating Co., Cam

bridge, Mass.

VulcanÉlec.Heating Co., Chicago , I11.

SOLENOIDS

Cutler -Hammer Mfg. Co., Milwaukee.

Schureman , J. L., Co., Chicago, Ill .
SPEED INDICATORS

Schaeffer & Budenberg, New York.
SPRINGS

Barnes Co., Wallace, Bristol, Conn .

Dunbar Bros. Co., Bristol, Conn.

Manross, F. N., Forestville, Conn .

SUPPLIES - ELECTRICAL

Am . Elec'1 Supply Co., Chicago , Ill.

Central Electric Co., Chicago , Ill.

Central Electric Supply Co., New York .

Cobb , H. E. , Chicago, Ill.

Commercial Electrical Supply Co., St.

Louis, Mo.

Dearborn , Electric Co., Chicago, Ill.

Doubleday -Hill Elec. Co., Pittsburg ,Pa.

Electric Appliance Co., Chicago, Ill.

Electrical MaterialCo.,Baltimore, Md.

Erner & Hopkins Co., Columbus, O.

Ewing-Merkle Elec . Co., St. Louis, Mo.

.

Clasif.d Directory of Manufacturer - Cond's

Garton Co., W. R., Chicago, Ill.

Hudson Electric Supply Co., New York .

Latham & Co., E. B. Now York.

Machado & Roller, New York .

Manhattan Elec'l SupplyCo., New York .

Metropolitan Elec'l Supply Co., Chicago.

NagelElectric Co., W. G., Toledo, O.

Novelty Electric Co., Philadelphia, Pa .
Ostrander & Co., W.R., NewYork .

Patrick , Carter & Wilkins Co., Phila .. Pa .

Pettingell-Andrews Co., Boston, Mass.

Robertson Electric Co., Buffalo , N. Y.

Sherman -Brown -Clements Co., N. Y.

Stuart -Howland Co., Boston , Mass.

Union Electric Co., Pittsburg.

United Electric & ApparatusCo., Boston .

Wesco Supply Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Western Electric Co., Chicago.

SUPPLIES — TELEPHONE

Am . Elec. Telephone Co.

International Teleph. Mfg . Co.

Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Co., Chi

cago .

Western Electric Co., Chicago .

SWITCHBOARDS

Adam Electric Co., Frank , St. Louis, Mo.

Anderson Mfg. Co., A. & J. M. , Boston ,

Mass.

Burke Electric Co., Erie, Pa .

C. & C. Electric Co., Garwood, N. J.

Chase -Shawmut Co., Newburyport,Mass.

Cleveland Switchboard & Electric Co.,

Cleveland, O.

Condit Elec'l Mfg. Co., Boston, Mass.

Crescent Elec '!Mfg. Co., Rochester, N.Y.
Crocker -WheelerCo., Ampere,N. J.

Crouse - Hinds Co., Syracuse, N. Y.

D'Olier, Jr., Co.,Henry, Philadelphia.
Ft. Wayno Elec. Wks., Ft. Wayne, Ind .

General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.

Grady Co., S.S. , Cambridge, Mass.

Hill Electric Co., W. S. , New Bedford ,

Mass .

Ideal Elec. & Mfg. Co., Manstield, O.

Jones Electrical Co., New York

La Roche Co., F. A., New York .

Trumbull Elec .Mfg.Co.,Plainville, Conn .

Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg . Co., Pitts.

burg .

SWITCHES

Anderson Mfg. Co., A. & J. M. , Boston ,

Dickinson Mig. Co.

ARC LIGHTS

Sarco Co., New York .

CANOPY

Sarco Co., New York .

CBILINO

Jones Electrical Co., New York .

Krantz Mfg. Co., H., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Sorensen , P., Brooklyn, N. Y.

EDWARD DARBY & SONS CO . ( Inc.)

220 Arch Street, Phlladelphia , Pa.

WANTED — To sell
any size

LOUISIANA RED

CYPRESS

CROSS ARMS

bored to pattern .

LOUISIANA RED CYPRESS CO.

NEW ORLEANS, LA .

THE MIETZ & WEISS

OIL ENGINES

Stationary, 2-200 H.P
Marine, 2–200 H.P.

Operate on Alcohol, Kerosene,

Crude and Foel Oil. Over

: 0,000 H.P. in operation For

all power purposrs.

A.MIETZ

128 138 Moti St. , N, Y City

ARTHUR KOPPEL COMPANY

WE ARE MANUFACTURERS OF

Narrow Gauge Railway Materials deoutros
description

Write for Catalogue No. 40

Dept. o
66-68 Broad Street NEW YORK

618 Monadnock Block
( AICAGO

CLOCK

HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL
SEND FON CATALOGUE .

STER MACHINE SCREW CO

Tubular Boilers
KNIFB

WORCESTER , MASS .Manufactured by

Samuel Smith & Son Co.

PATERSON, N. J.

A. & W.Electric Sign Co., Cleveland, O.
Campbell Electric Co., Lynn, Mass.

Elec. Motor & Equip . Co., Newark, N. J.

General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Hartford Time Switch Co., Hartford .

Manhattan Elec'l Supply Co., New York .

Prentiss Clock Improvement Co., N. Y.

Specialty Mfg . Co., Youngstown, O.

Sorensen, P., Brooklyn,N. Y.
Trumbull Elec . Mfg.Co. Trumbull, Conn .

SWITCHES

Adam Electric Co., Frank , St. Louis Mo.

Anderson Mfg. Co., A. & J. M. , Boston ,
Mass.

Chase -Shawmut Co., Newburyport, Mass.

Cleveland Switchboard & Electric Mfg .

Co., Cleveland , O.

Condit Elec'1 Mfg . Co. , Boston, Mass.

Connecticut Electric Mfg . Co., Bantam ,

Conn.

CrescentElec'lMfg. Co., Rochester, N.Y.
Crouse -Hinds Co., Syracuse, N. Y.

GartonCo., W. R., Chicago, Il

General Eloctric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.

HillElectric Co., W. S. , New Bedford,

Mass .

HANUTAOTURER OF

Sot, Cap and Machine Screws, Studs, & c .

THE ELECTRICAL AGE will pay 30 cents

for copies of November and December, 1906..
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SOUTHWARK FOUNDRY & MACHINE CO.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

BUILDERS OF THE

PORTER-ALLEN STEAM ENGINE — the oldest and best high -speed auto

matic engine. It is simple, durable and economical. Practically all that we have ever

built are still running and giving satisfactory service.

SOUTHWARK-CORLISS STEAM ENGINE - strong, simple, accessible ,

durable and economical.

WEISS COUNTER-CURRENT CONDENSER for steam engines and

turbines. Highest Vacuum . Least cooling water.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS

Acme Stationary Engines

11.

Direct coupled to Dynamo. Adapted

to high - speed direct-coupled work.

They run smoothly at various speeds,

and governor regulates to within two

per cent from no load to full load .

Sizes, 1, 1 , 2, 3 , 4, 5 and 8 horse

power on 80 pounds steam pressure .,

Catalogue sent upon application .

Rochester Machine Tool Works

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Classifod Directory of Manufacturers - Co ni's

Ideal Elec. & Mfg. Co., Mansfield, O.

La Roche Co., F. A., New York .

LangElectric Co., J., Chicago, III.

Lundin Electric & MachineCo., Boston .

ManhattanElec'lSupply Co., New York.

MarshallElec . Mfg.Co., Boston , Mass .

Mutual Electric & Machine Co., Whoel.

ing, W. Va.

OhioBrass Co., Mansfield , O.

Paiste Co., H. T. , Philadelphia, Pa.

Pass & Seymour, Solvay, N.Y.

Trumbull' Elec . Mfg.Co., Plainville

Conn .

Wesco Supply Co.,St. Louis, Mo.
Western Electric Co., Chicago .

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., Pitts

burg , Pa .

OIL

Adam Electric Co., Frank, St. Louis, Mo.

Condit Elec'l Mfg . Co., Boston , Mass .

General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.

Hartman Circuit Breaker Co., Mansfield ,

Ohio .

Helios Mfg . Co., Philadelphia , Pa.

Hill Electric Co W. S., New Bedford ,

Mass.

Pettingell-Andrews Co., Boston, Mass.
Trumbull Elec . Mfg.Co., Plainville ,

Conn.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., Pitts

burg , Pa .

SNAP

Bissell Co., F. , Tolodo, O.

GeneralElectricCo. , Schenectady N. Y.

Hart Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn.

Sarco Company, New York.

PENDANT

Sarco Company, Now York.

TACHOMETERS

Schaeffor & Budenberg, New York .

TAPR

American Elec'l Wks., Philipsdale, R. I.

Boston Wovon Hose & Rubber Co. Cam .

bridge,Mass.

Brixey, W. R. , Now York .

Diamond Rubber Co., Akron, C.

Dunton & Co., M. W., Providence.

Electric Appliance Co., Chicago.

Garton Co., W. R., Chicago, Ill.

General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.

Goodrich Co., B. F. , Akron, O.

Goodyear Tiro & Rubber Co., Akron, O.

Hartford Rubber Works, Co., Hartford,

Conn.

Johns-Manville Co., H. W., New York

Knowles, C. S., Boston, Mass.

Marion Insulated Wire & Rubber Co.,

Marion , Ind.

Massachusetts Chem . Co., Walpole, Maus .

Mica Insulator Co., New York .

Morgan & Wright, Chicago, III.
National Insulator Co., Boston , Mass.

N. Y. Insulated Wire Co., New York.

OkoniteCo.,New York.
Pennsylvania Rubber Co., Jeannette, Pa.

Republic Rubber Co., Youngstown, O.

Revere Rubber Co., Boston, Mass.

Standard Paint Co., New York .

TELEPHONES

American Bell Telephone Co., Boston.

Connecticut Telephone & Electric Co.,

Meriden , Conn .

Couch Co., S. H., Boston , Mass.

Electric Goods Mfg. Co., Boston , Mass.

Gail-Webb Mfg. Co., Buffalo , N. Y.

ManhattanElec'l Supply Co., New York.

Novelty Electric Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Russell Electric Co .; Danbury, Conn.

Schmidt -Wilckos Elec. Co., Wechawken ,

N. J.

Stromberg -Carlson Tolophone Mig. Co.,

Rochester, N. Y.

Vote -Berger Co., La Crosse, Wis.

Wesco Supply Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Western Eloctric Co.

THEATER DIMMER

Campbell ElectricCo.,Lynn , Mass.

Cutler -Hammer Mig . Co., Milwaukeo

Providence Engineering Works
Successors to Providence Steam Engine Co. and

Rice and Sargent Engine Co.

Main Office and Works : PROVIDENCE, R. I.

New York Office : 42 BROADWAY

Builders of

Engines and General Machinery

.

2 - Cycle | Air- Cooled

CLBRIDGE

ENGINES

20 Models, and All Modern

Isolated plant , 20 lights ,

Westinghouse dynamo,

canbe installed,complete,

for less than $200.00.

ELBRIDGE ENGINE CO.

19 Culver Road ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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ENGINES
FOR ELECTRIC LIGHTING

STREET RAILWAY AND POWER

TRANSMISSION WORK

High Speed , Low Speed, Corliss, Slide -Valve, Vertical,

Horizontal. Illustrated Catalogue.

WATERTOWN ENGINE CO .

WATERTOWN , N. Y. , U.S. A.

New York, 39 Cortlandt St. Boston, 141 Milk St. PHILADELPHIA, 830 Perry Bldg. CHICAGO, 607 Fisher Bldg.

For Power

Station Service

Nothing Equals

NORTHERN

IGRANES

are

Our Electric Cranes of en

closed construction

noiseless , safe and of a

finish that harmonizes with

that of the rest of your

equipment.

Bulletin 514 tells more

fr

35 -Ton 4 -Motor Electric Traveling Northern Crane with E Type AC We make Hand Power Cranes,

Trolley, in Power Station service . too

NORTHERN ENGINEERING WORKS, 15 Chene St., DETROIT, MICH.

Classified Directory of Manufacturers - Conds

Simplex Electric Heating Co., Cum .
bridgeport, Mass.

Union Elec. Mfg . Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

Universal Electric Stage Lighting Co.
New York .

Ward Leonard Electric Co., Bronxville,

N. Y.

Wirt Electric Co., Philadelphia, Pa .

TIME SWITCHES

Anderson Mfg . Co., A. & J. M., Boston .

TRANSFORMERS

Am .Transformer Co., Newark , N.J.

Crocker -Wheeler Co., Ampere,N. J.

Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Ft. Wayne, Ind .

General Electric Co., Schenectady. N. Y.

Irwin & Co., O. C. , Crawfordsville, Ind.

Kuhlman Electric Co. , Elkhart, Ind.

Lafayette Electrical Mfg.Co., Lafayette,

Ind .

Moloney Electric Co., St. Louis , Mo.

Packard Electric Co., Warren , O.

Peerless Transformer Co., Warren, O.

Pittsburg Transformer Co., Allegheny.

Pa

Wagner Elec . Mfg . Co., St. Louis.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., Pitts .

burg , Pa.

TROLLEY WHEELS

Anderson Mfg .Co., A. & J. M. , Boston .
TURBINES - STEAM

Allis -Chalmers Co., Milwaukee, Wis .

Am. Turbine Eng. Co., Washington, D.C.

Ball & Wood Co., New York .

De Laval Steam Turbine Co., Trenton .

General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Hooven , Owens, Rentschler Co., Hamil .

ton , O.

Morris Co., I P., Philadelphia , Pa.

Westinghouse Mach . Co., Pittsburg, Pa

VALVES

Am . District Steam Co., Lockport N. Y.

Am. Steam Gauge & Valve Co., Boston .

Ashton Valve Co., Boston, Mass .

Crane Co., Chicago, Ill.

Crosby SteamGauge& Valve Co., Boston .

Fairbanks Co., New York .

Homestead Valve Mfg. Co., Homestead,
Pa

Jarecki Mfg. Co., Erie, Pa.

Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.

Pittsburg Valve and Fitting Co. Pitts

burg, Pa.

Powell Co.,W. M., Cincinnati, O.

Schutte & Koerting Co., Philadelphia.

Walworth Mfg . Co., Boston, Mass.

VARNISH - ARMATURE AND COIL

Calman & Co., Emil,New York.

Eagle Paint & Varnish Co., Pittsburg.

Growthwell, A., New York .

Macon- Evans Varnish Co., Pittsburg , Pa.

Massachusetts Chem . Co.,Walpole, Mass.

Sherwin -Williams Co., Cleveland.

Standard Paint Co., New York .

Standard Varnish Works New York

Sterling VarnishCo., Pittsburg, Pa .

WATER WHEELS

Allis -ChambersCo., Milwaukee, Wis

Dayton Globe Iron Works, Dayton, O.

Doble & Co., Abner, San Francisco , Cal.

Leffel & Co., James , Springfield , O.

Lombard Governor Co., Ashland, Mass .

Morris Co., I. P., Philadelphia , Pa.
Pelton Water Wheel Co., San Francisco .

Platt Iron Works Co. Dayton ,O.

Risdon -Alcott TurbineCo. Mt.Holly ,N.J.

Smith Co., S. Morgan, York , Pa.

TrumpMfg. Co., Springfield , O.

WATTMETERS

Bristol Co., Waterbury , Conn.

Bristol, Wm . H., New York .

Diamond MeterCo., Peoria , Iu.

Duncan Electric Mfg.Co., Lafayette, (od .

Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Ft. Wayne,Ind.

General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.

Helios Mfg. Co., Philadelphia , Pa.

Johns-Manville Co., H. W., New York .

Keystono f? lectrical Inst . Co., Phila ., Pa.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., Pitts

burg .Pa ,

1

GRAPHITE AND BUSHINGS
BRONZE

REQUIRE NO OIL OR GREASE

Experts say they are the best for Motors,

Elevators, Steam Engines, Pumps, Tur

bines , Gas Engines, Automobiles and

many other kinds of special machinery.

GRAPHITE LUBRICATING COMPANY

4 Church St. , Bound Brook , N. J., U. S. A.WRITE FOR DETAILS

A FascinatingWindow Display

MAKES ARTICLES APPEAR AND DISAPPEAR CONTINUOUSLY

An Electrical Magic Box and

Parlor Magic Optical Illusion .

$2 to $ 10. How made ? 10 cents.

Buffalo Mechanical and Electrical Laboratory

142 Erie Co. Bank Bldg , Buffalo , N. Y..
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Clasihed Directory of Manufacturers - Cons'd

Weston Elec'l Lost. Co., Newark, N. J.

Whitney Electrical Inst., Co., New York .

WIRE

STOWMULTI-SPEED

ELECTRIC MOTOR
COPPER

Every imaginable speed between highest and

lowest points.

Full rated H. P. at all speeds.

Only one voltage required to operate.

Motor self contained .

Total absence of auxiliary machines , wiriog and

apparatus.

No controller or controlling resistances.

No experiment - many in use.

Write for our No. 52 Bulletin , it tells all about it.

STOW MFG. CO., BINGHAMTON, N. Y.

Gen 'l European Agts.: Selig, Sonnenthal & Co., 85 Queen Victoria St., London , Eng.

cago , Ill .

Am . Electrical Heater Co., Detroit, Mich .

Am. Electrical Wks., Phillipsdale, R. I.

American Steel & Wire Co., Chicago, Ill.

Ansonia Brass & Copper Co., New York

Bishop Gutta Percha Co., New York .

Chicago Insulated Wire Co., Chicago .

Crescent Insulated Wire & Cable Co.,

Trenton , N. J.

Hazard Mfg. Co., Wilkesbarre, Pa .

Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Co., Chi.

Monarch Electric & Wire Co., Chicago.

Moore, Alfred F. , Philadelphia, Pa.

National Conduit & Cable Co., New York

Phillips Insulated Wire Co., Pawtucket

R 1 .

Roebling's SonsCo., John A., Trenton.

Seymour Mfg Co., Seymour, Conn.

Standard Underground Cable Co., Pitts

burg , Pa

Western Electric Co., Chicago .

Wire & Telephone Co. of America , Rome,

N. Y.

BINDING WIRE FOR ELECTRICAL PURPOSES

2200 WASHINGTON AVENUE , PHILADELPHIA . PA .

Castings Rods

for all

ELEPHANT BRAND THE PHOSPHOR BRONZE SMELTING CO.

ELEPHANT BRAND * Phosphor Brenze-

belia

for

Purposes Bushings- -

INGOTS , CASTINGS . WIRE , SHEETS , RODS, Etc.

- DELTA METAL

IN BARS FOR FORGING AND FINISHED RODS

ORIGINAL AND SOLE MAKE AS IN THE U. S.REG . U.S. PAT . OFF .

MAGNET

WIRE FOR SPRINGS AND GENERAL PURPOSES

Am. Electrical Wks., Phillipsdale, R. I.

American Steel & Wire Co. , Chicago, Ill.

Ansonia Brass & Copper Co., New York .

Belden Mfg. Co., Chicago, Ill.

Chicago Insulated Wire Co., Chicago.

D. & W Fuse Co., Providence, R. I.

Driver-Harris Wire Co., Harrison, N. J.

Hazard Mfg. Co., Wilkesbarre, Pa.

Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Co., Chi.

Moore. Alfred F. , Philadelphia , Pa.

Roebling's SonsCo., John A., Trenton.

Seymour Mfg. Co., Seymour, Conn .

StandardUnderground Cable Co., Pitts .

burg . Pa

Stuart - Howland Co., Boston, Mass.

Washburn Mfg. Co., Phillipsdale, R. I.

Waterbury, Brass Co., Waterbury, Conn.

Western Electric Co., Chicago , Ill.

Wire & Telephone Co. of America,Rome .

DEAN BROS.

Steam Pump Works

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.cago, I11.

Manufacturers of

DUPLEX and UNIPLEX STEAM PUMPS

POWER and ELECTRIC PUMPS

CRANK and FLY WHEEL PUMPS

62.c.

The Largest Line of Pumping Machinery

in America

Chapman Valve Mfg.Co.
MAKERS OF

Valves and Fire Hydrants

RUBBBR COVERED

Am. ElectricalWks., Phillipsdale, R. I.

American Steel & Wire Co., Chicago.

Atlantic Ins. Wire & Cable Co., New

York .

Bishop Gutta Percha Co., New York

Boston Insulated Wire & Cable Co., Bos

ton , Mass.

Brixey, W. R., NewYork

Crescent Insulated Wire & Cable Co. ,

Trenton, N. J.

General Electric Co., Schenectady, N Y.

Hazard Mfg. Co., Wilkesbarre, Pa.

India Rubber & Gutta Percha Insulating

Co., New York .

lodiana Rubber & Insulated Wire Co. ,

Jonesboro, Ind

Lowell Insulated Wire Co., Lowell, Mass.

Marion Insulated Wire & Rubber Co.,

Marion , Ind.

National India Rubber Co., Bristol, R I.

N. Y. Insulated Wire Co., New York .

Okonite Co. , New York .

Phillips Insulated Wire Co. Pawtucket,
R. I.

Reed Electrical Cordage Co., Syracuse,

N. Y.

Roebling's Sons Co., John A., Trenton.

Safety Ins.Wire & Cable Co., New York .

Simplex Electrical Co., Boston, Mass.

Standard Underground Cable Co., Pitts

burg.

Waterbury Co., New York.

Wire & Telephone Co. of America,Rome

SHAFOTIM

UKUPGUR
MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS

INDIAN ORCHARD , MASS.

BRANCH OFFICES

BOSTON PHILADELPHIA NEW YORK CHICAGO

ST. LOUIS CLEVELAND SAN FRANCISCO

LONDON , ENGLAND JOHANNESBURG, SOUTH AFRICA

SEND FOR CATALOGUE
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DIRECTORY

EMBRACING

THE LEADING AMERICAN

ENGINEERS ,CONTRACTORS

AND ARCHITECTS

THEARNOLD COMPANY

ENGINEERS - CONSTRUCTORS

ELECTRICAL - CIVIL - MECHANICAL

IOI LA SALLE STRIIT

ONICADO

Rejected Cases and Interference

Proceedings a Specialty

MAILLOUX, C. O. , .... KNOX, C. E., t. E.

Consulting Electrical Engineer Associate

76 WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK

SPECIALTIES - Lighting, Power, Traction Problems and Equipments, Plans,

Specifications, Supervision, Reports, Etc.

U.S.

or Canadian

PATENTS

$25.00
We pay all disbursements

and expenses except

Government fees

Designs,

Trade -Marks, Etc.

Expert ServiceAssured

Write Us

W. E. BAKER & CO. ,

W. E. BAKER - N. R. BISHOP 27 WILLIAM STREET,

Engineers Electric Railroads. NEW YORK

THE INDUSTRIAL LAW LEAGUE, Inc.

170 Broadway, New York City.

RUEBEL AND WELLS

CONSULTING MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS

Suite 301 Chemical Building . St. Louis, U. S. A.

GEORGE W. MILES , Ph.B.

CHEMIST

Analytical and Consulting. Analyses of All Commercial Products.

TELEPHONE CONNECTION 29 CENTRAL ST. , BOSTON , MASS

W. K. PALMER , M. E., 718 Dwight Bldg., KANSAS CITY, MO.

Consulting Engineer. Mechanical and Electrical Engineering

Electric Railways and Lighting ; Power Plants; Manufacturing Establish

ments : Heating . Ventilating and Refrigerating Systems. Designing of Me

chinery . Patent Work Inspections. Tests and Reports.D. C. & WM. B. JACKSON

Members Am. Inst. of Elec . Engineers ; Am. Soc. Mech . Engineers

Am. Soc of Civil Engineers

ENGINEERS Chicago :: Boston EXPERTS

THE ARBUCKLE-RYAN GO.

CONTRACTING ENGINEERS

ESTIMATES FURNISHED TOLEDO , O.

O
D
J
A

DELTA -STAR ELECTRIC COMPANY

High tension and low tension devices

developed and marketed on royalty basis

541-553 ,West Jackson Blvd. , Chicago

ELECTRIC CO

C. E. F. AHLM

Consulting and Designing, Electrical and Mechanical Engineer

Designs, Plans and Specifications in Commercial and Industrial Engineering.

CAXTON BUILDING, CLEVELAND, OHIO

J. H. HALLBERG, CONSULTING ENGINEER ,

L. D. Telephone 4773 Chelsea. 30 Greenwich Ave. , New York

ELECTRIC LIGHT, POWER AND RAILWAY PLANTS .

Suggestions to secure economy, specifications, examinations and reports.

DODGE ® DAY

ENGINEERS AND CONSTRUCTORS

Philadelphia

Layout, Construction and

Equipment of Industrial Es

tablishments. We will send

printed matter descriptive of
our work on request.

H. M. BYLLESBY & CO ., Engineers,

Examinations and Reports. American Trust Bldg., CHICAGO, Ill.

Design , construct and operate railway , light, power , hydraulic and gas plants .

ELECTRICAL TESTING LABORATORIES

80th STREET AND EAST END AVE. , NEW YORK, N. Y.

Electrical and photometrical laboratory tests of every description.

Inspections and tests of electrical machinery, apparatus and materials at

the factory, or after installation .

Arc and incandescent lamp tests ; illumination tests, etc.

We haverecently prepared for the testing of coal.Calorific determinations

and proximate analyses made promptly and accurate,

PATENTS ,
U. S. and Foreign Trade

Marks, Etc., Secured

Inventions tested ; ideas developed ; designs, models, draw

ings made ; mechanical, technical, legal advice. Federal and

Local Court Practice. 1. S. PRENNER, Attorney and Counsellor.

1108 Betz Building , Broad above Chestnut , Philadelphia, ſa.

THOMAS & NEALL, Electrical Engineers

HIGH TENSION TRANSMISSION

LIGHTNING PROTECTION

NEW YORK, 3 Rector Street; Tel. 3226 Rector BOSTON, 12 Pearl Street; Tel. 3843 Lain
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A SATISFIED CUSTOMER IS ONE OF OUR BEST ADVERTISEMENTS

and this one is more than pleased with the service of his generator. This installation is in the Power House of one of Ohio's large

manufacturing concerns and since it was put in 7 years ago this generator has never given any trouble.

Almost any Salesman can satisfy your Purchasing Agent with claims, prices and guarantees but it's the Engineer, who must

' fun the machine years after these things are forgotten, who knows whether yougot your money's worth or not.

When you need a Generator you can't do better than ask the opinion of any engineer who ever ran a Fort Wayne. If you

want to know why he is so enthusiastic about our machines send for Bulletin 1079 D

Atlanta FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC WORKS, FORT WAYNE, INDIANA Seatte

St.Louis

Chicago Cleveland Kansas City Milwaukee New York Philadelphia St. Paul

Cincinnati Grand Rapids Madison New Orleans Pittsburg San Francisco Syracuse

Boston

General Electric Company
Largest Manufacturer of Electrical Apparatus in the World

Highest Voltage Transformers
Dfor Commercial Operation

The practical voltage limit of ing the slightest sign of weakness ,
high tension transmission has again Again is demonstrated the

been raised by the completion and supremacy of the General Electric
tests of seven Gener Company in the de

al Electric trans Tested at sign and manufac

formers for operation 280,000 Volts ture of high tension

at 138,500 volts . power apparatus.

An insulation test of twice rated The illustration shows one of

voltage - 280,000 volts-was applied seven 60 cycle , 3750 k.w. ,

from the high tension winding to 138,500 volt, water cooled

the core, case and low tension transformers for the Sierra

winding of each of these transform- and San Francisco Power

ers for one minute without reveal- Company, San Francisco .

New York Office ;

30 Church Street

Sales Offices in

All Large Cities

Principal Office

SCHENECTADY, N. Y.
2349
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Bristol's New Even Scale

Recording

Ammeters

" S
T
A
N
D
A
R
D s

ESTABLISHED 1845

STANDARD

UNDERGROUND

CABLE CO

Pittsburg, Pa . Boston

New York Philadelphia Chicago

(San Francisco , Cal. St. Louis

Bar . and Weatherproof

WIRE AND CABLES

(

COVERED Electric Cables

FOR ALL CLASSES OF SERVICE.

Write for new bulletins

117 and 118 describing

Recording Ammeters

with charts of uniform

graduations over the

entire range

T

MATE MANUFACTURERS OF

DECO
PO

THE DUNBAR BROTHERS

STEEL(TEMPERED)SPRINGSOIL

E SMALL SPRINGS

The Bristol Co.

Waterbury, Conn .

m
u
l
i
w
a

)
NO

ALL KINDS OF

BALL BEARINGS
MADE FROM SHEET STEEL

& STEEL & BRASS WIRE

" KNIPE"

PAT .
THE COMBINATION

A BALL BEARING AND CONE COMBINED

FOR THRUST OR WEIGHT OR BOTH

ALL SIZES A INCH AND UP

NO FITTING - JUST PUSH IT ON

10 CENTS IN STAMPS FOR SAMPLES

BRISTOL,CONN.

wannnnnnn

PRESSED STEEL MFG . CO .

545 THE BOURSE PHILADELPHIA, PA .

SPECIAL GAS ENGINE GENERATORS

STEADY VOLTAGE WITH VARYING SPEED . MADE FOR

EXACTING PEOPLE WHO APPRECIATE GOOD SERVICE

Rochester Electric Motor Co., KOCHESTER AN . Y:
252 COMMERCIAL ST.

For Belt Drive
For Direct Connection

PAIR McCORMICK TURBINES

☺

1,400 H.P., 400 k.P.M., 160 feet head, driving

generator in power plant of the Cascade Water,

Power and Light Company, British Columbia.

We design and build turbines to meet requirements.

Write for Catalogue if interested

S. MORGAN SMITH COMPANY

YORK, PA. , U. S. A.

Branch Office: 176 Federal St., Boston , Mass .

FOR

ONEIDA GALVANIZED . CHAIN

Suspending

Arc Lamps

ONEIDA COMMUNITY , LTD.

60 Day Clocks

ONEIDA, N. Y.

Prertiss clocks are the only

60 Day clocks manufactured

in the world, and keep perfect

timethroughouttheir longrun .

The Calendar shows large dates

one at a time, and makes all

the necessary changes without

attention. If you own aPren

tiss 60 Day Calerdar Clockyou

are always assured of the cor

rect time and date.

Also Frying pan, Pregran , Electric,
Synskrarised& Watchman's Oloots

Send for Catalogue No. 596 .

The Prentiss

Clock Improvement Co.

Dept. 59, 92 Chambers St., N. Y. City

SUNONY

FLEXOUGT
MAY

4

THE SUPERIOR CONDUIT FOR INTERIOR WIRING

NATIONALMETAL MOLDING COMPANY
4110 FULTON BUILDING SPITTSBURG . PA .
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ALLIS - CHALMERS COMPANY

The Largest Builder of Gas Engines in the World

Furnishes Complete Gas Power Plant Equipme ts
Including Generators of its own design

c.

Allis -Chalmers Gas Engine and Direct Current Generator of 500 K.W. Capacity

Besides Engines and Generators, Allis-Chalmers Company will install, in

connection with them , producers of the type best adapted to the conditions

Write to ALLIS -CHALMERS COMPANY

Atlanta, Ga., Fourth National Bank Bldg. Denver, Colo . , McPhee Bldg., 17th and Glen- Portland, Ore. , 92 First St.

Baltimore, Md., Continental Bldg, arm Sts . St. Louis, Mo., Third National Bark Bldg.
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THE STANDARDFOR RUBBER INSULATION

OKONITE WIRES

MANSON TAPE

CANDEE PAT'D POTHEAD

1889 Paris Exposition Model

1893 World's Fair Model

H. DURANT CHEEVER, Treasurer.

WILLARD L. CANDEE, President.

OKONITA

OKONITE TAPE

CANDEE

WEATHER -PROOF

WIRES

GEO. T. MANSON, Gen'l Supt.

WM . H. HODGINS, Secretary.

TRADE MARK REG.U.S. PAT OFF.

THE OKONITE Co.,
253BROADWAY NEWYORK CITY

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY GHICACO , General Western Agents
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American Electrical Works

BARE and INSULATED COPPER WIRE AND CABLES

GALVANIZED IRON WIRE and STRANDS

Phillipsdale, R. I.
New York Chicago Montreal Boston

W
O
R
K
S
.
1
8
8
2

AmericanPlectrical
Works

Halpadde,

A
M
E
R
I
C
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N

E
L
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ELECTRICAL
MagnetWira

Electrical Engineer's Pocket- Book

ARMATURE DISCS

Made from best electrical iron . ANY SIZE-ANY STYLE. Small

sizes carried in stock . Send us your specifications for special sizes .

W. & S. MFG . CO ., 10 Hunt Street, Worcester, Mass.

By HORATIO A. FOSTER

The most complete book of its kind ever published ,

treating of the latest andbest practice in Electrical

Engineering. Pocket size ; flexibleleather; 1000 pages,

with innumerable illustrations, diagrams and tables.

9000 copies alreadysold . Price $ 5.00 . Copies sent

prepaid on receipt of price .

THE ELECTRICAL AGE, Book Dept., 45 East 422 Street, New York

Of all Qualities, in any

Form at Lowest PricesPorous and Vitreous Jars

For Electrical and Chemical Purposes MICA EugeneMunsell and Co.
New York and Chicago

Special Covers for Chemical Jars

Attention given to Specialties for

Experimental Work
INSULATION That Is.

JOHN MADDOCK & SONS

Coalport Pottery TRENTON, N. J.

Micanite, Linotape; M. I. C. Compound , Empire

Cloth and Paper. For years the Standard .

Mica Insulator Co., Originators
NEW YORK and CHICAGO

Send for

Catalog I
of Turbines The Hooven, Owens, Rentschler Co.

BUILDERS OF THE

Hamilton-Corliss Engines and

Hamilton -Holzwarth

Steam Turbines

உர
்

Sales Offices :

ATLANTA , 1510 Candler Bldg . Denver, COL . ,

Boston, H. E. Rundlett
Stearns-Roger Mfg.Co.

Los ANGELES,CAL .,

CHICAGO, ILL. , Marquette Bi'g. Chas. C. Moore & Co.

CHARLOTTE, N.C., NEW ORLEANS, LA,
A , H.Washburn 417 Hennen Building

New York , N.Y., 39Cortlandt St. SAN FRANCISCO , CAL ., SEATTLE, WASH. , Chas. C. Moore & Co.

PITTSBURG, PA., Machesney Bldg. Chas. C. Moore & Co. St.Louis ,Mo., ChemicalBuilding

ST. PAUL, MINN. , R. B.Whitacre & Co. DALLAS, TEX. , W. R. Haynie, Wilson Bldg.

M a in offic and Works : HAMILTON , OHIO

Send for

Catalog VB

of Engines
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DEANE OF HOLYOKE

Electrically Operated Pumps for

Every Service
1992

SW
IT
ER
AL

AUTOMATIC SWITCHES AUTOMATIC STARTERS

PRESSURE REGULATORS

THE

DEANE STEAM PUMP CO.

115 Broadway, New York

Works : Holyoke, Mass.

Does the

SwitchboardProblem

Bother You ?

JUST PERFECTED

Variable Speed Alternating

and Direct Current Motors

Send for Booklet " C " covering Printing Press Equipments,

Forge Blowers, Dental Engines, Jewelers' Power and

Buffing Machines. We have 900 Second -hand Dynamos

and Motors in stock and would like to quote you .

Is your distribution or control system so complex

that you will require a switchboard with features out of

the ordinary ? Does the location require it to be of

special construction ? Are you wondering what kind to

install ?

You have noticed probably that all the manufac

turers claim their boards are the best made, but you

want something more than mere claims.

The success of our installations all over the country

ought to have some effect in convincing you that we can

" make good " on your job .

There are many reasons for this and here are a

couple of the important ones .

GUARANTEE ELECTRIC CO .

Clinton and Adams Streets, Chicago

Our New Catalogue
IS NOW READY FOR DISTRIBUTION Fort Wayne Switchboards

It lists and illustrates our complete line of Solderless

Connectors , Cable Taps and Terminals, including many

new designs , and presents the information on Dossert

Joints more fully and in better shape than ever.

If you are interested, send us a postal , and we will

send the catalogue.

are built from standard panels combined in such a way

as to meet every one of your requirements and still retain

simplicity and effectiveness of control.

We have an especially efficient Engineering De

partment who are noted for their skill in solving prob

lems like yours.

The other reasons -- material , construction , work

manship, instruments, accessories, etc. , are fully explained

in our several bulletins .

It will certainly pay you to send for them.

FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC WORKS

Atlanta Main Office : FORT WAYNE, INDIANA San Francisco

Boston Seattle

Chicago Cincinnati Grand Rapids Madison Si Louis

Milwaukee New Orl ans New York St. Paul

Philadelphia Pittsburg Syracuse

DOSSERT & CO., Sole Manufacturers

242 West 41st Street, New York

If you have a broken article made of Cast Iron

don't throw it away! Clean and fasten together with

binding wire, then put in fire till cherry red-throw

some brass on the place to be brazed together with

a little

C. R. U. Brazing Salt

and your cast iron will be brazed and mended just

the same as had it been Steel or Brass.

$ 1.00 per pound 12 pounds $10.00

JOBBERS WANTED !

SI

c
o

has. R. Uebelmesser Co., Bayside, N.Y., L.I.
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THE VERY BEST MECHANICAL PROTECTIONS FOR ELECTRIC WIRES.

ENUINE"TRCULAR OOM "JutzMetalMolding ELECTRODUCT
The Ideal Flexible Conduit. The Practical Metal Molding. The OriginalEnameled Conduit.

Fishes Easily — Thoroughly Flexible Al- A Compact, Complete and Continuous A Thoroughly Cleaned Steel Tube which

ways–Weatherproof-Waterproof. Raceway for Electric Wires with bends easily . The Enamel is re

Fireproof— Resists Abrasion . Fittings for Every Detail markably tough and elastic -

Will Not Collapse. of Construction . it will not crack .

CIRCULAR

I
C
A
N

American Circular Loom Co.,

W
0
0
7

ษฐ
พ
ง

TRADE

MARK

с
о

,

New York

Chicago

International Trust Building,

BOSTON, MASS.

Atlanta

LondonSan Francisco New Orleans

REGISTERED

For 20 Years the Standard

W
I
R
E
S

TRADE MARK

Better “ Commutation "

is afforded by Dixon's Graphite

Brushes , as they are self - lubricating

and thus prevent wear on commutator

Booklet 129 -M tells more about them,

we send it free on request.

IN
SU
LA

"O.K.

“ 0. K." Weatherproof Wire

“ Parac " Rubber Wire

Bare Copper Wire

Slow Burning Weatherproof

Railway Feeder Wire

Slow Burning Wire

A
N
D
CA
BL
ES

Joseph Dixon Crucible Co.

Jersey City, N. J.

PHILLIPS INSULATED WIRE CO.

PAWTUCKET, R. I.
3

INDIANA RUBBER AND INSULATED WIRE CO.
PARAMOTO PARANITE

MANUFACTURERS OF

Paranite Rubber Covered Wire and Cables,
Underground, Aerial, Submarino and Inside Uso

TELEPHONE , TELEGRAPH

AND FIRE ALARM CABLES.
All Wires are Tested at Factory . JONESBORO, IND.

WHITEITCHES

Switchboards and Panel Boards

H. P.White Co. , Ltd.

POLES POSTS TIES

Live Peeled White Cedar

FRANCIS BEIDLER & COMPANY

Chicago, IllinoisWAYNE JUNCTION , PHILA.. PA .

D.RO CEDAR POZES
Woare Producers and Wholesale Dealers in Westorn

CEDAR POLES, POSTS,

TIES AND PILING

Write for Dellvered Prices

CHURCHILL CEDAR CO. , Box 1409, Spokane

Humbird Lumber Co., Ltd.
Sand Point , Idaho

Buy DIRECT FROM THE PRODUCER

We have the largest stock of cedar poles in the West

WANTED TO SELL ANY SIZE

Louisiana Red Cypress Cross ArmsCedar Poles, Ties and Fence Posts

SHORT POLES A SPECIALTY

PORTER CEDAR CO. SAGINAW, MICH.

BORED TO PATTERN

LOUISIANA RED CYPRESS CO.

NEW ORLEANS , LA .
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Hawt
horn

1 2 inch Wind Power Oscillating

Fan Motor

8 inch Desk Fan Motor Ceiling Fan Motor

FAN MOTORS THAT ADVERTISE YOU

WHEN YOU SELL

Hawthorn
TRADE MARK

FAN MOTORS

You are selling Fan Motors that advertise your store .

They satisfy and make permanent customers of those for whom you instal them .

Place your order early and get the benefit of the popular demand we are creating
for " Hawthorn ” Fans by our extensive advertising campaign.

“ Hawthorn ” Fan Motors are made in desk and bracket , oscillating, telephone booth ,

ceiling , counter and floor column types for both A.C. and D.C. Circuits.

Write our nearest house to -day for our 1910 Fan Motor Bulletin No. 5419

" SAVE TIME AND FREIGHT

The Western ELECTRIC COMPANY FURNISHES EQUIPMENT FOR EVERY ELECTRICAL NEEĎ

" SAVE TIME AND FREIGHT

CO
YN
AM
OS

-

MO
TO
RS

S-

MOTORS
TWESTERN ELIS

WESTERNELEGTE

OY
NA
MO
S

.

Western -ElectricCOMPANY COMPANY
PELTONES

S
U
P
P
L
E

SE
TS
UP
PL
U

COMPANYTELEPHONE OUR NEAREST HOUSE

New York Boston

Philadelphia Pittsburg

Indianapolis Minneapolis

MONTREAL, WINNIPEG, VANCOUVER

Chicago
WRITE OUR

Cincinnati

Atlanta
NEAREST HOUSE

ANTWERP

St. Louis

Kansas City

Omaha

LONDON

Denver

Dallas

Seattle

BERLIN

TELEPHONE OUR NEAREST HOUSE "

San Francisco

Los Angeles

Salt Lake City

PARIS
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For Prices on Insulated Wires and Cables

ADDRESS

JOHN A. ROEBLING'S SONS CO.
TRENTON, N. J.

H N. FENNER , President J. F. BLAUVELT, Agent RUSSELL W. KNIGHT, Treasurer

NEW ENGLAND BUTT COMPANY, Providence, R. 1. U.S. A.
MANUFACTURERS OF

MACHINERY FOR INSULATING ELECTRICAL WIRES

Braiding, Taping, Winding, Twinning, Cabling, Stranding, Polishing and

Measuring Machines. Cable Covering Braiders. Rubber Strip Covering Machines

FINE CASTINGS A SPECIALTY
Universal

Stranding Machine

“MORSE ” TOOLS
Arbors, Chucks, Counterbores, Countersinks,,

Cutters, Dies, Drills, Gauges, Mandrels, Mills,

Reamers, Screw Plates , Sleeves, Sockets, Taps,

Taper Pins, Wrenches.

MORSE TWIST DRILL & MACHINE CO.

New Bedford , Mass ., U. S. A.

MADE BY NEWLET US SHIP YOU A

TRIAL ORDER OF Railway Motor Brushes PROCESS
GRADE H, GRADE H- 1 GRADE H-3, GRADE H-8

DIFFERENT GRADES FOR DIFFERENT CONDITIONS

WITH A RECORD OF 30,000 TO 50,000 MILES, ACCORDING TO CONDITION

SPEER CARBON CO. , ST. MARYS, PA.

GREAT REDUCTION in the OPERATING EXPENSE

OF A POWER PLANT CAN BE EFFECTED

BY THE USE OF SUITABLE COAL AND

ASHES HANDLING MACHINERY

0218

This is probably thehighest hoist for unloading coal in the United States.

This plant is built on the banks of the Mississippi fortheunloading

and distributing ofcoal atthe great station of the Union
Electric Light a Power Co., St. Louis , Mo.

The bucket , standing vertically, is dumping its load

Our specialty is the manufacture of this type of

machinery, for power stations up to any capacity .

WRITE FOR OUR BULLETIN No. R.3., " NOISE

LESS CONVEYORS, ” AND SEE THE WORK WE

HAVE DONE AND SOME OF THE PLANTS WE

HAVE INSTALLED .

C. W. Hunt Company

MEAD - MORRISON MFG. COMPANY

Main Office : Cambridge " A ," BOSTON, MASS.

NewYork, 11 Broadway ; Baltimore, 903 Maryland Trust Bldg.; Philadelphia ,

305 Penn. Bldg.; Pittsburgh , 1806 Machesney Bldg .; Chicago, 74th St. and

Kimbark Ave.; San Francisco , Atlas Bld .; New Orleans, 200 South

Peters St .; Birmingham , Alabama; Montreal, 286 St. James St.

Cable Address : JAMEAD , New York, Liebers Code.

MORRISON , Cambridge , Commercial Code.

( Established 1872 )

West New Brighton , New York

New York Office, 45 Broadway
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The New Weston

Portable Alternating Current Ammeters,

Milli-Ammeters and Voltmeters

WESTORA.
CAMERA

are so far superior to those of any other manufac

ture that their performance will be a revelation to

users of alternating current apparatus.

They are absolutely Dead -beat and extremely

sensitive .

Their indications are practically independent of

Frequency and of Wave Form .

They are practically free from Temperature Error .

They require extremely little power for operation .

They are REMARKABLY LOW IN PRICE.

List of SellingAgencies and Branch Ofices of the Weston Electrical InstrumentCompany | Correspondence concerning these new Weston Instruments is solicited by the
New York 114 Liberty St. Cleveland 314 Caxton Bldg.

Chicago : 1504 Monadnock Block Mexico Cadena 10

WESTON ELECTRICALPhiladelphia 346 Mint Arcade Montreal 13 St. John St.

Boston
176 Federal St. Toronto 6 Wellington St.

St. Louis 915 Olive St. London Audrey House , Ely

Denver 1725 California Ave. Place,Holborn

San Francisco Bride Building Berlin 88 Ritterstrasse

682-684 Mission St. Paris 12 Rue St. Georges WAVERLY PARK , NEWARK , N. J.

INSTRUMENT COMPANY

Steam Turbines

1

Require:

Cheaper than
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ESTABLISHED 1883
was largely of a dreamy, airy and ening the cost of installing electric

Published monthly by unsubstantial sort . service on steam roads. The future lies

The Electrical Age Co., 45 E. 42d Street, New York. Steam locomotives of 1910 in the progress of the art, and the

JOHN HAYS SMITH , Pres , bigger and better and more numerous lessening of the burden of capitaliza

C. A. HOPE, Sec . J. H. COOK , Treas . than ever, and the advent of the elec- tion to be charged against electrifica

tric locomotives for their work , ex tion .
Telephone No. 6498 Murray Hill

Cable Address-Revolvable , New York cept in very special cases , is still in The paper presented to the me

the net of events . About the only chanical engineers is much more de
JOHN HAYS SMITH , Editor

thing that can be said is that we know tailed than the magazine article, being

SUBSCRIPTION RATES much more about what can , and what intended for a more special class of

United Siates and Mexico , $1.00 . cannot be expected, of the use of readers . In the cases worked out

Canada , $ 1.50 . To Other Countries , $ 2.50

electric locomotives on steam roads the savings in coal bills by electric

NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS than ever before , and that our knowl- operations are usually much less than

insertion of new advertisements or changes of copy cannot edge is constantly growing. that assumed above, in some instances
be guaranteed for the following issue if received later than the

Two additions to the already being taken as not more than 10 per

voluminous literature of the subject cent. It is not difficult to present

have been made recently in an article cases where the proposed electrifica
CONTENTS

by F. Darlington in the Engineering tion makes a very poor showing, and

Magazine, and in a paper read before this writer presents several such.

the American Society of Mechanical The result shown in these two dis

EDITORIAL Engineers by L. R. Pomeroy. cussions only serves to illustrate what

Electrification of Steam Railways .. The former discussion is a review is very obvious on an inspection of the

Economics of Feeder Design . of the alleged advantages of electrifi- problem . In any proposition where
A New Prime Mover ..

cation of steam roads and attempts to such a large number of factors are
Variations in Railway Equipment Designs ..

show that the saving in coal bills , involved and the relative values of the

which is estimated at an average of factors are so variable , as in the case

LEADING ARTICLES
about 50 per cent., and the savings in under discussion , nearly an infinite

Economics of Feeder Calculation ... locomotive maintenance and repairs, number of different solutions

Distant Control Switchgear .
which are taken as averaging about 50

bound to appear.

Plant of Milwaukee Commonwealth
Power

Company
per cent. together with the possibili- For instance, in considering this

A British Plan for Raising Load Factor . ties of traffic increase, will offset the question, to mention only a few of the

An English Single-Phase Electrification . increase in fixed charges imposed by many factors, there are : Interest , de
Some Chemistry of Light ..

electrification when the conditions preciation , maintenance, cost of coal ,
A New Type of Pump .

affecting the above factors are favor- cost of developing electric power, cost

able, especially where traffic is dense, of line construction, costs of equip,

operating conditions unusually hard, ment, wage readjustment, real estate
Electrification of Steam Railways or coal is high and electrical en- considerations, possible development

The dawn of the day when the ergy is cheaply available from water of passenger traffic, same of freight

great steam railways of the United power. So much for the main line. traffic and last , but not least , the trend

States would retire their locomotives The case for terminals is easier to of future developments. Here are

and, either buy storage batteries , or make out, and one feature dwelt upon twelve general variables, all made up

by somie system of current collection is the possibility of saving valuable of numerous lesser component vari
such as a third rail or trolley line, space by double-decking terminals ables , and all more or less liable to

operate their trains electrically, has
and by building over the tracks, both , fairly wide limits of variation . Per

been eagerly awaited since first elec- of course, only possible with electric haps the first one, the rate of interest

tric motors were applied to traction operation . to be paid on the investment of capital,

work . In reading the technical A case is worked out comparing the is the most constant, yet even this

journals of the eighties and early costs of steam and electric operation may change as widely as 25 per cent.

nineties it is almost pathetic in the of 100 miles of road having 20 trains The public looks on the credit of

light of after knowledge to note the a day and a fuel cost of 20 cents per trunk -line railways as fairly stable .

enthusiastic predictions made by the locomotive mile, as against electric Their securities are favorite invest

optimist. Few and short were to be locomotives using water power that ments. They are permitted by law

the days of the clumsy steam locomo- costs $ 75 per kw . to develop. Wages where many other investments are

tive , according to the prophesy of and fixed charges are eliminated and barred . Yet it is an actual fact that

those who cared to write on the sub
the resultant estimated daily costs are one of the large steam road electrifi

ject . In a few years these inefficient, $710 and $ 160, respectively, a saving cations in this country was figured on

coal-eating machines would be either of $550 in favor of electric operations. a 5 per cent. interest basis , while an

broken up and remade into electric The case is too special to be of very other of the same class was based on

locomotives, or stored in the muse wide application . 4 per cent.

ums.
The plea is closed with directing at- If there is such a range in the limits

Twenty years after in looking over tention to the very real progress that of the most stable variant , what can

the field we know that the prophesy is being made in improving and cheap- be expected when the limits of the
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cases .

a

others are considered ? Looking at a a real indication of what can be done. is sent out of the plant. After the

few of them we know that deprecia- With the separate working out of plant is in operation, if properly

tion and depreciation estimates vary each case , and its addition to the equipped, it is easy to determine what

as much as 100 per cent.; that average whole story , the vital commercial the factor is , and the same may be

maintenance of steam locomotives aspects of trunk - line electrification will said for a feeder that has a wattmeter

alone ranges from 35 cents to 5 cents pass from the realm of speculative to or curve-drawing instrument in the

per locomotive mile and less. The that of exact science. But the first circuit .

cost of coal varies as much as 300 requisite for solid progress is that all But the predetermination of the

per cent. The cost of developing estimates, records and discussions be load on a given feeder and its dis

electric power from water may range rigidly brought down to expression in tribution is rarely possible, and for a

from 0.2 of a cent per kilowatt-hour terms of that ultimate test of sound new system it will always remain a

up . Line constructions and electric engineering — the balance sheet . case where calculation should never be

equipment costs vary enormously, and tempered with judgment, and where

are continually tending to decrease . experience must play an important
Economics of Feeder Design

The saving of wages by the substitu part .

tion is widely different in different The problem of finding the most With the passing of time and the
Real estate savings will be ab- economical cross-section of feeders enormous growth of the electrical in

solutely different for each case , and for lighting power and traction pur- dustries, new plants and layouts will

so on throughout the list . pose has been much discussed since
become relatively rarer , and an in

In this maze of changing quanti the time that Lord Kelvin announced creasing proportion of the annual

ties , this veritable whirlpool of vari his famous law . Based on a geometri- purchase of feeder conductors will be
ables estimated and variables actual , cal proposition that the product of two devoted to replacing out-worn or out
how are we to pick our way ? What complementary variables is a maxi grown lines. In this case there is

be gotten from statements ad infini- mum when the variables are equal, it usually a record to go on, and the de

tum , if none will agree with any set forth that when the sum of the
termination of the probable annual

other ? Why discuss the case at all interest and other fixed charges on loss becomes possible in various ways.

in the abstract ? Of what value are the money invested in the conductor Of these , probably the most ac

anything but actual results and fig- equals the annual value of the power curate and ingenious yet proposed is

ures indisputable ? lost therein, the most economical con- that detailed by Mr. H. B. Gear in an

With all this in those special cases dition was attained . More recently it article in this issue. Briefly outlined,

that have been already worked out, has been customary to add to the it rests on an analysis of the load

the results are surely encouraging. fixed charges on the conductor those
curves for the station or feeder, as the

In this magazine we have lately shown on the amount of generating capacity case may be, and on the development

the notable net economics made in the investment that must be charged to of a formula which enables all the

operation of the Mersey road. The supplying the loss in the feeder at factors involved to be expressed in

Manhattan record has become maximum load . In many cases, how- terms of a single variable, the re

classic . The New York Central is ever , this factor may be omitted. Fre- sistance.

about to extend its electric zone 20 quently , for instance, the selection of Having thus expressed the sum of

miles beyond its present limits, and the maximum capacity of a plant is the losses in terms of a common vari

the New York, New Haven and based on factory practice in setting the able, a well -known application of the

Hartford are preparing to push the differences between successive capaci- calculus to the determination of maxi

electric service 40 miles further to ties of a line generator. Often the ma and minima enables the condition

New Haven. These records and selection is determined by prices or of maximum economy to be readily

movements are the most convincing delivery, or any one of several circuni- determined.

testimony as to what has been done, stances entirely distinct from the ca- The results work out in a very

though the officials are not as yet giv- pacity per se. Only in rather rare simple form , and are in such shape as

ing much information on complete op- cases is the size selected finally de- permit a ready application toall cases

erating records. Thus these in- termined by the amount of loss in the where a load curve is available, or

stances, special though they be, show feeder or transmission . Hence only can be safely assumed. While , as

that the cause of electrification is mak- in those cases where the generating worked out by the writer , the method

ing progress. capacity is actually so determined is mainly applicable to light and power

We think that experience has should the value of that portion tied conditions, the modifications necessary

shown, and will continue to show , that up in supplying the feeder losses be
to apply it to many different uses are

a few actual records are worth many charged against the feeders . self- suggestive. About the only cases
estimates, but it must be remembered As regards the determination of of feeders with determinate loads

that all records have to be preceded fixed charges on the conductors, the where it cannot be safely used are

by estimates. Therefore, the value of questions of depreciation and replace- those where the size of conductor is

those estimates. When all the con- ment charges involved have been determined by the other conditions

ditions are clearly stated , carefully pretty thoroughly threshed out. than the most economical loss ; as, for

worked out, and above all , set forth Practice in these respects is constantly example, by maximum permissible

in terms that admit full comparison, becoming more stable , and will con- drop .

both in total and in unit costs , they tinue to do so . That the results obtained by the ap

are of great help to those who are Unfortunately, it is the last member plication of this method give current

to make the records of the future. But of the equation, the value of the power densities somewhat below the usual

we would urge that in every case all annually lost in the conductor — that practice , only serves to show the cau

the principal elements be taken into is , a far from easy thing to determine tion with which all formulæ should be

consideration , and all results be finally in advance . The same uncertainty used . If judgment and experience

expressed in terms that make thein that attaches to the prediction of what were not the main factors in success

comparable with other studies of the the load factor on a power plant will ful engineering, how beautifully easy

same nature , i . e . , to dollars and cents . be , in all but very special cases , it all would be. The reasons given by

Thus in the course of time will be naturally applies to the load factors on the author for the divergencies are

built up a mass of data that will afford the various feeders by which the load typical examples of this truth .
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A New Prime Mover ideal gas -engine cycle should fulfil the Variations in Railway Equipment

The oft-repeated experience of following requirements : Design

looking for one thing and finding an- ( a ) The suction stroke drawing The diversity of means which can

other, has once more brought about in the charge.
be taken to arrive at ends that are

the unexpected. In this issue is ( b ). The compression stroke of a essentially similar is one of the strik

given the description of a new type variable length depending on the de- ing features in the comparison of
pump which is operated directly by gree of compression desired. European and American machinery.

the explosion of gas on the surface ( c ) The working stroke, which Starting from the same theory , and

of the liquid . The inventor confesses should be much longer than the suc- with the same ultimate outcome in

that the ideas underlying the invention tion stroke to carry the expansion as view , designers of equal ingenuity and

are the result of a search for a prac- far as possible. technical equipment are consciously,
tical gas turbine. The latter is one of ( d ) The exhaust stroke should or unconsciously, influenced by the

the most attractive subjects of re- also be long, like the working stroke, subtle differences in training and fash

search of the present day . The power but its exact length would depend on ions of thought . More potent still in

and lighting interests , the traction and the clearance .
causing a different development are

automobileinterests and the new art All four strokes will thus be of the differences in environment and

of Aying are all anxious to seize on unequal length and no gas engine has different ways of meeting the exacting
the fascinating possibilities of a

so far met these conditions. The ex- requirements of commercial compe
simple, compact, durable high -speed plosion pump cycle by exhausting tition .

prime-mover, capable of operating on down to atmosphere should give a Thus the effect of the high cost of

gas , gasolene or oil . Such a device, greater efficiency than has been pos- labor and lower cost of material in

through the lessening of both fixed
sible with any cycle heretofore known. the United States, as compared with

charges and fuel costs on the pro- Aside from the low expansion pres the comparatively low cost of labor

duction of electrical energy, would
sure , another attractive possibility is

enormously increase the use of elec

and the higher cost of material

trical apparatus and stimulate nearly

involved in the use of water in the abroad , can be traced all through the

all lines of electrical industry.
internal portions where metal has output of electrical apparatus and

It
heretofore always been used . One of machinery of the two countries.

As far as the gas turbine is con has become the usual thing to find,

cerned, the invention of the explosion sign is to meet stresses caused by the
the chief problems in gas- engine de

for example, a German motor of equal
pump, if it may be so termed , does

expansion strains, due to the high rated capacity to a given American

not appear to bring it any nearer , but
temperature involved . By the use of

the principles involved in the pump changing

motor, much better finished in work

water internally , these manship , and also much lighter in

itself are of sufficient novelty to invite

a careful study .

stresses are largely eliminated, as the weight, and generally of less robust

operating temperature is kept very low . design.

The idea of exploding a mixture

of gas and air on the surface of water

In those cases where American
Another novel feature of this type

with the object of raising the water is
of prime-mover is the storing of en

machine designs have emigrated to

not new .

Europe to be turned out in large quan
For the last 40 years it ergy in the column of water, thus

has been tried in one way or an
making a reciprocating water Ay- tities, it would appear that they be

come influenced by the conditions in

other. In this device , however, the
wheel instead of the ordinary type.

ingenious principle of making the
The speed of working is evidently

their new habitat . This is certainly

movements of the mass of water it
fixed by the period of the oscillating it is only natural. The building of an

the case with men who emigrate , and

self control and actuate the pump water column, and this for a given
American-designed generator or other

mechanism is the novel feature. By charge must depend on the mass of
machine in a shop on the other side

the moving mass of water surging
the water and length of the discharge

is therefore bound to undergo some

from high to low levels all pump
pipe. The control of the cycle is

functions, that is , the addition of fresh capable of many ingenious modifica
modification , if the surrounding condi

water , the exhaustion of burnt gases ,
tions, so that the results that may be

tions are to be met.

attained are not so simple as the
the drawing in of a fresh charge and

That this has proved to be the case

with at least one well-known type of

its compression, are performed in a
means of attaining them would indi

electrical machinery would be indi

quiet and orderly manner, and with
cate.

cated by the information given in the

very few and exceedingly simple The further development, reaching description of the car equipment in

working parts. even to a power -house in which water
use on the Lancaster branch of the

But the broader interest in the in forms the links between the exploded
Midland Railway in England in this

vention lies in the development of a gas and an electrical generator, seems
issue. Here, where the reduction of

new gas cycle in which the expansion more fanciful than probable . Yet

weight is a very important factor ,
line is carried down to atmospheric as the inventor points out , there is the advantage both for motors alone

pressure. To -day there is no type of not a very wide margin of efficiency
and for complete equipment lies with

gas engine known to us that permits to be overcome before the net fuel
the American emigrants. The case is

the expansion of the charge beyond consumption of such a plant might be
presented in full , and as the perforin

the limits of the original suction on the right side of the balance .
ance of the light-weight equipment,

volume. Therefore , the full -load ex- A possibility is also involved in the
which will be given in the next install

haust of a gas engine takes place when device as an auxiliary for small water- ment, is quite as good as that of its

the pressure is still between two or power plants where, in times of low competitor. It would seem that the

three atmospheres. The energy thus water, the pump might be used to re- reduction of weight has not been car
wasted in the exhaust is a considerable turn as much of the tail water as may ried too far .

portion of the total energy of the be necessary up to the reservoir , and
A comparison of the drawings and

charge . It is in the saving of a pro- so enable the plant to operate 24 hr. diagrams reveals a likeness that shows

portion of this lost energy that the with the expense of adding the pump that the changes in the development

new cycle developed by the explosion and a duplicate pipe line, or for 12 hr. of the present types of control ap

pump is of especial interest . by installing the pump alone and a paratus have apparently about

As laid down by the inventor, an couple of extra valve fittings. reached their limit .
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Economics of Feeder Calculation

By H. B. GEAR

General Inspector Commonwealth Edison Co. , Chicago

The determination of the most found by experience to be 10 years , same class as interest and deprecia

economical sizes of conductors for the depreciation would be 10 per cent . tion . They vary somewhat with the

feeders , mains and transformers is of annually , less the scrap value of the locality , but are usually from 1.5 to 2

great importance and the principles copper and lead at the end of the 10- per cent. The total fixed charges on

governing their design should be year period. If this was 50 per cent . station equipment may, therefore, be

thoroughly understood . the depreciation would be 10 per cent . considered as 5 per cent. interest , 5

The distributing equipment forms of the original cost of the cable, the per cent. depreciation and 2 per cent .

a large proportion of the investment depreciation would be figured at 5 taxes and insurance , a total of 12 per

of a central station property , and the per cent. , or if the scrap value were cent.

net earnings are, to a large extent , 25 per cent. , the depreciation would It is , of course , assumed in the

dependent upon its economy of de- be 1/10 of 75 per cent. or 7.5 per above figures that the repair and re

sign and operation. cent. annually. newal account will stand all necessary

In the selection of the size of a The rate of figuring depreciation maintenance costs from year to year,

conductor for a feeder or transmis- is necessarily a matter of judgment which are required to keep the plant

sion line, the energy loss tends to based on the best experience avail- in economical operating condition,

diminish as the sizeof the conductor able, and is , therefore , apt to vary and not allow the property to run

is increased, and vice versa. The somewhat, according to the purpose down.

generating capacity required to sup- for which the figures are to be used . The rate on hydraulic development

ply the energy loss also follows a The continued evolution of the art might be considered somewhat lower

similar law. of manufacturing electrical machinery because of the more stable character

There is a point at which the sum and equipment and the rapid growth of the equipment and smaller propor

of the fixed charges on conductor plus of the central station industry have tion of the total investment which

fixed charges on generating capacity caused the abandonment of the older is subject to wear and tear. The dam

plus the value of energy loss is a types long before they were worn out , age from floods must be reckoned

minimum. The size of the conductor in order to get the more efficient new- with , however, and this sometimes re

which produces this condition of min- er .ones . This has resulted in much duces the life of the investment very

imum annual cost is that which is higher rates of depreciation in many greatly . In distributing lines the de

the most economical to employ. cases than would have prevailed had preciation is higher and depends on

The fixed charges are composed of the machinery been allowed to serve the nature of the equipment , but the

interest on the capital , depreciation out its normal life .
scrap value is a much larger propor

of the physical property, taxes and Generating machinery has , how- tion of the original cost than is the

insurance. These quantities are neces- ever , reached a reasonably high state case with station apparatus.

sarily computed at different rates in of perfection, and can be counted on Weather-proof wire consists of

conformity with varying conditions in at the present time to serve during about 80 per cent . copper and 20 per

the character of the property. the life of its wearing parts and its cent. insulation in the sizes ordinarily

The energy loss requires the con- insulation , which are the chief ele- used for feeders . There is no de

sumption of fuel , and is computed at ments which are subject to deprecia- preciation on the copper except the

the cost of energy as delivered at the tion . labor of replacing it about once in

switchboard from which the circuit Where the prime-mover is a water 10 or 12 years , when the insulation

is supplied . wheel the life of the unit as a whole is worn out. The increase in the

In calculating interest the invest- is more likely to be realized in actual value of copper as years go by is

ment figure should include the cost service, as the possibilities of improve- likely to offset the loss on the insu

of the conductor with its insulation ment in hydraulic equipment seem to lation, so that at best it is an uncertain

and any other expense which is pro- be more limited than with steam ma quantity . It will be conservative ,

portional to its cross -section ; also the chinery , and the size of the unit is however, to figure 10 per cent . on the

cost of that portion of the generating usually made as large at the start as 20 per cent . of insulation or 2 per

equipment which is required to sup- the water supply will justify . cent . and i per cent. for the labor of

ply the loss of energy in the circuit Managers of large properties who replacing, making a total of 3 per
at the time of the maximum load of have been successful in carrying their cent. of the original cost of the wire.

equipment through the evolution of
Poles have a life of about 15 years

Interest should be figured at the the art with a rapid growth are , with little salvage value. Other ma

rate paid on the bonded debt or at therefore , apt to consider depreciation terial must be replaced every five to

the current rates for the use money at a higher rate than those who are ten years . The average rate for over

for similar public service utilities . starting with new and modern equip- head lines may, therefore, be taken

Depreciation should be based upon ments from the ground up . The at 6 per cent . with alternating - current

the life of the apparatus and con- more experienced figure depreciation systems and 4 to 5 per cent . with low

ductors, allowing for the possibility on generating equipment at about 6 tension systems.

of changes in the state of the art , to 7 per cent. and on buildings at The life of lead sheathed paper or

and the probable second-hand value 3 per cent . , with an average of about rubber cables is as yet indeterminate,

of the equipment at the end of its 5 per cent . on the whole plant. but there is good reason to believe

period of service . The usual rate of interest on bonds that these may be serviceable for at

The rate of depreciation is stated issued for public utilities is 5 per cent . least 15 years. The scrap value is

as a percentage and varies with the Taxes and insurance vary directly as comparatively high , as the copper is

different kinds of equipment. For in- the amount invested, and they must a large part of the original cost, and

stance , if the life of a lead cable is be considered as fixed charges of the the lead sheath constitutes a consider

the year .

of
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These may ,

able percentage of the cross-section of selecting the size of such feeders . y being the sum of the three values.

the cable. It is , therefore, fair to es- The total fixed charges on under- This equation is now fully discussed

timate the depreciation on lead ground cable and conduit work may hereafter.

sheathed cables at 3 per cent., for be taken at 5 per cent. interest , 4 per Such an expression is possible , since

cables of 4 / o and over and at 5 per cent. depreciation and i per cent. the cost of insulation varies approxi

cent. for the smaller sizes . taxes, a total of 10 per cent. Simi- mately with the size of the conductor,

In a growing system the replace- larly the total rate on the average and the pole-line or conduit-line in

ment of feeders, due to the expansion overhead system should be taken at vestment is practically the same for

of the load , results in more rapid de- 12 per cent . any one of several adjacent sizes of

preciation than is experienced in a Line transformers have an average wire or cable, and is , therefore , elimi

system where the feeder conductors life of 12 to 15 years , the scrap value nated from the equation .

remain undisturbed until they are too being about 20 per cent . of the origi

far gone to be of further service. nal cost , making the rate of deprecia COST OF CONDUCTOR

In estimating the value of generat- tion about 6 per cent . The value of the conductors com

ing capacity required to deliver the therefore, be included as a part of the posing a circuit is directly propor

loss at maximum load , the cost of overhead distributing system in figur- tional to their size and inversely to

boilers, prime-movers and generators ing the fixed charges, if desired . their resistance when the conductors

should be included , as all are affected . are bare or insulated for overhead

This cost varies greatly in different GENERAL EQUATION construction . With lead sheathed

plants , depending upon the size and The investment in conductors varies cable the cost is not directly propor

character of the equipment . In en- inversely as their resistance per 1000 tional , except when a few adjacent

gine-driven stations of less than 1000 ft.; the investment in generating ca- sizes are considered separately in com

kw . the value of this equipment runs pacity and the value of the energy parison with each other.

from $ 125 to $ 150 per kilowatt, while loss vary directly as the resistance For bare wire the product of

weight , W , per 1000 ft . by resistance ,

R , per 1000 ft . for all sizes is WR

32, while with weather-proof insula
tion it is WR 38 for the sizes No. 4

to No. 0, or 36 for sizes for 2/0 to

350,000 c.m. The value of 1000 ft.

of conductor at 15 cents per lb. is,

therefore, 0.15 W dollars. Hence

38

when W =- the cost per conductor

R

of a circuit L 1000 ft . long is

0.15 X 38 L

dollars .

R
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With fixed charges at 9 per cent.,

this element of annual cost is

MHET

8C1
0 0.09 X 0.15 X 38 L 0.513 L

YOL.T.
a =

R R

0
0
0

432 L

100 200
300 coo

dollars per year per conductor. When

bare wire is used

32

300 400 700 W = and A =

Thousands of Circular Mils R R

Fig. 1. - CURVES OF CABLE COSTS

With underground conductors there is

no approximately constant ratio be

in turbine plants this cost is reduced per 1000 ft . It is , therefore , possible tween cost of conductor and re

to $80 or $ 100 per kilowatt . In tur- to establish an algebraic equation hav- sistance , except in the sizes of cable

bine plants of 5000 kw . and upward ing each of three elements of annual above 4/0 B. & S. The value of in

the investment, exclusive of buildings cost expressed in terms of a common sulation and lead sheath is a large

and real estate , is as low as $ 65 in variable , R , the resistance per 1000 proportion of the cost of the smaller

some cases. ft. of conductor . sizes of cable, and a change in the size

In direct-current plants, which If a represents the annual value of of the copper conductor does not

generate at the distributing voltage, the investment in conducting capacity make a proportionate change in the

the generators must be wound to de- element , b the annual value of the in- cost of the cable.

liver the pressure required by the vestment in generating capacity and c The curves in Fig. I show the

longer feeders. The shorter feeders the annual value of the energy lost variation in cost per 1000 cir. mils of

may, therefore, be designed to carry in the conductors , the relation of single and three conductor cables for

the load with reference to heating these quantities may be expressed by low -tension work and for ordinary

only, as nothing can be saved in gen- the equation primary distributing voltages.

erating capacity by using larger con The resistance of a mil foot of cop

ductors. The value of generating ca y = - + R + R , per at ordinary temperatures being

pacity may , therefore, be ignored in R about 10.4 ohms, this is also the re

a

-

.
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a =

sistance of 1000 cir . mils of conductor

1000 ft. long. If R is resistance per

1000 ft. and M is the number of

thousands of circular mils , the cost of

a single conductor cable is M X the

10.4

cost per 1000 cir. mils . R =

M

10.4

whence M = and the cost of the

R

0.09 X 12.48 L 1.12 L for different kinds of cable and at

various values of copper, lead and in
R R sulation . It must be borne in mind

that these values are for a single

per conductor. In applying this, if cable. Where a circuit is composed

the most economical size proved to of more than one cable, this must be

be below or above the sizes for which taken into account in figuring the

the cost was assumed. the figures total annual cost for the circuit. That

should be corrected , using the price is, for a two wire circuit the value

per 1000 cir. mils corresponding to of a is doubled and for three cables it

the size which seems on the first ap- is tripled.

poo

7.0

doc.

bos
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o
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a
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o
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s

ooo

SEPTI

MEN

soo

June

sos

250
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Fig. 2. — TYPICAL DAILY LOAD CURVES - LIGHTING FEEDER WITH SOME POWER LOAD

L X 10.4 XP

cable is where P is the

R

price per 1000 cir . mils.

For single conductor low-tension

paper cable P averages $ 1.20 for

cables from 2/0 to 500,000 cir . mils ,

and the value of each conductor is

proximation to be the most economi- FIXED CHARGES ON GENERATING

cal. In this way the most economical EQUIPMENT

size may be determined on the second Where conditions are such that a

determination if the first seems to saving in generator capacity could be

have been based on false premises . made or some capacity released for

With three conductor cables the commercial load by the use of larger

cost per 1000 cir. mils in the curve conductors , the fixed charges on gen

is based on the total cross-section of erating equipment should be con

the three conductors . In this case the sidered one of the elements of annual

cost of operating a circuit . This is

3 X 10.4 P L usually the case where alternating
cost of the cable is current is distributed through po

and R tential regulators or through substa

0.09 X 3 X 10.4 PL 2.8 PL tion transforming apparatus, which

converts the feeder loss into a load

R R on the armature of the generator.

Where the loss is represented by

Thus the value of a may be derived the range of voltage of the generator

10.4 X 1.2 L 12.48 L

R R

a =

With fixed charges assumed at 9 per

cent . , the annual cost due to conduct

ors is
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fields, a saving in generating capacity

cannot always be realized, as operat

ing conditions usually necessitate a

range of 10 to 15 per cent. in the

generator fields, which proportion

ately reduces the ampere rating of the

armature for a given rated capacity.

The station capacity required to sup

ply the energy loss at the time of the

C2 R L

annual maximum load is kw.

supply the loss on a feeder when the curve in many cases . In Fig . 2

100 X CRL typical average curves are shown for

cost is $ 100 per kw. is a lighting feeder which carries some

1000 day power load for the months of

and the fixed charges at 12 per cent. March, June, September and Decem

are ber. The energy loss will evidently

b = 0.12 X 0.1 C² RL be different on this feeder each month

= 0.012 X CRL in the year , being least during the

dollars per conductor . summer months and most during De

CALCULATION OF ENERGY LOSS cember. Fig. 3 shows similar curves

The loss of energy on a circuit dur- for a power circuit which carries

ing a year is dependent upon the daily some lighting during the evenings .

=

1000
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so o
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Fig. 3. — TYPICAL DAILY LOAD CURVES—POWER FEEDER WITH SOME LIGHTING LOAD

an ele

The value of this capacity is repre and hourly variation of load through- This curve is also similar to that

sented by steam and electrical equip- out the year . The loss for any hour which prevails on a transmission sys

ment in a steam station . The real may be considered as C? R , when C is tem where a considerable amount of

estate, building and accessories are the average value of the current dur- power is supplied to industrial con

not usually sufficiently affected to re- ing that hour. cerns during the day.

quire their consideration as The variation from hour to hour in The annual loss on a circuit -carry

ment of cost . general distribution work changes ing load of given characteristics may

In a hydraulic development the from day to day , depending upon the be computed with sufficient accuracy

value of generator and water-wheels habits of the people who use the elec- for practical purposes as follows :

is the only part affected materially . tricity , and from season to season as
Taking the curve representing an

The value of generating capacity in a the length of the daylight hours average day in March , assume a re

steam station varies with the size of changes. During the winter months sistance of one ohm and compute the

the units from $ 100 to $ 150 per kw . the use of light begins in the late value of C² R for each hour of the day .

in engine-driven stations and from afternoon before theday power load The sum of these 24 quantities is pro

$ 75 to $ 100 in turbine stations . The has been cut off. This overlapping portional to the kilowatt hours loss

value of station capacity required to causes a very sharp peak in the load on an average day in March. Repeat
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It is apparent from the form of this

result that the length of the circuit

does not affect the economical size for

a given value of maximum load cur

rent . The doubling of the length of

a line doubles all of the elements of

cost , and , therefore, has no effect on

the point of minimum annual cost as

long as the working voltage remains

the same.

The voltage used should be as high

as is practicable , in order that the cur

rent values may be as low as possible,

since the size of the conductor is fixed

by the current. In distribution work,

the voltage being fixed by practical

considerations of safety and continu

ity of service , as well as by the nature

of the current , whether direct or alter

nating, the current values and sizes of

conductors are fixed by the load on

the circuit. With transmission lines ,

the voltage is limited somewhat by the

cost of insulating wires and apparatus,

but the upper limit is usually fixed by

the practicability and safety of opera

tion. The voltage being chosen as

high as is practicable , the maximum

load current is thus fixed, and the

best size of conductor for that load

may then be determined by the fore

going method .

0.513 L

=

= 25

=

this operation for the June, Septem- when the loss factor is 16 per cent .

ber and December curves . Add the The value of this energy may be

sum of the four curves and multiply computed at the cost of fuel and sup

by 91 , this being the number of days plies, as no extra labor is required to
in each quarter of the year . This deliver it , as a rule . The cost can ,

grand total is proportional to the therefore, be taken at about i cent in

annual loss in kilowatt hours on any smaller plants 0.7 cents in larger en

feeder carrying a load having the gine plants and 0.5 to 0.4 cents in
general characteristics assumed. turbine plants .

At i cent per kilowatt hour, the

LOSS FACTOR value of the energy loss per conductor

The ratio of the loss as thus calcu- is c = 0.014 C² R L dollars per year

lated to the value of the loss if the at 16 per cent . loss factor or 0.021

feeder had carried the maximum load C R L at 24 per cent . loss factor.

of the year every hour of the year

may be called the loss factor, just as SUMMARY OF ANNUAL COSTS

the ratio of the actual output for the The total annual cost is , therefore ,

year to the possible output at the rate the sum of the three quantities , a , b

of the maximum load is called the and c . For weather-proof wire with

load factor of a circuit .
station capacity at $ 100 per kw .

For instance , if a circuit carries a and a loss factor of 16 per cent .

maximum load of 100 kw . and de- at i cent . a kilowatt-hour, the annual

livers an amount of energy equivalent cost is

to a load of 100 kw. during 2190

hr. per year , the load factor of the
a + b + c + 0.012 C2

2190 R

feeder for the year is

24 X 365 RL + 0.014 C² RL

per cent.

Similarly if the total kilowatt hour 0.513 L

loss on a circuit for a year is equiva + 0.026 C? R L.

lent to the loss at maximum loadmul R

tiplied by 2190 , the loss factor for the

feeder year is 25 per cent. It is desired to ascertain when the

If C is the current at the annual
value of these three elements will be

maximum load and R is the resistance a minimum for given values of C the

per 1000 ft . of conductor, the loss at current at the time of the annual max

the time of the annual maximum load imum load and L the length of con

is C? R.
ductor in thousands of feet. The only

If the loss factor of the feeder is variable in the equation being R, the
20 per cent. , the annual loss is

value of a + b + c = y will be a

CPR minimum, according to the rule of the

X 1752 kilowatt-hours .

1000 dy

calculus, when

The loss factor for a load having dR

the characteristics illustrated in Fig. 2 1

is 16 per cent . , while that of the curves

in Fig. 3 is 25 per cent .
y = = 0.026 C? R,

In a constant current circuit the R

loss factor is the ratio of the number
then

of hours the circuit is operated during dy 0.026 C2 R² L

the year to the total number of hours

in the year . It is the same as the load dR R ?

factor of the circuit . When this is o ,

When the character of the load
0.026 Cº Rº L - 0.513 L = 0

curve is known, the loss factor may be

determined and the annual loss of en
and

ergy calculated in terms of R , the re
0.513

sistance per 1000 ft . of conductor C? R? = = 19.7 ,

without difficulty . 0.026

The loss at the annual maximum whence

load being C² R L, the annual loss in
CR = V 19.7 = 4.44

kilowatt hours is equivalent to the

product of the maximum load loss by
4.44

the number of hours in the year and
and R = when the most eco

by the loss factor .
С

There being 8760 hr. in a year , this

nomical size is used .

C’RLX 8760 XF For instance, if C = 100 amperes ,

is or 1.4 CRL R = 0.0444 ohm , which is about the

1000 resistance of 4/o cable.

PRACTICAL ILLUSTRATIONS

For illustration , a few cases , which

are common in practice for both

larger and smaller systems , are car

ried through herewith :

Case 1. - Value of weather-proof

wire taken at 15 cents per lb. with

generating capacity at $ 125 per kw. ,

energy at 0.I cent . per kw-hr. and a

load curve such that the loss factor

is 12 per cent . Under these condi

tions

=

= 0.

0.513 L

a

0.513 L

0.513 L

b = 0.15 C2 RL,

R

C = 0.0105 CP RL,

and the total cost is

0.513 L

+ 0.0255 C² R. L.

R

whence

0.513

C² R² = = 20.1 ,

0.0255

and CR = 4.48 for each conductor

carrying the current C.

This, therefore , applies only to a

two -wire or three -wire circuit in

which each conductor carries current

normally. With a three-wire Edison

feeder with neutral half the size of

the outers , the amount of copper is

increased 25 per cent., without in

increasing b and c , and

0.513 X 1.25 L 0.641 L

V

a

R R

Hence
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0.513 L = 0.0079 CPR L.

V
feeder is + 0.0105 CR. Hence

R

Hence V
0.513

= 5.43

0.641

CR = = 5.01

0.255

for the outer conductors of a three

wire circuit .

Similarly with a four-wire three .

phase feeder with neutral the same

size as the phase wires, the amount

of copper is increased 33 per cent. and

whence

0.513 X 1.33 L 0.684

V-

= 7.0 cur

0.513

CR =

0.0105

for a circuit in which each wire car

ries current, or

0.641

C R = = 7.81

0.0105

for a three -wire Edison feeder with

V

CR =

0.0175

per conductor which carries a

rent C.

If generating capacity is ignored

0.513

CR = = 8.1 .

0.0079

This calls for a conductor having

0.081-ohm resistance for 100 amperes,

which is about equivalent to 1260 cir.

mils per ampere. Three-wire Edison

and four-wire three -phase values are

readily obtained as above.

V

а -

R R

Case III. - Underground cables at

values given in Fig.4 , generating ca

pacity at $80 per kw ., energy at 4

cents per kw-hr. and loss factor at

25 per cent. With single conductor

low-tension cable, No. 2 to 2/0 the

cost per 1000 cir. mils averages $ 1.80.

Hence

0.09 X 10.4 X 1.8 L 1.68 L

TIL

a =D
o
l
l
a
r
s

RR

80 x 0.12 C² RL

b =

1000

LINE

= 0.0096 C? R L,

0.004 X 8760 X 25 CPRL

C =

1000

STOTION

4.33

V. = 9.5

Thousands of Circular Mils

Fig. 4.-CURVES OF CHARGE AND LOSS RELATIONS

-

CR =

0.684

= 5.17 .

0.0255
✓

= 0.0087 C² RL

and

1.68

CR =

0.0183

per conductor carryingcurrent C.

9.5

With 100 amperes R =

100

0.095, which is nearly the resistance

of No. o conductor. Hence the value

assumed for cost of cable was prac

tically correct .

If the current were 500 amperes,

the value of cable should be chosen

at that for 500,000 cir . mils , which is

$ 1.02 . Then

1.68 X 1.026 0.9516

=

neutral half size , and

0.684

CR = 8.07

0.0105

for a four -wire three -phase feeder

with neutral same size .

Case II . - Weather -proof wire at 15

cents a lb. , generating capacity at

$ 80 a kw. , energy at 5 cents per kw

hr. and load curye such that the load

factor is 18 per cent. Under these

conditions

38 X 0.15 X 0.09 L

а

a

1.8 R R

0.513 L

a =

These values involve current

density of about 0.5 ampere per 1000

cir . mils, which is much lower than

is commonly found. This is prob

ably due to the fact that the expendi

ture of funds for line conductors is

plainly before the engineer , while the

value of the generating capacity

which he ties up by cutting the size

of the conductor to a minimum is not

so apparent. Often , too , there is re

serve generating capacity, which is

already paid for and can as well

be used to supply line losses as not.

Under such circumstances if generat

ing capacity is to be ignored, the

annual cost becomes a + c , which for

the conditions assumed for a two-wire

R R

CR = V= At 500

b =

80 x 0.12

C2 R L

1000

= 0.0096 C2 R L,

0.005 X 8760 X 0.18 CPRL

0.951

= 7.2.

0.0183

500

amperes R should be made

7.2

0.0144, which is approximately the re

sistance of a 700,000 cir . mils cable .

The cost of that size per circular mil

C =

1000
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V = II ,

is only 5 per cent. less than 500,000 ,

and the result is, therefore , as nearly

correct as it can be made. If this were

a low-tension feeder with neutral half

size, the cost of the feeder would be

$ 2.04 + $1.30 = $3.34 per 1000

cir, mils . Hence

3.34 X 0.09 X 10.4 L

no insulation to be replaced . Fixed

charges may, therefore, be computed

at 5 per cent. interest and i per cent.

taxes, or 6 per cent. on the line wire.

32

and the cost per 1000 ft. is

R

15 X 32

-

Hence

6.74

CR =

0.0549

0,11

= 0.011 ,

100

which is nearest the resistance of

No. o cable .

Case IV.—Three conductor cables,

generating capacity at $80 per kw . ,

R =
W =

a =

0.15 W =

R

b = 2 X 0.0096 C² RL

and

R

Hence

0.06 X 0.15 X 32 0.288

a =

Cox

cose +

ws

R R

The value of station capacity being

100 C2 R

$ 100 per kw. is = 0.1 CPR

1000

and

b = 0.1 X 0.12 C² R = 0.012 C? R.

The power being derived from water

falls , c = 0.

The annual cost is

0.288

a + b + 0.012 C2 R.

R

CS4

D
o
l
l
a
r
s

CASE 2

-

CAS

200 JS w

0.288

CR = V24 = 4.9 .
0.012

4.9

At 150 amperes R = = 0.032,

150

which is about the resistance of a

300,000 cir . mils cable .

This represents a very low -current

density, due to the fact that fixed

charges on line capacity are only half

those on station capacity. It is, there

fore, economical to invest money in

line conductors which will make more
Thousands of Circular Mils

of the generating capacity available

Fig. 5. — CURVES OF TOTAL COSTS FOR CASES WORKED OUT
for commercial load when it is re

quired.

c = 2 X 0.0087 (? RL energy at 0.4 cent per kw -hr. and In cases where distributing feeders

= 0.0174 C² RL loss factor at 25 per cent , 2000 volt , are supplied from water power

for the feeder . three phase , 100 amperes . The cost through a transformer substation, the

of cable is $1.50 per 1000 cir . mils .
3.12

calculation for the best size of feeders

CR = $ 1.50 X 0.09 X 10.4 L 1.41
should be made with the cost of gen

0.0366
erating transmission and substation

and R R equipment in view, in determining the

9.2
per conductor. fixed charges on generating capacity .

RE = 0.0184, The curves in Fig. 4 show how the

500 b + c = 0.0183CRL per conductor,= line charges , station capacity charges

which is between the resistance of as each carries the current C. and line losses (with steam power)

500,000 and 600,000 cir. mils cable.
are related to each other where the

This covers the outer wires only, the
1.41

CR =

line current is 100 amperes. The line

neutral being considered as carrying
= 8.8,: is weather -proof wire and other con

0.0183
no load and as half the size of the

ditions are those assumed in Case I.

outer .

8.8 Fig. 5 shows the curves of total cost

In the case of a four-wire three
0.088, for Cases I , II , III , IV and V.

phase feeder with neutral the same
The application of the foregoing

size as the phase wires , the value of which is nearest the resistance of principles to distributing mains cannot

the feeder at 100 amperes is
2 /o cable. be carried out , as such mains carry

6.74 L
indeterminate loads , and should be so

4 X 1.80 = $7.20 and a =

Case V.-Bare wire overhead, water designed that the drop on them will

R power generating capacity at $ 100 not exceed 2 per cent. In many cases

per kw. , copper at 15 cents per lb. , this requirement involves the use of

b + c = 3 X 0.0183, C² RL current 100 amperes. The deprecia- larger conductors than would be re

tion item in the fixed charges on con- quired from mere economic considera

= 0.0549 CPR L. ductors may be ignored, as there is tions of line loss .

v = 9.2

a =

V

R = -

100

=



Distant Control Switchgear

STEPHEN Q. HAYES

PART II-Continued

The direct-pneumatic operation of the latest type of high -voltage breaker consists of three independent pneu

oil switches or circuit-breakers has not electro-pneumatic operation has been matically operated single -pole units

been used to any great extent, but the resorted to again . Fig. 20 shows one operated by a single valve controlled
electro -pneumatic operation was ap- of the 100,000 - volt pneumatically op- electrically from the switchboard.

plied by the General Electric Company

to the oil circuit -breakers they supplied

about the year 1898 to the power plant

of the Brooklyn Edison Company.

In the early type used in the Bay
Ridge station for the control of 6600

voltgenerators, the breaker comprised

three pairs of inverted U -shaped cop

per strips, the ends of which entered

contacts mounted under oil contained

in wooden buckets. These three pairs

of strips, giving four breaks per phase,

were attached to and lifted by a cross

head operated by the piston in the air

cylinder. This piston was moved by

compressed air controlled by three

magnets - one to latch the switch open

or closed and the other two to admit

air above or below the piston to close

or open the breaker . Emergency

knife switches shunted by a fuse were

placed in series with the oil -breaker

and heavy shorts were pulled on the

knife switches to save the oil-breaker.

This practice seems very strange now

in view of the splendid performances

of oil-breakers, but these were pioneer

breakers and their operation was more

or less problematical.

The next step in the design of the

electro -pneumatic breaker illustrated

was one of the 300 -ampere, 10,000

volt, three-pole breakers supplied in

1900 to the Metropolitan St. Ry. Co.

Here the wooden tubs have been suc

ceeded by brass pots mounted on

porcelain insulators with each contact

in a separate pot and each pair of pots

in a separate masonry compartment,

this being the forerunner of the well

known H3 motor -operated oil-breaker

made by this manufacturer. This

breaker for the Metropolitan plant was

operated by compressed air, but there

was only one magnet which works on

a D valve in opposition to a spring, and

when the magnet was energized the

valve is operated in such a manner as

to admit air above the piston and ex

haust it below, closing the main con

tacts . If current is cut off the spring

operates the valve in such a manner

as to open the breaker. An air -con

trolled latch holds the breaker in the

open position and keeps the cross- Fig. 20. - AMERICAN ( G. E. ) 100,000 - VOLT PNEUMATICALLY OPERATED OIL-BREAK SWITCH

head from falling closed .

Until a very recent date all of the erated oil -breakers supplied by the Each pole of the breaker consists of a
large capacity high voltage oil-break- General Electric Co. for the Feather steel tube , forming an explosion cham

ers made by the General Electric Co. River plant of the Great Western ber with an oil-filled insulated bushing

have been electrically operated, but for Power Co. Each three -pole breaker at each end. The upper insulator

53
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supports the contacts and the lower for the smaller sizes and lower volt

contains the piston which operates the ages — with all the contacts in the same

contact rod. The switches are ar- tank .

ranged in a vertical position and the Fig. 21 shows a three-pole breaker

lead enters at the top and leaves at that is built by the Westinghouse E. &

the bottom . Air under a pressure of M. Co. in capacities up to 300 am

80 lb. is used, and each switch is pro- peres at 3300 volts , 200 amperes at

vided with a storage tank holding 3 6600 voltswith an ultimate breaking

cu . ft . of air. Check valves and air- capacity of 1500 kw. one-phase, 2500

strainers are used with insulated hose kw. three -phase and 3000 kw . two

between the storage tanks and the phase. This breaker is operated from
switch. two solenoids , one being used to close

the toggle mechanism and the other

SECTION 1. - ELECTRICALLY OPERATED to trip the toggle . A small single

OIL BREAK MAIN SWITCHES AND pole, double -throw signal switch is

BREAKERS mounted on the frame and operated

As it is impossible to describe and by the moving mechanism . The main

illustrate allof the types of electrically contacts are wedge-shaped and renew
operated oil switches and circuit- able arcing. tips are provided. All

breakers now on the market , a few poles of the breaker are completely

representative ones made by the West- submerged in the oil contained in a

inghouse E. & M. Co. and the General single sheet metal tank lined with'

Electric Company will suffice as show- wood, having wooden barriers between

ing the general tendency of design . the poles and provided with filling and

Most manufacturers have two differ- draining plugs.

ent types of oil switches or breakers- Fig. 22 shows the next larger size

one employed on circuits of less than of breaker of the same make, which

44,000 volts, and the other on circuits is built in capacities up to 2000 am

of higher voltage. For the circuits peres at 600 volts and 200 amperes at

below44,000 most manufacturers have 22,000 volts with an ultimate breaking

two or more types , the larger of which capacity of 5000 kw. one-phase , 8500

can be counted to open the kw. three-phase and 10,000 kw. twoon

Fig. 22.--AMERICAN ( WESTINGHOUSE) ELEC

TRICALLY OPERATED OIL - BREAKER

for the 2000 -ampere size a laminated

brush is used . When the circuit is

closed these contacts engage with the

two stationary contacts forming one

pole of the breaker . Each stationary

contact is supported by a porcelain in

sulator rigidly secured to the top

frame. Each pole of the breaker has

an independent tank in which its live

metal parts are submerged in oil .

These tanks are provided with insu

lated linings so shaped as to reduce

the quantity of oil to a minimum .

The wooden arm to which the movable

contacts are connected forms a barrier

between the stationary contacts when
the breaker is opened .

Fig. 21.-AMERICAN ( WESTINGHOUSE) ELECTRICALLY OPERATED OIL-BREAKER
The two breakers described above

are self- contained and can be mounted

circuits satisfactorily with an almost phase. This breaker , as that described on a wall , framework or suitable sup

unlimited amount of power available above, is operated by solenoids that port , or may be placed in a masonry

on the bus bars , while the smaller are hidden in the cut by the mounting structure , if desired. The independent

ones have ultimate breaking capacities frame and the tank. Through a very cellular construction of placing each

ranging from about 10,000 kw . down, simple system of levers the operating pole of the breaker in a separate ma
depending on the design . The solenoids are connected to a cast- iron sonry compartment is not ordinarily

smaller breakers are almost invari- cross-bar , to which are fastened the required in plants having a capacity

ably solenoid operated top connected movable contact arms. To the lower that would permit the use of these

with metal tanks and insulated linings end of a wooden arm is fastened a breakers .

and are made either with each set metal yoke with a conical contact on Fig. 23 shows a breaker built in

of contacts in independent tanks or- either end for the smaller sizes , while single - pole units in capacities up to
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voltages up to 33,000 . Each pole of

the breaker is enclosed in a separate

fire-proof masonry structure and a

single powerful mechanism mounted

on a cast-iron base and resting on a

treated soapstone slab is used with a

or

3000 amperes at 600 volts and 100 am- The breakers for use on circuits of

peres at 33,000 volts and having an less than 44,000 volts with breaking

ultimate breaking capacity of 6000 kw. capacities whose limit is only reached

for two units on a single-phase cir- in the largest plants are made usually

cuit , 10,400 kw . for three on three- in either of two forms, one of which

phase and 12,000 kw. for four on is essentially a bottom connected mo

two-phase . Each pole of the breaker

is intended for mounting in a masonry

compartment, and two- three

four-pole units are made by connect

ing the solenoids of two, three or

four poles in the same operating cir

cuit . The mechanism andthe terminal

insulators are mounted on a treated

soap - stone base, and a simple system

of toggles operated by a powerful

solenoid is used for closing the break

er. A second solenoid is used to up

set the toggle and trip the breaker.

A single -pole double-throw switch is

mounted on the breaker and is op

erated by the motion of the levers in

Fig. 24.--AMERICAN ( G. E. ) ELECTRICALLY OPERATED 15,000 - VOLT BREAKER

tor operated device , while the other is two-, three- or four-pole breaker .

top connected solenoid operated . The cone contacts on the smaller sizes

Fig. 26 shows one of the oil break- and brush contacts on the larger, as
ers supplied by the General Electric well as the general design of this

Co. for the generating stations and breaker, are such that the tendency is

substations of the N. Y. C. & H. R. to open rather than to stick , and as

R. R. With this type of oil -breaker the open position is maintained by

the leads are brought to the bottom gravity , failure of the mechanism ,

of the two metal tanks in each com- breakage of the operating rods, or

partment and the circuit is completed other unforeseen contingencies, will

through the plunger rods that pass cause the breaker to fall open rather

through insulated bushings in the top than closed. The two terminals of

of the tanks . These rods are con

nected together by metal cross- pieces

and where the amount of current ex

ceeds that which the plunger rods can

Fig. 23. - AMERICAN (WESTINGHOUSE ) SOLE
carry, laminated copper brushes are

NOID - OPERATED OIL CIRCUIT - BREAKER
used for bridging across between the

pots. The brushes and plungers are

lifted by means of wooden rods op

opening or closing the breaker . This erated by a motor -driven mechanism

switch controls the signals on the located at the top of the breaker.

switchboard . Each pole of the breaker is installed

Fig. 24 shows a 300 -ampere 15,000- in separate masonry compartments and

volt S. P. S. T. oil circuit-breaker of fire -proof doors are used for closing

General Electric Co. make that is pri- in the compartments. This style of

marily intended for placing in masonry breaker is very compact and is par

compartments and arranged in sets of ticularly well suited for connecting to

two, three or four as two-pole , three- bus bars located directly below the

pole or four- pole breakers. This breaker on the lower gallery . The

breaker is arranged for solenoid con- disadvantages of the breaker are the

trol and the makers assign various two live metal pots in the same com

rupturing capacities, depending on the partment, the absence of gauge glasses

exact type, whether it is mounted on to determine the height and condition

a switchboard or in a cell and whether of the oil in the pots , the difficulty

it is non -automatic or instantaneous of connecting to bus bars in a gallery

automatic . above the breaker and the fact that a

Fig . 25 shows the corresponding broken wooden plunger rod will result

100 -ampere, 45,000 - volt, single-pole, in the breaker falling closed rather
single -throw oil circuit-breaker of the

same general design intended for Fig . 27 shows a solenoid operated

mounting in a cell and arranged for top connected breaker that is built in
Fig. 25.-AMERICAN ( G. E. ) 45,000 - VOLT

solenoidoperation. capacities up to 3000 amperes and in

than open .

BREAKER
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each phase are in a single metal tank chance of an attendant closing these Owing to the leads being brought

with insulated lining, and each tank disconnecting switches , while a sec- out through the back wall and sep

is provided with a gauge glass for ob- ond attendant is working on the tums being provided to separate the

serving the height and condition of the breaker, than if the switches were on leads , this type of breaker ordinarily

oil. The doors of the compartments one floor and the breaker on the requires more floor space than is

are frequently provided with clear other. needed for that shown on Fig. 26

if the bus bars are located below the

breakers . With the bus bars back of

the breaker approximately the same

floor space is required for the two

types, while with the bus bars above

the breakers the top connected break

er has the advantage.

Top- connected breakers have their

contacts and terminals near the top of

the oil and are not so apt to be

troubled with sediment and dirt set

tling on these contacts as if they were

placed at the bottom .

The breakers shown in Fig. 23 to

Fig. 27 are primarily intended for

use in power plants where the cellu

lar construction for the bus bars , wir

ing, etc. , is needed or desired. In

generating stations of about 6000 kw.

and upward where the generators feed

into bus bars and the entire output

of the station may be concentrated on

a ground or short circuit, it has been

found of the utmost importance to

isolate the bus bars, wiring and con

nections in fireproof masonry com

partments in such a manner that leads

of opposite polarity are separated by

soapstone, concrete , brick or similar

material. These fireproof walls,

barriers, septums, etc. , prevent an arc

starting in one place and communicat

ing to adjacent conductors . The

amount of current available momen

tarily at the point of trouble in large

stations of 13,200 volts or less where

the generators are connected to a bus

is something enormous, and every pre

caution must be taken to prevent

trouble from spreading. For such

Fig. 26. — AMERICAN ( G. E. ) 11,000 -VOLT MOTOR - OPERATED OIL - SWITCH ,
voltages the question of suitable dis

NEW YORK CENTRAL RAILROAD

wire glass panes to permit ready in

spection . The leads of this breaker

leave the top of the tank and pass

out through porcelain bushings set

in soapstone blocks in the back wall

of the structure. These leads usually

come out in separate compartments

that keep them isolated from each

other and the leads to the bus bars,

feeders , generators , etc. , may all run

upward or all downward , or some up

and some down . This flexibility is

often of great advantage and permits

the generator-breakers being placed

on one floor with the bus bars above

them and below the feeder -breakers,

thus minimizing the space occupied

and the amount of material necessary.

Another advantage of this type of

construction is that it permits mount

ing the disconnecting switches for

isolating the oil circuit -breakers on the

back wall of the breaker structure and

when so located there is far less Fig. 27. — AMERICAN (WESTINGHOUSE ) SOLENOID - OPERATED 12,300 - VOLT OIL CIRCUIT - BREAKER

THI
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tances and insulation are compara- breaker is in a fireproof masonry com from the floor that it is necessary for

tively simple. partment about 3 ft . o in . wide, 4 ft. the attendant to stand on a ladder to

Where the generators are connected 6 in . deep and 7 ft . 6 in . high , open at oil the motor or adjust the mechanism.

to step -up transformers giving volt- the bottom for the incoming and out- In common with all other types of bot

ages from 33,000 to 135,000, or even going leads. tom -connected breakers, this one has

higher, the question of enclosing the The circuit between the terminals no oil gauges, and the sediment in the

bus bars and wiring for the high -ten- in the bottom of the two pots forming oil tends to settle on the contacts . A

sion circuits becomes an entirely dif- one pole of the breaker is made certain amount of trouble is also ex

ferent proposition. through metal plunger rods attached perienced in securing and maintaining

Some engineers are of the opinion to a metal cross-piece external to the an oil-tight joint where the metal con

that the cellular construction should be tanks . A motor-operated mechanism tact and terminal pass through the

used for large capacity circuits of any connecting through wooden rods to bottom of the wooden oil pots.

voltage, and motor-operated bottom- the metal cross-piece moves it and the Fig. 29 shows a large solenoid

connected breakers have been de- plunger vertically upward to open the operated breaker which isused on the
signed that work in well with the en- circuit. The exposed metal parts circuits of the Ontario Power Com

closed bus-bar construction. It is the above the tank and the bare terminals pany and guaranteed to open satisfac

opinion of other engineers , including below necessitate the enclosing of the torily under any condition of overload

the writer, that the open system of breaker in a masonry structure for the or short circuit that might exist in

wiring is preferable for voltages of protection of the attendant . Doors their plant where it was expected that

44,000 and higher for the following

reasons :

First, the violence of an arc and the
destructive effect of short circuit de

pend on the amount of current avail

able at that point or are inversely pro

portional to the voltage for the same

amount of power ; and while fireproof
barriers and cellular construction are

required on large capacity plants of

comparatively low voltage, they are

unnecessary for higher voltage plants

of the same or even larger capacity.

Second, the strikingdistance from

wire to ground has to be greatly re

duced over what could be obtained

with open wiring in the same space ,

as the fireproof barriers offer a more

or less perfect ground for high - voltage

circuits, and the higher the voltage

the more perfect the ground.

Third, a more expensive building

and more costly construction

needed with enclosed bus bars and

wiring than for open wiring.

Fourth, inspection and repair are

more difficult for bus bars , wiring , dis

connecting switches, lightning arres

ters , etc.,that are boxed in masonry
Fig. 28. - AMERICAN ( G. E. ) 60,000 -VOLT OIL SWITCH

compartments and only visible and ac

cessible by the removal of doors, than

if everything was in plain sight. In- are provided for each compartment of there would be ultimately about 200,

spection will be more frequent and the structure to permit the ready in- 000 kva. on the bus bars at 66,000

thorough, and incipient trouble will be spection of the tanks, etc. , but the re- volts. The tanks of this breaker are

noticed far sooner, with open wiring moval or breaking of a door leaves made of boiler iron lined with insula

than with enclosed , as the station at- these live metal parts a source of dan- ting material, and the entire construc

tendant in a few minutes ' walk can ger . tion is exceedingly rugged and well

see everything and does not have to This type of breaker works in well suited to the severe operating condi

remove many doors and visit two or with an enclosed system of bus bars tions it is guaranteed to handle. The

three floors to examine the condition located on the floor below the break- operating solenoid of this breaker is

of the apparatus. ers . It requires a comparatively small located near the floor, and all of the

Fig. 28 showsa motor-operated bot- amount of oil,and the operating mech- mechanism is readily accessible.

tom -connected oil-breaker used in the anism , consisting of a motor with suit- The development in America , by the

60,000 - volt circuits at the Toronto re- able rods , clutches , etc. , is located on Westinghouse Electric and Manufac

ceiving station of the Toronto & Ni- a base, above the pots, supported by turingCompany, of the condenser

agara Power Company. The breaker the walls of the compartment and en- type of bushing, with its capacity dis

is arranged with two wooden pots tirely independent of the outgoing tributed in such a way as to secure a

about 10 in . diameter, 32 in . long, leads . practically uniform potential gradient

forming ane pole of the breaker In addition to the necessity of a throughout the mass of the insulation,

mounted in a horizontal wooden plat- masonry structure for this breaker , has facilitated the design of high -ten

form supported at the four corners there is a certain amount of disad- sion oil -breakers . Due to the fact that

by porcelain insulators mounted on vantage in the fact that the mechan- there is practically no external static

wooden rods. Each pole of the ism , motor, etc. , are at such a height field where the lead passes through

are

AAA
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the top of the case , a cast- iron cover placed in the insulated oil tank. through the condenser bushing: The
can be used with the bushing solidly Fig. 31 shows the contacts , termi- movable contacts are self-aligning,

clamped to the cover. This construc- nals andmechanism of one pole of this and the bushing provided with a heavy

tion permits the assembling of all of type of 44,000 -volt breaker, and shows spring that is compressed when the
the mechanism on this cover and its great simplicity and fewness of breaker is closed. These movable

greatly simplifies assembling and in- points to be insulated whencompared contacts are carried by a heavy cross
spection. with the Oerlikon breaker shown in bar, and the current is transmitted

through braided shunts so that the

compression springs will not be dam

aged by the passage of the current

through them . When closing, a wip

ing motion is obtained until a solid

butt contact is obtained . Both the sta

tionary and movable contacts are read

ily renewable.

Where the pull rod passes through

the cast -iron cover, a stuffing box is

provided that acts as a wiper in re

inoving oil from the rod. The cover

is securely bolted to a flange riveted

to the upper edge of the tank, and all

hand holes are provided with dust and

moisture-proof hinged covers . The

hand holes in the top cover are of suf

ficient size to permit the ready re

moval of the movable contacts and

cross-bar without dismounting the

other parts of the circuit -breaker. The

condenser bushing leads with the sta

tionary terminals can readily be un

clamped and removed through the

cover.

As may be noted, both in Figs . 30

and 31 , the series transformers for the

operation of the ammeters and relays

are clamped directly around the con

denser bushing leads which form the

single turn primary. This permits

Fig. 29. — AMERICAN (WESTINGHOUSE) 66,000 -voLT SOLENOID -OPERATED OIL CIRCUIT-BREAKER the use of a simple compact and cheap

form of series transformers.

Fig. 30 shows a 44,000- volt, 3 -pole, Fig . 17 , with its six double breaks in Fig. 32 shows one of the same type

300 -ampere breaker arranged for dis- series per phase . This Westinghouse of breakers supplied by the Westing

tant mechanical control and tempo- breaker , as shown in Fig. 31 , has its house E. & M. Co, to the Southern

rarily set up for the purpose of testing stationary contacts deeply immersed Power Co. for their 100,000 -volt lines ,
Each pole of the breaker is located in in oil and screwed directly on the end while similar breakers are being built

a welded steel tank with treated lin- of the brass tube that forms the lead for the 110,000 - volt circuits of the

ings and is complete with all of its

mechanism on its cast- iron top. As

each pole is entirely independent , with

the operating rod forming the only

connection between them , the spacing

of the poles can be made to suit the

station wiring. For electrical opera

tion a solenoid replaces the bell crank

device. This is the type of breaker

supplied by the Westinghouse Electric

and Manufacturing Co. to the Societe

Industriale Italiana for their carbide

plant near Rome for the control of

1860 -kva., 48,000-45 -volt transform

ers . As a matter of interest , it might

be stated that the tank is approxi

mately 3 ft . o in . high, and the top of

the leads 6 ft . o in . above the floor.

The operating mechanism of each

pole consists of a toggle actuating a

simple system of levers and links with

a pull rod connecting the poles so that

all open and close with the same move

ment. All adjustments are made after

the mechanism has been assembled on

the cover and before the latter is Fig. 30.-AMERICAN (WESTINGHOUSE ) ELECTRICALLY OPERATED 44,000 -VOLT BREAKER
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Hydro Electric Power Commission of scribed can be made either automatic

Ontario . The general features of this or non-automatic. The automatic fea

breaker correspond closely with those ture can be obtained in most cases

of the 44,000- volt breakers just de- either by a series trip , a series relay ,

scribed. The manufacturers rating or a relay operated from series trans

for ultimate breaking capacity of these formers. With the series trip or ser

3 - pole breakers is 60,000 kw . at 44,000 ies relay, straight overload protection

volts, 80,000 kw. at 66,000 volts , and with or without a time limit can be

100,000 kw. at 88,000 volts, and 120- obtained, but it is almost impossible

000 kw. at 110,000 volts . Breakers of to secure any differential or reverse

this same type have been designed for current action without the use of ser

even higher voltages than 110,000, but ies transformers.

up to the present none of them have Opinions differ on the question of

been put in service for voltages above automatic or non-automatic breakers

110,000 volts . As these ultimate in various circuits, but usual Ameri

breaking capacities are conservative can practice is about as follows : Gen

and based on generators in one sta- erator breakers are made non -auto

tion or closely adjacent, it is felt they matic or provided with reverse current

can satisfactorily handle any amount relays . The breakers for the low

of power that is apt to be concentrated tension side of step-up transformers

at any point on any power transmis- or the high-tension side of step - down

sion system . transformers are made overload, while

Before closing this portion of the those on the secondary side of the

article , it is advisable to make a few same transformers are made non -auto

remarks about automatic features in matic. Occasionally differential re

connection with circuit -breakers. lays are provided to trip out both high

The various breakers previously de- and low-tension breakers in case of an

Fig . 32. — AMERICAN ( WESTINGHOUSE) 110 ,

000 - VOLT ELECTRICALLY OPERATED

CIRCUIT - BREAKER

internal short circuit or a ground in

the winding of a transformer. On

outgoing transmission lines , overhead

relays are usually furnished , while on

incoming lines operating in multiple ,

reverse current relays or selective re

lays are provided for the purpose of

cutting out a damaged line without

affecting the other lines. Where two

stations are tied together, series trans

formers are sometimes placed on each

end of each line , with their secondaries

connected together in such a manner

that if the current leaving one station

does not all reach the other station ,

suitable relays will be actuated to cut

out the defective tie line at each end .

( To be continued .)

What To Do

T
E

In his experiments with storage bat

teries Mr. Edison has had men at work

for years with a patience unparal

leled. More than a half-ton of reports

on experiments with batteries have

been made. The work was continued

night and day for more than three

years, and more than 9000 experi

ments were made without obtaining

the results which Mr. Edison wanted.

A visitor to whom this was told , ex

claimed :

" Then all those experiments were

practically wasted ?"

" Not at all," said Mr. Edison. " I

now know 9000 things not to do . "Fig. 31. — AMERICAN (WESTINGHOUSE ) 44,000 - VOLT ELECTRICALLY OPERATED BREAKER



The Plant of the Milwaukee Commonwealth

Power Co.

T. S. WATSON

Consulting Engineer, Commonwealth Power Co.

The Commonwealth Power Co. of described later , and have the grab furnace proper is built with brick walls

Milwaukee is a corporation operating bucket balanced. The bucket has a in the usual manner, but in addition

under the public service laws of the capacity of two and one-half tons. has a brick roof over the entire com

State of Wisconsin . Its business is In delivering the coal from the piles bustion chamber . By this means the

the furnishing of electric power and to the boiler- room the same traveling boiler does not come in direct contact

steam heat . But, unlike most other bridges and buckets are employed. with the flame of the fire, but only

such companies, this was the out- These deliver the coal , which is run of with the hot gases , which make three

growth of the necessity for simpler , mine, to hoppers which were built on passes through the tubes. The boiler

more efficient power arrangements of the bridges and which have screens itself is enclosed in walls of asbestos

several allied interests . The most im- made of grizzly bars set at an angle 2/2 in . thick. The object of these is

portant of these are the Jos. Schlitz of approximately 45 ° . The coal which twofold : first, to prevent infiltration

Brewing Co. and the Continental does not pass the screen is carted away of air, and second, to keepthe radia
Realty Co., the latter a large owner in wagons and used in other steam tion losses as small as possible. Each

of business property in the heart of plants. That which does pass the boiler is provided with an independent

Milwaukee. Inasmuch as the com- screen is delivered to a 20 -in . elec- self-supporting steel stack 66 in . out

panies concerned use a great deal of trically driven Robins belt conveyer side diameter and 145 ft . high . These

power, and that, with but little in- extending under the run of the are lined for half their height with 4

crease in expenditure, the plant could bridges , which carries it to the end of in . of vitrobestos . Foster superheaters

be made of sufficient capacity to pro- the boiler-house, where it is dumped give a superheat of about 90 degrees.

vide for a large amount of outside into a bucket elevating conveyer. This The boiler feed water is obtained

commercial service, the generating sta- conveyer , which is motor-driven , en- from the condenser hot well and is de

tion here described was built and has circles the boiler-house and disposes livered to the heater by a motor -driven

now been in successful operation for of the coal in the four 40-ton hoppers , centrifugal pump. Duplicate cross

more than a year. one for each boiler, which are located connected lines of 5-in . pipe connect

The plant of the Commonwealth

Power Co. is located about 1/2 miles

from the main business center of the

city on the west bank of the Milwau

kee River, near the Holton Street via

duct . This location makes it possible

to receive coal by water, which admits

of the lowest possible freight rates ,

and also enables water to be taken di

rectly from the river for boiler feed

and condensing purposes.

The concrete foundation of the

building is supported on piling, as the

earth is very unstable close to the

river . The superstructure of the

building is of brick. The roof is of

tile and concrete, nearly flat, and is

supported by structural steel trusses .

The building is about 110 ft. square

and is divided into boiler- and engine

room by a brick fire wall running above and in front of the boilers. This the hot well and the heater and boilers.

north and south . The engine-room same bucket conveyer takes the ashes The Dodge heater used is of rather

is slightly larger than that containing from the pits beneath each furnace peculiar construction and acts both as
the boilers . and delivers them to a fifth bunker, an open and closed heater and filter.

Coal is delivered to the plant in from which they can be discharged The water from the hot well enters

barges which come from the lower either to wagons or to barges in the the heater and receives heat from the

lakes. As of course no boats can come river. Each of the boiler hoppers is exhaust steam of the auxiliaries and

during the winter season, ample stor- provided with an Avery automatic then passes downward through a sand

age for the winter's supply has to be scale so that accurate records of the filter from which it goes to the feed

provided, and a space approximately coal consumption can be maintained. pumps. These force it back through

100 ft . by 500 ft . , having a capacity of The steam generating equipment a second filter in the heater in which

about 40,000 tons , and owned by an al- consists of four 500 -h.p . Edge Moor the water passes upward and then to

lied interest, is reserved for this just boilers, having 5000 sq . ft . of heating the boiler. This method of treatment

north of the viaduct . Two electrically surface each , which are provided with seems to be very satisfactory for the

equipped, man trolley, Johnson coal mechanical stokers. The boilers and river water , as little trouble has been

bridges are provided for unloading the furnaces are built in a novel manner experienced with deposits in the boil

barges. These receive their electrical which seems to have many advantages ers . Two outside-packed 12 and 6 by

supply from a motor generator, to be over the ordinary brick setting. The 12 in . plunger feed pumps are used .

MOTOR GENERATOR EXCITER SET WITH STARTER

60
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INTERIOR OF GENERATING STATION, COMMONWEALTH POWER COMPANY

The piping arrangements are such electric crane arranged to be operated able so that it will operate at highest

that, if necessary, water can be taken from the floor. efficiency at all loads.

from the city mains or the river. The two 1000 -kw . generating units The exhaust from all the engines

Steam is taken from each boiler by are of the revolving field type and discharges into a common exhaust

bends of 6 -in . pipe which connect to have 72 poles. When operating at 100 main of cast-iron pipe, which enlarges

a 12-in . welded steel header which rev . per min. they deliver three-phase , through its length from 24 in . to36

runs in the rear of the boilers. In the 60 -cycle current at 2300 volts . These in . where it connects to the riser lead

loop is placed a Davis stop -and-check units are direct connected to 24 -in. ing to the 48 -in ., 2500 -kw . Tomlinson

valve , and an angle valve is used and 50 by 48-in . heavy duty cross- type B barometric condenser located

where each bend enters the header. compound Corliss engines which ope- just outside the building . The ex

Steam for the main units is delivered rate under a steam pressureof 165 lb. haust piping from each engine is fitted

at a pressure of 165 lb. The auxiliary and 26-in . vacuum , referred to a 30-in. with special valves which effectually

machinery receives steam at 125 lb. mercury column . The steam has about prevent any air leakage to the exhaust

pressure from an auxiliary steamloop 70 deg: of superheat at the throttle. line when the engineis not in opera

in which the pressure is reduced . A flywheel 18 ft . in diameter and made tion . Injection water for the conden

Steam is delivered to the generating very heavy gives extremely close regu- sers is taken from the river by dupli

units through bends connected to the lation . The third main generating .cate 12-in. double-suction single-stage

top of the steel header and having an unit has a capacity of 500 kw. when centrifugal pumps driven by enclosed

angle valve at the header. Crane sep- turning 120 rev . per min. Except for horizontal high -speed engines, either

arators are placed on each line . size and capacity, it is the same as the of which is sufficient for the work.
In the boiler- room is also located larger units. It is driven by a 20 -in . The overflow from the hot well dis

the dry-air pump for the condenser. and 40 by 36 - in . heavy duty cross- charges to the river. This arrange

This is of the rotative crank and fly- compound Corliss engine which ope- ment of the central condenser plant

wheel type, and was made by the rates under the same conditions as the gives the most direct flow for the ex

Union Steam Pump Co. larger engines . All the main journals haust steam and makes the handling

The engine- room contains two 1000- areof the four- piece type with wedge of the condensing water the easiest

kw. and one 500 -kw . generating units , adjustment. The engines are provided possible . In this installation the ex
a steam-driven exciter set, a motor with the standard eccentrics long- haust pipe was very carefully de

generator exciter set , a motor genera- range cut-off Corliss valve gear usual- signed , so that there is no perceptible

tor set for furnishing current to the ly furnished by the builders of the en- loss in vacuum throughout its entire

coal unloaders , switchboard, oil gine. The selection of these sizes of length . This is a somewhat common

pumps, etc. It is spanned by a 25 -ton units makes the installation very pli- trouble in central condenser plants .
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A gravity oil system is used for sup- operated control are used for high- These are carried in conduits. From

plying lubricating oil to all bearings. tension service . A Tirrill regulator is this point power is distributed to other

The oil is pumped from a receiving also installed. substations about the brewing estab

tank in the basement to a storage tank An electrically driven air compres- lishment and to three stations in the

and filter supported above the engine- sor of the same character as used on business section located in the Alham

room in the roof trusses . An average street-cars is installed in the basement bra, Majestic and Kopmeier buildings .

head of about 25 ft . is maintained . for supplying compressed air for Of thees substations the largest is lo

cated in the basement of the Alham

bra building.

This consists of one 200- and one

300 -kw . synchronous and one 55-kw .

induction motor generators. The in

duction set is used to supply current

at light loads and also for starting the

synchronous sets on the direct-current

side . Direct current at 120 volts is

supplied by the three -wire system . At

the Alhambra substation is also lo

cated a low - pressure boiler plant for

supplying steam heat. The Majestic

building substation , nearly opposite

the Alhambra, contains no motor gene

rator sets , but receives direct current

from the Alhambra station by wires

carried in a tunnel connecting the two

INDUCTION MOTOR - DRIVEN CENTRIFUGAL BOILER FEED PUMP

buildings, which also carries steam

heating mains. The alternating -cur

Excitation of the generators is usu- . cleaning the electrical apparatus and rent bus bars in the two theatre sub

ally obtained by means of a 65 -kw . blowing the boiler tubes . stations are tied together by a cable

induction motor generator set , which Twocables , either large enough to running in the tunnel, so that if the

delivers direct current at 120 volts .

The motor receives current at 2200

volts , three phase and 60 cycles , and

revolves 850 rev. per min.. For fur

nishing exciting current when starting

up the main generators , a 120 - volt,

direct-current machine, direct con

nected to a high-speed steam engine ,

is installed .

Of particular interest is the instal

lation of a four-bearing flywheel mo

tor generator set which furnishes cur

rentto the coal hoists . The motor is

of the ordinary squirrel cage type de

signed for 110 -h.p. capacity and to

operate under a pressure of 2200 volts ,

on 60 cycle , three- phase current . The

direct-current generator of the set is

of special interpole design and rated
FLY WHEEL MOTOR GENERATOR SET FOR OPERATING COAL HOISTS

at 75 kw. Its average load is about

60 kw. , but it is guaranteed to carry

200 kw. for one minute without in- carry the full output of the generating feeder line from the brewery substa

jurious flashing or burning . It has
station , lead to the main substation tion to either of the others is disabled,

carried instantaneous loads of as high at the Jos . Schlitz Brewing Co.'s plant . there will be no interruption to service.

as 240 kw . This has been made pos

sible by the use of a machined solid

steel flywheel weighing 7500 lb. which

retains sufficient stored energy to

carry the short - time peak loads.

The switchboard is made of dark

mottled marble with beveled edges

and has il panels. There are two ex

citer panels , one for the motor gene

rator and one for the engine-driven

unit ; two direct-current and one alter

nating-current panel for the various

motors ; three generator panels and

three feeder panels. Wagner indi

cating and Westinghouse recording

instruments are used on the switch

board , while General Electric oil

switches with remote, mechanically MOTOR -DRIVEN AIR COMPRESSOR WITH STORAGE TANKا:
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For general power and lighting pur

poses, distribution is by means of a

three-phase four-wire system which

gives alternating current at 220 or

128 volt. Three -phase motors are

used for all power purposes. The new

Auditorium is one of the largest light

ing customers of the company.

In the operating load of the power

plant almost ideal conditions. exist.

The brewery takes a large amount of

day load and some night load . The

day load is from eightto five. There

is also a continuous day load from

other consumers. In the evening a

lighting load comes on which prac

tically replaces the day load . These

various demands for power give the

station a load factor of practically 50

per cent . Under these conditions the

station has been operated under the

best of loads and a remarkable plant

economy has been shown . With an

average 24 -hr. load of about 12,055

A British Plan For Raising Load Factor

A new development in the electric- is automatically switched off the heater

heating problem is presented in the in sufficient quantity to supply the

Therol system , now on exhibition at lights, thus creating no increase in the

the offices of the Therol Company, 30 constant demand on the station. Cur

Church Street , New York. The sys- rent can also be drawn from the heat

tem has been in successful operation er's constant supply for ironing,

in England for several months, and is, Therol cooking, or any other domestic

in the opinion of the British technical use .

press , likely to do much toward in
No water is stored under the Therol

system . Heat only is stored , and used

as occasion may demand for the in

stantaneous heating of water. As the

temperature of the iron block is sev

eral hundred degrees, as soon as water

is introduced into the coil imbedded in

the block it is turned into superheated

steam . This steam is introduced into

water at normal temperature , raising

it to boiling, or any lesser degree of

creasing the current supply to resi

dences and hotels .

The Therol system , by a method of

heat storage, aims to provide control

stations with 100 per cent. load-factor

consumers . Several are in use by

British central stations and they are

now supplying current to Therol con

sumers at about one-fourth or one- heat, according to the quantity of su

fifth the price of current for lighting perheated steam introduced .

alone. An ordinary heater , consuming a

The apparatus consists , in its sim- constant supply of 300 watts, will pro

plest form , of an iron block in which is vide 30 gal. of water for domestic

placed a removable heat unit. A coil use at the highest temperature at

is cast in the iron block, the block which it can be used , 110 to 120 de

being heated to a temperature of 500 grees, besides providing for three to

to 800 degrees fahr. It is sur four hours' burnings of lights up to

rounded bymagnesia insulation , out- the maximum demand of 300 watts.

side of which is a water jacket to ab- A cooker is supplied, operated in

sorb any heat which may escape connection with the heater, which con

through the first layer of insulation . sumes, for ordinary purposes, 100

Outside the water jacket is another watts during a part of the day. This

layer of magnesia, giving an efficiency supply of current is drawn from the
of over go per cent. in the storage of heater, and when not used in the

heat.
cooker goes toward storing heat for

When lights are turned on , current the water supply.

MOTOR-DRIVEN AIR COMPRESSOR WITH STORAGE

TANK

Heating

Element Water Coil

kw. the average coal consumption for

a month has been 3/2 lb. per kw-hr . ,

and it is expected that this will still be

improved upon .

The operating record of this sta

tion has also shown exceptional reli

ability in service. Since the new

plant has been put in commission

there has been no serious interruption

of service at any time.

Mr.Wm . B. Uihlein is chief super

intending engineer of the Common

wealth Power Co. Allis -Chalmers

Company furnished all engines and

electrical apparatus , together with

their necessary auxiliaries.
Therol Water Heater Metal Block with Magnesia

nsulation



An English Single -Phase Electrification

By JAMES DALZIEL and JOSIAH SAYERS*

Motors. — Coming to the apparatus other, and have therefore no detri- rent on each control notch , as the

in detail , the Westinghouse motors are mental effects by way of adding to this commutating field in this case bears no

shown on Fig . 14 , and are salient pole circulating current. Incidentally , one direct relation to the armature cur

motors. They are plain series com- constructional difference between di- rent. In practice, however, the ar

pensated with commutating high-re- rect -current and single -phase motors rangement gives a wide range of

sistance leads . The compensating having resistance leads for commuta- sparkless commutation. A commu

winding is let into slots in the pole tion may here be pointed out, namely, tating pole with a series winding

faces . that in the latter the coil -to-coil con- would not give a commutating flux in
The Siemens motors, which are nections closing the winding are made proper phase -relation to the current to

shown in Fig. 13 , have a distributed not on the commutators, but on con- be commutated.

winding on the stator, somewhat simi- nection lugs at the back of the arma- This commutating winding is fed
lar to the winding of a polyphase mo- ture, single commutation leads being from a special transformer, the pri
tor . A connection diagram of the mo- taken through the slots to the commu- mary of which, as will be seen from

tor is shown in Fig . Il. There are tator from these lugs . the diagram, receives its voltage partly

Der
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I

Fig. 13. — CROSS - SECTION OF SIEMENS MOTOR

theoretically three windings, the ex- For commutation purposes , with the from a few additional turns on one of

citing winding, the compensating intention both of counteracting the al- the secondaries of the main transfor

winding, and the commutation wind- ternating Aux, which is linked with mer feeding the main motors, and

ing, though the motor is , like the the coils under commutation, and thus partly from the secondary winding it

Westinghouse, of series compensated suppressing the circulating current in self. The extra turns and what might

type, and also has high-resistance these coils and, as in the case of the be termed the fixed-pressure end of

commutation leads. It is claimed that commutating poles of direct-current this primary winding are at the op

these are in this case so embodied in machines, of counteracting the react- posite end of the main secondary wind

the winding as to add to the torque of ance voltage, there is also a special ing from the fixed -pressure end of the

the motor. While the voltage gene- commutating circuit . Unlike directcommutating circuit . Unlike direct latter, which is coupled direct to the

rated in eachof thetwo leads is in op- current commutating pole motors in motor. The other end of the commu

position to the main current passing which the commutating field is pro- tating transformer primary is coupled

through it , thus, as claimed, adding to duced by a winding in series with the to the variable voltage feed to the main

the torque, so far as the circulating armature, however, these voltages are motor in question , and thus the pres

current of commutation is concerned only counteracted accurately at one sure on it also is variable, with the

these two voltages are opposed to each particular value of the armature cur- difference, however, that as the pres

64 * Institute Civil Engineers
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sure across the motor is raised, the effective point of the exciting and The Westinghouse lubrication, both

commutating pressure falls ; the effect compensating windings with the com- on the axle bearings and on the bear

is for the latter pressure to be greatest mutating winding connection tapped ings of the motor, is also by pad,

on the control notches on which the in . As the diagram shows, reversal is which is very satisfactory and requires

highest currents and greatest arma- not effected in the usual way, but by little or no attention ; and the authors

ture Aux are to be expected. As con- tapping into the stator at a different do not consider that anything better

structed, the commutation circuit is point for each direction . There is thus is required or anything more elabo

adjustable, there being a number of a small proportion of the field winding rate desirable. The simpler the lubri

tappings on the commutating trans- corresponding to the excitation portion cation and other apparatus of such

former. ineffective in each direction ; but the motors is kept the better.

The commutating circuit on the mo- compensating and commutation por- Control Gear . — This, on the West

tor itself consists of those turns of the tions remainthe same. inghouse car, is very similar to the

compensating winding on the stator The stator winding has the good firm's standard direct-current control
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Fig. 14. - CROSS - SECTION OF WESTINGHOUSE MOTOR

lying at the suitable angle, and the mechanical feature of its consisting of gear, with the exception that the valve

commutating pressure from the trans- bars similar in dimensions throughout. magnets are actuated by single- phase

former is fed into tappings from these These bars, however, are grouped current at 150 volts instead of the

turns . The transformer is necessary sometimes in series and sometimes in usual low - voltage direct current from

partly to give an independent circuit parallel round the periphery , accord- a battery or motor generator .

for the commutation - otherwise these ing to the particular purpose they The switch group is a standard one

connections could not be used , since serve at the different points , the ex- of the unit-switch type as used on the

part of the motor would be short-cir- citing windings being those of small Metropolitan and other railways , ex

cuited — and partly, since the commu- section . cept that the interlocks are modified

tating winding forms part of the com- The Siemens axle-lubrication is by for the different sequence of operation

pensating winding, to bring the com- pad ; the motor lubrication was origi- and for the higher voltage. The con

mutating pressure down to such a nally a circulating system , oil being tactors are shown in detail in Fig. 16.

voltage as to enable a suitable numi- siphoned from the tanks shown in the The Siemens electric contactor is

ber of turns to be used . top left-hand corner of Fig. 13 , by shown in Fig. 15. The magnetic cir

The commutating coils under some ordinary wick siphons, andcollected cuit is built up of laminated iron , as is

conditions give out power back to the again after passing through the bear- also the movable plunger. The draw

circuit , and in testing care must be ings in another 'tank, from which it ing is self-explanatory as regards the
taken to allow for the power taken or was pumped by a small pump into the mechanism . To obviate humming and

given back by these coils . top tanks again . This pump gave chattering of the contactors a small

Practically , in the actual construc- trouble in use, and the practice now is coil is wound on the core , as shown in

tion of the Siemens stator, all three for the motorman to keep the top oil the Figure , the ends of this coil being

windings are embodied in one con- boxes full . It is occasionally also connected across the coil of resistance

tinuous one , the feed -point being, as necessary to pour some oil direct into wire which is shown on the top of the

it were, at what would be the resultant the pipes.
contactor.
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The contact pieces consist of heavy handle, ample safety being provided contactors, etc., of the Siemens car are
copper bars pressed to shape and held for by the vacuum -operated trip switch contained in sheet- iron cases, which

in by springs in such a way that a bar and the control of the brake by the were made by the railway company .

can be readily withdrawn and re-in- guard. These, and their supports, and the sup

serted , or replaced by a fresh one . The type of motor suspension porting of the transformers, preven

The reversers have three switch con- adopted, while neither of the nose nor tive coil , and other apparatus, would

tact pieces ; most of the other contac- of the center of gravity type, re- be considerably lighter in any future

tors have only two. The middle piece sembles the latter more than the for- case ; and the necessary provision of a
is intended to take all sparking, and is mer. The suspension bar is heavy , good deal of special girder-work on

surrounded by an asbestos arcing weighing about 3 cwt . , butthe bring- the underframe also added consider

shield , with a section of the blow -outing of it round so as to allow of the ably more to the weight of the latter

DIAGRAN OF CONNECTIONS

OF NON - CHATTERING COIL .

H
Pon -chattering Resistomce .

Operating coil .

Comme

Blow -oat Shield

Sparking Contacto

' Bloroat

Hugnet .

o

M
I
N
I
M

Fig. 15.-DETAIL OF SIEMENS CONTACTOR Fig. 16. — DETAIL OF WESTINGHOUSE CONTACTOR

.

coil on each side of it . The blow-out type of spring support adopted , ap- than would be the case again .

coil is not continuously in circuit , but pears to give the bogie very good rid- Though the Westinghouse appara

the current begins to pass through it ing qualities . tus is more self-contained , much the

when the auxiliary contacts are opened Transformers, Casings, etc. — In- same remark applies to it .

before the spark -taking ones part from neither case are the transformers in It has been already indicated that

one another. These contactors weigh any way special in internal construc- the auxiliary and the Siemens com

about 95 lb. each , and are very liber- tion. The Westinghouse tanks are of mutating transformers could be dis

ally designed. In a future case they cast iron . The Siemens tanks of the pensed with , while the Siemens con

will probably be considerably light- main and auxiliary transformers are trol-gear and preventive -coil transfor

ened . They work quite satisfactorily, built of corrugated iron plates and mer could be lightened .

and without humming or chattering. angles. The Westinghouse main WEIGHTOF EQUIPMENT

The pump contactors are smaller, transformer is entirely supported from For future similar work, the main

and of rather different design. its top plate , so that the tank with the transformers in both cases might be

The master controllers are of “ Ay- oil can be lowered off bodily , leaving reduced in weight. Below are given

back " or " dead-man-handle" type , the the top plate and the transformer ex- not only the actual weights, but also

release of forward and downward posed for inspection . In each case the the probable revised 'weights :

pressure on the handle by the driver transformersare supported by girders It will be seen that, taking the Sie

opening the circuit of No. 13 wire, and of channel section bolted to the main mens motors on their forced -draught

so tripping all the contactors. It is girders of the coach underframe . The rating of 210 h.p., the weight of the

not necessary for the handle to come Siemens preventive coil and commu- actual electrical equipment in this case

back to the “ off ” position , as a move- tating transformers are in cast -iron amounts to 0.035 ton per h.p. , the

ment of about half a notch ensures cases , and are also oil-cooled . The weight of the Westinghouse appara

this tripping taking place , so that the Westinghouse preventive coil is not tus being 0.041 ton per h.p. , while on

maximum amount of safety that can cased, but is air-cooled , and is much the revised weights the figures are re

be obtained from a handle of this type lighter, though it has more work to do .lighter, though it has more work to do . spectively 0.029 and 0.035 ton per h.p.

is insured . It was not considered ad- Air-cooling appears to be perfectly This contrasts with the figures for

visable to complicate the control gear satisfactory for a transformer of this direct-current equipments variously

by also fitting to these master control- capacity and type which, in particular , published at from 0.016 to 0.02 ton per

lers a means of putting on the brake has no high -tension windings. h.p., and coming out in actual practice

in the event of the driver releasing the The high -tension apparatus and the at about 0.020 and 0.025 ton per h.p.
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Siemens. B. W. Co.
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for equipments with motors of similar lar maximum temperature rise after root-mean-square current of 405 am

rating. The 60 - ft. single -phase 420- having run the three-coach train for peres with a forced draught that re

h.p. motor car, seating 72 passengers, six complete double trips on the sched- quires about 1/2 kw. for the man. At
weighs, on the revised figures, 36 tons , ule above . They were also specified full voltage this is a power of about

as against 321/4 tons for a direct-cur- to be subjected to overloads up to 100 150 h.p.
Under 1100 ampers at 300

rent motor car of similar length , horse- per cent. over full -load torque. The volts , which corresponds at full volt

power and capacity. main transformers were specified for age with 350 h . p., and a torque of

Obviously, while the single-phase the same heating -test conditions. fully two and one-half times that at

the rated power of 180 h.p. , there was

Siemens. Revised . B. W. Co. Revised . no injurious sparking whatever. The

T. C. Q. T. C. 0. C. Q. T. C. 0. later rating of these motors at 210
Motors with gear, gear -case , and suspension -bar.

h.p. is , in the authors' opinion , fully
Main transformer....

Auxiliary commutating transformer and preventive justified.
coil...

Pumps and compressors . At the makers' works, under forced
Contactors and chambers

draught, the temperature rise of the
Other sundries, including bows, blowers, controllers,

cables, etc... Westinghouse motors at the end of

one hour's full run at 150 h.p. , with

Carriage-body . single -phase current, was well within

Special suppotrs.
15 the limit, while overloads up to 1200

Carriage-bogie ..

Motor- bogie.. amperes, corresponding with 195 h.p.

at full voltage, and two and one

quarter times normal full- load torque,Grand Total......

were applied without causing injur

revised equipment is by itself about
TESTS OF MOTORS ious sparking

40 per cent. heavier than direct-cur- The tests of the Siemens apparatus Fig. 17 shows the characteristic

rent equipments of similar horse at the makers ' works resulted as fol- curves of the Siemens motors, and

power, the percentage by which the lows : With natural cooling at 180 Fig. 18 those of the Westinghouse

weight of a single-phase car exceeds h.p. for one hour the motors did not motors. The efficiencies, power fac

that of a direct-current car of similar exceed their guaranteed temperature tors , etc. , given are obtained from the

power is much less , namely , about 12 rise. With forced draught and with tests made on the test-stand and on

per cent., and still less is the percent- 300 volts at the terminals ( the full the line . The speed, voltage, current

age difference in the weights of the voltage being 340 volts ) they were and watt curves have been checked

respectivecomplete trains, c.g. , for the tested at 200 h.p. without exceeding in service on the cars.

standard Heysham train 572 per cent. the specified temperature rise, this cor- In actual service the trains , particu

It will be seen from Fig. I that the responding at full voltage with fully larly in the winter, are not anything

distance from Heysham to Morecambe 225 h.p. They were also tested for like so frequent as the specified sched

is about 4.7 miles, Lancaster to More 300

cambe about 3.4 miles, while Lan

caster Green Ayre to Lancaster Castle

is about 34 mile. The last -named is

the only portion of the route heavy in

gradient, being 1 in 70 to 1 in 78 for

about 1/2 mile, but there are speed re

strictions at all three ends.

The services for which the motor

cars were specified was a 20 -min . one

Morecambe to Heysham , and a 15- •

min . service Morecambe to Lancaster ,

each with a three-car train ( trailer,

motor car, trailer ) , the Siemens train

weighing 7772 tons without , and 8972

tons with , 180 seated passengers, the

corresponding Westinghouse weights

being 7472 and 86/2 tons. Two addi- a

tional main-line coaches were also to

be taken occasionally if required , but

with an increased time allowance. It

was considered by the railway com

pany that two 150-h.p. motors per

motor coach would satisfactorily carry

out the work , and the respective con- .

tractors supplied motors of their near

est standard sizes to this , the Siemens

motors being nominally of 180 h.p.,
Curront in Amperes . Current in Amperes .

and the Westinghouse motors of 150

h.p. The former are , however , now
Fig. 17. – CHARACTERISTIC CURVES OF SIEMENS MOTOR. RATED CAPACITY, 210

HORSE POWER ; GEAR RATIO, 30.88 ; WHEELS, 4372 INCHES DIAMETER
rated by their makers at 210 h.p. under

forced draught.

The motors were specified for one continuous- service capacity , and from ule, nor are the specified running

hour's run with single-phase current this test it is evident that with a tem- times adhered to, as speeds have been

at full load with a temperature rise perature rise of 135° F. they can take further restricted on the curves since

not exceeding 135 ° F. , and for a simi- loads corresponding with a continuous the electrification commenced. In test
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running without passengers , however, Power Company, that the great Electric Traction in Russia

the running -times have been bettered , Necaxa dam will be finished about The Municipal Board of St. Peters

if anything. But, as regards loading, July 1 . Next to the Gatun dam on
burg, Russia , is planning to extend

while traffic and trains are, of course , the Isthmus of Panama it will be the electric operation of the street-railway

light at some parts of the day, not largest dam of its kind in the world .
system in St. Petersburg by rebuilding

only do many of the trains taken daily It will bring the hydro-electric ca- immediately 43 miles of horse -car

pacity of the Company up to 100,000 lines at an expenditure of more than

h.p. An additional 32,000 h.p. will $ 10,000,000. When this work is com

be had by 1912. When the demand pleted the entire street-railway system

for power reaches this capacity a sec- of the city will be operated electrically .

ond power plant of 100,000 h.p. will

be built below the Necaxa Falls. News Notes

The British firm of S. Pearson & The provision of storage batteries

Son, limited , has obtained the contract for emergency lighting on all subway

for constructing the $6,000,000 dam cars in New York has been ordered by

on the Nazos River in Northern Mex- the Public Service Commission.

2000 ico. The object of this tremendous

undertaking is mainly irrigation, but The Baltimore & Ohio Railroad has

it is announced that the water will adopted the electric light for all sleep

also be used to generate electric ing-car and parlor- car equipment.
power, which will be transmitted to Besides the general lighting in sleep

the Cities of Torreon, Durango, ing -cars, lights for each berth will be
Lerdo, Gomez Palacia , Mapimi, San provided. Axle - driven generators

Pedro and many smaller places . and storage batteries will be used.

The construction of the electric

railway that is to be built from The Boonton , N. J. , plant of the

Guadalajara to the pleasure resorts Westinghouse Storage Battery Com

on Lake Chapala by the Compania pany was almost entirely destroyed by

Hidro-electrica Irrigadoray de fire on the 6th of February. Owing

Fig. 18. – CHARACTERISTICS OF WESTINGHOUSE
Chapala, a Guadalajara concern , will

to bitter cold weather and a high

MOTOR : GEAR RATIO 19:70 ; WHEELS

4312 IN . DIAMETER. start as soon as the government has
wind the power house was the only

approved the plans and surveys . The
building which could be saved . About

200 men were thrown out of employcome up fully to the specified loads, distance is about 35 miles. This Com

but several trains (main -line trains , pany is also projecting the construc
ment, mostly inhabitants of the vil

lage , whose chief employment was

for example, taken from or given up
tion of an electric railway from

to steam locomotives at Lancaster, Guadalajara to Aguascalienties, a dis- thus interrupted. The loss is esti

where the running- sheds are situated ) tance of some 120 miles. mated at $ 240,000, of which about

$ 180,000 is covered by insurance.
daily exceed these loads up to a total Mr. D. E. Thompson, President of

train -weight of 165 tons, or 113 per the Pan -American Railroad , has been
The plant is to be rebuilt at once .

cent . overload ; while trains up to a granted a concession to utilize the
The New York Central Railroad's

total weight of 190 tons have been waters of the Tonala River at a point
extension of its electrical service is

taken . The motor cars , in fact , do near the town of Tonala , State of Chi

very much the work of locomotives. apas , for generating electric power,
proceeding apace. The work is now

[ To be continued.] and to furnish the town of Tonala. Harlem division and Yonkers on the
complete as far as Mt. Vernon on the

with electric lights . The shops and
Hudson division . The electrical serv

Mexican Electrical News general offices of the Pan American
ice to White Plains is to begin in the

The Mexican Light and Power
road will be removed to Tonala .

current month . The completion of the

Company has entered into a contract work beyond Yonkers is not so defi

with the Compania Hidro - Electrica y
Southern Pacific Electrification

nitely fixed on account of its difficult

Irrigadora of Pachuca to furnish the The Southern Pacific Railroad has character. Besides thethe electrical

Irrigadora Company with 30,000 h.p. announced that it is proposed to op- work , grade-crossing elimination and

from the Necaxa plant. The Irriga- erate cars by electricity between San new stations play an important part.

dora Company already owns two José, Meridian Corners, Monte Vista, The Hudson division will also be four

plants in the Pachuca district and is Los Altos, Mayfield and Palo Alto . tracked throughout the electric zone .

erecting a third, which , when com- The line from Mayfield to Los Gatos

plete , will give the Company 15,000 will be affected , as steam trains will Recent returns indicate that the

h.p. of its own. The absorption of 45,- hereafter use only the east track of present fiscal year's business will be

000 h.p. by this mining district gives the double- track line between May- the next to the largest ever done by

an idea of the possible demands for field and Congress Junction, the west the Western Electric Company.

power from mining interests. track being turned over to the Penin- Calculations based on the usual ratio

Another Pachuca company has ob- sula Railway, which is now equiping point to a gross of about $60,000,000,

tained a grant from the government the line for operation by electricity which , if verified , will be only $9,

of the State of Hidalgo for the erec- to Monte Vista , where the tracks con- 000,000 below the banner record of

tion of a hydro - electric plant to util- nect with those of the Cupertino line 1906. January sales were 46 per cent.

ize the waters of Lake Metzitlan for to San José. Five multiple-unit cars greater than those of the same month

electric power and irrigation purposes. for the new service have already been Machinery, electric light,

This Company will transmit power to received from the St. Louis Car Com- telephone and cable departments are

the mining districts of El Chico and pany. The construction of the sub all doing well. Extensions and im

Real del Monte. station and power-house at Los Altos provement in the Company's produc

It is announced by Dr. F. S. Pear- and the installation of the machinery ing-plant are under way, and more are

son, head of the Mexican Light and remain to be completed. contemplated.

last year .



Some Chemistry of Light

By W. R. WHITNEY, Ph. D.*

Director of General Electric Company's Research Laboratory

.

From the dawn of history, chemis- were capable of improvement and so ciple was made a little later . By thus

try has had much to do with the pro- the following chemical processes were giving a much higher temperature to

duction of artificial light, and I wish developed and applied to the fats . the gas flame and insuring complete

now to recall to your minds a few They were first treated with lime , to combustion, new impetus was given to

illustrations. I will not burden you separate the glycerol and produce a this branch , and the development of

with a long story on physics or me- calcium soap . This was then treated suitably supported oxide mantles con
chanics oflight, but intend treating with sulphuric acid , and the free tinued for a half a century.

the subject of artificial light so as to stearic and palmitic acids separated. Most prominent in this field is the

show you that it has always been These acids were then made into work of Auer von Welsbach . It was

largely a subject for chemical investi- candles and gave a much whiter light a wonderful series of experiments

gation . I want to impress upon your than those containing the glycerol · which put the group of rare earth
minds that it is still a most green ester previously used .

Similar ap oxides into practical use and started

and fertile field for the chemist. It plications of chemical principles are a line of investigation which is still

should be borne in mind that I am probably known to you all in the re- going on. The Welsbach mantle prac

trying to interest an audience of fining of petroleum . The crude dis- tically substitutes for the carbon of

chemists from widely different fields, tillate from the rock oil is agitated the simple gas flame, another solid

rather than to present a chronological with sulphuric acid and then washed in a finely divided shape capable of

record of recent experimental re- with a solution of sodium hydroxide . giving more efficient light. This al

search . This fact accounts, in considerable de- lows all of the carbon of the gas to

I cannot tell just when chemistry gree, for the advance of a number contribute to the production of a hot

was first scientifically applied to a of other chemical processes . An oil ter flame. But more interesting than

study of artificial light. Most cardinal refinery usually required the presence
the mechanical process, to my mind,

discoveries are made by accident and of a sulphuric acid plant in the im- is the unforeseen or scientifically un

observation . The first artificial light mediate vicinity, and this often be expected discovery of the effect of

was not made by design, nor was the came a source of supply for other new chemical composition . By experiment

first improvement the result of chemi- chemical industries. it was discovered that the intensity

cal analysis . It is supposed that the Very great advances have been and color at incandescence of the

first lamps were made from the skulls made in the use of fats and oils for various mixtures of difficultly fusible

of animals, in which oil was burned. lighting purposes , but there is so much
oxides varied over a wide range.

Herodotus, describing events about of greater interest in later discoveries Thus a broad field for unforeseen in

three centuries before Christ , says of that we will not consider many of vestigation was opened, and much ad

the Egyptians: them . The distillation of gas from vanced chemical work has been ap

" At the times when they gather to- coal or wood in 1739 was a chemical plied to this industry. The color and

gether at the city of Sais for their triumph , and a visit to a gas plant intensity of the light varies in an
sacrifices, on a certain night they all still forms one of the main attractions unexplained manner with slight dif

kindle lamps many in number in the to the young chemist in an elementary ferences in composition of the mantle.

open air round about the houses ; now course of applied chemistry. The first The following are the composition and

the lamps are saucers full of salt and municipal gas plant was established in candle-powers of some sample man

oil mixed and the wick floats of itself London , just about 100 years ago. tles :

on the surface and this burns during The general plan , so apparently simple CANDLE-POWER OF MANTLES , RANGING

the whole night." to us to-day , was at its inception

This night was observed all over judged impracticable by engineers. Per Cent .

Egypt by the general lighting of In spite of other methods of illumi

lamps, and these lamps were probably nation , the improvements in the mak

the forerunners of the well-known ing , purification and application of

Greek and Roman lamps of clay and illumination gas have caused a steady

of metal which are so common in crease in its use . G owes its

our museums.
illuminating power to the fact that a

The candle and lamp were proba- part of the carbon in it is heated to La , Zr , Ce

ably invented very much earlier. We incandescence during the combustion

know that both lamps and candles of the gas . It must contain, therefore, The methods of making the pres

were used by the priests of the Jewish such carbon compounds as yield a fair ent mantles were also a part of Dr.

temple as early as 900 B. C. The excess of carbon, and this knowledge Auer's contribution to the art. Suit

light of those candles and lamps was has led to the schemes for the enrich- ably woven fabrics are dipped into

due, as you know, to particles of car- ment of gas and for the use of non- solutions of the rare earth salts ; these

bon heated in a burning gas. luminous water-gas as a base for are dried and the organic matter

It is not fair to the chemists of our illuminating gas. burned out, leaving a structure of the

early candle-light to skip the fact that Various schemes were devised in metal oxides .

great chemical advances were made the early part of the nineteenth cen- The pure thoria gives a relative

while candles were the source of tury for using gas to heat to incan- poor light. The addition of the ceria ,

light, and so I touch for a moment descence, rods or surfaces of lime, up to a certain amount, increases the

upon one of the early applications of zirconia and platinum . This was not light . This added component is called

chemical knowledge. The fats and at first very successful , owing to im- the " excitant," and as the cause for

waxes first used were greasy and the perfect combustion of the gas. The this beneficial action of the excitant

light was smoky and dull . They discovery of the Bunsen -burner prin- is not known, it is possible that further

* Address before the American Chemical Society. 69
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FROM PURE THORIA TO 10 PER

CENT. CERIA

Per Cent . Candle

Thoria Ceria Power

100.00 0.00 7

99.75 0.25 56

99.50 0.50 77

99.25 0.75 85

99.00 1.00 88

98.50 1.50 79

98.00 2.00 75

97.00 3.00 65

95.00 5.00 44

90.00 10.00 20

Oxides 30

376 .

69 .
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discoveries along this line will yet be teresting to note that in the gas flame encouraging lessons to the chemists of

made. pure ceria gives about the same light to -day.

There as hardly a prettier field for as pure thoria, while in the cathode This history needs to be read in the

chemical speculation than is disclosed rays of the Crookes tube, with condi- light of the knowledge of carbon at

by the data on these light efficiencies. tions under which ceria gave almost that time and the severe requirements

For some unknown reason , the change no light , pure thoria gave an intense of a commercially useful carbon fila

in composition by as little as one per white light. These facts, which are ment. It illustrates the value of con

cent. varies the luminosity over ten- still unexplained, illustrate how little tinued effort when it is basedon

fold , and yet more than I per cent. is understood in this field . knowledge or sound reasoning. The

of the excitant ( ceria) reduces the I will merely refer to the fact that search was not the groping in the

light . Besides the temptation to vapors of gasoline, kerosense, alcohol, dark that some of us have imagined ,

speculation, such disclosures of na- etc. , are now also used in conjunction but was a resourceful search for the

ture encourage us to put greater trust with the Welsbach mantles. The field most satisfactory among a multitude

in the value of new experiments , even of acetylene I must also omit with a of possible materials. From our

when accumulated knowledge does mere reference to the fact that the point of view , all subsequent changes

not yield a blazed trail for the pioneer. manufacture of calcium carbide was a in choice of material for incandescent

By giving a discovery a nameand at- chemical discovery ; and the action of lamp filaments have been dictated by

taching to it a mind -quieting theory, ' water upon it producing the brilliantly the knowledge that high melting - point

we are apt to close avenues of ad- burning acetylene gas was another. and low vapor tension were the first

vance. Calling this small amount of Turning now to electrical methods requirements. If you will consult the

ceria an “ excitant” and guessing how of generating light, we find the chem- curve ( Fig. 1 ) of the melting-points

it operates, is directly harmful unless ist early at work. Sir Humphrey of all the elements, as plotted against

our guess suggests trial of other Davy and others, at the dawn of the their atomic weights, you will see at

substances. nineteenth century, showed the pos- once that the desired property of high

One of the explanations proposed sibilities which since that time havesibilities which since that time have melting - point is a periodic function ofa

to cover the action of the ceria ought been developed into our various types the atomic weight. And it is this fact,

to be mentioned, because it involves of incandescent and arc lamps. We which was independently disclosed as

catalysis. This is a term without naturally attach Mr. Edison's name a general law by Meyer and Mendel

which no chemical lecture is complete . to the development of the 'carbon in- jeff, in 1869, that has aided in the se

Some think that the special mantle candescent lamp, because it was lection of all the new materials for

mixture causes a more rapid and lo- through his indefatigable efforts that this use. You will notice that the

calized combustion and, therefore, a practicable lamp and illuminating peaks of the curves are occupied by

higher temperatare by condensation of system were both developed. such elements as carbon , tantalum ,

gas in its material. Others think that It had long been known that plati- tungsten , osmium, etc. , which are all

this particular mixture permits of num, heated by the current, gave a lamp materials.

especially easy and rapid oxidation fair light, but it melted too easily. A A study of the laws of radiation
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and reduction of its metal oxides truly enormous amount of work was also soon played a part in incandescent

themselves in the burning gas mix- done in attempts to raise the meltingdone in attempts to raise the melting- lamp-work. The early rough and

ture. The power which catalyzers pot of the platinum , and the effect of black filament of bamboo was first re

have of existing in two or more states occluded gases, of annealing, of crys- placed by a polished black carbon fila

of oxidation seems to apply also to the talline condition , etc., were most care- ment, and later by one which had a

ceria of the Welsbach mantle. fully studied , but the results were un- bright silver -gray coat of graphite.

Whatever the truth may be, it has satisfactory . He was , therefore, led A black body at any temperature ra

been shown by Swinton * that when to the element carbon as the next most diates the maximum possible energy

similar oxide mantles are heated to in- promising conductor of high melting- in all wave -lengths. 'Heated to in

candescence in vacuo by cathode point . Edison's persistentand finally candescence , it will radiate more in

rays, the presence of i per cent . ceria successful attempts to get a dense, visible and useless infra -red rays than

produces only a very small increase strong, practical filamentof pure car- any other opaque material at the same

in the luminosity of thoria . It is in- bon for his lamps is one of the most temperature ; a polished metal is,

* Proc. Roy Soc ., 66 , 115.
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therefore, a more efficient light source porization of the material than on its perature and the light emitted, has

than the same metal with a black , or melting-point , and these lamps will op- been found to apply to what we call

even rough surface. This fact is erate for a short time at very much a black body. This so-called Stefan

derived from Kirchoff's law of radia- greater efficiencies or higher tempera- Boltzmann law states that “ the total

tion and absorption, which was early tures than is possible when a prac- intensity of emission of a black body

established . tical length of life is considered. is proportional to the fourth power of
It may seem like penetrating too Thus, besides the physical effect of the absolute temperature. ' There

far into details to consider for a mo- surface quality , we have evidence of are, however, very few really black

ment the changes in structure and differences in the vapor pressure of bodies in the sense of the law . The

surface which the carbon filament of different kinds of carbon . It looks as total emission from a hole in the wall

our incandescent lamps has under though carbonized organic matter of a heated sphere has been shown

gone, but the development of such an yielded a carbon of much greater experimentally to follow the law rig
apparently closed problem is instruc- vapor pressure for given temperature idly, but most actual forms and

tive, because it has yielded to such than graphite , and that even graphite sources of illumination do not . Most

simple methods of attack . The core, and metallized graphite are of quite practical sources of artificial light are

or body, of the carbon filament of to- distinctly different vapor pressures at more efficient light 'producers than

day is made by someone of the proc- high temperatures. It may be inter- the simple law requires . This may be
esses based on dissolving and repre- esting to note here that if the carbon said to be due to the fact that these

cipitating cellulose , such as are used filament could withstand for 500 hr. substances have characteristic powers

in artificial silk manufacture . The the maximum temperature which it of emitting relatively more useful en

cellulose solution is squirted through a withstands for a few moments, the ergy as light than energy of longer

die into a liquid when hardens it into cost of operating incandescent lamps wave-length ( or heat rays ). Most
dense fibres . These cellulose fibres could be reduced to nearly a fifth of substances show a power of selective

are then carbonized by being heated, the present cost.
emission and we might say . that an

out of contact with the air, at as high It was discovered by Auer von untried substance, heated to a tem

a temperature as possible with gas Welsbach that the metal osmium could perature where it should be luminous ,

furnaces. All of this is also merely be made into a filament, though it could exhibit almost any conceivable

the application of chemistry which was could not be drawn as a wire . The light effect. A simple illustration will

first worked out in some of the Ger- osmium lamp was the first of the re- serve to make this clear : If a piece

men chemical laboratories . cent trio of metallic filament incan- of glass be heated to 600 degrees , it

The plain carbon filament ( the re- descent lamps. The tantalum lamp, in does not emit light ; if some powder,

sult of this simple process), which which another high melting-point such as clay, be sprinkled upon it,
might have been satisfactory in the metal replaces the superior but more light is emitted, and the proportion

early days, would nowadays be useless expensive osmium , has been in use six of light at the same temperature will

in a lamp, as its practical life is only or eight years . This surpasses the depend upon the composition of the

about 100 hr. 3 watts per candle . carbon in its action, and on running powder. Coblentz has shown , both for
In a subsequent process of manufac- up to its melting-point it shows still the Auer mantle, and for the Nernst

ture it is , therefore, covered with a brighter light than carbon . glower, that the emission spectra

steel-gray coating of graphite , which More recently the tungsten filament are really series emission bands in that

greatly improves the light emitting lamp has started to displace both of portion of the energy curve which

power. This coat is produced by the others. At present this is the ele- represents the larger part of the

heating the filament in an atmosphere ment which withstands the highest emitted energy. This is in the invis

of benzene or similar hydrocarbons. temperature without melting or va- ible infra - red part , and so the laws

The electric current which heats the porizing, and on being forced to its which govern the emission at a given

filament is of such an intensity that highest efficiency in a lamp it reaches temperature depend upon the chemical

the decomposition of the hydrocarbon higher luminosity ; it is similar to car- composition of the radiant source .

produces a smooth , dense deposit of bon and tantalum in that an enor- Silicates, oxides , etc. , show character

graphite. mously greater efficiency may be istic emission bands .

With this graphite-coat the filament produced for a very short time than One of the most attractive fields of

now burns about 500 hours. But the can be utilized for a suitable length artificial light production has long

simple graphite - coat is improved by of life . The inherent changes at these been that of luminous gases or vapors.

being subjected, for a few moments, temperatures, distillation or whatever It has seemed as though this ought to

to a temperature of about 3500 de- they are, quickly destroy the lamp.they are , quickly destroy the lamp. be a most satisfactory method. The

grees in the electric furnace ; the life The lamp will burn an appreciable so -called Geissler tubes in which light

then becomes about 1500 hours under time at an efficiency 15 times as great is produced by the electrical discharge

the same operating conditions as be- as that of the common operating car- through gases at low pressure are

fore . The product of this treatment is bon incandescent lamp ( at 3 watts per familiar to all . The distribution of

known as the metallized filament , be- candle ) . In other words, light may the energy emitted from gases is still

cause by this last step its temperature be produced for a short time at an further removed than that of solids

coefficient of resistance is made similar energy cost of 1/15 of common prac- from the laws of a black body, and a

to that of the metals ; i . e . 0.0037 . tice , so that there is still a great field large proportion of the total electrical

With an incandescent lamp contain- for furtherfurther investigation directed energy supplied to a rarefied gas may

ing a platinum wire filament, the in- toward merely making stationary be emitted as lines and bands which

tensity of its light is not very great , those changing conditions which ex- are within the range of the visible

even when the current is sufficient to ist in the burning lamp. spectrum . These lines , under definite

melt the wire . A much greater lumi- While it is generally true that the conditions of pressure , etc. , are char

nosity is produced by a plain carbon light given by a heated body increaseslight given by a heated body increases acteristic of the different elements and

filament, and a still greater by the very rapidly with rise of temperature compounds. The best known at

graphite -coated and metallized carbon above 600 degrees, the regularity of tempts to utilize this principle are the

before they are destroyed . In the the phenomenon is commonly over- Moore system of lighting (in which

case of carbon, the useful life of the estimated. A certain simple law cov- long tubes of luminous gas are em

lamp depends much more on the va- ering the relation between the tem- ployed ), and the mercury lamps,
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which , while more flexible on account increase the luminosity, but this has chromium oxides, to increase the in

of size, are still objectionable because not proved useful . The more common tensity of light, to raise the melting

of the color of the light. way is to introduce into the carbon point of the mixture, etc.

It is rather interesting that the electrode certain salts which volatize As will be seen from observing this

efficiencies of all of these various into the arc and give a luminous arc, the light is very white and in

sources of electric light are not nearly effect. Here cerium fluoride , calcium tense and is generated by the heated

so widely different as one would ex- fluoride, etc. , are use, and the color of vapors of the arc proper. A great

pect from a consideration of the the arc , just as in the case of gas many modifications of this arc prin

widely divergent methods of light pro- mantles, may be varied by varying the ciple are possible. Titanium carbide

duction employed. composition of the electrodes. This is and similar substances give character

From the light of a vapor or gas to seen in the arc from the carbon elec- istic arcs , and some of them are very

that of an open arc is not a wide step, trodes containing such salts. intense and efficient.

but the conditions in the arc are ap- In the case of the flaming arc, the

parently quite complex and there is a greater part of the light is due to the THE NERNST LAMP

great deal of room for interesting incandescent metallic vapors in the A distinct species of electric incan

speculation in the phenomena of an space between the electrodes . Substi- descent lamp is that invented about

arc. Briefly, there are two kinds of tution of one chemical for another in 10 years ago by the well-known

arcs to be considered in lighting. One such flaming arc electrodes has cov- physical chemist, Professor Nernst.

has been in use for a century, the ered quite a wide range of chemical This employs for filaments a class of

other for a few years only. The first investigation. Salts are chosen which bodies which are not electrical con
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is the successor to Sir Humphrey give the greatest luminosity without ductors at all at ordinary tempera

Davy's historical arc between charcoal causing the formation of too much ash tures , and which, at their burning

points. In this kind of arc the cur- or slag. Some compounds of calcium , temperatures, do not conduct the cur

rent path itself is hardly luminous, for example, are practical , while rent as metals and carbon , but as a

and the light of the lamp is that given others are not, though all of these solution does . This kind of conduc

by the heated electrodes. In case of would , under suitable conditions, yield tivity, the electrolytic, involves elec

direct current it is the anode, or posi- the calcium spectrum . If such salts trochemical decomposition at the elec

tive electrode , which gets the hotter as calcium fluoride were conductors at trodes, and in the case of the Nernst

and gives far the greater part of the ordinary temperature, useful elec- filaments these otherwise destructive

light. In this carbon arc it can readily trodes for flame arcs would probably reactions are rendered harmless by the

be seen that the light is emitted by the be made from them . Such conducting continual oxidizing action of the air.

heated solid carbon of one electrode; materials as iron oxide, carbides, etc. , For this reason this type of lamp will

this gives a steady source of light, but have been used flame not burn in vacuo .

is not so efficient as an arc in which electrodes, and a great many of the so- For its most perfect utility the prin

material in the arc stream itself is the called magnetite arcs are now in use . ciple of the Nernst lamp seems to re

source of light. The arc may be made The electrodes in this case are largely quire a mixture of oxides, because a

to play upon rare earth oxides, and magnetic oxide of iron , with such single one is not so good a conductor
these, being heated to incandescence , other ingredients as titanium and nor so luminous. It uses oxides be

for arc
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cause these are the most stable com- have usually distinct line spectra. grade temperatures noted on the

pounds known, and it uses the rare This recalls the subject of selective curves . Evidently the energy emitted

earth oxides because they have higher emission . Coblentz has shown selec- rises very rapidly with the tempera
melting-point than other oxides. As tive emission in the long wave-lengths ture ; i. e ., as the fourth power of the
the efficiency rises very rapidly with for a Nernst glower. This is shown absolute temperature. It will be

temperature, there is a great advan- in comparisonwith the emission of a noted also that the point of maxi
tage in using the most infusible base black body, in curve No. 2. The two mum energy or wave- length corre

possible. For that reason , zirconia, sources, when compared at the tem- sponding to maximum energy shifts

thoria , etc. , are usually employed . peratures where they exhibit the gradually toward the left, or toward

same wave-length for maximum emis- the visible wave -lengths.

sion , differ very considerably in emis- It is this rapid shifting of the posi

sion in the infra -red, the black body tion of maximum energy which makes

Platinum giving more energy at the blue end, the search for substances which can

Black Body and less at the red end of the spec- withstand even only slightly higher

trum. temperatures of such great interest.

This is still more noticeable in the The curves for the black body and

curves for such substances as porce- for platinum ( dotted lines ) are not

lain , magnesia and glass, as shown greatly different in general appear

by Coblentz's curves (Fig. 3) . ance, but the total amount of energy

The curves of wave-length and ra
emitted at a given temperature from

diant energy which are shown are, the black body is shown to be more

with slightmodifications, taken from than for the platinum, and it can be

work of Lummer and Pringshein and seen that at about the same tempera

of Dr. Coblentz. The curve for the ture the platinum is the more economi

ideal, or black body radiator, gives cal light source. Professor Lummer

a picture of the total energy and has said that at red heat, bright plati

its distribution over the different num does not radiate one-tenth the

wave-lengths. It is the peculiarity of total energy which the ideal black

the blackbody to radiate more energy body radiates at the same tempera

.
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Fig. 4. - EMMISSION CURVES FOR PLATINUM

AND BLACK BODY
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In this lamp a rod or filament of an

oxide mixture, much like those used

in Welsbach mantles, is heated by the
0.2 0.4 0.8 1.0 2.0 3.0

current, externally applied, until it
Wave Length

reaches a temperature at which it be
Fig. 5.—EMMISSION CURVE FOR DIFFERENT SOURCES OF LIGHT

comes a good conductor itself. Here,
again, the peculiar laws of light radia- of any given wave-length than does ture , and at the highest temperature

tion are illustrated, the light emitted any other body at the same tempera- still less than one -half. The deviation

at a given temperature being deter- ture. Therefore, in case of all sub- of platinum from the black body law

mined by the nature of the substance. stances acting as thermal radiators, is a step in the direction of getting

Just as the pure thoria gives a poor
the black body will always give the improved light-efficiency without cor

light compared to the mixture with i greatest brilliancy. Since this body at responding increase of temperature.

per cent. ceria, so a pure zirconia rod , the same time radiates a maximum This method is practically without

heated by the current, gives much less in all wave -lengths, it will be sur- limit in its extension, for there seems

light than a rod containing a little passed in light efficiency by any sub- to be no limit to the forms of energy

thoria , ceria or similar oxide. Work stance which is a relatively poor radi- curves which different substances may

done by Coblentz on the energy- emis- ator in the invisible or non -luminous possess . The curves are apparently

sion of such rods shows the emission part of the spectrum .
determined not only by physical

spectra, at least in the infra-red , to In the energy curves shown it is state, but also by chemical composition

vary with the nature of the substance. to be noticed that the visible part of of the emitting substance .

In general, the spectra are not contin- the energy is practically only that be- In the production of artificial light,

uous like the spectra of metals and tween 0.4 and 0.8 thousandths of a the tendency will always be in the

black bodies, but seem to occupy an
millimeter . Consider the solid lines direction of increasing the practical

intermediate position between these in Fig. 4 for a moment. These show efficiency ; i. e., reducing the cost of

and luminous gases, which we know the emission of a black body at centi- light. We have seen that there is
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still much room for this. In the case reference to the efficiency of the fire- ergy distribution curves from several

of the kerosene oil lamp we know fly. The source of his illumination light sources taken from Professor

that much less than i per cent. of is evidently chemical . This much is Langley's work ( Fig. 5 ) . The diffi

the energy of combustion of the oil known about the process :
culties attendant upon the accurate

is radiated as light from the flame. The light-giving reaction is made determination of the curve for the

In the case of the most efficient to cease by the removal of the air, firefly are so great that we ought not

source - the electric incandescent and to increase in intensity by pres- to expect very great accuracy in this

lamp at highest efficiency — we are ence of pure oxygen. It is extin case . These curves, which in each

still far from ideal efficiency. A stillA still guished in irrespirable gases, but per- case refer to the energy after passing

higher temperature would yield a yet sists in air some time after the death through glass , which cuts off energy

higher efficiency. We do not know of the insect. Its production is ac- of long wave-lengths , represent the

exactly how much light might possibly companied by the formation of carbon same quantities of radiant energy .

be yielded for a given consumption dioxide. These all indicate a chemi
While the sun is much more efficient

of energy, but one experimenter con- cal combustion process . Professor

cludes that it is about 10 candles per Langley has shown that such a flame

than the gas flame or carbon arc, it

watt . Fortunately, it is not now clear as the candle produces several hun
still presents far the largest part of

just how the chemist is to realize all dred times as much useless heat as
its energy in the invisible long wave

the advances which he will make in the total radiation of the firefly for lengths (above 0.8) , while the fire

more efficient lights . equal luminosity. In other words, the fly seems to have its radiant energy

No consideration of this part of the firefly is the most efficient light source confined to a narrowpart of the visible

subject is complete without a brief known. This is illustrated by the en- spectrum .

A New Type Of Pump

High Level Tank
Valve

Chamber

Gas Inlet

Exhaust
Suction Tank

Pum )

In the search for the solution of level forms the " cushion chamber, " bustion chamber, and the check-valves

the gas turbine problem , Mr. H. A. which is also part of the combustion open , admitting more water to the

Humphrey, a well-known English chamber pump proper.
The water -box, which is added to the

specialist on gas motor works, has in- mechanism of the pawls , springs and water that was already in the pump.

vented a new type of gas-driven collars as shown will be best under- When the kinetic energy of the ris

pump which contains so many de- stood by describing the operation of ing column of water is exhausted, the

partures from the ordinary practice of the pump. column has reached its highest level ,

pump construction, and whose basic At starting water will stand at the and some of it has gone into the dis

principles have such possibilities of same level in the suction tank, the charge tank, the remainder re

development in wider fields, that we pump and the discharge pipe. This verses its motion and starts to return

have abstracted the inventor's de
with the water just admitted from the

scription of it , as read before the suction . Thus it rises in the pump,

British Institute of Mechanical En closing the check-valves and expelling

gineers : the burnt charges through the open

The pump, as shown in Fig. 1 , is
exhaust until its surface reaches the

probably the simplest power punip
exhaust valve and closes it .

ever devised . It works on the im All of the burnt gas are now ex

pulse principle and has no piston and
pelled, except those remaining in the

exceedingly few parts . Essentially, it
Discharge Pipe cushion chamber, Fig. 2 , which are

consists of a valve chamber provided now compressed, thus cushioning the

with the usual inlet and exhaust open
shock of the returning column of

ings , valves and a water-proof ignition Fig. 1.-DIAGRAM OF PUMP water. These gases thus compressed ,

device, together with a cone-shaped after receiving the impact of the water

combustion chamber set on a water- level may be controlled within desired and bringing the column to rest , in

box provided with check-valves open- limits by a float regulating the inlet turn expand again and start the water

ing inwardly from the supply tank. to the suction tank . If now a charge once more downward and outward .

A number of these valves are used of compressed air and gas is admitted This second " stroke ” has , of course ,

in the place of one large valve to les- into the combustion chamber over the much less energy than the first. It

sen the inertia, and for other reasons . surface of the water and fired , the does not go far enough to cause the

The entering water is in an annular following cycle of action occurs : The water check-valves to open, but it re

chamber surrounding the water-box , expanding charge forces the water duces the pressure in the pump suf

and is admitted through these valves downward and out of the combustion ficiently to open the inlet valve and
which close by springs of such chamber, or pump, and along the dis- draw in a fresh supply of the charge .

strength as to permit them to normally charge pipe . This mass of water must Returning for the second time, the

open when suction occurs .
be such as to have a given amount water compresses the charge, which is

The principle details of the gas of kinetic energy when thus set in automatically fired at the proper in

valve and explosion mechanism are motion . Its inertia will carry it for- stant , and the cycle of operation be
shown in Fig. 2. The same device ward to a point where it tends to gins anew .

permits either two- or four - cycle op- form a partial vacuum in the ex- The pump would be stopped by

eration simply by altering the arrange- plosion chamber, or pump, as we will opening the circuit of the sparking
ments. As may be noted, the exhaust hereafter term it . coil. It comes to rest with a charge

and inlet valves are at different levels pressure falls below the atmosphere of unexploded mixture in it and can

and the space above the exhaust valve ' the exhaust valve opens the com- be started by switching on the current ,

As soon as the
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thus admitting of distant control. The ignition device is so designed The very low consumption of gas

It will be seen that the gas inlet as to be unaffected by immersion in per pump horse-power hour shownin

and exhaust valves require an inter- water, and to have the movement of this test summary, which represents

locking mechanism to operate them ignition timed , if desired, by the pres- the means of six tests on the highest

alternately when the reductions of
sure in the explosion chamber. lift , and three each on the intermediate

pressure take place in the pump. The From the description, it can be seen and low lifts , as compared with other

arrangement, as shown in Fig. 2, com- that in this pump water itself forms coal-operated pumps, is shown in

prises on each valve rod a collar a and the piston . The fly -wheel for steady- Table II .

c , beneath which the edges of the slid- ing and compression consists of the As compared with gas engine

ing plate e alternately catch . The oscillating column of water which driven centrifugal pumps, Professor

movement of this plate is controlled sucks in its fresh supply at the lower Unwin gives the respective gas con

by the springs and lever I attached to end and throws off its output at the sumptions as follows:

it, which are actuated by the bar į upper end. The fewness and sim

Gas Engine

cross-connected between the pawls f plicity of its working parts and the

and h. The pawls, in turn , are moved fact that exhaust is carried down to
Centerfugal Humphrey

Pump Gas Pump

by the lower collárs b and d on the atmospheric pressure, give it a very Cubic feet of gas per pump

valve rods.
83,1

high operative efficiency, as may be
horse -power hour......... 120 to 127

As will be seen , the gear is shown seen from the following table, which This indicates relative efficiencies

with the exhaust valve open. As the gives a summary of tests conducted by of 100 to 69.2, or a saving of nearly

rising water on the return " stroke " Prof. W. C. Unwin, using Mond pro- one -third, assuming gas and other

pushes this valve and rod up, the edge ducer gas for operating the pump : conditions equal .

of the plate e, by reason of the tension

in the attached spring, is drawn be TABLE I. SUMMARY OF TESTS OF HUMPHREY GAS -PUMP.

and

Mond Gas Used

per P. H. P.

Hour, at 760

mm, and 0 Deg .

C. , Cu . Ft.

Pump

Horse

power .

Lift

Feet.

Calorific Value

of Gas per Cu.

Ft. in B. t. u.

Lb , of Anthracite in

Producer per P. H.

P. -Hour.

Heat expended

per P. H. P ..

Hour, B. t . u .

12,243

13,037

13,596

32.87

25.95

20.73

16.15

12.32

10.99

83.12

90.93

93.61

147.3

143.5

145.3

1.063

1.132

1.180

TABLE II . COMPARATIVE TESTS OF RECIPROCATING AND GAS PUMPS .

Worthington High Duty Engines.

Compound Triple Triple

Nov. 1888 Dec. 1896 Feb. 1897

Humphrey

Gas-Pump

Sept. 1909

Lift in feet.... 53.7 92.3 129.1 32.9

Indicated horse -power hour. 255.5 370.5 498.4

Iplet

Pump, horse -power hour.... 217.1 320.3 449.8 16.15

Quantity pumped gallons per minute ..... 13,407 11,450 11,497 1,621

Inlet Valve

Lbs. of Coal per indicated horse-power hour....... 1.696 1.402 1.530

Exhaust

Cushion Chamber
Lbs. of Coal per pump horse -power hour .. 1.996 1.662 1.695 1.06

Exhaust Valve

Fig. 2. - GAS VALVE MECHANISM

Erhaust

Turbine
and

Dynamo

Róturn
Water

Channel

Suction

landIsolating)

Tank

Water

ValveBox

Air under pressure

Water underpressure2015

neath the collar c. With the suction

caused by the second oscillation of the

water column, the inlet valve is now

free to open , and in descending ,

through its lower collar b engaging

the pawl h, throws the lever i over

on its other position, being held there

by the vertical spring m. This throws

a tension on the plate e, tending to

pull it away from the exhaust valve

rod, but the collar a holds it in place

until the second return of the water

closing the inlet valve raises the rod

and collar and the plate slips into

place once more, unlocking the ex

haust valve and locking the inlet valve .

This completes the cycle of gas valve

action .

Gas

Main

"Aung

-Discharge Pipe
到 升

Equalizing
Kater lain

Fig. 3. - GAS PUMP DRIVEN POWER PLANT
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The high operating efficiency is not the Pennsylvania Railroad locomo- the other plants of theCompany. By

the only advantage promised of this tives . next fall the Greenville plant steam

type of pump. The maintenance of
auxiliary plant of the Company will

such a machine must be very low as be ready for use, thus adding another
It is given out that the first elec

compared with a gas engine. As may
15,000 h.p. to the Company's power

be seen , the mechanism is conspicu
tric trains through the East River tun

capacity .

ous by its simplicity and few parts ,
nels on the Long Island Railroad will

except the small light and easily re
be run some time in April . They will

Financial

placeable interlocking valve gear.
be operated from the Pennsylvania

Railroad station at Thirty - third Street The Public Service Commission has

The loss from mechanical friction
and Seventh Avenue, Manhattan , to

and wear and tear must be very small .
approved the issue of $ 2,500,000 of

As the explosion chamber is flooded

Jamaica. The Long Island Railroad the $ 5,000,000 of new bonds which

every cycle, there can be no dan
the Kings County Electric Light &is beginning to receive the steel cars

which are to be used in its electric Power Company asked permission.

ger from pre-ignition. Temperature

strains are eliminated by internal

service . One hundred and forty of The question of the remainder is held

these cars will be delivered during the under consideration .

water cooling

The above

From all these advantages it would
year, representing an investment of amount is needed for improvement

appear that the pump represents a con

$ 1,250,000. In addition to this , re- and extensions .

siderable advance in the construction
pairs and extensions will have to be

of pumping apparatus.
made to almost every station within

the electric zone .
The Pennsylvania Water & Power

Other application of the principles Company is the name of the new cor

involved are set forth by the inventor. poration organized by the bondholders

Of these , perhaps, the broadest is that A working agreement has lately of the late McCall's Ferry Power

shown in Fig . 3 , which gives the dia- been arranged between the German Company to take over the property of

gram of a power plant operated by electrical engineering company , Fel- the latter. The Company has a capital

gas with these pumps as prime movers ten & Guilleaume-Lahmeyer, Mul- stock of $ 8,500,000, and may issue

instead of gas engines. heim-on-Rhine , and the French firm of bonds for $ 12,500,000. J. E. Aldred,
The figure indicates one unit of Schneider & Company, Le Creusot. receiver of the earlier company, is

such a plant . The pump discharges The agreement came into operation president of the new concern, which

into a large air-vessel , which is con- with the new year, and applies both to will push the completion of the dam,
nected with others of the same type , French and foreign electrical business . power house and transmission lines.

by a common water pipe at the bottom The agreement is the outcome of sev

and air pipe at the top. The water eral large orders which have been exe

pumped into this tank is turned on to cuted jointly by the Schneider com
The Western Power Company, con

a turbine-wheel direct connected to pany and the French branch of the
trolling the Great Western Power

generator and flows from the dis
German concern , the Societe Anonyme Company and the California Electric

charge to the suction tank, being used d'Electricite Lahmeyer, Paris . These
Generating Company, has issued a

over and over again . include the erection of a large rolling prospectus in which it claims that it

Among the advantages claimed for plant for heavy ship plate for the can now develop 83,000 h.p. , and will

this arrangement are simplicity of İtalian firm , the Terri Iron Works, ultimately be able to develop 430,000

working parts and low cost of main- and a 1500 -h.p. monophase locomotive h.p. This Company has no bonded in

tenance. Assuming the losses in the for the Compagnie des Chemins de debtedness , and $ 12,000,000 of com

turn in any generator to le less than Fer du Midi, and it is thought that a mon stock and $ 5,220,000 6 per cent.

the energy saved by the superior definite business agreement will be of
preferred .

economy of the pump and transmis- mutual benefit. An arrangement has

sion as compared with a
a direct- existed for some time between the Under the name of the Monterrey

coupled gas engine, the fuel economy above two companies and the Escher Railway Light & Power Company a
would be greater. Wyss Company, Zurich , for the build

group of Canadian capitalists have ac

The first cost of such a plant mighting of the Zoelly turbine for all three quired the electric utilities of Monter

reasonably be expected to be less than undertakings. rey, Mexico , from J. F. White & Co.
that of a gas -driven plant of equal

and N. W. Halsey & Co. These com
capacity.

The General Electric Company has prise the street railways, electric light

sold to the Southern Railway Com- ing, water supply and sewage system

pany two of its latest type of gas
of the city . The Company has $ 5,

General News
electric motor cars . These cars will

000,000 5 per cent . first mortgage de

The first of two new freight elec
be equipped with standard commuta

benture stock, $ 500,000 preferred

tric locomotives, built for the New
ting pole railway motors of 100 h -p .

and $ 4,100,000 of common stock .

York , New Haven & Hartford Rail
Two of these motors are located on

road by the Westinghouse Electric
the forward truck , giving a motor ca- Through Harvey Fisk & Sons the

& Manufacturing Company, are be- pacity of 200 h-p. to each car.p The Hudson Companies have sold to J. P.

ing tested at the East Pittsburg
current is supplied from a 600 -volt

Morgan & Co. $ 5,500,000 5 per cent.

shops . It is expected that they will
generator, which is direct coupled to

three -year notes , which are secured by

be put into service between Stamford,
an 8 -cylinder gas engine in the for the bonds of the Hudson and Manhat

Conn . , and Mt. Vernon, N. Y. , early
ward compartment.

tan Railroad . About $ 50,000,000

in February. These locomotives are have already been spent on these

entirely different in construction from The Southern Power Company ex- properties, and the new loan is under

the electric locomotives now in service pects to put its new power plant at stood to be used for extending the

on the road. The center of gravity Ninety -nine Islands in South Caro- tunnels up Sixth Avenue from their

has been raised to save the wear on lina into commission within 60 days. present at Twenty -third

the tracks , and one of them has been This plant will add 24,000 h.p. to the Street to Thirty -third Street and to

equipped with side driving rods , like 80,000 h.p. now being generated in complete certain lines in Jersey City.

terminus at
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" skin effect" in connection with alter- parallel when thevoltages are equal?

nating currents? Answer.- ( a ) On compound-wound

Questions and Answers ( b ) How is it calculated. generators running in parallel , if the

Ànswer.- ( a) The name is given difference in voltage of any machine

to that property of a conductor which gets far enough below that of the

causes an alternating current to flow others to enable the latter to force cur

Question . — Will you kindly explain mainly nearthesurface and not pene- rent back through the armature, the

why transformers must be larger for trate the interior at all. It depends on lower voltage machine will be " re

lower frequencies, such as 25 cycles, the nature of the conductor. It is versed ” as to direction of current and

than for high frequencies, as, for in
greatest with iron of high magnetic will be receiving it , not giving it .

stance, 125 cycles? quality . It also dependson the fre- Hence it will run as a motor, but in

Answer. — This is on the same prin- quencyof the current. the same direction as when running as

ciple that slow-speed machines must (b ) The calculation is too complex a generator, and if the driving force

always be larger than high-speed ones to give here. Consult the papers of of the machine is still being applied ,

of equal capacity. In any transformer some of the electrical or physical so- the effect of the two forces will be to

the electromotive force of the second- cieties . run it faster. There would be no re

ary is always proportional to the rate versal of the direction of rotation in

at which the secondary coils are cut Question . - What is the record speed this case . The amount of difference

bythe lines of the alternating magnetic for electric cars ? in voltage to work this effect depends

field. To give a given amount of sec- Answer. - On the Zossen road in on the resistance of the connections

ondary electromotive force , therefore , Prussia , some years ago, a special elec- between the machines , the bus bar and

so many lines must cut the coils at a tric train ran somewhat over 126 miles the armature resistances, and also on

given speed . Very well . If the speed an hour for some minutes . Previous the position of the brushes on the ma

is increased , i.e., the field has a higher to that, a small motor car is said to chine that is being “ overpowered.”

frequency, less lines are needed, so have run at 120 miles an hour on a Usually, if the brushes are in the right

the cross-section of the iron can be re- test track in Maryland in the early position, the difference in voltage

duced . If, on the other hand, the eighties . necessary to reverse the current will

speed is lowered , i.e., the field has a be very small .

lower frequency, the number of lines Question. - Are electrically welded ( b ) With equal voltages on all the

must be increased , so more iron must rail joints preferable to banding from machines, the load, that is, the current

be used . The same reasoning in- an electrical point of view? factor of it, divides among the ma

creases the number of turns in the coils Answer . — They are preferable from chines in proportion to the resistances

of the secondary, so that a larger every point of view wherever condi- of the different armature circuits and

transformer is necessary to produce a tions justify installing them. The re- connections from bus to bus . As these

given result.
sistance of the joints is generally less are proportional to the output as a

than that of an equivalent length of rule, the load tends to divide itself

Question . - What is usually the re- rail , and it is maintained indefinitely . among the generators in proportion to

sistance of a good voltmeter reading As for the mechanical feature , the their capacity.

up to 600 or 700 volts ? great point is that the life of the joint

Answer . — The best voltmeters, if is as long as that of the rail. Question . — Please define exactly

not of the induction type , have resist
what is meant by a polyphase current.

ances running from about 60 ohms up
Question. — What is the best make Answer .-Nothing. There is no

to 200 ohms per volt of rated capacity of governor for water turbines that is such thing. Youprobably mean poly

The figure varies with the design and
to be had ? phase currents. These are alternating

the purpose for which the meter is to
Answer. — This column cannot un- currents that differ in phase, which is

be used. The higher the capacity, the
dertake to give the names of manu- to say, currents that do not reach their

greater the resistance per volt . facturers making what we consider the maximum or minimum values at the

best. The devices that we have seen same instant. If you have two single

give the best results are of Swiss phase alternating -current generators
Question . - Can amperes be read on

make, and in turbine work the Swiss exactly alike and running at the samea watt -meter ?

Answer.No. But if the meter is
and Germans seem at present to be speed, but started up so that the ar

somewhat ahead of our American

on a constant potential circuit of unity manufacturers.
mature coils of one are passing before

a field -pole at the instant when the
power factor, the amperes may be cal

armature coils of the other are be
culated from the watt-meter readings

Question . What is the mechanical tween two poles , you have two simple
by dividing them by the voltage .

equivalent of Ohm's law ? single -phase currents which differ in

Answer . - We suppose you mean phase in this case 180 deg ., or exactly

Question .—What is the reason that
the mechanical analogy. It would be

low voltage on the trolley line causes
oppose each other. If they had been

written : Effect = force • resistance started so that they were just half so
the motors to heat more than normal

to force ; just as current = e.m.f. ; far apart in the rotation of the arma
voltage ?

resistance to e.m.f. This is a great ture, you would have a difference of

Answer . — The reason is that with a general law and holds true in all fields 90 deg . between the two machines,

voltage lower than that for which the of which we can conceive. which would together give " two

motors are designed the speed de
phase ” currents . If there were three

creases , and the time the current Question.- ( a ) When two or more generators so arranged , and the dif

must be kept on to make a given run compound -wound generators are ope- ference in the rotation was two -thirds

increases, so the ventilation is less , the rating in parallel how much may the that of the first instance, you would

current is on longer and the motor gets voltage of one of them drop below have 120 deg., or " three-phase" cur
hotter than it would when running that of the other before it will reverse rents , from them . When the two or

under proper voltage . and run as a motor ? three sets of coils are wound on one

( b ) What determines the division armature properly spaced , you have a

Question.— (a) What is meant by of the load between generators in two-phase or three-phase generator.
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Commorcial ard Oil Company. A well -illustrated operation , the cost of running the

" Financial Aspect of the Applica- account of a plant representative of plants might be cut in half. The cause

tion of Electric Motive Power to Rail- up-to -date practice in this class of is almost always unintelligent engi

roads, " F. Darlington . An extended work. Out of a total of over $ 225,000 neering. - Cass. Mag.

analysis of the traffic and other con- spent for electrical equipment, the
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of electrifying trunk lines. Some re- $ 1,000 was for foundations, connec
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ence of trunk -line sections that already

tion of factory and other tests of elec
operate electrically are given, and
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their bearing on the problem is dis

cussed . The writer thinks that there
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tables and curves showing results of

are many cases in which great net
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economies could be made by installing description of the new gearedlocomo
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Howard M. Nichols . A detailed de
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and a few figures resulting fromthe scription of the testing ofalternating
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"Industrial Engineering,” J. C. Par- preliminary test of these machines.

Elec. Jour.
ker. A vigorous practical paper tak

of one of the large manufacturing

companies. Some fifteen different
ing up the commercial end of central

tests are described and curves are

station operation dealing with the " Re-Equipped Elevated Instruction
given for two or three of the more im

modern methods of power -selling and Car of Brooklyn Rapid Transit Com
portant, as well as a table of voltage

rate-making, and giving many typical pany. " A profusely illustrated ac
tests for machines of rated terminal

instances of methods of central sta- count of a new car for the instruction
volts of 800 to 23,000 . - Elec. Wld .

tion power applications. - Elec. Jour. of motormen operating elevated trains

that shows what pains and expense ex
Power Plants

" Rates for Hydro -electric Service," perience has shown to be worth while

Alton D. Adams. A study of condi- in order to properly train men for this
" Electrical Generators for the Rju

tions determining the rates quoted by important and responsible work.
kanfoos Water-power Development.”

ten different companies for hydro- Elec. Ry. Jour. A short account of what are probably

electric power. The annual output of the largest water-driven turbo -genera

these ten companies ranged from 260,- " Reinforced Concrete in Railway tors yet built. They are designed to

000 kw-hr . to 362,000,000, and the Work ,” F. W. Scheidenhelm . A use furnish power for electrochemical pur

prices charged varied from 0.28 cent ful and well-illustrated discussion of poses and are double . Each generator

to 2.48 cent. The largest of these the application of reinforced concrete is stated to be capable of "generating

companies had only 33 customers who to power and substation buildings and 17,000 kw-amperes at a pressure of

used energy mainly for electro-chemi- to galleries, foundations, bunks and 10,000 to 11,000 volts , a frequency of

cal purposes . A table slightly changed roofs thereon, as well as to stringers , 50 cycles , and a power factor of 0.6,

gives the complete list or outputs and girders, bridges and poles. - Elec. this at a speed of 350 rev . per min. ,

rates , as follows: Jour. with each machine consuming about

14,450 h.p.” The description states
Annual Sales and Average Rates for Hydro

" The Bellinzona- Mesocco 1500 -Volt that the full-load efficiency will be

Railway.” An account of a high- about 95 per cent. , but according to
Output

voltage direct -current Swiss mountain the figures just quoted the efficiency
Company

per kw.-hr. railway about 20 miles long, with a must be more than 150 per cent. The

maximum grade of about 6 per cent. weight is given as about 226 tons, of

The motor equipment is Siemens- which the revolving element is about
2,900,000

3,700.000 Schuckert, and multiple unit control 101 tons .—Elec . Rev.

with 60 -volt current from storage bat

teries is used . This line has been in
" The Castel Nuovo - Valdorno

362,000,000 operation since 1907. - Elec. Ry. Jour.
Transmission Plant." The description

of an Italian plant which generates its

Only the first five of these plants power from lignite burned under boil
do any general lighting business, and Management

ers and transmits some 4500 kw. at
the figures throughout cover energy "Power Plant Wastes," Percival

33,000 volts to Florence, Siena and
sold for power purposes only . They Robert Moses. A study of various other places in the Arno valley. The

are obtained by dividing the total rev
practical instances of preventable piant has American boilers, Italian en

enue from the sale of power by the
waste in the power -making depart gines and British 6000 -volt, 50 -cycle

total output for power. - Elec. Wid .
ments of various office buildings, alternators . The longest transmission

stores , hotels, manufacturing estab- is 33 miles. - Elec. Wid .

Detail Apparatus lishments and other concerns that have

" A Large Industrial Plant Switch- come under the author's notice. Some “ The Coltness Iron Company's New

board ,” Warren H. Miller. A de- of these wastes have run as high Cement Plant." This is a description

scription of the switch and central de- as 50 per cent. of the total cost of of an iron works in Scotland in which,

vices of the gas-engine-driven plant operating the establishments in ques- by the use of electrically operated ma

of the Bayway refinery of the Stand- tion . That is, by proper design and chinery, the slag from the blast fur

Electric Power

Annual Average

Price

CentsKilowatt

hour

260,000

1,600,000

2,400.000

1 .

II .

III .

IV

V

VI .

VII .

VIII .

IX .

X.

18,200,000

53,700,000

84.800.000

149,000,000

2.05

1.70

1.88

1.42

2.48

0.82

0.77

0.68

0.704

0.2786
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naces is crushed and treated so that it Transmission consumption and operating expenses

is turnedinto first quality Portland " Engelberg - Lucerne Transmission are given for a line at Neuenahr, in
cement. The power for operating the System ,” Francis M. Weldon. An which the tire expenses run about

machinery comes from gas-engine- illustrated description of a long- dis- two-thirds of the power bill . These

driven generators operating on waste tance plant transmitting 6000 h.p. with cars are supposed to occupy a place

gases from the furnaces .-Elec . Rev. an ultimate capacity of 15,000. An driven generators operating on waste

( London ) . extended description of this plant was the gasolene-driven omnibus. - Cass.

published in the ELECTRICAL AGE for Mag.

“ The New Berlin - Rummelsburg October, 1909. - Elec. Wid.

Power Plant,” F. Koester. Tells of " Sunlight and Artificial Light , '

a recently completed turbo - generator A. C. Morrison . An instructive com
Utilization

plant in the suburbs of Berlin which parison on the various kinds of arti

is interesting as being representative “A Motor -Operated Rail Mill,”
ficial light with the ideal light, and

of the latest German practice . - Elec.
B. E. Semple. An illustrated descrip

their chemical and physical effects.
tion of the electrically operated railRev. Illum . Eng.

mill of the Gary plant of the Indiana

Steel Company. The mill , which is
Prime Movors

the largest in the world and the only
Copper Production in 1909

“ Elementary Theory of the Steam one of its kind that can roll 166 tons Statistics and estimates received by

Turbine," W. E. Snow. This is a per hour direct from the ingot with- the United States Geological Survey

copiously illustrated serial paper deal
out reheating, requires some 30,000 from all plants known to produce blis

ing with the history and development h.p. of motor for its operation , of ter copper from domestic ores and

of the various types of steam turbine which all but 5000 are furnished by from ali lake mines indicate that the

from the practical standpoint. The alternating-current induction motors . copper output from mines in the Uni

different classes are discussed and Three of these are 6000 -h.p., 6600 -volt, ted States in 1909 surpassed all pre

their modes of operation shown.- 25-cycle motors of 75 , 83 and 88 rev. vious records.

Power.
per min . respectively. These motors , The figures represent the actual

which are the largest so far built, all production of each company for itII
“ Mixed Pressure Turbine and En- have tremendous fly -wheel effects and months and include an estimate of

gine Plants," H. Y. Haden. A prac- pull -out torques . The 75 rev . per min . its December output . The November

tical paper on the performance of motor, for example , pulls out at 20,600 figures for a few companies were not

mixed power equipment worked out h.p. They weigh in the neighborhood available and these companies fur
for several cases , with curves given of 374 tons apiece, and have been in nished estimates for the last two

showing the performance of the com- regular operation since November, months of the year. According to the

bined plants . The advantages claimed 1908.-Gen . Elec. Rev. statistics and estimates received the

are : I , a large range of high effi output of blister and lake copper was

ciency operation ; 2 , greater reliability " Electricity for Mine Operation and 1,117,800,000 lb, as against 942,570,

of operation ; 3 , a better maintenance the Electric Hoist." This is an illus- 721 lb. in 1908, an increase of over 18

of initial efficiency under working con- trated sketch of the more general fea This not only exceeds the

ditions ; 4 , flexibility.- Power. tures of electrical applications to mine increase of any previous year, but it

work . Diagrams and general data for is considerably greater than the total

“ Specifications for Engines and,for Engines and selecting apparatus are given .—Ind. yearly increase since 1904.
Boilers," C. H. Benjamin . Some prac- Prog. Mine development has been active in

tical notes on drawing up specifica most of the important camps , but es

tions and contracts for the furnishing " The Effect of Rotary Condensers pecially so in the deposits of dissemi

of engines and boilers for electrical on Power Factor," J. Liston . Gives nated ore in Arizona and Nevada.

plants. - Elec. Rev. an analysis of the effect of power fac
The Boston News Bureau , basing

tors on station economy and qutput, its figures on reports from mines , gives

Theory and the improvements to be obtained the estimated production of copper on

the American continent, based upon
" Economies of Synchronous Con- by the use of properly selected rotary

densers," B. F. Jakobsen . A mathe
condensers. - Gen . Elec . Rev. mine and smelter figures of output for

matical treatment of the problem of
1909, compared with 1908, as follows:

calculating the most economical capac “ The Electric Grill," P. A. Bates .
Arizona ..

ity of this kind of condensing effect, A paper giving the general features
325,622.000 262.200 000

Montana 312,000.000 293.800,000

237,000,000 224,500,000whether for the purpose of increasing of the electric grill as now made, and
117.000.000 87.750,000

the output of a given installation , or
the time required for various cooking California 65,000,000

Nevada .for decreasing its losses . Elec. Wid . operations. It states that at 10 cents
Other States .

a kw-hr . the cost of cooking the break- Mexico-Canada. 162,000,000 125,000,000

“ The Design of Constant Potential fast chop or steak is from 3 to 8 cents . Total... .1,317,322,000 1,065,500,000

Transformers," W. T. Ryan. This is
-Elec. Wld.

Production of copper on the Ameri
a series of illustrated articles dealing

can continent is now at the rate of

with this problem . The matter is
Miscellaneous

about 1,400,000,000 lb. per annum .
treated in a clear and simple way.- “ Atmospheric Electricity,” Elihu

Even allowing that there will be no
Elcc . Rev. Thomson. This well-known writer restriction in production , even though

discusses the various kinds of light the big copper merger becomes a fact ,

“ Transmission Line Calculations,” ning and the problemof lightning pro- it is evident that copper production in

M. W. Franklin . Continues the pre- tection .-- Gen. Elec . Rev.
1910 cannot reasonably be expected to

sentation of the calculation of various show an increase over 1909 of over

properties of a transmission line. This " Railless Electric Traction," R.
5 per cent . It is reasonable to sup

chapter deals with capacity, reactance Lonneman . A short illustrated ac- pose , however, that in future produc

and charging current. -- Gen. Elec . count of “ trackless ” trolleys as ope- tion will be kept more in line with con

Rev.
rated in a few European cities . Power sumption than in the past .

per cent.

9

1909 1908

Lake .

Utah

53,700,000

45.000.000

27,750,000

7.500.000

37,000,000

a
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An Improved Arc-Lamp Sus- Projected Steam Road Electrifi- A study of different electrical sys

pension Insulator cation in Germany tems resulted in the recommendation

Experience has demonstrated the In a report recently submitted to for single-phase operation with trans

necessity of employing a high-poten- the Bavarian Parliament by the Min mission voltage of 50,000 and a trol

tial insulator for the suspension of ister of transportation the question of ley voitage of 10,000 with low fre

series arc lamps, thereby preventing the electrification of the state-owned quency .

grounding of the lamp or line, and at railways of that country was pre The report then considered the fi

the same time protecting the trimmer engineer connected with the study, nancial aspect of the proposition. This

or other person who might come in has contributed an abstract of this was based on a cost of coal per ton

contact with the suspension rope. report to the Bulletin of International in the northern sections of $5.12 and

To supply this need , the Western Railway Congress, published at Brus- in the southern sections of $5.48, and

Electric Company has placed on the sels . a cost per kilowatt-hour from water

market a high -potential strain and sus- In the report the trains were di- power in the northern sections at

pension insulator for arc lamps and vided into fourfour classes : Freight from 0.8 cent to 1.2 cents, and in the

cut - outs. trains , suburban trains , express
southern section , where water -power

These insulators , which are made trains and local trains , and power is more abundant, from 0.4 cent to

from the well-known “ Electrose” ma- speed-distance curves were prepared
0.8 cent . The conclusion is reached

terial , are constructed in such a way for each line. The total consumption that electric power would be cheaper

that with the lamp suspended the in and ton mileage of the system esti- than steam on the southern lines and

sulating material between the metal mated upon are shown in the accom
ward. The tons given are English

parts is placed under compression, panying table, which is basedon an
( long ) tons of 2240 lb.

average day in July, 1906. To the
DISTRIBUTION OF ENERGY CONSUMPTION

figures for energy therein shown an
ON BAVARIAN STATE RAILWAYS

allowance was made of 10 per cent . Watt

Ton, Kw . hrs per

for contingencies, 15 per cent . for Main lines

transformer losses based on a trans
Passenger trains..... 8,416,813 578,890 68.27

Freight trains . 14,542,236 ) 646,010 44.48

mission voltage of 10,000 and 25 per Branch lines

78,525Passenger and freight 1,433,976 ) 154.61

cent. for transmission losses . This Miscellaneous

gives for the average daily demand
Switching.. 135,400

Local lines. 197,359 12,270 (62.46

3,400,000 h.p., equivalent toto an

Total. 24,590,384 1,447,095 58.87

average daily load of 142,000 h.p.

With a load factor of 33 per cent.

and a further allowance for extensions A Convenient Eye -Saving Device

probable before 1920 , the engineers The extension of the domestic uses

estimate that there should be provided of electricity is one of the striking
a maximum power station capacity of features of the present time. One

606,000 h.p. The largest output of of the many new wrinkles is the

energy is required in November, be- adaption of a special lighting fixture

cause at that time power is needed for reading in bed shown below .
for light and heat and the traffic is This device is made by the 0. C.

greater than during any other winter White Company, Worcester, Mass. ,
month . The least energy is required and is only one of a number of use

in April . The figures for July are a ful and handy electrical house and

close average of those for the year . office fixtures turned out by them .

miles. hours. ton mile

Hawthorn

EN ITO

thereby making the strength of the

insulator far in excess of ordinary re

quirements .

The novel construction also makes

the dropping of the lamp impossible

in the event of the insulator becoming

destroyed.

The disc -type arc -lamp insulators

possess all of the important features

embodied in the well-known " Elec

trose" disc -type suspension line and

strain insulators which possess great

mechanical strength , combined with

the highest form of electrical insula

tion .

The merits of the insulators have

received immediate acknowledgment

from some of the foremost electrical

engineers in the country.

The arc -lamp insulators are pro

vided with detachable bronze eyes and

sister hooks, clevis or other forms of

hangers, and are made sufficiently

large to accommodate the steel cables.
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New Connecticut Interchangeable Business Notes The Allis -Chalmers Company has

Telephone Meetz & Weiss, of New York, who been experiencing a strong demand

The Connecticut Telephone & Elec- make oil engines , are having a brisk for the many different lines of its out

tric Company, of Meriden, Conn. ,
demand for small units for electric put, particularly in the lighter power

have just placed on the market a new lighting plants . The Navy Depart- and mining fields. Among the re

type, which will be known as their ment has also been placing orders with cent electrical orders placed is the

interchangeable telephone. In all
this firm for oil engines to operate entire hydraulic and electric equip

telephone installations it has been generators for wireless. ment of the James White Power Com

necessary in the past to have systems
pany of Athens, Ga.; and also the

wired for the particular service for The National Carbon Company, of
power plants of the New River &

Pocahontas Consolidated Coal Com
which they are to be used . At last a Cleveland , report for its year ending

battery telephone has been placed on January 31st shows the largest busi
pany, Berwind, W. Va. , ; the Inter

urban Electric Company, Cartersville ,

the market which can be carried in ness in its history. The outlook for

stock by electrical dealers and jobbers the coming year is even better.
Ill . ; the Wisconsin Traction , Light,

Heat & Power Company, Appleton,

Wis. , and the San Diego Electric
The Edison Storage Bat

Railway Company.

tery Company, of Orange ,

N. J. , is having a rush of
J. G. White & Company, New York,

orders for their new battery,
have been awarded the contract for

and large volumes of busi
the double tracking of the Albany

ness are reported by the Southern Railroad between Rensse

Electric Storage Battery
laer and Kinderhook Lake, N. Y. , as

Company, of Philadelphia, well as the straightening of curves

and also by the Westing- and the rehabilitation of a large

house Storage Battery Com
amount of the present track of that

pany, which will at once re

build the Boonton , N. J. , tion of its third rail electric road be
Company. In addition to the opera

,

plant, destroyed by fire on
tween Albany and Hudson , N. Y. , the

the night of February 6th .
Railroad Company furnishes electric

which can be used for practically all light to the following towns : Rens
The Kelman Electric and Manu

systems . The Connecticut Company
selaer, East Greenbush, East Scho

furnish a bulletin showing connections facturing Company, of Los Angeles, dack, Nassau, North Chatham , Niver

which correspond to the lettering of
Cal . , and Pierson, Roeding & Com

ville, Valatie, Kinderhook, Stuyvesant

their wiring diagrams in their cata
pany, of San Francisco, have com Falls, Stottville, and also owns and

logue No. 20 covering interior tele
pleted arrangements whereby the operates gas plants in Hudson and

thephone. This telephone is equipped agencyfor the Kelman high voltage erties are under the management of
latter firm acquire the Pacific Coast Rensselaer, N. Y. The above prop

by adding one or two jumper wires oil switches and circuit breakers.

to these connections in the inside of J. G. White & Company, Inc.

the phote . This telephone is equipped

with the very best long-distance parts The Westinghouse Electric & Man- Foreign Trade Opportunities

throughout. It is also made up in a
ufacturing Companies report a lively 4144 . Electric - light Plant and

stamped metal case , and is without
business in January, with orders Equipment. — An American consul in

any question a most desirable article amounting to nearly $ 3,000,000. In Latin America has forwarded the

in view of its high quality and inter the railway division 1200 motors were name of a business man who has re

changeable features.
ordered by five companies alone , and cently been granted a concession by

the detail and supply department is the local government for the estab

busier than ever before. It is stated
A Neat Electric Pump

lishment of an electric-light plant . The

that the Newark shops are now turn- concessionaire undertakes to supply

In places where there is no water ing out about 30,000motors a month .

service under pressure the small
light to certain cities , also power for

More men are now employed than at machinery, tramways, railroads, etc.
electrically driven house pump has

any time since 1906 .
No duty will be charged on the ma

come to be indispensible. Realizing
chinery and materials imported for

the demand for a thoroughly reliable
The H. T. Paiste Co. , Philadelphia, this plant.

article, the Fort Wayne Engineering
Pa. , added to its line of standard sign 4149. Electrical Machinery and

& Mfg. Company has placed on the
receptacles a new one having the hold- Equipment for Power Buildings.

ing screws in a right -angled position An American consular officer in

to the two-line contacts . Canada reports that a power com

pany in his district has begun the

The H. W. Johns-Manville Com- erection of a plant for the develop

jany , manufacturer of electric lamps ment of electrical power for industrial

and fuses, among other products, has purposes. The company will be able

leased the building at 27-29 Michigan to develop between 40,000 and 50,000

Avenue in Chicago and will concen- h.p. when required , but at present the

trate at that point the supply business intention is to develop about 25,000.

market the ingenious pump shown be- at 171-173 Randolph Street, and also The general manager states that the

low. the warehouse now on Erie Street. plans for the power buildings and

As may be seen , it is double-acting The building has been leased for a machinery are nearing completion ,

with the piston operated from a crank term of 10 years and is near South Further particulars are obtainable

shaft driven by a worm gear . Thus Water Street . The Baltimore branch by addressing the Bureau of Manu

the advantage of a high - speed motor has moved to new quarters at 30 facturers, Washington, D. C. , refer

and a low-speed pump are realized . Light Street. ring to the file numbers given above.

-
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Legal Notes Alternating-Current Portable ting-current portable drill with cover

Drill

A case of joint liability of two com
removed.

panies for damages recently came up In the present day of skilled labor,

in Atlanta, when a horse was killed by high-speed machinery and plants of
Boston Terminal

contact with a telephone wire which vast size, the minutes become a ques- Speaking before the Massachusetts

had broken and fallen across an elec- tion of great moment. Fortunes have Legislature's railroad committee, Mr.

tric railway company's wire. Negli- been made from the scrap heap, the T. E. Byrnes , vice-president of the

gence as to insulation and other points profits of manufacturing plants have New York, New Haven & Hartford

was charged against both companies, been enormously increased by the dis- Railroad , stated that that company ex

and both were held responsible. covery of a method of turning waste pected to spend $ 50,000,000 during the

into valuable by -products. Will the next ten years in developing its trans

In a Pennsylvania case , where an moments wasted slip by unnoticed ? portation facilities in Massachusetts.

electric light company made a special Time is money. Profits depend upon He said that the attitude of the legis

written contract to supply certain par- the amount of business done. Econo- lature toward his company had held

ties with electric current at a rate less my of time must become a question of up an expenditure of $ 25,000,000 in

than that made to other parties in the supreme importance to the large man- the vicinity of Boston . The company

same business, discrimination was ufacturer, or moments wasted will desires to build a tunnel between the

charged . The court found that the total an appalling amount. North and South station . The esti

plaintiff had never applied for and had The practice of taking heavy cast- mated cost of electrifying the Boston

no special contract as to price, and ings to a stationary drill, of spending suburban line of the New York, New

therefore there was not necessarily any much valuable time in adjusting them Haven & Hartford and the Boston &

discrimination . in order that a few brief moments may Maine is between $25,000,000 . and

be spent in drilling, is an instance of $ 40,000,000.

In South Carolina a wire hanging

from a pole shocked a woman and her

son . It was testified that the com

pany, having had repeated warnings

as to the condition of the wire , had

failed to take any measure to remedy

it or to prevent accident, and the com

pany was found negligent, judgment

being given for $ 17,000 damages to

the mother and $ 8,000 to the son . The

court of appeals confirmed the judg

ment.

The old Lange -Lamme patent upon
the wasteful methods that eat into the Books Received

a controlling switch for electric rail- profits. " Illumination and Photometry," by

ways issued in 1894 and which has The direct-current portable breast
William E. Wickenden , B. S. , Assist

about a year and a half to run is again
drill designed by the General Electric

ant Professor of Electrical Engineer

the subject of litigation. It was up Company has met with great favor ing, Massachusetts InstituteTechnol

held against the Electric Controller
and has so satisfactorily demonstrated

ogy; McGraw-Hill Book Company,

& Mfg . Co. of Cleveland, and is now
its ability to do the work for which it

New York . Cloth ; 195 pages ; illus

upheld by Judge Knappen in the Cir
was designed that they are now manu

trated ; 6 by 9/4 in . Price $ 2.00.

cuit Court for the southern district of facturing an alternating-current one

Ohio against the Allis -Chalmers Co. , which possesses all the superior fea

tures of their direct -current drill and A text-book designed primarily for
notwithstanding their contention that

if the patent were upheld it would
permits the use of this device where the use of colleges of engineering.

The presentation of the subject islikely deprive them of railway orders alternating current only is available .

for motors.
It possesses the ruggedness of de- most compact and well arranged , and

sign required to withstand the hard the whole volume is one of the best

usage incidental to its service , yet its
we have seen

Boiler Data

on this , one of the

In reckoning the heating surface of
weight has been reduced to a mini- youngest developments of engineering.

a boiler, all tubes , flues and the part
mum , being but 21 lb. , ensuring that

of the boiler-shell covered by water
the device may be handled by one " Direct and Alternating Current

and exposed to hot gases is to be
person with great ease and rapidity . Testing," by Frederick Bedell , Ph . D. ,

measured.
The drill is fitted with a Jacob's Professor of Applied Electricity , Cor

chuck which will take drills up to and nell University , and C. A. Pierce ,

The efficiency of a boiler is given including 38 in . diameter. An idea of Ph. D .; D. Van Nostrand Company,

by the ratio of the heat absorbed by
the great saving of time made possible New York .New York. Cloth ; 265 pages; illus

the boiler per pound of dry coal put by its use may be gained from the fol- trated ; 572 by 81/2 in. Price $ 2.00.

on the grate to the calorific value of lowing approximate data . It will drill A manual detailing the theory of a

that poud of coal .
a 38 -in. hole i in . deep in cast iron in line of tests selected with reference to

27 sec .; in machine steel in 95 sec . their practical usefulness and instruc

The best-set and best -fired boilers It will also satisfactorily operate a tive value. While primarily intended

will give from 7 to 10 pounds of 34 - in . wood bit . for the use of students , it is also of

water per pound of good quality coal . It is designed for operation on a general valve . Of the seven chap

The average results are from 25 to 110- or 220 -volt 60 -cycle circuit , to ters in the book, five are devoted to

60 per cent . higher than this. The which it is connected by screwing the alternating -current machinery and ap

ratio between heating surface and attaching plug into a standard lamp paratus. The book is particularly rich
evaporation is about 150 sq . ft . to the socket . in diagrams and sketches of typical

nominal horse power. The illustration shows the alterna- testing arrangements.
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Porsonals Mr. L. H. Thullen , who has been Prof. Amos Dolbear, who did im

Mr. Bion J. Arnold has been ap- practising as consulting engineer in portant work in the development of

pointed chief engineer of the Chicago New York, has become chief engineer the writing telegraph, died at West

subways and will organize the subway of the Triumph Electric Company, Somerville , Mass. , in the 73d year of

construction work in that city .
Cincinnati. his age. He was Professor of Physics

at Tufts College from 1874 to 1906 .

Mr. H. G. Hetzler, until lately pres- Mr. P. D. Wagoner has been elected

ident of the Metropolitan West Side president of the General Vehicle Com- Mr. Charles M. Hobbs, manager

Elevated Railway, has become presi- pany, Long Island City , succeeding of the Nevada, California Power

dent of the Chicago & Western Indi- Mr. J. Howard Hanson, who has Company, died at Danville, N. Y. ,

ana Railroad Company and of the Belt withdrawn from the company. Mr. where he was under treatment for an

Railway of Chicago.
Wagoner brings to his new work a organic disease , January 27th. He

wide experience in engineering and was 55 years old and lived long in

Mr. B. I. Budd, lately general man- commercial affairs , and under his ad- Colorado.

ager of the Metropolitan West Side ministration the outlook for the future

Elevated Railway of Chicago, has been of the General Vehicle Company ap- Prof. Friedrich Kohlrausch , who

elected president of that company. pears very bright. died in January at Marburg, was one

of the great scientists who have

Mr. F. D. Nims, who for several Mr. J. N. Carlisle, of Watertown , brought Germany to her commanding
years has been chief operating engi- N. Y. , has been appointed a member position in the scientific world . He

neer of the Mexican Light and Power of the Second District Public Service was born in 1840, and came from a

Company, has been appointed electri- Commission of New York , to fill the family in the field of physical research .

cal engineer for the Western Canada vacancy caused by the resignation of His electrical work was mostly quan

Power Company at Vancouver, B. C. Mr. T. M. Osborne. tative and included the investigation

of the density and conductivity of

Prof. H. C. Parker, of Columbia
pure water and of many aqueous solu

University, New York, who was con
Obituary tions ; the migrations of ions ; the re

nected with the invention of the helion Mr. H. H. Buddy, Manager of the sistance of mercury ; thermo- electrici

lamp, will leave the university to de- Power, Mining and Lighting Depart- ty ; the electromotive force of standard

vote all his time to research work . ments, Philadelphia District Offices of cells and of the thin gas films that

the General Electric Company, died form on electrodes; electro -chemical

Mr. Albert Spies has resigned the suddenly on the 15th of January, after equivalents ; electro- and magnetic

editorship of the Electrical Record to a brief illness in the 430 year of his

devote himself to Foundry News, a

measurements in general, and studies

age .
of the earth's magnetic field . His

new paper whose first number will work underlies much of the present

come out in April . Mr. Elmer Gillmer, long well known day theories of electricity.
He also

in the lamp industry and president of published some important works, of

Mr. H. W. Young, who recently the Warren Electric & Specialty which the best known is his “ Guide to

severed his connection with the Cen- Company and the Peerless Electric

tral Electric Company of Chicago, is

Practical Physics," a book of some

650 pages . He was a genius in exper

now president of the Delta-Star Elec imental work .

tric Company. Mr. Young has had an

extended experience in electrical work

with both the Westinghouse and Gen
Among the Associations

eral Electric Companies , as well as The lowa Electrical Association

with other concerns. The Delta-Star and the Iowa Street and Interurban

Company will devote itself to the de Railway will hold their tenth annual

velopment and manufacture of high

and low-tension specialties .

meeting at Sioux City , April 20th and

21st . At the same time an electrical

exhibition will be held, lasting until

Mr. J. D. Mortimer has succeeded

Mr. C. D. Wetmore as vice -president,

April 21st .

and Mr. S. W. Burt as secretary of

the Milwaukee Electric Railway &
The annual convention of the Na

Light Company and the Milwaukee
tional Electric Light Association will

Light , Heat and Traction Company.

be held at St. Louis during the week

beginning May 23d. The Coliseum ,

Mr. B. A. Behrend has been elected

an immense new steel and concrete

a foreign member of the Elektrotech
structure, will be used for meetings

nischer Verein of Berlin .

and exhibitions. The last time the

Association met at St. Louis was in

Mr. Frank S. Smith has recently
1893

completed a special mission in Europe

for the Adams-Bagnall Electric Com
The South African Institute of

pany. Electric Engineers , having affiliation

with the parent body in England, held

Mr. E. B. Raymond, who was gen- Company, of Warren , Ohio, as well its first meeting in the Transvaal Uni

eral superintendent of the Schenectady as of the National Electric Lamp As- versiti College, at Johannesburg , in

works of the General Electric Com- sociation , died suddenly of acute indi- November. C. W. R. Campbell was

pany, has been appointed second vice- gestion , February 19th , aged 48. He elected president, W. Elsdon-Dew and

president and chief engineer of the was a pioneer in the commercial man- M. Rahmann, vice -presidents, and

Pittsburg Plate Glass Company. ufacture of incandescent lamps. Friederich Rowland, secretary .

MR. E. GILLMER
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Trade Publications
The Buckeye Electric Company, derground distribution. One purpose

The Northern Equipment Company, Cleveland , has issued forceful of the book is to standardize construc

Chicago, hasput out avery well got- folder for the central stations , entitled , tion in the different undertakings in

ten up catalogue telling about the " The Lamp Problem as Your Cus- various parts of the country in which

Copes boiler feed regulator and the tomer Sees It.” the company is engaged. The existing

Copes pump governor. Very complete section treats of such subjects as poles,

descriptions and illustrative matter set H. W. Johns -Manville Company , in cross- arms, brackets, pins , the setting

for the merits of these devices . the second issue of “ The J -M Packing of poles , sag in wires, standard sys

Expert,” its new house monthly , fea- tems of guying, arrangement of cir

The Benjamin Electric Mfg. Com- ture the story of asbestos , and many
cuits , etc. The book is illustrated by

pany, Chicago, has distributed leaflets practical notes.
diagrams and includes a number of

describing its improved line of tung
tables.

sten fixtures and reflector sockets . The National Brake & Electric

Company of Milwaukee is out with a The firm Roth Brothers & Company

Kerr Turbine Company, Wellsville , handsome catalogue, No. 387, giving of Chicago have issued bulletin No.

N. Y., has just issued two new bul- complete illustrated descriptions of its 193 , in which are described the type

letin , No. 9, “ Turbo-Blower Units,” line of motor -driven air compressors. “ T ” machines which have been manu

and No. 10. " Steam Turbine Genera “ Paistery," the house organ of the factured by the company now for a

tors , Steam Turbine . Centrifugal H. T. Paiste Company, for February, number of years. The line embraces

Pumps.” The first bulletin illustrates
carried a full description of the latest

four sizes of frames for machines

practical outfits for forced and induced Paiste specialties and a picture of the rated from 4 h.p. to 30 h.p. All parts

draft, gas works service and for fur company's Philadelphia factory. of the apparatus are interchangeable,

nishing blast for cupolas. The other and no details of construction are em

bulletin includes generating sets for
Bulletin No. 1098 of the Pittsburg

bodied which are of an experimental

electric power and lighting, and pump nature.

ing units for boiler feeding, fire, serv
Transformer Company is devoted to

ice, water supply, circulating conden
its well -known line of oil -insulated

self -cooled transformer. The many "Storage Batteries in Signal and

ser water, draining pumps, and for merits of this type, which is made in Car Lighting " is the most useful bul

other service wherewater must be de

livered at moderate or high pressure, brought out.

capacities up to 500 kva. , are well letin lately issued by the Electric Stor

age Battery Co., Philadelphia.

or against considerable head.

The Western Electric Company has
The General Electric Company has

The Deming Pump Company, Sa

lein , Ohio, has issued a useful diary
issued its bulletin No. 5352 giving just issued pamphlet No.3907, en

titled “ A Revolution in Lighting,"
complete information on its line of

for 1910. It is of pocket size , with

Hawthorne fan motors for 1910. A

which is descriptive of the G. E. leather cover, and bears the title

larger and better assortment than has

Mazda lamp. This lamp is the most " Every Day's Doings," as well as the

ever been placed on the market by this

catch phrase, “When Water Flows Up
recent and improved development in

Hill.” Aside from the diary there arecompany is listed . The company has high efficiency metal filament lamps.

alsoissued their bulletin 5230, devoted

It represents the result of the com- many pages of maps and useful sta

to the Hawthorne type SL induction
bined research work and manufactur- tistical matter. The pages devoted to

motor. This bulletin is well illustrated

ing experience of the laboratories and descriptions and illustrations of pumps

and includes a description of all the
factories of the most important lamp for all purposes are very interesting

essential parts of the motor .

manufacturers and inventors in the and contain information about this

world, secured through the acquisi- kind of machinery which adds greatly

tion of the most improved processes. to the value of the publication .
" Ad Book No. 10 " is the title of a

set of 12 live advertising suggestions pamphlet on the subject of “ Building
The company also has distributed a

The Bristol Company, Waterbury,
for central station managers which

has just been sent out by the Westing

Lighting ,” which should be not only Conn . , has issued a 48-page catalogue

ofinterest but of service to managers listing the most complete line of re

house Electric & Mfg. Company. of hotels , apartment houses, and all cording pressure gauges ever put on

large buildings of either a public or the market. The company's recording

The Delta Star Electric Company private nature. This pamphlet is No. instruments are coming more and

of Chicago has begun the distribution 3890.
more into use for classes of work in

of a new loose -leaf price list . The Recent bulletins of the company which their advantages have hereto

line covered in Nos. I and 2 comprises are : No. 4714, Railway Signal Volt- fore been neglected. Particularly is

descriptions and price lists of the com
Ammeters ; No. 4715 , The G. E. 210

this the case with the temperature re

pany's high-tension specialties, and Railway Motor. cording devices that are now making

also considerable technical information their way in metallurgical work.

regarding high -tension lines, sparking H. M. Byllesby & Company have

distances, critical voltages at whichi issued , for the use of their construc- The Westinghouse Diary for 1910,

the corona effect begins, and connec- tion men , the first section of a practical which contains some 36 pages of well

tions for generators and transformers, loose-leaf pocketbook giving data on arranged and useful information , is

as well as current calculations for various classes of electrical line con- the sixth of its ses es . While the size

three -phase and other systems. struction work . The first section , and arrangement are much the same

which has been issued , relates to over- as last year, considerable new infor

“ Common Sense,” the monthly pub- head construction and specifications mation has been added to this year's

lication of the Electric Controller & for materials for medium and low - ten- addition . The diary is to be found in

Mfg . Company of Cleveland, has a sion distribution . This will be fol- the pockets of thousands of engineers

few pages of descriptive matter and lowed by two other sections , to be and operating men all over the coun

lots of philosophy in the. February bound in the same cover , relating to try . Its presence there is the best

issue. long - distance transmission and to un- witness of its utility .
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YOUR MONEY BACK

If we cannot give you better qualities of carbons for your arc lamps, flaming lamps ,

and moving picture machines than any other carbon producer in the

world and at less cost to you .

Columbia Carbons Are Best

FREE SAMPLES FOR TEST IN ANY STYLE OF LAMP

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, CLEVELAND, OHIO

Over

50,000

miles

Rolled

from

Best Quality

Steel
€

in use

CONTINUOUS JOINT WEBER JOINT

The Rail Joint Company
GENERAL OFFICES :

29 West 34th Street, New York City

Makers of Base Supported Rail Joints for Standard and Special Rail

Sections also Girder, Step or Compromise, Frog and Switch , and Insulat
ing Rail Joints, protected by Patents.

WOLHAUPTER JOINT

Catalogs at Agencies

Baltimore, Md. Pittsburg , Pa.

Boston , Mass . Portland, Oregon

Chicago, III . SanFrancisco , Cal.

Denver, Colo. St. Louis, Mo.

New York , NY. Troy, N. Y.

London, E.C., Eng Montreal, Can.

HIGHEST AWARDS : Paris, 1900 ;

Buffalo, 1901 ; St Louis, 1904 .

CONTINUOUS GIRDER

G.E. Switchboards Eight Carloads of

Switchboards per Day
are Best Because

Specialists with many

years' experience provide

the engineering supervi

sion necessary for correct

switchboard design .

The largest and best

equipped switchboard fac

tory in the world affords

facilities for the highest

character of manufactured

product.

During December, 1909, the shipment of power station

switchboards (exclusive of panel boards) from the Schenectady

factory averaged eight carloads per day. At this rate , the

yearly outputof loaded cars, if coupled together, would form

a train over twenty miles long. Such an enormous sale is a

convincing endorsement of G. E. Switchboard quality.

We Can Meet Any Requirement

by stock sections combined to form complete switchboards.

Over 10,000 standard sectionscan be ordered by catalog number

and assembledtoform inore than a million different combinations

General Electric Company
The Largest Electrical Manufacturer in the World

Principal Office, Schenectady, N. Y.

Atlanta , Ga .

Baltimore, Md .

Boston , Mass.

Buffalo , N. Y.

Butte, Mont .

Charleston, W. Va .

Charlotte, N. C.

Chicago, Il.

Cincinnati, o .

Cleveland , O.

Columbus, o .

Denver, Col.

SALES OFFICES IN THE FOLLOWING CITIES :

Detroit, Mich . New Haven, Conn .

( Office of Solig Agt .) New Orleans, La .

Indianapolis, Ind. New York, N. Y.

Kansas City , Mo. Philadelphia, Pa .

Los Angeles, Cal. Portland, Ore .

Minneapolis, Minn . Pittsburg, Pa .

Nashville, Tenn . Richmond, Va.

Salt Lake City , Utah

San Francisco, Cal.

St. Louis , Mo.

Seattle , Wash .

Spokane, Wash .

Syracuse, N. Y.

2425
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Westinghouse

Potential Regulators

3

Westinghouse Motor-Operated Single-Phase Induction Regulator

This regulator can be made automatic by the addition of relays

The Westinghouse Potential Regulator
when installed on your lines means :

Increased Economy

Decreased Lamp Renewals

Better Service

Satisfied Customers

Westinghouse Potential Regulators are instantaneous in action , are

compact, durable, light in weight and occupy a minimum floor space.

See Circular No. 1017

Note small amount of

floor space occupied

Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Co.
Atlanta Buffalo Cleveland Kansas City New Orleans Pittsburg San Francisco

Baltimore Chicago Denver Los Angeles New York St. Louis Seattle

Boston Cincinnati Detroit Minneapolis Philadelphia Salt Lake City Syracuse

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg . Co., of Texas, Dallas and El Paso , Texas

Canada : Canadian Westinghouse Co., Ltd., Hamilton , Ont. Mexico : G. & O. Braniff & Co., City of Mexico
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Classified Directory of

Manufacturers

TRADE MARK

C
R
E
S
C
E
N
T

W
I
R
E &T CRESCENT

RUBBER - INSULATED

WIRES AND CABLES

DE
TT

R
E) CO.TN

NATIONAL CODE STANDARD

Main Office and Factory : TRENTON, N. J.

ATLANTIC INSULATED WIRE & CABLE CO.

WIRES AND CABLES.

FOR SUBMARINE, A ERLAL. UNDERGROUND
AND INTERIOR USE

FACTORY

STAMFORD ,

CONN

120 LIBERTY STREET

NEW YORK CITY.

STEEL
OUTLET

JUNCTION

SWITCH

CONDUIT BUSHINGS

BOXES

PATENTEES AND MANUFACTURERS

THE BOSSERT ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION CO.,

BOSTON INSULATED WIRE AND CABLE CO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

ADJUSTERS

Morse, Frank W., Boston , Mask

AIR AND GAS COMPRESSORS

Allis -Chalmers Co., Milwaukee .

American Air Compressor Works, N. Y.

Blake Mfg. Co., Geo . F., New York.

Chicago Pneumatic ToolCo., Chicago.

Clayton Air Compressor Works, N. Y.

Curtis & Co.,Mfg . Co., St. Louis.

Dean Bros. Steam Pump Wks. , Indian

apolis.

Emerson Elec . Mfg . Co., St. Louis, Mo.

Hall Steam Pump Co., Pittsburg.

Ingersoll -Rand Co., New York .

Knowles Steam PumpWorks, New York

Laidlaw -Dunn -Gordon Co. , New York .

McGowan Co., John H., Cincinnati.

National Brake & Elec . Co., Milwaukoo.

Norwalk Iron Works, Norwalk , Conn

Platt Iron Works Co., Dayton

Providence Engine Works, Providence

Snow Steam Pump Works, New York.

Sullivan Machinery Co., Chicago

Worthington , Henry R., New York.

ALTERNATORS

Allis -Chalmers Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

Crocker -Wheeler Co., Ampere, N. J.

Fort Wayne Elec. Works, Indianapolis.

General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.

National Brane & Elec . Co., Milwaukee

Wesco Supply Co. , St. Louis
Western Electric Co., Chicago

Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg.Co., Pitts

burg

ANCHORS (GUY)

Holden Anchor Co.,Des Moines, la .

Matthews & Bro ., W. N. , St. Louie, Mo

ANNUNCIATORS

Central Electric Co., Chicago , Ill.

Doubleday -Hill Electric Co., Pittsburg.

Electric Appliance Co.,Chicago.

Haines, J. Allen, lac., Chicago.

ManhattanEloc. Supply Co., Now York
Ostrander & Co., W. R., Chicago.

Van Dora - Elliott Elec . Co., Clovoland.

Wesco Supply Co. , St. Louis.

Western Electric Co., Chicago.

ATTACHMENT PLUGS

Hubbell, Harvey , Bridgeport, Cona.

BATTERIES - PRIMARY

Bunnell & Co., J.H., New York .

Burnley Battery & Mfg. Co., Painesvillo.

Ohio .

Central Electric Co., Chicago

Doubleday -Hill Elec. Co., Pittsburg:

Eastern Carbon Works,Jersey City ,N. J.

EdisonMig . Co., New York .

Elec. Motor & Equipment Co., Newark.
N. J

French Battery Co., Madison, Wis.

Gordon Battery Co .New York.

Lawrence Elec . Co., F. D., Cincináati, O.

Leclanche Battery Co., New York .

Manhattan Electrical Supply Co., Chi.

cago .

Waterbury Battery Co.,' Waterbury .

Conn .

Wesco Supply Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Western Electric Co., Chicago.

BATTERIES_STORAGE

American Battery Co., Chicago .

Doubleday -Hill Electric Co., Pittsburg.

Electric Storage Battery Co., Philadel.

phia .

General Storage Battery Co., New York.

Gould Storage Battery Co.,New York.

National Battery Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
Railway Safety Service Co., Springfield ,

Mass.

Universal Eloctri : Storage Battery Co.,

Chicago .

Willard Storage Battery Co.,Cleveland.

Rubber - Covered Wires and Cables
NATIONAL CODE STANDARD

Office and Works : 182-186 Freeport St., Dorchester District, BOSTON , MASS .

Armour Institute of Technology

Chicago , Illinois

Courses in Electrical, Mechanical , Civil ,

Chemical and Fire Protection Engineering, and

Architecture. Completely equipped labora.

tories in all departments.

Year Book sent on application .

Th. Military Collego of the

State of Vormont.

Courses leading to Bachelor's Degree, Arts,

Science and Literature, Chemistry, Civil En .
gineering.

Military Instruction, practice and discipline

for all students.

Adequate equipment for instruction in Hy.
draulics and in Electricity:

NORWICHUNIVERSITY, Northfield, Vt.

Clarkson School of Technology

Thomas S. Clarkson Memorial, Potsdam , N. Y.
Organized under charter of the University of

the State of New York . Courses leading to

degrees of Bachelor of Science in Chemical,

Civil, Electrical and Mechanical Engineering,

comprising four years of thorough training and
resident collegework in theory and practice of

engineering. The Clarkson Bulletin , pub.

lished quarterly , mailed onapplication.

WM .S. ALDRICH , Director.

TUITS COLLEGE

Department of Engineering

Cloli, Mechanical, Electrical and Chemical Engineering

New Laboratories and Excellent Equipment.
Beautiful site within four miles of Boston .

Preparatory Department for studentswhohave

had engineering practice, but insufficient prope

aration for college work .

For information concerning coursesand positions of

graduates ,address Prof. GARDNER C. ANTHONY, Dean.
TUFTS COLLEGE, P. O., Xoss .

LEWIS INSTITUTE , Chicago, Ill.

Four-year course leading to degree of Bachelor of

Science in Mechanical Engineering . While the course

is planned with special reference to mechanical engi.

neering, much time is devoted to electrical work , and

such attention is given to engineering chemistry , civil

engineering and general subjects as to graduate men

with broad, fundamental training along engineering

lines. Catalegue cn application .

Rensselaer

A

Pol
yte

chn
ic USMED

A

S
C
H
O
O
L
O
F

E
N
G
I
N
E
E
R
I
N
G .

Troy, N.Y.
Local examinations provided for. Send for a catalogue
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Fan and Blower

REGULATORS

For the control of motor

driven fans and blowers we

have standardized a com

prehensive line of apparatus

ranging from one- sixth H.P.

speed regulators, upwards .

Controllers can be furnished

either for manual or for

automatic operation . For

the control of blowers used

in connection with auto

matic stokers we can furnish

a controller that will regu

late the speed of the fan

according to the boiler press

ure. Bulletins on request.

Clasifed Directory ofManufacturers - Court'd

BELLS

Central Electric Co., Chicago.

Manhattan Electrical Supply Co., New

York and Chicago .

Ostrander & Co., W. R. , New York

Wesco Supply Co., St. Louis.
Western Electric Co. , Chicago.

BELT DRESSING

Cling Surface Mfg . Co., Buffalo

DixonCrucible Co., Jos., Jersey City, N. J.
BELTING

Boston Belting Co., Boston.

Eureka Fire Hose Co., New York .

Jofrey Mtg. Co., Columbus, O.

Link -Belt Engineering Co.,Philadelphia.

Pittsburg Gage& Supply Co., Pittsburg.

Robins Conveying Belt Co. New York .

BLOWERS

Allis -Chalmers Co., Milwaukee.

American Blower Co., Detroit.

American Gas Furnace Co., New York .

Buffalo Forge Co., Buffalo .

Chicago Flexible Shaft Co., Chicago.

Crocker -Wheeler Co., Ampere, N. J.

Dean Bros. Steam Pump Works, Indian

apolis.

Green Fuel Economizer Co., Matteawan ,

N. Y.

Platt Iron Works,Dayton, O.

Smith , J D. , Fdy. Supply Co., Cleveland.

Sprague Electric Co., New York .

Sturtevant Co., B. F. , Hyde Park , Mass .

BLUE PRINT MACHINERY

Buckeye EngineCo., Salem, O.

Keuffel & Esser Co., New York.

Kolesch & Co. , New York

Rosolute Machine Co., New York .

Wagenhorst & Co., J. H. , Pittsburg .

BOILERS

Atlantic Works, East Boston, Mass.

Babcock & Wilcox Co., New York .

Harrison Safety Boiler Works, Phila .

Heine Safety Boiler Co. , St. Louis.

Platt Iron Works, Dayton , O.

Riter -Conley Mfg. Co., Pittsburg.

Robb -Mumford Boiler Co., South Fram

ingham , Mass.

Struthers -Wells Co., Warren, Pa.

Walsh's Holyoke Steam Boiler Co.,

Holyoke, Mass.

Wetherill & Co., Robt. , Chester, Pa .

BOXES— JUNCTION

Bossert Electric Construction Co., Utica .

D. & W. Fuse Co., Providence . R. I.

Steel City Electric Co., Pittsburgh

BOXES_OUTLET

Bossert Electric Const. Co., Utica , N. Y.

Steel City Electric Co. , Pittsburgh

BRUSHES - CARBON

Central Electric Co. , Chicago.

Eastern Carbon Works,Jersey City, N. J

Holmes Fibre-Graphite Mfg. Co., Ger

mantown , Pa.

Le Valley Carbon Brush Co. , New York .

National Carbon Co., Cleveland .

Spcor Carbon Co., St. Mary's, Pa.

Western Electric Co., Chicago.
BUSHINGS -OUTLET

Steel City Electric Co. , Pittsburgh

CABLE HANGERS

Barron & Co., Jas . S. , New York .

Bissell Co. , F., Toledo, O.

Standard Underground Cable Co. , Pitts

burg

Stool City Electric Co., Pittsburg .

Wesco Supply Co., St. Louis, Mo.

Western Electric Co. , Chicago .

CABLE JOINTS

Dossert & Co. , Inc., New York

CARBONS

Central Electric Co., Chicago .

Eastern Carbon Works , Jersey City . N. J.

National Carbon Co. , Cleveland.

Reisinger , Hugo , New York .

Speer Carbon Co. , St. Marys, Pa.

Wesco Supply Co. , St. Louis.

CASTINGS :

Amorican Steel Poundries, Chicago.

Aiton Machine Co., New York.

Classified Directory of Modohaduiers - Conr'd

Lunkenheimer Co. Cincinnati.

New England Butt Co., Providence, R. 1 .

Phosphor-Bronze Smelting Co., Ltd.,
Philadelphia.

CHAINS FOR ARC LAMPS

Oneida Community, Ltd., Oneida N. Y
CIRCUIT BREAKERS

Cutler -Hammer Mfg . Co., Milwaukee.

Cutter Electrical Mig. Co., Philadelphia

Doubleday -Hill Electric Co., Pittsburg.

Fort Wayne ElectricWorks, Fort Wayne,

Indiana

General Electric Co.,Schenectady,N.Y.
Hartman Circuit Breaker Co. , Mans

field , Ohio .

La Roche Co., F. A. , New York.

Sundh Electric Co., New York .

Switchboard Equip. Co. , Bethlehem , Pa

Ward Leonard Electric Co., Bronxville,

N. Y.

Wesco Supply Co., St. Louis.

Western Electric Co., Chicago .

Westinghouse Electric & Mig. Co. Pitts

burg.

CLAMPS - CABLE

Matthews, W. N.; & Bros., St. Louis .
CLEATS

Blake Signal & Mfg . Co., Boston, Mass.

Imperial Porcelain Works, Trenton, N. J.

Pass & Seymour, Inc. , Solvay, N. Y.

Sears, Henry D. , Boston .

CLIMBERS

Klein & Co. , Mathias , Chicago.

CLUSTERS

Benjamin Elec. Mfg. Co. , Chicago

Hubbel, Harvey.Bridgeport, Conn .

COAL AND ASH -HANDLING MACHIN .

ERY

Brown Hoisting Machinery Co.
land .

Case Mfg . Co., Columbus, O.

Hunt Co., C. W., New York .

Jeffrey Mfg . Co.,Columbus, O.
Link Belt Co., Philadelphia.

Mead -Morrison Mig . Co., Boston.

NorthernEngineering Works, Detroit

Robins Conveying Belt Co. , New York .

COILS - INDUCTION

Ostrander, W. R., & Co., New York .

Splitdorf, C. F., New York .

COMMUTATOR LUBRICANT

Allen & Co., L. B. , Chicago .

Dixon Crucible Co., Jos., Jersey City .

COMMUTATORS

Homer Commutator Co. , Cleveland, O.

CONDENSERS - ELECTRIC

Marshall,William , New York .

CONDUIT RODS

Barron & Co., Jas . S. , New York .

Cope, T. J. , Philadelphia .

Doubleday -Hill Electric Co., Pittsburg

CONDUITS

American Circular Loom Co., Chelsea,

Mass.

The Gillette-Vibber Co., New London ,

Conn .

American Conduit Co., Chicago.

American Vitrified Conduit Co., N. Y.

Camp Co. , H.B. , New York.

Doubleday-Hill Electric Co. , Pittsburg

Gest , G. M. , New York .

National Conduit & Cable Co., N. Y.

National MetalMolding Co., Pittsburg

Orangeburg Fibre Conduit Co., Orange.
burg , N. Y

Sprague Electric Co., New York .

CONDUIT FITTINGS

Steel City Electric Co., Pittsburgh

CONDUIT REAMERS

Steel City Electric Co., Pittsburg.

CONDUIT TOOLS

Cope, T. J .. Philadelphia

Steel City Electric Co., Pittsburg

CONTROLLERS

Allis-Chalmers Co. , Milwaukee.

Case Mfg . Co., Columbus, O.

Crocker.WheelerCo. , Ampere, N. J.

Cutler - Hammer Mfg. Co., Milwaukee.

Eloc. Controller & Supply Co., Clovolan

The Cutler -Hammer Mſg. Co.

MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN

NEW YORK ..50 Church Street

CHICAGO . Monadnock Block

PHILADELPHIA Commonwealth Trust Bldg.

BOSTON .
.176 Federal Street

PITTSBURG . Farmers' Bank Building
CLEVELAND Schofield Building

SAN FRANCISCO . Otis & Squires, 755 New

Montgomery Street

WI

.
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Standard Prices for Hydroolectric month . For a demand of 1 kw. the

Power rate would be 10.4 cents per kw. hr.;

" Is there any standard price for for 5 kw. demand the rate would be

electric power delivered ? ” This ques- 9.8 cents ; while for 25 kw. demand the

tion is answered by Charles T. Main rate would be 7.5 cents per kw. hr.

and F. M. Gunby in their paper " Cost
The prices forthis same demand of

of Power for Various Industries under
25 kw. for 300 hr. a month would be

Ordinary Conditions. " Read before only 2.4 cents per kw. hr.

the Boston Society of Civil Engineers ,
The permanent rate for a demand

this paper answers as follows : There of 100 kw. , with lamps and care,

does not appear to be any standard,
would be 7.8 cents per kw. hr. for a

the prices varying largelyaccording
use of the demand 800 hr . per year ;

to the amount taken . For small 3.18 cents for 3000 hr. , and 2.34 cents

amounts large prices can be obtained.
for 6000 hr. use of the demand.

The price , of course, must have a close
The same rates without lamps and

relation to that at which power from care would be 7.3 cents; 2.68 cents ;

a steam station would be sold . The and 1.84 cents , respectively .

prices for power from the Edison
It must be remembered, however,

Electric Illuminating Company of
that these are the selling prices of

Boston, Mass. , will give a good idea
this current and include all kinds of

of this, and these are given in part charges. Probably the selling and

below : office charges are a very great part of

EDISON RATES the cost. The company made the

Let us first follow through the cost statement recently, that it costmore to

meter the current for tis mallest cus
of power for lighting in various sized

amounts . We will assume that the de
tomers than it did to generate it .

mand will be required for 50 hr. a [ Continued on page 20.]

" MANROSS"

HAIR SPRINGS

Classifed Directory of Manufacturers - Cont'd

N. Y. Electric Controller Co., New York .

Simplex Electric Heating Co. , Cam

bridge, Mass.

COPPĚR CASTINGS

Anderson Mfg. Co. , A. & J. M. , Boston .

Ward - Leonard Co., Bronxville, N. Y.

CRANES

Northern Engineering Works, Detroit. !

CROSS ARMS

Locke Insulator Mfg.Co., Victor, N. Y.

CUT-OUTS AND SWITCHES

Bissell Co., The F. , Toledo , O.

Bossert Electric Const. Co. , Utica, 17. Y.

Central Electric Co., Chicago .

Crouse -HindsCo., Syracuse,N. Y.

Cutter Elec . & Mfg.Co., Philadelphia.

Ft . Wayne Elec. W ks.,Inc. , Fort Wayne.

GeneralElectricCo. ,Schenectady, N. Y.

Hart Mfg. Co., Hartford , Conn .

Manhattan Elec . Supply Co., New York.

Sorenson , P. , Brooklyn.

Switchboard Equip . Co., Bethlehem , Pa .

Trumbull Elec. Mfg. Co.,Plainville , Conn .

Wesco Supply Co.,St. Louis.

Western Electric Co., Chicago .

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co. , Pitts

burg .

DIRECT MOTOR DRIVE FOR PLANERS

The·Electric Controller & Supply Co.,

Cleveland .

DRILLS

Morse Twist Drill & Machine Co. , New

Bedford , Mass.

DRYING MACHINERY

Aiton Machine Co., New York.

Buffalo Foundry & Machine Co., Buffalo .

Devine Co., J. Þ. , Buffalo .

Sturtevant Co., B. F. , Boston .

DYNAMOS AND MOTORS

Allis -Chalmers Co. , Milwaukee .

American Engine Co., Bound Brook ,N.J.

Bogue Electric Co., C. J., New York.

Burke Electric Co., Erie, Pa .

C. & C. Electric Co. , Garwood, N. J. !

Central Electric Co., Chicago .

Century Electric Co., St. Louis .

Crocker -Wheeler Co., Ampere, N. J.

DiehlMfg . Co., Elizabethport . N. J.

Doubleday -Hill Electric Co., Pittsburg.

Eck Dynamo & Motor Wks., Belleville,

N. J.

Electro -Dynamic Co., Bayonne, N. v .

Elwell-Parker Electric Co., Cleveland.

Emerson Electric Mfg: Co., St. Louis.

Fort Wayne Electric Works, Fort Wayne.

General Electric Co. , Schenectady, N. Y.

Jeffrey Mfg. Co. , Columbus, O.

National Brake & Elec. Co., Milwaukee

New England Motor Co. , Lowell , Mass.

Ridgway Dynamo & Motor Co., Ridg

way,
Þa.

Robbins & Myers Co. , Springfield , O.

Sprague ElectricCo. , New York.

Show Mfg. Co. , Binghamton , N. Y.

Sturtevant Co., B. F. , Boston .

Triumph Electric Co. , Cincinnati .

Wagner Electric Mfg. Co. , St. Louis.

Wesco Supply Co., Št. Louis.

Western Electric Co. , Chicago .

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., Pitts

burg .

ELECTRIC RAILWAY SUPPLIES

Railway Safety Service Co. , Springfield ,

Mass.

ELECTROMAGNETS

Acme Wire Co. , New Haven , Conn.

Schureman , J. L., Co. , Chicago.

Splitdorf, C. F., New York .

ELEVATORS

American Tool & Machine Co. , Boston

Caldwell & Son Co., H. W. , Chicago .

Jeffrey Mfg . Co., Columbus.

Link Belt Eng'g Co., Philadelphia.

Obermayer Co., s ., Cincinnati.

Otis Elevator Co., N. Y.

Poole Eng'g Mch . Co., Baltimore.

ENGINEERING CONSTRUCTION

Elm City Engineering Co., New Haven,
Conn.

FOR ELECTRICAL INDICATING AND RE

CORDING INSTRUMENTS . MADE FROM

MY SPECIAL BRONZE ALLOY.

1871 O 1821

LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF F. N. MANROSS,
HAIR SPRINGS inthe

UnitedStates. FORESTYILLE, CONN

PLATINUM

Contacts of all Forms

Wire for Wireless Telegraphy

Resistance Wire

Wire and Sheet for all Purposes

AMERICAN PLATINUM WORKS

NEILTRK ,NJ.
Serap Purchased

Grand Prize at Universal Exposition , St. Louis, 1904 , and Gold Medal at

Lewis and Clark Centennial Exposition Portland, Ore ., 1905, for all forms of

PLATINUM
AWARDED TO

BAKER & Co., INC.
Newark , N. J. 120 Liberty St., New York City

a K
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FULLMAN WATER FLOOR OUTLETS

a

Made in many different styles

for various conditions. In

stalled in less time and pro

duce a neater job than any

other box on the marke.. A

large stock of both adjust

able and non-adjustable

boxes is always on hand at

Pittsburg and branches.44.Adjustable
Floor Outlet

339 " Non -adustable

Floor Outlet

STEEL CITY ELECTRIC CO.

Main Office and Factory : 1207-1219 Washington Ave., N. S., Pittsburg, Pa.

BRANCHES :

BUFFALO , CLEVELAND,BOSTON , NEW YORK , CHICAGO , SAN FRANCISCO

COMPLETE FACTORY EQUIPMENTS

FOR THE

.Manufacture and Renewal

Of Incandescent Lamps

Clasifed Directory of Manufacturers - Comt's

ENGINES - GAS AND GASOLINE

Allis -Chalmen Co., Milwaukee .

Buckeye Engine Co., Salem , O.

Carlige & Proch Co .. Cincippati, o .

De La Vergne Machine Co., New York .

Elbridge Engine Co., Rochester, N. Y.

Marine Engine & Machine Co., N. Y.

Mietz, A., N. Y.

OttoGas EngineWorks, Philadelphia.

Power& Mining Machinery Co., Cudahy.

Wis.

Westinghouse Machine Co., Pittsburg.

Wood & Co., R. D. , Philadelphia.

ENGINESS STEAM

Allis -Chalmers Co., Milwaukce .

American Blower Co , Detroit.

Am . Engine Co.,Bound Brook , N. J.

Ball EngineCo. Erie, Pa .

Blake Mfg. Co., Geo F., New York .

Buckeye Engine Co.,Salem , O.

Buffalo Forge Co., Buffalo.
Frick Co. ,Waynesboro , Pa.

Hooven ,Owens, Rentschler Co., Hami).
ton, Ohio .

Mecklenburg Iron Wks., Charlotte, N. C.
Providence Eng'g Works, Providence.

Shepherd Eng'gCo., Franklin, Pa.
Southwark Fdy.& Mch.Co., Philadelphia .

Struthers-Wells Co., Warren , Pa .

Sturtevant Co., B. F. , Hyde Park , Man .

Watertown Eng. Co., Watertown, N. Y.

Westinghouse Machine Co., Pittsburg.

Wetherill, Robert & Co., Chester, Pa .
EXHAUST HEADS

American Spiral PipeWorks, Chicago.

Direct Separator Co..Syracuse.

Hoppes Mfg. Co., Springfield, O.

Pittsburg Gage & Supply Co.,Pittsburg .

SturtevantCo., B. F., Hyde Park , Man .

Watson & McDaniel Co., Philadelphia.

WrightMfg . Co. Detroit.

FANS AND MOTORS

Century Electric Co., St. Louis.

DiehlMfg. Co., Elizabeth port, N. J.

Doubleday -Hill Elec.Co., Pittsburg:

Eck Dynamo& MotorWks, Belleville,N.J.

Elec. Motor & Equip. Co.,Newark , N. J.

Emerson Electric Mfg. Co., St. Louis .

Ft. Wayne Elec. Works, Ft. Wayne, Ind.

General Electric Co., Schenectady. N. Y.

Robbins &MyersCo., Springfield , O.

Sprague Electric Co., New York.

Wesco Supply Co., St. Louis.
Western Electric Co. Chicago

Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg.Co., Pittsburg.

FANS - EXHAUST AND VENTILATING

Allen Electric Co., Chicago.

Century Electric Co., St. Louis.

Crocker -Wheeler Co., Ampere, N.

Diehl Mfg. Co., Elizabethport, N. J.
Emerson Elec. Mfg. Co.,St. Louis.
Green Fuel Economizer Co., MatteawaA.

Sprague ElectricCo., New York .
Sturtevant Co., B. F. , Boston .

Western Electric Co., Chicago .

FIXTURESGAS AND ELECTRIC

Benjamin Elec. Mfg. Co., Chicago.
Cleveland Gas & Fixture Co., Cleveland

Gail-Webb Mfg.Co., Buffalo .
Goodwin & Kintz,Winsted ,Conn

Wells Light Mfg. Co., New York.

FLASHERS

Advertising Mirrograph Co., Brooklyn

Campbell Electric Co., Lynn, Mass.

Elec. Motor & Equip .Co., Newark , N. J
Haller Machine Co., Chicago .

Reynolds Elec. Flasher Mfg.Co., Chicago

FLEXIBLE SHAFTS

Chicago Flexible Shaft Co., Chicago .

Stow Flexible Shaft Co., Philadelphia .

Sto Mfg. Co.,Binghamton,N. Y
FRICTION TAPE AND CLOTHS

Massachusetts Chemical Co.

FUSES

Arknot Co., Hartford , Conn.

Chase -Shawmut Co.

Chicago Fuse Wire & Mfg. Co.

D. & W. Puse, Providenco, R. I.

Johns-Maaville Co.,H.W.,New York.

LAMP TESTING made practicable by our standard station photometer

ESTABLISHED FIFTEEN YEARS

DWYER MACHINE CO. , Lynn,Lynn, Mass.

J. G. WHITE & CO., INCORPORATED

ENGINEERS, CONTRACTORS,

43.49 Exchange Pl.,

NEW YORK, N. Y.

London Corrospondents :

J. G. WHITE & CO ., Ltd.

• Cloak Lano, Cannon St.

London, E. C.
Principal Philippino Offioo : MANILA , P. I.

.

RITER-CONLEY MFG. CO. PITTSBURGH

Transmission Towers

STEEL STRUCTURAL AND PLATE WORK OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
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Queen Testing Instruments
BLON.CO.PRILA

The Queen Decade Portable Testing Set_measures

Resistance, Capacity, Inductance, Current, E. M. F.,

and has many other uses . Circular 403 with colored dia

grams describes them in detail.

The Queen Acme Portable Testing Set
is smaller and will execute nearly as many tests as the

Decade. Circular 366 tells all about them .

Cable Testing Apparatus, Tachometers, Photometers

QUEEN & Co., Inc.

Cor, Arch and Eighth Streets, Philadelphia, Penna.QUEEN DECADE SET

0
HOW ARE YOUR BATTERIES ?

The " Connecticut” Pocket Meters Will Tell You

1909 TYPE DEAD BEAT ETCHED METAL DIAL

CONNECTIC
UTY

TWO METERS IN ONE

0-6 Volts - 0-30 amperes 5.00

Ammeter only- 0-30 amperes - 3.50

The ampere side isused for testing dry andwet batteries,the voltage side for

storage balleries. ACCURATE , DURABLE, LOW IN PRICE.

CONNECTICUT TELEPHONE 2 ELECTRIC CO.

Send for Circular No. 50 MERIDEN, CONN ., U. S. A.

A
L
A
S

Peerless Electric Company

ClassifiedDirectory ofManufacturers - Cont'd

GASENGINESPECIALTIES

Lunkenheimer Co.

GAUGESPRESSURE,STEAM, WATER

Am . Steam Gauge & Valve Co., Boston.

Ashton Valve Co. , Boston.

Bristol Co., Waterbury, Co., Conn.

Hohmann& MaurerMfg. Co.,Rochester.

Manning , Maxwell & Moore, New York .

Pittsburg, Gauge & Supply Co., Pittsburg .

Star Brass Mfg . Co., Boston.

Walworth Mfg . Co., Boston.

GEARS

New Process ., Rawhide. Co.

Nuttal Co., R.D. Pittsburg .

GERMAN SILVER

Seymour Mfg . Co Seymour, Conn .
GLASS

Phoenix Glass Co.,New York .

GLOBES, SHADES, ETC.

Holophane Glass Co., New York .

Phoenix Glass Co., New York .

GRAPHITE

Dixon Cruc. Co., Jos., Jersey City, N. J.

GUARDS INC. L'AMPS

Gail-WebbMfg. Co., Buffalo.

Hubbell, Harvey, Bridgeport,

Matthews & Bro ., W. N., St. Louis.

HANGER BOARDS

Ft. Wayno Elec. Works, Ft. Wayne, Ind

HANGERS CABLE

Chase -Shawmut Co., Newburyport, Mass.

Standard Underground Cable Co., Pitts

burg .

HEATING DEVICES, ELECTRIC

American Elec'l Heater Co., Detroit.

Barr Elec. Mfg. Co., W. J., Cleveland.

GeneralElectricCo. ,Schenectady , N.Y.

Johns -Manville Co., H. W., New York .

Simplex Electric Heating Co., Cambridge,
Mass .

VulcanElectric Heating Co., Chicago.

HEATING - EXHAUST STEAM

Am. District Steam Co., Lockport, N. Y.

Diamond State Fibre Co., Elsemere, Del.

Mica Insulator Co. New York .

POISTS AND CONVEYORS

Hunt, C. W., Co. , New York .

Jeffrey Mfg. Co.,Columbus, O.

Korthern Engineering Works, Detroit.

HYDRAULIC MACHINERY

Dayton Globe Iron Works Co., Dayton.

Dean Bros. Steam Pump Wks., Indian

apolis.

Leffel & Co., James , Springfield , O.

Pelto Vater Wheel Co., San Francisco .

Platt Iron Works Co., Dayton, O.

Risdon -Alcott Turbino Co., Mount Holly,

N. J.

Smith Co., S. Morgan, York, Pa.

IMPREGNATING
APPARATUS

Buffalo Foundry &Machine Co. , Buffalo

Devine Co. , J. P. , Buffalo .

Hubbard's Sons, Norman, Brooklyn.

INDICATORS

American Steam Gauge & Valve Mfg Co.

INSTRUMENTS ELECTRICAL

American Instrument Co., Philadelphia .

Atwater Kent Mfg. Co., Philadelphia .
Baillard , E. V. , New York .

Biddle, JamesG. , Philadelphia.

Bristol Co., Waterbury, Conn.

Clark Electric Meter Co., Chicago .

Connecticut Telephone & Electric Co.,

Meriden , Conn .

Cutter Elec. & Mfg. Co., Philadelphia .

Dongan InstrumentCo., Albany,N. Y.

Duncan Elec. Mfg. Co., Lafayette, Ind.

Eldredge Elec. Mfg.Co. , Springfield ,

Mass .

Foote - Pierson & Co., New York ,

Port WayneElectric Works, Ft.Wayne, Ind .

General ElectricCo., Schenectady.

KeystoneElec. Instrument Co., Phila.

Loods & Northrup, Philadelphia .

Machado & Roller, Now York.

Pignolet, LouisM., New York .

Queen & Co., Philadelphia.

Robert Instrument Co., Detroit .

Sangamo Electric Co., Springfield . Iu .

No. 122-124 S. Green Street

CHICAGO

Headquarters for

RECORDING WATTMETERS

and ELECTRICAL REPAIRS

SUPERIOR QUALITY MODERATE PRICE

Voltmeters, Ammeters, Volt- Ammeters

Our 3-in-1 Volt -Ammeter measures voltage of single cell of battery or

electric light current, besides amperes. Send for complete catalog.

L. M. PIGNOLET, 78 Cortlandt Street, New York

" KENT POCKET METERS " Are Standard and
Most Rollablo

" Dead Boat" Accuracy Guarantood

0-5 Volts, 0-20 Amperes, Price $ 6.00

0-6 Volts, 0-30 Amperes, 6.00

0-20 Amperes 4.00

0-30 Amperes 4.00

Atwater Kent Mfg. Works, 102 N. Sixth St., Philadelphia , Pa .

Duncan Meter

For Direct Currents

Standard of America

Duncan Electric Mfg. Co. ,

Lafayette, Ind .
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ELECTRICAL MACHINERY

For power in larger amounts, as for has been of great service to us in sub- for 270 more, making a total of 1373 .

textile mills, the prices for permanent sequent installations. The contract price for each lamp is

power seem to vary between $20 and The first installation consisted of $ 7.00, which makes an income of

$25 per h.p. delivered for 10 -hr. 270 60 -c -p. 6.6 -amp. series tungsten $ 9611.00 per year.

power, and for 24-hr . power $30 to lamps operated eighteen in series Considerable trouble was experi

$ 40 per h.p. across 220 volts. Each series of enced at first in renewing burned -out

For surplus or secondary power, lamps was suspended from a meslamps was suspended from a mes- lamps, as it was necessary to draw the

which can be furnished for more than senger wire stretched across the street. arches to one side of the street so that

six months but less than twelve These messenger wires were placed the lamps could be reached from a

months a year, the charges cannot be about one hundred feet apart. The ladder placed against the building.

more than at a rate of $10 to $ 15 a distance between lamps is five feet . This system was quite expensive, as

year ; in large amounts a horse power and the distance of each lamp below it required the services of four men

for 10-hr. power for the time it is the messenger wire was regulated so to handle the extension ladders . It

delivered, or, say, about one dollar a as to give an arch effect. This system also shortened the life of the lamps

month a horse power. For about all of lighting for business streets has and did considerable damage to the

that is usually saved in coal, as the become so popular in Grand Rapids wiring of the arch .

fixed charges are going on all the time that at the present time we have 1103 Some time ago the power company

in the steam plant; and possibly a por- of these lamps in service and contracts [Continued on page 22. ]

tion of it may be run all the time, and

engineers and firemen cannot be dis

charged and hired at will .
THE MANAGEMENT

If the saving in coal is 2 lb. per elec
OF

tric h.p. an hour for 250 hr. a month ,

equals 500 lb. a horse power per

month, at $3 a long ton , this is 67
A THOROUGHLY REVISED AND ENLARGED EDITION

cents ; at $ 4 a long ton, equals 89 of

cents . Other possible savings in sup The Practical Managenent of Dynamos and Motors

plies , etc. , might make it worth while by

FRANCIS B. CROCKER , E.M. , PH.D. ,

to pay one dollar a month for this kind
Professor of Electrical Engineering, Columbia University , N. Y. , Past

President of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers,

In a recent case it was estimated
and

that some colored mills could afford to
SCHUYLER S. WHEELER , D.SC.,

President of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, Member

pay about $ 15 per yr . for secondary American Societies of Civil and Mechanical Engineers.

power, where the power could be ob TWO HUNDRED AND TWENTY -THREE PAGES - SEVENTH

tained about 10 months a year. EDITION - TWENTY -SECOND THOUSAND

TABLE OF CONTENTS .

This case represents fairly average PART I. -Selection and Management.-- Introduction , p . 1 ; Chapter

conditions , where coal costs about $ 4
I, Principles of Generators and Motors, p . 3 ; Chapter II , Selection of

Dynamo-ElectricMachinery, p . 7; Chapter III,Installation andMa

per ton , and where the power is fairly chines, Foundations and Mechanica! Connections, p . 11; Chapter IV ,

steady from day to day, so that it is
Installation of Generators, Electrical Connections and Auxiliary Appa

ratus, p . 36; Chapter V , Operation of Generators, p. 54 ; Chapter VI,

not necessary to keep a full force of
Connections and Operation of Electric Motors , p. 68. PART II —

Inspecting and Texting. – Chapter VII, Adjustment, Friction , Pelence,

steam-plant help. Noise, Heating and Sparking, p. 88 ; Chapter VIII,Electrical Resistance,

p . 93 ; Chapter IX, Voltage and Current, p . 103 ; ChapterX , Ffred ard

Localization and kemedy of Provarebrand Chapter 4: Introductiсnand
Torque, p . 106 XI, Efficiency , 110 ; .

Classification, p . 118 : Chapter XIII, Sparking at the Commutator,

Care of Tungsten Street Lamps
V. Heatingof Commutator and Prushes ,p. 132; Chapter XVI,Heating

At the 1908 meeting of the Michi
of Armature , p . 134 ; Chapter XVII, Heating of Field Magrets, p . 137;

Chapter XVIII, Heating of Bearings, p . 139 ;, Chapter XIX , Noisy

gan Electric Association a system of Operation ,E. 142; ChapterXX ,Speed too High or too Low, ' r: 145;

street lighting which had recently
ChapterXXI, Motor Stops orFails to Start,p . 147 ; Chapter XXII

Voltage of Generator tooLow or too Hich . p . 150 ; Chapter XXIII ,

been installed in Grand Rapids was Generator Fails to Generate . p . 152. PART IV . - Constant Currini

(Arc) Generators. - Chapter XXIV, The Brush Arc Generator, P: 158 ;

described . At that time the lighting Chapter XXV, The Fort Wayne (Wood ) Arc Generator, p . 168; Chapter

had been in operation but two months,
XXVI, The Thomson-HoustonArc Generator, p .181;Chapter XXVII,

The Thomson-Houston Are Generator, p . 196. PART V.-Chapter

and it was impossible to give any defi XXVIII, Management of Railway Motors, p . 205 .

Sent postpaid to any place in United States, Mexico or Canada on

nite information as to the cost of main receipt of One Dollar .

tenance. However, since that time we
THE ELECTRICAL AGE COMPANY, 45 East 420 Street

have collected considerable data which

of power .

We have not the largest line of

Engine Patterns in the world,

but the sizes we do have are

right. Our Bulletin will prove it.

CHANDLER & TAYLOR CO.

Indianapolis, Ind.
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LYNN MASS)

Campbell

TIME SWITCHES
APPROVED BY THE UNDERWRITERS

Guaranteed Apparatus

We have the Prices and the Goods

Our apparatus has been on the market for years and
is no experiment

8 Day Weather Proof

Operates ia OIL on Ligh Voltage Services

No need to look further

Send NOW for Bulletin and Trade Price List

CAMPBELL ELECTRIC COMPANY

LYNN, MASS.

0

Approved
Here is a clamp that makeswhat you

are looking for, a POSITIVE and

PERMANENT contact.

Made for No: 4 Wire and Smaller.

THE GILLETTE-VIBBER COMPANY

Manufacturing the

G.-V. Electrical Specialties

NEW LONDON CONN .
-

Classided Directory of Manufacturers - Coni'd

Scbaeffer& Budenberg, New York

Simplex Co., Newark, N. J.

Wagner Electric Mfg . Co.,St. Louis.

WestinghouseElec.&Mfg . Co.,Pittsburg

WestonElec. Instr. Co., Newark, N. J.

Whitney Elec'l lpstr. Co , New York .

INSULATING MACHINERY

Aiton Machine Co., New York.

New England Butt Co., Providence. R. I

INSULATING MATERIAL COMPOUNDS

CLOTH AND PAPER

Anderson Mfg. Co., A. & J M. , Boston .

Johns-Manville Co., H. W. , New York

Mica Insulator Co., New York .

Munsell & Co.,Eugene, Chicago.

INSULATING MATERIAL - COMPOUNDS

PAINTS AND VARNISHES

Macon -Evans Varnish Pittsburg.

Massachusetts Chem . Co., Walpolo, Mass
Standard Paint Co., New York .

Sterling Varnish Co., Pittsburg.

INSULATING MATERIAL - FIBRE

Am. Vulcanized Fibre Co., Wilmington .

Diamond State Fibre Co., Elsmere ,Del

Kartavert Mfg . Co., Wilmington, Del.

Morris Elec. Co.,Wilmington, Del.

United Indurated Fibre Spec. Co., Lock .

port, N. Y.

Wilmington Fibre Spec.Co., Wilmington.
INSULATING MATERIAL - LAVA

American Lava Co., Chattanooga, Tenn.

Kruesi, P. J. , Chattanooga .

Steward Mfg. Co.,D. M., Chattanooga .

INSULATING MATERIAL - MICA

Johns-Manville Co., H. W., New York

Mica Insulator Co., New York .

Munsell & Co., Eugene, Chicago .

INSULATING MATERIAL - PORCELAIN

Imperial Porcelain Works,Trenton , N.) .

Locke Insulator Mfg . Co., Victor, N. Y.
National Porcelain Co., Trenton , N. J.

Pass &Seymour, Inc., Solvay, N Y.

Sears, Henry D., Boston .

Thomas & Sons Co., R., E. Liverpool,0 .

INSULATING MATERIAL - TAPE

Amor. Electrical Wks., Philipsdale, R I.

Massachusetts Chem . Co., Walpole, Mass

Morgan & Wright, Detroit

New York Insulated Wire Co., N. Y.

Okonite Co., Ltd., New York

Schott, W. H., Chicago .

Standard Underground Cable Co., Pitts .
burg

INSULATORS - GLASS

Hemingway Glass Co., Louisville

Locke Insulator Mfg. Co., Victor, N. Y.

Sears, Henry D., Boston .

INSULATORS - PORCELAIN AND COM

POSITION

Anderson Mfg. Co., A.& J. M., Boston.

Imperial Porcelain Works, Trenton , N.J.

Johns-Manville Co., H. W., New York.

Locko Insulator Mig, Co., Victor, N. Y.

Sears, Henry D., Boston.

Thomas & SonsCo., R., E. Liverpool, O

INSULATOR SUPPORTS

Steel City Electric Co., Pittsburgh

JACKS

Watson - Stillman Co., New York.
Henderer'sSons.A.L. , Wilmington, Del.

JUNCTION BOXES

Standard Underground Cable Co. , Pitts.

burg, Pa .

Bossert Elec. Const. Co., Utica, N. Y

KNIFE SWITCHES

Anderson Mfg. Co., A. & J. M. , Boston .

LAMPSARC

Adams-Bagnall Elec. Co., Cleveland.

Am. Arc Lamp Co., Kalamazoo, Mich .

Anderson Mfg.Co., A.& J.M., Boston .

Beck Flaming Lamp Co., New York.

Excello Arc LampCo., New York.

Ft. Wayne Electric Works, Ft. Wayne.

General Electric Co.,Schenectady.

Hamburger, Felix , New York.

Helios Mfg . co ., Philadelphia.

Mamuette Eloc . Mfg . Co., Chicago.

Tua'sing Co., C. J., Philadelphia .

Waruk Aro lampCo. , Muncie, Lod

N. 1. R.
RUBBER:WIRES AND CABLES

SCANLESS

COVERED

National Indla Rubber Co., Office and Factory, Bristol, R.I.

42 BROADWAY , NEW YORK CITY.

THE ELECTRICAL AGE

wants the services of good subscription solicitors.

THE ELECTRICAL AGE, 45 East 42d Street, New York

1

Westeru Electric Co., Chicago .

Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg.Co.,Pittsburg

LAMPS - INCANDESCENT

American Electric Lamp Co., Phila .,Pa.

Banner Electric Co., Youngstown, O.

Bay State Lamp Co., Danvers, Mass
Boston Incandescent Lamp Co., Danvers,

Mass.

* Brilliant Electric Lamp Co., Cleveland .

Bryan -Marsh Co., New York .

in Buckeye Electric Co., Cleveland.

Columbia Inc. Lamp Co., St. Louis .

Economy Electric Co., Warren.

" ]Edison Dec. & Min. Lamp Co., Harrison ,

N. J.

General Electric Co., Harrison, N. J.

New York & Ohio Co., Warren.

Novelty Incandescent Lamp Co., Empo

rium , Pa .

Rooney Elec .Lamp Co .. New York

ShelbyElectric Co., Shelby, O

Stuart Howland Co., Boston .

Wesco Supply Co .. St. Louis .

Western Electric Co .. Chicago

Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg.Co., Pittsburg.

LIGHTNING ARRESTERS

Anderson Mfg. Co., A. & J: M. , Boston.

D. & W.Fuse Co., Providence, R. I.

Electric Service Supplies Co., Phila .
Lord Electric Co., New York .

Westinghouse Elec.& Mfg . Co., Pittsburg.

LINE MATERIAL

Anderson Mfg Co. A & J. M. , Boston .

LOCKERS

Edward Darby & Sons Co., Philadelphia

Merritt & Co., Philadelphia .

LOCOMOTIVES INDUSTRIAL

Goodman & Co , Chicago
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BEST RENEWED LAMPS

Boston Incandescent Lamp Co. Danvers, Mass.

Clasifed Directory of Manufacturers - Conrch
had a wagon built for use in renewing and the other to raise the ladder and

these lamps. It consists of an ordi- change the lamps. This wagon has
Jeffrey Mfg.Co.,Columbus, O.

Porter Co., H. K., Pittsburg.

nary one-horse dray with a tower been the means of savingthe company Vulcan Iron Works, Wilkesbarre, Pa.

built on it. The top of this tower is considerable money, both for labor , LUBRICANTS

fifteen feet from the ground, and a lamps and repairs to the wiring. Dixon Cruc. Co., Jos., Jersey City, N. J

MAGNET WIRE

three-piece extension ladder is fas- On June 8th of last year , the first
Acme Wire Co., New Haven, Conn

tened to the side of it . All that is installation of 270 lamps had been in Griffin , Frank B. , Oshkosh , Wis.

necessary is to drive this wagon be- operation one year. During this time Roebling & Sons, Trenton, N. J.

low the lamps , raise the extension lad- the lamps burned 1920 hours and con- SeymonsMig. Co .. Seymons,Conn
MALLEABLE CASTINGS

der and change the burned-out lamps. sumed 41,000 kw -hr. of energy . The- Jeffrey Mfg . Co., Columbus, O.

This operation requires about five number of lamps renewed was 196, MÉTAL POLISH

minutes for each lamp and is handled which cost the company $ 225.00. This Hoffman, George W. , Indianapolis, Ind.
METALS

by two men, one to drive the horse [Continued on page 24. ]
American Platinum Wks., Newark, N. J.

Baker & Co., Inc., Newark, N. J.
Croselmire & Ackor, Newark, N. J.

PUT IN A PEG AND NOTE THAT YOU CAN BUY THE MICA- (See Insulating Material.)
MINING MACHINERY

Allis -Chalmers Co., Milwaukee

Dean Bros. Steam Pump Wks ., Indian .

apolis .

General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.

At NINE CENTS
Jeffrey Mfg: Co.,Columbus, O.

Power &Mining Machinery Co. , Cudahy.

PINS STEEL

BOSTON LAMPS ARE GUARANTEED Locke Insulator Mig, Co., Victor, N. Y.

PLATINUM

American Platinum Wks., Newark, N. J.

Baker & Co., Inc., Newark, N. J.

Croselmire & Ackor, Newark , N. J. !

PLUGS

Dickinson Mfg . Co.,Springfield, Mass.

Freeman Elec . Co., E. H.,Trenton, N. J.

General Mfg . & Sup.Co.,Trenton, N ) .

ELECTRIC CONDENSERS Paiste Co., H. T., Philadelphia .

PLUGS ATTACHMENT
WM . MARSHALL, Manufacturer

Hubbell Harvey , Bridgeport, Conn .
STANDARD AND ORDINARY POLES - ARC LAMP

Mott Iron Works, J. L. , New York .

709 Lexington Avenue, New York
POLES, BRACKETS, PINS, ETC.

Bissc 11 Co., F. , Toledo , O.

Cresap Co., The, Bristol, Tenn .
Humbird Lumber Co., Sandpoint, Ida .

SORENSEN'S
WINDING MACHINERY

Kellogg Switchboard & Sup.Co. Chicago.

Sand Point Cedar Co., Sandpoint, Ida .

CEILING SWITCH FOR
Southern ExchangeCo .. New York .

Mechanically and electric INSULATING ELECTRIC WIRE
Worcester Co., C. H., Chicago.

ally correct. Approved by
PORCELAIN- (See Insulating Machinery ).

the Fire Underwriters.

American Insulating Machinery Co.
P.SORENSEN , 18 Dunbam Place, Brooklyn ,N.Y

POWER TRANSMISSION MACHINERY

PHILADELPHIA , PA Case Mfg . Co., Columbus, O.

Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Columbus, O.

Link -Belt Engineering Co.Phila. , Pa

Mead -Morrison Mfg . Co. , Boston, Mass.

Robins ConveyingBelt Co., New York .
1907

1894

Lighting or Power DRESSES, DIES AND SPECIAL MACHIN

ERY

TRANSFORMERS
Watson -Stillman Co., New York.

PULLEYS

Rockwood Mfg. Co , Indianapolis, Ind.

KUHLMAN ELECTRIC COMPANY Elkhart, Ind. PUMPS - ELECTRIC

Allen Electric Co., Chicago , Iu.

Allis -Chalmers Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

Conover Condenser Co., Paterson , N.J.

Dean Bros. Steam Pump Wks., Indian
apolis.

PUMPS - STEAM

THE ELECTRICAL AGE
Dean Bros. Steam Pump Wks., Indian

apolis.

De Laval Steam Turbine Co., Trenton ,

has added 2000 new subscribers to its subscription list during N. J.

Emerson Elec. Mfg. Co., St. Louis, Mo.

It pays to advertise in a growing magazine, Platt Iron WorksCo., Dayton, O.

Quimby .Wm. E., New York .

Watson Machine Co., Paterson, N. J.

Worthington , H. R., New York.

De Laval Steam Turbine Co., Trenton ,

N. J.

Deming Co., Salem , O.

MorrisCompany, I. P.,Philadelphia, Pa.
Platt Iron Works Co., Dayton, O.

PUMPS VACUUM

Alberger Condenser Co., New York .
For Clocks, Meters, Instruments, Indicators, Etc.

Dean Bros. Steam Pump Wks., Indian .

MANHATTAN DIAL CO. apolis.

40 LEXINGTON AVENUE BROOKLYN , N. Y: Hubbard's Sons, Norman, Bklyn., N, Y.

Platt Iron Works Co., Dayton , O

NW Corner Hanoock

and Oxford #treete

the last year.

1

ENAMEL DIALS
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YORK

OHIO

CO .

WARREN ,

OHIO .

CLASS

A

LICENSED

LAMPS.

NIAGARAFA
L
L
S

Lampeso
Put ginger into your grinding

department by installing

Carborundum

GRINDING

WHEELS

Fast cutting

Long lasting

Always uniform in quality

and grade

Ask our experts to help you solve your
grinding problems

THE CARBORUNDUM COMPANY

Niagara Falls, N. Y.

American "Steel Clad " and " Superior"

Electric Irons

.

Stand for Excellence, Efficiency ,

Economy. We make every

practical electrical heating device.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL HEATER CO .

DETROIT, U.S.A.

Oldest and Largest Exclusive Makers in the World

Electrical Engineer's

Pocket-Book
By HORATIO

A. FOSTER

THE ELECTRICAL AGE, : : :

Member Am . Inst . E. E. , Mem Am Soc.M.E. (with the collabora

tion ofeminent specialists) The most complete book of its kind ever

published ,treating of the latest and best practice in Electrical Engi

neering. Pocket size, flexible leather, 1000 pages,with innumerable

illus ., diagrams and tables. 9.000 copies already sold . Price , $5.00

45 EAST 420 STREET, NEW YORK:

Classified Directory of Manufacturers - Cont'd

PUSH BUTTONS

Dunbar Bros., Bristol, Conn.

Sarco Company, New York .

RAIL -BONDS

Chase -Shawmut Co., Newburyport, Mass

Lord Electric Co., New York .

Roebling's Sons Co., J. A., Trenton, N. J.

RECEPTACLES

Benjamin Electric Mfg. Co., Chicago, Ill .

Freeman Elec.Co., E.H.,Trenton , N. J.

Paiste Co., H. T., Philadelphia, Pa .

RECORDING INSTRUMENTS

Bristol Co., Waterbury,Conn.

Bristol, Wm . H., New York .

REFLECTORS

Frink, I. P. , New York.

Goodwin & Kintz , Winsted , Conn.

National X Ray Reflector Co., Chicago ,
111.

Phoenix Glass Co., New York .

REPAIRING

Gregory Electric Co., Chicago , Iu.

Heck , Louis,Newark, N. J.

Van Dorn - Elliott Electric Co., Cleveland ,

Ohio .

Ward, Leonard Electric Co., Bronxville ,

N. Y.

RESISTANCE UNITS

Cutler -Hammer Mfg . Co., Milwaukee.

Simplex Electric Heating Co., Cambridge,

Mass.

RHEOSTATS

Automatic Electric Co., Chicago, Ill.

Cutler -Hammer Mfg . Co. , Milwaukee.

Schureman & Co., J. L., Chicago , Ill.

Sundh Electric Co., New York .

Ward Leonard Electric Co., Bronxville,

N. Y.

ROSETTES

GeneralMfg. &Supply Co., Trenton .

Hart Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn.

Paiste Co., H.T. , Philadelphia , Pa.

Pass & Seymour, Inc., Solvay, N. Y.

Sears, Henry D., Boston, Mass

Trumbull Elec. Mfg.Co., Plainville , Conn .

RUBBER MACHINERY

Aiton Machine Co., New York .

SEARCHLIGHTS

Bogue Elec. Co. , C. J.. New York .

Carlisle & Finch Co., Cincinnati, O.

SECOND -HAND APPARATUS

Bender, George ,New York .

Chicago House Wrecking Co., Chicago.

Dustin Co., Chas. E. , New York .

Gas & Electric Development Co., N. Y.
GregoryElectric Co.,Chicago ,Iii.

Linder, H.J. , New York.

Richter,Eugene, Philadelphia , Pa.

Station Equipment Co., Chicago, I11.

Thompson, Joseph H.,Jr. , New York.

Toomey, Frank , Philadelphia, Pa.

Yeaſsley & Levene, Philadelphia, Pa.
SHADE HOLDERS

Hubbell,Harvey, Bridgeport, Conn .

J. E. M.Shade Holder Co., New York .

SHADES

Holophane Co., New York.

Hubbell,Harvey, Bridgeport, Conn .

J. E. M. Shade Holder Co., New York .

SIGNS - ELECTRIC

A. & W. Sign Co., Cleveland, O.

Day & Night Sign Co.,Easton, Pa.

Elec. Motor & Equip. Co., Newark, N. J.

Haller Machine Co., Chicago , Ill.

Jackson Elec. Co., H. C., Parkersburg,

W. Va.

Metropolitan Engineering Co., N. Y.

Reynolds Elec. FlasherMfg . Co., Chi.

cago, Ill.

SIGN LETTER
S

Day &Night Sign Co., Easton. Pa.

Elec. Motor & Equip. Co., Newark, N. J.

Huller Machine Co., Chicago , Ill.

Jackson Elec. Co., H. C , Parkersburg,

W. Va.

Matthow & Bro ., W. N. , St. Louis, Mo.

Headquarters for Electrical Contractors and the

Buyers of Electrical Supplies in New York

.

999

BROADWAY CENTRAL HOTEL
BROADWAY, CORNER THIRD STREET

in the Heart of New York

ONLY MEDIUM PRICED HOTEL LEFT IN NEW YORK

Special attention given to ladies unescorted

SPECIAL RATES FOR SUMMER

OUR TABLE is the foundation of our enormous business

AMERICAN PLAN , $2.50 UPWARDS

EUROPEAN PLAN , $1.00 UPWARDS

Send for Large Colored Map and Guide of New York FREE

DAN C. WEBB , Prop .

The Only New York Hotel Featuring
AMERICAN PLAN

Excellent Food Moderate Prices Good Service
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Pen -Dar Metal Locker

makes the cost of renewals $0.0055 Classified Directory of Manufactarers - Cont'd
SLEEVING

per kilowatt-hour for lamps only. The

labor necessary to care for 1100 lamps
Belden Mfg : Co., Chicago, Ill.

Benjamin Electric Mfg.Co., Chicago, Ill.
will not exceed $ 200.00 per year, or Bryant Electric Co., Bridgeport, Conn.

$ 50.00 for 270 lamps, which makes Connecticut Electric Mfg . Co., Bantam ,

the total cost of lamp renewals $ 275.00
Conn .

Crescent ElectricalMfg. Co., Rochester.
per year, or $ 0.0067 per kilowatt-hour.

Crouse -Hinds Co., Syracuse, N. Y.

The one drawback to the series Dunton & Co., M. W. , Providence , R. I.

tungsten lamp operating from a con- Federal Electric Co., Chicago, Ill.

Freeman Electric Co., E. H., Trenton .
stant potential circuit is the extin

GeneralMfg .& Supply Co., Trenton.
guishing of all the lamps in the arch Johns-Manville Co.,H. W., New York .

when one lamp burns out . This, how- Marshall Elec. Mfg. Co., Boston, Mass .

ever, is not very serious if the lamps Pass &Seymour, Solvay, N. Y.

are inspected each morning , as the de
Peru Electric Mfg. Co., Peru , Ind.
Porcelain Electrical Mfg. Co., Trenton .

fective lamps can be immediately re
Stanley & Patterson , New York.

[Continued on page 26. ] Trumbull Elec.Mfg.Co., Plainville ,Conn .

Weber Electric Co. (Henry D. Sears,

General SalesAgent, Boston, Mass.).

There is only ODC YostElectric Mfg . Co., Toledo, O.

SOLDER

Belden Mfg . Co.,Chicago, Ill.

Walworth Mfg . Co., Boston, Mass.

Western Electric Co., Chicago, Ill.

that is SOLDERING FLUX

Germ
Allen Co., L. B., New York .

Dunton & Co., M. W., Providence .

Proof, Uebelmesser , Chas. R., Bayside, N. Y.

SOLDERING IRONS
Ventila

Simplex Electric Heating Co., Cam
ted , A11 bridge, Mass.

Steel,
Vulcan Élec . Heating Co., Chicago, Ill.

SOLENOIDS

and a Cutler -Hammer Mfg . Co., Milwaukee.

Time
Schureman , J. L., Co., Chicago, Ill.

SPEED INDICATORS

Saver Schaeffer & Budenberg, New York .

SPRINGS

Barnes Co. , Wallace, Bristol , Conn .

We
Dunbar Bros. Co., Bristol, Conn.

Manross, F. N., Forestville, Conn .

Manufac- SUPPLIES ELECTRICAL

tupe II Am. Elec'l Supply Co., Chicago , Ill.

Central Electric Co., Chicago , Ill.

Central Electric Supply Co., New York .

Cobb , H, E. , Chicago , Ill.
Estimates

Commercial Electrical Supply Co., St.

cheerfully Louis, Mo.
given

Dearborn, Electric Co., Chicago, Ill.

Doubleday -Hill Elec . Co., Pittsburg , Pa.

Electric Appliance Co., Chicago , Ill.

EDWARD DARBY & SONS CO . (Inc.) Electrical Material Co., Baltimore, Md.

220 Arch Street, Philadelphia , Pa. Erner &Hopkins Co., Columbus, O.

Ewing -Merkle Elec . Co., St. Louis, Mo.

Classified Directory of Manufacturers - Cound

Garton Co., W. R., Chicago, III.

Hudson Electric Supply Co., New York .

Latham & Co., E. B. New York .

Machado & Roller, New York .

Manhattan Elee'l SupplyCo., New York.

Metropolitan Elec'l Supply Co., Chicago .

NagelElectric Co., W.G., Toledo, O.

Novelty Electric Co., Philadelphia , Pa .

Ostrander & Co., W.R., NewYork .

Patrick , Carter & Wilkins Co., Phila .. Pa.

Pettingell-Andrews Co., Boston, Mass.

Robertson Electric Co., Buffalo , N. Y.

Sherman -Brown -Clements Co., N. Y.

Stuart-Howland Co., Boston, Mass.

Union Electric Co., Pittsburg :

United Electric & Apparatus Co., Boston

Wesco Supply Co., St. Louis, Mo.

Western Electric Co., Chicago.

SUPPLIES — TELEPHONE

Am . Elec. Telephone Co.

International Teleph. Mfg. Co.

Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Co., Chi

cago .

Western Electric Co., Chicago.

SWITCHBOARDS

Adam Electric Co., Frank , St. Louis , Mo.

Anderson Mfg. Co., A. & J. M., Boston ,
Mass.

Burke Electric Co., Erie, Pa.

C. & C. Electric Co., Garwood, N. J :

Chase -Shawmut Co., Newburyport, Mass.

Cleveland Switchboard & Electric Co.,

Cleveland , O.

Condit Elec'l Mfg . Co., Boston, Mass.

Crescent Elec'l Mfg. Co., Rochester, N.Y.

Crocker -Wheeler Co., Ampere, N. J.

Crouse - Hinds Co., Syracuse, N. Y.

D'Olier, Jr., Co.,Henry, Philadelphia .

Ft. Wayne Élec. Wks., Ft . Wayne, Ind.

General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.

Grady Co., S. S., Cambridge, Mass .
Hill Electric Co., W. S. , New Bedford ,

Mass

Ideal Elec. & Mfg. Co., Mansfield, O.
Jones Electrical Co., New York

La Roche Co., F. A., New York .

Trumbull Elec.Mfg.Co., Plainville, Conn

Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg . Co., Pitts

burg .

SWITCHES

Anderson Mfg. Co., A. & J. M. , Boston

Dickinson Mfg. Co.

ARC LIGHTS

Sarco Co., New York.

CANOPY

Sarco Co., New York .

CEILING

of every

THE MIETZ & WEISS

OIL ENGINES

Stationary, 2-200 H.P
Marine, 2-200 H.P.

Operate on Alcohol, Kerosene,
Crude and Fuel Oil.

0,000 H.P. in operation For

all power purposes.

A MIETZ

128.138 Moti St., N. Y city

ARTHUR KOPPEL COMPANY

WE ARE MANUFACTURERS OF

Narrow Gauge Railway Materials
description

Write for Catalogue No. 40

Dept. o
66-68 Broad Street

NEW YORK

618 Monadnock Block CHICAGO

Over

SEND FON CATALOGUE .

ISTER MACHINE SCREW CO
HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL

Tubular Boilers
Manufactured by

Samuel Smith& Son Co.

PATERSON, N. J.

Jones Electrical Co., New York .

Krantz Mfg . Co., H., Brooklyn , N. Y.

Sorensen , P., Brooklyn, N. Y.

CLOCK

A. & W. Electric Sign Co., Cleveland, O.

Campbell Electric Co., Lynn, Mass .

Elec. Motor & Equip. Co., Newark , N. J.

General Electric Co., Schenectady, N.Y.
Hartford Time Switch Co., Hartford .

Manhattan Elec'l Supply Co., New York .

Prentiss Clock Improvement Co., N. Y.

Specialty Mfg . Co., Youngstown, O.

Sorensen, P., Brooklyn,N. Y.

Trumbull Elec. Mfg.Co. Trumbull, Conn.

SWITCHES
KNIPB

Adam Electric Co., Frank, St. Louis Mo.

Anderson Mfg. Co., A. & J. M. , Boston ,

Mass .

Chase -Shawmut Co., Newburyport, Mass.

Cleveland Switchboard & Electric Mfg .

Co., Cleveland , O.

Condit Elec'l Mfg . Co., Boston, Mass.

Connecticut Electric Mfg . Co., Bantam ,

Conn .

Crescent Elec'l Mfg.Co., Rochestor, N.Y.

Crouse -Hinds Co. Syracuse,N. Y.

GartonCo. , W. R., Chicago, Ill

General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.

Hill Electric Co., W. S. , New Bedford ,

Mass.

WORCESTER , MASS .

MANUFACTURER OP

Sot, Cap and Machine Screws, Studs, & c .

THE ELECTRICAL AGE will pay 30 cents

of November and December, 1906.

1

for copies
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Southwark - Corliss Steam Engine

A STRICTLY HIGH -GRADE, DURABLE AND ECONOMICAL ENGINE

SOUTHWARK FOUNDRY & MACHINE CO., Philadelphia, Pa.

Acme Stationary Engines
Direct coupled to Dynamo. Adapted

to high -speed direct-coupled work.

They run smoothly at various speeds,

and governor regulates to within two

per cent from no load to full load .

Sizes, 1, 1 , 2, 3 , 4, 5 and 8 horse

power on 80 pounds steam pressure.

Catalogue sent upon application .

Rochester Machine Tool Works

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Claseifod Directory of Manufacturers - Cont'd

Ideal Elec. & Mfg . Co., Mansfield , O.

La Roche Co., F. A. , New York

Lang Electric Co., J., Chicago, Ill

Lundin Electric & MachineCo., Boston .

Manhattan Elec'l Supply Co., New York.

MarshallElec. Mfg. Co., Boston ,Mass

Mutual Electric & Machine Co., Whoel.

ing. W. Va .

Ohio Brass Co., Mansfield, O.

Paiste Co., H. T. , Philadelphia , Pa .

Pass & Seymour, Solvay . N.Y.

Trumbull ' Elec . Mfg.Co. , Plainville

Conn .

Wesco Supply Co., St. Louis, Mo.

Western Electric Co., Chicago .

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., Pitts .

burg . Pa.

Oil

Adam Electric Co., Frank , St. Louis, Mo

Condit Elec'l Mfg . Co., Boston , Mass .

General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.

Hartman Circuit Breaker Co., Mansfield ,

Ohio.

Helios Mfg . Co , Philadelphia, Pa.

Hill Electric Co 'V. S., New Bedford ,

Mass.

Pettingell -Andrews Co., Boston, Mass.

Trumbull Elec. Mfg.Co. Plainville,

Conn .

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co. , Pitts

burg , Pa.

SNAP

Bissell Co., F. , Toledo, O.

General Electric Co., Schenectady N. Y.

Hart Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn

Sarco Company, New York .

PENDANT

Sarco Company, Now York

TACHOMETERS

Schaeffer & Budenberg. New York.

ТАРВ

American Elec'lWks., Philipsdale, R. I.

Boston Woven Hose & Rubber Co. Cam .

bridge, Mass.

Brixey , W. R., New York.

Diamond Rubber Co., Akron , G.

Dunton & Co., M. W., Providence.

Electric Appliance Co., Chicago.

Garton Co., W. R., Chicago, Ill.

General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.

Goodrich Co., B. F. , Akron, O.

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, O.

Hartford Rubber Works, Co., Hartford ,

Conn.

Johns -Manville Co., H. W., New York

Kaowles, C. S. , Boston , Mass.

Marion Insulated Wire & Rubber Co.,

Marion , Ind.

Massachusetts Chem . Co.,Walpole, Mass.

Mica Losulator Co., New York.

Morgan&Wright,Chicago, Iu.
National Insulator Co. , Boston, Mass.

N. Y. Insulated Wire Co., New York .

Okonito Co., New York .

Pennsylvania Rubber Co., Jeannette, Pa.

Republic Rubber Co., Youngstown, O.

Revere Rubber Co., Boston , Mass.

Standard Paint Co., New York.

TELEPHONES

American Bell Telephone Co., Boston.

Connecticut Telephone & Electric Co. ,
Meriden , Conn.

Couch Co. , S. H. , Boston , Mass.

Electric Goods Mfg . Co., Boston , Mass.

Gail-Webb Mfg .Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Manhattan Elec'l Supply Co., New York.

Novelty Electric Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Russell Electric Co .. Danbury, Conn.

Schmidt-Wilckes Elec. Co., Weebawken .

N. J.

Stromberg -Carlson Telephone Mfg. Co

Rochester, N. Y.

Vote -Berger Co., La Crosse, Wis.

Wesco Supply Co., St. Louis, Mo

Western Electric Co.

TARATER DIMMER

Campbell Electric Co., Lynn , Mass.

Cutler -Hammer Mtg . Co., Milwaukee

Providence Engineering Works
Successors to Providence Steam Engine Co. and

Rice and Sargent Engine Co.

Main Ofico and Works : PROVIDENCE , R. I.

New York Ofice : 42 BROADWAY

Builders of

Engines and General Machinery

O

2 - Cycle Air-Cooled

"LBRIDGE

INGINES

20 Models, and All Modern

Isolated plant , 20 lights,

Westinghouse dynamo ,

can be installed, complete ,

for less than $200.00.

ELBRIDGE ENGINE CO.

19 Culver Road ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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placed , and it is very seldom that an A new bulletin ( No. 1105 ) has just

arch has been out two nights in suc- been issued by the Western Electric

cession . Company describing in minute detail

On one street in Grand Rapids we their Intercommunicating Telephone

have tried the multiple tungsten lamps Systems. The bulletin contains 40

with very good results . This instal- pages of descriptive matter, showing

lation consists of 6100 watt lamps the different combinations of systems

which have been in operation six on which the new Western Electric

weeks, burning on an average of three metal intercommunicating telephones

hours per night, and so far only two may be used . It also contains the wir

lamps have been renewed. This, I be- ing diagrams necessary for the instal

lieve, speaks very well for the multiple lation of these systems.

lamp, as during that time there were

two quite severe wind storms . A new portable dry battery, for

F. T. MASTERSON , which is claimed a current capacity

Michigan Electric Association . of from 30 to 35 amperes , and an

exceptional degree of recuperative

The Crocker-Wheeler Co. has es- power, is being placed on the market

tablished an office in Detroit with by the Longlife Battery Company, 808

C. W. Cross as manager. E. Fifth Street, New York.

ENGINES

Απεσ

FOR ELECTRIC LIGHTING

STREET RAILWAY AND POWER

TRANSMISSION WORK

High Speed. Low Speed, Corliss, Slide -Valve, Vertical,

Horizontal. Illustrated Catalogue .

WATERTOWN ENGINECO.

WATERTOWN , N. Y. , U.S. A.

PHILADELPHIA , 830 Perry Bldg . CHICAGO, 607 Fisher Bldg.

C

NEW YORK, 39 Cortlandt St. BOSTON , 141 Milk St.

Classified Directory of Manufacturers - Conces

Simplex Electric Heating Co., Cam .

bridgeport , Mass.

Union Elec. Mfg . Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

Universal Electric Stage Lighting Co.

New York.

Ward Leonard Electric Co., Bronsville ,

N. Y.

Wirt Electric Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
TIME SWITCHES

Anderson Mfg . Co., A. & J. M., Boston .

TRANSFORMERS

Am. Transformer Co., Newark , N.J.

Crocker -Wheeler Co., Ampere, N.J.

Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Ft. Wayne, lod .

General Electric Co., Schenectady. N. Y.

Irwin & Co., 0. C. , Crawfordsville, Ind.

Kuhlman Electric Co., Elkhart, Ind .

Lafayette Electrical Mfg. Co., Lafayette,
Ind.

Moloney Electric Co., St. Louis , Mo.

Packard Electric Co., Warren , O.

Peerless Transformer Co., Warren , O

Pittsburg Transformer Co., Allegbeny,
Pa

Wagner Elec. Mfg . Co., St. Louis.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., Pitts .

burg , Pa.

TROLLEY WHEELS

Anderson Mfg . Co., A. & J. M. , Boston .
TURBINES - STEAM

Allis -Chalmers Co., Milwaukee, Wis .

Am. Turbine Eng. Co., Washington, D. C.

Ball & Wood Co., New York .

De Laval Steam Turbine Co., Trenton

General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.

Hooven , Owens, Rentschler Co., Hamil.

ton , O.

Morris Co., I P., Philadelphia ,Pa.
Westinghouse Mach . Co., Pittsburg Pa

VALVES

Am. District Steam Co., Lockport. N. Y.
Am. Steam Gauge & Valve Co., Boston .

Ashton Valve Co., Boston , Mass.

Crane Co., Chicago, Ill.
Crosby Steam Gauge & ValveCo., Boston.

Fairbanks Co., New York .

Homestead Valve Mfg. Co., Homestead ,

Pa

Jarecki Mfg. Co., Erie, Pa.

Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.

Pittsburg Valve and Fitting co. Pitts

burg, Pa .

PowellCo., W. M., Cincinnati, O.

Schutte & Koerting Co., Philadelphin.

Walworth Mfg. Co., Boston , Mass .

VARNISH - ARMATURE AND COIL

Calman & Co.,Emil, New York.

Eagle Paint & Varnish Co., Pittsburg.

Growthwell, A., New York .

Macon - Evans Varnish Co.,Pittsburg . Pa.

Massachusetts Chem . Co.,Walpole, Mass .

Sherwin -Williams Co., Cleveland.

Standard Paint Co., New York .

Standard Varnish Works New York .

Sterling Varnish Co., Pittsburg , Pa.

WATER WHEELS

Allis -ChambersCo., Milwaukee, Wis.

Dayton Globe Iron Works, Dayton, O.

Doble & Co., Abner, San Francisco, Cal.

Leffel & Co., James, Springfield , O.

Lombard GovernorCo., Ashland, Man .

Morris Co., I. P., Philadelphia , Pa.
Pelton Water Wheel Co., San Francisco .

Platt Iron Works Co. Dayton , O.

Risdon - Alcott TurbineCo. Mt.Holly ,N.J.

Smith Co., S. Morgan, York , Pa.

Trump Mfg.Co., Springfield , O.

WATTMETERS

Bristol Co., Waterbury , Conn.
Bristol, Wm. E., New York.

Diamond MeterCo., Peoria, Ill.

Duncan Electric Mfg.Co., Lafayette , Ind .

Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Pt. Wayne , Ind.

General Electric Co., Schenectady. N. Y.

Helios Mfg. Co., Philadelphia , Pa.

Johas-Manville Co., H. W., New York .

Keystono klectrical Inst.Co., Phila ., Pa.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., Pitts

WITH

NORTHERN

IGRANESI

You can unload your

coal , store it and in

many cases carry it to

your hoppers-all with

a minimum of time and

labor .

BULLETIN 520 Shows

NORTHERN

ENGINEERING WORKS

15 Chene Street

DETROIT , MICH .
3 -Motor 3 - Ton Electric Coal Storage Gantry

Handles 60 tons per hour

GRAPHITEAND BUSHINGS
BRONZE

REQUIRE NO OIL OR GREASE

burg , Pa .

Experts say they are the best for Motors,

Elevators, Steam Engines, Pumps, Tur

bines , Gas Engines , Automobiles and

many other kinds of special machinery .

GRAPHITE LUBRICATING COMPANY

4 Church St. , Bound Brook , N. J. , U. S. A.
WRITE FOR DETAILS
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Classified Directory ofManaracturers - Cont'd

Weston Elec'l Inst. Co., Newark, N. J.

Whitney Electrical Inst., Co., New York .

WIRE

STOWMULTI-SPEED

ELECTRIC MOTOR
COPPER

Am. Electrical Heater Co., Detroit , Mich.

Am . Electrical Wks ., Phillipsdale , R. I.

American Steel & Wire Co., Chicago, Ill

Ansonia Brass & Copper Co., New York

Bishop Gutta Percha Co., New York .

Chicago Insulated Wire Co., Chicago.

Crescent Insulated Wire & Cable Co. ,

Trenton , N. J.

Hazard Mfg. Co., Wilkesbarre, Pa.

Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Co., Chi

Every imaginable speed between highest and
lowest points.

Full rated H. P. at all speeds.

Only one voltage required to operate.

Motor self contained .

Total absence of auxiliary machines, wirtog and

apparatus.

No controller or controlling resistances .

No experiment - many in use.

Write for our No. 52 Bulletin, it tells all about it .

STOW MFG. CO., BINGHAMTON, N. Y.

Gen'l European Agts.: Solig, Sonnonthal & Co., 85 Queen Victoria St., London, Eng.

cago, Ill .

BINDING WIRE FOR ELECTRICAL PURPOSES

Monarch Electric & Wire Co., Chicago.

Moore, Alfred F., Philadelphia , Pa.

National Conduit& Cable Co., New York

Phillips Insulated Wire Co., Pawtucket

R 1.

Roebling's Sons Co., John A., Trenton.

Seymour Mfg Co., Seymour, Conn .

Standard Underground Cable Co., Pitts

burg , Pa

Western Electric Co., Chicago .

Wire & Telephone Co. of America , Rome,

N. Y.

ELEPHANT BRAND THE PHOSPHOR BRONZE SMELTING CO .

ELEPHANT BRAND ` Phosphor- Bronze

2200 WASHINGTON AVENUE , PHILADELPHIA . PA .

Castings Rods

們for all for

Purposes Bushings
-

DELIÀ

INGOTS , CASTINGS . WIRE , SHEETS , RODS , Etc.

- DELTA METAL

IN BARS FOR FORGING AND FINISHED RODS

ORIGINAL AND SOLE MAKEAS IN THE U. S.REG . U.S PAT . OFF .

MAGNET

WIRE FOR SPRINGS AND GENERAL PURPOSES

Am . Electrical Wks., Phillipsdale, R. I.

American Steel & Wire Co. , Chicago , III .

Ansonia Brass & Copper Co., New York .

Belden Mfg . Co., Chicago, Ill.

Chicago Insulated Wire Co., Chicago.

D. & W Fuse Co., Providence, R. I.

Driver -Harris Wire Co., Harrison , N. J.

Hazard Mfg: Co., Wilkesbarre, Pa.

Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Co., Chi.

Moore Alfred F., Philadelphia, Pa .

jeb ing's SonsCo., John A., Trenton.

Seymour Mfg. Co., Seymour, Conn.

Standard Underground Cable Co., Pitts

burg . Pa

Stuart-Howland Co.,Boston, Mass.

Washburn Mfg. Co., Phillipsdale, R. I.

Waterbury,Brass Co., Waterbury, Conn .
WesternElectric Co., Chicago , Iul .

Wire & Telephone Co. of America,Rome.

DEAN BROS.

Steam Pump Works

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.cago . Ill.

Manufacturers of

DUPLEX and UNIPLEX STEAM PUMPS

POWER and ELECTRIC PUMPS

CRANK and FLY WHEEL PUMPS

042.c ,

The Largest Line of Pumping Machinery

in America

RUBBER COVERED

Chapman Valve Mfg.Co..

MAKERS OF

Valves and Fire Hydrants

Am . Electrical Wks., Phillipsdale, R. I.

American Steel & Wire Co., Chicago.

Atlantic Ins. Wire & Cable Co., New

York .

Bishop Gutta Percha Co., New York

Boston Insulated Wire & Cable Co., Bos

ton , Mass .

Brixey, W. R. , New York

Crescent Insulated Wire & Cable Co. ,

Trenton , N. J.

General Electric Co.,Schenectady, N. Y.
Hazard Mfg . Co., Wilkesbarre, Pa.

India Rubber &Gutta Percha Insulating

Co., New York .

Indiana Rubber & Insulated Wire Co.,

Jonesboro, Ind

Lowell Insulated Wire Co., Lowell, Mass.

Marion Insulated Wire & Rubber Co.,

Marion , Ind.

National India Rubber Co., Bristol, R. I.

N. Y. Insulated Wire Co., New York .

Okonite Co., New York.

Phillips Insulated Wire Co. Pawtucket,
R. I.

Reed Electrical Cordage Co., Syracuse,

N. Y.

Roebling's Sons Co. , John A., Trenton.

Safety Ins.Wire& Cable Co., NewYork .

Simplex Electrical Co., Boston, Mass.

Standard Underground Cable Co., Pitts
burg .

Waterbury Co., New York.

Wire & Telephone Co. of America ,Rome

ANPPIMI

T ਆਨ
MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS

INDIAN ORCHARD, MASS.

BRANCH OFFICES

BOSTON PHILADELPHIA NEW YORK CHICAGO

ST, LOUIS CLEVELAND SAN FRANCISCO

LONDON , ENGLAND JOHANNESBURG , SOUTH AFRICA

SEND FOR CATALOGUE
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JEFFREY

“ Century” Rubber Belt Conveyers
FOR HANDLING COAL AND ASHES IN POWER PLANTS

OVERLAPPING PIVOTED BUCKET CONVEYERS ,

GRAB Bucket Hoisting TOWERS , CRUSHERS ,

PULVERIZERS , STEEL STORAGE BINS , ETC.

Write for catalog series Na and mention subjects of special interest to you

THE JEFFREY MFG. CO. COLUMBUS, OHIO

NEW YORK

CHARLESTON

CHICAGO

KNOXVILLE

BOSTON

BUFFALO

PITTSBURG

ST . LOUIS

DENVER

MONTREAL

DIRECTORY

EMBRACING

THE LEADING AMERICAN

ENGINEERS ,CONTRACTORS

AND ARCHITECTS

THEARNOLD COMPANY
ENGINEERS - CONSTRUCTORS

ELECTRICAL - CIVIL - MECHANICAL

101 LA SALLE STREET

ONICATO

PATENTS ,
U. S. and Foreign Trade

2
Marks, Etc., Secured

Inventions tested ; ideas developed ; designs, models, draw

ings made ; mechanical, technical, legal advice. Federal and

Local Court Practice. 1. S. PRENNER, Attorney and Counsellor.

1108 Betz Building, Broad above Chestnut, Philadelphia , ra.
MAILLOUX , C. O. , L.E. KNOX, C. E., E.E.

Consulting Electrical Engineer Associato

76 WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK

SPECIALTIES - Lighting, Power , Traction Problems and Equipments, Plans,

Specifications, Supervision , Reports, Etc.

RUEBEL AND WELLS

CONSULTING MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS

Suite 301 Chemical Building . St. Louis, U.S. A.W. E. BAKER & CO . ,

W. E. BAKER - N. R. BISHOP 27 WILLIAM STREET,

Engineers Electric Rallroads. NEW YORK

W. K. PALMER , M. E., 718 Dwight Bldg.,KANSAS CITY, MO.

Consulting Engineer. Mechanical and Electrical Engineering

Electric Railways and Lighting ; Power Plants; Manufacturing Establish

ments: Heating. Ventilating and Refrigerating Systems. © Designing of Me

chinerv Patent Work Inspections. Tests and Reports.GEORGEW.MILES , Ph.B.
CHEMIST

Analytical and Consulting. Analymos of All Commercial Producto.

TELEPHONE CONNECTION 29 CENTRAL ST. , BOSTON , MASS

THE ARBUGKLE-RYAN GO.

CONTRACTING ENGINEERS

ESTIMATES FURNISHED TOLEDO, O.
D. C. & WM. B. JACKSON

Members Am . Inst . of Elec. Engineers ; Am. Soc. Mech . Engineers

Am. Soc ofCivil Engineers

ENGINEERS Chicago :: Boston EXPERTS

C. E. F. AHLM

Consulting and Designing, Electrical and Mechanical Engineer

Designs, Plans and Specifications in Commercial and Industrial Engineering.

CAXTON BUILDING , CLEVELAND, OHIODELTA -STAR ELECTRIC COMPANY

High tension and low tension devices

developed and marketed on royalty basis

541-553 West Jackson Blvd., Chicago
ACCTRICGO

CHICAGO ELECTRICAL TESTING LABORATORIES

80th STREET AND EAST END AVE ., NEW YORK, N. Y.

Electrical and photometrical laboratory tests of every description.

Inspections and testsofelectrical machinery, apparatus and materials at
the factory , or afterinstallation

Arc and incandescent lamp tests ;illumination tests : etc.

We have recently prepared for the testing of coal. Calorific determinations

and proximate analyses made promptly and accurately

J. H. HALLBERG , CONSULTING ENGINEER ,
L. D. Telephone 4773 Chelsea . 30 Greenwich Ave. , New York

ELECTRIC LIGHT, POWER AND RAILWAY PLANTS.

Suggestions to secure economy, specifications, examinations and reports.

H. M. BYLLESBY & CO. , Engineers,

Examinations and Reports. American Trust Bldg., CHICAGO , I11.

Design, construct and operaterailway, light, power , hydraulic and gas plants .

THOMAS @ NEALL, Electrical Engineers

HIGH TENSION TRANSMISSION

LIGHTNING PROTECTION

NEW YORK, > Roctor Stroot; Tel. 3226 Rector BOSTON, 12 Pearl Stroot; Tel. 3843 Kain
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American Electric Lamp Co.

JACTURERS
HICSICRADET

INCANDESCENT

CAMPS

Z
o
n
a

AMERICAN

ELECTRIC

L
A
M
P

COMPANY

N
e
i

A
N
D
CO
NT
RA

S
R
E

Manufacturers of all Types of Incandescent Lamps

HAVE ON HAND, READY FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY , A LARGE STOCK OF

AMERICAN MAZDA LAMPS

AMERICAN TANTALUM LAMPS

AMERICAN METALLIZED FILAMENT LAMPS

AMERICAN CARBON FILAMENT LAMPS

AMERICAN MINIATURE LAMPS

Prices Quoted on Application

FACTORY AND GENERAL OFFICES : 153-159 JEFFERSON STREET, PHILADELPHIA , PA.

NEW YORK OFFICE: FIFTH AVE. BLDG. BOSTON OFFICE: 38 KILBY STREET
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Bristol's New Even Scale

Recording

Ammeters

STANDARD

UNDERGROUND

CABLE CO
ESTABLISHED 1845

Write for new bulletins

117 and 118 describing

Recording Ammeters

with charts of uniform

graduations over the

Pittsburg, Pa. Boston

New York Philadelphia Chicago
San Francisco , Cal. ' St. Louis

Bar. and Weatherproof
THEDUNBAR BROTHERS

entire range

SEO

DECOR
DES WIRE AND CABLES

COVERED Electric Cables
w
a
m
i
w
a

The Bristol Co. STEEL(TEOPE!

MANUFACTURERS OF

OIL

)

ALL KINDS OF

(TEMPERED)SPRINGS

Waterbury, Conn . FOR ALL CLASSES OF SERVICE.

SMALL SPRINGS

BALL BEARINGS
MADE FROM SHEET STEEL

& STEEL & BRASS WIRE

" KNIPE "

PAT.

BRISTOL,CONN .

THE COMBINATION

A BALL BEARING AND CONE COMBINED

FOR THRUST OR WEIGHT OR BOTH

ALL SIZES 4 INCH AND UP

NO FITTING - JUST PUSH IT ON

10 CENTS IN STAMPS FOR SAMPLES

PRESSED STEEL MFG . CO .

545 THE BOURSE PHILADELPHIA, PA .

SPECIAL GAS ENGINE GENERATORS

STEADY VOLTAGE WITH VARYING SPEED. MADE FOR

EXACTING PEOPLE WHO APPRECIATE GOOD SERVICE

Rochester Electric Motor Co., KECHEMERAL.ST:
252 .

For Belt Drive For Direct Connection

PAIR McCORMICK TURBINES

1,400 H.P., 400 R.P.M. , 160 feet head, driving

generator in power plant of the Cascade Water,

Power and Light Company, British Columbia .

We design and build turbines to meet requirements.

Write for Catalogue if interested

S. MORGAN SMITH COMPANY

YORK, PA. , U. S. A.

Branch Office: 176 Federal St. , Boston, Mass.

FOR

60 Day Clocks

ONEIDA GALVANIZED . CHAIN

Suspending

Arc Lamps

ONEIDA COMMUNITY , LTD .
ONEIDA, N. Y.

Prentiss clocks are the only

60 Day clocks manufactured

in the world , and keep perfect

timethroughouttheir long run .

The Calendar shows large dates

one at a time, and makes all

the necessary changes without

attention . If you own a Pren

tiss 60 Day Calerdar Clockyou

are always assured of the cor

rect time and date .

Aleo Frying-pan , Program , Electric,

Synchronized & Watchman's Clocks

Send for Catalogue No. 596 .

The Prentiss

Clock Improvement Co.

Dept, 59, 92 Chambers St., N. Y. City

SUNDAY

MAX

FLEXOUCI
THE SUPERIOR CONDUIT FOR INTERIOR WRING

SNATIONAL METALMOLDING COMPANY

M10 FULTON BUILDING SPITTSBURG . PA .
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American Electric Lamp Co.

MANUFACTURER

HICAGRADET

INCANDESCENT

LAMPSAMERICAN

ELECTRIC
LAMP

COMPANY

ப
ா
ம
்

C
A
L
Z
U
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K

2
0
c
A
O

ப
ப
ப
ப
ம
ப

Manufacturers of all Types of Incandescent Lamps

HAVE ON HAND , READY FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY , A LARGE STOCK OF

AMERICAN MAZDA LAMPS

AMERICAN TANTALUM LAMPS

AMERICAN METALLIZED FILAMENT LAMPS

AMERICAN CARBON FILAMENT LAMPS

AMERICAN MINIATURE LAMPS

Prices Quoted on Application

FACTORY AND GENERAL OFFICES : 153-159 JEFFERSON STREET, PHILADELPHIA , PA.

NEW YORK OFFICE: FIFTH AVE. BLDG. BOSTON OFFICE: 38 KILBY STREET

Index to Advertisers , page 5 . Classified Index, page 15.
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THE STANDARDFOR RUBBER INSULATION

OKONITE WIRES

MANSON TAPE

CANDEE PAT'D POTHEAD

1889 Paris Exposition Model

1893 World's Fair Model

H. DURANT CHEEVER, Treasurer .

WILLARD L. CANDEE, President.

OKONITA
OKONITE TAPE

CANDEE

WEATHER- PROOF

WIRES

GEO . T. MANSON , Gen'l Supt.
WM . H. HODGINS, Secretary.

TRADE MARK REG.U.S. PAT OFT.

THE OKONITE Co.,
253 BROADWAY NEWYORK CITY

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY GHICACO, General Western Agents

P
H
I
L
L
I
P
SEU

GE
NE

1
8
7
0

-E
U
S

-
1
8
8
2

American Electrical Works

BARE and INSULATED COPPER WIRE AND CABLES

GALVANIZED IRON WIRE and STRANDS

Phillipsdale, R. I.
New York Chicago Montreal Boston

American

lectrical We
Well pedale

A
M
E
R
I
C
A

C
I
E
C
T
E

W
O
R
K
S

Magnet Wire

Electrical Engineer's Pocket-Book

ARMATURE DISCS

Made from best electrical iron . ANY SIZE-ANY STYLE. Small

sizes carried in stock . Send us your specifications for special sizes.

W. & S. MFG . CO ., 10 Hunt Street, Worcester, Mass.

By HORATIO A. FOSTER

The most complete book of its kind ever published,

treating of the latest and best practice in Electrical

Engineering. Pocket size; flexibleleather; 1000 pages,
with innumerable illustrations, diagrams and tables .

9000 copies alreadysold. Price $ 5.00. Copies sent

prepaid on receipt of price .

THE ELECTRICAL AGE, Book Dept., 45 East 42d Street, New York

Porous and Vitreous Jars

For Electrical and Chemical Purposes

Of all Qualities, in any

Form at Lowest Prices

MICA EugeneMunselland Co.
New York and Chicago

Special Covers for Chemical Jars

Attention given to Specialties for

Experimental Work
INSULATION That Is.

Micanite, Linotape, M. I. C. Compound, Empire

Cloth and Paper. For years the Standard .
JOHN MADDOCK & SONS

Coalport Pottery TRENTON , N. J. Mica Insulator Co., Originators
NEW YORK and CHICAGO

Send for

Catalog T
of Turbines The Hooven, Owens, Rentschler Co.

BUILDERS OF THE

Hamilton-Corliss Engines and

Hamilton -Holzwarth

Steam Turbines

Sales Offices :

ATLANTA , 1510 Candler Bldg . Denver , Col. ,

Boston, H. E. Rundlett
Stearns -Roger Mfg . Co.

Los ANGELES, CAL .,

Chicago, ILL. , Marquette Bi'g. Chas. C. Moore & Co.

CHARLOTTE, N. C., New ORLEANS, LA. ,

A , H. Washburn 417 Hennen Building

New York, N.Y.,39 Cortlandt St. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL ., SEATTLE, Wash. , Chas. C. Moore & Co.

PITTSBURG , PA , Machesney Bldg. Chas. C. Moore & Co. St. Louis, Mo., ChemicalBuilding

ST. PAUL, MINN.,R. B.Whitacre & Co. DALLAS, Tex. , W. R , Haynie,Wilson Bldg .

Main office and works: HAMILTON , OHIO

Send for

Catalog VB

of Engines
9
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The Continuous Efficiency and Reliability of

Allis- Chalmers Steam Turbine Units

Has been demonstrated under the most severe conditions

of service

COMPACT HIGH GRADE

CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL

M

.

ECONOMICAL SKILLED

OPERATION WORKMANSHIP

h

5

VO
PASI

Allis -Chalmers Steam Turbine Units Installed

The Operating Record of Allis- Chalmers Steam Turbines is their best recommendation

WRITE TO

ALLIS -CHALMERS COMPANY

FOR FULL INFORMATION

GENERAL OFFICES, MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN

District Offices in all large Cities
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THE VERY BEST MECHANICAL PROTECTIONS FOR ELECTRIC WIRES.

ENVINE" CRCULAR LOOM "JutzMetalMolding ELECTRODUCT

-

The Ideal Flexible Conduit. The Practical Metal Molding. The OriginalEnameled Conduit.

Fishes Easily — Thoroughly Flexible Al. A Compact, Complete and Continuous A Thoroughly Cleaned Steel Tube which
ways–Weatherproof-Waterproof. Raceway for Electric Wires with bends easily . The Enamel is re

Fireproof- Resists Abrasion. Fittings for Every Detail markably tough and elastic -

Will Not Collapse. of Construction . it will not crack .

CIRCULAR

AM
ER
IC
AN

W
0
0
7 American Circular Loom Co.,

TRADE

MARK

C
O
.

New York

Chicago

International Trust Building,

BOSTON, MASS.

Atlanta

LondonSan Francisco New Orleans

REGISTERED

For 20 Years the Standard

W
I
R
E
S

TRADE MARK

Self-Lubricating Brushes

that make applied lubrication un

necessary , prevent wear on commu

tators—that describes Dixon's

Graphite Brushes.

Booklet 129-M tells more about them,

gladly sent on request.

INS
ULA

TED

"OK"

" 0. K." Weatherproof Wire

“ Parac " Rubber Wire

Bare Copper Wire

Slow Burning Weatherproof

Railway Feeder Wire

Slow Burning Wire

A
N
D
CA
BL
ES

Joseph Dixon Crucible Co.

Jersey City , N. J.

PHILLIPS INSULATED WIRE CO.

PAWTUCKET, R. I.
2

INDIANA RUBBER A INSULATED WIRE CO.
PARANITO

DARININ,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Paranito Rubbor Covorod Wiro and Cablos,

Underground, Aorial, Submarino and Inaldo Uno

TELEPHONE, TELEGRAPH

AND FIRE ALARM CABLES.
All Wires are Tested at Factory. JONESBORO , IND.

POLES POSTS TIESWH'SWITCHES

Switchboards and Panel Boords

H. P.White Co. , L. 1.d.

Live Peeled White Cedar

FRANCIS BEIDLER & COMPANY

Chicago, IllinoisWAYNE JUNCTION . PHIL .

CES
Woare Producers and Wholesale Doalers in Westorn

CEDAR POLES, POSTS,

TIES AND PILING

Writo for Dollvorod Prices

CHURCHILL CEDAR CO. , Box 11409, Spokane

Humbird Lumber Co.,Ltd.
Sand Point , Idaho

BUY DIRECT FROM THE PRODUCER

Wehave the lorgest stock of cedar poles in the West

>

WANTED-TO SELL ANY SIZE

Louisiana Red Cypress Cross ArmsCedar Poles, Ties and Fence Posts

SHORT POLES A SPECIALTY

PORTER CEDAR CO. SAGINAW , MICH.

BORED TO PATTERN

1

LOUISIANA RED CYPRESS CO.

NEW ORLEANS , LA .
1
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Now Is The Time To Talk Motors

Haralient

The building season finds

every manufacturer willing to

listen to reasonable arguments

for convenience and economy

when he himself is contem

plating other changes .

IT

There is no more opportune

time to talk

" Hawthorn " A. C. Motor " Hawthorn " D. C. Motor

Hawthorn
TRADE MARK

Motor Drive

than when a power user is struggling with the

problem of adapting shaft and belt transmission

to plant extension. Spring is sure to find a large

per of manufacturers in your locality facing

this problem.

Show them the convenience of “ Hawthorn ” motor

drive-how with this system , power transmission is

simply a matter of wiring . Many a man you could

not reach at any other time can be reached now .

We carry the stock - complete in every line - you—

get the orders and your profit without extensive

investment. " SAVE TIME AND FREIGHT

ESTERN ELECTRIC

" Hawthorn” Motor Driving Lathe

Our bulletins and interest

creating matter are at your dis

posal. Write to Dept. 58E

for particulars.

COMPANY

*

STELEPHONES

-SUPPLI

*TELEPHONE OUR NEAREST HOUSE

The
Western Electric Company Furnishes Equipment for Every Electrical Need

WesternElectric
New York

Philadelphia
Boston

COMPANY
Pittsburg

Atlanta

Chicago

Winnipeg

Indianapolis

Cincinnati

Minneapolis

Vancouver

St. Louis

Kansas City

Denver

Dallas

Omaha

SeattleManufacturers of the 5,000,000

" Bell" Telephones

Antwerp London Berlin

San Francisco

Los Angeles

Salt Lake City
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For Prices on Insulated Wires and Cables

ADDRESS

JOHN A. ROEBLING'S SONS CO .
TRENTON , N. J.

H N. FENNER , President J. F. BLAUVELT, Agent RUSSELL W. KNIGHT, Treasurer

NEW ENGLAND BUTT COMPANY, Providence, R. 1.. U.S. A.
MANUFACTURERS OF

MACHINERY FOR INSULATING ELECTRICAL WIRES

Braiding, Taping, Winding, Twinning, Cabling, Stranding, Polishing and

Measuring Machines. Cable Covering Braiders. Rubber Strip Covering Machines

FINE CASTINGS A SPECIALTY
Universal

Stranding Machine

“ MORSE ” TOOLS Curlers,Dies,Drille
.Gauges,Mandrela:Millo

Arbors, Chucks, Counterbores, Countersinks,

, , ,

Reamers, Screw Plates, Sleeves, Sockets, Taps,

Taper Pins, Wrenches.

MORSE TWIST DRILL & MACHINE CO.

New Bedford , Mass., U. S. A.

LET US SHIP YOU A

TRIAL ORDER OF Railway Motor Brushes
MADE BY NEW

PROCESS

GRADE H , GRADE H- 1 , GRADE H - 3, GRADE H-8

DIFFERENT GRADES FOR DIFFERENT CONDITIONS

WITH A RECORD OF 30,000 TO 50,000 MILES, ACCORDING TO CONDITION

SPEER CARBON CO. , ST. MARYS , PA .

GREAT REDUCTION in the OPERATING EXPENSE

OF A POWER PLANT CAN BE EFFECTED

BY THE USE OF SUITABLE COAL AND

ASHES HANDLING MACHINERY

PEN

The bucket, standing vertically , is dumping its load

This is probably thehighest hoist for unloading coal in the United States.
This plantis built on the banks of the Mississippi for theunloading

and distributing of coalat the great station of the Union

Electric Light and Power Co.. St. Louis, Mo.

Our specialty is the manufacture of this type of

machinery, for power stations up to any capacity.

WRITE FOR OUR BULLETIN No. R.3 . , " NOISE

LESS CONVEYORS,” AND SEE THE WORK WE

HAVE DONE AND SOME OF THE PLANTS WE

HAVE INSTALLED .

C. W. Hunt Company

MEAD - MORRISON MFG. COMPANY

Main Office: Cambridge " A ," BOSTON , MASS.

NewYork, 11 Broadway; Baltimore, 903 Maryland Trust Bldg.; Philadelphia ,

305 Penn.Bldg.; Pittsburgh, 1806 Machesney Bldg .; Chicago, 74th St.and

Kimbark Ave. , San Francisco, Atlas Bldg.; New Orleans, 200 South

Peters St.; Birmingham , Alabama; Montreal, 286 St. James St.

Cable Address : JAMEAD , New York, Liebers Code.

MORRISON , Cambridge, Commercial Code.

(Established 1872 )

West New Brighton , New York

New YorkYork Office, 45 Broadway
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Are ofthe “ soft- iron ” or Electro -magnetic ” type,

but they possess so many novel and valuable char

acteristics as to practically constitute a new type of

instrument.

Their cost is exceedingly low , but they are remark

ably accurate, well made, and nicelyfinished instru

ments and are . admirably adapted for general use

in small plants, the cost of which is frequently an

important consideration.

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTCO.,

NEWARK NJU.S.A.

.

New York 114 Liberty St. Cleveland 314 Caxton Blag.

Chicago . 1504 Monadnock Block Mexico Cadena 10

Philadelphia 346 Mint Arcade Montreal 13 St.John St.
Boston 176 Federal St. Toronto 6 We.lingtonSt.

St. Louis 915 Olive St. London Audrey House , Ely

Denver 1725 California Ave. Place, Holborn

San Francisco Bride Building Berlin 88 Ritterstresse

682-684 Mission St. Paris . . . 1. Rue St. Georges

Correspondence concerning these new Weston Instruments is solicited by the

WESTON ELECTRICAL

INSTRUMENT COMPANY

WAVERLY PARK , NEWARK, N. J.

Steam Turbines

Require:
Cheaper than

Steam Engines:

to buy

to instaii

to operate

to repair

less oil

less fuel

less attention

less space

Over a Million H. P. Built and On Order

For full particulars, Turbine Catalogue 7002

The Westinghouse Machine Co.
Designers and Builders of Steam Turbines, Steam Engines, Gas Engines , Gas Producers and the Roney Stoker

NEW YORK-10 Bridge Street ST. LOUIS - Chemical Bldg . CINCINNATI—Traction Bldg .

BOSTON-131 State Street PITTSBURG - Westinghouse Bldg. PHILADELPHIA - North American Bldg.

BALTIMORE - Continental Bldg . CLEVELAND-New England Bldg. DENVER - McPhee Bldg .

ATLANTA - Candler Bldg . CHICAGO- 171 La Salle Street SAN FRANCISCO - Hunt, Mirk & Co.
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gone through with since the develop- the causes that brought them into
Published monthly by

The Electrical Age Co., 45 E. 42d Street, New York .
ment of electric traction in the United being

States. It is easy to recall that in the The storm center of all the traction

JOHN HAYS SMITH , Pres , last 20 years nearly all of our prin- strikes has been around the "platform
C. A. HOPE, Sec . J. H. COOK, Treus .

cipal cities have had to endure this men .” Of the more than 200 strikes

Telephone No. 6498 Murray Hill evil to a greater or less degree. Chi- that have occurred since electric trac

Cable Address-Revolvable, New York
cago, St. Louis , New Orleans, San tion came into general use, an over

JOHN HAYS SMITH , Editor Francisco, Brooklyn, Philadelphia, whelming proportion hinges directly

Cleveland , Pittsburg , and so the sin- on the motormen and conductors;
SUBSCRIPTION RATES

ister roll-call down to their hours, their wages, and the

United States and Mexico . $ 1.00.

Canada, ($ 1.50 . To Other Countries, $ 2.50
smaller cities , like Albany and Ches- status and position of their union .

ter . A table embracing the vital, eco- Now, of the total 210,000 wage
NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS

nomic and financial loss, both to the earners in the employ of the com
Insertion of new advertisements or changes of copy cannot

be guaranteed for the following issue iſ received later than the disputants and to the general public , panies at the beginning of 1908, mo

can be made to show that in the last tormen and conductors may be esti

20 years , starting with New Orleans mated to number about 130,000 , or

CONTENTS
and ending with Philadelphia, the about 62 per cent . of the whole. The

barbarous street railway conflicts average pay of these men ranges from

have cost the country not less than 25 cents an hour on the Pacific Coast

50 lives and $ 50,000,000. to as lowa s 10 cents in the Southern
EDITORIAL

Enormous as these figures are, ap- States ; but out of about 40,000 car
The Traction Tangle .....

palling, as to unnecessary destruction men in the great cities , the rate varies

Engine - Turbine Performance . of life and property, as they appear, from 18 to 25 cents. However, the

The Exploitation of Water-power .. they do not represent the most serious long hours involved bring up the
feature of the matter. Far worse average yearly earnings to a figure

LEADING ARTICLES than the lives lost and the millions somewhat greater than the $658 of all

wasted are the indirect effects on the the street railway companies' wage
Considerations in Selecting Equip

community. Greater injury than even carners taken together . In fact, the
ment for Hydroelectric Plants .

the misery, sickness and death, or the motormen and conductors stand al
An English Single-Phase Electrification ....

indirect financial losses—amounting ways a little above the average on

Cylinder Oil Consumption of Gas and Steam
to more, perhaps , than those in any account of low -priced clerical and ab

Engines

other industry; with the exception of solutely unskilled employees depress

Distant Control Switch Gear . 102

mining and metal working - is the ing the mean wage more than the
A 15,000 -Kw . Engine- Turbine Test . moral damage resulting from loosen- highly paid engineers and other up

ing of the social bonds, the embitter- per-grade employees raise it .
ment of men's minds, the uprousing Now, these wages are by no means

of prejudice and passion, and the liberal , but neither are they starvation

The Traction Tangle lowering of the public moral tone . wages. The chief cause of traction

Once more the country has been Years after the cause is all but for- strikes is hardly ever the absolute

treated to the spectacle of a state of gotten these baneful effects linger on, amount of wages paid . It lies deeper.

virtual war in the streets of one of lying dormant or festering beneath The highly paid carmen on the Pacific

its great cities. Once more a trac- the surface of our social and indus- have caused more trouble and vio

tion company has come to differences trial life until another occasion arises lence than those in Southern cities .

with its employees that have resulted to favor their awakening, and they The most significant points in con

in the partial breaking down of the water anew the springs of tumult nection with the present scale of

social order on which our civilization and riot , battle and murder, and sud- wages are, first, the actual inadequacy

is founded, and in bloodshed , arson
den death.. for reasons given later, and , second,

and anarchy. Unfortunately, it is all The deplorable picture represented in the memory of the fact that in too

an old story : the gathering of mobs, by this phase of the electric traction many cases the increases have had to

the wrecking and burning of cars and industry is one of the far -too -numer- be wrung from a reluctant manage

car -barns, the attacks on inoffensive ous blots on the fair fame of this peo- ment by measures that have likened

passengers and non -striking carmen , ple. The past is past, but its heritage the history of the traction industry

the infliction of untold suffering on of evil remains. The burning ques- unto the annals of war.

innocent women and children , of tions confronting us now are : How The mainspring of traction strikes

enormous inconvenience and financial long shall these things endure ? Whatlong shall these things endure ? What is therefore deeper than the matter of

loss on the public of all ranks and are the basic causes ? What the reme- the pay of carmen . Like most other

conditions, from the millionaire mer
dies ? evils, it is the result of a complex

chant, who sees his business income In attempting to answer these ques- tangle of older evils , and its roots may
temporarily wiped out, to the hum- tions within necessarily narrow limits , be sought in the origin of modern

blest laborer who stumbles through we would present a brief survey of traction, which seems to have had a

the streets to his work. some of the general conditiers obtain- somewhat tainted ancestry. Let us

How many times it has all been ing in the traction quarrels , and of glance at this feature for a moment.
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THE OLD HORSE-CAR DAYS utes for dinner, and 15 minutes each of an electric car is essentially a young

In the old days of horse traction , for breakfast and supper, and relief man's job on account of the physical

and relatively smaller city populations , from the rule requiring them to buy and nervous endurance involved, the

the street railway business played a uniforms except the cap and badge. occupation has always been of a tem

rather small part in the life of the It took the companies a week's con porary nature. No one stays at it

city. The industry was thus of small sideration to grant these requests . any longer than he can help. The

proportions, but a study of the condi- Later, efforts were made in various shortening of hours and the rise of

tions prevailing in it shows them to States to legislate for the relief of wages that have come in with electric

have been astonishingly bad . The un- carmen , but the success was only par- traction have, to a certain extent, been

skilled nature of the labor required tial. The truth is that in most cases made inevitable by the requirements

to operate so simple and primitive a all the relief they got was fought for , of modern conditions . There was no

vehicle caused it to be a sort of a last and torn by threats or force from the other way to get the proper kind of

resort for those who could do no bet- traction companies. Outside circum- men. This result has brought with it

ter. stances enforced the rest. the betterment in morale.

Accordingly we find that the labor, This record of greed and oppres- Turning now to the disadvantages

being what it was , was exploited to sion of violence and fraud throws a to carmen that are the results of the

the limit. Low pay and overwork sinister light on the forerunning of adoption of electric traction , the first

strained the endurance of the human present-day conditions. The tradi- thing that impresses is the enormous

unit to the breaking point. In most tions are distinctly bad. increase in the stress and strain of his

of the larger cities the normal work occupation caused by the crowded

ing day ranged from 12 to 14, and THE COMING OF ELECTRICITY streets, large cars and comparatively

even to 18 , hours. The average for With the introduction of electrical high speeds now involved. The fa

Philadelphia and Pittsburg, in 1885 , operation a vast change came over the tigue and exposure to serious mishaps

was over 15 hours. A report of the whole industry. The era of wonder- are greater in a 10-hr. day on a city

commissioner of bureau of labor sta- ful expansion began. Also that of trolley car than in a 15-hr . day on an

tistics in New York, in 1885 , states overcapitalization . The street rail- old -fashioned horse-car. The conse

that " in no other trade or occupation ways grew and grew from year to quences of a lapse from attention are

at which men work for a livelihood year, until, at the beginning of 1908, far more serious , and the penalty of

do I believe there exist grievances over ·two and one-half billions of suspension is always hanging over

approximating in the slightest degree capital were or supposed to be - in- motormen and conductors alike .

in number and gravity those resulting vested , and gross earnings of traction Another bad effect of the electrical

from the general mismanagement of companies were nearly $430,000,000. régime on the carman has been the

the street railroads in this State .” In the space of 20 years all the con influence of the so - called overcapitali

This a pretty strong expression for ditions of the business were practi- zation of traction properties. Rightly

an official. cally changed . Of all the changes, or wrongly, the impression is wide

It appears , however, to be entirely the significant ones for our present spread among the men themselves

justified. In addition to the excessive purposes are those involving the that too much of the companies' rev

hours of labor , there were numerous much -abused platform man . What enue is absorbed in meeting, or at

and exacting rules, and the men were do we find them to be ? tempting to meet, obligations on capi

bullied by petty bosses. Dirty city In many ways the introduction of tal that represents nothing of public

politics played its part along with electrical power has been of great benefit, but only enormous personal

stingy practices of the companies re- benefit to him . In others, far from it . fortunes . We will not attempt here

garding caps, uniforms, fare regis- Looking at the best side first, we saw to discuss the painful subject of trac

ters , matches, kindling wood , shovels , above that he has come to number tion finance. We merely repeat that

lamp chimneys, etc. , all or part of 130,000 men . That is one point that the public and the men alike , having

which were sometimes charged to the ought to be useful to him . Moreover, had much to endure and having heard

horse- carman , frequently at outrage- we find that by this time his hours, much of the reasons therefore, are led

ous prices . For enduring all of this for the most part, have been mate into an attitude toward the companies

sort of thing, for from 12 to 18 hours rially shortened. Instead of 15 or that goes far toward accounting for

a day, the pay in eastern cities was more hours per day for an average, that bitter intensity of feeling that

generally not over $ 1.75 , and very the day's work is now nearer 10. In nearly all traction strikes have dis

rarely over $ 2.00 a day. The average the good city of Philadelphia , for ex- played .

for Pittsburg in 1884 was $ 1.75 for ample, the average day has come Still more striking, as an illustra

1572 hours' work . down from 15 hours and 11 minutes tion of the complexity of causes in

This sort of grinding led to its for about 1000 men in 1885 to 1072 volved in the traction situation, is the
usual result. Bad relations existed hours for 5000 men in 1910 . This analysis of the wage question . If

almost everywhere; strikes were fre- may be classed as one great benefit. traction statistics prove anything at

quent and relatively as fierce in char- Another is the improvement in the all , they prove that there has been a

acter as the latter day. But there was character and morale of the men considerable increase in wages during

no material betterment despite the themselves. The carman is now at the last decade for reasons indicated

complaints of the public, and even of least semi-skilled . The who above. But the effect of this increase

the courts, until the Knights of Labor could successfully handle a car whose has been very largely offset by the re

were appealed to in 1886 by the long- motive power consisted of two tired- duction in hours. Thus, for ex

suffering carmen . This appeal was out horses is not necessarily the man ample, if the average carman who

general in all the large cities . who is capable of handling cars of 50 worked 15 hr . a day at 12 cents in

The relief then came reluctantly, to 150 horse power in streets that are 1885 now gets 22 cents for 10 hr .

In March of that year the carmen of many times more crowded than in work, while his hourly pay has in

Philadelphia, being secretly organized horse -car days . The inevitable result creased over 80 per cent, his actual

and ready to strike , demanded of the of the increase in the value and com- daily earnings have increased only 40

companies a 12 -hr. working day, a plexity of the car is a more careful cents, or 22 per cent. Against this

standard rate of pay of $ 2.00, the selection of the men on whom its increase in pay is the net increase in

granting of an allowance of 30 min- safety depended. But as the handling the cost of living, which is certainly

man
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over 30 per cent. for the class to mutual candor , consideration and for- inadequate to the demands on it . This

which the carman belongs . It is bearance, in the many difficulties in is , of course , due to the increase in

therefore very doubtful if the plat- which each party is placed. It is a the traction traffic of the lines served .

form man to -day is relatively as well pleasure to note that there are many The problem was , therefore, two

paid as he was in the horse-car days . instances that show this solution is fold : First, to increase the total out

But he is younger , stronger in num- coming to be realized as the only put of the plant; second, to improve

bers , more intelligent and has more sound and enduring one . In many the operating efficiency , particularly at

time to think over his real and fancied systems it is a long distance under fractional and over loads.

grievances . way. When all shall have come A valuable feature of the paper is

Then , too , since a much larger pro- round to it , the disgraceful chapter the concise description of the line of

portion of the public use the cars of American traction strikes may be reasoning that led to the rejection of

than formerly , the crew have a larger relegated to the company of events the various methods that might have

personal acquaintance and are in a that will one day be regarded as be- been employed to accomplish these re

better position to reach the public ear , longing to the Dark Ages of indus- sults in a more or less satisfactory

and the public, for reasons of its own , trial evolution .
manner, and to the adoption of the

tends to make common cause with low -pressure turbine. It must be con

him . Engine-Turbine Performance fessed that all the conditions were par

AS THINGS NOW ARE . The possibilities of the low -pressure ticularly favorable to the conclusion
Summing up the situation , the fol- turbine as a means of increasing the reached. The presence of an enor

lowing conclusions impress them- output capacity of large steam en- mous and relatively undeteriorated

selves : gine-driven electric plants has been equipment, having in it a latent possi

1. The country suffers a tremen- much before the engineering public bility of power capacity expansion for
dous vital , economic and moral injury for someyears past. There have been bade the idea of following any plan

in its all too numerous traction strikes . many calculations and discussions be- involving its rejection . Given that

2. The injury falls first on the em- fore the various societies , and a good condition, the means of attaining the

ployees, second, and more heavily, on many claims, some of which were dif- desired result narrowed down to in

the companies, and thirdly, and most ficult to follow , have been made for creasing the number of expansions, or

of all , on the public. it . The inevitable amount of contro- installing the low -pressure turbine.

3. The chief cause of the disturb- versy has had to be gone through with , The results of the choosing of the

ances is the conditions surrounding and , in fact, is still under way. It is , latter alternative, as announced at the

the carman . therefore, with particular pleasure that conclusion of the paper, are a splendid

4. As between the companies and we present elsewhere in this issue an vindication of the course adopted .

the carman , the facts appear as fol- abstract of the paper presented recent The flat water - rate curve of the tur

lows : ly before a joint meeting of the Ameri- bine end of the unit comes to the help

( a ) The companies are suffering can Institute of Electrical Engineers of the engine and the resultant shows

from many economic causes, of which and the American Society of Mechani- a striking widening of the limits of
the chief are the results ; first, of the cal Engineers, by Messrs. II . G. Stott economical operation. The effect is

reckless overcapitalization in forming and W. R. Pigott, entitled “ Tests of clearly shown in the curves attached
the existing mergers; second , of the a 15,000-kw . Steam Engine - Turbine to the paper. The capacity of the

limits imposed by the fixed character Unit.' combined unit is double that of the

of the unit fare and the difficulties in In this paper are presented the original engine unit, thus doubling the

raising these charges; third , by the actual results of the installation of output of the larger units of the plant

general increase in the cost of living, low -pressure turbines on a large scale . without increasing the size of the

labor and material. It is a record of the preliminary con- building. The increase in the amount

( b ) The carman is likewise suffer- siderations and tests which led to the and maximum efficiency range of the

ing from many causes , of which the choice of the means of enlarging one unit meets both the requirements of

chief seem to be ; first, an evil inherit- of the best -known power plants in the case. The average efficiency of

ance from the memory of the out- the country and of the results so far the combination is stated to be 25 per

rages of the old horse -car companies ; obtained. In the plant, the four- cylin- cent. greater than that of the engine
second, from the fact that to -day he is der compound engines, which have unit alone. The total average thermal

relatively little , if any, better paid been in use for some years, have given efficiency is given as 20.6 per cent .,

than in the past ; third, from the con- fair satisfaction in operation and a which is certainly a high figure for
viction that the companies might and good economy at and around two- steam -operated units, especially under
should do better by him than they do ; thirds load . The water -rate curve such conditions.

fourth , from much foolish and im- shows, however, the well-known loop One result of the installation is

practicable counsel from socialistsfrom socialists indicating the relatively narrow range stated to be the raising of the net

and professional and semi-profes- of highest efficiency characteristic of economy to a figure 13 per cent. bet
sional labor agitators. compound engines . The difficulty of ter than could be accomplished with

keeping units in a traction plant, work- the best high - pressure turbine oper
THE REMEDY ing in this region of maximum econo- ated alone. There is nothing in the

In conclusion it may be said that my, which for the units here involved paper itself to prove this, and it will

the remedy for all these evils , and the is between 3300 and 6300 kw ., is one probably be considered as open to

means of placing the relations be- of the main points of plant operation . question. If the comparison is be

tween the carmen and their employers As the peak tends to go beyond the tween a 7500 -kw . high -pressure tur

on at least as good a footing as those limits of the rated capacity, the diffi- bine and a 7500-kw . low -pressure tur

obtaining in other industries, seems to culty of getting good operating con- bine it might be more generally re

us to lie along the line of straight, ditions increases, as more units must ceived , but if it is between the

simple, common honesty and fair be operated at uneconomical over- combined 15,000 -kw . unit and a 15,

dealing on both sides. Both have loads . 000 -kw . high - pressure turbine, op

sown the wind ; both have reaped the In addition to this disadvantage, as erated under the same high vacuums

whirlwind . Let the past be forgotten , pointed out by the authors, the total and other favorable operating condi

and new policies laid out, based on capacity of the station was becoming tions, which is manifestly the fitting
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coal .

I fear that

comparison , it becomes a little hard The Exploitation of Water-Power reports are not wholly to blame, for they are seldom

allowed the necessarytime or facilities to make proper

to follow . But, in any event, the A few months ago a well-known
investigation on account of the cost involved .

The standard for determining the cost of power to
merit of the achievement as a feat of engineer, in a paper before the na- day is based upon the cost of power produced from

sound and skilful engineering is none
As the supply of coal is consumed the cost of

tional body, sounded a note of warn power will necessarily increase and a new standard of

the less admirable and noteworthy. ing on the manner in which so-called cost will be established . Any tendency to block or

interfere with the development of water power is nec

An interesting feature of the in- securities covering supposedly valu- essarily forcing the consumption of coal and hastening

stallation is the adoption of the induc
the day when the price of power must increase accord

able water-power properties had been ing to the law of supply and demand.

tion generator for the electric end of and are being distributed to the in- many of our conservation advocates who are endeav

oring to prevent the destruction of our natural re

the low -pressure addition . This ma- vesting public. Attracted by the ap- sources are really hastening it.

chine has inherited its name from the parently certain earning powers of The fundamental statement that

well-known induction motor which it à waterfall, the ignorant or unscrupu- " the standard for determining the

exactly resembles, and its character lous draw up a prospectus based on cost of power to-day is based on the
istics are such as to fit in nicely with insufficient or mishandled data as to

cost of power produced from coal”
the special conditions of this problem . the cost of development and the prob- holds true for all localities. It might

This generator is about the simplest able earnings of the property , and un- be made wider by putting it , “ The
possible type, and certainly one of the load their shares on a public which standard of the cost of power produc

most hardy. The fact that it gen- too often wakes from its dream of
tion at any point is based upon the

erates energy current only, and that steady dividends to the realization cost of power produced from the

its short -circuit current , like that of a that no return is possible on its in- cheapest available fuel at that point.”

direct - current shunt dynamo is zero, vestment for perhaps many years, if This fact , which should be self-evi

make it singularly adopted to fulfil the ever .
dent, is precisely one which is most

role of an auxiliary generator, which It is this sort of transaction that frequently lost sight of in the nu

simply adds so much power capacity has given water -power development a merous erratic small power develop

without interfering in the least with bad name in the financial world . The ments that make up the unfortunate

the regulation, and which admits of volume of worthless or semi-worthless total of unsuccessful properties .

connection in the simplest possible bonds and shares of stock in water- In a case that has come under no

manner . It would be interesting to power properties compared with the tice quite recently , an investment of

know just what the efficiency of the really valuable securities is largerreally valuable securities is larger $ 1,800 per kilowatt of power avail
$

generator is . than is generally suspected. Com- able from minimum flow was made

As the authors make the calculation parisons of the total capitalization of for a small plant in a locality where

of the short -circuit energy of this water-power transmission companies an investment of one-tenth of that

plant, with nine 15,000 -kw . combined
that have been , or actually are , sum would have provided a plant that

units , figured at twice their rating , and through receiverships, when made could have been operated on coal or

synchronous turbine units aggregating with that of solvent and profitablewith that of solvent and profitable fuel oil at a net annual saving of

7500 kw . at six times their rating concerns, is not very reassuring, but many hundreds of dollars when op

there would be at least 315,000 kw . of this does not tell the whole story. erating with any load factor that the

energy turned loose for destructive Many small companies have had no plant could ever command .

purposes. The adoption of induction such experience, but they are drag- If it were clearly grasped that the

generators reduces the estimated de- ging along year after year , either los- question of a water -power develop

structive energy on short circuit , calcu- ing money or merely partly paying ment as compared with a fuel-using

lated on the same basis from a total expenses, a disappointment to all con
plant, speaking broadly, is usually a

of 720,000 kw . to the figure given nected with them . matter of the fixed charges on the ex
above . These figures are easy to This being the state of affairs, it is cess cost of the water-power plant

write, but hard to realize. But the certainly well to keep before the pub- over that of an equivalent fuel-using

mere fact that the use of the inductor lic the need for caution in water- plant versus the fuel bills of the lat

generator reduces the short- circuit en- power transmission undertakings. We ter plant, the number of unfortunate

ergy to less than half of what it might are glad to note that, in a paper be- hydroelectric investments would be

have been with synchronous turbo- forethe last meeting of the Institute, much reduced, and the business

alternators, was an excellent reason the chief engineer and up -builder of would take on a better tone.

for their selection , aside from the one of the country's largest water

other considerations adduced. power companies, although discussing

The results shown in this particular specifically the parallel operation of
instance of the use of the engine-tur- plants, has taken occasion to say a Energy Consumption of Storage

bine confirm the idea that in certain word on the subject. Battery Car

special cases it is admirably adopted Second to none in point of experi- The car equipped with the Edison

to solve the problem of increasing the ence in this special line, the following, nickel- iron storage batteries, de

capacity and efficiency of large existing which we take the liberty of quoting,which we take the liberty of quoting, scribed in one of our recent issues,

reciprocating -engine plants. We think comes with special authority on the has been operating on the 28th and
it unlikely that its use, aside from this risks involved in this alluring field of 29th Street crosstown lines in New

field , will ever be very extended , investment: York for some time. There are few

though it is being much discussed for I know of no business in which as much money has

been invested as in hydroelectric developments that grades on the line, but stops are fre
certain classes of new construction , as , has made such a poor return on the investment . quent, and there some short

for instance, in marine work . The
enty -five per cent of the reports made on proposed

hydroelectric developments are jokes. Moreover, the
double curves .

simplicity of the induction generator local papers, when a development is proposed or start- Recent tests of the power consump

is not the least of the advantages pos
ed , are eager to magnify the amount ofpower, the cost

of construction and the value of the investment. tion showed that in io hr. and 5 min .
result is that the entire country has been trained to

sible. But it must always be borne in believe in a general condition that does not exist . the car made ii round trips, aggre

mind that only in plants of consider
Promoters have taken advantage of this condition, gating 52.47 miles . The weight of
and many plants have been built or started that have

able capacity and subject to well- de- proved failures, the car with an average load would

fined conditions can the hybrid unit
The investigation of a proposed hydroelectric devel

opment requires a great deal of work and study by
be about six tons. The test showed

make a showing approaching that re
trained and experienced men , as there are more vary- a watt -hour consumption of 35,925 ,
ing features entering into consideration than in any

ported for the Interborough Rapid other branch of engineering. Most reports are made being 684.5 watt-hours per car mile

Transit Company.
hurriedly without proper investigation , hence disap

pointment follows. The engineers who make these and 114.1 watt -hours per ton mile.

Sev . are

The



Some Considerations In Selecting Equipment For

Hydro-Electric Plants

M. H. COLLBOHM

The object of this paper is to call the railway supplied over motor gen- seriously affecting its regulation and
attention to some of the principal erators instead of converters as in the output. The ideal wave form is , of

points to be considered in the design , former case . As regards the regula- course, the true sine curve, but the

selection and arrangement of the va- tion of the transmission line , it must commercial machines contain more or

rious parts that go to make up a be admitted that it is better for the less higher harmonies of different

complete hydro -electric transmission lower frequency on account of the de- amplitudes. The greater their num

property, including the more impor- creased charging current and induc- ber and amplitude the higher is the

tant machinery and apparatus neces- tive voltage drop. It is hardly neces- charging current on the line , which

sary for the generation of electrical sary to discuss the kind of the trans- under some conditions may require

energy from water power and its con- mission system to be used, as because the total current capacity of more

trol and transmission to the place of its minimum cost for copper the than one large generator to keep the
where it is to be utilized. Within the three -phase system is universally em- voltage on the line without delivering

limits of such a paper it will be under- ployed. The voltage of the generator any power at all . These higher har

stood that only a brief treatment of depends on its size and also whether monies also involve the possibility of

the more essential points will be at- step -up transformers must be used . resonance , particularly in a long

tempted. The American Institute of Electrical transmission line, due to perhaps an

After the records of the stream flow, Engineers recommends a generator arcing ground or the opening of a

and the existing and possible market voltage of 2200 volts , or any multiple circuit breaker under overload in the

conditions have shown the feasibility thereof. A voltage of 2200 or 2300 sub -station , thereby causing abnor

of developing a power-transmission is almost universally found , and even mally high voltage. The writer knows

system , the first consideration is given in large units of several thousand kw. of a 25 -cycle transmission system

to the size of the turbines and gen- In such sizes , however, the main ca- containing the 17th harmonic of the

erators and their number. Conveni- bles, bus bars and switches become so fundamental generator wave of ap

ence of operation, and also first cost heavy as to make it very difficult to preciable amplitude, which would be

of the total station equipment, tend handle them . Although a higher gen- in perfect resonance with a line of

to reduce the number of units to be erator voltage is preferable , on ac- 106 miles in length , which is not an

installed and therefore with a given count of smaller cables , bus bars and uncommon transmission distance .

capacity of the plant would call for switches, the total cost may become This tends to show the advisability of

comparatively large sizes . On the greater for the higher voltage on ac- including this point in the specifica

other hand, such conditions as a num- count of the more expensive insula- tions for generators and to choose

ber of individual transmission lines tion required for the cables and ap- only such machines as have none

which may require independent volt- paratus. The determining of the gen- or only a few higher harmonics and

age regulation ; or a possible low head erator voltage is therefore again a of small amplitude in their wave form .

of thedevelopment, which would ne- matter for detailed consideration. Another point of importance is the

cessitate an inconveniently large num- Generators supplying step-up trans- interconnection of the generator

ber of runners on a rather long com- formers have occasionally been windings, i. e . , whether they shall be

mon shaft, somewhat difficult to keep wound for 13,200 volts , as in the case star or delta connected . Usually the

in permanent perfect alignment,alignment, of the McCall's Ferry Power Com- electro -motive force is each phase of

would call for a greater number of pany's generating station , which com- a three -phase generator contains a

smaller units. The size of the tur- prises in its ultimate equipment 10 third harmonic , and if the three

bines and generators therefore is ob- generators of 7500 k.w. each . phases are delta -connected then the

tained by compromising between the If the transmission distance and the third harmonics are short -circuited,

different opposing factors , giving energy supplied over each line is and inasmuch as they have constant

each of them its proper importance. rather moderate, the. step -up trans- potential character they may give rise

After having decided upon the formers may be dispensed with by to large short-circuiting currents in

number and size of the units the fre- employing a comparatively high gen- the generator itself, particularly in

quency of the transmission system erator voltage , thereby also saving machines with close regulation having

needs consideration. If the expected considerably in switchboard equip- a low impedance. For this reason

load is a prominent lighting load, then ment and simplifying the total layout. generators should always be star
60 cycles should be used , and if the There have been plants in Europe in connected. The energy for the gen

energy is used to a great extent for successful operation for several years erator field excitation is generally

railway purposes, then 25 cycles ought with generator voltages up to 35,000 supplied by two waterwheel-driven
to be chosen . As a railway load offers volts. exciters of equal size , each of a ca

a considerably better load factor than When supplying transmission lines pacity to supply the first generator

the lighting load, it is usually given of considerable length and high volt- installation, which is about one-half

preference, and whatever important age dụe regard should be paid to the or more of the total equipment. This

lighting there is will be supplied over wave form of the generator e.m.f., arrangement leaves always one

frequency changers at the point of particularly so if the system is de- citer for reserve . As soon as the final

utilization . If , however, the railway signed to run in parallel with another equipment is put in another exciter

load is , or is expected to be , compara- plant. If the generator wave forms must be provided, which is preferably

tively small as compared with the of the respective stations are not done by installing a motor-generator

lighting and ordinary industrial pow- identical then large exchange currents set of the capacity of one of the

er , then 60 cycles should be used and may be set up in the system , thereby waterwheel-driven exciters . These

89
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direct-current generators are, plete set , including turbine , generator board , and also to sound an alarm if
rule , flat-compounded machines, and and transformer, completely wired the temperature rises abnormally. A

no regulation is required with change up and ready for service. The usual signalling device for low oil level

of load except to keep the speed con- connections of a step-up transformer should likewise be provided.

stant, which is automatically done by is delta on the low -tension side and The oil in the transformer may

hydraulic governors.
The exciter star on the high - tension side, with after some time become deteriorated,

voltage is either 110 or 220 volts ; the neutral grounded. This offers and it must, therefore, be tested peri

even with the higher voltage the cur- the following advantages : odically. The importance of this is

rent capacity is so great that very 1. The insulators have normally to apparent by the fact that the presence

heavy cables are required. In case of withstand only 58 per cent . of the po- ofonly 0.06 of one per cent. of water

the motor - driven exciter for the Mc- tential between lines. decreases the dielectric strength of the

Call's Ferry Power Company's sta- 2. If a break occurs in one line oil to about one-half. The oil is tested

tion it was necessary to provide conductor the service may be kept up in a spark gap with high voltage up

6,000,000 c.m. of combined copper over the other two conductors and to 50,000 volts and over, and if not

cross-section for each pole.
In case ground, if proper provision is made found satisfactory is withdrawn for

of large units it is better not to bring therefore. treatment and new oil pumped into

up the equalizer leads to the main 3. Destructive high - frequency the transformer. There two

switchboard , but to connect the ma- surges due to an arcing ground can- methods in use for treating the oil ,

chines on the floor through single- not occur, since any ground on the one by drawing heated dry air

throw switches mounted either on the line would develop into a short circuit through the oil with the aid of a

exciter frames or on separate pedes- and open the circuit-breaker. vacuum pump to drive out the mois

tals nearby. The switchboard for the The last -mentioned condition may, ture , and the other by forcing the oil

exciter is generally placed adjacent to however, be considered a disadvan- through a lime filter to absorb the

the main control board for the gen- tage , as it interrupts the service , al- water. A separate sand filter is pro

erators and lines. In very large sta- though saves station apparatus vided in each case to remove any

tions, however, as we had in the plant from possible damage due to exces- foreign substances. The last -named

just mentioned, the exciter board may sive potential strains. method has the advantage of consider

be entirely separate and arranged for The transformers are as a rule arti- ably higher speed and is applicable to

remote electrical control from the ficially cooled , either by forced water continuous operation. It also simpli

main board , both in regard to or oil circulation . In the first scheme fies the piping for oil supply. Another

switches as well as field rheostats. water is forced through a coil placed methodhas recently come into some

The energy delivered by the gen- inside the transformer tank below the use, and consists of blowing heated air

erators , after passing through a sys- oil level , supplied either from a city through the transformer oil . Al

tem of oil switches and bus bars , to water main or from the exciter pen- though this may have been satisfac

be discussed later, is stepped up to stocks , or from a separate small mo- tory, it cannot be considered as ef

the transmission voltage by the main tor-driven pump. In the oil-cooled fective as the before-mentioned two

transformers. The latter are always system the oil from the transformers methods.

oil- insulated for any high voltage is withdrawn by a pump and passed The connection between the trans

transmission . They are preferably through a system of cooling pipes formers and generators is done by
placed in fireproof compartments back to the transformer. These cool- cables and oil switches. In larger sta

upon rails, which lead either directlying coils are generally arranged in tions these switches arebuilt for re
or by the aid of a transfer track to a the tailrace , and care must be taken mote control and placed away from

place where they can be taken by the in laying out the system that the oil the main control board. There are

power -house crane . Sometimes the in the cooling pipes has a higher pres- three systems in existence for opera

transformers are so located that they sure than the surrounding water, as ting the switches from a distant point ,

can be handled by the crane directly. Otherwise water may leak through
In such case provision must be made the pipe joints and mix with the oil, 1. By a small electric motor on the

for a substantial removable covering which would be very dangerous. oil switch , closing the switch against
above the transformers to avoid ac

A further precaution is to provide the tension of a spring, which latter,
cidental contact of the crane chain

an individual cooling system for each when tripped electrically, serves to
with the conductors, which has been transformer tank in order to prevent open the oil switch .

the cause for a shut down in some sta
any possible mixing of deteriorated 2. By a strong electromagnet per

tions in the Middle West. oil from one transformer with the forming the same functions as the

The transformers may be either good oil in the others, which in the motor.

single-phase or three- phase. The lat- past has been one of the reasons for 3. By compressed air with electric

ter are cheaper in first cost, except in transformer shut - downs. It must ally controlled pilot valves . This last

this country, where it appears to be also be remembered that the specific system is only used in very large

due to commercial conditions and not heat of oil is only about one-half of stations with heavy high -voltage oil

inherent in the cost of manufacture ; that of water , and the forced oil- switches requiring a great amount of

they occupy very much less space, cooling system , including pumps and power to operate. It necessitates the

and the wiring, and also the piping piping, is therefore considerably more installation of a duplicate compressor

for oil and cooling water is much expensive than the system for water set with main and secondary air tanks

simplified.
However, three -phase cooling. In order to observe the per- to avoid fluctuation of pressure in the

transformers require another three- formance of the transformers they long pipe lines when operating a

phase unit of same size to constitute are equipped with an alcohol thermo- switch . The air must be drawn

a full reserve, while in case of a meter and an oil gage ; a visual indi- through a separate tank containing

single -phase transformer installation cator must be installed to show the moisture-absorbent chemicals in order

only one more single- phase unit of proper oil or water circulation. Ther- not to reduce the insulation of the

one -third the capacity of the three- moelements or other devices may be switch . The connection from the

phase unit is necessary. Very large installed to read the temperature of piping to the switch proper consists
stations with many units usually pro- the transformers at soine remote of a specially treated hose which,

vide a full reserve in form of a com- point, perhaps at the main control for sake of insulation , must have a

viz , :
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straight length of about 10 ft . and case of repairs . The arrangement of of the entire board may be observed

mustwithstand an operating pressure the oil switches , as well as the bus from that place ; this necessitates to

of between 75 and 100 lb. per sq . in . bars, which both are generally placed arrange the rest of the board in a

All this tends to increase the size of in fireproof brick or concrete com- semicircle, with the bench containing

the power house materially. It has partments, must be such as to leave the control switches in the center . It

the other disadvantage that, on ac- à sufficient number of passageways calls furthermore for instruments

count of lack of actuating members through the rows of switches to avoid having flat glass covers to avoid the
having ground potential, a reliable in- the attendants getting trapped in case annoying light reflex on the curved

dicating device showing at the switch- an oil switch explodes and starts the glass covers . It is , in any case , of

board the position of the oil switch oil to burning. considerable advantage to install only

cannot be installed very conveniently. The cables connecting the various instruments with flat glass covers , as

Furthermore , as this type is built in apparatus and machines consist of in- they can be read very much better

single- pole units, there is less assur- sulated copper conductors placed in than the so-called horizontal edgewise

ance that all three phases will open individual conduits. For alternating. instruments where the scale is ar

simultaneously. currents these conduits must consist ranged in a horizontal circle . All the

The oil switches proper are built in of fibre, vitrified clay or any other instruments, in fact every apparatus

two principal constructions, viz.: for non -magnetic and preferably non- on the control board , carry low po

breaking the arc vertically and for metallic material to avoid induction. tential only, say, 110 volts ; this is ac

breaking it horizontally. The first The cables may be either single con- complished by the use of the current

method involving the vertical break ductor or triple conductor. The and potential transformers, both in

necessitates at higher voltages very choice between these two depends the low -tension and high -tension side

large vertical dimensions to safely in- upon the required size and is also a of the station . The current transfor

terrupt the arc on the downward inatter of cost . Triple -conductor mers in the high -tension leads are

motion . This type of switch is there- cables should not be used heavier than usually protected by a spark gap

fore rather large and expensive at 3 by 250,000 circular mils, as they be- against abnormal voltages across their

high voltages ; it has furthermore the come too difficult to handle. terminals produced by high - frequency

disadvantage of opening the contacts The connection from the high -ten- surges entering overthe transmission
somewhat near the level of the oil , sion side of the transformers to the line . For better protection the writer

and any possible explosive action, par- high -tension oil switches and outgoing would propose, however, to install one

ticularly at overloads or short circuits, transmission lines is invariably done or two small electrolytic cells across

tends to throw the oil out of the by bare wiring supported upon proper the terminals which would reduce ma

switch . These disadvantages are not high -voltage insulators. These high- terially the maximum voltage that can

nearly so apparent in the other type tension switches are usually so large, exist between the terminals. For con

using the horizontal break near the each measuring about 12 by 8 ft . in sideration of low first cost the high

bottom of the tank with a sufficient floor space , that they determine, to a potential current transformers

head of oil above the break. As it is great extent, the size of the power sometimes omitted and series am

the natural tendency of an arc to rise house . meters placed upon proper high -volt

vertically, it seems that the horizontal As mentioned before, the main age insulators are provided instead .

break should be much more efficient switches are operated from the con- Care should then be taken that these

in extinguishing, or , in other words , trol switchboard, which is usually lo- ammeters are so arranged that they

it may be built smaller and less ex- cated in the center of the building, may be observed from the control

pensive, especially if constructed with overlooking the machinery: Besides board . This arrangement necessitates

a minimum of actuating members. these small control switches which also the installation of high -tension

The oil switches are generally operate the main oil switches, this series relays to trip the high -tension

equipped with protection devices to panelboard contains also the control oil switches .

save the apparatus which they control switches for the hydraulic governors The usual danger to station appa

from damage. The oil switch be- for synchronizing the voltmeter and ratus comes from abnormally high

tween the generator and the bus bar synchronizing receptacles , and the potentials produced by a direct or in

may be equipped with a reverse power measuring instruments, such as volt- duced lightning stroke, by an arcing

overload relay, which disconnects the meter, ammeter, wattmeter, power- ground in the system , or by opening a, a

machine in case of an unduly high- factor indicator , frequency indicator circuit -breaker under heavy overload .

current rush in the reversed direction, and synchronism indicator, and per- To guard against destruction from

due to improper synchronizing, or haps one or more automatic voltage such causes, lightning arresters are

short circuit in the generator itself . regulators . It may be well to mention installed at the power house, together

The transformer switch is tripped by that power - factor indicators should be with choke coils, which latter, on ac

and inverse time-limit overload relay provided for each generator, as it is count of their considerable time lag

which will disconnect the transformer often found that station operators neg- under high - frequency currents , serve

instantly at heavy overload, and only lect to adjust the field excitation to hold back the surge until the ar

after a certain time at smaller but cona properly without this instrument, rester has come into action . The

tinuous overload . thereby running the generators with latest development in arresters is the

The oil switches are triple pole different leading and lagging power aluminum arrester , which works on

throughout, and care should be taken factor . the principle of a storage battery , dis

that all three contacts are opened and In case of a station with extensive charging any voltage to ground which

closed by a common operating mem- switching arrangements, the control is higher than the operating voltage

ber which prevents any contact stay- board is built as a bench board , the by a predetermined value which de

ing closed with the others open . In vertical section containing all the in- pends on the total number of alumi

case of repair on the switch, this last struments and the inclined section all num cells in series and which allows

condition might lead to a fatal acci- the control switches, with their red of a very close adjustment. The num

dent . Generally there are plain dis- and green indicating lamps, and re- ber and the arrangement of these ar

connecting knife switches provided on ceptacles . This last section is some- resters depend upon the delta or star

each side of the oil switch in order to times removed from the panelboard connection of the system , and whether

entirely isolate it from the system in and so placed that all the instruments it operates with a grounded neutral .
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serve

.

con

The high -tension conductors, after the wire attached to the lowest ones . ( f ) Method of lubrication ; ( g ) Size

passing through wall bushings in the This type has given excellent service of shaft ; ( h ) Performance guaran

power -house wall , connect directly to and is particularly applicable to higher tees .

the transmission line. The latter con- voltages , say, 40,000 volts and above . This demand for special apparatus

sists of bare wires or stranded cables It has , however, the disadvantage of places a heavy burden on the manu

of either copper or aluminum . Cop- necessitating higher towers than the facturer. The purchaser also suffers

per has the advantage of greater pin -type insulator. As mentioned be- because of increased cost and long de

strength and a smaller coefficient of fore, the transmission line should bea liveries .

expansion ; thus a copper line may be provided with ground wires above the Consideration of the above and a
constructed with a smaller sag in the power wires to act as lightning con general review of the situation leads

wires , thereby economizing in the ductors; they will also
to to the conclusion that the benefits that

height of the towers. Its rate of de- dampen out any high -frequency surge will result from standardization will

preciation is very low as compared that may be set up in the system . The more than compensate for the work

with aluminum , because the scrap supporting structures for the lines are and expense required in making the

value of copper is very high. The either wooden or steel poles or steel necessary changes.
copper cable should preferably be con- towers .

While these particulars relate only

structed with a hemp center instead to a part of the motors made by one

of copper ; this construction allows all
Motor Ratings large company, it must not be forgot

the individual copper wires to be ten that there are half a hundred

stressed alike , while if it was
As a happy ( ?) example of what

others manufacturing equivalent lines
structed with a copper center, this unregulated competition may lead to ,

of motors and that each maker has

center wire would be overstressed , a striking instance is to be found in the
his own patterns and designs , so that

while the outer wires, due to their
matter of the sizes and ratings of elec

tric motors referred to by Mr. George
it is safe to say there are fifty or more

stranding, are able to give somewhat. thousands of needless variations in

The outer wires will be fully stressed Westinghouse in a recent address be
motors, which have added many mil

after the center wire may have been fore a joint meeting of electrical and
lions of dollars to the investment al

stretched beyond its elastic limit , mechanical engineers at Boston . In

which then does not contribute any reference to useless waste in manu
ready made in installations of elec

trical machinery .”
more its original strength, and the facturing, he says :

total strength of the cable is therefore " To illustrate the growth in the

materially reduced . This disadvan number of motor ratings required now
A “ One-Watt" Lamp

tage is not inherent in a hemp-center as compared to the earlier days when Advices from Europe report that

construction. There appears to be a 60 ratings sufficed, a summary is given the well -known firm of Siemens Bros.

general tendency to stress the trans- of the motors manufactured by the has announced that it will shortly

mission cables unduly high in order company with which I am connected . place on the market a tungsten lamp

to reduce the sag and the height of These figures refer to stationary mo- with drawn filament whose high ef

the supporting towers, thereby re- tors only in sizes up to 200 h.p. All ficiency will be denoted by its name,

ducing the factor of safety to a very of these motors are regularly manu- “ The One -Watt Lamp.”

low figure , which may be below unity factured and no special motors are in- In this country it is stated that at

under the severest weather conditions
cluded . least two concerns have , by means of

that are likely to arise . In the wri- For direct current, 55 frames are patient experiment, at last contrived

ter's opinion, this tendency is entirely used, giving 1600 ratings. to produce tungsten wire that can be

wrong, and is the cause for the well- For alternating current, 80 frames drawn, bent and hammered. This

known fact that the transmission line are used , giving 1950 ratings. discovery presages a notable increase

is the weakest and most unreliable Or a total of 135 frames are used, in the durability, toughness and ef

part in the whole system . On account giving 3550 ratings . ficiency of the tungsten lamp.

of this defect it has been proposed to Practically any one of these may
be In this connection it may be ex

install auxiliary steam plants in con- furnished in three types : (a ) shaft plained that the greatest difficulty in

nection with transmission lines and horizontal, ( b ) shaft vertical, ( c ) withhorizontal, ( b ) shaft vertical, ( c ) with making the tungsten lamps now on

keep them ready for service all the counter shaft bracket and bearings the market has been in getting out a

time in order to supply power at times mounted on the frame. This makes a strong filament. The present fila

of interruptions over the transmission total of three times 3550, or something ments are mostly made by mixing

line. It would seem , however, that over 10,000 different motors available. finely divided tungsten into a paste

the money for such plants , if ex- In spite of this, there is a constant with a binding material. The paste is

pended for reserve purposes only, and increasing demand for specialand increasing demand for special then squirted into a thread which has
might be more profitably spent for im- motors. In the past year approxi- been heated and " sintered ” until the

provements on the transmission line mately 10,000, estimates have been binding material is expelled and the
for the purpose of minimizing the made in special motors under 200 h.p. , tungsten particles welded together. It

probabilities of break -down. This even though the greatest effort has is evident that a filament so " built

may best be effected by running du- been made to divert all inquiries to up ” cannot be as strong as a drawn

plicate lines, each on a separate right- our regular lines of motors . wire, but up to this time it has been

of-way, and by providing a sufficient Many of these special estimates found impossible to draw tungsten

number of guard wires of copper-clad were necessary because the prospec- wire.

steel above the line wires and tive customer wanted a motor having The announcement that this diffi

grounded at every tower to reduce the the same characteristics as a motor culty has been overcome in several

damage from lightning. offered by some other manufacturer. different laboratories may mean an

The line wires are supported by in- Our standard motor may have differed other great improvement in lighting

sulators attached to poles or towers . in any one of the following character- economy, and further results will be

The latest development is the suspen- istics : ( a ) Horse power or speed rat- of much significance to the vast in

sion type insulator, comprising a ser- ing ; ( b ) Dimensions of base ; ( c ) terests involved in the production , dis

ies of insulator discs suspended one Over all dimensions ; ( d ) Height from tribution and consumption of electric

below the other in a vertical line with base to center of shaft ; ( e ) Weight; light.



An English Single -Phase Electrification

By JAMES DALZIEL and JOSIAH SAYERS*
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Before dealing with the results of direct current , the effect of power fac- through the motor, and as this current

working and of tests, it will be well to tor is to make the machine on equal is sufficiently great to compare in its

recapitulate the case set up against the voltage run on single phase at a lower production of torque quite favorably

single-phase motor. speed than on direct current, since the with the currents permissibly passed

It has been asserted that single- effective electromotive force tending to through direct-current machines in

phase motors are incapable of accele- produce rotation is less ; consequently, similar circumstances, there is no dis

rations equal to those of direct - current for equal voltage, its torque and cur- advantage in this feature of the single

motors ; that they require enormous rent must be greater for equal power phase motor. The reverse is , in fact,

fushes of current in starting ; that output. The effect of power factor is the case, since the rise in the power
their service capacity is not compar- clearly, therefore, a voltage and not factor as the current falls off increases

able with that of direct-current mo- a current one , and since the motor the effective electromotive force tend

tors ; that they necessitate more atten- speed in any case is a much more prac- ing to produce rotation , and so main

tion , require more repairs , and cost tical and correct limiting factor to tains the current and torque at a
more in brush and commutator re- take than the impressed voltage, the higher level during the acceleration on

newals ; that they cannot be over- proper course to adopt is to counteract each notch . Or, put in another way,

loaded ; that they spark inveterately at the effect of low power factor by rais- the point at which it is permissible to

all loads ; that the cost of their bear- ing not the current and torque, but switch over to the next control notch

ing renewals is excessive on account the impressed voltage , so as to bring is reached earlier as a result of the

of their small air gaps ; and that they the rotational speed to its normal fig- more sustained acceleration in the

are generally unreliable and unsuitable ure. On this basis the single-phase single-phase case, resulting in higher
for traction work to such an extent as motor gets fair play and shows to dis- average torque and higher overall ac

to counterbalance entirely , the advan- advantage only to the extent of its

tages attainable by the use of single- actual inherent additional losses .
(1) D.C. Railway Motor

phase current in the distribution and Comparing direct- current and sin
(2) Single -Phor RX Motor

contact apparatus . It has even been gle-phase working of the same mo
(3) .. on D.C. Gurrent .

asserted — presumably from a mis- tor, it is true that though , for the

taken impression of the effect of the same current, the torque on single

varying and, at some loads , low power phase working is the same whatever

factor—that a portion of the current the power factor may be, yet with

supplied to them disappears without heavy currents it is less on alternating

showing a result in actual work. than on direct current. This is due

In connection with this last point to the higher saturation of the field

single-phase motors are frequently iron or the peak of the current curve

compared with direct-current motors reducing the effective flux to a mean

on an equal voltage basis , and it has which is less than what would result

been stated that the single-phase mo- from a direct current equal to the

tor, owing to its low power factor, root-mean - square or effective value of
takes on this basis more current for the alternating current . Owing to the Fig. 19.—COMPARATIVE CHARACTERISTICS OF

equal work than the direct-current mo- hysteresis , there is also a slight lag of

tor, and must consequently heat more, the flux behind the current , which also

be less efficient, etc.
tends to produce a similar effect, and

Since from a motor built for single- the effect of the commutating circu

phase operation a greater output can lating currents on the torque is in a celeration for equal maximum torque .

be obtained on direct current than on similar direction . This , however, ob- In Fig . 19 are shown approximate

alternating current, it must be con- viously by no means implies that en- current torque curves for single-phase

ceded that the alternating -current mo- ergy is being lost , as the speed clearly and direct -current motors of about the

tor is inherently heavier than the di- increases in exact proportion to the same size . Curve ( 3 ) shows the in

rect -current. In the form in which the decrease of torque ; while within work- creased torque of the alternating -cur

motors have been built hitherto for ing ranges , none of these effects ma- rent motor when operating on direct

the respective currents, however, there terially influences the torque output of current, while curves ( 1 ) and ( 2 )

is little or no difference in the weights the motor so as to reduce its accele- show that the torque of the single

per horse power, the alternating-cur- rating or other working possibilities. phase motor rises more steeply as the
rent motors being of a lighter design. Granting the efficacy of forced current increases than in the direct

It is also true that , due to the addi- draught , they, together with the lami- current case . This latter fact, while

tional iron losses resulting from the nation and the necessarily less satura- easing the working conditions of the

alternation of the current and flux , tion of the field iron, supply the only motor, is on the whole a disadvantage,

and also to additional copper losses, reasons for the alternating -current as it results in a greater speed decrease

imposed by necessities of design, the motor being heavier than the direct- for a given torque increase when re

single-phase motor is less efficient, as current type. quired, e . g. , on an incline. The effect

a motor pure and simple, than the di- The switching of an equal propor- of power factor is also in the same di

rect- current motor. Comparisons on tion of full voltage , therefore, on to rection, but both can be compensated

an equal voltage basis are , however, similar direct-current and single -phase for by the provision of extra high

misleading, inasmuch as they give a motors , results , in the case of the lat- voltage tappings on the transformer,

comparison far more unfavorable to ter, in the passage of a less current . which will allow of the necessary
the alternating -current motor than is The voltage, however , only requires to torque increase without excessive

actually the case. Taking the same be raised sufficiently for the largest speed reduction . In this way the

motor on alternating current and on permissible current to be passed necessary effect is obtained by better

* Institute Civil Engineers. 93
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DIALTERNATING SINGLE-PHASE AND

RECT -CURRENT MOTOR,
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specific utilization of the material of tractive effort that should result . The cific services , typical of the traffic

the motor at a time when the condi- contentions of the authors as to the conditions wherein it has been alleged

tions of loading permit of it , and with- capabilities of these equipments are that single-phase apparatus must, ow

out the torque per ampere being de- borne out by the following tests, and ing to its inferior accelerating proper

creased so that there is no extra heat- it is noteworthy that , for the fore

ing or losses such as take place when, going reasons, their results are uni

in direct- current motors, the fields are formly better than any so far pub

shunted for similar purposes. lished as obtained with direct current

There is then no difficulty in getting under similar conditions .

the necessary power for acceleration
ACTUAL RUNNING TESTS

into single-phase equipments, nor in

obtaining from them the necessary
These tests and curves illustrating

the results are shown below. The
40 0-8

tests deal first of all with the results

obtained during the actualcontact runs

and during runs made with trains typi- 30 06

cal of ordinary daily traffic up to a

total train weight of 190 tons .

The curves in Figs. 20–30 give the results obtained

in the course of the trial runs. It will be noted that

the energy -consumption comes out uniformly at a

low figure.

In Figs. 31 to 36 are shown the results obtained

with special test -trains made up to represent trains

suitable for high-speed frequent-stop services, the
second figure in each pair giving the theoretical im

proved result with the higher gearing. Though these

tests have no actual parallel in the working of the ac
tual traffic of the line , all the results shown are those Fig. 30. — GUARANTEE RUNS — 3 -CAR TRAIN .

of tests repeated many times over ; in no case were

the equipments worked beyond what they could

actually be reliedupon to do under continuous- service

conditions, nor, though the test conditions were more

exacting than would be the case in working these high

speed frequent-stop services, since the gear ratios

were not the most suitable for such service, did the

motors or any part of the equipment at any time show
sign of distress.

Though the accelerations in actual traffic aremuch

lowerthan thoseobtainedunder the testconditionsit

must be remembered that the normalelectrictrain is

much heavier than the test -trains . 3

As regards the remaining tests of

18 which particulars are given , two spe
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Figs. 26-29 . - TRIAL RUNS WITH HEAVY TRAINS.
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Tons,

108

36

216

108

144

20

Total....... 164

8.8

2.3

0.25

1.18

0.35

0.94

0.1

ties, show to great disadvantage, are : passengers. The direct-current train train without passengers, making 10.5

first, the working of a train seating on the same coaches would weigh 134 h.p. with passengers, was suggested

300 passengers on a 25 miles per hr. tons, so that the single -phase weight for this train as the equipment ca

inclusive schedule, with a 20 -sec. stop is at most in this case 77/2 per cent . pacity, and for direct-current working

per mile — such a train as might work greater than the direct-current train a total of 1000 h.p. , and a three -car

between Leeds and Bradford, for ex- of similar capacity and capabilities. train weight , without passengers, of

ample—and secondly, the working of The train for the test corresponding 84 tons. The single-phase train was

a train seating 180 passengers on a 26 with this train was made up of a single estimated to weigh 150 tons and to re

miles per hr. schedule with a 20 -sec. car and an additional vehicle weighing, quire a total of 1800 h.p. This train

stop per mile - a train suitable for a with load , a total of about 55 tons on could, however, be composed of two

constant flow urban traffic . These are 420 h.p. , making a similar power of motor cars and one trailer of the stock

exacting services demanding high ac- about 7.65 h.p. per ton of train . herein described , giving a seating ca

celerating properties on the part of the

electrical equipments, whatever type
TABLE 1-DATA OF SPECIAL TEST TRAIN RUNS .

be used, and for this reason and be- The principle of these tests is illustrated in the following set of calculations :

cause it happens that not only could ( 1) Train for 25 miles perhour. InclusiveSchedule with one20 -seconds stop per mile .
Passengers.

the Heysham stock be very well adapt- 3 motor -cars (Heysham Siemens cars as they would be repeated ) ..

2 trailer cars (Heysham Siemens cars as they would be repeated )

ed for them, but that apparently so
320

also could existing direct-current

stock, so that direct current figures
Weight of passengers .

should be easily obtainable to put
Total horsepower. 1,260.0

the
against single-phase figures Horsepower per ton of train with passengers..

7.7

quoted , the authors have selectedthem Horsepower per ton of train without passengers..

Test Train .-- Fig . 31. 55 tons, 434 -inch wheels . Gear ratio 88/30 for free -running speed of 55-60 miles

as typical services on which to base per hour.

tests .
R.M.S. current = 438 amperes = 9.5 per cent. over motor capacity.
Watt-hours per ton mile (L.T .)... 82.5

Neither the amount of stock nor the
Main transformer CPR ( 18 per cent. of 82.5 ). 1.1

Main transformer, Iron, 3.65 Kilowatts for 124 seconds .

capacity of the power station at the Auxiliary transformer, 0.4 kilowattfor 124 seconds..

Vacuum pump , 3.75kilowatts for62 seconds.
author's disposal is sufficient for the Vacuum pump, 1.13 kilowatts for 62 seconds.

making up of these typical trains in Blower, 1.5 kilowatts for 124 seconds.

Control, 0.375 kilowatt for 52 seconds.

full , nor, as has been pointed out, are
Total ( H. T. ) .. 88.72

the equipments and stock quite suit

able or so light as they would be when
Sustained acceleration .. 25 miles per hours in 25 seconds.

Maximum acceleration .. 1.1 mile per hour per second .

revised . The trailer cars in particular In thesame train with 16 per cent . higher gearing, and using the characteristic obtained in the foregoing

are shorter than would be selected for figure, the following results will be obtained ( see Fig. 32) :
Wheels 40 inches. Gear ratio 3.7 to 1 .

such services . Further, the gear ra R.M.S. current = 346 amperes = 11.0 per cent. under motor capacity.

Watt -hours per ton -mile ( H.T.) .. 78.05 total.

tios, which of course have been chosen Sustained acceleration . 19 miles per hour in 14 seconds.

Maximum acceleration . 1.55 mile per hour per second .

so as to be suitable for the long runs .

of the ordinary service, are not the
Results of a further test taken with pacity of 200 passengers. On this basis

most suitable for these frequent-stop
the motor car alone, on this timing it would weigh 82.5 tons with 800 h.p. ,

runs.
basis also, but loaded to 43 tons, i.e. , or 86.5 tons with 1000 h.p. direct cur

It will be seen from the speed -time nearly 10 h.p. per ton of train , are also rent , and with 840 -h.p. single- phase

curves of the actual runs that the ac shown. The results obtained prove current 99 tons with the stock as now

celerating possibilities of the motors this exacting service to be well within existing, or , under the revised weights,
are, in these runs, by no means fully the timing capacity of the motors , 90 tons. This last is equal to a total

utilized ; in fact , the motors never at- while , even with the existing gear and weight , with passengers , of 103 tons ,

tain nearly their highest permissible with only 10 h.p. per ton of train , it and 9.3 h.p. per ton of train without,

rotational speed , and most of their is almost within their service capacity , and 8.15 h.p. with, 200 passengers.

work is done on the lower notches,
while with a suitable gear ratio it is With 1000 h.p. in four single-phase

thus necessarily increasing the current within their capacity even with the motors the weight of this train would

and the energy consumption. Plotted lower horse power. be about 97 tons, or, built for 180

against the curves of actual tests ,

therefore, there is in each case a curve TABLE II-DATA OF SPECIAL TEST TRAIN RUNS.

showing a theoretical curve on the (2) Train for 26 miles per hour. Inclusive Schedule with one 20 -seconds stop per mile.

basis of the use of more suitable gear
Tons. Passengers.

ratios. 2 motors (Heysham Siemens cars as they would be repeated ).
1 trailer - car..

Taking the first train , by adopting

60 - ft. trailer coaches and 250-h.p . mo
Weight of 198 passengers . . 12.5

tors of a type already built, a four
Total.

coach single-phase train could be made

up seating 320 passengers on a weight ,
Total horsepower.

Horsepower per ton of train with passengers.

without passengers, of 123 tons and Horsepower per ton of train without passengers .

1000 h.p. , against a direct- current
Test Train. - Fig 33.51.5 tons. HP . = 420 . HP. per ton = 8.15 . Wheels 43 inches. Gear ratio 88/30

for free - running speed of 55-60miles per hour.

weight on the same coaches of 114 R.M.S. current= 445 = 11.0 per cent . over motor capacity.

Watt-hours per ton -mile ( H.T. ) . 99.30

tons. Taking the existing stock as it Sustained acceleration .. 25 miles per hour in 22 seconds.

stands, however, three Siemens motor
Maximum acceleration .. 1.3mile per hour per second .

With a higher gearing as before the result shown in Fig. 34 , and indicated as follows , would be obtained :

cars and two trailers would give a Wheels 40 inches and gear ratio 3.7 to 1 .

seating capacity of 324, and on the re
R.M.S. current = 360 = 10.0 per cent . under motor capacity .

Watt -hours per ton -mile ( H.T. ) . 83.83

vised weights the train without and Sustained acceleration .. 19 miles per hour in 13 seconds.

Maximum acceleration . 1.8 mile per hour per second.

with passengers respectively would

weigh 144 tons and 164 tons, on a With regard to the 26 miles per hr. seats, with 45- ft . coaches , about 92

total of 1260 h.p. , i. e . , 8.8 h.p. per ton schedule, in a communication to a tons ,

of train without, and 7.7 h.p. with, technical journal 12 h.p. per ton of As before , new curves with a more

72

18

146

54

90 108

102.5

840

8.2

9.33
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43 tons.

81.23

suitable gear ratio are plotted against looked that these tests have, as stated ,
cambe, where the platforms and sidings are very long ,

there is a considerable amount of running round in

those obtained . The results shown are been in several cases made with less making up trains , etc. , while at Lancaster, where there

of a test with a two-vehicle train of motor horse power per ton than has
is nodirect cross-over, there is nearly one -half mile of

running for crossing over,

420 h.p. and weighing 51.5 tons . been installed for direct-current work
The average weight of train excluding passengers

is about 65 tons; thus the gear watt -hours per ton

Theresults show thaton thepresenting, and with a higher installed horse mile work out at 55.

Ths transmiseion efficiency is difficult to ascertain

gear ratio the service is within the power still better results would be' butappears to be about 97 per cent., bus -bars to bow .

timing capacity of the single-phase shown, though, of course, against in
The leakage from the overhead line amounts to 0.5

to 1 kilowatt in dry weather ; this rises in wet weather

motors, but puts on them a demand creased equipment weights . to as much as 20 kilowatts for a short time after

switching on , while leaks of about 10 kilowatts lasting

exceeding their continuous service ca- The tests have all been carried out to 1 hour have been recorded . The average leakage

pacity. With a suitable gear ratio , on a forced -draught service- capacity
appears to be about 1.5 to 2 kilowatts or 0.092 unit

per hour per mile of single track . This leakage, which

however, not only is the service within basis, but forced draught on the Hey- in a future case will probably be reduced , on the small

sham stock has necessitated no ap
mileage appreciably affects the consumption as meas

their capabilities, both as regards tim ured at the switchboard , representing 0.13 unit per

ing and service capacity, but the watt- preciable complication by its installa
train -mile .

Thus the consumption at the car -collectors, elimi

hour consumption is such as to com- tion . natingo hmic losses and leakage in the line and adding

the shunting -mileage, amounts to 3.2 units per train

pare favorably with that obtained with It should also be mentioned that no mile , or 50 watt -hours per ton-mile.

direct-current equipments — a result trouble was given by any portion of

which is no doubt largely due to the the equipments during any of the tests ,
The tests mentioned above have

elimination of rheostatic losses. there being no commutation difficulties been made with a recording instru

ment of a novel type. It was designed

TABLE III — DATA OF SPECIAL TEST TRAIN RUNS.
to obtain readings which could be re

ferred with certainty to each other as
( 3 ) Train for same Schedule as last but lighter.

simultaneously obtained . There were

Test Train .-Fig . 35. 26 miles per hour schedule . Wheels 431 inches. Gear ratio 88/30 for

free -running speed of 55-60milesperhour.
difficulties in adapting ordinary re

R.M.S. current - 414-3.5 per cent. over motor capacity.
cording instruments to the conditions.

Watt-hours per ton -mile (H.T .).... 100.76 It was finally resolved to fit mirrors
Sustained acceleration .. 25 miles per hour in 21 seconds.

Maximum acceleration ... 1.4 mile per hour per second . on the needles of ordinary instru

The same train with higher gearing would give the following result as indicated in Fig . 36 .
ments, the mirrors reflecting the ver

tical image of a straight filament glow
Wheels 40 inches and gear -ratio 3.7 to 1 .

R. M. S. current - 318-20.5 per cent. under motor capacity. lamp on to a narrow horizontal slot ,
Watt-bours per ton -mile (H.T.) ..

Sustained acceleration .. 19 miles perhour in 10.5 seconds.
beneath which travels a sheet of sen

Maximum acceleration . 2 milesper hour per second. sitized photographic paper. The in
Very considerable reductions in consumption would be obtained with longer trains. Mr. Aspinall's

experiments would indicate these as about 40 per cent. 25 per cent, and 27 per cent. respectively. strument pointers move horizontally,

reflecting the image of the glow-lamp

Energy consumptions of only 88.7, whatever ; in fact,there has never been filament similarly . The records of the

99.3 and 100.76 watt-hr. per ton -mile a case of flashing over on the commu- readings of four instruments are thus

were obtained, as against figures with tators of any of these motors, and the obtained, namely, voltmeter, ammeter,

direct-current equipments which would equipments could be worked continu- wattmeter , and a voltage speed indica

be in the region of 110 watt-hr. ously on such services without trouble tor .

The accelerations obtained were as of any kind. The fact should also be On the paper are also recorded, by

follows: Sustained accelerations giv- noted that the tests have been made pencil , readings of wheel revolutions
ing 25 miles per hr. in 25 , 22 and 21 with very short trains . Very consider- alternatively by one and 20 revolu

sec. , or 1.0, 1.14 and 1.19 mile per hr. ably better results would be shown tions, and also constantly by five revo

in a second were given by the 7.7 , the with longer trains of similar horse lutions , and the paper is also marked
8.15 and the 10 h.p per ton trains re- power per ton . by a clock contact at 2-sec . intervals .

spectively, which would with better Besides the curves and particulars. These curves require replotting, as the

gear ratios be improved to 19 miles of the tests to which reference has scales are unfortunately not uniform ,

per hr. in 14, 13 and 10.5 sec. , or 1.36, been made, some figures of working but accurate results are obtained , and

1.46 and 1.81 mile per hr. in a second . costs and also of transmission effi- all the figures given herein are based

The maximum attained accelerations ciency have been determined as fol- on readings obtained from this instru

were 1.1 , 1.3 and 1.4 mile per hr. in lows : ment, except that an integrating watt

a second, improvable to 1.55 , 1.8 and

2.0.
TABLE IV - WORKING COSTS .

The new gear ratios taken are for
Working Costs . - The total electric traffic mileage for the year ending June 30 , 1909 , was 85,662 miles.

the highest gear ratio and smallest Running costs are as follows:

Drivers' Wages .

wheel available, namely, 3.7 to 1 , and
1.12d . per train-mile

Drivers' Wages during the three summer months. 0.96d .

1.54d .
a 40 - in . wheel. Stores, repairs, cleaning and similar shed charges.

The results of these tests clearly es
Drivers' wages in the slack months per train -mile are enhanced by the low daily mileage run .

tablish : ( 1 ) the watt-hour economy

of single-phase equipments in high TABLE V - IMPEDANCE OF CIRCUIT.

schedule speed service, a result quite Impedance of Overhead Line and Rail . - Tests gave the following results at 25 cycles:

contrary to frequently expressed opin- Impedance of Overhead Line and Rail .-- Tests gave the following results at 25 cycles:

ions based apparently on inadequate
Impedance of one trolley -wire and catenary .. 0.5voltdrop per ampere per mile.
Impedance of one rail (bonded ). 0.37

data ; ( 2 ) that the accelerating pos

sibilities of single-phase motors are in The current- consumption totals 3.6 units per train
meter is used in conjunction with it ,

no way less than those of direct-cur
mile on the alternating -current switchboard, debiting

the whole of the current- consumption to traffic -mil- this wattmeter reading the high -tension

rent motors ; ( 3) that single-phase
eage only, and making no allowance for leakage -cur

rent , for shunting -mileage, or light or inspection -cur watts when the recording instrument

trains in high - schedule speed service rent consumption . The coal consumption is about

204 pounds per train -mile against the 345 pounds per
is reading th elow-tension figures, and

need not be seriously heavier than train -mile used by steam -locomotives, and 27 pounds vice versa. The two sets of readings

direct-current trains ; and, therefore , by steam motor-coach trains working the same ser

vice, but were the alternating current generated di checked out very closely.

that ( 4 ) single -phase working is per- rectly the coal- consumption would be only 14 pounds

per train -mile . Shunting-mileage amounts to about
The paper is driven by a small mo

fectly applicable to and suitable for 5 per cent . on the total mileage, there being a good tor actuated by a secondary battery .

such services. Nor must it be over
deal of shunting of vans, etc., also some goods-traffic

shunting at Morecambe and Heysham . At More . It was originally a synchronous motor
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driven from the alternating supply , but

this method had to be discontinued

owing to the inconvenience caused by

the stoppage of the motor if the bow

ceased to make contact on the wire for

any short interval.

boxes on the car-frame by flexible leads fixed to the
motor.

Brush Gear ,—The connections between the brush

holders now consist of bent copper rod instead of the

solid cast rings originally in use . This arrangement

has fewer small parts, is lighter, more accessible and

easier to dismantle, and gives more room round the

commutator and more clearance from the motor

frame.

Ventilation . — The guide-vanes inside the Siemens

motor -cases have been removed , and the air is simply

blown in and allowed to find itsown distribution. It

is found that the ventilation is thereby much im

proved , the guide-vanes thus proving to be one of
those refinements more serviceable on paper than on
the motor.

Jumpers and Control Plugs. - The material of which
these were made was found to be too soft, and trouble

was experienced through the jumpers not making
proper contact in their sockets . Contacts of harder

material have been fitted, making the jumpers quite

satisfactory.

MAINTENANCE.

The following data relates to the

performance of the electrical equip

ments in service , the amount of main

tenance required and the wear, etc. ,

on wearing parts , the occurrence of

breakdowns and their causes, the steps

taken to avoid their repetition :
Westinghouse Motors and Equipment..

No alterations, except that to the high - tension cable

through the car, havebeen necessary .

RECORD OF BREAKDOWNS AND FAILURES

The following notes refer to the breakdowns and

car -failures tabulated on page 100 .

The mileage lost during the 15 months period to

September 30th , through electrical defects of any
kind whatever due to power -house, line or cars

amounted to 212miles, and the cars have made 99.63

per cent. of the totalmileage they were called upon to
do. The results , as a whole, the Authorsconsider to

be very satisfactory, considering that these were not

only the first electric cars belonging to the Midland

Company , but were the first cars of a system of elec

tric working new to this country, as well as being

among the first put in work by the respective con
tractors .

Cars and Motors.-- There have also been a few minor

stoppages and defectsdue to bad jumper contacts and
loose connections in the control wiring, and one case

of the motor suspension -spring breaking. The ma

jority of the breakdowns ofSiemens motors have been

due to lack of sufficient surface insulation between

the stator and windings. The armature defects have,

as stated , been due to the commutator, there being a

gap between the quill and the clamping ring, up which

carbon dust worked to the inside of the segments.

Some metal (borings) was also found inside the com

mutator andmay have been a contributory cause .

On January 19, 1909, one of the Westinghouse ar

matures went to " earth ," the fault having the appear

ance of being caused by some foreign materialhaving

got in between the windings and the supporting end

Total

Number Renewals

in Use during

Period

Name of Part

per Car

Two cars

Two cars Miles Miles

Bow collectori

wearing strips

(aluminum) ..

2 14 71,459

Main motor brush

es ..

64 179 71,459

Main motor-bear

ings (armature ). }

Contactor contacts 56 5

One car One car One car

Bow collector
wearing strips

(galvanized

iron )..

1 6 39,066

Main motor-brush

}
48 195 39,066

Commutators , Main Motors.-- Two Siemens com

mutators have been turned up owing to damage from

motor failure. Ordinary wear in the Siemensmotors

has amounted to only 0.02 inch radial , and on the

Westinghouse motors to 0.03 inch radial . Both types

of commutator only require cleaning occasionally.

Wheel- Tires.-- These will be conveniently turned up

once a year previous to the commencement of the

summer working after running about 30,000 miles .

Apparently they could continue in service for about a

further 15,000 miles .

Attention Required . — The repair- and cleaning-costs

per mile tend to be somewhat raised in comparison

with more heavily worked electric lines by the small

number of cars , the low mileage , and the fact of there

being no shed facilities. It is , of course , impossible to

have less than one man on the work ; and a portion of

the drivers ' time during the slack winter months is

occupied in doing smallrepairs , cleaning

drum , and having been driven in with sufficient force

to break through the insulating material on the end
drum . As this insulation consisted of thick micanite

the conclusionthatmechanical damage initiated the

breakdown seems unavoidable. The binder at the

end concerned was burst, and this may either have

caused the damage or may merely have resulted from
it.

The motor took current on several trips after the

development of the failure, and the car took a train of

165 tons on one motor.

The cars normally in service from July 1st onwards

were two, leaving one car spare . All three cars , how

ever, are required and are used in service simulta

neously during Bank Holiday periods and for some

hoursof the busier daysof July and August. From

April 13 till July 1 , 1908 , only one car was in service

except during Easter and Whitsuntide, during the lat

ter of whichperiods there was runningto Lancaster.

During the months from January 1st till Easter there

is no spare motor-coach , as the carriages are then

taken in turninto the carriage shops for the annual

inspection and repairs.

Power - Station . — The power- station breakdowns

and alterations are included in the above, where they

caused delay , but this was never oflong duration, as

each of thealternators is sufficient for the whole ser
vice .

Three electrical breakdowns of the alternators have

taken place. The first, which occurred on May 14 ,

1908, resulted in earthing and locally burning out part

of the stator end winding. This was found to bedue

to mechanical damage of the insulation , breakage of

some of the clamping fingers on the stator coreend

plate allowing the tooth disks to vibrate and chafe it.

These fingers were constructed of malleable iron riv

eted to the last plate of the stator core, and whilethis

construction appears to have been good enough for a

large number of machines working, under compara

tively steady loads, it turned out to be insufficient for

machines operating on such a very " peaky " load as

obtained at Heysham . New clamping fingers of a

much heavier and different type were fitted. These

were fixed in the following manner : The clamping

ring bolts were eased back equally all round , and the

fingers, after being wedged into position, were drilled

and fastened to the clamping ring with radial set
screws, after which the whole was drawn up tight with

he clamping bolts so as to insure an absolutely tight.
fit . The direct -current armatures of these machines

have now been fitted with similar fingers, as they

showed signs of failing in the same way as the stators.

The second breakdown occurred on August 12,
1908, and was brought about by insufficient clearance

between the end guard and the stator end winding .

Flashing over took place and two windings were

broken down. More clearance was secured by pack

ing out the guards with washers. No furthersimilar

trouble has been experienced.

The third breakdown (June 26 , 1909) , occurred
during a violent storm with lightning. The stator

tc .

TABLE VI–MAINTENANCE OF EQUIPMENTS. LIFE OF WEARING PARTS .

The following particulars cover a period of 15 months, from July 1 , 1908, to September 30, 1909, during which
the service was in full operation.

Average Best

Mileage Mileage

Total between between

Mileage Renewals Renewals

run per Set

Remarks

per Set

Siemens Equipments.

Miles

ALTERATIONS AND ADDITIONS TO CAR EQUIPMENTS

Siemens Equipments ,

Bows . It was found that , when the bows were ex

actly balanced by the wind vanes, the leading bow

which pointed into the wire tended , when the car was

running fast, to thrust the wire upwards and strike
the pull -ofis. The leverages were altered so that the

wind -vane overbalanced the bow to a slight extent ,

and consequently the leading bow tended to come

down slightly , while the trailing bow was kept in bet

ter contact with the wire .

Ball -bearings were fitted to the main shaft in order

to make the bow follow up the wire better. The

range of pressure was by this means reduced to 9

pounds upwards and 11 pounds downwards .

Main High -lension Cable through the Car. - The

lead -covered rubber cable originally in use has been

replaced by the arrangement described on page 23.

The several breakdowns of the high - tension cable ,

though possibly attributable to surges caused by the

switching on and off of the main transformer, certainly

appear to indicate the use of cable as untrustworthy

and requiring somewhat elaborate precautions in in

stallation to obviate ozone effects and dangers of

breakdown from even slight crushing of insulation ,

while cable does not lend itself to any rapid or tem

porary repairs. Bare wire on insulators is not only

less liable to breakdown but lends itself to quick re

placement, and with the arrangement now used the

only portion of the wiring embodying cable can , by

stocking a complete spare tube for passing down

through the coach , be replaced in one-half hour.

This would be particularly suitable for future cars in
which there would be no auxiliary transformer, so

that the high -tension wiring under the coach would be
a minimum , particularly in any case where the main

circuit -breaker was on the low - tension side , when the

main high-tension cable would come straight down

to the main transformer.

Sue ching of Main Transformer. - The breakdown
of the insulation between the windings of the main

transformer, and to some extent also the failure of the

high -tension cable appeared to indicate that some

surge effect was being caused by the frequent switch
ng on and off of the main transformer, particularly in

view of the immunity from such breakdown of the

Westinghousecar which did not embody this arrange
ment . The Siemens cars were therefore altered to

leave the main transformer excited continuously dur

ing running.

Overload Cut-out. This was originally of the hot

wire type but it was found to be unsuitable, particu

larly owing to the long time it took to reset itself,

It is now replaced by a magnet-operated type adjust

able by means of a tension -spring, an arrangement

which appears to be quite suitable .

Driving Motors . - The original lubricating arrange

ment consisted ofa pump driven by the motor-pinion

and raising oil into supply -tanks, from which it

siphonedthrough pipes tothe bearings. This circu

lating system was not satisfactory . Thepumpwas

removed and the siphons enlarged. All oil- taps were

also removed . This is still not altogether satisfac

tory, and pad lubrication is being fitted asin the West

inghouse car.

The main cables to the motors terminated originally

in large cone-shaped plugs having three contacts

each , which were held in a socket by means of a screw

and crosshead . These were found to heat through

the contact being unsatisfactory and were removed

entirely , the motors being now coupled to the terminal

10,200 11,000

25,000

Experiments with materials of varying

hardness were made during this period,

otherwise the mileage would have been

higher.

Over 100 of these brushes were renewed,

due to breakage brought about by un

suitable attachment of shunts. Since

fitting new brush -gear without shunts,

in June, 1909, no breakages have oc

curred . Allowing for wear of the brok

en brushes the average life comes out at

47,000 miles. Since fitting brushes

without shunts one set has run 6,400

miles and the wear has been only 1/16

inch , which gives a life of 100,000 miles.

The lubrication of these bearings has not

sofar beensatisfactory, and several re

newals have been made owing to hot

bearings. Of the others one set of

bearings on car 2,237 ran 10,000 miles

before renewal was necessary .

71,459

Westinghouse Equipment

6,511 9,417

The low average life is due to three of the

strips beingvery soft. Those now in

use are harder .

A large number of these were broken at

first, due to brush -pressure being too

great andbrushesbeingofpoorquality.
Allowing for wear of the broken brushes

the average life comes out at about 20 ,

000 miles.

One setof bearings ran 19,000 miles bo

fore renewal was necessary .

9,020
es ..

Main motor-bear

ing (armature )

Contactor contacts 16 39,066
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on cars ,

2

one

)

: } 2

winding was broken down in two places , due appar
TABLE VII-RECORD OF BREAKDOWNS.

ently to the lightning striking back , as the arrester

had not acted .
Failure No. of Train Mileage

Occurred in Failures Cause RemarksThe following minor troubles have been experienced
Secondary Result Delay Lost

in connection with the running of these machines .
Failure No. of Train Mileage

The wooden armature wedges gave trouble by be Occurred in Failures Cause Secondary Result Delay Lost
Remarks

coming slack after the machines had been running a
short time . This was considered to be due to dis

Minutes

placementcaused by thewarming of the coils ; new
wedges hollowed out to allow for this were fitted , and

| Four cases (Siemens) due

One

these have remained quite tight .

to sharp bends.
High - tension cable

In one case adjacent

5 (Westinghouse) due to low - tension cables 64 5

As indicated in the record of breakdowns , the ball moisture penetrating were burnt ..

bearings have heated on several occasions, due ap U taping ...
parently to the conduction of heat from the machines

along the shaft, causing expansion and jamming of the One case of short between There was no delay , as
bearings. The balls had very little clearance in the

high- and low -tension in one case the car

races , This trouble was overcome by increasing the Main transformers
windings. One case

2 Motor field " earthed "
was standing at the

clearance in the ball - race so as to be suitable for the
(Siemens) .

due to transformer platform and in the
conditions of working of the machines, the increased

being only partly filled other was running

clearance having no detrimental effect on the running with oil.. light.

of the bearings.

Bows. - Four cases of the bows coming off the wire Four cases (Siemens) due

have occurred, all during preliminary trial runs while
to lack of surface insu

the line was in course of erection .
lation on stator causing

short circuit . Two cas

( 1 ) February 2 , 1908. - Bow came off wiring at
es ( Siemens) recently

center of span during trial run . Speed 62 miles per
Driving - motors,

In most cases the cars

hour.

due to faulty commu

Bow in highest position , contact wire out at } ?electrical faults .
41 were able to come in

tator construction al

farthest point , line curved .
on one motor.

lowing carbon dust to

In this case the overhead wire dropped on to the work inside and caus

car where it was " earthed " by the netting quietly and ing short circuit . One

completely. Investigation showed that thestagger, case ( Westinghouse )
which was then 4 feet, should be reduced to 3 feet, and earthed armature .

pull -offs fixed at all poles.

(2 ) February 13 , 1908. — This was due to a steam The large figure for

engine pullingthe car formaintenance purposes going In one case the arm
mileage lost is due to

on to the wrong road . The bow thereby left the wir
the spare car having

ing, sprang up between the two roads, and fouled the Driving - motors, Two cases were due to
ature came down

been at Derby for
hot

The wiring was damaged but no other bearings, 3

on the poles and

adjacent road.
breakage of oil -pipe to 58 108

resulted
annual overhaul.

(Siemens) ..

damage
harm was done . bearing .

to it, and stator
There have been oth

This case incidently proved the strength of the fit. before stoppage...
er hot-bearing cases

tings, etc. , as, although the steel and copper cables and
(Siemens) . but none

fittings were cut across by the car , nothing broke .

causing delay.

( 3 ) February 22, 1908. - At the cross-over at Tor One coil " earthed "

risholme No. 2 , during trials in a very heavy wet gale . (Westinghouse ) and

Contactors
Auxiliary high -ten 27 5

Bow came off the wireat the cross -over roads through

Delay occurred in ob

broken interlock sion fuse blown ... taining new fuse .

which the car was passing . No damage was done in
(Siemens) ....

this case , but alterations in the design of the links
Car - arrester

Car had to be brought
between the different contact -wires were carried out . High-tension termi

1 Faulty insulator .
(Westinghouse ..

92

}nal " earthed ” ....
10 in by steam -locomo

(4) March 22 , 1908.--Gantry No. 129 , near Middle
tive.

ton Road Station , down road . Heavy gale blowing

broadside on the wiring . Bows left the wire at ex
Driver unable to raise

Bows
Hand-pump leaky.....

treme side position, at a pointwhere, unfortunately
and gear bows . ...

2 64 10

no pull-off had been fixed . These were in course of (Siemens) ..
Stretching screw broke..

Bow-gear earthed to

erection but had not been put up at this place .
roof.

The car was coming out of the curve into the

straight and therefore would have a maximum Nearly all due to bad
One of the line switch

failures was due to

amount of roll . cement in insulators.

Overhead line .... 12 One broken pull - off Line earthed
surface leakage over

192

Insulators.-- In all the cases of insulator failure the
182

rod . Two line switches
the insulators which

insulator was punctured through from the ring to the
failed ...

remained undam -
bolt , and it occurred after a period of low tempera aged .

ture followed by wet .

They all occurred on the section of line which had Three failures of alterna

been longest erected , and other circumstances have tor stator - windings . In most cases the sec

clearly proved that the failures were due to the cement Twohot bearings . One
Service interrupted

and in one
ond alternator was

fastening the cap to the main insulator , which had in Power -station . 8 repairs to machinery. 73 available and only a

all casesdisappeared to a considerable extent from One station - arrester
forsuspended

short delay occurred

weathering. damaged .
some time ..

One frozen
in changing over.

Theauthors find from the makers that this cement
water-pipe ..

consists of litharge and glycerine, and for various

reasons it is unfortunate that it was used for such a Leaving in switches. Late

purpose . start at station. One

Mismanagement. .
9 95 13

While it will be observed that the
case of running off the

road, etc....

usual breakdowns inherent to a new
664 406

installation have taken place, in neither
Percentage of mileage lost 0.37 per cent.

type of equipment have these been ex

cessive for the first 12 months of

working . In only two cases , namely , SUMMARY OF CAR FAILURES .

the transformer failures , has the fun Number

damentally single - phase apparatus
of Train Lost Remarks

Failures Delays Mileage

been involved . The motor failures on
Minutes Miles

the Siemens cars have resulted from Siemens cars . 18 220 123

causes rather of construction than of 92 minutes' delay caused by one failure.

Westinghouse car . 3 114 15
when lightning arrester broke and went

design or type, and a large proportion
to earth .

of the failures on these cars have re
Total 21 334 138

sulted more from troubles of bearing

lubrication following the failure of the itself in respect to the eminently prac- on account of the current alternation ,

rather elaborate original method than tical nature of its design and construc- and there is no flashing over. Simi

from electrical causes . It is fair to tion , and to the results that are to be larly the wear of the contactor spark

state that technically the Siemens expected from single -phase apparatus ing tips is very small. Neither type

of control gear has given any trouble
merit, and the minor defects that have None of the particular points of whatever.

shown themselves on these equipments weakness attributed to single-phase Experience with the contact wire

of new designs are being rapidly elimi apparatus has shown itself ; commuta- is equally satisfactory. After being
nated . Their higher power is the rea- tion is as good as with direct current, erected for nearly two years , and being

son why most ofthe tests shown have and the life of commutators and in actual use for fully 18 months, tests

been made with them . brushes is better. Apparently such with a micrometer show not the slight

est signs of wear , and the collection of

equipment may be left to speak for tive than with direct current, possibly current is sparkless.

case
31

Total.........

equipments are of a very high order of of tried and standardized design .

The record of the Westinghouse sparking as takes place is less destruc
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In conclusion, the authors wish to of their respective staffs who assisted Brooks, Horrbuckle and Porter, as re

acknowledge their indebtedness to them in making the tests and in pre- gards the rolling stock and power sta

Messrs. Deeley and Worthington, paring the information given , namely,, tion . Thanks are also due to Mr.

without whose kind assistance this pa- Messrs. Holt , Harradine, Spendlove R. W. Yardley, District Locomotive

per could not have been written ; and and Aldred, as regards the overhead Superintendent, who has charge of

they also desire to thank the members equipment, and Messrs.and Messrs. Conradi , the working of the eleciric irains.

Cylinder Oil Consumption of Steam and Gas

Engines

= 90 .

re

-

In a paper presented at a recent half the sum of the high-pressure and per min . = 600 + ( 2 X 40 - 12 )•

meeting of the Pfalz-Saarbrück local intermediate cylinder diameters .

section of the Society of German En- 3. A cheaper oil can be used for According to Herr Weiss, how
gineers , and published in a recent issue piston rod lubrication. With a pis- ever, the oil consumption per hour
of Zeitschrift des Vereines deutscher ton speed of 1 meter per sec . , and would be 0.0001155 X 26 X 90 =

Ingenieure, Herr L. Weiss gave an where the sum of the internal diame- 0.27 pint, and for 20 hr . 2.7 pints for

extended account of an investigation ters of all the piston -rod glands equals both cylinders.

on this subject, made by him during I meter, the hourly consumption of In the issue of the same journal,

the years 1903-1908 . Some brief par- oil is 0.054 kg. = 0.119 lb. = 0.1228= dated February 15 , there appeared

ticulars of the engines tested and the pint. ( For any piston speed, s, in a table giving the cylinder-oil con

main conclusions of the author are feet per second, and sum of internal sumptions of 81 engines of various

given herewith . gland diameters, d, in inches , oil con- sizes and types. These ranged from

At the beginning of the investiga- sumption per hour = 0.00095Sd.) 5:94 pints to 0.089 pint per million

tion , the oil consumption was found This also holds good for gas and oil square feet of surface lubricated.

to be inordinately high. By means engines with internally cooled piston The average, however, of the 81

of a premium system , however , the rods , and for blowing engines . values was 0.97 pint, and this was

author succeeded in interesting the at- 4. The consumption of cylinder oil not materially changed by omitting

tendants to such an extent that in the in 4-cycle gas engines is about 50 the abnormally high and low values .

last year the consumption was per cent . higher than in steam en- Taking the data in the example

duced 50 per cent. gines of the same dimensions and given above, square feet per minute

As a result of his observations, the speeds. The author has observed but ( 26 X 3 1/7 = 12 ) X 600 =

author concludes that : two engines of this type , however. 4086 ; do , per hour = 245,160, which,

1. The cylinder-oil consumption A two- stage intercooled air com- at 0.97 pint per million square feet =

of a compound steam engine is a func- pressor for supplying air at 85 Ib . 0.238 pint. Weiss's formula, as be

tion of the diameter of the high -pres- pressure was found to require only fore stated, gives 0.27 pint.

sure cylinder and the number of revo half the oil needed for a steam en- Engine No. 7 in this table worked

lutions per minute . It is not neces- gine of the same dimensions and under practically the same conditions

sary to provide any additional amount speed . as those tested by Weiss, namely, a

of oil for lubricating the low-pressure

cylinder. A single-cylinder engine CYLINDER-OIL CONSUMPTION IN STEAM ENGINES FOR EACH 100 R.P.M. (WEISS ).

requires the same amount of oil as a
Cylinder diam . ins .

compound engine having a high-pres- Oil per hour, pints ..

sure cylinder of equal diameter .

2. The hourly cylinder -oil con- A contribution on this subject , by steam pressure of 146 lb. and super

sumption of a compound engine with J. H. Spoor, appeared in Power Janu- heat of 100 degrees fahr.; cylinders

a high -pressure cylinder i meter in ary 4, 1910, in which, as an illustra- were 20 in . and 36 in . , speed 100 rev .

diameter and running at 100 rev . per tive example, he calculates by means Its hourly consumption

min is 0.2 kg = 0.441 lb. = 0.455 of diagrams the 10 -hr. oil consump- was 0.255 pint. By Weiss's formula,

pint, taking specific gravity of oil tion of a compound engine having the consumption works out as 20 X

= 0.93. (For any diameter D , in 26-in , and 42-in. cylinders and a stroke 100 X 0.0001155 = 0.231 pint ..

inches, and rev. per min . N, cylinder- of 40 ins . This he finds to be 4.9 It would seem , therefore, that the

oil consumption per hour in pints pints ( 2.5 pints for the h.-p. cyl . , 2.4 simple expression of Herr Weiss

0.0001 155 DN. ) For triple -expan- for the 1.-p. cyl . ) . affords a means of determining the

sion engines the diameter used in Assuming the piston speed of this amount of oil that should suffice with

calculating should be equal to one- engine to be 600 ft . per min . , the rev . ordinary diligence on the part of the

engine attendants; and the many low

values in the Power table that bring
DATA ON COMPOUND ENGINES TESTED.

down the average to 0.97 pint, show
Cylinder

that, under exceptional conditions
Drive . Revs. per Valves and with close attention , the consump

1.-P.

A. C. Generator. tion thus calculated for steam engines
Rolling Mill .. 75-800 piston

can be measurably reduced. ReportsD. C. Dynamo..

A. C. Generator.. 19.7 from other sources indicate that this

Steam pressure for all engines, 142.2 lbs . per sq . in. , gage ; superheat at admission to h.-p. cylinder, 120 °
to 190 ° F. is being done in many cases .

10 14 18 3612

139

16

185

20

231

22

254

24

277

30

.347

42

486.116 .162 .208 .416

per min .

a

-

Diams., ins,

h.-p. HP.

350-800

Stroke.

ins.

35.4

39.4

19.7

18.5

1.-p.

36.2

31.5

15 .

h.-p.

poppet
22.8

19.7

9.8

12.6

min.

107

100

117

107

Corliss

slide
ad

50-100

60-150



Distant Control Switchgear

STEPHEN Q. HAYES

Part ! I—Continued .

In all high -tension circuits it is cus- be noted , the switch jaws are part of above . A similar switch has been de

tomary to install knife -type discon- the metal caps that are cemented to signed with the projecting arm shifted

necting switches for isolating oil corrugated pillar-type porcelain insu- 90 degrees for vertical mounting.

circuit-breakers, feeders , etc. , or for lators mounted on a soapstone base , For outdoor service or where the

making various connections that do the break jaw is rear connection and switches are to be located in inac

not have to be opened under load. the hinge jaw front connection . The cessible places they can sometimes be

In American practice the knife switch is operated by means of a arranged for operation by means of

switches for 3300 volts or less are wooden rod with a hoop on one end . compressed air or a solenoid or mo

usually mounted directly on a base of In all high - tension circuits for volt- tor-driven mechanism .

soapstone , marble or similar material , ages above 33.000 the Westinghouse Fig. 35 shows a series of discon

while for higher voltages insulators disconnecting switches alınost invari- necting switches built by the General

Electric Co. for voltages from 22,003

110,000 . These are mounted on cor

rugated pillar -type insulators that are

given a dry test of three times nor

nal voltage. On the larger sizes a .

truss blade is furnished to secure rigid

construction , and safety catches are

supplied to prevent the switches

jarring open . The caps holding the

jaw blades are clamped to a wall or

other flat structure after they are re

moved from the wooden templates on

which they are shipped. On the 110,

000 - volt switch the center line of the

blade is 3674 in . from the base and the

jaws are 44 1/16 in . on centers .

Fig. 36 shows one of the disconnect

ing switches supplied by the Alioth

Company for the 50,000- volt circuits

of the Brusio transmission . The

switch jaws are attached to a corru

gated porcelain that is mounted on a

metal pin attached to a flat iron base .

This method of construction is typi

cal of European practice for single

poleknife -type disconnecting switches.

All of the previously described dis

connecting switches are intended to

be operated individually by means of

a long wooden pole.

E
S
T
A
M
O
N
U

Fig. 33. - AMERICAN (WESTINGHOUSE ) 13,000 -VOLT DISCONNECTING SWITCH

con

of various kinds are used to supportably consist of knife switches mounted

the switch jars . Up to 33,000 volts on high -tension line insulators, as

these disconnecting switches are made shown in Fig . 34 , which illustrates a

either front connection or rear 60,000 - volt disconnecting switch in

nection or both , while for higher volt- tended for indoor service . As may

ages they are almost invariably made be noted , a projecting arm is pro

front connection only. vided so that the station attendant

Fig . 33 shows a 600-ampere 13,000- can operate them by means of a di

volt disconnecting switch built by the rect pull from below when the switch

Westinghouse E. & M. Co. As may is mounted horizontally with the blade

Fig. 34.-AMERICAN ( WESTINGHOUSE) 66,

000 - VOLT DISCONNECTING SWITCH

109
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In a large number of European partments, one above the other, and paraffined wooden rods about 24 in.

plants the disconnecting switches are are sectionalized by means of brush long to crank arms mounted on a

used in groups , as two -pole, three- contact switches that are mounted on , vertical shaft that passes down in

NIT

11111
Fig. 35. - AMERICAN ( G. E. ) DISCONNECTING SWITCHES, 22,000 TO 110,000 VOLTS

pole or four-pole switches, and are but insulated from , a steel shaft. All front of the bus structure. This verti

mechanically operated from a distance of the three switches are operated to- cal shaft was provided with a porce

by means of a shaft or similar device. gether from the foor by a mechanism lain insulator to form an insulated

Fig. 37 shows a three-pole double- that first turns them from a position coupling, and a hand wheel on the
throw ,

13,50 ) -volt
disconnecting at right angles to the plane of the bus- floor above was used to operate the

switch supplied by the Oerlikon Co. ses to a position in the same plane switches . Similar disconnecting.

to the Compagnie Vaudoise. These parallel to the bus, and then lifts the switches in groups of three are mount

switches are occasionally made for brush contacts until they press against ed on the walls above the oil-breakers

three or more throws and almost in- the stationary contacts of the bus bars. to isolate them from the bus.

variably interlocked mechanically with

the main breaker in such a manner

that the disconnecting switch cannot

be manipulated unless the main break

er is open. The excellent mechanical

and electrical design of this switch is

evident from the illustration .

In the Fontana station of the Milan

Edison Company the 3205 -volt ring

bus bars are located in concrete com

3983

Fig . 37. — EUROPEAN ( OERLIKON ) 13,500 -VOLT DISCONNECTING SWITCH

At the Novara Station of the So- SECTION K.— PNEUMATICALLY OPERA

cieta Lombarda in northern Italy , the TED DISCONNECTING SWITCHES

50,000 -volt bus bars are placed one The 110,000-volt , single -pole, single

above the other with concrete bar- throw disconnecting switches supplied

riers between. Sectionalizing switches by the General Electric Company to

made by Magrini, similar in general the Great Western Power Company

design to Fig. 36 , are mounted on are similar in general design to those

porcelains about 8 in . high, 6 in . diam- shown in Fig. 35 , except that they are

eter on the bus, and the three switches provided with an air cylinder for

of one bus are connected through pneumatic operation .

Fig. 36.-EUROPEAN ( ALIOTH ) 50,000 -VOLT
CONNECTING SWITCH
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SECTION L. - ELECTRICALLY OPERATING

DISCONNECTING SWITCHES

It is possible in some cases to use

a solenoid or motor mechanism to ope

rate disconnecting switches , but such

a scheme is seldom used .

SECTIONS M AND 0.—MANUALLY OPE

RATED FIELD SWITCHES AND

RHEOSTATS

Owing to the heat developed in the

resistance of field rheostats and the

space required for its mounting, rheo

stat resistances were among the first

wote na
mar Son

Ball

Openering gedery.

Rebos

tiere Speed

m
o
r
g
u
n

Auto store

Hoone

Engine, floon .

Fig. 39. - EUROPEAN ( OERLIKON ) ARRANGEMENT OF RHEOSTAT CONTROL

of mounting have been developed for adopted by the Westinghouse Com
practically all relative locations of

pany for the Brunots Island plant of
switchboard and rheostats. the Pittsburg Railways Company for

Where pedestals or control desks the exciter switchboard and the field

are used , it is practically essential to switches and field rheostats of the al

make the field rheostats, and fre- ternating - current generators. As may

quently the field switches, distant con- be noted , the excited board stands

trol. Fig . 38 shows the arrangement close to the station wall on the sameFig. 38.-AMERICAN ( WESTINGHOUSE) AR

RANGEMENT OF RHEOSTAT CONTROL

portions of the switchgear to be placed

apart from the board . At first the

face plates were left on the switch

board and connections made between

the face plate and resistance by wires

or cables , usually bunched together in

one or more bundles and treated as a

large multiple conductor cable. With

a large rheostat the cost of these con

nections was considerable, and it was

soon found advisable to locate the face

plate near the resistance and to ar

range for operating the contact arm

of the face plate from a distance,

either by means of an extended shaft,

rope or chain drive , spur or bevel

gearing, or combinations of these

methods.

Even with panel switchboards,

where all of the apparatus is placed

directly on the panels, it has become

common American practice to mount

the rheostat apart from the switch

board wherever the resistance is too

large to place directly on the back of

the face plates , and standard methods

Fig . 40. - AMERICAN ( WESTINGHOUSE) MOTOR -OPERATED FIELD -RHEOSTATS
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gallery as the control desk. On the

desk are placed the handles for the

double -throw field switches and the

hand wheels for the rheostats, the

rheostats being located under the gal

lery .

Fig. 39 shows the field control

equipment supplied by the Oerlikon

Company for the Obermatt generating

station of the Engelberg Luceren

plant in Switzerland . The apparatus

shown in this view is located on a mez

zanine gallery and is worked by means

of levers and hand wheels located at

the control pedestals on the operating

gallery above. The field rheostat face

plate is mounted above and supported

by the grid resistance, and the contact

arm is attached to a vertical shaft

worked by a hand wheel . The field

switch may be seen a short distance

above the face plate , and is also ope

rated by a vertical shaft and hand

wheel , and connects to the field bus

bars of bare copper strap that runs
Fig. 42. - AMERICAN ( WESTINGHOUSE) CONTROL DRAIN SWITCH FOR OIL CIRCUIT-BREAKER

along the front of the gallery sup
vices electrically . These are fre- peres it is often feasible to install a

quently combined to form a switch- solenoid -operated rheostat similar to

board like that shown in Fig . 40 , which that shown on Fig. 41 in place of the

was supplied by the Westinghouse E. motor-operated rheostats shown in

& M. Co. to control the field circuits " Fig. 40. This device built by the Gen

of six 5000 -kva. generators and the eral Electric Co. shown in Fig. 41

field and armature circuits of three consists of a double solenoid and

200 kw., 250 -volt exciters in the plant plunger actuating a
a knurled -rim

of the Rio Janeiro T. L. & P. Co. wheel by means of a simple lever anda

Each exciter is provided with two 800- pawl mechanism . The knurled wheel

ampere , 3 - pole, solenoid -operated car- carries the switch arm which cuts in

bon -breakers for connecting to either and out the resistance in the usual

or both of two sets of direct-current way. One solenoid operates to cut in

bus bars , one of which is used for light resistance by a continuous step-by

and power service, and the other for step rotation of the switch arm while

excitation . The generator panels are the solenoid is energized . The other

provided with 2 -pole, solenoid -opera- solenoid cuts out the resistance in the

ted field switches and motor-operated same manner.

field rheostats .

The two-pole solenoid operated field SECTION Q.-CONTROL SWITCHES AND

Fig. 41.-AMERICAN ( G. E. ) 200 -AMPERE, 46
switch is provided with auxiliary con INDICATORS

tacts for cutting in a discharge re- For the operation of the various

sistance just before opening the field breakers , field switches and similar de

circuit . No signal switch isordinarily vices the Westinghouse E. & M. Co. is

ported on porcelain insulators . The provided with such a field switch as accustomed to supply a controlling

bell crank mechanism controls the the field ammeter will show whether switch similar to Fig. 42. The operat

generator oil circuit-breaker on the the switch is open or closed. ing handle and direction dial are

Hoor below the mezzanine gallery, The motor-operated field rheostat mounted on the front of the switch

while the bevel gear mechanism ope- face-plate used in this plant is pro- board, while the contacts are back of

rates a three- pole, double-throw dis- vided with a clutch , so that in case of the board and are made part of a

connecting switch of the type shown trouble to the motor the face-plate drum-type controller . This construc

in Fig. 37, for connecting the genera- may be operated by hand after disen- tion removes even the direct-current

tor either to the lighting bus or the gaging the clutch. With this face- operating voltage from the front of

power bus. All of this apparatus is plate a signal switch is provided to the board and readily adapts itself for

interlocked to prevent the operator actuate a lamp on the switchboard use on 550-volt control circuits . This

from working the field switch or the when the arm is bridging two con- particular control switch is intended

disconnecting switch unless the oil- tacts . This face -plate is also provided for use with oil circuit - breakers, and

breaker is open . with a limit switch that opens up the the handle is so designed that after

motor circuit when the arm has turning to the trip position it can be

SECTIONS N AND P.-ELECTRICALLY reached the limit of its travel in either lifted to stand at right angles to the

OPERATED FIELD SWITCHES AND direction , and the connections are so plane of the dial-plate when a circuit

RHEOSTATS made that while the motor can no is to be put out of service for any

Where the distance from the switch- longer be operated in one direction it length of time . In this position all

board to the field switches and field can be run in the opposite direction . the indicating lamps are disconnected.

rheostats is great , it frequently be- Where the capacity of the rheostat For use with this controller an elec

comes advisable to operate these de- face-plate does not exceed 200 am- tro mechanical indicator or lamp in

DIVISION RATCHET FIELD - SWITCH
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dicators with colored prisms are sup

plied.

The arrow -shaped. pointer is some

times mounted loosely on the operat

ing shaft and has sufficient lost motion

as to indicate the last movement of

the control handle even after it has

returned to the central or off position .

When this pointer shows that the last

movement was to close the breaker

and the tell - tale or indicating lamp

shows that the breaker is open , the

station attendant knows that the

breaker has been tripped automati

cally .

Fig. 43 shows the twin pull -button

device supplied by the General Elec

tric Co. for the operation of oil

circuit-breakers . Like the controller

described above, all of the contacts and

Fig. 43. -- AMERICAN ( G. E. ) CONTROL PULL

SWITCH

Fig. 44.— AMERICAN ( G. E. ) SERIES RELAY

As a

wiring are on the back of the panel

so that the operator cannot touch a

live circuit . By using pull -buttons in

place of push -buttons, there is little

likelihood of the attendant operating

the device unintentionally when clean

ing or working about the switchboard .

Red and green indicating lamps with

prismatic lenses are used for signals

and a little target colored red and

green and located between the but

tons shows the last movement that has

been made, so that if the target shows
one color and another color indicat

ing lamp is lit it is known that the

breaker has been tripped automati

cally .

reverse power or no voltage . above the oil-breaker. They are hung

rule, these re.ays are operated from from suspension insulators and me

series transformers, but occasionally chanically operate the tripping device
they are mounted directly in the cir- of the breaker.

cuit , mounted on high -tension insu- The other types of relays are so

lators like Fig . 44, which is a relay numerous that not even passing men

built by the General Electric Co. tion can be made of them here, and it

for 66,000 -volt service . The relay will also be necessary to pass over the

is provided with a bellows attachment series and shunt transformers and

to give an inverse time element fea similar apparatus.

ture , and when the current through For making the connections from

the coil exceeds that for which the the controllers to the breakers , field

relay is set the plunger is lifted and switches, ield rheostats, etc. , and

mechanically actuates the little relay from the instruments and relays to

switch that closes the tripping circuit the series and shunt transformersmul

of the breaker. tiple cable is used, and this is ordi

In type of series relay used by the narily provided with different colored
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co. for braids for the different cables , and the

the relays are 100,000 -volt service assembled cables given a lead or fire

SECTION R. - AUXILIARY APPARATUS

In order to furnish automatic pro

tection to various circuits , relays of

different knids are provided to per

form various functions and to be

instantaneous or with time-limit ad

justable or inverse , and to take care

of conditions of overload, underload,
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proof covering. Such cables are switchboard attendance has been re- In the most recent examples of good

usually installed in iron conduits , hav- duced to a minimum . The number practice, a tendency toward simplifi

ing a nominal diameter of about of intricate functions that are thus cation is noticeable. But in any

114 in .
performed automatically , either di- event, great credit must be given to

With the evolution of apparatus rectly or by relays , includes almost the ingenuity that has conceived and

for the control of power to its pres- every conceivable variation of time worked out the numerous types of

ent degree of complexity, the refine- and energyvariations and their com- auxiliary devices to their present per

ment in auxilaries has become such binations. It is a question whether in fection .

that , in a modern plant of good de- some instances the reliance on such

sign, the work and responsibility of devices has not been pushed too far . ( To be continued . )

Test of a 15,000-KW. Steam Engine Turbine Unit*

By H. G. STOTT and R. J. S. PIGOTT

en

During the year 1908 it became ap- The 7500 -kw. units consist of Man- gines connected to it . This arrange

parent that owing to the cost of in- hattan -type compound Corliss ment gives a very compact two -bear

creasing traffic in the New York ' gines, having two 42-in . horizontal ing unit. The valve gear on the high

subway, it would be necessary to have high-pressure cylinders and two 86- pressure . cylinders is of the poppet

additional power available for the win- in . vertical low-pressure cylinders. type , and on the low -pressure of the

ter of 1909-1910 . Each horizontal high - pressure cylin- Corliss double-ported type. The con

The power plant of the Interbor- der and vertical low -pressure cylinder densing apparatus consists of baro

ough Rapid Transit Company, which has its connecting rod attached to the metriccondensers, arranged so as to

supplies the subway , is located on the same crank, so that the unit becomes be directly attached to the low -pres

block bounded by Fifty - eighth and a four - cylinder 60 - in . stroke sure exhaust nozzles, with the usual

Fifty-ninth Streets, and byEleventh pound engine with an overhanging compound displacement circulating

#i Unit

++ -ExW Indicators

ExW. Rec . Pri

EXW Indicatogs Turb Stm
Pr. 0

[ vac . Hg.Cat.

9
C.W. Disch

Temp 31

Sep.OutletTemp.

C.W.ing.
to Cond Temp

Tempi

OF

-Mr. Stm.Temp.

Cal Temp
kcal. Pr.

# 1 Sep.Cal .
+2 Sep. Cal .

Hot Well Temp

H.W .Pump

Sep. Pump ..

Hg.UTube

EpxW Rec.Traps.
Cooler Sep. a Trap

Wähig Tanks

Pump .

Turl water

Wahg . Tanks

Cond
cCondenser

Measuring Tanks

Phone
Measuring

Tank

Fig. 1 - DIAGRAM OF TEST LAY-OUT FOR UNIT NO. I.

and Twelfth Avenues, adjacent to the crank on each side of a 7500 -kw ., pump and simple dry-vacuum pump.

North River ; it contains nine 7500- maximum rating , 11,000 -volt, three- These engine and generator units

kw. (maximum rating ) engine units, phase, 25 -cycle generator. The gen- are in general probably the most sat
besides three 1250 -kw ., 60 -cycle tur- erator revolving field is built up of isfactory large units ever built, as five

bine units, which are used exclusively riveted steel plates of sufficient weight years' experience with them has
for lighting and signal purposes. to act as a flywheel for the two en- proved ; their normal economic rating

* Abstract of paper presented at joint meeting of

Americansociety of Mechanical Engineersand Ameri

can Institute of Electrical Engineers, New York ,

March 8, 1910 .

1
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The choiceis 5000 kw. , but they operate equally thus narrowed The first cost of a low -pressure turwas

well ( water rate excepted ) on 8000 down to either the high -pressure bine unit is slightly lower than that of

kw. continuously. steam turbine or the low -pressure a high -pressure unit, due to the omis

In considering the problem of how steam turbine. There was sufficient sion of the high-pressure stages and

.#2 . Unit.
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9 - Wattmeters (integrating

2 - Meter Method ; 2 Eng. , 2 Turb, 2 Unit.

3 Ph . Meter Method ;

E & W . Receiver Eng. Exhaust Temp. E.
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Fig. 2 — DIAGRAM OF TEST LAY-OUT FOR UNIT NO . 2.
1

PROBABLL VARIATION OF

UNIT WATCR - RATE A LOAD

Preliminary Calculations

A Varoble Nozzle Pressure

Doe Constant Nogle Irawang

to get an additional supply of power, space in the present building to ac- the hydraulic governing apparatus,

every available source was consid commodate three 7500 -kw . units of but the cost of the condensing ap

ered, but by a process of elimination the high-pressure type , or, a low -pres- paratus would be the same in both

only two distinct plans were left in

the field . The electric transmission

of power from a hydraulic plant was

first considered, but owing to the high

cost of a double transmission line

from the nearest available water

power, and the impossibility of get

ting reliable service ( that is , service

having a maximum total interruption

of not more than 10 min . per annum )

from such a line , further considera

tion of this plan was abandoned . The

gas engine, while offering the high

est thermo-dynamic efficiency, at the

same time required an investment of

at least 35 per cent. more than an

ordinary steam - turbine plant with a

probable maintenance and operation

account of from 4 to 10 times that of

the steam turbine. The reciprocating

engine unit , of the same type as those

already installed , was rejected in spite

of its most satisfactory performance

on account of the high first cost and

small range of economical operation.

Careful tests have shown that the

economic limits of operation are be- Fig. 3—WATER-RATE CURVES FROM PRELIMINARY ENGINE TESTS AND MANUFACTURER'S DATA.

tween 3300 kw . and 6300 kw.; beyond

these limits the water rate rises so sure unit of the same size on each of The foundations and the

rapidly as to make operation unde- the nine engines, so that the questions steam piping in both cases would not

sirable under this condition , except for of real estate and building were elimi- differ greatly. The economic results,

a short period during peak loads , nated from the problem . so far as the first cost is concerned,
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would then be approximately the placed . The relative investments, engine by reason of its improved

same, if we consider the general case therefore, upon this basis would be thermal efficiency, due to the addition

only ; but in this particular instance approximately equal for the highfor the high- of the low -pressure turbine .

the installation of high-pressure tur- pressure or the low-pressure turbine ; The preliminary calculations, based

bines would have meant a much great- but 80 per cent . of the cost of the upon the manufacturers' guarantees

for the low-pressure and high -pres

sure turbines, showed that the com

WATER RATE & LOAD bined engine-turbine unit would give

A:- Aotual, for Unit C N.P at least 8 per cent . better efficiency

8 :-Colculated , for Unit CNP

than the high -pressure turbine unit ,
C : - Actual, for Unit C.N.P. so that it was finally decided to place

Care for Moisture and Voc .

an order for one 7500 -kw. (maximum

rating ) unit, as by this means we

would not only get an increase of 100

per cent. in capacity, but at the same

time give the engines a new lease of

life by bringing them up to a thermal

efficiency higher than that attained

by any other type of steam plant.

The turbine installed is of the verti

cal three- stage impulse type , having

six fixed nozzles and six which can

be operated by hand, so as to control

the back pressure on the engine , or the

division of load between engine and

turbine. An emergency overspeed

governor, which trips a 40 -in . butter

fly valve on the steam pipe connecting

the separator and the turbine and at

the same time the 8-in . vacuum

breaker on the condenser, is the only

form of governor used . The foot

13900 14000 step bearing, carrying the weight of

the turbine and generator rotors , is
Fig. 4 - ACTUAL AND CALCULATED WATER-RATE CURVES,

of the usual design supplied with oil

under a pressure of 600 lb. per sq .
er investment for foundations, floor

ing, switchboard apparatus, steam
WATER -RATE & LOAD

piping and water tunnels , amounting

to anaddition of not less than 25 per
from 28.5" Vac. Allos por la

cent. to the first cost . Steam , 2 % for each 1 % Wet

The general case of displacing re C :-Original Engine .2 Unity

ciprocating engines and installing

steam-turbine units in their place was

Also considered . The best type of

high -pressure turbine plant has a
thermal efficiency approximately 10

per cent . better than the best recipro

cating-engine plant, but the items of

labor for operation and for main

tenance, together with the saving of

about 85 per cent . of the water for 163

boiler- feed purposes and the 10 per

cent. of coal , reduce the relative op

erating and maintenance charges for

the steam-turbine plant to 80 per cent . ,

as compared to 100 per cent. for the

reciprocating -engine plant.
kas

Assuming that the reciprocating

engine plant is a first -class one and

has been well maintained , about 20

per cent . of its original cost ( for en

gines, generators and condensers)

may berealized on the old plant and
UNIT LOAD , KW.

so credited to the cost of the high 10000 11000 130oo. (4000 15000 16ooo

pressure turbine plant. But, on the
Fig. 5-WATER-RATE CURVES FOR EQUIVALENT ORIGINAL ENGINE CAPACITY AND FOR COMPLETE

other hand, if the high -pressure tur

bine installation is to receive credit

for the second-hand value of the en- original engine plant would have to in ., with the usual double system of

gines , it must also have a debit charge be charged against the high -pressurebe charged against the high -pressure supply and accumulator to regulate

for 100 per cent, of the original recip- turbine plant, as against an actual in- the pressure and speed of the oil

rocating-engine plant which it dis- crease in value ( to the owner ) of the pumps.
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VARIATION OF UNIT WATER .
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The condenser contains approxi- The absence of fields , leads to the mediately becomes a generator and

mately 25,000 sq . ft . of cooling sur- simplest possible switching apparatus, picks up the load. Three of these

face arranged in the double two-pass as the induction generator leads are 7500- kw . low -pressure turbine units

system of water circulation with a 30- tied in solidly through knife switches , have been installed and tests run on

in . centrifugal circulating pump, hav- which are never opened, to the main Nos. I and 2. No. 3 , having been just

ing a maximum capacity of 30,000 generator leads . The switchboard op- started, has not yet been tested..

gal . per hr. The dry vacuum pump is erator has no control whatever over Diagrams of the layout of the ap

of the single-stage type, 12 in . and 29 the induction generator, and only paratus for tests of units Nos . 1 and 2

are shown in the first two figures .

The various water rates , calculated

and original as well as actual and

corrected, for conditions of both

constant and variable nozzle pres

sure , are shown in Figs . 3 to 7. To

all results, except where specially

noted, the moisture corrections are

simple corrections, i. e . , for each per

cent. of moisture i per cent. of cor

rection has been made. The vacuum

corrections for the complete unit are

1 lb. per each inch variation from 28.5

in . referred to 29.92 in . barometer.

The net results obtained by the in

stallation of low -pressure turbine units

may be summarized as follows:

a . An increase of 100 per cent. in

maximum capacity of plant .
Fig . 6_ACTUAL UNCORRECTED WATER-RATE CURVES. b . An increase of 146 per cent . in

economic capacity of plant.

in . by 24 in. , fitted with Corliss valves knows it is present by the increased c. A saving of approximately 85

on the air cylinder. The whole con- output on the engine-generator instru- per cent. of the condensed steam for

densing plant is capable of maintain- ments. return to the boilers .

ing a vacuum within 1.1 in . of the The method of starting is simplicity An average improvement in

barometer when condensing 150,000 itself-the exciting current is put on economy of 13 per cent . over the best

lb. of steam per hour when supplied the engine generator before starting high -pressure turbine results.

with circulating water at 70 degrees the engine, and then the engine is An ' average improvement in

fahr. started , brought up to speed and syn- economy of 25 per cent. ( between the

The electric generator is of the

three - phase induction type, star

wound for 11,000 volts , 25 cycles and

a speed of 750 rev . per min . The ro

tor is of the squirrel-cage type with

bar winding connecting into common

bus-bar straps at each end . This type

of generator was chosen as being

specially suited to the conditions ob

taining in the plant.

With nine units operating in multi

ple , each one capable of giving out

15,000 kw . for a short time, operating

in multiple with another plant of the

same size , it is evident that it is quite

possible to concentrate 270,000 kw . on

a short -circuit. If we proceed to

add to this synchronous turbine units

of 7500 -kw . capacity , which , owing to

their inherently better regulation and

enormous stored energy , are capable 11-9

of giving out at least six times their

maximum rated capacity , the situation

might soon become dangerous to op

erate, as it would be impossible to de

sign switching apparatus which w doo Ispoo

could successfully handle this amount Fig. 7 - ACTUAL CORRECTED WATER -RATE CURVES . ;

of energy. The induction generator,

on the other hand, is entirely de

pendent upon the synchronous ap- chronized in exactly the same way as limits of 7000 kw . and 15,000 kw . )

paratus for its excitation, and in case before. While starting in this way , over the results obtained by the engine

of a short -circuit on the bus bars the induction generator acts as a mo- units alone :

would automatically lose its excitation tor untiluntil sufficientsufficient steam passes f. An average unit thermal effici

by the fall in potential on the synchron- through the engine to .carry the tur- ency between the limits of 6500 kw.

ous apparatus. bine above synchronism , when it im- and 15,500 kw . of 20.6 per cent.

VARIATION OF UNIT WATER
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The Evolution of a Great Industry H. H. Vaugn , Assistant to the Vice- dition where hostility and acrimony

The annual report of the President President Canadian Pacific Railroad ; become the chief features. As a con

of the American Telephone & Tele- J. H. Davis , Electrical Engineer Bal- sequence, the public may make de

graph Company for 1909 furnishes a timore & Ohio Railroad ; G. W. Wil- mands, the difficulty , expense and

very interesting picture of the growth din , Mechanical Superintendent New result of which it has no conception,

and development of the world's great
York , New Haven & Hartford ; Wm. and the railroad is compelled to refuse

est public utility concern . The “ Bell McClellan , Consulting Engineer , and anything like the full extent of the de

system " in the United States , accord- E. B. Katte, Chief Engineer of Elec- mands because it knows it cannot

ing to these official figures, is one of
tric Traction New York Central & afford to do otherwise .

the largest combinations of money and
Hudson River Railroad . In this connection , the following are

brains that has been evolved by the
The report opened with a recital a few broad considerations which

great changes of the past 25 years . of the more important work already common sense and equity present :

Although already capitalized at $ 300,- done in the line of substituting elec- 1. A railroad has a charter fran

000,000, the report, which is a very trical for steam traction on railroads . chise or special privilege from the

full document, covering about 40 It then considered the principal fea- commonwealth , and , therefore , be

pages, recommends that the capital be tures of electric traction. It referred longs to a class of activities which

increased to $ 500,000,000. to flexibility of motive power with must especially consider the interest

In view of the showing made, this and without multiple unit operation . of the public .

recommendation does not look un It found that electric locomotives and 2 . A railroad is also a business

reasonable. Last year the companies,
motors were less affected by cold venture organized to make money, and

which now have over 5,000,000 sub
weather than steam locomotives . Also those responsible to the stockholders

scriber stations and 10,000,000 miles that the electric locomotive would must conduct its affairs so as to serve

of wire , made somewhat over 20,000, have much less idle time under the their best ultimate interest .

000 connections per day on an aver
same operating conditions than its 3. A nuisance, for example, smoke,

age. For this service they received steam-driven competitor , and could be incident to the operation of a proper

from the public the modest sum of designed for practically continuous ty, whether factory, railroad , store, or

$ 150,000,000. Of this, $50,000,000 service over any length of run ; and what not , may be deplored , but all

was used for operating expenses , $ 7, that it has a larger power capacity and sources of such nuisances must be

000,000 for taxes and $ 45,000,000 is much more cleanly . treated alike , and it should also be

were charged off for repairs, mainte The principal reasons for electrifi- determined how far a removal of the

nance and depreciation , out of which
cation , according to the report, are nuisance might endanger the industry

nearly $ 29,000,000 went into plant ad
an increase in station and track ca- itself and cause its failure.

ditions. pacity and facilities , an increase in 4 . It is only fair to assume that

The ownership of this gigantic
gross earnings, due to a better and men who have worked in the public

property is divided among some 35,
more attractive service , and legislative eye, at any particular business, for a

000 shareholders, an increase of near
enactment. Referring to the pos- number of vears, are men of integrity

ly 10,000 over the number of owners
sible increase in gross earnings , the and well informed as to their business.

one year ago . The shares are mostly report very pertinently remarks that Actionshould be taken ,therefore, by

held in small lots, the average num
the mere substitution of electricity for the community only when advised by

ber per holder being about 50. They
steam will not necessarily produce any well-informed persons , and after com

received $22,000,000 in dividends and very great increase in gross earnings , prehensive consideration .

their surplus fund is now over $ 8,
but the service must be improved by 5. There are not two sides to this

000,000 .
changes in schedules and stop . In- problem . The interests of the rail

About half of the report is de attention to this feature is preventing roads and those of the public are one .

voted to a concise history of the com
some of the roads now electrified from The committee made an effort to

panies from their beginning in 1879, reaping the fullest possible returns on secure operating data for publication

with 8500 shares at $ 100 par value,
their electrification investment. for the existing electrified steam rail

and to a discussion of competition in
Referring to legislative action in re- roads, but this attempt met with little

the telephone business and its effect , quiring the substitution of steam for favorable response, because , almost

a study of rate changes and some
electric traction under certain condi- without exception , the men who are

general consideration , which
tions, the committee says : “ The op- responsible for the operation of these

treated with a broad conception of
eration of a steam railroad in the properties did not think the conditions

the companies' relations with and
heart of a large city is , of necessity , were sufficiently settled to permit them

duties to the public. attended by features not always ideal . to publish data that would be just to

On account of the cost of land and either steam or electric operation .

other conditions, the amount of space The report concludes as follows:

for roadway is likely to be cramped To sum up, the following may be
Eleotrification of Steam Railroads

and closely pressed by city and private stated as the advantages and disad
The distinguished committee that property . The emission of smoke vantages of electrification :

was appointed some time since by and gases from the locomotives , espe

the New York Railroad Club to cially if a subway or tunnel is in
ADVANTAGES.

study the electrification of steam rail- volved , often leads the community to

roads, has presented its report to the demand that the railroad abolish the 1. Increasing the capacity of a

club at the March meeting. The com- objectionable features. This demand, given terminal by the elimination of

mittee is composed of the following in its essentials, may be reasonable switching movements, where multiple

well -known engineers and railroad enough, and if by calm and consider- units are used , and increasing the

men : W. J. Harahan , Assistant to the
ate discussion it can be shown that schedule speed of trains without in

President Erie Railroad, Chairman ; conditions are unnecessarily bad , the creasing maximum speed by the high

L. C. Fritch , Consulting Engineer public has a right to expect the rail- er acceleration possible with electric

Illinois Central Railroad : H. M. War- roads to provide a reasonable remedy. power ; also increasing the capacity of

ren . Electrical Engineer Delaware, Unfortunately, however , the discus- the line and permitting shorter block

Lackawanna & Western Railroad ; sion is sometimes fanned into a con- signal spacing .

are
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re

C.

2. Avoidance of smoke and steam roads, as a whole, would be justified S. Murray, Electrical Engineer New

nuisance , making unobjectionable tun- in electrifying terminals or main York , New Haven & Hartford Rail

nels, subways and underground sta- lines, solely on the grounds of econo- road ; G. M. Basford, Assistant to

tions, and reclaiming the aerial space my. President American Locomotive Com

above track for offices, stores , ware Careful investigation is neces- pany ; C. O. Mailloux and Wm . Mc

houses, hotels , or other buildings ; also sary to decide if electrification of Clellan, Consulting Engineers.

a saving in deterioration of metallic terminals and suburban districts

structures because of the corrosive would be warranted in order to in An Unknown Scientist

products of combustion in steam loco- crease earnings.
The question as to who really are

motives.
3. More attention should be given

the discoverers of those great secrets
3. Uniform power over grades and to the possibilities of electrification in

of nature whose uncovering has

greater tractive power of electric loco- connection with heavy grades, and at
worked the changes in human life and

motives of equal weight with steam other places where an increase in fa
thought that are just beginning to

locomotives, including tender , making cilities is needed.
impress the fullness of their effect on

heavier trains possible over mountain 4. It is not likely that conclusive
the world, is always more or less un

divisions. Locomotives may be used data on the economy of electrification
certain . For example, here come

in multiple without increasing the cost will be available until electrification
the Pennsylvania Germans with a fair

for enginemen. is extended over a complete steam
claim for a certain Dr. David Alter ,

4. Economy of operation under locomotive stage .
of Armstrong County , Pa . , who was

conditions favorable to electric trac- 5. The electrification for passen- born in 1807 and died in 1881.

tion , such as frequent multiple -unit ger terminal and suburban service is

train service or cheap electric power,
Among the inventions claimed for

now more or less settled as to method,
him are : the electric telegraph in

as compared with the higher cost of but for freight and general trunk -line
1837 ; an electric motor in the same

locomotive coal . service it is in the experimental stage.

5. Electrical operation has proved
year ; the spectrum analysis in 1854 ,

a . The types of locomotives for
six years before Kirchoff's announce

itself reliable . various service have not been deter
ment; a “ simple ” telephone, and an

6. Electric power is not a source of mined, though progress is being made.
electric locomotive , working drawings

danger to the traveling or general b . The method of secondary dis
for which were almost complete at

public. tribution ( working conductors ) needs
the time of his death .

much development. The third rail is
It would be interesting to know

DISADVANTAGES . thoroughly reliable and efficient , but
how much of all this is true , and how

1. A large investment for unsuitable for complicated switch
many of these remarkable statements

equipping the railroads with the new work . In its present form it has only
can be really verified. This would be

power which can only be justified by been used for voltage up to 1200.
a labor of love for someone with time

definite financial or economic results. The overhead system for high
and ability to devote to the task .

2. Increased danger to employees voltage working conductors also needs
of the railroad due to the presence of much development. Few , if any , are

the third rail or the overhead con- satisfied with present designs , and Some Far-Fetched Deductions

ductor, especially in yards or termi- many changes are proposed . A curious study, entitled " Electro

nals. 6. The steam railroad men and technics in the Bible," is contributed

electrical engineers should work to- by E. Stadelmann , an electric engineer

FEATURES TO BE CONSIDERED FOR gether in as close harmony as is pos- of Munich , to the Electrotechnische

FUTURE ELECTRIFICATION . sible , so as to produce results that Anzeiger. The writer asserts that the

The following features with refer- will be as free from mistakes nd ex- ancient Jews had some knowledge of

ence to present conditions should be periments as is possible in any devel- electricity, and he tries to prove this
considered, having in view future elec- oping art .

by an ingenious analysis of scriptural

trification : Each problem must be studied on narrative. “ The first place ,” says

1. The signal systems should be its merits and a decision can only be Stadelmann , " Moses evidently under

designed with a view of meeting the made after careful study of the con- stood the uses of the lightning con

restrictions involved in electrification ditions pertaining to each situation . ductor.” To quote :

work . 8. The electrification of large “ Did he not make a brazen serpent

2. Bridges, vards and terminal freight terminals has not as yet been to defend his people against the fiery

platforms should be designed to con- attempted, nor satisfactorily worked serpents ( lightnings ) sent upon them

form to the clearances necessary for out, therefore it is necessary to pro- by the Almighty, so that the fiery ser

the installation of working conductors. ceed with caution in this matter and pents were seized by the brazen one ?

3. Locomotives and cars should be the problem must be exhaustively stu- The temple at Jerusalem was pro

designed to conform to electrification died and new developments made be- tected against lightning by intercon

clearances.
fore it would be justifiable to make nected metal points communicating

4. The lighting system of cars such an installation . The electrifica- with the ground through reservoirs of

should be designed for economical use tion of any large freight terminal water. "

on electrified roads. This applies also would involve a number of roads, and Still more curious is the explanation

to the heating systems. cannot be undertaken independently, given by Mr. Stadelınann of the con

5. Steam , water, air and gas-pipes, without the co -operation of all the struction of the Ark of the Covenant

in yards and at stations, should be railroads affected , on account of the and of the terrible punishments visited

laid out to avoid current collectors relations existing among the various upon the unfortunates who dared to

on future electric equipment and roads in the interchange of freight approach too near it :

working conductors, also bonded to traffic . “ If we study the details of its con

avoid electrolysis.
The report was discussed at con- struction , we find that it was com

siderable length by Messrs. George posed of an insulating receptacle (of

CONCLUSIONS.
Gibbs, Chief Engineer of Electric acacia wood ) and of two metallic

1. No general information is avail- Traction Pennsylvania Railroad ; L. coatings ( gilding ), one exterior, one

able on the basis of which steam rail- B. Stillwell, Consulting Engineer ; W. interior; it therefore formed a Leyden
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result .

jar of great dimensions. This con- Company and the Shawinigan Light nearly 9 per cent. The total revenues

denser, charged with atmospheric and Power Company, all of which are of the various companies for the

electricity by the metal conductors of operating in Montreal.
month was $6,667,947.29, of which

the temple roof, had , as may be cal
transportation revenue was $6,481,

culated from its dimensions , a The official figures of the General 463.92.
pacity ' amply sufficient to produce a Electric Company for the year which

fatal discharge. Only the initiate
ended Jan. 31 , 1910, has not yet been

could touch it, and this immunity en
Exposition Postponed

made public, but it is understood that

joyed by the officiating priest is ex the gross business was approximately
The German - American Exposition

plained by the nature of his costume, $ 60,000,000. This is an increase of that was scheduled to be held at Ber

which was in part of gold tissue, thus nearly 35 per cent. , or $ 15,500,000, as
lin in June has been indefinitely post

protecting him from electric dis compared with the preceding year.
poned. Unexpected opposition , due

charges. The fiscal year of the company, which
to the jealousy of German manufac

Mr. Stadelmann cites in support of heretofore ended Jan. 31st , has been turers and landholders, has led to his

his hypothesis many scriptural texts , changed to end Dec. 31st, so that the
on the construction of the ark, on the next official report will only embrace

nature of the priest's costume and on Il months. The company says that it

the punishment dealt out to profane
Curtis Turbine Used As

now has on hand all the business in

persons. Moreover : turbine engines that it can handle dur
Regulator

" The altar , also , must have been a ing 1910, and has some special orders An interesting example of the ef

powerful Leyden jar, although infor which will not be delivered until 1911 .
fectiveness of a Curtis steam turbine

mation regarding its installation is not when used as a regulator on a large

available , but the passages in the Mo

saic books forbidding approach to it

At the annual banquet of the Long power system is found in the new

Beach, Cal . , Chamber of Commerce, Oakland power-house of the Pacific

on penalty of death to persons not the Southern California Edison Com Gas & Electric Company of San Fran
wearing the prescribed costume, au cisco.

thorize us to consider it such .

pany, of Los Angeles, announced that

“ It would perhaps appear iniprob

The installation consists of a 9000
a steam -driven electric plant , whose

ultimate capacity would be 100,000
kw. vertical type Curtis turbo -gener

able that such powerful effects could ator manufactured by the Generalbe obtained with metallic rods on ele- h.p., would be erected on a plot of

vated points , but we must bear in
land near the entrance of Long Beach

Electric Company, eight 750 -h.p. Mc

Harbor. The initial installation will Naull water- tube boilers and a Worth

mind the atmospheric peculiarities of

Palestine ; and even the experiments

be about 30,000 h.p. , which it is hoped ington condenser outfit, cooling sur

to have in operation in a year .
face, 20,000 sq . ft.

made in Europe on the collection of The 60,000 -volt transmission sys

electricity by means of kites have tem of the Pacific Gas & Electric

shown that huge sparks 9 or 10 ft.
Plans reported from Canada indi

Company entering Oakland is deliver

long may thus be obtained. cate that there is likely to be built a
ing more than 100,000 kw. during

"Moses probably got his notions of dam across the St. Lawrence at the
maximum demand. Of this amount,

electricity from the Egyptians, and
head of the Long Sault Rapids which

20,000 kw. maximum are supplied to
perhaps," Mr. Stadelmann concludes , is to be 4500 ft. long and 45 ft. high,

and willrender possiblethe develop- load factor being about 60 per cent.
Oakland and immediate vicinity, the

"Egyptologists may discover facts

indicative of the state of electrical ment of 600,000 h.p. The require While the new plant is of great
knowledge in the Pharaonic times." ments of navigation are to be met by

constructing a lock and channel , and
value in carrying the local peak load

the cost of the whole development is almost continuously kept connected
during hoursofmaximum demand, it

General News
scheme is estimated at $ 20,000.

A recent report from Germany, via
to the transmission system on account

an English source, states that Herr R.
of the steadying effect on the voltage

Gaus has discovered that wire insula

Reports from Northern Mexico
and consequent improvement in the

state that American capital has been lighting service.lighting service. When acting as a
ted with a coating, a certain kind of interested to construct a power plant regulator, the duty is especially severe,

enamel, is practically insensitive to a on the Pilon River , near Montemore

magnetic field , and that a research is
the turbine taking sudden momentary

los, which will have an initial capacity swings in load from 500 to 9000 kw .
being made with a view to discover

ing the kind of enamel that will give

of 15,000 h.p. and an ultimate ca
In aword, the action of this turbine

the best insulation from magnetic
pacity of 100,000 h.p. Power is to be

on an alternating-current system is
disposed of in Monterey, distant 48 equivalent to that of a large storage

lines of force. Hitherto there has
miles, as well as in Saltillo , Linares , battery on a direct-current system .

been no substance known that will at
Victoria and other places .

the same time serve as an insulator
The ability of the Curtis turbine to

both to electric current and to a mag
successfully take these sudden fluctu

netic field , and it is stated that if the
New York City's passenger traffic ations in load is due to the large fly

new double insulation proves a suc
continues to increase at an enormous wheel effect ( about ten times that of

cess under exhaustive and practical
rate . From a recent report of the a reciprocating engine of equal ca

tests , it will cause alniost a revolution
Public Service Commission, the sub- pacity ) close speed regulation , large

in the design of many kinds of elec
way figures for the last four months radial clearances between moving and

trical apparatus, especially measuring
of 1909 are as follows : stationary steam-using elements , and

instruments of precision . sturdy mechanical construction .
September.

This use of a Curtis team turbine is
The Montreal Elevated and Under- November..

25,401,182 particularly interesting on account of
ground Railway Company, for which the high economy obtained under vary

a charter has been asked, will have a For all the lines the total number ing load. Even when the turbine is.

capitalization of $ 20,000,000. It will of passengers carried in December operating as a regulator the overall

absorb the Montreal Street Railway, was 128,881,160, as against 118,789 ,- economy of the plant is exceptionally

Montreal Light, Heat and Power 113 in December, 1908, an increase of good.

October..

20,796,207

23,489,467

23,193,014

December.
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MERCURY -VAPOR LIGHTNING ARRESTER

vapor tube.

German Electrical Works Seeks protection , according to the claims of is employed for the purpose .
The

To Emigrate
a patent recently issued to Mr. P. H. nails weigh 200 lb. to the keg, so the

The Bergmann Electrical Works , Thomas, in which an arrangement of magnet lifts from 1000 to 1200 lb.

of Berlin , Germany, said to be one of

tubes shown in the diagram is the each trial .

the largest concerns in the electrical principal feature. A great saving is being realized by

business in that country , is coming
The arrester group is connected to the use of the magnet, which could

the line through an adjustable spark
over to Canada and is looking for a

not be otherwise effected . Were a

site in Ottawa. The company manu

gap, and the mercury -vapor tubes are dredge used, kegs would be broken

factures , among other things , the

shunted with condensers. Although open and much valuable material lost .

tungsten electric lamp. It is the in- the mercury -vapor tube does not ad- In this way the kegs are raised intact,

tention of the German company to
mit of being set so that the discharge and the nails are uninjured, except

erect, a beginning, a tungsten

due to a rise in voltage shall be ac- for slight rust . Between 85 and 95

lamp factory for Canada in this city . curately predetermined , the device has per cent. of the cargo can be raised.

The company desires in Ottawa a certain special properties which are of It is valued at $ 45 the ton .

plant of 40,000 sq . ft ., having its own importance in suppressing a flow of The kegs are raised from a depth

water power of about 500 h.p., and
line current to the ground. This last of 70 ft. The cotton ties are strips

a gas supply of 10,000 cu . ft . per day.
is the function of the shunted tubes in of steel, used in fastening cotton

The Bergmann concern has a capitali
this arrester. bales . They will be raised next .

zation of $ 8,000,000 , and employs

6,000 workmen. It is the company's
The Bituminous Gas Producer

intenzion not only to erect electrical Among the electrical plants that are

works in Canada, but also to extend
being driven by Westinghouse bitu

its business operations in this coun minous coal gas producers is that of

try for the purpose of importing its
the Amarillo Water, Light & Power

different electrical goods and me
Company, Amarillo , Tex. , which has

chanical apparatus, which can now be
installed a Westinghouse bituminous

done at a very low rate , owing to the gas-producer plant for supplying its

abolition of the German surtax by the
300 -h.p. gas-engine- driven alternator

Dominion government. The company The operation of the arrester is as set . This new bituminous type “ T ”

is said to have a vory high financial follows : After the breakdown of the producer is charged with coal costing

standing both in the United States spark -gap at high voltage, an abnor- from $3.50 to $4.75 per ton , and de

and in Europe. mal charge is impressed between the livers fuel gas having a calorific value

terminal of the condenser connected of 110 effective B.t.u. per cu . ft . The

A Mammoth Station For Chicago across the line and upon the adjacent gas engine is of the single -crank hori

The Chicago Edison Company, in

The condenser circuit zontal type , with cylinder 18 by 26 in .,

its Fisk Street and Quarry Street
can absorb only a limited portion of and delivers 300 b.h.p. Three-phase ,

plants, already has a generating ca
this quantity , so that if the discharge 60-cycle current, generated at 2300

pacity of 120,000 kw. and 84,000 kw .

is sufficient in amount the adjacent volts , is used for local lighting and

respectively, to which must be added

vapor tube is broken down and con power in Amarillo . The tests in the

some 36,000 kw. in miscellaneous

ditions similar to the above are im- experimental plant at East Pittsburg

and in the installations now in serviceplant, giving it a total capacity of pressed on the next discharge cir
cuits . Thus, in succession , all of the

240,000 kw. In spite of this , the

have proved the practical utility and

company's load , which has doubled

vapor devices will be discharged , economy of this bituminous producer

every three years for 12 years past , is

thereby providing a direct path to for converting into gas the fuel prop

ground .
such as to force a provision for more

After the abnormal flow erties of even such widely diverse ma

plant.

has ceased , the vapor tubes will re- terials as the leanest Texas lignite or

The management, therefore, has just

establish their characteristic high re- the best Pennsylvania bituminous

sistance , thereby suppressing any coal .

purchased 109 acres on the north
branch of the Chicago River , on part

tendency for a flow of the line current Other plants so equipped are those

of which it intends to erect a pair of
to ground.

of the Southern Cotton Oil Company,

new turbine - driven plants having an

at Montgomery, Ala. , where there are

ultimate capacity of 120,000 kw. each , A Novel Use For Electro-Magnets

two type T-50 producers supplying

which is to be provided by means of

gas for engines totaling over 900 h.p .:

six turbo -alternators in each station

By means of a large electromagnet at Bennettsville , Ga . , which consists

built by the Cutler -Hammer Com

of a continuous capacity of 10.000
of a type T-35 producer and a 16 by

kw. each . These turbo - alternators
pany, steel cargoes are being rescued 18 in . three -cylinder gas engine ; and

from the bed of the Mississippi River

will be the largest machines yet at

the new plant at Greenwood, S. C..

for the first time.

tempted anywhere, but it would ap

where a 15 by 14 in . three -cylinder

The present experiment is being engine is being served by a producer .
pear that they will be much needed, made near New Orleans, where a

for it is estimated that the present
barge load of kegged nails is being

annual output of the company is run- raised . A load of cotton ties , sunk In a paper recently presented be

ning between 500 and 600 millions of near Natchez, will be next taken up , fore the Electrical Engineering Socie

kilowatt-hours, and that it has every while a load of woven wire, sunk near tv of Columbia University, it was said

prospect of reaching a billion before Pittsburg, will be the third task . All that the 8000 passenger elevators in

the new plants will be ready for are property of the United States the Borough of Manhattan carry ap

service .
Steel Company.

proximately 6,500.000 persons a day .

The magnet used in the work is 32 According to the Public Service Com

A New Lightning Arrester ft . in diameter, and weighs 3000 lb. mission, the number of passengers

The mercury -vapor tube, already It is dropped into the stream , the carried daily by the surface, elevated

well known as a lamp and rectifying current turned on , and five or six kegs and subway cars in the entire city of

device , is also suitable for lightning of nails raised to the lift . A derrick
New York is 3,500,000 .
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News Notes With the change over from 25 cycles plied at special city lighting meter

The avalanche which crushed the to 60 cycles of the United Railways of rates of 772 cents per kw -hr. for

two trains of the Great Northern San Francisco, which was involved in lighting and 6 cents per kw-hr. for

Railroad at Wellington , Wash. , near the arrangement to use power from the power .

the west portal of the Cascade tun
plants on the Stanislaus River, there In the Borough of the Bronx the

nel, on March ist, carried with it is released for the second-hand mar- following service for street lighting is

three steam locomotives and four ket one of the largest lots of elec- supplied : 1499 arcs , 2000 c-p . , $ 100

electric locomotives, the passenger trical machinery ever thrown out at per year, with sliding scale to mini

station and the water tank. The serv one time. In all there is about 25,000 mum of $ 80 per lamp per year for a

ice will be conducted temporarily with kw. , in detail as follows : One 1500- total of more than 15,000 lamps; 612

steam. kw. Westinghouse rotary , one 1650 incandescents, 25 C-p. , at $25 per year.

kw. Westinghouse air -blast transfor- To supply this the company had

mer, five 1000 -kw . General Electric power producing capacity as follows:

rotaries, five 1100 -kw . General Electric Bojlers.... 109,620 hp
The Interborough Rapid Transit

air -blast transformers, one 750 -kw .
Reciprocating engines . 76,150 hp.

Company contracted last week with
Steam turbine. 121.000 kw.

Westinghouse rotary, one 825-kw. Engine-driven alternators. 38,500 kw

the Westinghouse Electric & Manu Low -tension direct -current dynamos . 10,200 kw

Westinghouse air-blast transformer, Storage batteries... 11,625 kw

facturing Comany for four 3000 -kw .
six 750 -kw . General Electric rotaries ,

rotary converters and twelve 1100 The total figures are considerably
five 500 -kw . General Electric rotaries,

kva . air -blast transformers . These less than those for the Chicago Edi

machines are duplicates of sets pur
nine 185-kw. General Electric air

blast transformers and three 275 -kw .
son Company, given elsewhere in this

chased last June. They are to be used
issue .

General Electric air-blast transfor

to replace 1500 -kw . converters, which
mers . A large portion of this appa

will be installed in other substations .
ratus is said to be entirely new, and

The “ Witham " Portable Testing

Batteries
some of it had never been installed .

The original cost of the entire lot was A neat form of portable storage

The test of the new electric freight in the neighborhood of $ 300,000. battery for testing purposes is being

locomotive of the New York , New manufactured by E. Marcuson, 136

Haven & Hartford Railroad Com
Liberty Street, New York City .

pany showed a speed of 50 miles per Mica Duty Lowered Batteries of any voltage can be fur
hr. between New York and Stamford. As the result of an objection made nished, but at present three standard

The trailing load consisted of a heavy as to the tariff assessment made on a sizes are carried , viz . : 100 volt , 168

freight engine and caboose and 30 consignment of mica by the collector volt and 256 volt batteries, which

loaded freight cars . Track condi of customs at Plattsburg , N. Y. , the weigh 16/2 , 27 and 40 lb. , respectively.
tions were far from good owing to a duty on rough trimmed mica has been An idea of their compactness will be

pouring rain rendering the rails very considerably lowered . The original gained from the illustration, which
slippery. tariff assessed against this mica was shows a man carrying a 100 - volt and

10 cents per pound and 20 per cent.

ad valorem.

It is stated that as soon as the neces
The objection , which was sustained

sary permission is obtained through bythe Board of United StatesGen

the Quebec Legislature, the Montreal
eral Appraisers, was made on the

Street Railway Company will begin the
ground that the sheets were in no

manner trimmed for use, but only
construction of a subway under St.

James Street. The subway will ex
with a view of eliminating the worth

tend from the Champ de Mars to

Victoria Square, in the heart of the
New York Edison's Load

city , and is intended to relieve the con

gestion from the present surface sys- According to its recent report, the

tem . This section will cost $ 1,500,- New York Edison Company had, on

000, and will take a year to construct . Jan. 1 , 1910, a connected load as fol

lows :

Incandescent lamps. 3,590,887

Arc lamps.. 38,232

The Pennsylvania Railroad , antici- Heating appliances. 1,218 kw.

Storage batteries.. 5,435 kw.

pating an increase in the terminal con 219.832 hp.

gestion in Pittsburg, is seriously con
16-cp. equivalents . 7,108,367

a 500 -volt battery. A special com
sidering the question of electrifying Following is the service supplied mutating switch permits of charging

the sections embraced between Pit- for city lighting : 5871 arcs , 450- from 110 -volt direct-current mains.

cairn and Sewickly , about 28 miles in watt, alternating -current series and These batteries are used principally

a direct line and an approximately multiple low -tension, direct -current, for potentiometer work, calibration of

equivalent mileage in branch lines . enclosed, $ 100 per lamp per year with instruments , insulation tests , etc. , but

sliding scale to minimum of $ 80 per they are also of great service to

lamp per year for a total of more than wiring contractors for testing the con

The example of the Washington, 15,000 lamps ; 176 pairs of 450 -watt tinuity of the various circuits and fit

Baltimore & Annapolis Electric Rail- arcs , $ 164.25 per pair yearly ; 675 al- tings before the main current is avail

way Company in changing over from ternating-current series 60 c-p . tung- able , for , since the internal resistance

single-phase operation to 1200 volts sten lamps , company's equipment , $30 of the batteries is low, comparatively

direct current has been followed by per year; 1996 multiple 60 c-p . tung- high rates of discharge are possible,,

the Milwaukee Electric Railway and sten lamps, city's equipment , $ 28 per and an 8 c-p. or a 16 c - p. lamp can be

Light Company on its line from Mil year. Incandescent, arc and power fully incandesced for a considerable

waukee to Watertown . service for public buildings is sup- time.

Hooves

less parts .

5Vote

Motors ...
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a

A =

For example, suppose a beam 12 Question .—Why does the voltage

in. in diameter coming from a 0.5 -in . from an ordinary alternator go down
Questions and Answers effective crater shows an average after it has carried its full load for

candle -power of 2000 , then the total a while ?

candle-power is Answer.-The only reason that it

Question . — How can I determine
2000 X 144 might do that is because of the heat

the size of a tin-foil and paraffine
= 1,152,000 C-p . ing of the armature and field coils

0.25 reduces somewhat the exciting andpaper condenser to be of one-micro

farad capacity?
armature current.This method of determining the power

of the beam is rather empirical, and

Answer . - Assume convenient

other and more refined and accurate
Question . — Is a water rheostat the

size for your sheets, as , for instance ,
methods have been devised, but are

most convenient means of handling
I sq . ft . , then the thickness of the

dielectric in inches may be deter
too complicated to give here.

the current of a good - sized generator

in running a test?
mined from the formula for such a

Question . — Please state
Answer . - Not in our experience .

condenser, which is
exactly

15458 X M X t

We have found the best device for
what is meant by the term "megohms
per mile, " as applied to the insulator this purpose to consist of a water

cooled rheostat, which was far moreresistance of covered conductors ?
K

where A is the area in square feet, M
Answer. — It means just what the

compact, handy and constant in its

the capacity in microfarods, t the
term indicates, that the resistance of

resistance than any water rheostat .

thickness of the dielectric in inches the insulation of the conductor is so
Figure out your necessary resistance

and get iron wire and coil up enough
and K the specific inductive capacity, many megohms or millions of ohms

which for paraffine paper may be
for each mile of its length. In other

to give you the required amount, re

taken as about 2.

membering to make an allowance for
If the thickness of words, if the cable was immersed in

a sheet of paper is 1/100 of an in. ,

the increase in the resistance when
a liquid conductor like mercury, for

hot.

we have for total area example, for a mile of its length and

Place your coil in a barrel and

an electromotive force was applied to
run cold water through a pipe in at

15458 X 1 the bottom of the barrel, and let the

A the metal cable and to the liquid con= 77 sq. ft . ,

200 X 1

hot water flow off at the top . The
ductor surrounding it, the resistance

wire will then carry satisfactorily and

which , if the sheets are i ft . sq . , to the passage of any current, which steadily currents of an intensity that

would require 77 sheets . Assuming
is that of the amount of insulation

would melt it in a few seconds in

that the foil was one-half the thick submerged, would be found to be so
the open air . If it is desired not to

ness of the paper or 200 sheets to the
many millions of ohms, or whatever

inch , the total thickness of the con
the case may be. It can be easily

ground the circuit under test , a few

aresimple insulating precautions
measured with a voltmeter and known

denser would be 77/100 of an inch necessary in connection with the

plus 77/200 or 231/200 in . The resistance , or a voltmeter and milli
mounting of the rheostat and its wateroutside dimensions of the condenser ammeter, if the values of the resist
supply. A simple calculation based

would be 12 X 12 X 1.15 in.
ance are not too great for the instru

on the fact that a kilowatt-hour equals
ments.

3412 British thermal units , or equals

Question . — Why do the eddy current 22.8 lb. of water raised from 62
losses in a dynamo vary as the square

Question . - What limits the length

of the speed ?

to 212 degrees fahr. will enable youand diameter of the core of an in

duction coil ?
to determine how much water you will

Answer . — The reason is that the need to dissipate a given kilowattage.

eddy currents vary directly as the
Answer. - The length of the core is

electromotive forces to which they
fixed by the lengths of the coil that is

Question . - Would connecting up

are due , and these are directly pro
to be wound about it . Its diameter

the fields of a 1000 -volt alternator in

portional to the speed of the ma
area by the number of lines of

chine.

such a way as to double the current

The eddy current losses are
magnetic force it is to carry , Be

in them make it generate 2000 volts?
ca r losses where c is the value of yond fulfilling these requirements, any Answer. - No. The voltage gener

the eddy current and r the resistance greater dimensions are simply useless
ated with the intensified field would

of the eddy current circuits . The or wasteful.
depend on many other conditions, such

losses, therefore, are as the square of as the degree of saturation of the

the speed.
Question. - Is it best to insulate the

frames of high -voltage alternating
field iron, the armature reaction , etc.

Question . — What is the best way to
current generators from the ground,

Question .—How much of a drop in
determine the candle power of a

or not?
voltage will it take to make a syn

searchlight ? Answer.-It is mostly a matter of chronous motor pull " out of step" ?

Answer. The usual way is to preference. We think it best not to Answer. - The amount of under

measure it with a photometer at a
so insulate the frame in most cases. voltage that a synchronous motor can

safe distance from the reflector, tak- In large direct -coupled machines it stand without quitting its business de

ing it half-way between the center and is expensive and difficult to insulate pends on the design of the motor,.

circumference. The diameter of the frames and keep them well insulated . Also on the load it is carrying. If

beam at the same point should also the make of the motor is known, the

be measured. Having measured the Question . — Will a magnet act at all manufacturer will supply the infor

average candle -power at that distance, in a perfect vacuum ? If so , will it mation. Speaking generally , motors

the total may be determined by multi- pull as much as in ordinary air? with a small air gap and low satura

plying the average by the square of Answer. Why not ? As there is tion will stand greater voltage drops

the diameter of the beam and divid- no air to resist the movement of the without falling out of synchronism

ing by the square of the diameter of armature it might even be said to tlian ones with opposite character

a circle having the same area as that be able , theoretically, to pull a little istics . Some may endure a drop of

of the effective crater. more. 25 per cent., or even more .

or

( 6
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General Electric Alternating- that they may be turned through 90 All batteries are uniform throughout,

Current Grinding and Buff- deg. to admit of side -wall installation, are strongly built and do not rattle.

ing Equipments thus allowing relocation of the device This battery is made by The “ Long

In the present age of mammoth at will. life" Battery Company, 808 East

manufacturing establishments, “ inten- These devices find a ready applica- Fifth Street, New York.

sified” production, and high - paid tion for dressing small castings , ac

skilled workmen, it becomes impera- complishing the work much more Growth of The Steam Turbine

tive that facilities be provided for quickly and giving a finer finish than
Business

utilizing both the tools and the em- can be obtained with machine tool , A recent sales report of the Steam

ployees' time most efficiently, in order chipping hammer, chisel, etc. and Electrical Department of the Al

to secure with a given equipment the
lis -Chalmers Company shows how

maximum output, accompanied by the
favorably the steam turbine has been

Sale of Storage Battery Patents
highest possible grade of workman received as a prime mover by users

ship . Electrically operated devices , It is announced that the patents and of power. A little over four years

which at once expedite the work and rights of the Westinghouse Storage ago the company obtained the right

improve the quality of the product, Battery Company have been sold to to manufacture in this country the

are meeting with a wide application, the Electric Storage Battery Com- latest improved type of Parsons ma

due to the many advantages of elec- pany of Philadelphia. The Westing- chine . The end of the first year saw

tric control and operation . house Storage Battery Company only one unit in operation ; but , since;

The General Electric Company's owned all the rights of the General then , there has been a steady and

new and improved types of alterna- Storage Battery Company and all the rapid growth in sales , which has

ting-current buffing and grinding storage battery rights and interests of reached a total capacity of over 300,

equipments are designed for use in the Westinghouse Machine Company. 000 h.p: Of this aggregate 48.2 per

woodworking, machine and repair
Henceforth the sole rights to make cent . were sold during 1909 and 20.6

shops , foundries, large manufacturing these batteries will belong to the Elec- per cent. have been placed on orders

establishments, etc. , where alternating tric Storage Battery Company. since January 1 , 1910. A large pro

current is available .
portion of the units have been for

use by power, lighting and railway

companies, and approximately40 per
cent . of the total sales were for this

purpose, textile manufacturers being

next with 14 per cent. of the ma

chines. Practically every type of in

dustrial enterprise is represented in

the buyers of these turbines, includ

ing gas plants, cement mills, mines ,

lumber mills, flour mills, paper fac

GENERAL ELECTRIC GRINDING EQUIP An Improved Dry Battery
tories , tanneries , celluloid works, etc.

In geographical distribution the ma
MENTS The “ Longlife” Ignition Battery is chines are to be found in nearly every

The General Electric grinding the latest type of portable dry battery , State in the Union and also in Canada

equipment consists of an alternating- It registers from 30 to 35 amperes, and

current motor with substantial sup- has an electromotive force over 2 volts . The Public Service Commission

ports fitted with tool rest and water To put at rest any objections raised has filed an order on the Coney
attachment ; these latter accessories against the life of such a high amper- Island & Brooklyn Railroad directing

being rigidly clamped to the bearing age battery, it is guaranteed with
brackets in such manner as to permit

it by October 15 to equip all closed

out qualification that it will last for a

ready removal when desired.

passenger cars with wheel guards, and

period of ninety days on the shelf. by July I to equip all open passenger

cars with wheel guards or platform

trip fenders to be approved by the

commission . Commissioner Maltbie

said that the matter of fenders and

LONGLIFE
wheel guards is one of the most im

portant considered by the commission

BATTERY and that at the time the commission

took office, companies operating sur

face cars in New York City were in

curing expenditures for injuries, dam

GENERAL ELECTRIC BUFFING EQUIP ages and legal expenses amounting to

MENTS $ 3,500,000 a year .

These self -contained , compact and HORE VOLTAGE

rugged buffing equipments provide a CORE AMPERAGE MORE LIFE A New Invention

very effective polishing device, the A new development in the care of

each end being tapered and threaded
metal work is the invention of an

use of which invariably results in a
LONGLIFE BATTERY CO.

article known as " Electroline," which ,

great saving of time and labor. These in addition to possessing exceptional
devices are similar in construction to Another feature of the battery is the cleaning properties for nickel and sil

the grinding outfits , with the excep- fact that it is wrapped in a square car- ver, actually replates worn parts with

tion that tool and water attachments ton ; this prevents rolling when the pure silver. Possibly the most re

are omitted . The shaft is also longer, connections are made, insuring per- markable feature of the product is the

for receiving the buffs . The bearing fect contact unless voluntarily discon- fact that it contains no mercury or

brackets are circular and so designed nected at the wish of the operator.nected at the wish of the operator. acids and is absolutely non - injurious

THE

THE

BEST

DAY

SATIR

MCC

MARVELOUS PECUPERATIVE PETERS

New York City



The March Technical Press

Leading Articles of General Technical Interest

"

are

Commercial "Impregnation of Coils with Solid " Multiple Unit Trains on the New

“ Commercial Motor Service Rates Compounds, ” J. R. Sanborn. A study Haven Road. ” A short illustrated de

and Their Effect on Station Econ- of the improved processes of coil in- scription of the first multiple unit

omy,” A. E. Walden . A discussion,
sulation , with a description of the trains to be operated by the New

reinforced with curves and tables, of methods of applying them and of test- York, New Haven & Hartford Rail

best methods of building up central ing their properties, such as meltinging their properties, such as melting road Company.
The motor cars

station power business. The writer point, fuidity hardness, penetrative weigh somewhatover 85 tons and are
concludes that in cases where the load power, etc.-Elec. Jour. designed to haul two 50-ton trailers .

is well diversified and proper condi
The equipment consists of four 160

“ Tubular Electric
tions imposed on motor installations, Condensers," h.p. single-phase geared motors, with

the power load may be carried on the
A. D. Budd . A description of a new Westinghouse multiple - unit control

same circuit as lighting load . This is line of condensers recently produced designed to operate on the company's

the usual practice. - Elec. Wld.
in Germany which is made of specially 11,000 -volt overhead circuit or 600

prepared paper wound up with strips volt third rail . The accelerations

of foil . The result is a condenser reached with a three-car train ave
" Development of the New Metro

somewhat resembling a mailing tube raged 0.5 miles per hr . per sec . up to
politan Street Railway." An instruc and apparently of great capacity and 25 miles an hour. The trains are in

tive study of the work of reorganizing durability.-- Elec. Wld . operation between New York and

and reconstructing the Metropolitan Port Chester.-- Elec. Rv. Jour.
Street Railway of New York which

Electric Railways

went into the hands of receivers in

1907. The story of this undertaking “The Development and Design of
Measurements and Tests

is of especial interest as being an in
the Electric Locomotive," T. Rich. " Commercial Electrical Testing ,

stance of the reversal of the schemes A very complete and copiously illus- E. F. Collins . A continuance of the

of combination that have built up the
trated historical account of the evolu- series on this subject. Very complete

tion of the electric locomotive for

traction industry in this country to its
data, including curves, diagrams and

present proportions. The causes that railways. The article is particularly tables, on thetests of railway motors

rich in outline illustrations and gen
led to the break-down of the New

is the feature of this instalment.

York consolidations too well
eral data of the many types used Gen. Elec . Rev.

known to need repetition. In the two
abroad , as well as those in this coun

years of receivership management the
try. From a table, which is probably “ The Magnetic and Electric Prop

condition of the segregated property complete for the principal commercial erties of Iron -Silicon Alloys," C. F.

has been greatly improved in every re
locomotives built between 1895 and Burgess and J. Aston . A series of

spect. This has been made possible 1910, it is shown that no less than 23 measurements and tests of the mag

largely by ruthless defaulting on the
different types have been produced, of netic and electrical properties of var

notes and rentals with which the com
which the general data , as abstracted , ious iron - silicon alloys made in the

shows the following :
pany was loaded up, thus relieving the

engineering laboratories of the Uni

property of fixed charges amounting

to over $ 8,000,000 a year. — Elec. Ry. TABLE OF ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE DATA.

Jour.
Type Motors Weight HP

Manufacturer Railway of Voltage

Rating Tons

Detail Apparatus
1890 Mather & Platt.. .City & South London.

Baltimore Tunnel.

“ Application of Oscillograph to 1901 Ganz & Co... Valtellina, Italy . . Three-phase. 3000

1905 Westinghouse Co. New York , New Haven &

Study of Operation of Mercury Recti Hartford , Single -phase .. * 11000
fiers," Y. Saki. Gives the methods of 1905 General Electric Co ... New York Central.

investigating the performance of the
1905 British Westinghouse Co.... London Metropolitan ..

rectifier with many curves , as obtained
| 1907 British Thomson-HoustonCoLondon Metropolitan ..

1905 British Thomson-HoustonCoLondon Metropolitan Dis

by the instrument, showing the effects
Direct..

of different circuit conditions. - Elec.
1909 Dick , Kerr & Co. British Columbia Electric...Direct.. 12.8

1906 Siemens -Schuckert Co. Mazieres Minerals.

Jour.
1908 General Electric Co. Great Northern Tunnels . Three-phase .. 15.6

1908 Algemeine Co. Single-phase ..

1907 Siemens- Schuckert Co.. Seebach -Wettingen . .Single -phase .. 6 1350 17.1

1909 Westinghouse Co. .New York, New Haven &

" Large Artificially Cooled Trans
Hartford .... . Single -phase .. 11000

116

formers,” E. R. Pearson . A brief de 1899 Brown, Boveri & Co .. Bergdorf Thun . Three -phase..

scription of some of the recent devel- 1901 Oerlikon Co .... Seebach -Wettingen . Single -phase..

1910 Siemens-Schuckert Co. . St. Polten -Mariazell. Single -phase ..

opments in the design and construc

tion of large capacity transformers
1904 Ganz & Co.. Valtellina, Italy Three -phase ..

1907 Brown, Boveri & Co. . Simplon Tunnel. .Three-phase ..

and of the steps leading up to them . 1909 Brown, Boveri& Co.. . . Simplon Tunnel. Three -phase ..

i910 Italian Westinghouse Co.. Italian State

According to the writer, the highest
.Three -phase ..

1909 General Electric Co Experimental . Single -phase ..

voltage transformers in commercial 1910 Siemens-Schuckert Co .. Baden State .. Single -phase .. 62

1909 Westinghouse Co. Pennsylvania Tunnels . Direct .

use are the six single-phase 3750 -kw . *Also capable of operation on 600 volt direct current.

units of the Stanislaus Power Com

pany, in California , which are de- This data furnishes a fair illustra- versity of Wisconsin under a grant

signed to work at 138,500 volts , star tion of the advance of electric loco- from the Carnegie Institute. This is

connected, and were tested for 280,000 motive design in 20 years . — Cass. a companion test to the investigation

volts . - Elec . Wld . Mag. of similar properties for the alloys of

Date and in

Current

Per

Ton

GEARLESS

Direct ,

Direct..

500

6001895 General Electric Co.

2 100

4 1440

4 900

13

96

46

7.7

15.5

19

4 1000

4 2200

77

95Direct...

13.1

23.2600

GEARED

Direct..

Direct..

600

600

4 1000

4 960

50

47

20

20.2

trict... 21

Direct.. 11.6

600 4 800

600 4 640

2000 4 640

6000 4 1600

6000 3 1050

15000

38

50

55

102

59

79

Prussian State... 17.8

4 1400 12

CRANK AND GEAR

750

15000

6600

2

2

2

300

400

29

42

48

10.3

9.5

500 10 .

CRANK AND GEARLESS

623000

3000

3000

3000

* 6600

10000

600

2 1200

2 1100

2 1700

2 2000

2 1600

2 1000

2 4000

62

68

60

19.4

17.7

25

33.3

16.1

26.8149

18
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1 2 3 4Unit No.

Per cent. load . 87

.87

90

87

93

88.2

91.5

89

iron and nickel noticed in a previous " Most Powerful Turbines Ever This chapter deals with the finding of'

issue . Full curves and tables are Built," H. B. Taylor . An illustrated a section of maximum economy for

given . It is shown that , with bars of description of the huge water turbines lines on the basis of annual interest

commercial steel free from silicon and built for the Feather River plant of equal to annular loss . The method

bars of the same steel alloyed with a the Great Western Power Company used is developed at length by another

little less than 5 per cent. of silicon , at Oroville, Cal. These machines, of writer in a recent issue of the ELEC

the magnetic properties of the latter which four of 18,000 h.p. each have TRICAL AGE . — Gen . Elec . Rev.

were considerably better while the recently been installed and tested ,

" Voltage Regulation of Stationary
electrical resistance was nearly five have several features of special in

Transformers,” E. H. Acton . A prestimes as great . Thus in the two prime terest . They are by far the largest in
entation of the phenomena of voltage

requisites for transformer steel, viz.: point of power developed in a single
regulation in transformers by means

high magnetic conductivity and high runner or any other way. They are
of the usual vector diagrams. The

electrical resistance, these silicon al- also among the most efficient, as the
discussion is intended to derive for

loys are especially suitable .—Metal tests given below will indicate. They
mulas for calculating regulation and

and Chem . Eng. operate under a 525- ft. head , and are
to show that in good commercial de

designed in such a way as to prac
tically eliminate erosion or pitting of signs the regulation is practically in

Power Plants dependent of the exciting current.
the vane surfaces. The machines are

Elec. Wld .

" Electrical Plant of Hudson and of the vertical shaft, single-runner,

Manhattan Railroad Company," H. inward - flow Francis type , operatingat
Utilization

Hazleton . A brief illustrated descrip a speed of 400 rev . per min . The

tion of the power plant of the com
" Electricity in a Modern Restau

weight of the revolving parts of tur

pany operating the subway and tubes bines and generator, amounting to rant," T. I. Jones . Tells of the many

useful and decorative uses to which

uniting New York with New Jersey . about 145,000 lb. , is borne on an oil

This plant consists of four medium- filled thrust bearing. electricity is put in one of New York's

sized 11,000 - volt turbo -alternators, Efficiency tests of four units under high-class restaurants. - Elec. Wid.

and is now operating about 140 cars , a head of 4200 ft . , or 0.8 of that for
“ Electricity in Puget Sound Dredg

as well as the lightingand ventilating which they are designed, showed the ing," A. E. Ranson. An illustrated

equipment. – St. Ry. Jour. following : description of the electrically operated

suction dredges used in the Puget" Power Plant of Merchants' Heat
Sound country, with some figures reMaximum efficiency .

and Light Company.” An account of
-a recently completed power plant at These load percentages are based garding their performance. - Elec.

Jour.

Indianapolis which is a good example on 14,000 h.p., which would be full

of up -to -date plant construction for a load for the present head. Upon com- " Ice Making and Steam Heating by

special case where the furnishing of pletion of the dam, the ultimate head Small Central Stations." A study of

heat forms an important part of the of 525 ft. will be attained. With this
the effort of a small ( 290 kw. ) cen

plant's output. - Elec. Rev. head at a full gate it is calculated that tral station in the Middle West to

each turbine can deliver 20,000 h.p. build up auxiliary business and keep

" The Johnsonville Hydro - electric
to the generator which it drives. -

up the load factor on its plant. Well

Development of thethe worked out, with full figures on in

Power Company," J. Liston . A de vestment and returns. - Elec. Wld.

scription of the water-power plant of
“ The Gas Turbine," A. W. H.

this company. It is interesting as a
Griepe . An illustrated description of “ The Heroult Electric Refining

fine example of up -to -date practice in
several types of gas turbines recently Furnace,” J. B , C. Kershaw. A brief

plants of a medium size (3600 kw. ) proposedhere and abroad , including description ofthe results of the first

and operating under a medium head
one devised by the writer. - Power. few months' operation of the steel re

( 35 ft . ) .-Gen . Elec. Rev. fining furnace of the United States

Theory Steel Corporation at South Chicago.

" Commutation ," F. W. Carter. An
The plant is employed in turning ordi

Prime Movers

other contribution to the somewhat
nary Bessemer steel into high -grade

" Elementary Theory of the Steam
voluminous series of mathematical

steel for rails , cat wheels and axles .

Turbine, ” W.E. Snow. The explana- treatment of commutation phenomena. The present capacity of the plant is

tion of the principles on which the de This discussion treats specially of the 170 tons per day. The quality of the
sign of the various types of turbines contact resistances and their part in output is said to be 20 per cent. better

is based is the subject of this instal the process. Good results are claimed mechanically than that of steel of the

ment of the serial. - Power. to have been produced in some cases same chemical composition produced

by filing the toe of the bench in such
by the ordinary open -hearth process.

“ Development of the Hydraulic a way as to serrate it , thus altering the
The power consumption is about 150

Turbine in America,” H. B. Taylor. local current density. - Elec. Wld .
kw-hr. per ton , and the cost of pro

duction is said to be less than that of
An interesting illustrated account of

the way in which the American tur- “ Static Strains in High - Tension
the old method .-Elec. Rec.

bine builders have brought their out- Circuits," P. H. Thomas. This is a

put up to its present stage of perfec- revision of the well-known paper de
Miscellaneous

tion. The coming of the high -head tur- livered before the American Institute “ Regulation of Percentage of Car

bine and the influence of design on of Electrical Engineers in 1902. bon Dioxide in Furnace Gases," E. A.

durability, particularly with respect to Elec . Jour. Barnes. Some practical points on the

erosion, are given special attention . determination of the proportion of the
Recently the turbine has been put to " Transmission Line Calculation ." above gas in the gases escaping from

work under head of more than 600 ft . , M. W. Franklin . Continues the pres- under a boiler, and the methods ofa

and the efficiency has been brought up entation of the calculation of the regulating it so as to secure the least

to over 90 per cent.--Eng. Mag. characteristics of transmission lines. combustion . — Gen. Elec . Rev.

-

Schenectady Power.
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3.21

.50

losses... 4.02

“ Liability for Injuries from Elec- In view of the resulting close annual given to surroundings, because very

trical Machinery," J. L. Brady. A cost of the two plants perhorse power , frequently the color decorations and

review of the trend of recent court de- the report concluded with the recom- tinting of the walls play an important

cisions as to responsibilty of railway part . For instance , a dark wall ab

and industrial companies where their ESTIMATED COST OF OPERATION, sorbs more, and consequently reflects
GAS-PLANT.

employees are injured. The usual un less light than a white one. On this

Fixed charges on plant, 14 per cent. of $ 57.50

certainty of American law in this re- (per horse-power)...
$ 9.45 account the personal experience and

Attendance per horse -power per year .

spect is well illustrated in the cases Oil, waste and supplies... judgment of the illuminating engineer
cited . -Elec. Wld. Coal, 2 lbs. per kw-hour , including stand -by have to be considered important fac

tors . Besides these varying condi
Total... $17.18

Comparative Estimated Costs of tions, there enters into consideration

Steam and Gas Engine Power mendation that the establishment in the source of energy that is available .

This, however, due to the developPlants
stall the steam plant on account of its

In a report upon the power situa- greater reliability and the more com
ment of the enclosed carbon arcs both

monexperience which it has enjoyed. circuits is not a seriousfactor, fortion in a large manufacturing plant ,
for direct- and alternating -current

recently made by Mr. F. W. Dean, of

Boston, the question of the relative
both types of lamps give good service.

Arc Lamp Illumination for Rail

first cost and running costs of steam
The following illustration shows

way Shops

and gas engine plants was worked out alternating-current installations at the.
For the illumination of railway Western of Alabama Railway Shops

with the following results :
shops and train sheds arc-lighting at Montgomery, Ala .:

ESTIMATED FIRST COST 1000-HP STEAM practice has practically settled on in- For the inside shop service a 772
PLANT.

door lamps, using approximately 5Engine and condenser, $20 per horse -power. $ 20,000 ampere, 110 - volt alternating -current
Foundations, $ 5.50 per horse -power.

5,500 amperes and 80 volts at the arc for lamp is used .lamp is used. This lamp is trimmedGenerators, $12 per horse -power . 12,000

Boilers, $7.50 per horse -power . 7,500 direct current, and 6 amperes and 70 with one solid and one cored carbon ,
Smoke flue, 75 cents per horse -power . 750

Chimney, $2.50 per horse-power . 2,500 volts at the arc for alternating cur- which remedies the unsteadiness re
Heater, $ 1 per horse -power...

1,000 rent. However , in some cases where sulting when two solid carbons are
Pumps, 50 cents per horse-power..
Buildings , $20 per horse -power... 20,000 operating conditions demand it, as in used. The installation is a typical

Total cost .. $69,750 low - studded ceilings and rooms with one, using the latest typesof the en

objects throwing heavy shadows, en- closed carbon arc lamp. These lamps

The cost per horse power is thus closed arc lamps give better distribu- have been in service for some time,

$ 69.50. The annual cost of operation tion and more even illumination with and burn witha regular trim of about

was figured as follows, assuming 310 a rating of 3 amperes and 80 volts at 100 hours. The layout of the system
clays of operation at nine hours per

500

day:

The fuel consumption was based

upon a steam plant consuming 1.75 lb.

of coal per hp-hr., with a steady load

during the hours of service .

The installation cost of a gas-pro

ducer electric plant consisting of two

300-kw . generators and engines , with

anthracite producers, was figured at

$ 67,500, which Mr. Dean considered

substantially equivalent to a plant of

1000 i.h.p. The gas engines were to
be of the horizontal , double -acting

type , and the generators were taken as

220-volt , 60 -cycle machines, with two

exciters included . The installation

cost was estimated as given below .

ESTIMATED FIRST COST 600 -KW GAS -ENGINE
PLANT.

Two gas engines . $ 21,000

Two 300 -kw generators .

Two exciter sets.

Two anthracite producers. 7,700

Freight and erection ..

Foundations.. 1.100 the arc for direct current , and 4 am- was very carefully planned by the il

Buildings.

Contingencies.. 4,300 peres and 75 volts at the arc for al- luminating engineers of the Western

ternating current . Electric Company, which company
Total... $ 67,500

The total fuel consumption was fig- ment foreconomical and efficient
The laying out of a lighting equip- also supplied the lamps and trans

formers.
ured at 1786 tons for the year at a

cost of $2.25 per ton in the locality careful attention . In every case the
operation on indoor service demands The other type of lamp which is

used for illuminating the train sheds
ANNUAL OPERATING fundamental fact of illuminating en- is a 6 -ampere, 110-volt series , alter

POWER, STEAM PLANT.

Fixed charges, 13 per cent. of $69.75 .
gineering comes up, namely, that the nating . This lamp when not in serv

Attendance
proper utilization of light is quite as ice stands cut out, so that when the

Oil , waste and supplies..

Fuel , 2,241 tons, at $ 2.75 per horse - power.. important as the production . lamp is switched on and the current

In order to determine the number of
Total... enters it a portion of the current is$ 19.19

lamps for the lighting of any given shunted through the starting resist

where the plant was situated. As
area, it is not only necessary to know ance , thereby energizing the series

with the steam plant , operation for the exact area, height of ceilings and magnets which open the path of cur

nine hours per day at steady load and objects to be illuminated, but con- rent through the starting resistance.

for 310 days per year was assumed. siderable attention should also be Since the entire current now passes

6.600

3.000
ILLUMINATED RAILWAY SHOPS .

3,800

20,000

COST PER HORSE

$9.07

3.21

.21

6.71
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SWITCH - COMBINA

TION TYPE.

SWITCH-PILLAR

TYPE.

through the series magnets, the car- Fig. 1 illustrates the standard type transfer the circuit without interrupt

bons are separated and the arc estab- employing petticoat insulator and Fig. ing or subjecting the switch to de
lished. When the voltage rises above 2 illustrates the pillar type for use in structive arcing.

normal the shunt magnet becomes switchboard construction or inside the The switch is a combined front and

more strongly energized , and by station. A further development of the back connected device and the lever

bringing the cut-out contacts into en- latter type of switch is shown in Fig. blades are provided with off -set ex

gagement short-circuits the arc . The 3 , which is a combination front and tensions, thus permitting them to be

winding of the shunt magnets is such back connected device. For use where

that by connecting the coils in series pipe framework construction is em

the lamp can be operated on 60 -cycle ployed the switch shown in Fig. 4 is

circuits, while by connecting the coils used and, as will be noted from the

in multiple the lamp can be operated

on 125-cycle circuits.

Fig. 5 — DISCONNECTING

High-Tension Disconnecting

Switches

Fig. 2 - DISCONNECTING

As central-station capacities in operated in the usual manner by means

crease additional precautions must be of an insulated pole or hook.

taken to guard against accidents The switches described above are

which will cause complete shut-downs,
illustration , is provided with suitable

being marketed by the Delta-Star

as continuity of service is of prime iron framework .
clamps and grips for attaching to the Electric Co. , Chicago, Ill . They are

importance. A practice which is rap made in various ampere capacities to

idly growing in favor is to place dis
While the standard types described

meet commercial conditions , and in all
above are usually employed, it fre

connecting switches in series with the voltage capacities up to 110,000 volts .

bus-bar side of high-tension oil
circuit- quently becomes necessary to design

breakers or switches so that in case it
special types of such dimensions that

becomes necessary to adjust or in- they willnot interfere with existing
apparatus, the physical arrangement of A Big Water-Power Plant For

spect the breaker mechanisms this can
which cannot be changed . A recent

Alabama

be accommplished without danger to The Alabama Power Company,
the operator. Another useful feature
is that should the oil -breaker prove

made up to a great extent of Alabama

capital, has camped its corps of men
defective or develop short -circuits

on the bank of the Coosa River, 50
within itself the trouble can be local

miles from Montgomery, to construct

ized by opening the disconnecting

switches.

the big dam , No. 12, that will furnish

the State with 50,000 h.p. in hydro

In high-tension lightning arrester electric drive . The

installations the use of disconnecting undertaking

switches is absolutely necessary , if it
promises great things for Alabama's

Fig. 3 — DISCONNECTING SWITCH - REAR CON
future manufacturing interests. The

utilizing of the great power of this

river supplied from a water shed of

requirement for combination high-ten- thousands of square miles in three

sion transfer and disconnecting States, has been an Alabama poten

switches in combination with choke tiality which has been wasted. The

coils was met by the design illustrated work is under way now , and the first

Fig. 1-DISCONNECTING SWITCH — STANDARD 50,000 -h.p. dam is only the beginning ,

The lower switch is of the single- for there are to be five more of the

pole , single-throw type and is arranged dams, supplying enough water-power

is desired to maintain the arresters in
to be connected in series with the light- to furnish all of Alabama with elec

operative condition . By locating the ning arresters , thus permitting the ar tric driving power .

switch between the line and arrester rester circuit to be opened for inspec

section a circuit can be opened and the

units being entirely disconnected can TI
The World's Petroleum Production

be safely cleaned, inspected and ad According to a German authority,

justed . the world's production of petroleum

Sectionalizing of high-tension bus in 1908 amounted to 38,052,233 tons.

bars is also most economically effected In 1907_35,032,235 tons were pro

by location of disconnecting switches
duced. There was thus a material in

Fig. 4 - DISCONNECTING SWITCH - PIPE

in the bus-bar compartments. Where crease . The production in tons for

the bus bars are carried through the two years , itemized by countries,

trenches of concrete or brickwork the tion and replacement of arrester is given below . The United States is

switches can be secured to the floor units . The upper element of the de- credited with an output about three

or side walls , as desired . vice consists of double -blade, single- times as great as that of any other

When it is desired to mount discon- pole, double-throw transfer switch , en- country :

necting switches on cross -arms abling connection to be made to either
Country .

poles the type employing petticoat in- the upper or lower contacts, as de

NECTED.

* 本
in Fig. 5 .

TYPE.

s
u

MOUNTED.

or

23,942.997 22,149,862

sulators should be used in order to sired .
Mexico.

secure a permanently high insulation The use of the choke coil is obvi
Russia . 8,291,526 8.247,795

factor. For such service the sup- ous and its location on the switch studs 1,116,946

porting base is made of iron and so effects an important saving in space.
1,754,022 1.175,974

treated that it will not be effected by By the use of a double set of lever
Japan .

weather conditions . blades and contacts it is possible to Germany. 141,900 106,379

1908 1907

United States.

Canada . 70,400

464,188

134,824

105,200

133.855

8.732Peru .

1,143.213Dutch India ,

Galicia .

Roumania

British India

1,147,727

672,938

276,124

1,129.097

579,346

268,129
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.

Legal Notes the same as to both companies. There bonds. The stock consists of $ 5,000,

An important decision was lately can be no recovery against an em- 000 in first preferred stock, $ 10,000,

made by the Reichsgericht ( Supreme ployer for an injury to an employee 000 in second preferred stock and

which he would not have sustained if The
Court ) of the German Empire regard

$ 25,000,000 in common stock.

ing the rights of American holders of he had not voluntarily and unneces- proceeds of the first million and a half

German patents. The patent laws of sarily used an appliance for a purpose dollars of the preferred stock sold

other than that for which he knew itGermany require that the holder of a will be used for the construction of a

to be intended .
patent must exercise the rights con

10,000 -kw . plant at Redondo, Cal . ,

ferred to an adequate extent within a and for constructing distributing lines

given time, or else lose the patent .
Financial and other betterments , as well as for

The treaty which went into force last According to the Wall Street Sum- the taking up of the outstanding in

year between the United States and
mary, there has recently been a great

debtedness of the Pacific Light and

Germany, as interpreted by the deci- improvement in the earnings of public
Power Company. Later, bonds to the

sion , frees American holders of Ger- utility companies . The comparison of
amount of $ 40,000,000 will be issued

man patents from the operation of this the earnings of 21 electric lighting to cover the bonded indebtedness of

law on the ground that as there is no and traction companies for January, the old company and to make exten

such clause in American patent law ,
sions .

1910, as compared with those for the

they are entitled to that privilege, as same month last year , shows average

the German holders of American increases as follows : gross , 13.19 per

Thepatents of course would be .
A Southern Road Abandons

cent. ; net, 19.2 per cent .
Single-Phase Operation

decision , while eminently impartial ,

liberal and broadminded , is naturally A number of plants in Idaho, Ore- After operating for nearly two

resented in Germany, where it is gon and Northern California , now years on a 6600-volt, alternating-cur

pointed out that a German owning owned by the Northwest Corpora- rent, single-phase system installed by

patents may evade the working clause tion and valued at $ 10,000,000, are to the General Electric Company, the

by assigning the patents to an Ameri- be taken over by the Electric Bond Washington , Baltimore & Annapolis

can .
and Share Company. Electric Railway has abandoned

single-phase operation for high-volt

In an action of the City of Milwau- The entire issue of first mortgage age direct current . The change,

kee against the Milwaukee Electric which involved new car equipment
5 per cent. bonds of the Southern

Railway & Light Company to compel Power Company, amounting to $ 3, throughout, as well as the installation

the latter to sprinkle between its
of the usual direct - current substations000,000, has been sold .

tracks and one foot outside the outer at Ardmore, Naval Academy Junc

rails , in compliance with an ordinance The following Michigan hydro -elec- tion ,Annapolis andin Baltimore, was

passed some years ago, the city won . accomplished without a hitch .
tric companies are to be merged with

The company will appeal the case to
the Commonwealth Power Company that the 60-ton single-phase cars were

The reason given for the change is

the Supreme Court .
of Jackson , Mich.:

The Grand too heavy to be operated on the under
Rapids - Muskegon ground trolley lines of Washington.

Judge Smith McPherson , sitting in Power Company, the Grand Rapids The new direct-current passenger rol
the United States Circuit Court of the

Edison Company, The Pontiac Light ling stock is equipped with four 140,
St. Louis district, handed down an

Company, the Flint Electric Company, h.p., 600-1200 -volt motors of the com
opinion March 4th, in the Wagner

the Bay City Traction & Electric

Electric Manufacturing Company's Company, the Bartlett Illuminating permanently connected in series , and
mutating pole type , with two motors

suit against the Century Electric Com
Company, and the Ausable electric

pany covering alleged infringement run directly through from the com
light plant. The title of the new con

of the Wagner single-phase motor pany's terminals in the heart of Bal
cern will be the Consumers' Power

patents; three patents were involved . timore to the Treasury Building in

The decision was favorable to the
Company, and will involve the in

Washington. The change is said to

crease of the stock of merging com
Wagner Company, every patent claim

have resulted in a decrease in the cur

in the suit being sustained. The de
pany from $ 7,500,000 to $ 12,000,000 rent consumption of 25 per cent . ,

cision calls for an injunction against
and the issuing of $ 35,000,000 of

which is largely due to the use of
bonds.

manufacture and sale , and an
lighter cars .

counting for damages and profits, and

appoints a master to take the testi
A foreclosure sale of the property

of the Third Avenue Railroad Com Examination For Assistant
mony of the accounting.

Application was made by the Cen- pany took place at the county court
Physicist

house in New York . There was but
tury Company to suspend the injunc

The United States Civil Service

tion pending an appeal to the United one bidder, namely, the Reorganiza- Commission announces that an

States Court of Appeals.
tion Committee, representing the amination will be held on April 20,

holders of the $ 37,560,000 mortgage 1910 , to secure eligibles for positions

When two companies engaged in
bonds issued in 1900 . The entire of laboratory assistant ( in physics)

enterprises calling for the use of wires
physical property was bid in at $ 26 ,- and assistant physicist in the Bureau

to carry electricity arrange for the 000,000. This sale wipes out the stock of Standards, Department of Com

joint use of a pole to sustain them ,
of Third Avenue, so far as any legal merce and Labor , at salaries varying

each company, the Supreme Court of standing is concerned.
from $ 900 to $ 1,200 per annum for

Ohio holds, in Cincinnati Gas and laboratory assistant and from $ 1,400

Electric Company vs. Archdeacon , is , The Pacific Light and Power Cor- to $ 1,800 per annum for assistant

with respect to such use , charged with poration has been formed at Los An- physicist.

the same duty toward employees of geles, Cal . , with a capitalization of,
The duties in connection with these

the other as to its own , and the cor- $ 40,000,000 , to take over the proper- positions are similar to those of as

relative duty of the employees to ex- ties of the Pacific Light and Power sistants in the physical laboratories of

ercise due care for their own safety is Company, subject to outstanding scientific and technical institutions.

ac

ex
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Business Notes
a Westinghouse-Leblanc condenser Hunt, Mirk & Co. , of San Fran

The well-known firm of Pierson ,
which maintains a vacuum of about cisco, Pacific Coast agents for the

Roeding & Company, of San Fran
28 in . The generating apparatus WestinghouseWestinghouse Machine Company,

cisco, Seattle and Los Angeles, has
driven by the low -pressure turbine is have sold the largest Westinghouse

been appointed sales agent for the Pa

a 940 -kw . ampere , turbine-type alter- Parsons turbo -generator in this coun

cific Coast of the Electric Storage nator,

nator, furnishing three-phase, 60- try to the Southern California Edison

Battery Company, of Philadelphia. cycle current at 600 volts .
Company. It will be installed in a

new power station , which is to be

The United States Brake Shoe

The Citizens Railway & Light erected at one of the ocean beaches

Company has located its general of

Company, at Muscatine, Iowa, has re- contiguous to Los Angeles . The con

fices at 431 White Building, Buffalo ,

cently added a 750-kw . Westinghouse tract calls for a 12,500 -kw . machine

N. Y. , to which address all communi

turbo-generator set for its local light with 75 per cent. overload capacity.

cations should be sent.

power and railway service . A rotary

converter set makes available direct Among the Associations

Mr. Walter B. Snow , publicity en

current for the latter purposes. The The annual convention of the

condensing system is of the Leblanc

gineer, 170 Summer Street, Boston, jet type , manufactured by the West

Michigan Electric Association will be

Mass., announces that his office facili- inghouse Machine Company, East

held at Port Huron , August 16th ,

ties have been more than doubled by Pittsburg, Pa.

17th and 18th .

removal to more commodious quart

ers, in the same building ; also that

The American Association of Elec

The Ball & Wood Company has re

Mr. Benjamin Baker, A. B., formerlyceived an order from the Maryland

tric Motor Manufacturers will hold

of The Boston Transcript , and late

its next annual convention at Hot

Steel Company for its Sparrow Point

editor of TheNavy, and Mr. Herbert plant for two 750-kw. Rateau -Smoot

Springs, Va., May 18.

M. Wilcox, S. B., chemical engineer, low -pressure turbines and 250-volt

experienced in various industries,

The officers of the Westinghouse

have been added to his staff.

generators, to be operated on exhaust

steam from blowing engines .

Electric Manufacturing Co. and the

National Electric Light Association

F. S. Pearson & Co. have recently In connection with its low-pressure

held a “Get-together ” meeting in

shipped to Brazil 800 American -made

Pittsburg on March 2d . Approxi

steam-turbine generating equipment, mately 150men interested in central
arc-lamp poles for use in Rio de Ja- the Maryland Steel Company has just station development were present.
neiro. The poles are of the New installed a Westinghouse -Leblanc No.

York Edison " Broadway" type made 18 condenser at its Sparrows Point,

The meeting was addressed by Mr.

by the J. L. Mott Iron Works , and

Frank W. Frueauff, President of the

Md., plant . Direct current at 250

were purchased in competition with volts is supplied by the low -pressure

National Electric Light Association ,

German manufacturers whose prices , turbine generating set , which is op

Mr. Henry L. Doherty, Mr. T. C.

it is understood, were lower. The su

Martin and Mr. H. H. Scott , Chair

erated as an auxiliary to Westing

perior quality of the Mott poles, how- house engine-driven equipment, ef

man of the National Electric Light

ever, obtained the order. fecting a considerable addition to the

Association Membership Committee.

plant output without requiring addi

Miami Copper Co. have added to tional steam -generating apparatus .

The sales department of the Edison

their Globe plant three 15-ton and one

Electric Illuminating Company of

Brooklyn enjoyed their annual dinner

5-ton Northern cranes, electric and The Buffalo Foundry & Machine

hand power, made by the Northern Company, Buffalo, N. Y., are about

on Saturday evening, March 19th , at

the Hof Brau Haus, Brooklyn. About

Engineering Works, Detroit.
to spend $ 200,000 in building and

equipping a large, new machine shop. elaborate andvery satisfactory menu.

fifty guests sat down and discussed an

The Locke. Insulator & Manufac- This company is about to take up sev Mr. T. I. Jones , general sales agent,

turing Company, Victor, N. Y. , has
eral other lines of manufacture in ad acted as toastmaster, and the guests

purchased the plant and business of
dition to those they are already in , of the department were the officers of

the Lima Insulator Company, Lima,
and will also continue to make a spe the company - Messrs. W. W. Free

N. Y. The factory at Lima will be cialty of general jobbing machine man , vice -president; W. F. Wells,

maintained , which will give the Locke
work . general superintendent; P. R. Atkin

Insulator Manufacturing Company
son , treasurer ; J. H. Evans, secretary ,

four additional kilns.
The Standard Electric Lamp Com and R. D. Rubright , auditor. Inter

pany, of Newark, N. J. , manufac esting addresses were delivered by all

The Robins Conveying Belt Com
turers of the " Shamrock " and "New

of these gentlemen .

pany, of New York , have removed
ark" incandescent lamps , announce

their executive offices and sales , en
they are rapidly rebuilding their fac Reports from the secretary of the

gineering and purchasing depart
tory which was recently destroyed by exhibition committee of the National

ments to the quarters formerly occu
fire, and that they will soon be in a Electric Light Association indicate

pied by them in the Park Row Build- position to make lamp deliveries . that exhibition space for the ap

ing. The business heretofore carried on

proaching convention of the associa

tion has been taken up more rapidly

by the Eastern Carbon Works, Jersey

A 750-kw . low -pressure Westing City , N. J. , will be conducted by the
than in previous years. With the ex

house steam turbine is being added to
National Carbon Company, of Cleve

ception of perhaps a dozen sections,

the power plant of the Corr Manu
land. The Jersey City works will be

the available space has been all sub

facturing Company, East Taunton , scribed for.
known as the Eastern Branch of the

Mass ., to utilize the exhaust of Cor

liss reciprocating engines. The steam

National Carbon Company. The National Electric Contractors'

supplied the turbine is at nearly the The Jenney Electric Mfg. Com- Association will get together for the

pressure of the atmosphere, 15 lb. ab- pany, formerly of Indianapolis, Ind ., tenth time at Atlantic City on July

solute , and the turbine is served by has removed to Anderson , Ind. 2oth .
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way circles .

Personals Mr. Joseph Damond Whittemore
Obituary

Mr. W. S. Heger, manager of the recently resigned from the construc Mr. Eugene I. Crawford, who two

Los Angeles office of the Allis-Chal- tion department of the General Elec weeks ago was appointed general su
mers Company, has taken over the tric Company, at Boston , to engage in perintendent of the northwest division

management of the company's San industrial engineering work for the of the Chicago Railways Company,

Francisco office in place of Mr. R. B.
Rochester Railway Company. died on March 14th at his residence

Elder, who has resigned . Mr. Heger in Chicago, aged 57 years .

was for many years Pacific Coast Mr. C. L. Demuralt, of New York

manager for the Westinghouse Elec- City, who has an international reputa

tric & Mfg. Company, and later as- tion as an engineer, has been appoint- Mr. James J. Mahoney, long con

sistant to the president of the Allis

Chalmers Company.

ed professor of electrical engineering nected with the engineering and sales

of the University of Michigan . Mr. department of the General Electric

Demuralt is at present engaged in
Company, died March 19th at Hol

It is announced that Mr. F. X. connection with the transmission of yoke, Mass., of acute Brights disease,

Cleary has been appointed advertising
electrical current from Niagara Falls in the 48th year of his age . He had

to Hamilton and Toronto , Ont. Hemanager of the Western Electric Com
been with the company since 1888,

pany. Mr. Cleary has been with the has been more than once employed and was especially well known in rail

Western Electric Company for about by the United States Government as

twenty years , and has held important consulting engineer.

positions connected with the execu

tion of sales campaigns for the com
Mr. Thomas J. Cushing, of tie en

Mr. H. G. Glass , recently with the

pany.

electrical department of the H. W. gineering staff of the Western Elec

Under Mr. Cleary's direction the Johns -Manville Company, at Pitts
tric Company, died at his home in

advertising of the Western Electric burg, has recently accepted a position
New York, aged 37.

Company, which has been so suc- in the industrial and power sales de

cessful in the past , will be conducted partment of the Westinghouse Elec Mr. Philip E. Elivier , superinten
and extended along the same general tric & Mfg. Company. He will act dent of the electrical department of

lines .
as a sort of a special agent , devoting the Superior Water, Light & Power

his time to the promotion of co- Company, Superior, Wis ., died of

Mr. C. E. Hubbard , heretofore sec
operation between the central station cancer at his home in that city .
and the manufacturer in building up

retary to the general manager, and

purchasing and claim agent of the
day loads . His long experience in

Farmington Street Railway Com
the central- station field and his wide Mr. Frank J. Campbell, president

pany, of Hartford , Conn . , has been
acquaintance with central -station re and secretary of the Nevada -Cali

appointed purchasing agent of the
quirements well fit him for his new fornia Power Company, died in Den

duties.

Mahoning & Shenango Railway ,
ver, March 6th , after a short illness,

Light & Power Company, with head from pneumonia . He was 55 years

quarters at Youngstown, Ohio. Mr. L. H. Conklin , recently gen old , and one of the pioneer electrical
eral manager of the Scranton Elec- men in the West.

tric Company, at Scranton , Pa . , has

Mr. J. C. Elberson recently re been engaged by J. G. White & Com
signed as chief engineer of the Phila Mr. Gardner C. Sims, president of

delphia & Western Railway Company
pany as an engineer in its operating

the Harris Steam Engine Company,
department.

to accept the position of engineer of Providence, R. I. , died of Brights dis

the sales department of the Electric ease , at his home in that city, in his

Storage Battery Company, of Phila
Mr. C. A. Greenidge, lately gen- 65th year. Mr. Sims was one of the

delphia.
eral manager of the electric depart designers of the well-known Arming

ment of the Utica Gas & Electric ton Sims high -speed steam engines ,

Company, has also joined the engi- and had done considerable engineer

Mr. A. D. Miller, heretofore local neering staff of the operating departneering staff of the operating depart- ing work for the United States Gov

manager and superintendent of the ment of J. G. White & Company. ernment.

Reno Traction Company, of Reno ,

Nev. , has been appointed manager of Mr. Miles V. Stewart. formerly

the Central California Traction Com commercial engineer with the General Mr. John Heathcote , treasurer of

pany, with headquarters at Stockton, Electric Company, of Schenectady , the Russell Electric Manufacturing
Cal .

N. Y. , has been appointed chief en
Company, of Providence, R. I. , died

gineer for the Mexican General Elec at his home in that city on March

Mr. Walter McFarland, for some
14th . Mr. Heathcote was 77 yearstric Company, Mexico City , Mexico.

of age , having been born in 1833 in

eleven years vice -president of the Manchester, England. He has re

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Com- Mr. Robert Kann, consulting chem

ist to the Raritan Paper Works , Perth
sided in this country since 1842 .

pany, has resigned to go with the Bab

cock & Wilcox Company. Mr. Mc- Amboy, N. J. , has opened at 24 Cliff

Farland was in charge of the West- Street, New York City , a commercial Mr. Lazarus F. Minzesheimer, for

inghouse Company's large contracts, laboratory, making a specialty of 19 years general attorney for the Chi

as well as the advisory head of all the metallurgical analysis and research . cago City Railway Company, died on

co -operative movements of the com March 2, following an operation. Mr.
pany with the associated Westing- The Harvard Electric Company, Minzesheimer wasborn in New York

house Companies, involving litera- Chicago, Ill . , has issued a new cata- on July 5 , 1861 . He was formerly

ture , advertising and exhibition work . logue, known as No. 20 , which is de- connected with the city attorney's of

He has also been a frequent and val- scriptive of a part of the many elec- fice, from which he was appointed at

ued contributor to the technical press . trical necessities made by them, torney for the City Railway.
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Trade Publications Trumbull Cheer, the house organ of The recent publishing output of the

" Power from Coal” is the title of

the Trumbull Electric Mfg. Co. , Western Electric Company includes

a convincing little pamphlet_neatly Plainville, Conn. , has its usual quota bulletins No. 1110 on “Telephone and

gotten up by the Electrical Testing of wit, wisdom and information in the Signaling Apparatus for Mines,” No.

Laboratories of New York. March issue. 5111 describing the Hawthorne type

“ LL " direct -driven ,direct-driven, direct- current

The Crane Company, Chicago, de
The latest booklet of the Fort

generators and balancing sets , and

No. 5360 on Hawthorne small power

vote the most of the latest issue of Wayne Engineering & Mfg. Company

The Valve World to their newly
tells of the Paul electric pump for

motors of from 1/30 to 14 h.p., both

Thealternating and direct current.
housed San Francisco branch. house service which was described in

our last issue.

company has also issued handy-sized

circulars and booklets devoted to

Bulletin No. 17 of the Pawling &
some of its many kinds of detail ap

Hornischfeger Company, Milwaukee, The latest of the always cleverly paratus , including the Western Elec
describes the small electric hoists , I- gotten up booklets of the Pacific Elec tric interphone , cord circuit keys ,

beam trolleys and chain -block travel- tric Heating Company, Chicago, sets Hawthorne fan motors, condulets,

ing cranes that are this company's
forth the superior points of the com- flaming are lamps, " Improved Blue

widely known specialties .
pany's line of electric irons , giving Bell” batteries and " Mazdaliers.”

tests to prove the claims made for In connection with the lighting sub

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
them . ject , an attractive bulletin entitled

Company has issued “ Ad. Book No.
“ How to Figure Illumination ,” which

13" of its series of pointer-pamphlets The Jeffrey Mfg. Company, Co- enables anyone, even those with no

on up -to -date advertising for central lumbus, Ohio, has issued booklets knowledge of illuminating engineer

stations. This issue deals mostly with Nos. 35 and 36, describing the latest ing, to compute the amount of light

getting household business . forms of its rubber belt and spiral required for lighting any space, has
conveyers and their necessary acces- been recently placed in circulation by

The Cutler -Hammer Mfg. Com- sories . the company.

pany, Milwaukee , in a recently issued

folder, tells all about the many in

teresting features of its line of lifting York, has published a pamphlet de

The Duplex Metals Company, New The Garner Ventilating Company.
of New York , has distributed leaflets

magnets . scribing its home office and mills , and showing its No. 2 mechanical ventila

giving particulars of the process of
tors .

Mathias Klein & Sons, of Chicago, making the copper-clad steel wire
who make the “Goehst" wire and in

that is the company's principal output .
The

sulation cutting pliers, have issued a

Doubleday - Hill Company,

handsome folder telling of the merits

Pittsburg, Pa . , has issued a 775-page

of this time-saving device for wire- The Pittsburg Transformer Com
supply catalogue which covers the nu

merous lines of electrical apparatus

men ,
pany has issued bulletin No. 1100, de

scribing its new line of transformer
that the company handles .

The line of "Graphoil” lubricating fuse blocks , and also bulletin No.

devices turned out by the Graphoil 1102, descriptive of the bell -ringing
From the General Electric Com

Lubricator Sales Company, New transformer for furnishing low-volt- pany have come recent bulletins cov

York , is fully described in a neat age alternating current for operating ering the following subjects:

folder that the company has recently
bells , buzzers, annunciators and No. 4716 — Thomson Alternating

sent out. The saving of lost power
alarms and permitting the usual bat

and Direct-Current Watthour Meters

and reduction of oil consumption are tery to be dispensed with .
with Repayment Attachments.

among the chief advantages claimed
No. 4717–G. I. Flame Arc Lamps.

for these lubricators.
No. 4719-Fan Motors and Small

The Kinney Mfg. Company, Bos
Power Motors .

ton , has out a leaflet giving general

The March issue of The Glower, data on its line of positive -pressure

No. 4720 — Steam and Air Flow

the monthly of the Nernst Lamp
Meters .

power pumps, including prices and

Company, Pittsburg, Pa. , sets forth
No. 4721 - Thomson Direct-Cur

other details .

the latest improvements of the Nernst

rent Watthour Meters.

lamp, and also an affecting obituary
No. 4722—Electric Drive in Ce

notice of " A. Tungsten Lamp."

A '' ell -arranged book filled with ment Plants .

interrajno information is catalogue

The Pettingell-Andrews Company,
No. 39 of the Chain Belt Company, The Sunbeam Incandescent Lamp

of Boston, has, along with other in
Milwaukee, telling about its Company, Chicago , Ill . , has issued a

formation, a brief sketch , with por
chain -belt concrete mixers and other booklet describing methods for deter

trait , of Volta in the March issue of
concrete-handling devices. mining illumination by means of in

its house organ , Juice.
candescent lamps and prismatic re

The last issue of the Emerson flectors.

C. W. Hunt Company, New York , Monthly, the house organ of the

has just issued well-illustrated Emerson Electric Mfg. Company, St. The Robbins & Myers Company,

handy - size pamphlet, No. 101 , re
Louis, is devoted to small motors, Springfield , Ohio , has sent out a bul

counting the innumerable to fans and washing machines. letin giving complete information

which the Hunt “ Industrial" Railway
concerning all types of fans for resi

is being put. It also gives complete Gisholt Machine Company, of dence, office and hotel service. The

description of the tracks , track spe- Madison , Wis . , has issued another motors of these fans are designed for

cials , cars and locomotives that are leaflet showing the furnishing of operation at all standard voltages and

made by this firm for industrial pur- steam turbine discs on its 42 -in . verti- frequency, and for direct and alterna

poses. cal boring mill. ting current.

new

a

uses
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YOUR MONEY BACK

If we cannot give you better qualities of carbons for your arc lamps , flaming lamps ,

and moving picture machines than any other carbon producer in the

world and at less cost to you ..

Columbia Carbons Are Best

FREE SAMPLES FOR TEST IN ANY STYLE OF LAMP

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, CLEVELAND, OHIO

$$in use

Over Rolled

50,000 from

miles Best Quality

Steel

V

CONTINUOUS JOINT WEBER JOINT WOLHAUPTER JOINT

Catalogs at Agencies

Baltimore, Md. Pittsburg, Pa.

Boston, Mass. Portland, Oregon

Chicago, III. San Francisco , Cal .

GENERAL OFFICES : Denver , Colo . St. Louis, Mo.

New York , NY. Troy, N. Y.

29 West 34th Street, New York City

Makers of Base Supported Rail Joints for Standard and Special Rail
London , E.C., Eng Montreal , Can.

Sections, also Girder, Step orCompromise, Frog and Switch , and Insulat HIGHEST AWARDS : Paris, 1900 ;

ing Rail Joints, protected by Patents. Buffalo , 1901 ; St Louis, 1904 .

The Rail Joint Company

CONTINUOUS GIRDER

Series Incandescent

Street Lighting

The fixture illustrated is one of several

designs now being placed on the market by

the General Electric Company. It has many

points of superiority over former designs in

that it embodies features not found in any

other types:

It is made up of few parts. [་ ”

Can be furnished for open or concealed wiring .

Arm is made of 1 1/4 in. pipe.

The Insulator and Receptacle are a unit.

The Insulator forms a support for the Reflector.

Central Station men will find this fixture an improvement over other types as repair part item is

reduced to a minimum.

In addition to the above, the General Electric Company is the pioneer in the manufacture of Constant

Current Transformers and Panel Boards for the complete system .

2265

General Electric Company
New York Office :

30 Church Street

Principal Office

SCHENECTADY, N. Y.

Sales Offices in

All Large Cities
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COLONIAL

ILLUMINATING COMPANY

CONSULTING ENGINEERS

INCORPORATED 1910 : $150,000.00

ROBERT C. FINCH , PRESIDENT

MARBRIDGE BLDG., 1328 BROADWAY1146-8

LONG DISTANCE PHONE MURRAY HILL 4023

NEW YORK, N. Y.

Electric Light Plants Bought, Sold , Re

built , Repaired and Money Loaned on Same.
1

Office, Hotel, Store on Rental Basis with

Tungsten Lamps. Special Fixtures Designed.

Write for details and special information .

How to Make More Money-Easy.

Managers of Electric Light Plants , Send for

Special Information-Tungsten Lamps, etc.

Will Increase Earning Power " Net"

of Electric Light Plants 10 to 40 per cent ..

Illumination Experts-Electric Bills Re

duced 25 to 70 per cent—and more light .

Contracts Made-Anything Electrical .

U. S. Jobbers Mazda Lamps.

English , French. German Tungesten Lamps specified, on order.
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WESTINGHOUSE

WESTINGHOUSE

FAN MOTORS

FOR ALTERNATING CURRENT

WESTINGHOUSE

FAN MOTORS

FOR

DIRECT

CURRENT

1910

FAN MOTORS

1910

Your imprint

on these booklets

places your name before the public in the

best possible company-

Westinghouse Electric Fans
aIt is good business policy to handle a single

line of fans that embraces every type and

all sizes, for alternating and direct-current

service , like the Westinghouse

The Fans with a Guarantee

Ask our nearest office for samples of literature ,

and proposition to dealers and Central Stations.

Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Co.
Atlanta Buffalo Cleveland Kansas City New Orleans Pittsburg San Francisco
Baltimoro Chicago Denver Los Angeles New York St. Louis Seattle
Boston

Cincinnati Detroit Philadelphia Salt Lake City

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg . Co., of Texas, Dallas and El Paso , Texas

Canada : Canadiao Westinghouse Co., Ltd. , Hamilton , Ont. Mexico : G. & O. Braniff & Co., City of Mexico
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Classified Directory of

Manufacturers

TRADE MARK

SUL
ATE

D W
I
R
E & C

FERGABLERE

CRESCENT

RUBBER-INSULATED

WIRES AND CABLES

NATIONAL CODE STANDARD

Main Office and Factory : TRENTON, N. J.

TREN
N.
J.
OD

ATLANTIC INSULATED WIRE & CABLE CO.

WIRES Α Ν Ο
CABLES.

FOR SUBMARINE , AERLAL ,

AND INTERIOR USE

UNDERGROUND

120 LIBERTY STREETFACTORY

STAMFORD ,

CONN NEW YORK CITY .

OUTLET

STEEL JONCTION BOXESSWITCH

CONDUIT BUSHINGS

PATENTEES AND MANUFACTURERS

THE BOSSERT ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION CO., UTICA, N.Y.

BOSTON INSULATED WIRE AND CABLE CO.CABLE

ADJUSTERS

Morse, Frank W., Boston , Mass.

AIR AND GAS COMPRESSORS

Allis -Chalmers Co., Milwaukee.

American Air Compressor Works, N. Y.

Blake Mfg. Co. , Geo . F., New York.

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago.

Clayton Air Compressor Works, N. Y.

Curtis & Co., Mfg . Co., St. Louis .

Dean Bros. Steam Pump Wks. , Indian .

apolis.

Emerson Elec. Mfg . Co., St. Louis, Mo.

Hall Steam Pump Co., Pittsburg

Ingersoll -Rand Co., New York .

Knowles Steam Pump Works, NewYork

Laidlaw -Dunn -Gordon Co. , New York .

McGowan Co., John H. , Cincinnati.

National Brake & Elec . Co., Milwaukee .

Norwalk Iron Works, Norwalk , Conn

Platt Iron Works Co., Dayton

Providence Engine Works, Providence

Snow Steam Pump Works, New York .

Sullivan Machinery Co., Chicago

Worthington, Henry R. , New York.

ALTERNATORS

Allis -Chalmers Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

Crocker -Wheeler Co., Ampere, N. J.

Fort Wayne Elec. Works, Indianapolis .

General Electric Co., Schenectady ,N. Y.

National Brake & Elec. Co., Milwaukoo

Wesco Supply Co., St. Louis

Western Electric Co., Chicago

Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg . Co., Pitto.

burg

ANCHORS (GUY)

Holden Anchor Co.,Des Moines, Ia .

Matthews & Bro ., W. N. , St. Louis, Mo

ANNUNCLATORS

Central Electric Co., Chicago , IU.

Doubleday -Hill Electric Co., Pittsburg .

Electric Appliance Co., Chicago.

Haines, J. Allen, loc., Chicago.

Manhattan Elec. Supply Co., Now York

Ostrander & Co., W.R., Chicago.

Van Dorn - Elliott Elec. Co., Cleveland

Wesco Supply Co., St. Louis.

Western Electric Co., Chicago

ATTACHMENT PLUGS

Hubbell, Harvey , Bridgeport, Conn .

BATTERIES - PRIMARY

Bunnell & Co., J. H., New York.

Burnley Battery & Mfg . Co., Painesville

Ohio .

Central ElectricCo., Chicago

Doubleday.Hill Elec. Co., Pittsburg:
Eastern Carbon Works, Jersey City, N.J.

EdisonMfg. Co., New York .

Elec. Motor & Equipment Co., Newark

N. J

French Battery Co., Madison, Wis.

Gordon Battery Co New York.

Lawrence Elec . Co., F. D. , Cincinnati, O.

Leclanche Battery Co., New York .

Manhattan Electrical Supply Co., Chi .

cago.

Waterbury Battery Co., Waterbury.

Conn .

Wesco Supply Co. , St. Louis, Mo

Western Electric Co., Chicago .

BATTERIES - STORAGE

American Battery Co.,Chicago .

Doubleday-Hill Electric Co., Pittsburg .

Electric Storage Battery Co. Philadel.

phia .

General Storage Battery Co., New York.

Gould Storage Battery Co., Now York .

National Battery Co., Buffalo , N. Y.

Railway Safety Service Co., Springfield ,
Mass.

Universal Electri : Storage Battery Co.,

Chicago.

WillardStorage Battery Co., Clovdaod.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Rubber - Covered Wires and Cables
NATIONAL CODE STANDARD

Office and Works: 182-186 Freeport St., Dorchester District, BOSTON , MASS.

Armour Institute of Technology

Chicago , Illinois

Courses in Electrical, Mechanical , Civil,

Chemical and Fire Protection Engineering, and

Architecture. Completely equipped labora.

tories in all departments.

Year Book sent on application .

The Military College of the

State of Vermont.

Courses leading to Bachelor's Degree, Arts,

Science and Literature, Chemistry, Civil En.

gineering.

Military Instruction , practice and discipline

for all students.

Adequate equipment for instruction in Hy.
draulics and in Electricity.

NORWICH UNIVERSITY, Northfield, Vt.

.
Clarkson School of Technology

Thomas S. Clarkson Memorial, Potsdam , N. Y.
Organized under charter of the University of

the State of New York. Courses leading to
degrees of Bachelor of Science in Chemical,

Civil , Electrical and Mechanical Engineering,
comprising four years of thorough training and

resident college work in theoryand practice of
engineering. The Clarkson Bulletin , pub

lished quarterly , mailed on application .

WM. S. ALDRICH , Director.

TUFTS COLLEGE

Department of Engineering

Civil, Mechanical, Electrical and Chemical Engineering

New Laboratories and Excellent Equipment.

Beautiful site within four miles ofBoston.

Preparatory Department for students who have

hadengineering practice, but insufficient prep
arationfor college work

For information concerning coursesand positions of

graduates,address Prof. GARDNER C. ANTHONY, Dean .

TUFTS COLLEGE, P. O.,Mass.
E
S
T
A
B
L
I
S
H
E
D

STABLIS

LEWIS INSTITUTE, Chicago, Ill.

Four -year course leading to degree of Bachelor of

Science in Mecl:anical Engineering . While the course

is planned with special reference to mechanical engi

neering , much tinie is devoted to electrical work , and

such attention is given to engineering chemistry , civil

engineering and general subjects as to graduate men

with broad, fundamental training along engineering

lincs . Cataogue en application .

Rensselaer

Polytechnic

Institute ,

Troy, N.Y.

A

S
C
H
O
O
L OF

ENGINEERING,

Local examinations provided for. Sond for a catalogue
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Fan and Blower

REGULATORS

For the control of motor

driven fans and blowers we

have standardized a com

prehensive line of apparatus

ranging from one-sixth H.P.

speed regulators, upwards .

Controllers can be furnished

either for manual or for

automatic operation. For

the control of blowers used

in connection with auto

matic stokers we can furnish

a controller that will regu

late the speed of the fan

according to the boiler press

ure . Bulletins on request.

Joulded Directory ofManufacturer Candid

BELLS

Central Electric Co., Chicago.

Manhattan Electrical Supply Co., New

York and Chicago .

Ostrander & Co., W. R. , New York

Wosco Supply Co., St. Louis.
Wostern Electric Co., Chicago .

BELT DRESSING

Cling Surfaco Mfg. Co., Buffalo

Dixon Cruciblo Co., Jos., Jersey City, N. J.
BELTING

Boston Bolting Co., Boston .

Eureka Firo Hose Co., New York .

Jofrey Mtg. Co., Columbus, O.

Link -Belt Engineering Co., Philadelphia .

Pittsburg Gage& Supply Co., Pittsburg.

| Robins Conveying Belt Co. New York

LOWERS

Allis- Chalmers Co., Milwaukee .

American Blower Co., Detroit.

American Gas Furnace Co., New York .

Buffalo Forge Co., Buffalo .

Chicago Plexible Shaft Co., Chicago.

Crocker -Wheeler Co., Ampere, N. J.

Dean Bros. Steam Pump Works, Indian .

apolis.

Green Fuel Economizer Co., Matteawan ,

N. Y.

Platt Iron Works,Dayton, O.

Smith, J D. , Fdy.Supply Co., Cleveland,

Sprague Electric Co., New York .

Sturtevant Co., B. F. , Hyde Park , Mass.

BI UE PRINT MACHINERY

Buckeye Engine Co., Salem , O.

Keuffel & Esser Co., New York .

Kolesch & Co... New York

Resolute Machine Co., New York

Tagenhorst & Co., J. H. , Pittsburg.

BOILERS

Atlantic Works, East Boston , Mass.

Babcock & Wilcox Co., NewYork.

Harrison Safety Boiler Works, Phila.

HeineSafety Boiler Co., St. Louis.

Platt Iron Works, Dayton, O.

Ritor- Conley Mfg:Co.,Pittsburg:
Robb -Mumford Boiler Co., South Pram .

ingham , Mass.

Struthers -Wells Co., Warren , Pa.

Walsh's Holyoke Steam Boiler Co.,

Holyoke, Mass.

Wetherill & Co., Robt., Chester, Pa.

BOXES JUNCTION

BossertElectric Construction Co., Utica .

D. & W. Fuse Co., Providence, R. I.

Steel City Electric Co., Pittsburgh

BOXES - OUTLET

Bonert Electric Const. Co., Utica , N. Y.

Steel City Electric Co., Pittsburgh

BRUSHES - CARBON

Central Electric Co., Chicago.

Eastern Carbon Works,Jersey City, N. J

Holmos Fibre-Graphite Mig. Co., Ger .
mantown , Pa .

Le Valley Carbon Brush Co., New York .

National Carbon Co., Cleveland.

Speor Carbra Co., St. Mary's, Pa.

Western Electric Co., Chicago .

BUSHINGS-OUTLET

Steel CityElectric Co. , Pittsburgh

CABLE HANGERS

Barton & Co.. Jas. S. , New York

Bissell Co., F. Toledo , O.

Standard Underground Cable Co. , Pitts

burg :

Ste al City Electric Co., Pittsburg.

Wesco Supply Co., St. Louis, Mo

Western Electric Co., Chicago.

CABLE JOINTS

Dossert & Co. , Inc., New York

CARBONS

Central Electric Co., Chicago .

Eastern Carbon Works, Jersey City , N. J

Nations Carbon Co., Cleveland.

Reisinger , Hugo , New York.

Speer Carbon Co., St. Marys, Pa .

Wosco Supply Co. , St. Louis.

CASTINGS

Amorican Steel Foundries , Chicago.

Alton Machine Co., New York.

Classifed Directory of Manufacturers - Comi'd

Lankenheimer Co. Cincinnati.

Now England Butt Co. Providence, R.I.

Phosphor -Bronze Smelting Co., Ltd.,

Philadelphia .

CHAINS FOR ARC LAMPS

Oneida Community. Ltd., Oneida, N. Y

CIRCUIT BREAKERS

Cutler -Hammer Mfg . Co., Milwaukee .

Cutter Electrical Mig . Co., Philadelphia

Doubleday -Hill ElectricCo., Pittsburg.

Fort Wayne ElectricWorks, Fort Wayne,
Indiana

General Electric Co., Schenectady,N. Y.

Hartman Circuit Breaker Co., Mans

field , Ohio .

La Roche Co., F. A. , New York.

Sundh Electric Co., New York .

Switchboard Equip .Co., Bethlehem , Pa
Ward Leonard Electric Co., Bronxville ,

N. Y.

Wesco Supply Co., St. Louis.

Western Electric Co., Chicago .

Westinghouso Electric & Mig. Co. Pitts

burg .

CLAMPS - CABLE

Matthews, W. N. , & Bros., St. Louis .

CLEATS

Blake Signal & Mfg. Co., Boston, Maus.

Imperial Porcelain Works, Trenton, N. J.

Pass & Seymour,Inc., Solvay , N. Y.

Sears ,Henry D. , Boston .

CLIMBERS

Klein & Co., Mathias, Chicago.

CLUSTERS

Benjamin Elec. Mfg. Co., Chicago

Hubbel, Harvey.Bridgeport, Conn .
COAL AND ASH -HANDLING MACHIN.

ERY

Brown Hoisting Machinery Co.

land

Case Mfg . Co.,Columbus, O.

Hunt Co., C. W., New York.

Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Columbus, O.

Link Belt Co., Philadelphia.

Mead -Morrison Mfg. Co., Boston.

NorthernEngineering Works, Detroit

Robins Conveying Belt Co., New York .

COILS - INDUCTION

Ostrander, W. R., & Co., New York .

Splitdorf, C. F. , New York.

CONMUTATOR LUBRICANT

Allen & Co., L. B. , Chicago .

Dixon Crucible Co., Jos., Jersey City .

COMMUTATORS

Homer Commutator Co., Cleveland , O.

CONDENSERS - ELECTRIC

Marshall,wiliam , New York .

CONDUIT RODS

Barron & Co., Jas. S., New York .

Cope, T. J. , Philadelphia.

Doubleday-Hill Electric Co., Pittsburg

CONDUITS

American Circular Loom Co., Chelsea ,

Mass.

The Gillette - Vibber Co., New London ,

Conn .

American Conduit Co., Chicago.
American Vitrified Conduit Co., N. Y.

Camp Co., H. B. , New York .

Doubleday-Hill Electric Co., Pittsburg.
Gest , G. M. , New York .

National Conduit & Cable Co., N. Y.

National Metal Molding Co., Pittsburg

OrangeburgFibre Conduit Co., Orange

burg, N.Y

Spraguo Electric Co., New York .

CONDUIT FITTINGS

Steel City Electric Co., Pittsburgh
CONDUIT REAMER

Steel City Electric Co., Pittsburg.

CONDUITTOOLS

Cope, T. J., Philadelphia .

Steel City Electric Co., Pittsburg .

CONTROLLERS

Allis -Chalmers Co., Milwaukee.

Case Mfg . Co., Columbus, O.

Crocker.Wheeler Co., Ampere, N. J.

Cutler -Hammer Mfg. Co., Milwaukee.

Eloc . Controllor & Supply Co., Clevoland

The Cutler-Hammer Mfg.Co.

MILWAUKEE , WISCONSIN

NEW YORK .50 Church Street

CHICAGO . Monadnock Block

PHILADELPHIA . Commonwealth Trust Bldg.

BOSTON . 176 Federal Street

PITTSBURG . Farmers' Bank Building

CLEVELAND . ..Schofield Building

SAN FRANCISCO . Otis & Squires, 155 New

Montgomery Street
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The American Conduit Company, The Dayton -Globe Iron Works

New York, manufacturer of bitu- Company, of Dayton , Ohio, has re

minized fiber conduit, has issued a cently issued catalogues on their

booklet on underground conduit con- " New American Turbine" for the de.

struction for electric light and tele- velopment of water power. The tur

phone work, which includes many dia- bines are of the reaction type, vertical

grams and valuable information . or horizontal, and, according to re

quirements, are furnished with either

balanced flutter, wicket or cylinder

gates. Two classes of wheels are

In its bulletin No. 117, the Electric
made : those for low head from 3 to

Storage Battery Company, Philadel 50 ft. , diameters from 10 to 60in .,
phia , give up-to -date information re

and outputs up to 2363 h.p.; and those

garding the installation , care and op
for a high head of 50 to 200 ft. The

eration of storage batteries in signal largest turbine listed operates with a

and car-lighting service. 200 - ft. head and a 72-in . wheel, and

delivers 6784 h.p. at a speed of 179

to 238 rev. per min . and a discharge
The great increase in the use of me- of 22,380 cu . ft. per min.

chanical draft and the fine points in

volved in its application, together Of more than usual interest and

with a description of the turbine value is bulletin No. 381 of the

blowers and fans that make its use Triumph Electric Company, Cincin

possible, are some of the features in- nati , Ohio, which is arranged as a

volved in a book entitled “ Mechanical complete guide to a printer in the se

Draft," published by the Buffalo lection of motors for driving each

Forge Company, of Buffalo, N. Y. type and size of print-shop machine.

.

" MANROSS"

HAIR SPRINGS

Clasifed Directory of Manufacturers - Cont'd

N. Y. Electric Controller Co.,New York .

Simplex Electric Heating Co., Cam

bridge, Mass.

COPPER CASTINGS

Anderson Mfg . Co., A. & J. M. , Boston .

Ward -Leonard Co., Bronxville, N. Y.

CRANES

Northern Engineering Works, Detroit .

CROSS ARMS

Locke Insulator Mfg . Co., Victor, N. Y.

CUT-OUTSAND SWITCHÉS

Bissell Co., The F. , Toledo, O.

Bossert Electric Const. Co., Utica , 17. Y.

Central Electric Co., Chicago.

Crouse-Hinds Co., Syracuse , N. Y.

Cutter Elec. & Mfg.Co., Philadelphia.

Ft. Wayne Elec. W ks., Inc., Fort Wayne.

General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.

Hart Mfg. Co., Hartford , Conn.

Manhattan Elec. Supply Co., New York.

Sorenson , P. , Brooklyn .

Switchboard Equip. Co., Bethlehem , Pa.

Trumbull Elec. Mfg.Co.,Plainville, Conn

Wesco Supply Co. ,St. Louis.

Western Electric Co., Chicago.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., Pitts

burg .

DIRECT MOTOR DRIVE FOR PLANERS

The Electric Controller & Supply Co.,

Cleveland .

DRILLS

Morse Twist Drill & Machine Co., New

Bedford , Mass.

DRYING MACHINERY

Aiton Machine Co., New York.

Buffalo Foundry & Machine Co., Buffalo .
Devine Co., J. P. , Buffalo .

Sturtevant Co., B. F. , Boston.

DYNAMOS AND MOTORS

Allis -Chalmers Co. , Milwaukee.

American Engine Co., Bound Brook ,N.J.

Bogue Electric Co. , C. J. , New York.

Burke Electric Co., Erie, Pa .

C. & C. Electric Co., Garwood , N. J.

Central Electric Co., Chicago.

Century Electric Co., St. Louis.

Crocker-Wheeler Co., Ampere, N. J.

Doubleday -Hill Electric Co., Pittsburg.
Eck Dynamo & Motor Wks., Belleville,

N. J.

Electro -Dynamic Co., Bayonne, N. ).

Elwell-Parker Electric Co., Cleveland.

Emerson Electric Mfg. Co., St. Louis.

Fort Wayne Electric Works, Fort Wayne.

General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.

Jeffrey Mfg . Co., Columbus, O.

National Brake & Elec . Co., Milwaukee

New England Motor Co., Lowell, Mass.

Ridgway Dynamo & Motor Co., Ridg

way,
Pa.

Robbins & Myers Co., Springfield, O.

Sprague Electric Co., New York.

Show Mfg. Co., Binghamton, N. Y.

Sturtevant Co., B. F. , Boston.

Triumph Electric Co. , Cincinnati .

WagnerElectric Mfg. Co. , St. Louis .

Wesco Supply Co., St. Louis.

Western Electric Co., Chicago.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co. , Pitts

burg.

ELECTRIC RAILWAY SUPPLIES

Railway Safety Service Co., Springfield ,

Mass.

ELECTROMAGNETS

Acme Wire Co., New Haven, Conn .

Schureman , J. L., Co., Chicago .

Splitdorf, C. F., New York.

ELEVATORS

American Tool & Machine Co., Boston

Caldwell & Son Co., H. W. , Chicago .

JeffreyMfg.Co., Columbus.

Link Belt Eng'g Co., Philadelphia .

Obermayer Co., S., Cincinnati.

Otis Elevator Co., N. Y.

Poole Eng'g Mch .Co., Baltimore.

ENGINEERING CONSTRUCTION

Elm City Engineering Co., New Havan

Conn

FOR ELECTRICAL INDICATING AND RE

CORDING INSTRUMENTS , MADE FROM

MY SPECIAL BRONZE ALLOY ,

1877 1871

LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF
F. N. MANROSS,

HAIR SPRINGS UnitedStates. FORESTVILLE, CONN
in the

PLATINUM

Contacts of all forms

Wirr. for Wireless Telegraph

Resistance Wire

Wire and Sher for allPurs,

AMERICI DI VENTH WARIS
Scrap Purchased

NUR . ).

Ý ** ?;

Grand Prize at Universal Exposition, St. Louis , 1904, and Gold Medal at

Lewis and Clark Centennial Exposition Portland, Ore ., 1905, for all forms of

PLATINUM
AWARDED TO

BAKER, & Co., INC.,
Newark,N , J. 120 Liberty St., New York City
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-Flexible non-metallic tubing for. Watson - Stillman Company, 50

covering wires in electric lighting in- Church Street , New York, has ready

stallation is described in a folder of for distribution its catalogue No. 78,

the National Metal Molding Com- containing data and illustrations of
pany, Pittsburg, Pa. the.W-S hydraulic valves and fittings .

FULLMAN WATER FLOOR OUTLETS

a

Made in many different styles

for various conditions. In

stalled in less time and pro

duce a neater job than any

other box on the marke.. A

large stock of both adjust.

able and non-adjustable

boxes is always on hand at

Pittsburg and branches.43 " Adjustable

Floor Outlet

344 " Non -adjustable

Floor Outlet

STEEL CITY ELECTRIC CO.

Main Office and Factory : 1207-1219 Washington Ave., N. S., Pittsburg, Pa.

BRANCHES :

BUFFALO , CLEVELAND,BOSTON , NEW YORK, CHICAGO, SAN FRANCIECO

COMPLETE FACTORY EQUIPMENTS

Classifed Directory of Manufacturers - Com'd

ENGINES - GAS AND GASOLINE

Allis -Chalmers Co., Milwaukee .

Buckeye Engine Co., Salem , O.

Carbale & Fioch Co., Ciscippati. O.

De La Vergne Machine Co., New York .

Elbridge Engine Co., Rochester, N.Y.

Marine Engine& Machine Co., N. Y.

Mietz, A. , N. Y.

OttoGas EngineWorks, Philadelphia .
Power & Mining Machinery Co., Cudahy

Wis.

Westinghouse Machine Co., Pittsburg .

Wood & Co., R. D. , Philadelphia.

ENGINES - STEAM

Allis -Chalmers Co., Milwaukce.

American Blower Co , Detroit.

Am . Engine Co., Bound Brook, N. J.

Ball EngineCo. Erie , Pa.

Blake Mfg. Co. , Geo F. , New York .

Buckeye Engine Co. ,Salem , O.

Buffalo Forge Co., Buffalo .

Frick Co., Waynesboro , Pa.

Hooven , Owens, Rentschler Co., Hamil .
ton, Ohio ,

Mecklenburg Iron Wks., Charlotte, N. C.

Providence Eng'g Works,Providence

Shepherd Eng'gCo. Franklin, Pa.

Southwark Fay.& Mch . Co., Philadelphia.

Struthers -Wells Co., Warren , Pa .

Sturtevant Co., B. F., Hyde Park , Man

Watertown Eng. Co., Watertown, N. Y

Westinghouse Machine Co., Pittsburg.

Wetherill, Robert & Co., Chester, Pa

EXHAUST HEADS

American Spiral Pipe Works, Chicago .

Direct Separator Co.,Syracuse.

Hoppes Mfg. Co., Springfield, O.

Pittsburg Gage & Supply Co. ,Pittsburg
SturtevantCo., B. F., Hyde Park, Mans
Watson & McDaniel Co., Philadelphia.

Wright Mfg. Co. Detroit.

FANS AND MOTORS

Century Electric Co., St. Louis .

Diehl Mfg. Co., Elizabeth port, N. J.

Doubleday-Hill Elec.Co., Pittsburg.

Eck Dynamo & MotorWks,Belleville,N.) .

Elec. Motor & Equip. Co., Newark , N. )

Emerson ElectricMfg. Co., St. Louis.

Ft. Wayne Elec. Works, Ft. Wayno,Ind

General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Robbins & Myers Co., Springfield, O.

Sprague Electric Co., New York .

Wesco Supply Co., St. Louis.

Western Electric Co. Chicago

Westinghouse Elec . & Mfg.Co., Pittsburg .

FANS - EXHAUST AND VENTILATING

Allen Electric Co., Chicago.

Century Electric Co., St. Louis.

Crocker -Wheeler Co., Ampere, N. J.

Diehl Mfg . Co.,Elizabethport, N. J.

Emerson Elec. Mfg . Co., St. Louis .

Green Fuel Economizer Co., Matteawan .

Sprague Electric Co., New York .

Sturtevant Co., B. F. , Boston .

Western Electric Co., Chicago .

FIXTURES - GAS AND ELECTRIC

Benjamin Elec .Mfg .Co., Chicago.
Cleveland Gas & Fixture Co., Cleveland

Gail-Webb Mfg. Co., Buffalo

Goodwin & Kintz, Winsted , Conn

Wells Light Mfg . Co., New York

FLASHERS

Advertising Mirrograph Co., Brooklyn

Campbell Electric Co., Lynn , Mass.

Elec. Motor & Equip. Co., Newark, N. J

Haller Machine Co., Chicago .

Reynolds Elec. Flasher Mfg.Co., Chicago

FLEXIBLE SHAFTS

Chicago Flexible Shaft Co., Chicago .

Stow Flexible Shaft Co., Philadelphia

Sto Mfg. Co., Binghamton,N. Y

FRICTIONTAPE AND CLOTAS

Massachusetts Chemical Co.

FUSES

Arknot Co., Hartford , Conn.

Chase Shawmut Co.

Chicago Fuse Wire & Mfg . Co.

D.& W. Fuse, Providence, R. I.

Johns -Manville Co., H. W., Now York

FOR THE

je Manufacture and Renewal

Of Incandescent Lamps

LAMP TESTING made practicable by our standard station photometer

ESTABLISHED FIFTEEN YEARS

DWYER MACHINE CO ., Lynn, Mass.

J. G. WHITE & CO., INCORPORATED

ENGINEERS, CONTRACTORS,

43-49 Exchange Pl.,

NEW YORK, N. Y.

London Corrospondonts :

J. G. WHITE & CO., Ltd.

9 Cloak Lane, Cannon St.

London , E. C.
Principal Philippine Offico : MANILA, P. I.

RITER-CONLEY MFG. CO. PITTSBURGH

Transmission Towers

STEEL STRUCTURAL AND PLATE WORK OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
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Queen Testing Instruments
QIL.CO.PRILA

The Queen Decade Portable Testing Set_measures

Resistance, Capacity, Inductance , Current, Ę. M. F.,

and has many other uses. Circular 403 with colored dia .

grams describes them in detail.

The Queen Acme Portable Testing Set
is smaller and will execute nearly as many tests as the

Decade . Circular 366 tells all about them .

Cable Testing Apparatus, Tachometers, Photometers

QUEEN & Co., Inc.

Cor. Arch and Eighth Streets, Philadelphia, Penna.
QUEEN DECADE SET

9
HOW ARE YOUR BATTERIES ?

Connecticut" Pocket Meters Will Tell You

Connect
icut

1909 TYPE DEAD BEAT ETCHED METAL DIAL

TWO METERS IN ONE

0-6 Volis- 0-30 amperes 5.00

Ammeter only - 0-30 amperes - 3.50

The ampere side isused for testing dry and wet batteries, the voltage side for

storage batteries. ACCURATE , DURABLE,LOW IN PRICE.

CONNECTICUT TELEPHONE 2 ELECTRIC CO .

Send for Circular No. 50 MERIDEN, CONN ., U. S. A.

A
U
S

Peerless Electric Company

ClassifiedDirectory ofManufacturers - Coni'd

GAS ENGINE SPECIALTIES

Lunkenheimer Co.

GAUGESPRESSURE, STEAM , WATER

Am. Steam Gauge & Valve Co., Boston.

Ashton Valve Co., Boston .

Bristol Co., Waterbury, Co., Conn.

Hohmann& MaurerMfg. Co., Rochester.

Manning, Maxwell & Moore, New York .

Pittsburg, Gauge & Supply Co. , Pittsburg .

Star Brass Mfg . Co., Boston .

Walworth Mfg. Co. , Boston .

GEARS

New Process ., Rawhide. Co.

Nuttal Co., R. D. Pittsburg

GERMAN SILVER

Seymour Mfg. Co Seymour, Conn .

GLASS

Phoenix Glass Co.,New York

GLOBES, SHADES, ETC.

Holophane Glass Co. , New York .

Phoenix Glass Co., New York .
GRAPHITE

Dixon Cruc. Co.,Jos. ,Jersey City, N. J.
GUARDS INC . LAMPS

Gail-Webb Mfg. Co., Buffalo.

Hubbell, Harvey, Bridgeport

Matthews & Bro ., W. N., St. Louis.

HANGER "BOARDS

Ft. Wayne Elec. Works, Ft. Wayne, Ind
BANGERS CABLE

Chase -Shawmut Co., Newburyport, Mass.

Standard Underground Cable Co., Pitts

burg .

HEATING DEVICES, ELECTRIC

American Elec'l Heater Co., Detroit.

Barr Elec . Mfg. Co., W. J., Cleveland.

GeneralElectricCo. , Schenectady,N.Y.

Johns-Manville Co., H. W. , New York .

Simplex Electric Heating Co., Cambridge,

Mass.

Vulcan Electric Heating Co., Chicago

AEATING - EXHAUST STEAM

Am. District Steam Co., Lockport, N. Y

Diamond State FibreCo.,Elsemere, Del .
Mica Insulator Co New York ,

HOISTS AND CONVEYORS

Hunt, C. W., Co. , New York .

Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Columbus, O.

Northern Engineering Works, Detroit.

HYDRAULIC MACHINERY

Dayton Globe Iron Works Co., Dayton .

Dean Bros. Steam Pump Wks., Indian

apolis.

Leffel & Co., James, Springfield , O.

Pelton Water Wheel Co., San Francisco .

Platt Iron Works Co., Dayton, O.

Risdon -Alcott Turbino Co., Mount Holly,

N. J.

Smith Co., S. Morgan , York, Pa.

IMPREGNATING APPARATUS

Buffalo Foundry&Machine Co.,
Buffalo

Devine Co., J. P. , Buffalo .

Hubbard's Sons, Norman , Brooklyn.

INDICATORS

American Steam Gauge & Valve Mfg Co.

INSTRUMENTS ELECTRICAL

American Instrument Co., Philadelphia.

Atwater Kent Mfg.Co., Philadelphia .
Baillard , E. V., New York.

Biddle, James G., Philadelphia.

Bristol Co., Waterbury, Conn.

Clark Electric Meter Co., Chicago .

Connecticut Telephone & Electric Co.,

Meriden , Conn .

Cutter Elec. & Mfg . Co., Philadelphia .

Dongan InstrumentCo., Albany,N. Y.

Duncan Elec. Mfg. Co., Lafayette, Ind.

Eldredge Elec. Mfg.Co. , Springfield,

Mass.

Foote - Pierson & Co., New York .

PortWayne Electric Works, Ft.Wayne Ind .

General ElectricCo., Schenectady.

Koystone Elec . Instrument Co., Phila

Loods & Northrup, Philadelphia.

Machado & Roller, New York.

Pignolet, LouisM., New York .

Queen & Co., Philadelphia.

Robert Instrument Co., Detroit .

Sangamo Electric Co., Springfield, III.

No. 122-124 S. Green Street

CHICAGO

Headquarters for

RECORDING WATTMETERS

and ELECTRICAL REPAIRS

ACCURATE :: COMPACT :: INEXPENSIVE

Voltmeters, Ammeters, Volt-Ammeters

Rectangular, Portable Type, 1, 2 or 3 readings in one instrument.

Switchboard Type , 5 inch diameter for small installations.
LNPS

SEND FOR CATALOG

L. M. PIGNOLET, 78 Cortlandt St. , New York

“ KENT POCKET METERS" Are Standard and
Most Rollablo

"Dead Boat" Accuraoy Guarantood

0-5 Volts, 0-20 Amperes, Price $ 6.00

0-6 Volts, 0-30 Amperes, 6.00

0-20 Amperes 4.00

0-30 Amperes 4.00

Atwater Kent Mig. Works, 102 N. Sixth St., Philadelphia , Pa .

Duncan Meter

For Direct Currents

Standard of America

Duncan Electric Mfg. Co. ,.

Lafayette, Ind .

0
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ELECTRICAL MACHINERY

The Westinghouse Electric and in the most economical manner, and new company are, for the most part,

Manufacturing Company's New assure its redelivery in the shortest officers and directors of the Massa

Repair Department time consistent with good workman- chusettes Chemical Co., operating the

The new eight-story building, with ship. Walpole Rubber Works, the Walpole

approximately 220,000 ft. of floor Varnish Worksand the Walpole Shoe

space, devoted partly to the manufac Supply Works at Walpole, Mass. , U.
Walhope Company's Plant

ture of detail electrical apparatus and
S. A.

partly to repair work , which the West- The incorporation of the Walpole The Walpole Rubber Co., Ltd. , of

inghouse Electric & Manufacturing Rubber Co., Ltd., with a capital ofRubber Co., Ltd. , with a capital of Canada will operate upon similar lines

Company not long ago placed in serv- $ 250,000, is announced. to the parent company, producing all

ice, contains a new department whose
The factory of the company at kinds of rubber splicing, insulating

entire attention isdevotedtothe hand- Granby, Quebec, is nearing compleGranby, Quebec, is nearing comple- and friction tapes and miscellaneous

ling of repair work.
tion ; the general sales offices are in rubber sundries, together with the

On account of the fact that there the Eastern Township Bank building well-known varnishes and insulating

was no large space on the company's
in Montreal . compounds, such as armalac and in

The officers and directors of this
47-acre plot unoccupied, it was neces

sulac.

sary, in the erectionof a new building,

to depart from the established two

story type of structure and erect a

higher building. The available space

was 11o ft. wide by 420 ft. long, and THE MANAGEMENT

the building is 70 ft. by 400 ft. The OF

distance from the ground to the top

of the cornice is 130 ft. The building
is of skeleton self -contained steel and A THOROUGHLY REVISED AND ENLARGED EDITION

brick construction, and is as near fire
of

proof as a building can be made.
The Practical Management of Dynamos and Motors

by

To facilitate the handling of ma FRANCIS B. CROCKER, E.M., PH.D. ,

terial from floor to floor, one excep Professor of Electrical Engineering, Columbia University, N. Y. , Past

President of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers,
tionally large freight elevator and five

and

high -speedcombination elevators are SCHUYLER S. WHEELER , 'D.SC.,

employed. They are all operated elec President of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, Member

American Societies of Civil and Mechanical Engineers.

trically by means of Westinghouse

motors and controlled by automatic
TWO HUNDRED AND TWENTY- THREE PAGES - SEVENTH

EDITION - TWENTY -SECOND THOUSAND

elevator controlling apparatus. TABLE OF CONTENTS .

The building affords working space
PART 1. - Selection and Management. - Introduction , p. 1 ; Chapter

I, Principles of Generators and Motors ,p. 3 ; Chapter II, Selectionof

for approximately 1500 people. In Dynamo- ElectricMachinery,p. 7; Chapter III,Installation and Ma

chines, Foundations andMechanicalConnections, p . 11 ;Chapter IV ,

addition to providing for practically Installation of Generators, Electrical Connections and Auxiliary Appa

doubling the present output of detail
ratus, p. 36; Chapter V, Operation of Generators, p .54 ; Chapter Vi,

Connections and Operation of Electric Motors, p. 68. PART II

apparatus, it affords ample room for Inspecting and Testing. - Chapter VII, Adjustment, Friction ,Balance,

Noise,Heating andSparking,p.88; Chapter VIII, ElectricalResistance,

handling in the most expeditious man 93; Chapter IX , Voltage and Current, p . 103 ; Chapter X ,Speedand

ner a large volume of repair work.
: , .

Localizationand RemedyofTroubles.---ChapterXli,Introductionand
In keeping with the well-established Classification, p . 118; Chapter XIII , Sparking at the Commutator,

p .120 ; ChapterXIV, Heating ofGenerators and Motors, p .131; Chapter

standards of the company, the same XV,Heatingof Commutator and Brushes, p . 132 ; Chapter XVI,Heating

high -grade and carefully -selected ma
of Armature, p . 134 ; Chapter XVII,Heating of Field Magnets, p . 137;

Chapter XVIII, Heating of Bearings, p . 139 ;. Chapter XIX , Noisy

terial that entered originally into the
Operation ,p. 142; Chapter XX , Speed too High or too low , p. 145 ;

Chapter XXI, Motor Stops or Fails to Start, p. 147 ; Chapter XXII,

apparatus will be used in work en Voltage of Generator too Low or too High , p. 150 ; Chapter XXIII ,

Generator Fails to Generate, p . 152. PART IV . - Constant Current

trusted to the repair department. Ex (Arc) Generators. - Chapter XXIV . The Brush Arc Generator, p. 158 ;

pert workmen , under the guidance of Chapter XXV, The Fort Wayne (Wood) Arc Generator, p . 168: Chapter

XXVI, The Thomson-HoustonArc Generator, p . 181;Chapter XXVII,

engineers of long experience, perform
The Thomson -Houston Arc Generator, p . 196 . PART V .--Chapter

the work, and repaired apparatus is
XXVIII, Management of Railway Motors, p . 205 .

Sent postpaid to any place in United States, Mexico or Canada on

subjected to the same rigid tests as
receipt of One Dollar .

new apparatus. The facilities of the THE ELECTRICAL AGE COMPANY, 45 East 420 Stroot

department enable repairs to be made

We have not the largest line of

Engine Patterns in the world,

but the sizes we do have are

right. Our Bulletin will prove it.

CHANDLER & TAYLOR CO.

Indianapolis, Ind.
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THE CAMPBELL

LOW VOLT TUNGSTEN

LAMP TRANSFORMERS

Permit the use of Low Volt Tungsten Lamps

which have short, mechanically strong fila

ments giving long life, whether the lamps are

of low or high candle -power, thus permitting

the use of small units heretofore so unsatis

factory on the existing commercial service.

We manufacturethree types and five forms

of these transformers witha capacity varying

from 100 to 2500 watts.

Write For Particulars

CAMPBELL ELECTRIC CO. , LYNN , MASS.Type CTC, FormD

Approved

GREY

Here is a clamp that makes what you

are looking for, a POSITIVE and

PERMANENT contact.

Made for No. 4 Wire and Smalter.

THE GILLETTE-VIBBER COMPANY

Manufacturing the

G.-V. Electrical Specialties

NEW LONDON CONN .

Classifed Directory of Manilaoturori - Comi's

Schaeffer& Budenberg, New York

Simplex Co., Newark , N. J.

Wagner Electric Mfg . Co.,St. Louis.

Westinghouse Elec .&Mfg.Co., Pittsburg

Weston Elec. Instr . Co., Newark , N. J.

Whitney Elec'l lostí. Co., New York .
INSULATING MACHINERY

Aiton Machine Co., New York .

New England Butt Co., Providence, R. I.

INSULATING MATERIAL COMPOUNDS

CLOTH AND PAPER

Anderson Mfg . Co., A. & J. M., Boston.

Johns-Manville Co., H. W., New York .

Mica Insulator Co., New York .

Munsell & Co.,Eugene, Chicago.

INSULATING MATERIAL COMPOUNDS

PAINTS AND VARNISHES

Macon -Evans Varnish Co.,Pittsburg .

Massachusetts Chem . Co., Walpole, Man .

Standard Paint Co., Now York.

Sterling Varnish Co., Pittsburg.
INSULATING MATERIAL FIBRE

Am. VulcanizedFibre Co., Wilmington .

Diamond State Fibre Co., Elsmere, Del.

Kartavert Mfg. Co.,Wilmington, Del.

Morris Elec. Co., Wilmington,Del.

United Indurated Fibre Spec . Co., Lock

port, N. Y.

Wilinington FibreSpec.Co., Wilmington.

INSULATIN
G MATERIA

LLAVA

American Lava Co., Chattanooga, Tenn .

Kruesi, P. J. , Chattanooga .

Steward Mfg . Co.,D. M., Chattanooga.

INSULATING MATERIAL - MICA

Johns-Manville Co., H. W., New York

Mica Insulator Co., New York.

Munsell & Co., Eugene, Chicago .

INSULATING MATERIAL PORCELAIN

Imperial Porcelain Works, Trenton,N.).

Locke Insulator Mig . Co., Victor, N. Y.

National Porcelain Co., Tronton, N. J.

Pass & Seymour, Inc., Solvay, N. Y.

Sears, Henry D. Boston .

Thomas & SonsCo.,R., E. Liverpool, 0 .

INSULATING MATERIAL - TAPE

Amor. Electrical Wks., Philipsdale , R. I.

Massachusetts Chem . Co., Walpole, Maus

Morgan & Wright, Detroit

New York Insulated Wire Co., N. Y.

Okonito Co. ,Ltd., New York

Schott, W.H., Chicago .

Standard Underground Cable Co., Pitto .

burg.

INSULATORS - GLASS

Hemingway GlassCo., Louisville

Locke Insulator Mfg. Co., Victor, N. Y.

Sears, Henry D., Boston.

INSULATORSPORCELAIN AND CON

1 POSITION

Andorson Mfg . Co., A. & J. M., Boston.

JImperial Porcelain Works, Trenton, N.J.

( Johns-Manville Co., H. W., New York.

Locke Insulator Mfg. Co., Victor, N. Y

Sears, Henry D., Boston .

Thomas& Sons Co.,R., E. Liverpool, O.

INSULATOR SUPPORTS

Steel City Electric Co., Pittsburgh

JACKS

Watson -Stillman Co., New York .
Henderer's Sons, A.L. , Wilmington, Del.

JUNCTION BOXES

Standard Underground Cable Co., Pitts
burg , Pa.

Bossert Elec. Const. Co., Utica , N. Y

KNIFE SWITCHES

Anderson Mfg. Co., A. & J. M., Boston .

LAMPS - ARC

Adams- Bagnall Elec. Co., Cleveland.

Am . Arc Lamp Co., Kalamazoo, Mich .

Anderson Mfg.Co., A. & J.M. ,Boston.

BeckFlaming Lamp Co., New York.

Excello Arc LampCo., New York .

Ft. Wayne Electric Works, Ft. Wayne.

General Electric Co., Schenectady.

Hamburger, Felix , New York .

Helios Mfg: Co.,Philadelphia.

Marquetto Eloc. Mfg . Co., Chicago.

TuaiingCo .. C J., Philadelphia.
Warna Arr lampCo., Muncia, Lod

N : I. R.
RUBBER:WIRES ANDCABLES

SEAMLESS

National Indla Rubber Co., Omice and Factory,Bristol, R.I.

42 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY .

THE ELECTRICAL AGE

wants the services of goodgood subscription solicitors.

THE ELECTRICAL AGE, 45 East 42d Street, New York

Western Electric Co. , Chicago .

n Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg.Co.,Pittsburg.

LAMPS INCANDESCENT

AmericanElectric Lamp Co., Phila .,Pa.

Banner Eloctric Co., Youngstown, O.

Bay Stato Lamp Co., Danvers, Mass.

Boston Incandescent Lamp Co., Danvers ,

Mass .

Brilliant Electric LampCo., Cleveland.

Bryan -Marsh Co., New York .

Buckeye Electric Co., Cleveland.

Columbia Inc. Lamp Co., St. Louis .
Economy Electric Co., Warren .

Edison Dec. & Min . Lamp Co., Harrison,

N. J.

General Electric Co., Harrison, N. J.

New York & Ohio Co., Warren.

Novelty Incandescent Lamp Co., Empo
rium , Pa .

Rooney Elec.Lamp Co.. Now York .

Shelby Electric Co., Shelby, O.

Stuart Howland Co., Boston .

Wosco Supply Co., St. Louis.

Western Electric Co. , Chicago .

Westinghouse Elec . & Mfg.Co.,Pittsburg.
LIGHTNLIG ARRESTERS

Anderson Mfg . Co., A. & J. M. , Boston,

D. & W. Fuse Co., Providenco, R. I.

Electric Service Supplies Co., Phila.
Lord Electric Co., New York .

Westinghouse Elec.& Mir Co., Pstusburg .

LINE MATERIAL

Anderson Mfg Co., A & J. M., Boston.

LOCKERS

Edward Darby &Sons Co., Philadelphia

Merritt&Co., Philadelphia .

LOCOMOTIVESIINDUSTRIAL

Goodman & Co., Chicago
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BEST RENEWED LAMPS

Boston Incandescent Lamp Co. Danvers, Mass.

}.

A Fire-proof Substitute For Wood by means of woodworking tools, its
Clasifed Directory of Manufacturers - Conr'd.

Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Columbus, O

A booklet describing one of their fiber strength under transverse loads
Porter Co., H.K., Pittsburg

products, " Transite Asbestos Wood," of 3500 lb., and its absolutely fire- Vulcan Iron Works. Wilkesbarre, Pa

has been issued by the H. W. Johns- proof qualities, it having withstood LUBRICANTS

Manville Company, of New York the most severe tests by fire without Dixon Cruc. Co., Jos ., -Jersey City . N )
MAGNET WIRE

City . This material is mineral in being warped , distorted or weakened
Acme Wire Co., New Haven, Conn

character , being made from asbestos in any way . The manufacturers spe- Griffin , Frank B., Oshkosh , Wis .

fiber and binding cements. It has the cially recommend its use for flooring, Roebling & Sons, Trenton, N J

same physical characteristics as ordi- sheathing, partitions, fire doors , fire- Seymons Mfg. Co. Seymons,Cono
MALLEABLECASTINGS

nary wood, except that it is harder proof cabinets and gages . A special
Jeffrey Mig. Co., Columbus, O.

and takes a higher polish. Among form of the product, called “ Ebony MÉTAL POLISH

the advantages urged for this product Asbestos Wood,” is made to combine Hoffman, George W. , Indianapolis. Ind .

are its adaptability to manipulation (Continued on page 24. )
METALS

American Platinum Wks., Newark N J.

Baker & Co., Inc., Newark , N. J.

Croselmire & Ackor, Newark , N. J.

PUT IN A PEG AND NOTE THAT YOU CAN BUY THE MICA- (See Insulating Material.)

MINING MACHINERY

Allis -Chalmers Co., Milwaukee

Dean Bros. Steam Pump Wks., Indian .

apolis

General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.

At NINE CENTS
Jeffrey Mfg . Co., Columbus, O.

Power & Mining Machinery Co., Cudahy.

PINS STEEL

BOSTON LAMPS ARE GUARANTEED
Locke Insulator Mig Co., Victor. N. Y.

PLATINUM

American Plat um Wkas ., Newark . N. J

Baker & Co., Inc., Newark, N. J:
Croselmire & Ackor. Newark , N.J.

PLUGS

Dickinson Mfg . Co.,Springfield, Mass.

Freeman Elec. Co., E. 'H. , Trenton, N.

ELECTRIC CONDENSERS Paiste Co.,H.T. , Philadelphia.

PLUGS- ATTACHMENT
WM, MARSHALL, Manufacturer

Hubbell Harvey, Bridgeport, Conn.
STANDARD AND ORDINARY POLESARC LAMP

Mott Iron Works, J. L. , New York

709 Lexington Avenue, New York
POLES, BRACKETS, PINS, ETC.

Bissell Co., F. , Toledo, O.

Cresap Co., The, Bristol, Tenn .

Humbird Lumber Co., Sandpoint. Ida .

SORENSEN'S
WINDING MACHINERY

Kellogg Switchboard&Sup. Co. Chicago.

Sand Point Cedar Co., Sandpoint, Ida .
FOR

Southern Exchange Co .. New York .

Mechanically and electric
INSULATING ELECTRIC WIRE

Worcester Co., C. H., Chicago
ally correct. Approved by

the Fire Underwriters. PORCELAIN- (See Insulating Machinery ).

American Insulating Machinery Co.P. SORENSEN, 18 Duobam Place, Brooklyn ,N.Y POWER TRANSMISSION MACHINERY

NW. Corner Hancock

and Oxford Street ,
Case Mfg. Co., Columbus, O.PHILADELPHIA , PA
Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Columbus, O.

Link-Belt Engineering Co. Phila ., Pa

Mead -Morrison Mfg . Co., Boston, Mans

Robins Conveying Belt Co., New York .

1894
1907

DRESSES, DIESAND SPECIAL MACHIN .

ERY

TRANSFORMERS
Watson -Stillman Co., New York .

PULLEYS

Rockwood Mfg . Co , Indianapolis, Ind .

KUHLMAN ELECTRIC COMPANY Elkhart, Ind. PUMPS - ELECTRIC

Allen Electric Co., Chicago , Ill .

Allis -Chalmers Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

Conover Condenser Co., Paterson , N. J.

Dean Bros. Steam Dump Wks., lodian

apolis.

PUMPS - STEAM

THE ELECTRICAL AGE
Dean Bros. Steam Pump Wks., Indian

apolis.

De Laval Steam Turbine Co., Trenton ,

has added 2000 new subscribers to its subscription list during

Emerson Elec. Mfg. Co., St. Louis, Mo.

It pays to advertise in a growing magazine. Platt Iron Works Co., Dayton, O.

Quimby , Wm. E., New York .

Watson Machine Co., Paterson, N. J.

Worthington, H, R., New York.

De Laval Steam Turbine Co., Trenton ,

Deming Co., Salem , O.

Morris Company, I. P., Philadelphia, PA

Platt Iron Works Co., Dayton, O.delphia,

PUMPS VACUUM

Alberger Condenser Co., New York .
For Clocks, Meters, Instruments, Indicators, Etc.

Dean Bros. Steam Pump Wks., Indian .

MANHATTAN DIAL CO. apolis.

40 LEXINGTON AVENUE BROOKLYN , N. Y: Hubbard's Sons, Norman, Bklyn ., NY .

Platt Iron Works Co., Dayton, O.

CEILING SWITCH
1

Lighting or Power

N. J.

the last year.

N. J.

ENAMEL DIALS
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NEW

YORK
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OHIO

00 .

WARREN ,

OHIO .

CLASS

А

LICENSED

LAMPS.

Lampes
Put ginger into your grinding

department by installing

Carborundum

GRINDING

WHEELS

Fast cutting

Long lasting

Always uniform in quality

and grade

Ask our experts to help you solve your

grinding problems

THE CARBORUNDUM COMPANY

Niagara Falls, N. Y.

American " Steel Clad" and " Superior "

Electric Irons
Stand for Excellence, Efficiency ,

Economy. We make every

practical electrical beating device.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL HEATER CO .

DETROIT, U.S. A.

Oldest and Largest Exclusive Makers in the World

Clarlled Directory of Manufacturers - Conto

PUSH BUTTONS

Dunbar Bros., Bristol, Conn.

Sarco Company, New York .

RAIL - BONDS

Chase -Shawmut Co., Newburyport, Mass

Lord Electric Co., New York.

Roebling's Sons Co., J. A., Trenton , N. J

RECEPTACLES

Benjamin Electric Mfg. Co., Chicago , JN.

Freeman Elec. Co., E.H., Trenton , N.J

Paiste Co., H. T., Philadelphia, Pa.

RECORDING INSTRUMENTS

Bristol Co., Waterbury, Conn .

Bristol, Wm. H., New York .

REFLECTORS

Frink, I. P. , New York .

Goodwin & Kintz, Winsted , Conn .

National X Ray Reflector Co., Chicago.

III .

Phoenix Glass Co., New York .

REPAIRING

Gregory Electric Co., Chicago, Ill .

Heck , Louis,Newark, N. J.

Van Dorn -Elliott Electric Co., Cleveland ,

Ohio .

Ward,Leonard Electric Co., Bronxville,
N. Y.

RESIST TCE UNITS

Cutler -Hammer Mfg . Co., Milwaukee.

Simplex Electric HeatingCo., Cambridge,

Mass.

RHEOSTATS

Automatic Electric Co., Chicago, IU .

Cutler -Hammer Mfg . Co. , Milwaukee.

Schureman & Co., J. L., Chicago, Illi.

Sundh Electric Co., New York .

Ward Leonard Electric Co., Bronxville ,

N. Y.

ROSETTES

GeneralMfg. & Supply Co., Trenton

Hart Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn.

Paiste Co., H.T. , Philadelphia , Pa.

Pass & Seymour, Inc., Solvay, N. Y

Sears, Henry D .. Boston , Mass

Trumbull Elec. Mfg.Co. , Plainville , Conn .

RUBBER MACHINERY

Ajton Machine Co., New York .

SEARCHLIGHTS

Bogue Elec.Co., C. J.. New York .

Carlisle & Finch Co., Cincinnati, O.

SECOND - HAND APPARATUS

Bender, George, New York .

Chicago House Wrecking Co.. Chicago.

Dustin Co., Chas. E. , New York .

Gas & Electric Development Co., N. Y.

GregoryElectric Co., Chicago, Ill.

Linder , H. J. , New York.

Richter, Eugene, Philadelphia, Pa.

Station Equipment Co., Chicago, Il .

Thompson, Joseph H. , Jr., New York.

Toomey, Frank . Philadelphia, Pa .

Yearsley & Lovene, Philadelphia, Pa.
SHADE HOLDERS

Hubbell,Harvey, Bridgeport, Conn .

J. E. M.Shade Holder Co., New York .

SHADES

Holophane Co. , New York .

Hubbell, Harvey, Bridgeport, Conn .

J. E. M.Shade Holder Co., New York .

SIGNS - ELECTRIC

A. & W. Sign Co., Cleveland, O.

Day & Night Sign Co., Easton, Pa .

Elec. Motor & Equip. Co., Newark , N. J.

Haller Machine Co., Chicago, Ill ,

Jackson Elec. Co., H. C., Parkersburg,
W. Va.

Metropolitan Engineering Co., N. Y.

Reynolds Elec. Flasher Mfg. Co, Chi

Electrical Engineer's

Pocket -Book By. HORATIO heering Pocket size, lexible leather 1000 pages,with innumerable

Member Am . Inst. E.E.Mem Am Soc. M.E. (with the collabora

tion of eminent specialists)' The mostcomplete book of its kind ever

published, of practice Engi

illus ., diagramsand tables . already ,

45 EAST 420 STREET, NEW YORK

FOSTER

THE ELECTRICAL AGE, : : : : : : :

Headquarters for Electrical Contractors and the

Buyers of Electrical Supplies in New York

1

BROADWAY CENTRAL HOTEL
BROADWAY, CORNER THIRD STREET

in the Heart of New York

ONLY MEDIUM PRICED HOTEL LEFT IN NEW YORK

Special attention given to ladies unescorted

SPECIAL RATES FOR SUMMER

OUR TABLE is the foundation of our enormous business

AMERICAN PLAN , $2.50 UPWARDS

EUROPEAN PLAN , $1.00 UPWARDS

Send for Large Colored Map and Guide of New York FREE

DAN C. WEBB, Prop.

The Only New York Hotel Featuring
AMERICAN PLAN

Excellent Food Moderate Prices Good Service

cago , I11.

SIGN LETTERS

Day &Night Sign Co., Easton. Pa.

Elec. Motor & Equip. Co., Newark, N. ) .

Huller Machine Co.,Chicago, Ill.

Jackson Elec . Co., H. C ,Parkersburg,

W. Va .

Matthown & Bro ., N W. , St. Louis , Mo.
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Pen -Dar Metal Locker

high electrical insulating capacity Classifed Directory ofManufacturers - Conto
SLEEVING

with its fireproof properties. It is
Belden Mfg. Co., Chicago, I11.

somewhat similar in structure to the
Benjamin Electric Mfg. Co., Chicago, Ill.

regular product, but it is saturated
Bryant Electric Co., Bridgeport,Conn .

with a special insulating compound. Connecticut Electric Mfg .Co., Bantam ,

Conn .
When finished it resembles ebony .

Crescent Electrical Mfg . Co., Rochester.
For example, it may be used for Crouse -Hinds Co., Syracuse , N. Y.

switchboards , panelboards, switch and Dunton & Co., M. W., Providence, R. I.

fuse bases, insulating barriers , duct Federal Electric Co., Chicago , Ill.

linings, car -floor linings, electric
Freeman Electric Co., E. H.,Trenton.

General Mfg . & Supply Co., Trenton.
heater insulation , and rheostat tops. Johns-Manville Co., H. W., New York.

Marshall Elec. Mfg. Co. , Boston, Mass.

Pass &Seymour, Solvay, N. Y.

Peru Electric Mfg. Co.,Peru, Ind.

There is only ORC
Porcelain Electrical Mfg. Co., Trenton .

Stanley & Patterson , New York.

TrumbullElec.Mfg.Co., Plainville ,Conn .

Weber Electric Co. (Henry D. Sears,

General SalesAgent, Boston, Mass .).

that is
YostElectric Mfg.Co., Toledo, O.

SOLDER

Germ Belden Mfg . Co.,Chicago, Ill .

Proof,
Walworth Mfg. Co., Boston, Mass.

Western Electric Co., Chicago, Ill.

Ventila- SOLDERING FLUX

Allen Co., L. B.,New York .
ted, A11

Dunton & Co., M. W., Providence.

Steel, Uebelmesser, Chas. R., Bayside, N. Y.

SOLDERING IRONS
and a

Simplox Electric Heating Co., Cam .

Time bridge, Mass.

Saver
Vulcan Élec . Heating Co., Chicago, IUI,

SOLENOIDS

Cutler -Hammer Mfg. Co., Milwaukee.
Schuroman , J. L., Co., Chicago, Ill.

We SPEED INDICATORS

Schaeffor & Budenberg, New York .
Manufac

SPRINGS

ture 10 Barnes Co., Wallace, Bristol, Conn.

Dunbar Bros.Co., Bristol, Conn.

Manross, F. N., Forestville, Conn .

Estimates
SUPPLIES - ELECTRICAL

cheerfully Am . Elec'! Supply Co., Chicago, Ill.

given Central Electric Co., Chicago , Ill.

Central Electric Supply Co., New York .

Cobb, H. E., Chicago, Ill.

EDWARD DARBY & SONS CO . (Inc.)
Commercial Electrical Supply Co., St.

Louis, Mo.

220 Arch Stroot, Philadelphia , Pa.
Dearborn , Electric Co., Chicago, Iu.

Doubleday -Hil Elec .Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

Electric Appliance Co.,Chicago, Ill.

Electrical Material Co., Baltimore, Md.

Erner &Hopkins Co., Columbus, O.

Ewing -Merkle Elec. Co., St. Louis, Mo.

THE MIETZ & WEISS

OIL ENGINES ARTHUR KOPPEL COMPANY

Stationary, 2-200 H.P

Marine , 2-200 H.P. WE ARE MANUFACTURERS OF

Narrow Gauge Railway Materials de leurs
description

Write for Catalogue No. 40

Dept. o
66-68 Broad Street NEW YORK

618 Monadnock Block

Classifod Directory of Manufacturers - Court

Garton Co., W. R., Chicago, Ill.

Hudson Eloctric Supply Co., Now York .
Latham & Co., E. B. Now York .

Machado & Roller, New York .

Manhattan Elec'l SupplyCo., New York.
Metropolitan Elec'l Supply Co., Chicago .

Nagel Electric Co., W. G., Toledo, O.

NoveltyElectricCo.,Philadelphia, Pa.
Ostrander & Co., W.R., NewYork.

Patrick , Carter & Wilkins Co., Phila .. Pa.

Pettingell -Andrews Co., Boston, Mass.
Robertson Electric Co., Buffalo , N. Y.

Sherman -Brown -Clements Co., N. Y.

Stuart-Howland Co., Boston , Mass .

Union Electric Co., Pittsburg.

United Electric & Apparatus Co., Boston.

Wesco Supply Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Western Electric Co., Chicago.

SUPPLIES — TELEPHONE

Am. Elec. Telephone Co.

International Teleph. Mfg . Co.

Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Co., Chi

cago.

Western Electric Co., Chicago .

SWITCHBOARDS

Adam Electric Co., Frank , St. Louis, Mo.

Anderson Mfg . Co., A. & J. M. , Boston ,
Mass .

Burke Electric Co., Erie, Pa .

C. & C. Electric Co., Garwood, N. J.

Chase -Shawmut Co., Newburyport,Mass.

Cleveland Switchboard & Electric Co.,
Cleveland, O.

Condit Elec'l Mfg. Co., Boston, Mass.

Crescent Elec'l Mfg. Co., Rochester,N.Y.

Crocker -Wheeler Co., Ampere, N.J.

Crouse-HindsCo., Syracuse, N. Y.

D'Olier, Jr., Co.,Henry, Philadelphia.

Ft. Wayne Élec. Wks., Ft. Wayne, Ind.

General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.

Grady.Co., S.S. , Cambridge, Mass.

Hill Electric Co., W. S. , New Bedford ,

Mass.

Ideal Elec. & Mfg. Co., Manstield, O.

Jones Electrical Co., New York

La Roche Co., F. A. , New York.

Trumbull Elec.Mfg.Co., Plainville, Conn.

Westinghouso Elec. & Mfg . Co., Pitts .

burg

SWITCHES

Anderson Mfg . Co., A. & J. M. , Boston
Dickinson Mfg . Co.

ARC LIGHTS

Sarco Co., New York.

CANOPY

Sarco Co., New York .

CBILINO

Jones Electrical Co., New York .

Krantz Mfg. Co., H., Brooklyn , N. Y.

Sorensen, P., Brooklyn, N. Y.
CLOCK

A. & W.Electric Siga Co., Cleveland, O.

Campbell Electric Co.,Lynn, Mas .

Elec. Motor & Equip. Co., Newark , N.J.

General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.

Hartford Time Switch Co., Hartford.

Manhattan Elec'l Supply Co., New York .

Prentiss Clock Improvement Co., N. Y.

Specialty Mfg . Co., Youngstown, O.

Sorensen, P., Brooklyn , N. Y.

Trumbull Elec. Mfg.Co .. Trumbull, Conn.

SWITCHES ,

Adam Electric Co., Frank , St. Louis , Mo.

Anderson Mfg. Co., A. & J. M. , Boston ,
Mass .

Chase -Shawmut Co., Newburyport, Mas .

Cleveland Switchboard & Electric Mig .

Co., Cleveland , O.

Condit Elec'l Mfg. Co., Boston, Man.

Connecticut Electric Mfg. Co., Bantam ,

Conn .

Crescent Elec'l Mfg.Co., Rochester , N.Y.

Crouse -Hinds Co. Syracuse ,N. Y.

Garton Co., W. R., Chicago, III .

General Electric Co.,Schenectady, N. Y.

Hill Electric Co., W. S. , New Bedford ,

Mass.

.

Operate on Alcohol, Kerosene,

Crude and Fuel Oil. Over

20.000 H.P. in operation For

all power purposes.

A. MIETZ

128-138 Mote St., N. Y city

( AICAGO

HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL SEND FON CATALOGUE .

STER MACHINE SCREW CO.

Tubular Boilers
KNIFB

WORCESTER , MASS .
Manufactured by

Samuel Smith& Son Co.

PATERSON, N. J. MANUFACTURER OP

Sot, Cap and Machine Screws, Studs, & c .

THE ELECTRICAL AGE will pay 30 cents

of November and December, 1906.for copies
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SOUTHWARK FOUNDRY & MACHINE CO.

Classified Directory of Manufacturers - Contd

Ideal Elec. & Mfg. Co., Mansfield, O.
La Roche Co., F. A. , New York .

Lang Electric Co., J., Chicago , In

Lundin Electric & MachineCo., Boston.

Manhattan Elec'lSupply Co., New York.
MarshallElec . Mfg.Co., Boston ,Mass.

Mutual Electric & Machine Co., Whoel.

ing. W. Va.

Ohio Brass Co., Mansfield , O.

Paiste Co., H. T. , Philadelphia , Pa .

Pass & Seymour, Solvay, N. Y.

Trumbull' Elec. Mfg . Co., Plainville

Conn .

Wosco Supply Co., St. Louis, Mo.

Western Electric Co., Chicago .

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., Pitts
burg . Pa.

OIL

Adam Electric Co., Frank, St. Louis, Mo.

Condit Elec'l Mfg. Co.,Boston , Mass .

General Electric Co., Schenectady,N. Y.

Hartman Circuit Breaker Co., Mansfield ,

Ohio .

Helios Mfg . Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Hill Electric Co W. S., New Bedford ,

Mass.

Pettingell -Andrews Co., Boston, Mass.

Trumbull Elec . Mfg. Co. Plainville ,

Conn .

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., Pitts

burg , Pa .

PHILADELPHIA, PA .

BUILDERS OF THE

PORTER-ALLEN STEAM ENGINE — the oldest and best high -speed auto

matic engine. It is simple, durable and economical. Practically all that we have ever

built are still running and giving satisfactory service.

SOUTHWARK-CORLISS STEAM ENGINE - strong, simple, accessible,

durable and economical.

WEISS COUNTER-CURRENT CONDENSER for steam engines and

turbines. Highest Vacuum . Least cooling water .

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS

Acme Stationary Engines
ONAP

Direct coupled toDynamio. Adapted

to high - speed direct- coupled work.

They run smoothly at various speeds,

and governor regulates to within two

per cent from no load to full load .

Sizes, 1 , 1 , 2, 3 , 4, 5 and 8 horse

power on 80 pounds steam pressure .,

Catalogue sent upon application.

Rochester Machine Tool Works

ROCHESTER , N. Y.

Providence Engineering Works
Successors to Providence Steam Engine Co.and

Rice and Sargent Engine Co.

Main Ofice and Works : PROVIDENCE , R. I.

New York Ofice : 42 BROADWAY

Builders of

Engines and General Machinery

Bissell Co., P. , Toledo, O.

General Electric Co., Schenectady N. Y.

Hart Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn

Sarco Company, New York.

PENDANT

Sarco Company, Now York

TACHOMETERS

Schaoffor & Budenborg, Now York .

TAPE

American Eloc'! Wks., Philipsdale, R. I.

Boston Woven Hose & Rubber Co. Cam .

bridge, Mass.

Brixoy, W. R., New York.

Diamond Rubber Co., Akron, C.

Dunton & Co., M. W., Providence .

Electric Appliance Co., Chicago.

Garton Co., W. R., Chicago, IL .

GeneralElectricCo.,Schenectady, N. Y.
Goodrich Co., B. F. , Akron , O.

Goodyear Tiro & Rubber Co., Akron, O.
Hartford Rubber Works, Co., Hartford ,

Cong.

Johns -Manville Co., H. W., New York

Knowles, C. S. , Boston , Mass .

Marion Insulated Wire & Rubber Co.,

Marion, Iod.

Massachusetts Chem . Co., Walpole, Man .

Mica Lasulator Co., New York.

Morgan &Wright,Chicago, Ill.

National InsulatorCo., Boston, Mass.

N. Y. Insulated Wire Co., New York.

Okonito Co., New York.

Pennsylvania Rubber Co., Jeannotto, Pa.

Republic Rubber Co., Youngstown, O.

Revere Rubber Co., Boston , Ması.

Standard Paint Co., Now York.

TELEPHONES

American Bell Telephone Co., Boston.

Connecticut Tolophone & Electric Co.,

Meriden , Conn .

CouchCo., S. H.,Boston, Man .

Electric Goods Mfg. Co., Boston ,Mass.

Gail-Webb Mfg .Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

ManhattanEloc'l Supply Co., New York.

Novelty Electric Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

RussellEloctric Co .. Danbury, Conn.
Schmidt -Wilckes Elec . Co., Woohawken ,

N. J.

Stromberg -Carlson Tolephone Mfg. Co.,

Rochester,N. Y.

Vote -Berger Co., La Crome, Wis.

Wesco Supply Co., St. Louis, Mo

Westorn Electric Co.

THEATER DIMER

Campbell ElectricCo.,Lynn , Mass.

Cutler -Hamma Mtg. Co., Milwaukee

2-Cycle 1 Air-Cooled

CLBRIDGE

LNGINES

20 Models, and All Modern

Isolated plant , 20 lights ,

Westinghouse dynamo ,

can be installed , complete,

for less than $200.00.

ELBRIDGE ENGINE CO.

19 Culver Road ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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ENGINES

Russian Electric Railway ies in Englishmay be addressed by Classified Directory of Manufacturers - Couro

Exposition intending exhibitors. It is to be Simplex Electric Heating Co., Cum .

An international exposition of hoped that American railway material
bridgeport, Mass.

UnionElec. Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis .
"Electricity as Applied to Railway and apparatus will be fully repre Universal Electric Stage Lighting Co.

Service" will be held in St. Peters- sented . New York .

burg during the month of August.
Ward Leonard Electric Co., Bronxville

It is stated that through this exposi
N. Y.

tion the Russian Government desires
Wirt Electric Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

TIME SWITCHES

to fix its ideas concerning the electrifi
Economy of Low Pressure Turbine

Anderson Mfg . Co., A. & J. M., Boston

cation of Russian railways. A special The saving of the low -pressure tur- TRANSFORMERS

trial track has been provided , on bine yoked with an efficient engine is Am . Transformer Co., Newark , N. J

Crocker-Wheeler Co., Ampere, N. J.
which all exhibits of electric railway of small and doubtful value. Where

Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Ft. Wayne,lod
motor cars will be tested on the level the low-pressure turbine is coupled General Electric Co., Schenectady. N. Y

and with varying grades and loads . with a wasteful steam engine, such as Irwin & Co., 0. C. , Crawfordsville, Ind,

The exhibitors will be permitted to is used commonly in haulage, pump Kuhlman Electric Co. , Elkhart . Ind .

sell an exhibit during the display or ing and mill work , the saving may
Lafayette Electrical Mfg. Co., Lafayette

Ind.

at the conclusion of the exposition. amount to as much as 25 or 30 per Moloney Electric Co., St. Louis, Mo.

The president of the organizing com- cent . Rateau has conclusively dem- Packard Electric Co., Warren , O.

mittee is General Sitenko, 24 Sado- onstrated these facts in his continental Peerless Transformer Co., Warren, O.

vaja , St. Petersburg, to whom inquir- work.
Pittsburg Transformer Co., Allegheny.

Pa

Wagner Elec. Mfg . Co., St. Louis.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., Pitts.

burg . Pa .

TROLLEY WHEELS

Anderson Mfg . Co., A. & J. M. , Boston .

TURBINES STEAM

FOR ELECTRIC LIGHTING
Allis -Chalmers Co., Milwaukee, Wis .

Am . Turbine Eng. Co., Washington, DC
STREET RAILWAY AND POWER

Ball & Wood Co., New York .
TRANSMISSION WORK

De Laval Steam Turbine Co., Trenton .

High Speed, Low Speed, Corliss, Slide - Valve, Vertical, General Electric Co., Schenectady, N.Y

Horizontal. Illustrated Catalogue. Hooven , Owens, Rentschler Co., Hamil.

WATERTOWN ENGINECO ,
ton , 0 .

Morris Co., I P., Philadelphia , Pa.
WATERTOWN , N. Y. , U. S. A. Westinghouse Mach. Co., Pittsburg Pa

NEW YORK, 39 Cortlandt St. BOSTON , 141 Milk St. PHILADELPHIA , 830 Perry Bldg . CHICAGO , 607 Fisher Bldg. VALVES

Am. District Steam Co., Lockport N.Y.

Am . Steam Gauge & Valve Co., Boston.

Ashton Valve Co., Boston , Mass.

Crane Co., Chicago, Ill.

Crosby Steam Gauge & ValveCo., Boston .

Fairbanks Co., New York.

Homestead Valve Mfg. Co., Homestead,

THE IDEAL CRANES FORCRANES FOR POWERPOWER STATION SERVICE Pa

Jarecki Mfg. Co., Erie, Pa.
ARE Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.

Pittsburg Valve and Fitting Co. Pitts

NORTHERN
burg. Pa.

Powell Co., W.M., Cincinnati, O.

CRANESI Schutte & Koerting Co., Philadelphia.

Walworth Mfg . Co., Boston, Mass.

WHETHER THEY VARNISH - ARMATURE AND COIL

ELECTRIC OR
Calman & Co., Emil, New York.

HAND

Eagle Paint & Varnish Co., Pittsburg
POWER THEY WILL

Growthwell, A. , New York .

BE FOUND MOST Macon -Evans Varnish Co., Pittsburg. Pa.

EFFICIENT RE Massachusetts Chem . Co.,Walpole, Mass

Sherwin -Williams Co., Cleveland .
LIABLE .

Standard Paint Co., New York .
Hand Power Northern Crane in Power Plant.

Standard Varnish Works New York

NORTHERN ENGINEERING WORKS . DETRH .
DETROIT.

Sterling Varnish Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
MICH.

WATER WHEELS

New York : 120 Liberty Street Caicago : 405 Monadnock Block

PITTSBURG : 1810 Machesney Building
Allis -ChambersCo., Milwaukee, Wis.

Dayton Globe Iron Works, Dayton, O.

Doble & Co., Abner, San Francisco , Cal

Leffel & Co., James, Springfield , O.

Lombard Governor Co., Ashland, Mass.

Morris Co., I. P., Philadelphia, Pa.
Pelton Water Wheel Co., San Francisco.

BE

AND

. .

GRAPHITEAND BUSHINGS
BRONZE

REQUIRE NO OIL OR GREASE

Worth

Risdon - Alcott TurbineCo. Mt. Holly, N.J.

Smith Co., S. Morgan, York, Pa.

Trump Mfg. Co., Špringfield , O.

WATTMETERS

Bristol Co., Waterbury , Conn.
Bristol, Wm. H., New York.

Diamond MeterCo. , Peoria , III.

Duncan Electric Mfg.Co., Lafayette , Ind .

Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Ft. Wayne, Ind.

GeneralElectric Co., Schenectady. N. Y.

Helios Mfg . Co., Philadelphia , Pa.

Johns-Manville Co., H. W., New York.

Keystone Electrical Inst. Co., Phila ., Pa .

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., Pitts

Experts say they are the best for Motors,

Elevators, Steam Engines, Pumps, Tur

bines , Gas Engines, Automobiles and

many other kinds of special machinery .

GRAPHITE LUBRICATING COMPANY

4 Church St., Bound Brook , N.J., U.S. A.

burg . Pa .

WRITE FOR DETAILS
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.

STOWMULTI-SPEED

ELECTRIC MOTOR

Clarified Directory of Manilact urers -Coni '

Weston Elec'l Inst. Co., Newark , N. J.

Whitney Electrical Inst., Co., New York .

WIRE

COPPER

Am. Electrical Heater Co., Detroit, Mich.

Am . Electrical Wks., Phillipsdale , R. I.

American Steel & Wire Co., Chicago, Ill

Ansonia Brass & Copper Co., New York

Bishop Gutta Percha Co. , New York .

Chicago Insulated Wire Co., Chicago.

Crescent Insulated Wire & Cable Co. ,

Trenton , N. J.

Hazard Mig Co., Wilkesbarre, Pa.

Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Co., Chi.

2005

Every imaginable speed between highest and
lowest points.

Full rated H. P. at all speeds.

Only one voltage required to operate.

Motor self contained .

Total absence of auxiliary machines, wiring and

apparatus .

No controller or controlling resistances.

No experiment - many in use.

Write for our No. 52Bulletin, it tells allabout it.

STOW MFG. CO., BINGHAMTON, N. Y.

Gen'l European Agts .: Se'ig, Sonnonthal & Co., 85 Queen Victoria St., London, Eng.

cago, Ill .

BINDING WIRE FOR ELECTRICAL PURPOSES

Monarch Electric & Wire Co., Chicago.

Moore, Alfred F. , Philadelphia, Pa.

National Conduit & Cable Co., New York

Phillips Insulated Wire Co. , Pawtucket

RI .

Roebling's Sons Co., John A., Trenton .

Seymour Mfg Co. Seymour . Conn .

Standard Underground Cable Co. , Pitts .

burg , Pa

Western Electric Co .. Chicago.

Wire & Telephone Co of America , Rome,

N. Y.

ELEPHANT BRAND THE PHOSPHOR BRONZE SMELTING CO.

ELEPHANT BRAND ` Phosphor Bren;

2200 WASHINGTON AVENUE , PHILADELPHIA , PA .

Castings Rods

for all for

Purposes Bushings
-

olia

INGOTS , CASTINGS , WIRE , SHEETS , RODS, Etc.

- DELTA METAL

IN BARS OR FC ING AND FINISHED RODS

ORIGINAL AND SOLE MAKERS IN THE U.S.REG . U.S.PAT, OFF .

MAGNET

WIRE FOR SPRINGS AND GENERAL PURPOSES

SM

Am. Electrical Wks. , Phillipsdale, R. I.

American Steel & Wire Co., Chicago , Ill.

Ansonia Brass & Copper Co., New York .

Belden Mfg. Co., Chicago, Ill.

Chicago Insulated Wire Co., Chicago.

D. & WFuse Co., Providence, R. I.

Driver -Harris Wire Co., Harrison, N. J.

Hazard Mfg. Co., Wilkesbarre, Pa.

Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Co. , Chi.

Moore Alfred F. , Philadelphia , Pa .

Jeb ing's SonsCo., John A., Trenton.

Seymour Mfg. Co., Seymour, Conn .

StanrlardUnderground Cable Co., Pitts.

burg . Pa

Stuart -Howland Co., Boston, Mass.

Washburn Mfg. Co., Phillipsdale, R. I.

Waterbury Brass Co., Waterbury, Conn.

Western Electric Co., Chicago , Ill.

Wire & Telephone Co. of America, Rome .

DEAN BROS.

Steam Pump Works

INDIANAPOLIS , IND.cago. Ill .

Manufacturers of

DUPLEX and UNIPLEX STEAM PUMPS

POWER and ELECTRIC PUMPS

CRANK and FLY WHEEL PUMPS

082.c,

The Largest Line of Pumping Machinery

in America

RUBBER COVER.D

Chapman Valve Mfg.Co..
MAKERS OF

Valves and Fire Hydrants

Am . ElectricalWks., Phillipsdale, R. I

American Steel & Wire Co., Chicago .

Atlantic Ins. Wire & Cable Co., New

York .

Bishop Gutta Percha Co., New York

Boston Insulated Wire & Cable Co., Bos

ton , Mass.

Brixey , W. R. , New York

Crescent Insulated Wire & Cable Co. ,

Trenton, N. J.

General Electric Co., Schenectady, N Y.

Hazard Mfg . Co., Wilkesbarre, Pa.

India Rubber & Gutta Percha Insulating

Co., New York .

Lodiana Rubber & Insulated Wire Co. ,

Jonesboro, Ind

Lowell Insulated Wire Co., Lowell, Mass.

Marion Insulated Wire & Rubber Co.,

Marion, Ind.

National India Rubber Co., Bristol, R I.

N. Y. Insulated Wire Co., New York.

Okonite Co., New York .

Phillips Insulated Wire Co. Pawtucket,
R. I.

Reed Electrical Cordage Co., Syracuse,

N. Y.

Roebling's Sons Co. ,JohnA., Trenton .

Safety Ins.Wire & Cable Co., New York .

Simplex Electrical Co., Boston, Mass.

Standard Underground Cable Co., Pitts

burg .

Waterbury, Co., New York .

Wire & Telephone Co. of America,Rome

FUNPLAN
MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS

| N73

INDIAN ORCHARD, MASS.

BRANCH OFFICES

BOSTON PHILADELPHIA NEW YORK CHICAGO

ST . LOUIS CLEVELAND SAN FRANCISCO

LONDON , ENGLAND JOHANNESBURG, SOUTH AFRICA

SEND FOR CATALOGUE
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JEFFREY

CONVEYERS AND ELEVATORS

ARE DESIGNED AND BUILT

In any capacity and to suit any requirements for handling

Coal and Ashes in Power Plants .

VEFFREY

Screens, Crushers . Traveling Weighhoppers, Storage Bins, etc.

SEND FOR CATALOG No. 32

The Jeffrey Manuf'g Co. , Columbus, OhioJeffrev Overlapping Pivoted Bucket Carrier,

Passing Over Coal Bunkers NEW YORK

DENVER

CHICAGO

ST . LOUIS

BOSTON

CHARLESTON , W. VA.

PITTSBURG

MONTREAL , CAN ,

DIRECTORY

EMBRACING

THE LEADING AMERICAN

ENGINEERS ,CONTRACTORS

AND ARCHITECTS

IL ARNOLD COMPANY
EMINEIRO - COMOTRIGT

ELECTRICAL - CIVIL - NCORAMICAS

IO MSALL . more

OMIDADO

PATENTS ,
U. S. and Foreign Trade

Marks, Etc., Secured

laventions tested ; ideas developed ; designs, models, draw
ings made; mechanical, technical,legal advice. Federal and

Local Court Practice . 1. S. PRENNER, Attorney and Counsellor.

1108 Betz Bullding, Broad above Chestnut , Philadelphia , Fa.MAILLOUX, C. O., E.E. KNOX , C. E., E.E.

Consulting Electrical Engineer Associato

76 WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK

SPECIALTIES - Lighting, Power ,Taction Problems and Equipments, Plans,
Sprcifications, Supervision. Reports. Etc.

RUEBEL AND WELLS

CONSULTING MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS

Suite 301 Chemical Building . St. Louis, U. S. A.W. E. BAKER & CO.,

W , E. BAKER - N. R. BISHOP 27 WILLIAM STREET,

Engineers Electrle Rallroadı. NEW YORK

W.K. PALMER , M. E., 718 Dwight Bldg., KANSAS CITY, MO.

Consulting Engineer. Mechanical and Electrical Engineering

ElectricRailways and Lighting;Power Plants; Manufacturing Establish

ments; Heating. Ventilating and Refrigerating Systems. o Designing of Ma.

chinery. Patent Work : Inspections, Tests and Reports.GEORGE W. MILES, Ph.B.

CHEMIST

Analytical and Canauhing. Analyvos of All Commoreial Products

TELEPHONE CONNEOTION 29 CENTRAL ST. , BOSTON , MASO
THE ARBUGKLE-RYAN GO.

CONTRACTING ENGINEERS

ESTIMATES FURNISHED TOLEDO, O.

D. C. & WM. B. JACKSON

Members Am . Inst. of Elec. Engineers ; Am . Soc. Mech. Engineers

Am. Soc ofCivil Engineers

ENGINEERS Chicago :: Boston EXPERTS
C. E. F. AHLM

Consulting and Designing, Electrical and Mechanical Engineer

Designs, Plans and Specifications in Commercial and Industrial Engineering.

CAXTON BUILDING , CLEVELAND , OHIODELTA -STAR ELECTRIC COMPANY

High tension and low tension devices

developed and marketed on royalty basis

541-553 West Jackson Blvd., Chicago
AUSTI

ELECTRICAL TESTING LABORATORIES

80th STREET AND EAST END AVE ., NEW YORK , N.Y.

Electrical and photometrical laboratory tests of every description.

Inspections and tests of electrical machinery, apparatus and materials at

the factory, or after installation .

Arc and incandescent lamp tests; illumination tests ; eto .

We haverecently prepared for the testing of coal.Calorific determinations

and proximate analyses made promptly and accurately .

J. H. HALLBERG, CONSULTING ENGINEER,

L. D. Telephone 4773 Chelsea . 30 Groenwich Avo . , New York

ELECTRIC LIGHT, POWER AND RAILWAY PLANTS.

Suggestions to secure economy, specifications, examinations and reports.

H. M. BYLLESBY & CO ., Engineers,

Examinations and Reporte. American Trust Bldg., CHICAGO , I11.

Design , construct and operate railway, light , power , hydraulic and gas plants.

THOMAS @NEALL, Electrical Engineers

HIGH TENSION TRANSMISSION

LIGHTNING PROTECTION

NW YORK, 3 Lector Stroot; N. 3226 Rector BOSTON, 12 Paarl Street, Tal. 3043 Kalis
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THIS ISIS NOT HOT AIR
But it is a Strong Statementa

You cannot handle a better or more profitable line of Fan Motors

this season than the Fort Wayne.

We are well aware, as a reputable concern , that it would be foolish to

advertise such a claim if we couldn't back it up with proof.

Send for our proposition and compare it with others. That's a fair

method, isn't it ?

We can't list and illustrate all our types and sizes here or go into details con

cerning their many points of superiority . We do all that in the catalog wesupply

you, with your name on for distribution. We think this is a pretty " nifty "

booklet and you can be proud to send it to your customers .

We have already secured more contracts this year than ever before but

perhaps you have preferred to wait until the snow was gone before placing 8 in . Desk and Bracket Fan Motor

There are some advantages in this method but you can't

afford to put it off much longer.

Therefore we repeat - Fort Wayne Fans for 1910 are the best ones you can handle, and it's to your

advantage to investigate our proposition and see if we are telling the provable truth . We will supply you with

any information you want on the next mail after we hear from you .

your order.

Fort Wayne Electric Works

Atlanta , Ga.

Boston , Mass.

Charlotte, N. C.

Chicago, Ill .

"WOOD SYSTEMS"

Cincinnati, O. 1611 Broadway, Fort Wayne, Ind . New York, N. Y.
Cleveland , O. Pittsburg , Pa.

Dallas, Tex. Kansas City , Mo. Milwaukee, Wis . Philadelphia Pa.

Grand Rapids, Mich . Madison , Wis. New Orleans, La . Syracuse, N. Y.

San Francisco, Cal .

Seattle , Wash .

St. Louis, Mo.

Yokohama, Japan

DEANE OF HOLYOKE

Electrically Operated Pumps for

Every Service

If you have a broken article made of Cast Iron

don't throw it away! Clean and fasten together with

binding wire, then put in fire till cherry red - throw

somebrass on the place to be brazed together with
a little

C. R. U. Brazing SaltAUTOMATIC SWITCHES AUTOMATIC STARTERS

PRESSURE REGULATORS

THE

DEANE STEAM PUMP CO.

115 Broadway, New York

Works : Holyoke, Mass .

and your cast iron will be brazedand mended just

the same as had it been Steel or Brass.

$ 1.00 per pound 12 pounds $10.00

JOBBERS WANTED !

Chas. R. Uebelmesser Co., Bayside, N.Y., L.I.

JUST PERFECTED

Our New Catalogue
IS NOW READY FOR DISTRIBUTIONVariable Speed Alternating

and Direct Current Motors

Send for Booklet “ C ” covering Printing Press Equipments,

Forge Blowers, Dental Engines, Jewelers' Power and

Buffing Machines. We have 900 Second - hand Dynamos

and Motors in stock and would like to quote you.

It lists and illustrates our complete line of Solderless

Connectors, Cable Taps and Terminals, including many

new designs , and presents the information on Dossert

Joints more fully and in better shape than ever.

If you are interested, send us a postal, and we will

send the catalogue.

GUARANTEE ELECTRIC CO.

Clinton and Adams Streets, Chicago DOSSERT & CO., Sole Manufacturers

242 West 41st Street, New York
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Bristol's New Even Scale

Recording

Ammeters

S
T
A
R
D
A
N
D
E STANDARD

UNDERGROUND

CABLE CO

U
s

ESTABLISHED 1845

Pittsburg, Pa. Boston

New York Philadelphia Chicago
San Francisco . Cal St. Louis

Write for new bulletins

117 and 118 describing

Recording Ammeters

with charts of uniform

graduations over the

entire range MANUFACTURERS OF
TOS

RECORD
ES

Baro and Weatherproof

WIRE AND CABLES

COVERED Electric Cables

FOR ALL CLASSES OF SERVICE.

BIHE DUNBA
R BROTHE

RSC

STEEL
GOIL

SPRIN
GS

D)

E SMALL SPRINGS

The Bristol Co. )
VO

Waterbury, Conn.
ALL KINDS OF

BALL BEARINGS
MADE FROM SHEET STEEL

& STEEL & BRASS WIRE

" KNIPE "

PAT.
THE COMBINATION

A BALL BEARING AND CONE COMBINED

FOR THRUST OR WEIGHT OR BOTH

ALL SIZES 4 INCH AND UP

NO FITTING - JUST PUSH IT ON

10 CENTS IN STAMPS FOR SAMPLES

BRISTOL,CONN.COM
nananana

PRESSED STEEL MFG . CO .

545 THE BOURSE PHILADELPHIA , PA .

SPECIAL GAS ENGINE GENERATORS

STEADY VOLTAGE WITH VARYING SPEED. MADE FOR

EXACTING PEOPLE WHO APPRECIATE GOOD SERVICE

Rochester Electric Motor Co. , RECHESTER, N.:
252COMMERCIAL ST

For Belt Drive
For Direct Connection

PAIR McCORMICK TURBINES

1,400 H.P., 400 R.P.M., 160 feet head, driving

generator in power plant of the Cascade Water,

Power and Light Company, British Columbia .

We design and build turbines to meet requirements.

Write for Catalogue if interested

S. MORGAN SMITH COMPANY
YORK, PA. , U. S. A.

Branch Office: 176 Federal St. , Boston, Mass.

FOR

60 Day Clocks

ONEIDA GALVANIZED . CHAIN

Suspending

ONEIDA COMMUNITY , LTD.

Arc Lamps

SUNDAY

Prertiss clocks are the only

60 Day clocks manufactured

in the world, and keep perfect

timethroughouttheir long run .

TheCalendar showslargedates

one at a time, and makes all

the necessary changes without

attention . If you own aPren

tiss 60 Day Calerdar Clock you

are always assured of the cor

rect time and date.

Also Frying-pan , Program , Electric,

Synchronized & Watchman's Clocka

Send for Catalogue No. 596 .

The Prentiss

Clock ImprovementCo.

Dept. 59, 92 Chambers St., N. Y. City

MAX

FLEXOUGT 4

THE SUPERIOR CONDUIT FOR INTERIOR WARING

NATIONAL METAL MOLDING COMPANY
110 FULTON BUILDING SPITTSBURG , PA .

A
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$ 1.00 per Year

15 Cents per Copy

The Continuous Efficiency and Reliability of

Allis -Chalmers Steam Turbine Units

Has beendemonstrated under the most severe conditions of service

LIS

17

COMPACT HIGH GRADE

CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL

ECONOMICAL SKILLED

OPERATION WORKMANSHIP

Allis-Chalmers Steam Turbine Units Installed

The Operating Record of Allis -Chalmers Steam Turbines is their best recommendation

Write to ALLIS - CHALMERS COMPANY
FOR FULL INFORMATION

GENERAL OFFICES, MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN

DISTRICT OFFICES IN ALL LARGE CITIES

Index to Advertisers, page 5 .
Classified Index, page 15.
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THE STANDARD FOR RUBBER INSULATION

OKONITE WIRES

MANSON TAPE

CANDEE PAT'D POTHEAD

1889 Paris Exposition Model

1893 World's Fair Model

H. DURANT CHEEVER, Treasurer.

WILLARD L. CANDEE, President.

OKONITA
OKONITE TAPE

CANDEE

WEATHER-PROOF

WIRES

GEO. T. MANSON , Gen'l Supt .

WM. H. HODGINS, Secretary.

TRADEMARK REG.U.S. PAT. OFF .

THE OKONITE Co.,
253BROADWAY NEWYORK CITY

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY GHICACO , General Western Agents

F

P
H
I
L
L
I
P
SEUG

ENE

American Electrical Works8
7
0

- EL

American

S-1
8
8
2

Yectricalwe
s

BARE and INSULATED COPPER WIRE AND CABLES

GALVANIZED IRON WIRE and STRANDS

Phillipsdale, R. I.

New York Chicago Montreal Boston

heli .

A
M
E
R
I
C
A
N

E
L
E
C

ELECTRICAL
Magnet Wir

W
O
R
K
S

ARMATURE DISCS
Made from best electrical iron ANY SIZE-ANY STYLE. Small

sizes carried in stock. Send us your specifications for special sizes .

W. & S. MFG. CO ., 10 Hunt Street, Worcester, Mass.

Electrical Engineer's Pocket- Book

By HORATIO A. FOSTER

The most complete book of its kind ever published,

treating of the latest and best practice inElectrical

Engineering. Pocket size; flexible leather; 1000 pages,
with innumerable illustrations, diagrams and tables.

9000 copies alreadysold . Price $ 5.00 Copies sent

prepaid on receipt of price.

THE ELECTRICAL AGE, Book Dept., 45 East 42d Street, New York

Porous and Vitreous Jars

For Electrical and Chemical Purposes

Of all Qualities, in any

Form at Lowest Prices

IMICA EugeneMunselland Co.
New York and Chicago

Special Covers for Chemical Jars

Attention given to Specialties for

Experimental Work
INSULATION That Is.

Micanite, Linotape, M. I. C. Compound, Empire

Cloth and Paper. For years the Standard .
JOHN MADDOCK & SONS

Coalport Pottery TRENTON, N. J. Mica Insulator Co. , Originators
NEW YORK and CHICAGO

Send for

Catalog T

of Turbines The Hooven, Owens, Rentschler Co.
BUILDERS OF THE

Hamilton-Corliss Engines and

Hamilton- Holzwarth

Steam Turbines

Si
no

Sales Offices :

ATLANTA , 1510 Candler Bldg . Denver, COL. ,

BOSTON, H. E. Rundlett
Stearns-Roger Mfg.Co.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.,
CHICAGO, ILL. , Marquette Bi'g. Chas. C.Moore & Co.

CHARLOTTE, N. C., NEW ORLEANS, LA .,

A. H. Washburn 417 Hennen Building

NEW YORK, N.Y.,30Cortlandt St. SAN FRANCISCO , CAL. , SEATTLE , WASH.,Chas. C. Moore & Co.

PITTSBURG, PA., Machesney Bldg.
Chas. C.Moore & Co. St. Louis , Mo., ChemicalBuilding

ST. PAUL , MINN. , R. B. Whitacre & Co. DALLAS, Tex. , W. R. Haynie, Wilson Bldg.

Main office and Works : HAMILTON , OHIQ

Send for

Catalog VB

of Engines
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DEANE OF HOLYOKE

Electrically Operated Pumps for

Every Service

CEED FOPET WAYNE ENDO

ARC LAMPS

AUTOMATIC SWITCHES AUTOMATIC STARTERS

PRESSURE REGULATORS

D

O

O

THE

DEANE STEAM PUMP CO.

115 Broadway, New York

Works : Holyoke, Mass.
fill all

the re

JUST PERFECTED

Variable Speed Alternating

and Direct Current Motors

Send for Booklet " C " covering Printing Press Equipments,

Forge Blowers, Dental Engines, Jewelers' Power and

Buffing Machines. We have goo Second -hand Dynamos

and Motors in stock and would like to quote you .

GUARANTEE ELECTRIC CO .

Clinton and Adams Streets, Chicago

quirements

of a perfect

arc lamp under all conditions

of service. You can be certain

when you use these lamps that

they

Will work right

Are always reliable

Give more light

Give better light

Consume less current

Are easily accessible

Require minimum of inspection

or attention

There are many reasons why

our lamps have given such uniform

satisfaction for so many years.

The design is practically ideal.

They are made -- not merely

assembled -- entirely by us and

each operation is performed

by an expert in his line. Every

Our New Catalogue
IS NOW READY FOR DISTRIBUTION

It lists and illustrates our complete line of Solderless

Connectors, Cable Taps and Terminals , including many

new designs , and presents the information on Dossert

Joints more fully and in better shape than ever.

If you are interested , send us a postal , and we will

send the catalogue.

DOSSERT & CO., Sole Manufacturers FortWayneArcLamp
9

242 West 41st Street, New York

If you have a broken article made of Cast Iron

don't throw it away! Clean and fasten together with

binding wire, then put in fire till cherry red - throw

some brass on the place to be brazed together with

a little

C. R. U. Brazing Salt

and your cast iron will be brazed and mended just

the same as had it been Steel or Brass.

$ 1.00 per pound 12 pounds $ 10.00

JOBBERS WANTED !

Chas. R. Uebelmesser Co., Bayside, N.Y., L.I.

is inspected and thoroughly tested

before it is sent out.

Atmospheric conditions have no effect on them

because of their weather proof cases and special construction .

We have several illustrated bullettns that contain a

lot of valuable information on this subject and we want to

send them to you.

They are well worth while, so write us today.

Fort Wayne Electric Works

WOOD SYSTEMS”

1611 Broadway

Fort Wayne, Indiana

630
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THE VERY BEST MECHANICAL PROTECTIONS FOR ELECTRIC WIRES.

ENUINE CIRCULAR LOOM Jutz MetalMolding ELECTRODUCT" "
The Ideal Flexible Conduit. The Practical Metal Molding. The OriginalEnameled Conduit.

Fishes Easily – Thoroughly Flexible Al - A Compact, Complete and Continuous A Thoroughly Cleaned Steel Tube which

ways–Weatherproof-Waterproof. Raceway for Electric Wires with bends easily. The Enamel is re

Fireproof- Resists Abrasion. Fittings for Every Detail markably tough and elastic-

Will Not Collapse. of Construction. it will not crack .

CIRCULAR

I
C
A
N

א
נ
ט
ו
ס

TRADE

MARK

American Circular Loom Co.,

A
R

L
O
O
M
c
o

.

New York

Chicago

International Trust Building,

BOSTON, MASS.

Atlanta

LondonSan Francisco New Orleans

REGISTERED

For 20 Years the Standard

W
I
R
E
S

TRADE MARK

Any Brush Troubles ?

Perhaps Dixon's Graphite Brushes

will just meet your difficulties ; they

have and are giving satisfaction in

hundreds of plants.

Our free Booklet 129-M may help

you out.

IN
SU
LA
TE
D

O.K.

" 0. K." Weatherproof Wire

“ Parac " Rubber Wire

Bare Copper Wire

Slow Burning Weatherproof

Railway Feeder Wire

Slow Burning Wire

A
N
D
CA
BL
ES

Joseph Dixon Crucible Co.

Jersey City, N. J.
PHILLIPS INSULATED WIRE CO.

PAWTUCKET, R. I.
4

ONRANITE
INDIANA RUBBER A INSULATED WIRE CO.

Paranite Rubber Covered Wire and Cables,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Underground , Aerial, Submarine and Inside Uso

TELEPHONE , TELEGRAPH

AND FIRE ALARM CABLES.
All Wires are Tested at Factory. JONESBORO , IND.

HITEITCHES POLES POSTS

Switchboards and Panel Boards

H. P.White Co. , Ltd.

TIES

Live Peeled White Cedar

FRANCIS BEIDLER & COMPANY

Chicago , Illinois
WAYNE JUNCTION , PHILA . PA

DAHO CEDAR POLES

Humbird Lumber Co., Ltd.
Sand Point , Idaho

Buy DIRECT FROM THE PRODUCER

Wehave the largest stock of cedar poles in the West

Woare Producers and Wholesale Doalers in Westorn

CEDAR POLES, POSTS,

TIES AND PILING

Writo for Dellvored Prices

CHURCHILL CEDAR CO. , Box 1409, Spokane

WANTED-TO SELL ANY SIZE

Louisiana Red Cypress Cross ArmsCedar Poles, Ties and Fence Posts

SHORT POLES A SPECIALTY

PORTER CEDAR CO. SAGINAW, MICH.

BORED TO PATTERN

LOUISIANA RED CYPRESS CO.

NEW ORLEANS, LA .

1
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To the Makers, Sellers and

Buyers of Electric Current

Visit our booth at The Fourth Annual

New York Electrical Show to be held

in the Madison Square Garden, New

York City, October 10 to 20, 1910.

The New York Edison Company

Fifty -five Duane Street
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ANNOUNCEMENT
To Owners Electric Light Plants .

Cities 250,000 Population and Under.

It requires one of EXCEPTIONAL ABILITY to write an advertisement that

will be Read or ACCEPTED by this publication. This is one of our Best . Please

read it , then write for INFORMATION-DIRECT .

The writer of this advertisement has been more or less identified with the

ELECTRICAL BUSINESS for 25 years (west of the Mississippi River and not east

of Cleveland , Ohio ), therefore , it is hardly to be expected that ONE , not a GRAD

Uate from leading technical laboratories abroad, or , in the vicinity of New York ,

could or should be able (WITHOUT THE LONG UP-Hill CLIMB AND WEARY HOURS

ON THE CARPET) to convince others, having CONNECTION WITH LEADING MANU

FACTURERS , or DIRECT ACQUAINTANCE WITH THE Highest AUTHORITY ON ALL

Lines ELECTRICAL, until he can PROVE ALL OF His Claims .

To All CONCERNED - OWNERS ELECTRIC Light PLANTS , MANUFACTURERS

ALL LINES ELECTRICAL :

I have succeeded in Perfecting a Line of Invention (not Tungsten Lamps

-not Storage Batteries ) that will Increase the Net Earning Power of Electric

Light Plants at Least Fifty Per Cent., and, in most cases, One Hundred to Two

Hundred Per Cent. Annually.

(Unless you are in a position to Successfully contradict this statement, do not

do it—it hasTaken Eight Years to Develop-Cost Exceeds $20,000.00 .)

I invite the highest authority - all lines ELECTRICAL , to-day, to make all

experiments possible - MECHANICAL, TECHNICAL, CHEMICAL. If this invention ,

controlled by one corporation , perhaps Two , with their great EARNING POWER

(well known) , ten years from to-day the UNITED STATES STEEL COMPANY could

be considered an INFANT INDUSTRY , if COMMERCIALIZED and Products Sold

AT ONE HUNDRED PER Cent . Net PROFIT Over MANUFACTURERS' Cost .

UNITED STATES Rights (LOCAL ) WILL BE GIVEN TO ALL ELECTRIC LIGHT

PLANTS . Machinery delivered at actual Cost . No profit to us except on the

basis Net EARNING Power. Settlements annually or semi-annually. ROYALTY

or CONTRACT. No Stock or Bond Sales . Nothing but a strictly clean , legit

imate business proposition . Will say that this invention Will Not BE COMMER

CIALIZED in any manner. This invention not for sale until such time as we have

PROVED ABSOLUTE COMMERCIAL Worth to ONE THOUSAND Electric Light

Plants (Municipal and Private) in the UNITED STATES .

All that the inventor is seeking to-day is the Honor , holding the personal

right to ANTICIPATE , but not to EQUAL

What Mr. Edison and DR. ISADORE KITSEE is to ELECTRICITY , Mr.Car

NEGIE to STEEL , MR . ROCKEFELLER to Oil , MR . MORGAN to FINANCE , MR.

CLARK AND Mr. Lawson to COPPER , MR. T. P. SHONTS to RAILROADS AND

SUBWAYS , MR. PAUL MORTON to LIFE INSURANCE , UNITED STATES AND ABROAD .

Inventor will be entitled to , at least , the Honor OF SHEDDING Light ON

One of the Best ELECTRICAL OPPORTUNITIES , plus more light in reading the

Bible , by those that NEED TO Most ( HYPOCRITES EXCEPTED ) .

One Month From To -Day Every Newspaper in the United States will possibly

“ Head Line " this invention. (My name will not be mentioned if I can prevent.)

Every Man, Woman and Child in the United States will be Benefited Directly

by this Invention. It is Made by Electricity, Air and Water, purified by Elec
tricity .

Two to Four Hours “ OFF PEAK LOAD DAILY ” ELECTRIC Light PLANTS all

that is necessary .

$2,000 to $ 10,000 is the actual Cost of additional equipment .

YOUR ELECTRIC PLANT CAN BE MADE THE ATTRACTION OF Your City .

CONSUMERS HAPPY.

ROBERT C. FINCH .

President COLONIAL ILLUMINATING CO.

1146-48 Marbridge Bldg. , 34th Street and Broadway

New York, N. Y.

Electric Light Plants Bought and Sold. Money Loaned on Same
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LOOKING AHEAD

Are you anticipating , ten years from to -day, an Event or an ActuaLITY

an Actual OCCURRENCE THAT WILL ACTUALLY OCCUR , whereby one man will

create a FOUNDATION , either on CHARACTER , HONOR , RESPECT - or seek to

COMMERCIALIZE a LEGAL RIGHT, NATIONAL (WASHINGTON , D. C. , or State)

that will give him the privilege of building, not OnLY , UNIVERSITIES - LIBRA

RIES - CHURCHES, leading to the MORAL GOOD OF All; but ELECTRIC Light

Plants ? Many and many cities Need ONE - MANY A BETTER ONE - The Good

IMPROVED.

Is there a man in the UNITED STATES who will ENLIST THE SERVICES OF

Two LEADING ENGINEERS TO EXAMINE ACTUAL CONDITIONS , THAT DEMAND OR

Need IMPROVEMENT for the Public Good , JUST AS Much As UNIVERSITIES

AND CHURCHES IN THEIR RESPECTIVE SPHERES ? (You know - Light, DAY AND

Night, ESSENTIAL . ) I mean Lighting , either from the standpoint of MUNIC

IPAL OR PRIVATE ELECTRIC PLANTS .

-

I mean simply this , Mr. Philanthropist - seeking now the modern method

of Foundations — incorporated, State and National Protection :—Surely, Just as

Great Honors can be Yours as to the Man Who has Succeeded in Establishing

a National Reputation in Other Lines, Also to the Man or Men Who will Donate

a New Electric Light Plant (making it Obligatory upon the City to see that it is

Run Properly, the same as it is Obligatory upon the City to see that Libraries

are Properly Conducted ) so that all in that City can at least have Improved Light

Sufficient to Read Books Donated, whether in Library, Public School or Church.

For a number of years I have been hoping that there would be One Man,

at Least, who would come out of the “ West,” if not “ East ” (whether he could

Play Golf or not) , who would take just as much pleasure in Donating Electric

Light Plants as the Men Who have Attained the Top Pinnacle of Fame-in Name,

Standing, Reputation, Financially , Morally, Socially, Commercially, Religiously ,

and I might add consistently - Politically.

To that MAN OR MEN I OFFER MY SERVICES , WITHOUT CHARGE - WITHOUT

Price , in amount not to exceed One Dollar ANNUALLY, until JULY 1 , 1913 . On

that day I expect to leave an organization , in control of others , with TALENT

AND BRAINS SUFFICIENT TO CARRY OUT MY PROJECT , TO THE END THAT OTHERS

ARE SATISFIED with all the HONORS , HONORABLY ATTAINED OR ACHIEVED , as

stated above . From That Day I expect to PLAY GOLF - HAVE A Yacht, not

alone for my personal pleasure , but for what I may be able to do in making

happy others , as others HAVE DONE , and Many MORE TO COME .

Yours respectfully,

ROBERT C. Finch .

President COLONIAL ILLUMINATING CO,

1146-48 Marbridge Bldg. , 34th Street and Broadway

New York, N. Y.

Electric Light Plants Bought and Sold, and Money Loaned on Same
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BRIGHTER

BROOKLYN

Throughout the year, the elec

trical publications are of vital interest

and real service to the central station .

The Brooklyn central station is

glad of the annual opportunity afford

ed by Convention Numbers to indicate

its appreciation .

Edison Electric Illuminating Company

of Brooklyn
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For Prices on Insulated Wires and Cables

ADDRESS

JOHN A. ROEBLING'S SONS CO.
TRENTON , N. J.

H N. FENNER , President J. F. BLAUVELT, Agent RUSSELL W. KNIGHT, Treasurer

NEW ENGLAND BUTT COMPANY, Providence, R. 1. U.S. A.

MANUFACTURERS OF

MACHINERY FOR INSULATING ELECTRICAL WIRES

Braiding, Taping, Winding, Twinning, Cabling, Stranding, Polishing and

Measuring Machines. Cable Covering Braiders. Rubber Strip Covering Machines

FINE CASTINGS A SPECIALTY
Universal

Stranding Machine

“MORSE ” TOOLS
Arbors, Chucks, Counterbores, Countersinks,

Cutters, Dies, Drills, Gauges, Mandrels ; Mills,

Reamers, Screw Plates, Sleeves, Sockets, Taps,

Taper Pins, Wrenches.

MORSE TWIST DRILL & MACHINE CO.

New Bedford , Mass ., U. S. A.

LET US SHIP YOU A

TRIAL ORDER OF Railway Motor Brushes
MADE BY NEW

PROCESS

GRADE H, GRADE H- 1 , GRADE H-3, GRADE H-8

DIFFERENT GRADES FOR DIFFERENT CONDITIONS

WITH A RECORD OF 30,000 TO 50,000 MILES, ACCORDING TO CONDITION

SPEER CARBON CO. , ST. MARYS, PA .

GREAT REDUCTION in the OPERATING EXPENSE

OF A POWER PLANT CAN BE EFFECTED

BY THE USE OF SUITABLE COAL AND

ASHES HANDLING MACHINERY

This is probably the highest hoist for unloading coal in the United States.
This plant is built on the banks of the Mississippi for the unloading

and distributing ofcoal at the great station of the Union
Electric Light and Power Co., St. Louis, Mo.

The bucket, standing vertically, is dumping its load

Our specialty is the manufacture of this type of

machinery, for power stations up to any capacity .

WRITE FOR OUR BULLETIN No. R.3. , “NOISE

LESS CONVEYORS, ” AND SEE THE WORK WE

HAVE DONE AND SOME OF THE PLANTS WE

HAVE INSTALLED .

C. W. Hunt Company

MEAD - MORRISON MFG. COMPANY

Main Office : Cambridge " A ," BOSTON, MASS .

New York , 11 Broadway ; Baltimore . 903 Maryland Trust Bldg.; Philadelphia ,

305 Penn . Bldg.; Pittsburgh, 1806 Machesney Bldg.; Chicago, 74th St. and

Kimbark Ave.; San Francisco, Atlas Bldg.; New Orleans, 200 South

Peters St.; Birmingham , Alabama ; Montreal, 286 St. James St.

Cable Address : JAMEAD, New York , Liebers Code.

MORRISON , Cambridge, Commercial Code.

( Established 1872)

West New Brighton , New York

New York Office, 45 Broadway
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The New Weston Alternating Current

Switchboard Ammeters and Voltmeters
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Will be found vastly superior in accuracy, dura

bility and workmanship to any other instruments

intended for the same service.

They are ABSOLUTELY DEAD BEAT, EXTREMELY

SENSITIVE, PRACTICALLY FREE FROM TEM

PERATURE ERROR.

Their indications are PRACTICALLY INDEPENDENT

OF FREQUENCY AND ALSO OF WAVE FORM.

They require EXTREMELY LITTLE POWER FOR

OPERATION and are VERY LOW IN PRICE.

W sTON ELECTRICALINSTRUMENTO ,

NEWARK NJ.U.S.A.

Cadena 10

Listof Selling Agencies and Branch orices of the Weston Electrical Instrument Company | Correspondence concerning these new Weston Instruments is solicited by theLiberty St. Cleveland Bldg.

Chicago . 1504 Monadnock Block Mexico

Philadelphia 346 Mint Arcade Montreal 13 St. John St. WESTON ELECTRICAL
176 Federal St. Toronto 6 Wellington St.

St. Louis 915 Olive St. London Audrey House, Ely INSTRUMENT COMPANY

Denver 1725 California Ave. Place, Holborn

San Francisco Bride Building Berlin 88 Ritterstrasse

682-684 Mission St. 12 Rue St. Georges WAVERLY PARK , NEWARK , N. J.

Boston

Paris

Steam Turbines

Require:
Cheaper than

Steam Engines :

to buy

to instail

to operate

to repair

less oil

less fuel

less attention

less space

Over a Million H. P. Built and On Order

For full particulars, Turbine Catalogue 7002

The Westinghouse Machine Co.
Designers and Builders of Steam Turbines, Steam Engines, Gas Engines, Gas Producers and the Roney Stoker

NEW YORK-10 Bridge Street ST. LOUIS - Chemical Bldg . CINCINNATI – Traction Bldg.

BOSTON-131 State Street PITTSBURG - Westinghouse Bldg. PHILADELPHIA - North American Bldg.

BALTIMORE - Continental Bldg. CLEVELAND - NewEngland Bldg . DENVER - McPhee Bldg .

ATLANTA-Candler Bldg. CHICAGO - 171 La Salle Street SAN FRANCISCO - Hunt, Mirk & Co.
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New York

ESTABLISHED 1883 investment of money in electrical se- Those of us familiar with the tele

Published monthly by curities for a long time was classed phone industry will remember that the

The Electrical Age Co.. 45 E. 42d Street, New York. as " wild -catting." turn of its fortune was almost co

In the same town we have seen incident with the connecting up of theJOHN HAYS SMITH , Pres ,

C. A. HOPE, Sec. J. H. COOK , Treas. many separate central stations cre- various cities and towns , and that the

ated by hot enthusiasts, brought after growth in the telephone service
Telephone No. 6498 Murray Hill

a feverish struggle , to a common own- bounded rapidly upward .
Cable Address-Revolvable. New York

ership. The fierce cost of invention A community of ownership having
JOHN HAYS SMITH , Editor

and replacement had worn them down. been largely worked out, there were

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Then the separate plants were fairly large and stable operating com

United Siates and Mexico , $ 1.00 . abandoned for a single large central panies to deal with .
Canada, ($ 1.50 . To Other Countries , $ 2.50 station of increasing size, becoming The little fellows were gobbled up

NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS at last unwieldy and to a certain ex- quickly — they contributed to the in

insertion of new advertisements or changes of copy cannot tent lessened in its reliability by its come, and they hardly added to the

be guaranteed for the lo'lowing issue iſ received later than the

13th of each month . general expense sheet. The purchase

It is well to set up the mark and of these small telephone plants was

Copyright 1910 by THE ELECTRICAL AGE Cc.
look back over the wild , ceaseless and always profitable .

Entered as second class matter at Post Office New York , costly struggle of deified invention .

The St. Louis convention is likely

to be such a mark.

The creation of the power transmis Electric Lamps

CONTENTS sion section is the signal event in the There has recently appeared an ex

history of the Association . It marks
cellent work on electric lamps from

the turn from a study of the single the pen of Maurice Solomon, an Eng
EDITORIAL

distribution system to the study of the lish authority on lamps who has the
National Electric Light Ass'n ..... 125 possibilities of connecting separate unusual claim to our attention of be

Electric Lamps ... 125 systems.

This means greatly increased profit facturing processes .
ing at-first -hand familiar with manu

under common ownership and unifiedLEADING ARTICLES Those who have had the privilege
operation.

Distant Control Switchgear ....... 127
of knowing Mr. Solomon's work and

It means, too , getting that profit personality naturally expected his
Recent Progress in Textile Mill with slight expenditure. book would become the classic in its

Design and Operation .......... 143 Also the connecting up of the dis- field , and in this they have not been

tribution networks means the ultimate disappointed. From the first page to
Buying Alternating-Current Motors. 151

passing of the small central station .
the last the reader feels the grip of a

Cutout for Protecting Street Series The art of power transmission now specialist's mind ceaselessly working

Lighting Systems .. 153 moving swiftly in what we still awk
to collect and present in lucid form

wardly call the central-station field is the best information on the subject of

swiftly placing the development of electric illumination. Yet there is no

electric energy upon a solid founda- evidence of compilation, for the work
National Electric Light Associ- tion .

is readable throughout and is written
ation

Less and less shall we see the ex- in a clear , flowing style, bespeaking

The quarter century of the National ploitation of freak inventions at the not only the engineer, but also the

Electric Light Association at St. Louis expense of little non -dividend -paying scholar.

next week rounds out a period of mar- stations. Less and less can ineffici
The work opens with a clear and

vellous achievement, unrivalled by the ency , slothfulness and ignorance re- authoritative statement of the prin

intellectual conquests of man . main in the new régime. ciples of artificial illumination which

Within this period a comparatively More and more stations are being ought to be read by many other

small group of workers has taken out connected together. Wider and wider people than those to whom the re

about thirty thousand patents , devel- spreads the network of distribution . mainder of the book will appeal. In

oped several thousand pieces of ma- Where before a group of little stations the chapter on the production of arti

chinery , more or less complicated , were, each losing money in the ficial light occurs what is probably the

evolved several complete and different ceaseless struggle with swift and un- only complete and lucid explanation

types of generating machinery, each certain invention , there appears a in print of the black -body standard of

worked out from different principles, single distributive company of size , radiation . This chapter quotes very

discarding the present for new with single management and profitable to largely from the work of Lummer

such reckless abandon that the its owners.
and Pringsheim , whose excellent

125
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RATIO OP STARTING CURRINT TO

FINAL CURRENT

LAMP

work on radiation has not met in of the lamp deserves. But Mr. Solo- would surely say that this alternating

America with the recognition it de- mon knows so much about Nernst light is not extremely pleasant to work

serves. lamps that , we suppose, he had to get by.

The subject of photometry and test- it out of his system , and he does so Assuming energy at 10 cents per

ing is treated in 68 pages , which have · in 38 pages of matter, which would kw -hr., the cost per 1000 candle -hours

the unusual quality of combining lit- be of the most momentous interest if for various illuminants is found from

erary merit and convenience for ref- somebody hadn't invented the tungsten the book to be as follows, the cost of

erence . Attention is drawn to the lamp. He says, however, that the carbons and renewals being included

lack of agreement between the com- Nernst lamp has " undergone but little in the are and incandescent lamp fig

parative tests on the various units of modification since the first satisfactory ures respectively :

illumination, a fact which emphasizes types were produced in 1900 and 1901

the necessity of a rational and con- and it has decidedly failed to achieve

venient standard . The various values the results anticipated at its first intro
Mercury vapor .

Magnetite arc .

are given as follows: duction .'
Flame arc , yellow ..

Flame arc , white .

Enclosed arcs..

CANDLE HEPNER CARCEL RATIO OF STARTING TO RUNNING Open arcs , retort carbons..

National Physical Labo
CURRENT Tantalum ( direct current ) .

ratory ..
1 0.914 0.982

Tungsten ( 1000 hrs . )

Reichsanstalt . 1 0.917 0.991 The subject of metallic -filament Carbon filament ..

Laboratoire Centrale.... 1 0.929 1.00 )
lamps is treated with somewhat less

Laboratoire d'Essais...
1 0.928 0 996

authority than the remainder of the

The above table is taken from a

book, but is probably the best exposi very elaborate series of tables in the

Further it is stated that the value of tion of the subject extant. The over
last chapter. Here the cost of illumi

the candle in terms of the Hefner unit , rush of current when a metallic -fila
nating with lamps of different types

hitherto generally accepted, is 0.88, ment lamp is switched on is calculated
is fully worked out. The author very

four per cent . too small. The figures from resistance curves or observed

in the above table also show that the with an oscillograph. The resultsby and depreciation of arc lamps, as
wisely leaves out the trimming costs

Pentane and Hefner lamps are dis- the two methods do not agree, how
these vary greatly with the locality

tinctly preferable to the Carcel lamp ever, and Mr. Solomon leaves the
and had better be calculated for each

for accuracy of reproduction. reader without an explanation of this
It is worth while to have the

An interesting paragraph on page discrepancy. The figures are as fol
book for this chapter alone, if one is54 tells of the application of illumina- lows :

interested in the economics of electric

tion photometers to the photometry

of vapor lamps. “ For example, the
lighting. In conclusion Mr. Solomon

mercury -vapor lamp, and still more ,
gives the share of the various nations

the Moore tube lamp, are extremely
in advancing the cause of electric

Calculated from Observed with

difficult to photometer in the ordinary
lighting and we have compiled the foloscillograph

lowingtable to give the substance of
way on account of the fact that, hav

0.569 to 1 his remarks :

ing light sources of very large area ,

the inverse square of the distance law Tungsten .

cannot be applied. In order to deter

mine the illuminating value of these
The electric arc is treated in a very

Arc light ..... Davy England

lamps recourse has been had to the
Incandescent lamp. Edison U. S. A.

thorough way with frequent reference
following method : A given space, for

Incandescent lamp. Swan England

to the work of Mrs. Ayrton, wife of Arc , commercial ... Carré France

example, a large room , is illuminated
the late Prof. W. E. Ayrton, to whom

Cored carbon . Germany

by one ( or more ) of these lamps, and Flame carbons .. Germany

the book is dedicated. Mrs. Ayrton's

the value of the illumination at dif
Magnetite arc . U. S. A.

work on the electric arc must rank Mercury arc .. Germany

ferent points is measured by means with that of Vme. Curie on radium , Mercury arc .. Cooper-Hewitt U.S. A.

of an illumination photometer. The
Quartz lamp ..

as the most important work done by
Heraeus Germany

room is then illuminated by lamps, the Vacuum tube lamp . Moore U. S. A.

women , in the field of physical science ,
candle -power of which can be deter

Metallized filament . Howell I '. S. A.

and we believe that Mr. Solomon was Nernst lamp Germany

mined in the usual way, and the illu
an assistant to Mrs. Ayrton in some Osmium lamp .. Germany

mination under these conditions is
of her classic researches. Anyone who

Tantalum lamp. Germany

again measured . From the known Tungsten lamp.....Welsbach Germany

wants to know all about the alleged
candle -power of these lamps the Tungsten lamp.. . Just Austria

back -E.M.F . and negative resistance
equivalent candle -power of the orig. of the arc will find it lucidly treated in

inal lamp can then be calculated .'
As a moral to this comparative

The author then proceeds to explain
Chapter VIII .

study in national activity, the Briton

that this method is subject to impor is incited to hustle and catch up with
COST OF ELECTRIC LIGHT

tant inaccuracies .
his friends ( ? ) across the sea. Doesn't

In the chapter on carbon - filament Among the miscellaneous lamps the the moral also apply to us in America ,

lamps Mr. Solomon, unlike most Eng. Moore vapor lamp is given special too ? Are we not being pushed hard

lishmen , gives credit to Edison for consideration, it being stated that the by the Germans, too ?

important work in the development of Moore tube probably represents " the Just as everyone engaged in elec

the incandescent lamp. He proceeds most beautiful form of electric light- trical engineering must have a stand

to give a clear description of the man- ing yet developed , producing, as it ard handbook , and everyone inter

ufacturing processes and tests and of does, a steady, evenly distributed illu- ested in heavy electrical engineering

the physical properties of filaments of mination with a source of low , in- must have Del Mar's Electric Power

various kinds and conditions. trinsic brilliancy." Mr. Solomon has Conductors, so everyone engaged in

The chapter on Nernst lamps is en- probably never seen a Moore tube op- the broad field of electric lighting can

tirely too thorough , presenting more erating on a circuit of such low pe- not afford to be without Solomon's

data than the commercial importance riodicity as 60 cycles per sec . or he Electric Lamps.

resistance

curves

Carbon .

Tantalum . 5.73 to 1

12.43 to 1

4.74 to 1

7.33 to 1

TYPE OF LIGHT INVENTOR NATIONALITY

Siemens

Bremer

Steinmetz

Arons

Nernst

Welsbach

Siemens



Distant Control Switchgear

STEPHEN Q. HAYES

PART III-Continued

6

Switchboard panels, pedestals and usually so arranged as to be access- power were being opened under load,

control desks having been described ible to the proper parties in case of and that frequently oil would be blown

in Part I of this paper ; apparatus , necessity , but under ordinary condi- out of the breaker and occasionally

circuit -breakers , etc. , having been cov tions was inaccessible to the casual the breaker itself would be destroyed

ered by Part II , the structures for visitor or the unauthorized attendant. by the explosion .

breakers and bus bars , as well as the As the voltage and amount of pow- The amount of power that could

general station layouts, will be treated er to be handled in the stations in- safely be handled by an oil circuit

in this Part III . creased , various switching devices as breaker , as explained in Part II , de

This part will be arranged in sec- described in Part II were developed pended, among other things , on the

tions as follows : from time to time to handle the cir- strength of its tanks , the amount of

A. General features of all circuit- cuits of large power and high voltage , the oil , the arrangement of the break

breaker and bus-bar struc- but in Europe and America the oil ing contacts and similar features of

tures . switch and oil circuit-breaker have design , but even with the most careful

B. General features of European practically superseded all other types design oil would occasionally be

structures . of switch gear for alternating -current blown out of the breaker and some

C. General features of American service . times its tanks destroyed .

structures.
The essential feature of the oil Due to the throwing of oil and the

D. Typical examples of European switch or breaker is the opening of trouble occasionally arising from ex

structures and station lay- the circuit under oil and the smother- plosions in the tanks of the breaker,

outs for various voltages . ing of the arc in a rather restricted it has been found advisable in many

E. Typical examples of American space , and it was soon found that ex- instances to locate the oil circuit

structures and station layouts plosions in the oil switch would occa- breaker and some of the other ap

for various voltages. sionally occur when circuits of large paratus, either on a framework away

F. Details of apparatus.

These main sections are susceptible C! G
of further subdivision , but they cannot

be gone into as fully as their im

portance might warrant in the short

space available in this paper.

SECTION ' A " -GENERAL FEATURES

The early electrical power plants

contained a few machines of small

output and moderate voltage that were

readily controlled by simple, inexpen MO

sive , exposed switch gear mounted on

the station walls or on a switchboard .

As voltage and output increased , it be WS

came necessary to utilize more space

for the switch gear than could be
found on the station walls , or on a

switchboard proper , and to take more

precautions to safeguard the at

tendants and to localize the trouble

MO
that might occur due to defect in the
switch gear . The main features of

distant control with their reasons and

advantages having been covered

rather thoroughly in the first sections

of Parts I and II , consequently it will

not be necessary to dwell on these

points at any length in this section .

Many of theremarks made in Section

B apply equally well to Section C and

vice versa.
10000

MO

SECTION " B " -GENERAL FEATURES OF MA T

EUROPEAN STRUCTURES

Distant mechanical control

adopted for switch gear at an early

date in Europe and , as a matter of

precaution , the switch gear , bus bars in

and connections were generally en
J

closed in cabinets or located in ma

sonry structures or otherwise placed

out of reach . The equipment was
Fig. 1. — TRANSVERSE SECTION - OBERMATT GENERATING STATION
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S

from other portions of the switch

gear or in a masonry compartment,

usually of concrete, so that even if the

oil is thrown out of the breaker or

the breaker itself destroyed by an ex

plosion, little other additional harm

will occur.

In Europe it is customary in all

plants, except those of very high pow

er or extremely high voltage, to use

circuit-breakers having all three sets

of contacts for a three-phase circuit

in one tank , and consequently mostof

the European structures have been de

signed with this point in view.

In many cases, however, the circuit

breakers, particularly for high volt

age, are arranged with each pole of

the breaker in a separate compart

ment , and the bus bars and connections

are almost invariably arranged so

that each phase occupies a separate

compartment.

While in America switch-gear com

partments have been built out of

brick, slate , soapstone and other ma

terials , as well as concrete ; in Europe

concrete has been used almost ex

clusively , and due to the use of excel

lent material and high-grade work

manship, very elaborate and intricate

forms have been made in concrete con

struction and horizontal shelves as

well as vertical septums and barriers

are made of this material.

In an article of this length it is , of

course , impracticable to attempt to

show and describe all of the various

forms which these concrete switch-gear

compartments take in European con

struction, so this paper confines itself

to a few examples collected from

plants that have been installed in a.

France, Switzerland , Italy and Spain

by the " Machinenfabrik Alioth ," the

“ Brown Boveri Company” and the

" Maschinenfabrik Oerlikon . "

It might be stated , however, that the

concrete construction of these firms

does not differ materially from that

employed by other European manu

facturers .

i
n
M
t
s

.

O
A

GET
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H
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SECTION “ C ” —GENERAL FEATURES OF

AMERICAN STRUCTURES

The question of cellular construc

tion for plants of 13,000 volts or less

and the reasons for the open con

struction on higher voltages having

been discussed previously, it is un

necessary to repeat here the reasons

for such construction.

As the main idea of the cellular

scheme for circuit -breaker and bus

structures is to provide an insulating

fire- proof barrier between leads of op

posite potential in heavy capacity

plants , the nature of the material to

be used for the structures, barriers

and other parts is of the utmost im

portance. While in Europe concrete

is used almost exclusively, in Ameri Fig. 2. - HORIZONTAL SECTION — OBERMATT GENERATING STATION
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ca, until very late years , the vertical shelves for bus-bar work, it is rapidly or entirely enclosed . In the former

walls and septums of the circuit-break- becoming a favorite material for such case the wall of the structure which

er and bus-bar structures usually have structures in America, as well as in separates the horizontal bus bars and

been built of brick or concrete, while Europe. When concrete is used it is the vertical bus bars is made prac

the horizontal shelves between the bus a simple matter to imbed the conduit tically continuous. The back of the

bars ordinarily have been made of for the control leads, the tie rods for bus-bar shelves are built into this wall

concrete, soapstone, slate or marble. the breakers, the bolts for switch while pilasters spaced approximately

In some instances the bus-bar struc- bases, transformers, etc. , in the struc- 4 ft . apart support them in the front.

tures have been made of asbestos lum- ture. Concrete, however, is some- Except for these pilasters the bus-bar

ber, transite or similar material . what more apt to absorb moisture than structure is open in the front, and the

The brick used for structural work brickwork , but when dry is a com- septums in the rear that separate the

of this kindis usually a good class of paratively good insulator and resists leads are usually left open . This

pressed brick, fire-brick , or enamelled the destructive effects of an arc as scheme leaves the bus bars and con

brick put up with cement mortar and well as anything used for the purpose .

presenting a fine appearance .
In Horizontal shelves between bus bars

order to keep down the cost, it is are made of marble, slate , soapstone,

sometimes arranged to use the finer sandstone, concrete or similar mate

grades of brick for such portions of rial , and historically they have been

the structure as are visible from the used about in the order named, which

operating -room or noticeable to the is also the order of their decreasing

average visitor, while a cheaper grade cost . Marble is undoubtedly the best
is used for such other parts as are material, as far as insulation and ab

normally not seen . The advantages sorption qualities go, but its high cost

of brick in America for this class of and its crumbling when exposed to a

work are that it has ample strength bad arc has caused the adoption of

to support the weight and to stand the cheaper materials of slightly poorer

jar of opening a heavy breaker, and it insulating qualities . Slate — the next
is easy to secure good bricklayers in material tried — is a very uncertain in

almost any locality . Its disadvantages sulator for high -voltage work , and it
are chiefly due to its relatively fixed has been superseded by soapstone,

dimensions, the difficulty of reinforc- sandstone or concrete and where space

ing thin walls of any considerable is at a premium, soapstone is used

height and the trouble experienced in almost exclusively, as it can be better

locating conduits for control leads or drilled, machined and worked ; small

other purposes, as well as the fact that er clearance distances can be used

it is practically impossible to make than would be permissible with sand

the horizontal shelves of the same ma- stone or concrete.

terial as the vertical walls when brick Between disconnecting switches and

is used. in places where the barrier wall does

Concrete possesses most of the ad- not carry any additional weight, as

vantages of brick without the disad- bestos board, wire glass and similai

vantages of relatively fixed dimensions materials have sometimes been used.

and as it can be easily reinforced Masonry structuresstructures for bus-bar

and can be made into horizontal work and made either semi-enclosed
Fig. 4.6000 - VOLT BUS BARS

39597

FE

Fig. 3.-GENERATOR CONTROL APPARATUS Fig . 5. - 27,000 - VOLT BUS BARS
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1

nections readily accessible and well

ventilated , but makes it possible for a

careless visitor or attendant to come in

contact with the bus or connection .

Aame passing from one compartment

to the next , but is more expensive and

more subject to insulation trouble than

the latter .

A

While local conditions of available

space and clearance are determining

factors in settling on the design of the

structures and the general arrange

ment of the station , the examples that

follow will at least give some idea as

to the space required and the arrange

ments recommended for different

types of breakers operating at various

voltages.

M

N

SECTION " D " -TYPICAL EXAMPLES OF

EUROPEAN STRUCTURES AND

LAYOUTS

Fig. I shows a transverse section

through the switch galleries of the

Obermatt generating station of the

Engelburg -Lucerne transmission plant

installed by the Maschinenfabrik Oer

likon .

This generating station is divided

into three long rooms, containing the

machines, the transformers and the

switching apparatus . The switch

room , about 180 ft. long, 34 ft . wide

and 68 ft . high, has been designed to

accommodate the switch gear for one

600 -h.p. generator , six 2000 -h.p. gen

erators , of which four are installed,

and three 150-h.p. exciter sets , of

which two are installed , and the build

ing can be extended to take the ap

paratus for eight generators.

The exciters have a normal output

of 100 kw. at 100 volts , with a maxi

mum voltage of 150 , and a speed of

700 rev . per min . As an additional

source of excitation in case of emer

P

1

RI

9.

o
OLBY

Fig. 6. — TRANSVERSE SECTION OF BRESCIA TRANSFORMER STATION

구

A modification of this scheme uses For bus bars and connections where

a continuous wall instead of pilasters the currents exceed 600 or 800 am

as a support for the front of the peres it is usual to employ laminated

shelves and the bus bars and con- copper straps , while for smaller cur

nections are almost completely en- rents , cable , wire rod or tubing is

closed except for openings provided used . Cable , and to a certain extent
a

with doors or slides where necessary . wire , is used for connections involv

With this arrangement it is impos- ing bends or long runs through con

sible for anyone to touch any live duit , while for straight runs or simple

metal parts without removing a door, bends rod or tubing can be used . Tub
but the buses and connections are not ing, while more costly than rod or

so accessible or so well ventilated as wire for the same section, is stiffer and

with the more open arrangement . can often be flattened out for making

Where the leads pass through the connections to studs, bars and leads

floor or the back wall of a bus-bar without the necessity of additional

structure, either of two schemes may terminals .

be adopted. With the first, porcelain The bus bars , when not too heavy ,

bushings are used to give the neces- can be supported by the bushing for

sary insulation, while with the other the lead through the wall , as shown in

scheme holes of generous dimensions some of the cuts , while for heavier

are made and the lead run through the work or where bushings are not used

middle of this hole. In one case the bus bars are supported on porce

porcelain insulation is used, and in the lain pillars , petticoat insulators or

other, air. The former makes a tighter similar devices resting on the bus-bar

joint with less likelihood of smoke or shelf or attached to the wall.

Fig. 7. - HORN ARRESTERS WITH LIQUID RE

SISTANCE
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type disconnecting switches, either the

single -phase or three-phase 6000 - volt

bus. These bus bars are arranged to

form two complete rings with knife

switches for sectionalizing the rings .

The three-phase bus is also provided

Salle des parafoudres

Galerie du tableau

7

lal

lac

C
T

Barres

omnibus
T

Fig. 8. — 46,000 -VOLT BUS BARS WITH SECTIONALIZING SWITCHES

Fig . 31 . Coupe transversale de l'annexe du tableau .

OF SWITCHSECTION

BOARD GALLERIES

" CA " Oil circuit non -automatic

in bus junction circuits .

“ T ” Step -up transformers.

“ J” Choke coil .
Fig . 9.—TRANSVERSE

" TS” Sectionalizing knife switch

es .

“ B ” Horn lightning arresters . with an oil breaker for sectionalizing

“WW ” Liquid resistance in light- and the two banks of step-up trans

ning arrester circuits. formers are connected on each side of

"WS" Water jet discharger for this section breaker . The three-phase

surges. groups are connected delta-delta and

The general scheme of connections knife switches are provided for cut

is suchthat any of the 50 -cycle gen- ting out any one transformer of either

erators can feed through an overload group and cutting in the spare trans
oil circuit-breaker and suitable knife former.

gency, a storage battery of 56 cells

with a capacity of 1000 ampere-hr.

is installed . This is charged from one

of the exciters and a motor -operated

end cell switch with a column type in

dicator is furnished .

The generator for railway service

is connected to the 600- h.p . turbine op

erating at 490 rev . per min. and has

an output of 520 k . v . a . at 780 volts

327/2 cycles, and has an efficiency of

.94 per cent . at full load, 100 per cent.

power factor and 91 per cent . at full

load, 75 per cent. power factor .

The 50 -cycle main generators can

be used either as single- phase or

three -phase machines and each ma

chine can develop 1850 k . v . a . three

phase, or 1380 k. v . a . single -phase

6000 volts, 300 rev. per min . with 100

volts field excitation.

In order to step up the voltage from

6000 to 27,000 there are two banks ,

each of three 700 - k . v . a . single -phase

transformers with one spare for the

three-phase service and three units of

the same size for single -phase.

Fig. 2 shows a longitudinal section

through the switching portion of the

same station and is a section along the

line “ AB” of Fig. 1 , which in turn is

a section along the center line "CD "

of Fig. 2. In both of these cuts the

following symbols were used :

"MA" Overload air break circuit

breaker in exciter circuits .

" MO " Overload oil break circuit

breakers in the 6000 and

27,000 - volt circuits . Fig . 10.–52,000-VOLT BUS - BAR STRUCTURE
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Fig . 11. - SECTION THROUGH SWITCHING GALLERIES - BEZNAU STATION

tem .

The high -tension side of the step- material can usually be utilized to bet

up transformer connects to three- ter advantage in a double -throw sys

phase or single -phase ring bus bars The entire separation of the

and the three 27,000 -volt outgoing single- phase lighting load from the

feeders can be connected to either the three -phase power load involves more

three - phase or single -phase bus. complication than would usually seem

This series of ring bus bars is typ to be justified.

ical of European practice, and while it As may be noted from Fig . I , the

permits a great deal of flexibility it control gallery overlooks the genera

occupies a large amount of space and, tor-room to the left , and in this gal

in the opinion of most American en- lery , as shown on Fig. 16 of Part I

gineers , the same number of switches of this article, are placed the genera

and the same or smaller amount of tor control columns and the outgoing

line panels. The generator columns

on the right contain suitable instru

ments , and the levers to operate the

oil circuit -breakers , switches for light

and power , rheostat handwheels and

the carbon -breakers of the field cir

cuits.

A very ingenious arrangement of

the levers makes it necessary for the

attendant to perform his various op

erations in proper sequence. The oil

circuit-breaker cannot be closed if the

field switch is open and, conversely,
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unless the oil circuit -breaker is open from these handles, suitable pulleys with porcelain fuse-holders appear at

the field switch cannot be opened nor being furnished for turning the vari- the left , while four current-transform

the knife switches connecting to the ous corners . The choke coil “ J,” the ers are in the center and are used , one

bus manipulated. The voltmeters and horn gaps " B " with their liquid re- for the ammeter, one for the watt

wattmeter are automatically connected sistances “WW ” and the water jet meter and two for the three -pole au

by the movement of the operating le- dischargers "WS” are located on the tomatic oil circuit -breaker that is lo

ver in such a way as to give proper top gallery for furnishing lightningtop gallery for furnishing lightning cated in the upper left -hand cell .

indication without any further trouble . protection to the three 27,000 -volt out- After passing through the breaker the

A white lamp shows when the breaker going lines. current goeseither to the lighting bus

is closed and a red one , when open . The operating handles for the low- or to the power bus, depending on the

An acoustic signal operates on the tension transformer breakers are lo- position of the double -throw switch in

opening of a breaker, but this can be cated on the main floor and operate the right-hand compartment. As may

cut out immediately by hand if de- the 6000 -volt breakers on the same be noted, the cellular construction is

sired. floor and the 27,000 - volt breakers on used with the horizontal and vertical

====

CV

Fig. 12.-ARRANGEMENT OF SWITCH GEAR - BEZNAU STATION

The rheostat and field-switch equip- the floor above. In a similar manner barriers of concrete. The right-hand

ment located on the mezzanine gallery the operating handles for the high- lead from the cable bell passes through

was shown in Fig. 39 of Part II of tension breakers also control the low- a porcelain bushing in the horizontal

this article . tension ones in such a manner as to shelf to the three -series transformers

The sectionalizing switches in the insure closing the primary and sec- in the central compartment and then

main bus bars are operated from this ondary circuits at the same time. through a bushing in the vertical back

control platform in the manner indi- As a sample of the concrete cell- wall to a compartment that contains

cated in Fig. 2 , where they are marked work used in this plant for the oil the connections to the oil circuit

by the symbol “OA .” circuit -breakers and connections, Fig. breaker . The central and left-hand

A panel switchboard, seen to the 3 shows the apparatus provided for lead from the cable bell pass through

right of the generator pedestals , con- the control of one of the main genera- bushings in the back wall, and then up

trols the outgoing lines. The handles tors . The generator leads are brought to the circuit- breaker, one of the leads

for the breakers are placed on the as a three -cord cable to the bell shown passing back and forth through this

panel board, while the breakers “MO ” in the bottom left-hand compartment. wall to the fourth series -transformer.

on the top gallery are rope -driven A three-phase voltage transformer The leads to and from the circuit
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Fig. 13. - CROSS -SECTION OF GENERATING STATION AT GORDOLA

breaker also pass through the back left-hand side and feeds up . through tinuously from a conduit fed by a res

wall to the wiring compartment. The the floor to the line-breakers con- ervoir . Fig. 7 shows these horn -gap

secondary leads to the trip coil of the trolled from the cabinet panels appear- arresters with their liquid resistances

breaker are run in a concrete-covered ing back of the pedestals on the op- mounted in concrete cells . The com

conduit , as shown. erating gallery shown in Fig. 1. The paratively small size of the porcelain

Fig. 4 shows the 6000 - volt bus bars leads that pass up through the floor bushings in the shelf betweenthe horn

which are placed in the central portion are connected through a double -throw gap and the resistance is particularly

of the ground floor. The generator knife switch to series transformers, noticeable , and can be attributed partly

breakers are located on the far side then through the oil circuit -breakers to the excellent quality of the porce

of the right-hand wall , while the and choke coils to the outgoing line lain and partly to the insulating char

transformer breakers are placed on circuits.
acteristics of the carefully made con

the far side of the left -hand wall . The Fig. 6 shows a transverse section crete shelves.

busses of bare copper strap mounted of the Brescia transformer station In the far side of the back wall of

on porcelain insulators form a com- equipped by the Oerlikon Company the structure containing the horn -gap

plete ring with the generators feeding and arranged for the control of two arresters and the liquid resistances are

in on one side and the Engelberg line 40,000 - volt incoming lines from the placed the multigap -lightning arrest

and the low -tension end of the trans- Caffaro station , two 46.000 -volt out- ers with their disconnecting switches

formers feeding out on the other side. going lines to Brescia and Cremono , that appear on the top floor of Fig. 6.

The mechanism for operating the bus three 2750-k . v . a . 46,000-3000 volt These are also placed in concrete

sectionalizing switches can be seen at three -phase step -down transformers compartments and are normally left

the right , near the center . with provision for three additional continuously in circuit to equalize

Fig. 5 shows the upper part of the transformers, and a 3000 -volt dis- small atmospheric discharges and

27,000- volt bus bars with the con- tributing feeder . Both the high -ten- surges in the station , while the horn

nections that run through the ceiling sion and the low - tension bus bars are gaps and water columns are only con

to the line breakers and protective de- arranged in a ring system with sec- nected in circuit at times of thunder

vices that are located on the floor tionalizing knife switches in the bus storms .

above. The corrugated pillar insula- bars . On the floor below the lightning

tors for supporting this wiring are The lines from Caffaro enter the arresters are placed spiral choke coils

typical of European practice for this top floor of the building through win- and from these the current passes to

voltage. The concrete cellwork is dows closed with glass plates with the 46,000 - volt line circuit-breakers

remarkably well done. brass tubes in them , these tubes being and thence to the oil-immersed series

The circuits from the step-up trans- supported on insulators inside and out- transformers for the ammeters and re

formers are brought in through the side of the window . This top floor lays. On this same floor are placed the

series transformers to the breakers also contains horn -gap lightning ar- circuit -breakers and protective devices

and the bus on the right-hand side. resters with liquid resistances, the for the outgoing feeders to Brescia

The ring bus is continued around the water in these resistances flowing con- and Cremona. The power for these
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are rectangular in shape and divided station of the Compagnie Vaudoise.

into three parts. The top porton has This station , equipped in 1903 by the

two walls and the interior portion is Oerlikon Company, supplies power to

made of corrugated sheet iron to in- various points in the Canton of Vaud ,

crease the surface in contact with the Switzerland. It contains two exciter

oil. The space between the two walls turbines of 150 h.p. and five 1000 -h.p.

of the upper portion of the case is turbines of the Pelton type connected

divided by partitions in such a man- to 13,500 -volt three -phase 50 -cycle

ner as to secure proper circulation of generators running at 375 rev . per

the cooling water. These transform- min .

ers are of the core type and weigh 10,- Fig . 9 shows a section through the

000 kg. without oil or case , which switching galleries of this station .
weigh 12,000 kg. The tested efficien- The leads from the generators are run

cies at full load were 98.5 per cent . in the basement in insulators and are

at 100 per cent. power factor and 98.2 brought to the mechanically operated

per cent . at 75 per cent., with corre- overload automatic plunger switches

sponding regulations of 1/2 per cent . on the floor above . From these

and 474 per cent . Thirteen litres of switches the circuit is brought back

cooling water give a temperature rise to the basement and passes through

of 45 degrees. series transformers to a three -pole

This bottom floor also contains the triple -throw_knife switch ( shown in

plunger switches rope -driven from the Fig . 37 of Part II ) , whence it passes

cabinet switchboard that control the to a single -phase , or either of two

low -tension sides of the transformers. three -phase bus bars . These bars,

It also has the 3600 -volt ring bus bars , sectioned by means of other knife

which are sectionalized and which sup- switches, form complete rings , return

ply current over a single three -phase ing near the outside wall , where con

feeder furnishing power to a connect- nections are run through floor insula

ing station that contains four 750- tors to the automatic feeder switches

h.p. three -phase motors driving 3000- on the floor above.

대

Fig. 14 .-— 24,000 -VOLT SWITCH CELL

0
a

O

outgoing feeders is recorded on a

wattmeter fed from 40,000-120 - volt

shunt transformers and suitable series

transformers.

On the next floor are placed the

46,000 - volt ring bus bars shown in

detail in Fig . 8. The various incoming

and outgoing line circuits , as well as

the leads to the high -tension side of

the step -down transformers connect

to the bus bars along the left -hand

wall , which bus is sectioned between

the various circuits by means of knife

switches located between the vertical

concrete barrier walls . Overhead is

shown the bus that closes the ring and

this connects to the lower bus at each

end through the porcelain -covered
blade switches that can be seen at the

left . The concrete shelves , septums

and barriers are very well made, and

the porcelain bushings are typical of

European construction .

This floor also contains the circuit

breakers in the high -tension trans

former circuits . These oil -breakers,

as well as those for the line circuits,

are of the type shown in Fig. 17 , Part

II , and are rope- driven from the cabi
Fig. 15. — 3600 -VOLT SWITCH CELL

net type switchboard on the same

floor. ampere 125 -volt direct -current genera- On the main operating floor are

The bottom floor contains three tors used for the manufacture of soda . placed the pedestals for the generator

2750 -k . v. a . 46,000-3000 volt three- The 3600 -volt switches correspond control and the cabinet-type switch

phase oil insulated water- cooled trans- closely with those shown in Fig. 3 of board for the feeder control. The ar

formers with provision for three Part II. This same type of plunger rangement of the gas-pipe mechanism

future transformers. The cases of switch , designed for 13,500 volts, is for operating the plunger switches ,

these transformers made of cast iron used on the La Dermier generating generator, rheostats and similar de
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vices is clearly shown.

The top gallery contains the light

ning-protective devices , comprising

spiral choke coils , horn gaps and water
DODO DOLP

jet resistances and the outgoing lines

pass through glass plates and are sup

ported on insulators inside and outside

of the glass.

As a final example of the station

design of the Oerlikon Company, Fig.

10 shows the 52,000 -volt bus bars in

the generating station of the Gaucin

Seville transmission system and clear

ly indicates the arrangement of the

horizontal barriers , the bus bars, bus

bar supports, etc. The fourth bus bar

in the lower compartment is the neu
B

tral connection of the various trans

formers, this neutral point being con ' A

nected to ground. It would be almost Fig. 16.-SECTION AND PLAN OF GROMO GENERATING STATION

impossible to find in American prac

tice horizontal concrete barriers of

this size without pilasters or some ern part of Switzerland. This station feeder and low - tension transformer

similar means of supportingthe outer contains II vertical- shaft water tur- circuits also to connect to these busses,

edges of these shelves . The pillar- bines running at 66 2/3 rev . per min ., which are so sectionalized as to secure

type insulators used for the support direct connected to 900 -kw . 8000 - volt great flexibility. The high -tension

of the bus bars and wiring are typical 50-cycle 90 -pole three-phase genera- sides of the step -up transformers also

of European construction . tors ; two vertical-shaft turbines for connect to two sets of ring bus bars

This plant, when originally installed the exciters , and two 2400 -kw . 8000- that supply current to the 27,000 - volt

in Spain by the Oerlikon Company, in volt 50-cycle 4 -pole three -phase feeders.

1906 , to transmit power a distance of 7500 rev . per min . turbo- generators, The generator cables are run in a

125 km . at 52,000 volts, was the with direct -connected exciters ; seven tunnel on suitable racks closed in by

highest potential transmission plant three -phase, oil - insulated, water -cooled grill-work and pass up through the

actually in service in Europe at transformers, each of 2000 -k. v . a . ca- floor to the machine oil circuit-break

that time. Power was secured pacity, stepping up from 8000-27,000 er which , with its instrument trans

from a fall in the river Guadiaro volts and some smaller transformers formers, is placed in a grill -work com

near Caucin in the Province of stepping down to 250 volts for station partment. From the machine-breaker

Malaga, and the power was trans- service. 8000 - volt feeder circuits are the circuit passes through knife

mtted to Seville , as well as to other run to Wehr, Dottingen , Baden , Bez- switches to the two sets of 8000-volt

intermediate stations . nau and Unbenufzt, while 27,000 - volt ring bus bars that are mounted on in

The generating station contained feeders are run to Rhinefelden, Ober- sulators attached to a structural iron

three 1300 -k.v.a. 5000 -volt three-phase Seebach , Lentzburg and Unter -See- frame.

40-cycle generators, with two banks bach . From the 8000 -volt bus bars one set

each of three 6000 -k.v.a . transformers Fig. 11 shows a cross - section taken of leads passes up through the feeder

having a ratio of 5000 volts to 30,000 through the switchhouse which has a oil circuit breakers with their trans

volts, these transformers being con- height of about 45 ft . , a width of formers. Another set of leads goes to

nected in star for operation on a 52,- about 42 ft . and length of 61 ft . , being an auxiliary set of bus bars , whence

000 - volt circuit. divided into three floors. The general the current passes through suitable

A good example of a combined scheme of connections is to have the disconnecting switches to the oil cir

water -turbine and steam -turbine plant generators connect to either of two cuit-breaker on the low-tension side

is that installed by the Brown -Boveri sets of three-phase bus bars arranged of the step -up transformers. The

Co. at Beznau on the Aar in the north- in the form of a ring, and the various high -tension side of the transformer
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This

Fig. 12 shows the general appear

anceof the switch-gear compartment

looking toward the generating station .

The oil circuit-breaker in the lower

left-hand part of the picture are those

in the 27,000 -volt circuits from the

transformers. The grill-work parti-

tions between the leads and the round

pattern ammeters mounted on the steel

framework are wide departures from

American practice . The structure for

the 8000 -volt feeder circuits can be

noticed in front of the transformer

switch structure.

Fig. 13 shows a section taken

through the Gordola plant of the

Verzasca system . station ,

equipped by the Brown-Boveri Co.,

contains two 125-h.p . exciters , two

1000 -h.p ., 500 rev . per min. turbines

coupled to 920-k.v.a. , 4200 - volt, 50

cycle , 75 per cent . power factor gen

erators , feeding 850-k.v.a. transform

ers that step up the voltage to 25,000

for two outgoing lines . The station

will ultimately contain a total of six

generators, six transformers and four

lines .

The operating platform is provided

with a control desk so located that the

station attendant can readily watch the

machine he is controlling. Each sec

Fig. 17. - CONCRETE SWITCH STRUCTURE — 40,000 VOLTS tion contains edgewise instruments on

a post. The field rheostats are con

feeds through the high - tension break- generator instruments. The 8000-volt trolled from the hand-wheels on the

er and suitable disconnecting switches feeder-breakers are operated by hand- front of the desk.

to the high-tension ring bus bars . wheels on the feeder board , and in a The three conductor leads from the

As may be noted, the generator- similar manner the transformer -break- generator pass under the station

breakers are controlled from hand- ers are controlled from hand-wheels floor to a cable rack and connect

wheels placed on a desk containing the on the transformer board . through knife switches to a bus and

Fig. 19. — 45,000 - VOLT CIRCUIT-BREAKER
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Fig . 18. - SECTION OF PIEDIMULERA STATION

to the low -tension side of the step -up Most of the power from the Gor- cuit-breaker. The drain cock and the

transformers. Suitable series and dola generating station is transmitted tank -lowering device for the breaker

shunt transformers are furnished for to a substation at Massagno on the are clearly indicated.

use with the instruments in the gen- outskirts of Lugano, where the power The mechanical construction of

erator circuit. is stepped down from 24,000 to 3600 these cabinets with their steel framing

The high -tension side of the step- volts. and brackets and concrete walls is an

up transformers connects through au- Fig. 14 shows the compartment con- example of the thoroughness with

tomatic oil -breakers to the high -ten- taining the 24,000 volts of the incom- which such details are designed.

sion bus which supplies the outgoing ing switch gear . The porcelains for Fig. 15 shows the compartment

feeders . Provision is made for addi- the disconnecting switch appear in the containing the 3600 - volt transformer

tional oil -breakers and a second set top of the picture, and this switch is switch gear in the Massagno substa

of 25,000 -volt bus. chain -driven from the locking device tion . A three-pole mechanically op

Sheet metal doors cover the leads, in such a manner that the door cannot erated switch in the upper left-hand

switches, breakers and similar devices be opened if these disconnecting portion of the picture isolates the oil

and rather elaborate interlocking de- switches are closed . There are two switch and other apparatus from the

vices are provided between the break- sets of series transformers of the oil- overhead bus bars. The three blades

ers and switches . immersed type and a three-pole oil cir- of this switch are attached to insula
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Fig. 21. — PIATTAMALA TRANSFORMER STATION

tors mounted on a shaft which is op- and isolate the apparatus from the bus . volt breaker , is provided for lowering

erated by chain -drive from a shaft in This is typical of the precautions the oil tank to obtain access to the

the compartment to the left , which taken to safeguard the attendants in contents and oil gauge in the front

shaft in turn is driven by the bevel European plants. shows the height and condition of the

gear apparatus to the right of the oil The oil circuit-breaker is operated oil.

circuit-breaker . The shaft of the by a rotary motion obtained from a Series transformers of the oil -im

bevel gear device has a square end and shaft projecting through the right- mersed type are located at the bottom

projects through the sheet metal door hand wall and driven by a chain actu- of the compartment and supply cur

that ordinarily encloses all of the ated by the handle through the large rent to the ammeters and overload

switch gear , and before the door can sector to the right. The smaller relay on the adjacent section .

be opened this shaft must be turned handle below actuates the tripping de- The various transformer and feeder

by a socket wrench in such a manner vice of the breaker . A device, shown compartments for the 3600 -volt cir

as to operate the disconnecting switch more clearly in the cut of the 24,000- cuits form a practically continuous
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switchboard on the floor above the factor , 50 -cycle generators , each con

transformer and below the bus bars . necting to its own three -phase, 750

Fig . 16 shows a section , elevation k.v.a. transformer, stepping up from

and plan, through the Gromo generat- 4000 volts to 40,000 volts .

ing station of the Gromo -Nembro In this cut the symbol I shows the

plant. turbine and generator -room ; II is the

40,000 - volt switching compartment;

VI is the bus -bar room , and VII the

lightning -arrester room .

The leads froom the generators in

room I pass through single -pole fuses

with removable tubes and blow-out
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Fig. 22. — PIATTAMALA TRANSFORMER STATION

This plant , located in the northern room containing the field rheostats and

part of Italy , was equipped by Brown- the 4000-volt fuses and instrument

Boveri Company, and the generating transformers ; III is the switchboard

station is provided with three 1000- gallery with its control desk ; IV is

h.p., 4000 - volt, 80 per cent . power
the transformer compartment ; V the

horns, and series transformers located

back of an embossed sheet grating

in room II to the low - tension side of

the step -up transformers in room IV,

the leads passing through heavy glass
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tubes in the wall . The high-tension leaves the building. The tube is kept mersed type placed on a bracket above

transformer leads pass up through the in place by two copper hoods soldered the circuit -breaker.

floor to the 40,000 - volt breakers in to the conductor. The central pole is shown with the

room V, thence through disconnect- Fig. 17 shows the concrete struc- tank dropped to the floor, while the

ing switches to the bus bars in room ture that contains the 40,000 - volt au- right-hand pole is shown with the tank

VI. Returning from the bus bars , the tomatic oil switches , and as an ex- completely removed. In the central

leads again pass through the floor to cellent example of masonry work. As compartment, as well as the right

the line breaker in room V and then may be noted , these switches are ar- hand compartment, the knife-type dis

back along the wall and upward ranged with each pole in a separate connecting switches for isolating the

through the floor to room VII, which masonry compartment. The pole circuit- breaker appear above the oil

contains the protective devices and line shown on the left is one pole of a breaker , while the operating pole with
outlets. The protective devices are three -pole switch for the transmission its grounding chain is seen near the

21

Fig. 20 — FEEDER AND BUS - ROOM - HAUTERIVE STATION

choke coils combined with a series of line, while the two poles on the center

non-arcing metal cylinders of the and on the right are part of the three

Wurtz type. Each line leaves theEach line leaves the pole switch of the high -tension side

power-house through one of the glass of the step -up transformers. In the

panes of the window . On both sides left-hand compartment the pole of the

of the glass pane a stout glass tube breaker is shown with its tank on , and

projects through which the conductor the series transformer of the oil-im

right-hand compartment.

It may be noted that these oil cir

cuit -breakers, like most European

breakers for this voltage, are provided

with several breaks in series.

The oil switches in this installation

are operated from a distance by means
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of hand -wheels placed on the main toward the machines he is controlling. In addition to the main 2300 -k.v.a .

switchboard and they are actuated by The mechanically operated field rheo- transformers that step up to 45,000

a rotating motion. It may be of in- stat face -plates with their resistors are volts, there is a 2300 -k.v.a ., three

terest to state that the 40,000 -volt placed below the control desk . Above phase transformer which connects to

oil circuit -breakers in this installation are the compartments containing two the 8000 - volt relay bus and steps up

break the circuit simultaneously in sets of field bus bars and two sets of the voltage to 27.000 volts for the line

six places , although the travel of the switches are supplied for connecting to Gravellona. Connected to the 27,

moving contact is only eight centi- the field circuits to either or both sets 000- volt bus are two 1000 -k.v.a .,

meters , the total effective oil break of field bus bars . three -phase transformers near the out

35 centimeters after allowing for the Three conductor cables from the side wall for the 12,000 -volt circuit to

overlapping of the contact which are generators end at pot heads under the Villa d'Ossola. The 27,000- volt and

provided with auxiliary contacts to alternating -current relay bus, and 12,000 - volt circuit- breakers, bus bars,

take the final break , these auxiliary while normally each generator ties in switches and similar apparatus are lo

contacts being readily renewable. As with the low -tension side of its own cated above the 1000 -k.v.a . trans

may be noted , a common release transformer bank , a sufficient number formers.

spindle is provided for actuating the of disconnecting switches are provided Fig. 19 shows two of the 45,000

tripping mechanisms of the individual so that any generator or main trans- volt, three -pole, automatic oil circuit

breakers used in the plant. Each

breaker has its three poles in inde

pendent masonry- compartments and is

provided with six breaks in series per

pole. The three poles are actuated

by a common shaft driven by a motor

with suitable clutch couplings and a

spiral spring device. The concrete

walls between the poles of the breaker

are excellent examples of this kind of

work . The porcelain in the top of the

circuit-breaker tank and the porcelain

studs of the swinging type disconnect

ing switches are typical of European

practice.

The generating station at Haute

CR
Rive furnished by the Maschinen

fabrik Alioth is used for light and

power service in the Canton of Fri

bourg in Switzerland , and also sup

plies power in emergency to the

Montreaux Oberland Bearnois Rail

ways, running from Montreaux nearly

to Interlaken through the mountains

of Switzerland.

This station is arranged to contain

10 vertical shaft generators, each of

950 -k.v.a. capacity , 50 cycles , 8600

volts, and each of these generators is

provided with a control cabinet of the

Fig. 23. — TRANSFORMER SWITCH-ROOM—PIATTAMALA STATION type shown in Fig. 9 , Part I , these

cabinets being placed along the wall

poles of the breakers, the movement former can be tied into this relay bus. of the station . Each pedestal is pro

of the spindle being due to the falling The shunt transformers with their vided with a field ammeter, a main

of a weight that is controlled to turn fuses in the generator circuit are lo- ammeter, operated by series trans

by a solenoid . cated in this same structure, and the former, a main volt meter , a synchron

Fig. 18 shows a section taken oil-immersed series transformers in izing lamp, main circuit -breaker , field

through the switching galleries of the the low -tension side of the step -up switch, field rheostat and similar de

Piedimulera generating station of the transformers are placed on top of the vices.

Dellanza system in the northern part structure . The 8600 - volt circuit-breakers for

of Italy . The generating station con- From the high -tension side of the the outgoing feeders, as well as the

tains two 200 -h.p. exciter turbines and 2300 -k.v.a. transformers the leads feeder bus bars, are shown in Fig . 20 .

four 2750 -h.p. main turbines direct pass through the floor to the 45.000- In this room there are two sets of

connected to 1920 -kw ., 2450-k.v.a , 80 volt , motor -operated oil -breakers and three -phase bus bars arranged in the

per cent power factor , 8000 -volt, thence through disconnecting switches form of a ring, which is sectioned by

three -phase, 42-cycle generators with to the high -tension bus on the floor knife switches in various places . The

2300 -k.v.a ., 8000 , 45,000 -volt, three- above, which bus is sectioned by means bus bars are made of bare copper strap

phase, oil-insulated, water -cooled of knife switches. From this bus the attached to. attached to metal caps placed on

transformers supplying power to the leads pass through disconnecting porcelain insulators supported by

transmission lines. switches to the line -breaker and thence metal pins and cast-iron brackets.

These switching galleries are lo- through disconnecting switches and The oil circuit -breakers are self -sup

cated at the end of the generator sta- series transformers to the protective porting and placed along the wall of

tion and the operator at the desk faces devices and the outgoing lines. the room in the manner indicated.



Recent Progress in Textile Mill Design and Operation

-Electrification of the Industry

The Pacific Mills is one of the it as possible . It would have led to above the main roof to admit of a row

largest textile mills in the country, considerable complication and special of metal louvres . These louvres have

having a cotton department with construction to get exhaust steam for movable vanes, which can be operated

185,000 spinning spindles and 6717 manufacturing purposes. The station from the boiler room floor. The roof

looms, a worsted department of 53,064 has therefore been designed along the for both the turbine and boiler room

worsted spinning spindles and 2650 same lines as would be adopted for a is composed of reinforced cinder con

looms, and a print works with 27 central station where power must be crete covered with plastic slate .

printing machines. With the natural generated as cheaply as possible, with- The chimneys are nine feet diame

increase in the size of the plant, the out being able to use any of the waste ter, inside of core, and 200 ft. high

increase of speeds of machinery re- products. It consists of a turbine above the boiler room floor. The core

quiring additional power , and the room , a boiler room and a coal pocket. extends for the entire height, and both

constantly increasing demand for In connection with the boiler plant it and the shell are covered with a

steam for manufacturing purposes it there are two brick chimneys. The cast- iron cap made so that the core is

has become necessary to begin the re- present machinery equipment is for
free to expand . Both core and shell

organization of the entire power plant 5500 kw ., and the buildings are de- are of red brick.

on a comprehensive basis. The pres- signed for liberal extensions to the

ent power plant consists of two sets of south , COAL POCKET AND SIDING

water wheels at the upper mill, one set The coal pocket is 209 ft . 6 in . by
at the lower mill, and several boiler THE NEW SET OF BUILDINGS 52 ft . , and is 20 ft . deep from the floor

plants and engines located in various The main building, consisting of to the top of the rails on the trestle,
departments. the turbine room , 78 ft . 6 in . by 125 ft. from which the coal is dumped. The

The new power plant now being 5 in ., and a boiler room 86 ft. 8 in . by floor is 10 ft . below that of the boiler

built is the beginning of the reorgani- 142 ft . , is built with brick walls with room and the yard level . The retain

zation of the power system of the en- granite and terra cotta trimmings, and ing walls are of reinforced concrete
tire mill. It is located on Essex and concrete floors and roof. The framing up to the level of the tracks . Above
Embankment Streets , about 800 ft . is of steel throughout. The boiler this they are of cement plaster onex

from the Merrimack River , from room floor is on the same level as that panded metal and steel framing. The

which an abundant supply of water of the turbine room basement and the columns and roof trusses which span

for condensing and boiler feed is ob- yard. between wall columns are of steel ,

tained , and beside the tracks of the The turbine room floor is 14 ft . while the roof is of wood covered with

Boston & Maine Railroad , over which above the basement level , and this slate. The building is lighted by sky

coal is received . room is 25 ft . high under the roof lights in the roof and ventilated by

The plant is intended to operate in trusses . Its floor is of reinforced wooden louvres in the side walls and

connection with such portions of the stone concrete supported on steel in the monitor on the roof. Inside the

present power system as will remain beams. The turbine foundations and pocket the railroad is carried on steel

in commission temporarily or perma- the floor are kept entirely separate in bents. Outside the trestle is of wood

nently.. A portion of the existing order to avoid any possibility of trans- throughout.

power plant will remain probably for mitting vibration from the machinery On account of the character of the

all time, with such renewals as are to the buildings. There are two rows ground it was necessary to carry all of

necessary . The mill owns the right of columns spaced 44 ft. centers on 17 the structures on piles . These piles

to use a certain amount of water. This ft . bays. In the space between these are of concrete, 16 in . in diameter.

right was purchased many years ago, columns are locted the main units. Be- The use of concrete piles made it pos

a cash payment for a portion of the tween the west columns and wall is
sible to carry the depth of the footing

price being made for it , the remainder the switchboard, and between the east course below the frost line, instead of

being left at perpetual interest. It is columns and wall are the small en- down to the water line, as would have

reasonable to suppose, therefore, that gine units and exciters . The main been necessary had wooden piles been

the water will always be used to pro- generator space is covered by a 15 -ton used. All of the foundations are of

duce power and that the water power crane and the exciter space by a 5 -ton concrete .

plants will be renewed as required, crane . These cranes are hand oper

and that these plants will run in con- ated. WATER SUPPLY FROM RIVER

junction with the new power plant At one end of the turbine room is The water is taken from the Merri

herein described. a stair tower, the upper part of which mack River through a 48- in . steel pen

is made into a fireproof storeroom , stock provided with sluice gate and

WILL RETAIN PART OF OLD PLANT There are also two toilet rooms with screens, into a large concrete cistern

Some of the engines now in use will showers, one being on the main floor located under the west side of the

be kept running as they now are until and the other in the basement for the turbine room basement. The sides of

they are worn out, or until it becomes use of firemen . this cistern form part of the building

advantageous for other reasons to The boiler room , which is one story foundations and the bottom is low

transfer the production of an equiva- high, has two rows of columns, the enough to insure an ample supply of
lent amount of power to the new pow- space between them being used as a water at all stages of the river. From

er station . There was so little avail- firing floor, while the boilers are lo- this cistern the water is taken through

able room in the lots with the rest of cated between the columns and the the condensers and pumps and is then
the plant that it was decided to build walls. The space between the columns returned to the river through another

the new plant on an entirely separate is covered by a metal frame skylight 48 - in. steel penstock, which discharges
lot and to make power as cheaply from the eaves of which are high enough further down stream . Provision has

143
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been made so that later , if it is thought

desirable , warm water from the con

densers can be carried over to the

print works for use in manufacturing

processes.

METHOD OF COAL HANDLING

Coal is taken from the pocket by a

single -track trolley with a grab bucket.

There are two lines of track for this

in the coal pocket, one on each side of

the trestle , the track being supported

from the roof trusses . These two lines

unite between the pocket and the en

trance to the boiler room , so that

a single line of track is carried down

over the center of the firing floor in

side of the latter .

BOILER EQUIPMENT OF PLANT

The present installation consists of

24 horizontal return tubular boilers ,

built by the Bigelow Co. , arranged in

batteries of four each . Each boiler is

72 in . diameter and has 92 tubes 372

in . diameter and 20 ft . long, and has

an overhanging front. New England

roller grates are used. The boilers

are suspended by lugs and bolts from

I -beams carried on columns independ

ently of the settings. The settings

are of red brick lined throughout with

fire -brick . A steel flue with damper

regulator conveys the gases to the

chimney. Mounted in the rear of each

boiler setting is a Foster superheater.

The steam pressure is 150 lb. per sq .

in ., and the steam is to be superheated

about 125 ° F.

-

TURBINE AND ENGINE EQUIPMENT

On the main turbine room floor are

located three 750- kw . and one 3250

kw . Allis - Chalmers Parsons turbine

units, generating 60-cycle current at

2300 volts ; a 75-kw . engine-driven

alternator capable of running in par

allel with the above or separately on

an auxiliary set of busses, a 50-kw .

steam -driven and 55 -kw . and a 100

kw . motor - driven exciters , and a 15

panel switchboard .

The turbines are designed to run at FRONT VIEW OF STEAM PLANT SWITCHBOARD , PACIFIC MILLS, LAWRENCE , MASS.

1800 rev . per min . Each is equipped

with a centrifugal governor and auto

matic load and safety stop valves . densers, three 12 and 8 by 14 in. feed they can be operated separately in case
The generators are of the revolving pumps, two 1000 - gal. underwriter fire of an accident. They are similar to

field enclosed type with forced ventila- pumps and a 3000 -h.p. closed feed the one on the 750 -kw . unit, but larger.a

tion . The air for this is sucked in by water heater. Two of the 750 -kw . One is mounted on each side of the

the rotating field through a duct lead- turbines are equipped with Warren generator foundation. All the con

ing to an airshaft. The opening for jet condensers having twin double- denser heads have adjustable spray

this shaft is up near the roof, thus in- acting steam -driven air pumps. The cones . Openings are left in the floor

suring a supply of clean, cool air . third 750-kw . unit has a turbo -jet con- above the condensing apparatus so

Each unit is supplied with oil by an denser set , built by the Allis - Chalmers that it can be reached by the large

oil pump mounted on its frame and Co. This consists of a jet condenser crane.

direct driven through gears. An mounted directly beneath the exhaust

auxiliary steam -driven oil pump sup- nozzle of the turbine. To this is con- ARRANGEMENT OF STEAM PIPING

plies oil at starting. The frontispiece nected a three - lobe cycloidal pump After leaving the superheater the

on page 902 shows view of turbine driven by a small steam engine. steam passes through a four-inch

room. The 3250-kw . turbine unit is nozzle with two valves and a bleeder

AUXILIARY APPARATUS equipped with two ( 2 ) turbo - jet con- into a 10 -in . steel header, located in

In the basement are located the con- densers. These are so arranged that the boiler room and below the level
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of the turbine room floor. Two long been installed for night use, when the yard. This was done so that it would
bends between the superheater and load will be extremely light . be possible to operate any generators

this header , one vertical and one hori- The high-pressure steam piping is about the yard in parallel with the

zontal, provide for expansion . The dripped by means of No. 40 Holly drip station, the line to the station in that

header is divided into sections by by- system , and the low -pressure piping case acting somewhat as a tie line un

pass valves , and is supported by bal- by means of traps . der some conditions . One panel with

lanced Yevers hung from the roof an indicating and an integrating watt

beams so as to make it as flexible as LAYOUT OF SWITCH BOARD meter, and an automatic hand -oper

possible. Six-inch pipes feed the 750- The present board consists of three ated oil switch , is provided for each

kw . turbines , and a nine-inch pipe panels for the direct-current side of main feeder. All oil switches are

feeds the 3250-kw . turbine. Each tur- the exciters and two for the auto- mounted on the wall back of the

bine is provided with two valves , one starter for the motor side of one ex- board , the operating levers being un

at the steam chest and one at the citer ; five panels for the alternating- der the floor. The rheostats are on

header. The auxiliaries are fed from current generators, each with an am- the basement floor. Machine and

the header at two points. All piping meter, one voltmeter and one indica- feeder leads are located on the base

is laid out to give the greatest possible ting and a recording wattmeter, a ment ceiling. The feeder leads are

allowance for expansion. three-pole single -throw non -automatic, taken to the north end of the turbine

hand-operated oil switch, and neces- basement, where they are connected

FEED WATER PIPING sary accessories ; a total load panel to the transmission cables by discon

The feed pumps normally take wa- with polyphase indicating wattmeter, necting switches .

INTERIOR OF WEAVE ROOM AT THE ROYAL WEAVING Co.'s PLANT , SHOWING ELECTRICALLY DRIVEN LOOMS

ter from the overflow pipe from the Chapman voltage regulator , a power INSTALLATIONS MADE

condensers, but they may also use factor meter and a three-phase ground This plant at present comprises two

water from either the cistern or the detector ; and four feeder panels each installations. At first, the three ( 3 )

city supply . These pumps ordinarily with an automatic, hand-operated re- 750 -kw . units and 12 boilers were in

discharge through the heater to the mote control three- pole single-throw stalled. At that time these gave ample

seven -inch brass feed main in front of oil switch , and a wattmeter for each power, but before this plant was thor

the boilers , from which the boilers are feeder circuit. The synchroscope and oughly in operation the mill com

fed . They may also be made to dis- voltmeters are located on a swinging menced a complete reorganization of

charge into a cold -water feed main of bracket at the exciter end of the the upper mill plant, which greatly

iron , which is to be used in case of an board . increased the load at this plant . At

accident to the main feed pipe, or for In laying out the feeder circuits the same time construction was started

testing purposes. By operating the from this board, the scheme was on other buildings for the lower mill,

necessary valves, one battery or part adopted ofcarrying one large circuit so that it became necessary to at once

of a battery may be fed in either man- to each mill yard , so that a center of install more machinery in the new

ner. A Hancock inspirator has also distribution was made inside the mill plant.
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SAUS

INTERIOR VIEW OF PACIFIC MILLS POWER HOUSE SHOWING ONE 3250 K. W.

The buildings of the original in- 110 k.v.a. each , and one 25-k.v.a . 410- ft . centers . Racks are formed in

stallations were made large enough transformer for auxiliary lighting at the sides of these manholes by pro

for double the number of boilers and night. There are also three 30 -k.v.a. jecting courses of brick from the in
for another turbine . These have now transformers for Yarn Mill lighting, side of the walls . They are built with

been installed and put into service . At and three 55- k.v.a. lighting transform- concrete bottoms, eight-inch brick

the same time another chimney sim- ers for a weave shed near the lower sides and concrete tops , carried on old

ilar to the first one was built on foun- mill. All transformersAll transformers are single rails .. Circular cast -iron covers are

dations which had been originally pro- phase, all 100 k.v.a. and larger are used.

vided. water - cooled . The route of this conduit is such

that it was necessary to cross the Bos

DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM CONDUITS AND TRANSMISSION LINES ton & Maine Railroad tracks and

There are at present three main The transmission system is entirely Broadway, a public street at about the

groups of mills, known respectively as underground, thus avoiding the use of same point. In order to facilitate any

the Upper, Lower and Yarn Mills. any lightning protection , and also pro- future work at this point, a concrete

The Upper Mill and Yarn Mill are viding against interference from fu- tunnel was constructed here, with its

about one-fourth ( 14 ) mile from the ture construction. There was also the top about three feet below the surface

plant, while the Lower Mill is nearly possibility of a city ordinance requir- of the street and road. The cables

three -fourths ( 34 ) mile away. The ing all wires underground. The cables here are carried in racks formed by

current is carried to these various for the present installation are of two projections in the sides of the tunnel.

groups at 2300 volts and there stepped sizes , one circuit being of four 4-0

down to 550 volts for motors and 115 cables , one of three 3-0 cables and SWITCH BOARD INSTALLATIONS

volts for lights . No power is at pres- one of two 3-0 cables . All cables are The transmission cables are con

ent carried to the Yarn Mill , as its three conductor, stranded copper, in- nected through disconnecting switches

mechanical drive is still good. The sulated with varnished cambric and mounted on marble tablets in the

lights, however, are carried by the sta- protected by a lead sheath . The cables transformer houses to the terminals

tion . are insulated for a working pressure of the step-down transformers. The

At the upper mill there are three of 5000 volts, but will operate, of secondaries of these transformers are

( 3 ) main transformers for power, course , at 2300 volts. controlled by a marble switchboard at

each 2300 to 575 volts and 800 k.v.a .; The conduit system is made of the upper and lower yards . From

six main lighting transformers ar- multiple duct vitrified tile laid in con- these boards the current is carried to

ranged in two banks, each transform- crete , with joints wrapped with burlap the motors and lights in ordinary open

er being 100 k.v.a. 2300 to 115 volts ; soaked in cement. This conduit is wiring, run generally on the ceilings

and three auxiliary power and three only two ducts wide throughout its of the various rooms . These same

auxiliary lighting transformers. These length, so that each duct has at least switchboards also control the genera

latter are principally for night use one surface exposed to the surround- tors at the upper mill, as will be ex

and each 15 k.v.a. ing earth , thus avoiding a reduction plained later . The wiring for this

At the lower mill are three main in the carrying capacity of any cable, plant has been kept as simple as pos
transformers for power, each 2300 to due to poor radiation . sible , all connections which might lead

575 volts and 625 k.v.a.; three light- The manholes are generally about to complications in switching, etc. , be

ing transformers 2300 to 115 volts, 300 - ft. centers, with a maximum of ing avoided.
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MOTORS FOR 6300 HORSE POWER when desired , by means of double- DETAILS OF HYDRO -ELECTRIC PLANT

About 6300 h.p. of motors have throw switches. The yard is also Both hydraulic plants are similar,

been installed about the mills, the av- lighted all night from this same source except that the one locally known

erage size being 45 h.p. Most of them of power. Most of the lighting is as “ Èast Pit " has an 800 -kw . genera

are suspended from steel framing on done by incandescent and arc lamps. tor , and the other a 600 -kw . generator.

the ceilings, but some are arranged One weave room , where lights are re- Both are three -phase, 60 -cycle, and

for floor and some for wall mounting. quired all day, is being equipped with 600 - volt at 180 rev . per min . They

The group system of driving has been Cooper-Hewitt mercury vapor lamps. operate in parallel with the steam sta

adopted in all cases , except in the tion , being connected to the bus bars

picker room of the upper mill, where HYDRO-ELECTRIC INSTALLATION on the low-tension side of the 1000

individual motors are installed on The two old water-wheel plants at k.v.a. transformers. From these same

each machine. The motors, which are the upper mill were about worn out busbars all of the power is distributed

in sizes of 50 h.p. or larger, are of the when the new steam plant was built , to the upper mill yard . These gen

internal resistance type. The smaller so that the first thing that was done erators were furnished by the General

sizes are squirrel cage. Each is with the current from the new plant Electric Co.

equipped with an ammeter and an au- was to relieve one of these plants of Each installation of water wheels

tomatic oil switch with overload and duty so that it could be remodeled . consists of a pair of 39-in . and a pair

low voltage release coils . As soon as this one had been com- of 36-in . Type C Hercules wheels,

M
E
R
S

COMPANY

INTERIOR VIEW OF PACIFIC MILLS POWER HOUSE SHOWING THREE 750 K. W. ALLIS -CHALMERS TURBO -GENERATORS

LIGHTING FROM NEW PLANT pleted the other one was shut down built by the Holyoke Machine Co.

Practically all of the electric lights and remodeled. These are installed in steel cases and

in the mills are now carried by the After looking the ground over care- have steel draft tubes. The original

new plant . In a few cases this work fully, it was decided to equip both of steel penstocks are still used for

has not yet been completed . The these plants electrically so asto secure bringing the water from the canal to

three-phase four-wire connection of the benefit of more complete flexibility the wheels. As the depth of water

the secondaries of transformers has of operation . The water power some- under the draft tubes could not be

been used whenever possible , so as to times falls to a very low value, due to made very much it was thought best

save copper. The yards of the various back -water, and in extreme cases en- to provide conical diffusers under

groups of mills are large , and this was tirely gives out , so that to leave this each tube .

an important item . plant on mechanical drive would mean The normal head is about 28 ft . , but

An auxiliary set of lights, which that either engines must be installed during high water this falls consid

can be run from the small set of trans- as relays , which was inconvenient, or erably. Under the higher heads the

formers connected at will to the 75- that part of the mill would be shut two 39-in . wheels will use the full

kw . engine set in the plant, has been down during high water . Another amount of water that the mill is en

installed for lighting the help into and valuable feature of the electric drive titled to at that plant, but under the

out of the mill after hours. These was that this water power could be lower heads the two 36-in . wheels also

lights are spaced about every 50 ft . in used for driving any part of the elec- have to be put on , and being smaller

each room . They can also be con- tric load at night, thus saving steam in diameter, they can run to better ad

nected to the main lighting busses for this work. vantage under these lower heads than
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the larger wheels , thus keeping up the been used throughout the plant , thus heating and dyeing, and the lower cost

efficiency. giving very satisfactory power rec- at which current could be produced at

Each wheel unit is controlled by a ords. the plant over current purchased , it

suitable governor, also furnished by The first installation of the new was decided to build a power plant at

the Holyoke Machine Co. These gov . steam plant was put into service about the mill. It is with the description of

ernors have electrical control from the July, 1908 ; the water -wheel units in the power plant that this article has

switchboard and can be adjusted to be the spring of 1909, and the 3250-kw . chiefly to do ..

non -operative for speed changes of turbine in the summer of 1909. The

less than five per cent. The gates can power factor of this system is about POWER HOUSE

will remain there under all ordinary 80 per cent. for the power load , and The power house for this plant con

conditions of operation. somewhat better when the lighting sists of a steam turbine and generator

load is on . The generators are all de- house, about 64 by 98 ft., with base

SWITCHBOARDS AND CONTROLS signed for this 80 per cent. power ment; in the rear and adjoining which

The generator panels for these units factor. They will also stand liberal is the boiler house, 47 by 93 ft. The

are similar in every respect to those overload. This entire installation has boiler house floor and turbine room

on the steam plant board , except that been designed by and installed under basement floor are at the same level ,

:he oil switches are automatic with the supervision of Charles T. Main , with the main floor or turbine house

cime-limit relays . both generators engineer, 45 Milk Street , Boston. 14 ft. above.

are controlled from the " West Pit,” so The buildings are of red brick with

that the operator does not see the 800- ROYAL WEAVING CO.'s NEW PLANT granite trimmings. The chimney for

kw. unit at all , as it is in another room , The Royal Weaving Co.'s Darling-, the plant has a height of 175 ft . above

but by a suitable indicator for the gate ton Mill is a modern plant. There are the boiler room floor, with eight feet

opening and the electrically controlled about 600 looms, all of which are diameter flue, and is built of red brick .

governor, the operation is as simple as driven individually by one -half horse The walls of the turbine room are

for the 600 -kw . machine, which is power 220-volt , three-phase, 60 -cycle faced with white enamel brick to a

very near the board . motors. height of six feet six inches, with red

This same board, as before ex- In the cotton spinning mill all ma- brick in white mortar above. The

plained, controls thefeeder circuits chinery is electrically driven by means floor of the turbine room is of steel

for the upper mill. The feeders for of 550 - volt, three -phase, 60-cycle mo- frame with reinforced concrete slabs,

each main department have a graphic tors, arranged on the group system . on top of which are bedded red vitri

recording Westinghouse meter, This plant is being increased by the fied tiles ; the basement or turbine

connected as to show their total load. addition of more than 1000 looms and room has a granolithic concrete floor

Thus the amount of power chargeable a small dyehouse, thus requiring new and the boiler room floor is of vitrified

to any department can be obtained buildings. On account of the neces- brick bedded on a concrete base .

This same scheme of metering has sity of maintaining a boiler plant for Roof of power house is of rein

SO

.

1

ANOTHER WEAVE ROOM AT THE ROYAL WEAVING CO.'S PLANT , SHOWING ELECTRICALLY DRIVEN LOOMS
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are

was

forced cinder concrete resting on steel cooling towers, in the other the con- and the other can be plugged onto any
trusses and girders , and covered with densers discharge water to hot well , machine. A clock in an ornamental

tar and gravel . A toilet room , with over which are located two 10 - in . grillwork is mounted over the center

all modern conveniences , including double - suction horizontal shaft cen- of the board.

shower bath , is provided. A 15-ton trifugal pumps. The pumps were All oil switches are mounted on the

hand -operated traveling crane is pro- built by the Allis -Chalmers Co. , and wall back of the board and no voltage

vided in the turbine room. are each direct connected to an eight- higher than 110 reaches the board

inch by nine-inch Shepard engine, proper at all . The bus bars are on the

EQUIPMENT
running at 350 rev . per min . The framework . above the switches, and

The equipment of the plant consists discharge from these pumps goes to the instrument transformers are on a

of four ( 4 ) 350 -h.p. Babcock & Wil- the top of cooling towers . framework in the basement. Those

cox water tube boilers equipped with The exciters consist of one 50 -kw . for thefor the alternator, however,

Foster superheaters, supplying steam steam turbine, direct connected to one mounted inside of the generator foun

to three 500 -kw. horizontal type tur- 50-kw. 120-volt direct-current genera- dation so as to be easily accessible ,

bine alternators, with their necessary tor and one 55-kw. , 60- cycle, three- and at the same time, out of the way .

condensing apparatus and other auxil- phase, 2300 - volt induction motor, The lead - sheathed cables start at

iaries. mounted on the same base and direct the instrument transformers and pass

On the main turbine room floor are coupled to a 55 -kw . 120-volt direct immediately into the conduit system

placed the three 500 -kw . turbine al- current generator . below the basement floor. This

ternators , with their exciters and The mills are heated by hot water. switchboard furnished and

switchboard ; also a turbine-driven The turbine- driven and motor -driven erected by the Allis -Chalmers Co.

and a motor -driven pump for hot- pumps on the heating system , also the

water circulation system heating the heater for same, were furnished by METHOD OF OPERATION AND ARRANGE

mills of the plant. In the basement the contractor for heating system , and MENT

below is placed the condensing appa- not as part of the power-house equip- The main turbines run with a steam

ratus, including engines and pumps ment. The two boiler feed pumps are pressure of 175 lb. and 125 ° F. super

for cooling towers, boiler feed pumps, the Warren Steam Pump Co. duplex heat. The turbines exhaust to con

domestic service pump and feed -water outside end packed plunger pumps, denser or through atmospheric relief

heater. An exhaust steam and a live pot valve pattern , size 12 in . by 7 in . valve to atmosphere. All pumps, con

steam heater is placed in the boiler by 12 in . The domestic service pump denser engines, fan engines and other

room in an elevated position for heat- is of the same make and is a duplex auxiliaries also run with 125 lb. steam

ing water used in the hot-water heat- horizontal piston pump, size 10 in . by pressure and 125 ° F. superheat, and

ing system in the mills. 6 in . by 12 in . All pumps are fitted to exhaust into a common system of

All water for use of this plant is work under a steam pressure of 175 piping. This common system is con

taken from the city supply or pumped lb. and 125 degrees superheat. nected to feed water heater and ex

from artesian wells. In order to run The feed -water heater is the Web- haust heater on hot water mill heating

condensing, four double -fan cooling ster open type feed -water heater, system , also to atmosphere. The high

towers are provided for cooling the capable of raising the temperature of pressure heater on the mill heating

condensing water ; they were built by 60,000 lb. of water per hour from a system is supplied through a thermo

the Wheeler Condenser & Engineer- temperature of 40° F. to within 5 ° F. static controlled valve, with boiler

ing Co. , and are proportioned to lower of the temperature of exhaust steam steam in case the low pressure heater

the temperature of 1700 gal . of water entering the heater. shall not have sufficient exhaust steam

per minute from 105 ° F. to 85 ° F. to raise the water to the required

when the temperature of the atmos SWITCH BOARD temperature.

phere does not exceed 70 ° F. and the The switchboard for this station The domestic service pump which

relative humidity is not greater than consists of 15 panels of blue Vermont is installed for supplying water for

70 per cent. In the machinery ar- marble. The first three panels from general uses has its suction connected

rangement of the power house space the right of the board when facing it to pipe from artesian wells , the dis

is reserved for an additional unit of are for the exciters and voltage regu- charge from this pump is piped to

the same or greater size and two addi- lator ; the next is for a future alterna- heater, hot water heating system ,

tional boilers. The steam pressure tor ; then comes the three panels for make-up in condensing water system ,

carried is 175 lb. gauge with 125° F. the present alternators ; next is a panel hand hose, toilet supply and other fix

superheat at the turbine throttle. for station lights and frequency and tures. This discharge also has a con

On account of the large number of power factor meters and ground de- nection through a meter and check

small motors in the mill the power tector ; the rest of the panels are for valve with city water supply .

factor is about 70 per cent. In order lighting and power feeders. The last The boiler feed pump piping is so

to take care of this low power factor panel is for a future feeder circuit and arranged as to pump from heater, city

the turbine generators have 500 -kw . is blank at present. water supply, or from artesian wells,

steam ends and 750-kw . electric ends. Each alternator panel is equipped also so that either pump can pump

These generators are wound for 550 with three ammeters, an indicating from heater at same time the other

volts and are three -phase, 60 -cycle, and an integrating wattmeter, and the pumps from well. The discharge pip

and run at 3600 rev . per min . necessary switches, rheostat mount- ing has double connections arranged

The three condensers for the planting, etc. , and a non -automatic oil similar to the suction piping, i. e . , so

are Allis-Chalmers standard turbo -jet switch. Each feeder panel is equipped that both pumps can discharge hot or

condensers , each direct driven by with an ammeter, indicating wattme- cold water to boilers ; also so that

means of 10 by 12 - in . "Lycoming " en- ter and an automatic oil switch with either pump can discharge hot water

gine, built by the Valley Iron Works, time limit relay. Two alternating- to either boiler or boilers at same time

Williamsport, Pa . Two water - tight current voltmeters and the synchro- as other pump discharges cold water

concrete trenches extend longitudi scope are mounted on a swinging to the others .

nally through the basement of the bracket at the exciter end of the

power house , in one of which flows board . One of the voltmeters is con- GUARANTEED EFFICIENCY OF PLANT

the condensing water from base of nected permanently to the bus bars The plant at the time of writing is
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not quite ready for operation . The its constructive features it shows some to it is used for the purpose of tying

contractors have guaranteed a plant radical departures from old standards, the planking together, and a surface

efficiency of 46,000 B.t.u. per kw -hr. especially in the substitution of steel layer of 1 - in , maple is put on parallel.

output, measured at the switchboard girders for hard pine beams, and in to the heavy planking, the object being

terminals, when the plant is operating the superior lighting of the mill, 80 that the foor may be renewed without

at its rated capacity of 1500 kw . with per cent . of the sides of the spinning interfering with the operations in more

a load factor and a power factor of mill being glass. The sanitary equip- than one bay at a time — a difficulty
100 per cent., which will be obtained ment is unapproached in its complete that is always attendant on the use of

by means of a water rheostat. The ness, and no expense has been spared transverse Hooring . The roof is of

British thermal units used are to be to make every detail of construction 4 -in. hard pine planks, with a pitch of

obtained by multiplying the number of and equipment perfect, yet the cost of I - in , to the foot, and is covered with

pounds of coal fired per hour by the the plant per spindle is no larger than a tar and gravel roofing.

number of British thermal units con- that of many inferior mills.

tained in an average sample of coal THE WEAVE SHED

used, as determined by analysis. The GENERAL ARRANGEMENT In the weave shed the floor is simi

mill heating apparatus is not to be The plant consists of five separate lar to that of the main mill, with the

considered in the test . brick buildings ranged on both sides exception that the bays are 24 ft . wide

of Bellville Avenue, near the site of and that in the cloth -room there is an

WHITMAN MILLS NEW WEAVE SHED the Nonquit No. 1 mill. The weave extra series of floor beams supported

The new weave shed of the Whit- shed , with the main building just be- by columns, making the bays here

man Mill, New Bedford, Mass ., now hind it , extends north and south on 121 , ft . wide. The roof is saw

in process of construction , when com- the opposite side of the avenue from toothed construction , facing the north .

pleted in the spring, will be one of the the Nonquit. Both buildings are 800 However, the whole surface is not

largest in the world. This shed is of ft . long and the main mill is four roofed in this manner, there being a

brick construction , one story high , and stories high and 135 ft . broad, while 10 - ft. platform extending along the

the dimension are 369 by 550 ft . It the weave shed is 285 ft . broad and edge on each side for the purpose of

has a saw -tooth roof, supported by has one story and a basement 14 ft. allowing workmen to have access to

hard pine columns, and a double floor deep and 80 ft . wide, running the full the roof without climbing over the

of hard pine and maple supported on length of the building. The store. glass. The side walls, however, have

steel beams. The interesting feature house, occupying a position in the rear a very few small windows, because it

of the equipment of this new shed is of the main mill, is 100 by 300 ft . and was considered desirable to avoid the

the electric power equipment. Power two tall stories in height. The boiler- shadow's side windows are likely to

is furnished by a 2000 -kw . Allis-Chal- house and engine-room and the offices produce.

mers generator driven by a steam tur- are housed in two separate buildings

bine with six 150 -h.p . Allis-Chalmers on the east side of the avenue, near the THE SANITARY PROVISIONS

motors. The generator and steam tur- Acushnet River, from which a plenti- With regard to the sanitary condi

bine will be located in the old power- ful supply of salt water is easily ob- tions, the Nashawena is an unusually

house . tainable. good example of the theory that pro

Motors in the weave shed are ar vision for the welfare of the employe

ranged for group drive, with all the FEATURES OF CONSTRUCTION is profitable. Salt water is used for

shafting underneath the floor. The As a whole, the plant is of standard cleansing the toilet rooms, because it

Cramer moistening system has been slow -burning mill construction , except has been observed that salt water re

selected for this shed . It will have in some particulars where the nature moves the odors often prevalent in
overhead steam heat, and the Grinell of the work to be done, or where the such rooms of old mills.

sprinkling system for fire protection . vast size of the mill have caused origi- tem , however, necessitates the use of

When equipped this shed will have nal methods to be employed. The a large amount of brass piping, which

3400 looms, and the product will be structure is supported concrete is rather expensive. The toilet rooms

fine specialties in silk and cotton . foundations, going down 6 to 12 ft . are further improved by the use of

below high - tide level . The main mill glazed brick for the walls and con

THE MODEL NASHAWENA MILL has steel I -beams because of the ex- crete floors covered with a terazzo

The Nashawena Mill, which is be- cessive cost of good hard pine, but the wearing surface, so that these places

ing built at New Bedford, Mass., by columns are mostly of wood . The may be washed down with a hose. In

a new company of this title organized bays are 12 ft . wide, with a trans- addition to placing them in all parts

by William Whitman, is the fifth big verse spacing of 26 ft . of the plant, the builders have built

cotton mill that Mr. Whitman has In order to obtain the greatest water fountains at close intervals .

given to New Bedford, and is one of volume of light possible, on account of The method used here is notable. The

three large mills that have been built the fine character of the goods manu fountains are of the " no - cup " type,

under his direction this last year , these factured , the window pilasters are only from which one may drink without in

enterprises representing an investment 25 in . wide, making the wall 80 per convenience and without using the un
of something over $ 6,000,000. The cent. glass. Maze glass is used in the sanitary drinking cup .

other two mills are the Nonquit No. 2, transoms and in all the lower sash , On account of the immense size of

at New Bedford , and a big worsted excepting a narrow strip of clear glass the building the vacuum system of

spinning mill at the Arlington Mills, at the bottom of each window . The heating with overhead steam pipes is

Lawrence, Mass.; to the latter plant floors are of three layers, the first used . The temperature is further con

is also being added a yarn -finishing being 5 -in . hard pine nailed to a 4 by trolled by the Cramer moistening sys

and mercerizing mill of large size. 8 -in . nailing-strip, which is secured to tem , which can be so regulated as to

The Nashawena plant is unique in the I -beams by means of 34 -in . screws warm or cool the air as well as to con

many ways, but particularly because put through specially prepared holes in trol the humidity.

of the fact that it is the largest cotton the flanges. The first laver is laid

mill built anywhere in the world , so longitudinally to carry the floor load THE LARGE POWER PLANT

far as known, at one time, and has the to the joist, the intermediate floor of The power plant is on the east side

largest weave shed in the world . In cheap 1 - in . spruce laid at right angles of Bellville Avenue and is connected

This sys

on
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a vacuum

with the mill by means of a tunnel tion Co. The engine room is equipped of 600 volts . The lighting circuits

through which are carried all of the with two 3000 -kw . Allis -Chalmers use 220 volts direct current.

water piping, electric wires and steam turbo -generator sets , each equipped The fire protection of the plant is

piping. The power house is composed with the necessary condensers and ten most thorough ; it is connected with

of three rooms — a boiler room , electrically -driven pumps. the system of the other mills of the

pump room and an engine room . The There is also a 500 -kw . turbo-genera- Whitman group, so that the Nasha

boiler is supplied with 16 tor for the lighting and for driving wena can be served by seven pumps,

Manning boilers built by the Bigelow the machine shop and auxiliary ma each with a capacity of 1500 gal. per

Co. , of New Haven , Conn ., which are chinery. min .

fired by hand. The gases are carried The drive of the mill is entirely by The capacity of the Nashawena is

away by a chimney 250 ft . high, built electricity in small group drives. They 150,000 spindles and 5000 looms, de
of reinforced concrete by the Al- are of the induction type and operate voted to the manufacture of high

phonse Custodis Chimney Construc- on a three - phase illuminating circuit grade novelties in silk and cotton .

room

Buying Alternating Current Motors

By H. M. PHILLIPS

The purchaser of an alternating- should therefore be exercised in the construction that it will operate suc

current motor may be guided in his installation of the motor and wires cessfully in most of the locations

selection by much the same line of rea- leading to same. No one but an ex- where an enclosed direct- current mo

soning that he would apply in the se- perienced electrician should be allowed tor is required . As a rule , there is no

lection of a direct -current motor, or to touch the motor while current is on . standard enclosed induction motor,

other piece of machinery. The inten- The insulation of this motor may be but when one is to be used in a very

tion is to get apparatus best suited to somewhat more likely to fail than damp location, or if for other reasons
the purpose at minimum cost . would be the case if it were wound it appears desirable, tight covers may

for a lower voltage; and especial care be provided for the openings in the

PHASE should be taken to protect it from mois- motor frame. This will decrease the

Is a single -phase, two-phase or ture. If this installation is considered rated capacity of the motor very

three -phase motor to be chosen ? The too dangerous transformers may be in- largely, except when used on very in

answer is generally determined by the stalled and a 220 or 550 - volt motor termittent duty, and correspondingly

available source of power ; where purchased. These will have practically increase the cost for a given horse
there is a possibility of selection the the same efficiency and operating char- power. As is the case with a direct

single phase should be avoided , except acteristics as the high voltage motor current motor, a saving may some

possibly for railway work. The first and may be slightly lower in first cost ; times be effected by ordering for inter

cost will be found to be comparatively the price of transformers, however, mittent duty. The opportunity is not
high, the efficiency and power factor will make the total cost of installation so frequently offered ; the direct-cur

are apt to be a little low and in the decidedly greater. rent motor of medium size requires

opinion of the majority of engineers With motors of comparatively small from five to eight hours at full load

the motor is more apt than the other size the difficulty of providing proper to attain constant temperature, the

types to give trouble when subjected insulation , both in manufacturing and corresponding induction motor may
to very hard service . There should in installing, makes the use of a 220- require from two to four. The two

be little difference in cost between or 550-volt motor almost imperative. hour intermittent rating commonly

two and three -phase motors, their given the direct- current motor is

efficiency, operating characteristics FREQUENCY therefore of little benefit with the

and reliability are practically the same. The motor must be wound for the present type. When the full-load

The two -phase motor requires four same frequency as the supply. Twen- period does not exceed 30 minutes an

wires brought from the source of sup- ty -five cycles is a desirable frequency intermittent duty motor may effect

ply against three for the three-phase, for motor work, especially on long considerable saving in cost . When

which may slightly increase the cost transmission lines, but the cost for the rating of a motor is increased in

of installation . When lights and mo- transformers is considerably greater this manner there is no increase in the

tors are to be operated on the same than for 60 cycles, which is perhaps momentary load that it can carry or

system the two -phase arrangement the best for general factory purposes. in the load that it is able to start,

has certain advantages in regard to Incandescent lamps may be operated which may offset the advantage of the

uniformity of lighting. on either frequency, but arc lamps are higher rating

more successful on 60 cycles.

A high -speed motor should always

The voltage also is generally deter INDUCTION MOTORS be cheaper for a given horse power
mined by the source of supply, al- For the great majority of cases a than a low speed, but the available

though if transformers are to be used " squirrel cage" induction motor will speeds are somewhat limited with al

any desired voltage may be obtained be chosen ; the motor is almost in- ternating - current motors ; the no -load

to operate the motor. If the supply variably of the open type, which com- Speed must always be a factor of the

is 2200, or even 4400, volts a large pares closely with the semi-enclosed frequency of the supply. When the
motor is best that is wound for that direct -current motor as far as me- frequency is 60 cycles per sec . , or

voltage and connected directly to the chanical protection is concerned ; the 3600 per min ., speeds of 3600, 1800 ,

supply. A shock from this current is motor is so little affected by dust and I 200 , 900 , 720, 600 and 514 rev . per

very apt to be fatal, and great care the moving parts are of such rugged min . may be obtained ; the full -load

SPEED

VOLTAGE
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speed is seldom more than 10 per cent . of delivering 80 h.p. at 80 per cent. starting torque, which is considerably

below the no -load . With a 25-cycle power factor, 90 h.p. at 90 per cent. lower than the pull-out. Although the

circuit the speeds are correspondingly power factor or 100 h.p. at 100 per motor will heat very rapidly under a
reduced. cent. power factor. The regulationThe regulation load approaching the value of pull -out

of the generator is also better when torque, it is well to have this value as

ALTERNATING CURRENT operating on high power factor than high as possible in order that the mo

The motor is perfect in regard to on low . In ordinary practice the pow- tor may not be brought to a stand

reversal of rotation, it runs equally er factor of a single motor will have still by the momentary application of

well in either direction without any but little effect on that of the genera- a heavy load, such as might be occa

adjustment or increase in cost ; the tor, which may be considered as an sioned by the throwing of a clutch ,

external controlling apparatus re- average of that of each unit of its shifting a belt, or the momentary

quired for reversing is simple and in- load. overloading of a machine tool. From

expensive. It is, however, essentially As the power factor of induction two to three times the full - load torque

a constant-speed motor, and with a motors decreases quite rapidly as the is commonly specified for pull-out

few exceptions, mentioned below , load diminishes and as few motors torque.

speed regulation is unattainable. run continuously on full load, the The heating of an induction motor

power factor at one-half load is of is its only limitation as to load- carry

GUARANTEES considerable importance. ing capacity up to the time that the

In selling an induction motor the The starting torque is of compara pull-out value is reached ; it can op

maker will generally guarantee certain tively small importance when the mo- erate on such a load for a very brief

values for " efficiency ," " power factor,' tor starts under light load, which is period, depending upon the size of the

" slip , " " starting torque" and " pull-out usually the case ; there are , however, motor, when the odor and smoke of

torque,” the last two being expressed numerous exceptions , elevating and overheated insulating material gives

in terms of " full -load torque.' The conveying machinery, long lines of warning that a burn -out is to be ex

clearance may also be given in some shafting, machinery with heavy flypected.
pected. Lower loads can be carried

cases. Temperature rise is guaran- wheels and all other cases where a for a longer period , and the motor

teed in the same manner as for direct- heavy pull is required to start the should be able to carry 25 per cent.

current motors . load . The torque is the pull in pounds overload from 30 min. to one hour

The importance of variations in ef- exerted at the face of a pulley two feet without excessive heating. Such an

ficiency depends entirely upon the in diameter, but it is usually more overload capacity is frequently in

amount of power that will be saved convenient to express its value as a cluded in specifications. When op

and its value. If a motor is to operate multiple of the pull required on a pul- erated continuously on full load no

10 or 24 hr. per day and power is ex- ley of any size when the motor is car- part of the motor should reach a tem

pensive a small difference in efficiency rying its full load at normal speed. One perature of more than 50 ° C. above

is worth considering. If the motor is and one-half times full-load torque is the surrounding air, although 55 de

to operate but half an hour per day, a figure frequently given for starting grees is sometimes allowed for the re

or if power is very cheap, the effi- torque and proves very satisfactory in volving part of a squirrel cage motor.

ciency is of little importance. most instances, although a very heavy If the motor is to operate in an ab

The power factor is generally of current will be required for starting normally warm location the limiting

less importance than the efficiency. A when the actual load approaches that rise should be correspondingly re

motor of low power factor may have figure. If the load is above the speci- cuced. Lower values than those men

the same efficiency as one ofhigher, fied figure the motor may refuse to
tioned are desirable, as they will gen

in which case the former will draw start; if the load has great inertia erally indicate a greater overload ca

the larger current from the line, al- and so requires a considerable time to pacity.

though it consumes no more power be brought up to speed with the speci- The “ slip,” usually expressed as a
than the latter . This will have the fied starting torque the motor mav be- percentage, is the amount of reduc

effect of slightly increasing the losses come very hot before full speed is at- tion from no-load speed that is found

in the line and in the generator, but tained . This difficulty may be over when the motor is operating under full

as these are normally but a small per- come by the use of a special motor, load . Like the slip of a belt , it is a

centage of the total load they are in one method being to wind the rotating direct loss of power. A motor may

most cases negligible. The load on part with wire of comparatively high run at 85 per cent. efficiency on full

the engine will be the same in either resistance. This will increase the slip load while the slip is 5 per cent.; if

case and there is little choice between and decrease the efficiency of the mo- by a change in the winding the slip is

the two. In the case of a large motor tor, but as it adds but little to the ex- increased to 10 per cent. the full- load

or of a group of small ones on a long pense it is quite likely to prove the efficiency will be reduced to 80 per

transmission line the power factor best method when only a moderate in cent. ; as the slip is approximately pro

may become of considerable impor- crease of starting torque is desired . portional to the load the loss will not

tance . In this case the loss on the line If this method is not sufficient, or if be so marked on lighter loads. In or

may be quite large , and the addition the increased losses are too great a dinary practice the slip varies between

caused by a low power factor be worth drawback , a different type of wind- three and ten per cent .; for ordinary

considering ; or the higher current to ing, described below , should be em- service the motor may therefore be

be carried might require heavier con- ploved. considered to run at constant speed.

ductors for the line , which would The pull-out torque, expressed as a In spite of the loss in efficiency a

very materially increase the cost. It
multiple of full-load torque, is the

motor with comparatively high slip is

should also be remembered that an maximum that the motor can exert desirable for driving certain classes

alternating-current generator is rated while running : on account of reduced
of machinery; those provided with

at an output of a given number of speel it is slightly more than the mo heavy fly -wheels or having a recipro

amperes, consequently the generator mentary over -load that the motor can cating motion. The variation of speed

can deliver more power, with a corre- carry. When the pull -out torque is with load will allow the fly -wheel to

spondingly greater load on the engine, exceeded the motor will stop quite fulfil its function or the motion of the

at a high power factor than at a low : suddenly and cannot start again until machine to be reversed without sub

the same generator would be capable the load is reduced to the value of the jecting the motor to a heavy overload

a
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run on

and causing violent fluctuations in the or torque, a motor that is running uin- load becomes too great the motor will

line current and voltage. In some der load at very slow speed will stop suddenly

cases it may even prevent the pull- out quickly run up to very nearly the Although the above distinguishing

torque being exceeded . An increase rated speed when the load is thrown characteristics may be valuable in

in slip is obtained by providing the ro- off unless the operator throws addi- some instances, a more important fac

tating part of the motor with a wind- tional resistance into the circuit ; con- tor is its ability to run atalmost any

ing of higher resistance than would versely, a motor operating under light desired power factor: Varying the

otherwise be used ; which, as previ- load at slow speed will be brought to strength of the direct current exciting

ously stated, also increases the start- a standstill when the load is increased the field magnets, which may readily

ing torque. A resemblance may be unless resistance is cut out. be done by an attendant while the ma

noted between the induction motor The clearance between the station- chine is running, will cause a varia

with high slip and the compound ary and rotating parts is exceedingly tion in the power factor. In this man.

wound direct- current motor ; the lat- small on all induction motors ; a very ner it can not only be raised to 100 per

ter, however, does not suffer the loss rigid construction of shaft and bear- cent. but can be made to neutralize

in efficiency mentioned above. ings is therefore desirable . To in- the effect of other apparatus having a

When an exceedingly heavy start- crease the clearance will mean a loss lower power factor. Its own value

ing torque is desired , when the motor of other valuable characteristics, but, can never exceed 100 per cent., but it

is frequently started and stopped un- other things being equal, the motor can a lower power factor

der a moderate torque and the heavy with the larger clearance is evidently which may be said to act in an oppo

fluctuations of current caused thereby to be desired . The “ total air gap" site direction from that of the ordi

are annoying, when a comparatively is sometimes specified in place of nary induction motor and so bring the

slow rate of acceleration is desired or clearance. Its value is twice that of value in the main transmission line

speed regulation is to be obtained by the clearance. and on the generator up to 100 per

an operator in constant attendance, cent., even when other apparatus is

the squirrel cage winding on the rota SYNCHRONOUS MOTORS running at a comparatively low power

ting part of the motor is replaced by The synchronous motor is seldom factor.

an open winding, the ends of which used except for large units. It may be
In order to insure reliability, con

are led to collector rings on the shaft. constructed to operate equally well on
tinuous service under severe working

These rings are connected by brushes single -phase, two-phase or three conditions, one must be guided by

and suitable leads to a controller, the phase circuits, the proper winding much the same considerations as in

operation of which introduces a va- being provided in each case, but its buying direct - current motors or any

riable amount of resistance into the general use is limited by the facts that kind of electrical or mechanical appa

circuit formed between the collector there must be a supply of direct cur- ratus. Secure a machine that is heavy

rings. In the cases previously de- rent to excite its field magnets and enough for the work ; do not try to

scribed the slip and starting torque that in its simpler forms it is not self- make a 10 -h.p. motor carry a 20 horse
were increased by permanently in- starting even under no load . When load. Although mere weight is not a

creasing the resistance of the rotating its fields are properly excited and it
criterion of excellence, from a merely

element. In the present case the re- has been brought up to its rated speed , mechanical standpoint one should be

sistance can be varied at the will of which may be done by a small induc- sure that the manufacturer has not

the operator, and may therefore be tion or direct-current motor mounted gone too far in his efforts to save ma

carried to a far higher value in start- on the same shaft or in some instances terial; special attention being given

ing than would be permissible if it by a special winding on the main mo
to the bearings. Most important of

were to be left permanently in circuit. tor, current may be thrown on from all, buy of a firm with an established

Although the speed of the motor may the main supply at the instant that reputation , or of one in whose engi

in this way be reduced to any desired synchronism is indicated by lamps or
neering ability, skilled workmanship

extent the operation at low speeds will by a suitable instrument on the start and conscientiousness in the use of

be very inefficient , the slip , as previ- ing panel. If we assume that the fre- high -class material and turning out a

ously stated , being a direct loss of quency , or , in other words, the speedquency, or , in other words, the speed first-class product one is thoroughly

power ; at half speed and full -load of the main generator remains con
assured . There are possibilities of de

torque the motor would have less than stant, this motor will run at absolutely fective material and workmanship

50 per cent. efficiency. Also , as the constant speed from no load up to a that can hardly be detected by inspec

slip is nearly proportional to the load very heavy overload ; when the over
tion or test of the finished motor.

Cutout For Protecting Street Series Lighting Systems

Open circuits in street-lighting sys- station managers desiring to give the heavy porcelain insulators the movable

tems are more or less frequent and best possible street-lighting service . brushes are thoroughly insulated from

not only result in interrupted service , each other, and in turn the stationary

but are also a source of grave danger CONSTRUCTION contacts are insulated from each other

to the public. Another serious com- Fig . I illustrates the general con and ground.

mercial feature incidental to open cir- struction and assembly, the weather

cuits is that where outages are penal- proof cover having been removed to CARBON SPARK GAP

ized by the municipality such inter- permit a clear view of the various ele- A pair of adjustable carbons

ruptions entail a loss of revenue to the ments . A control magnet provided mounted on insulators form a spark

central station . To meet the condi- with a movable core is so arranged as gap in series with the control magnet

tions imposed by commercial require- to actuate a pair of laminated - copper and in shunt across the main lamp cir

ments, the device illustrated herewith brushes normally held by gravity cuit. Direct connection is made be
has been developed and presents a against two stationary contacts, to tween the line and one of the spark

satisfactory solution of what has been which the loop of lamps to be pro- gap carbons. The opposite carbon , in

a very troublesome problem to central- tected is connected. By means of addition to its line connections, is also
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circuit is properly closed, as it is im- to keep the terminals of these various

possible for other conditions to exist . circuits in the station as AA ', BB ' and

APPLICATIONS
CC ' , so that , should trouble occur on

Fig . 2 shows one of the simplest ap- any one of the lines, the defective

plications of the cutout which, being line can be disconnected and the other

placed at A , protects the loop beyond two circuits kept in service , thus locat

it . If a break occurs as at O, the cut- ing the trouble on one-third of the line

out will operate, disconnecting this and preventing the entire system from

loop entirely from the balance of the being out of service . This is fre

circuit , and short-circuiting the line at quently done at the expense of long

A , keeping the remainder of the cir- lengths of wire, which could be dis

cuit in operation. The defective loop pensed with were it not for this desire

now being dead , can be repaired and to localize the trouble .

reconnected into the circuit . By introducing cutouts on the sys

Fig. 3 represents the condition tem , the same results may be obtained

which usually exists in the lighting of and the unnecessary wire removed,

a long avenue or boulevard wherethe this being illustrated by Fig. 5 , which

two legs of the circuit run parallel shows the same three circuits equipped

without loops . Let B , C and D be with cutouts D, E and F, which allow

cutouts placed in multiple across the the removal of the portion of the lines

line . Suppose a break occurs beyond A ' , B , B1 and C from their station

B , B will operate , disconnecting the terminals to the points as shown, leav

defective portion, while maintaining ing at the station only the terminals A

the entire line up to B. If this break and C' . This results in a considerable

had occurred between C and B , C saving in wire with its line loss , sta

tion apparatus, maintenance, the elimi

nating of possible trouble on the por

Fig. 1. — CUTOUT WITH WEATHER-PROOF CAS
tion of the line removed , the making

ING REMOVED of room on the poles for other wires,

connected to an auxiliary fixed con
and at the same time having better

tact and a movable contact actuated by
protection than when these lines were

an insulated handle.
running to the station , plus the pro

OPERATION OF CUTOUT
tection afforded by other cutouts

When a break occurs in the pro
which might be placed upon the sys

tected section of a circuit the full -line
tem .

potential will exist between the adja

COMMERCIAL ADVANTAGES

cent points of the gap, the spacingof

A few of the commercial advan

which is such that the potential will
tages of the new method of protecting

immediately break across. An instan
high - tension lighting circuits may be

taneous current will then flow from
summarized as follows : Prevention

the generator or transformer terminal

across the gap and through the con

trol magnet. The conditions outlined

above will continue but a fraction of

a second, as the current flowing

through the control magnet energizes
a movable core , causing it to be im- Fig . 2.—PROTECTING Fig. 3. — BOULEVARD

mediately drawn up and the lamp cir

cuit opened. The circuit is continued would have operated , cutting off

through the control magnet and a sig- everything beyond C and maintaining

nal lamp, which remains lighted as the circuit up to C ; in the same man

long as the magnet is energized , thus ner had the break occurred between

giving visual indication of trouble in C and D, D would have operated . In

the protected loop. order to obtain this action it is only

REPAIRING BREAK necessary to adjust the spark gap of

After a break in the line has been each cutout so that the gap increases

repaired , the protected lamp circuit is in length as the cutouts approach the
still dead and can only be restored by station . It is then evident that when Fig. 4.—USUAL DROP Fig. 5. — WIRE - SAVING

pushing up the movable carbon con- a break occurs , say , beyond B , the
tact which then bridges the air gap , full -line potential difference will mo- of outages and accidents, automatic

thus short-circuiting the control mag- mentarily exist across the three spark location of faults, automatic discon

net . Demagnetization of the core is gaps ; but , spark gap B being the nection of ruptured circuits facilitates

thus effected and the plunger falls by shortest, will be broken down first, quick and safe repairs to line, does not

gravity, re- establishing the circuit. thus operating the cutout B. In the interrupt working parts of circuit , re

IMPROPER REPAIRS OR SECOND BREAK same manner should the break occur duces number of circuits , effects con

If , however, the circuit has not been between B and C, C will operate . In siderable saving in wire, reduces num

properly repaired, or a second break this manner all parts of the circuit up ber of station regulators and switch

has occurred , the arc will be re- to the cutout nearest the trouble will boards, enables use of longer lamp

established across the gap, the control be always maintained. circuits , reduces legal claims. The ap

magnet will be re-energized and the Fig. 4 represents three circuits be paratus described above is manufac

defective line again cutout. This pro- ing operated from a single machine or tured and designed by the Delta-Star

cedure will continue until the defective transformer. It is the usual practice Electric Co. , Chicago, Ill .

T

LOOP LIGHTING

Lot
METHOD METHOD
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REWARD OF SERVICE

Columbia Enclosed Arc Carbons have led the market for many years — because they give

longest life, best light, and cost the least for maintenance in every way.

One trial is sufficient to convince the most pessimistic . We are willing to give free

samples to make this test . Ask for samples if you do not know of Columbia by actual

experience.

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, CLEVELAND, OHIO

Over

50,000

miles

$0

Rolled

from

Best Quality

Steel

8
in use

CONTINUOUS JOINT WEBER JOINT

The Rail Joint Company
GENERAL OFFICES:

29 West 34th Street, New York City

Makers of Base Supported Rail Joints for Standard and Special Rail

Sections, alsoGirder, Step or Compromiso, Frog and Switch, and Insulat

ing Rail Joints, protected by Patents.

WOLHAUPTER JOINT

Catalogs at Agencies

Baltimore, Md. Pittsburg, Pa .

Boston, Mass. Portland, Oregoi.

Chicago, Ill . SanFrancisco , Cal.

Denver, Colo . St. Louis, Mo.

New York , NY. Troy, N. Y.

London, E.C.,Eng Montreal, Can.

HIGHEST AWARDS : Paris, 1900 ;

Buffalo , 1901 ; St Louis , 1904.

CONTINUOUS GIRDER

Curtis Low Pressure

Turbines

The illustration shows a 5000 Kw. Low.

Pressure Turbine installed and in commercial service

in the 59th Street Station of the Interborough Rapid

Transit Company, New York . The results obtained

are so satisfactory that two additional machines have

been ordered -- a sure proof of the merits of the

Curtis Turbine.

Low and Mixed Pressure Turbines are avail

able in sizes from 300 to 7500 Kw. capacity

General Electric Company

New York Office :

30 Church Street

Principal Office

SCHENECTADY, N. Y.

Sales Offices in

All Large Cities

2248
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Westinghouse

Heavy Duty

Motor -Generator Sets

1

TI

பாகமா
தா

2

The Largest A.C.-D.C. Unit Ever Built
One of two Motor-Generator Sets

recently shipped to the Rio de Janeiro

Tranway, Light and Power Co.

Ratings:
Generators, 3000 Kilowatts , 600 Volts .

Motor , 4250 Horse-Power, 6300 Volts.

Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Co.
Atlanta Buffalo Cleveland Kansas City New Orleans Pittsburg San Francisco

Baltimore Chicago Denver Los Angeles New York St. Louis Seattle

Boston Cincinnati Detroit Philadelphia Salt Lake City

Westinghouse Electric & Mig . Co. , of Texas, Dallas and El Paso , Texas

Canada : Canadian Westinghouse Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Ont. Mexico : G. & 0. Braniff & Co. , City of Merico
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TRADE MARK

WIRE &C
INS

ULA
TED

M
A
O
S:18)

CRESCENT

RUBBER-INSULATED

WIRES AND CABLES

TRENI

C
O
M

IN
JI
T

NATIONAL CODE STANDARD

Main Office and Factory : TRENTON, N. J.

apolis.

ATLANTIC INSULATED WIRE & CABLE CO .

WIR ES AND CABLES.

FOR SUBMARINE , A ERLAL, UNDERGROUND

AND INTERIOR USE

FACTORY

STAMFORD

CONN .

120 LIBERTY STREET

NEW YORK CITY .

STEEL

OUTLET

JUNCTION

SWITCH

CONDUIT BUSHINGS

BOXES

PATENTEES AND MANUFACTURERS

THE BOSSERT ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION CO., UTICA, N.Y.

MANUFACTURERS OF

ADJUSTERS

Morse, Frank W., Boston, Mask

AIR AND GAS COMPRESSORS

Allis -Chalmers Co., Milwaukee.

American Air Compressor Works, N. Y.

Blake Mfg. Co. , Geo. F., New York.

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago.

Clayton Air Compressor Works, N. Y.

Curtis & Co., Mfg. Co., St. Louis .

Dean Bros. Steam Pump Wks. , Indian .

Emerson Elec. Mfg . Co., St. Louis, Mo.

Hall Steam Pump Co., Pittsburg.

Ingersoll -Rand Co., New York .

KnowlesSteamPump Works, New York

Laidlaw -Dunn -Gordon Co. , New York .

McGowan Co., John H. , Cincinnati.

National Brake & Elec . Co. , Milwauker

Norwalk Iron Works, Norwalk , Conn

Platt Iron Works Co., Dayton

Providence Engine Works, Providence

Snow Steam Pump Works , New York

Sullivan Machinery Co., Chicago

Worthington, Henry R., New York.

ALTERNATORS

Allis -Chalmers Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

Crocker -Wheeler Co., Ampere, N. J.

Fort Wayne Elec. Works, Indianapolis .

General Electric Co., Schenectady , N. Y

National Brake & Elec . Co., Milwaukee

Wesco Supply Co. , St. Louis

Western Electric Co. , Chicago

Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg . Co., Pitts

burg

ANCHORS (GUY )

Holden Anchor Co., Des Moines, Ia.

Matthews & Bro ., W. N. , St. Louja, Mo

ANNUNCLATORS

Central Electric Co., Chicago, 10 .

Doubleday- Hill Electric Co., Pittsburg

Electric Appliance Co. ,Chicago.

Haines, J. Allon, Inc., Chicago,

ManhattanEloc. Supply Co., Now York

Ostrander &Co., W. R., Chicago.

Van Dorn -Elliott Elec. Co., Clevoland.

Wesco Supply Co., St. Louis.

Western Electric Co., Chicago.

ATTACHMENT PLUGS

Hubbell, Harvey, Bridgeport, Cona .

BATTERIES - PRIMARY

Bunnell & Co., J.H., New York .

Burnley Battery & Mfg. Co., Painesville ,

Ohio .

Central Electric Co., Chicago

Doubleday.Hill Elec. Co., Pittsburg:

Eastern Carbon Works, Jersey City ,N. J.

Edison Mfg . Co., New York .

Elec. Motor & Equipment Co., Newark

French Battery Co., Madison , Wis.

Gordon Battery Co. New York.

Lawrence Elec . Co., F. D., Cincinnati, O.

Leclanche Battery Co., New York.

Manhattan Eloctrical Supply Co., Chi

cago.

Waterbury Battery Co., Waterbury .

Conn.

Wesco Supply Co., St. Louis, Mo

Western Electric Co., Chicago .

BATTERIES STORAGE

American Battery Co.,Chicago.

Doubleday -Hill Electric Co., Pittsburg.

Electric Storage Battery Co. Philadel

phia.

General Storage Battery Co., New York.

Gould Storage Battery Co., New York

National Battery Co., Buffalo , N. Y.

Railway Safety Service Co., Springfield ,

Mass.

Universal Eloctri : Storage Battery Co.,

Chicago.

Willard Storage Battery Co., Clovelaod.

BOSTON INSULATED WIRE AND CABLE CO.

Rubber - Covered Wires and Cables
NATIONAL CODE STANDARD

Office and Works: 182-186 Freeport St., Dorchester District, BOSTON , MASS .

Armour Institute of Technology

Chicago, Illinois

Courses in Electrical , Mechanical, Civil,

Chemical and Fire Protection Engineering, and

Architecture. Completely equipped labora.

tories in all departments.

Year Book sent on application .

Tho Military College of the

State of Vormont.

Courses leading to Bachelor's Degree, Arts,

Science and Literature, Chemistry, Civil En.
gineering.

Military Instruction , practice and discipline
for all students.

Adequate equipment for instruction in Hy
draulics and in Electricity

NORWICH ™UNIVERSITY, Northfield, Vt.
1

N. J

Clarkson School of Technology

Thomas S. Clarkson Memorial, Potsdam , N. Y,
Organized under charter of the University of

the Stateof New York. Courses leading to

degrees of Bachelor of Science in Chemical,

Civil, Electrical and Mechanical Engineering,

comprising four years of thorough training and

resident college work in theory and practice of

engineering. The Clarkson Bulletin , pub.

lished quarterly, mailed on application.
WM . S.ALDRICH , Director.

TUFTS COLLEGE

Department of Engineering

Civil, Hechanical, Electrical and Chemical Englneerlag

New Laboratories and Excellent Equipment.

Beautiful site within four miles of Boston.

PreparatoryDepartmentfor studentswhohave
had engineering practice, but insufficient prep

aration for college work

For information, concerning coursesand positions of

graduates,address Prof.GARDNER C. ANTHONY,Dean.

TUFTS COLLEGE, P. O. , Mass.
E
S
T
A
B
L
I
S
H
E
DLEWIS INSTITUTE, Chicago , Ill.

Four-year course leading to degree of Bachelor of

Science in Mechanical Engineering . While the course

is planned with special reference to mechanical engi.

neering , much time is devoted to electrical work , and

such attention is given to engineering chemistry , civil

engineering and general subjects as to graduate men

with broad, fundamental training along engineering

lines. Cata'ogue cn application .

Rensselaer

Polytechnice

Institute,

Troy, NY.

A

S
C
H
O
O
L OF

ENGINEERING

Local oxaminatious provided for. Sond for a cataloga
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Fan and Blower

REGULATORS

For the control of motor

driven fans and blowers we

have standardized a com

prehensive line of apparatus

ranging from one-sixth H.P.

speed regulators, upwards .

Controllers can be furnished

either for manual or for

automatic operation. For

the control of blowers used

in connection with auto

matic stokers we can furnish

a controller that will regu

late the speed of the fan

according to the boiler press

ure . Bulletins on request.

Classif.d Directory of Manufacturers - Condid

ELLS

Contral Electric Co., Chicago .

Manhattan Electrical Supply Co., New

York and Chicago .

Ostrander & Co., W. R. , New York

Wesco Supply Co., St. Louis.

Wostern Electric Co., Chicago.

BELT DRESSING

Cling Surface Mfg. Co., Buffalo

Dixon Crucible Co., Jos. , Jersey City , N. J.
BELTING

Boston Belting Co., Boston .

Euroka Fire Hose Co., New York

Jeffrey Mtg. Co., Columbus, O.

Link- Belt Engineering Co., Philadelphia .

Pittsburg Gage& Supply Co., Pittsburg .

Robins Conveying Belt Co. New York
BLOWERS

Allis -Chalmers Co. , Milwaukee.

American Blower Co., Detroit.

American Gas Furnace Co., New York .

Buffalo Forge Co., Buffalo .

Chicago Flexible Shaft Co., Chicago.

Crocker-Wheeler Co., Ampere, N. J.

Dean Bros. Steam Pump Works, Indian

apolis.

Green Fuel Economizer Co., Matteawan ,

N. Y.

Platt Iron Works,Dayton, O.

Smith , J D. , Fdy. Supply Co., Cleveland.

Sprague Electric Co., New York .

Sturtevant Co., B. F. , Hyde Park , Mass.

BLUE PRINT MACHINERY

BuckeyeEngine Co. , Salem , O.

Keuffel & Esser Co., New York .

Kolesch & Co., New York

Rosolute Machine Co., New York

Wagenhorst & Co., J. H. , Pittsburg .
BOILERS

Atlantic Works, East Boston, Mass.

Babcock & Wilcox Co., New York.

Harrison Safety Boiler Works, Phila

Heine Safety Boiler Co. , St. Louis.

Platt Iron Works, Dayton, O.

Rlter - Conley Mfg. Co., Pittsburg

Robb -Mumford Boiler Co., South Fram

ingham , Mass .

Struthers-Wells Co., Warren , Pa.

Walsh's Holyoke Steam Boiler Co.,

Holyoke, Mass.

Wetherill & Co., Robt., Chester, Pa .

BOXES— JUNCTION

Bossert Electric Construction Co. , Utica .

D. & W. Fuse Co., Providence. R. I.

Steel City Electric Co. , Pittsburgh

BOXES - OUTLET

Bossert Electric Const. Co., Utica, N. Y.

Steel City Electric Co. , Pittsburgh

BRUSHES - CARBON

Central Electric Co. , Chicago .

Eastern Carbon Works, Jersey City, N. J.

Holmes Fibre -Graphite Mfg. Co., Ger

mantown , Pa.

Le Valley Carbon Brush Co., New York .

National Carbon Co., Cleveland.

Speor Carbca Co., St. Mary's, Pa.

Western ElectricCo., Chicago.

BUSHINGS -OUTLET

Steel City Electric Co., Pittsburgh

CABLE HANGERS

Barron & Co., Jas. S. , New York .

Bissell Co., F Toledo , O.

Standard Underground Cable Co. , Pitts

burg

Steel City Electric Co., Pittsburg .

Wesco Supply Co., St. Louis, Mo

Western Electric Co., Chicago.

CABLE JOINTS

Dossert& Co. , Inc., New York

CARBONS

Central Electric Co., Chicago .

Eastern Carbon Works , Jersey City, N. J.

Natione Carbon Co., Cleveland.

Reisinger, Hugo, New York .

Speer Carbon Co., St. Marys, Pa.

Wesco Supply Co. , St. Louis.

CASTINGS

American Steel Foundries, Chicago.

Alton Machine Co., New York,

Classified Directory of Manufacturers - Cont'd

Lunkenheimer Co. Cincinnati.

New England Butt Co., Providence, R.I.

Phosphor -Bronze Smelting Co., Ltd.,

Philadelphia.

CHAINS FOR ARC LAMPS

Oneida Community, Ltd., Oneida, N. Y

CIRCUIT BREAKERS

Cutler -Hammer Mfg. Co., Milwaukee.

Cutter Electrical Mig. Co., Philadelphia .

Doubleday-Hill Electric Co., Pittsburg .

Fort Wayne ElectricWorks, Fort Wayne,

Indiana

General Electric Co. ,Schenectady, N. Y.

Hartman Circuit Breaker Co., Mans

field , Ohio .

La Roche Co. , F. A. , New York .

Sundh Electric Co., New York .

Switchboard Equip. Co., Bethlehem , Pa .

Ward Leonard Electric Co., Bronxville ,

N. Y.

Wesco Supply Co., St. Louis

Western Electric Co., Chicago .

Westinghouse Electric & Mtg. Co. Pitts

burg.

CLAMPS - CABLE

Matthews, W. N. , & Bros., St. Louis .

CLEATS

Blake Signal & Mfg . Co., Boston , Mass.

Imperial Porcelain Works, Trenton, N. J

Pass & Seymour,Inc. , Solvay, N. Y.

Sears,Henry D., Boston .

CLIMBERS

Klein & Co., Mathias, Chicago .

CLUSTERS

Benjamin Elec. Mfg . Co., Chicago

Hubbel, Harvey, Bridgeport, Conn .

COAL AND ASÁ -HANDLING MACHIN .
ERY

Brown Hoisting Machinery Co.
land

Case Mfg . Co., Columbus, O.

Hunt Co., C. W., New York.

Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Columbus, O.

Link Belt Co., Philadelphia.

Mead -Morrison Mfg. Co., Boston.

NorthernEngineering Works, Detroit

Robins Conveying Belt Co., New York .

COILS - INDUCTION

Ostrander , W.R., & Co., New York .

Splitdorf , C. F. , New York .

COMMUTATOR LUBRICANT

Allen & Co., L. B. , Chicago .

Dixon Crucible Co., Jos., Jersey City .

COMMUTATORS

Homer Commutator Co., Cleveland , O.

CONDENSERS - ELECTRIC

Marshall,William , New York .

CONDUIT RODS

Barron & Co., Jas. S. , New York .

Cope, T. J. , Philadelphia .

Doubleday -Hill Electric Co., Pittsburg

CONDUITS

American Circular Loom Co., Chelsea,

Mass.

The Gillette -Vibber Co., New London ,
Conn .

American Conduit Co., Chicago.

American Vitrified Conduit Co., N. Y.

Camp Co., H. B., New York.

Doubleday -Hill Electric Co., Pittsburg.
Gest , G. M. , New York.

National Conduit & Cable Co., N. Y.

National MetalMolding Co., Pittsburg

OrangeburgFibre Conduit Co., Orange

burg, N.Y

Spraguo Electric Co., New York .

CONDUIT FITTINGS

Steel CityElectricCo., Pittsburgh

CONDUIT REAMERS

Steel City Electric Co., Pittsburg .

CONDUITTOOLS

Cope, T. J. , Philadelphia

Stoel City Electric Co., Pittsburg .

CONTROLLERS

Allis -Chalmers Co., Milwaukee.

Case Mfg . Co., Columbus, O.

Crocker.Wheeler Co., Amporo, N. J.

Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co., Milwaukee.

Bloc. Controllor & Supply Co., Cleveland

The Cutler -Hammer Mfg. Co.

MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN

NEW YORK .50 Church Street

CHICAGO . Monadnock Block

PHILADELPHIA . Commonwealth Trust Bldg.

BOSTON . 176 Federal Street
PITTSBURG . .. Farmers' Bank Building

CLEVELAND Schofield Building

SAN FRANCISCO Otis & Squires, 155 New

Monigemery Street
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The Institute of Operating Westinghouse Turbine Sales

Engineers
Taking advantage of the opportu

At a meeting held in New York City nity offered by the low -pressure steam

on March 1oth , the organization of turbine when used in connection with

The Institute of Operating Engineers the exhaust of other prime movers for

was decided upon . A temporary ex- increasing plant output without re

ecutive committee was chosen to ar- quiring additional boiler capacity, the

range for a far-reaching and vigorous Baldwin Locomotive Company is in

campaign in behalf of the principles stalling three 500 -kw . low-pressure

and purposes of the Institute, which
units at its Philadelphia works .

are , briefly :

To unite in one vocational organiza
At Missouri Valley, Iowa, the Mis

tion all those who are vitally inter souri Valley Electric Light Company

has just installed a 500-kw . Westing
ested in operating engineering.

To make possible practical co -oper
house turbine generator set for fur

nishing local light and power.
ation between the engine-room and the

school-room to the extent that ulti- The first 1000 -kw . high -pressure

mately the Institute may become a turbine generator unit in the new

model vocational college. 5000-kw . power plant of the Pillsbury

Mr. W. Rice is secretary and the Flour Mills Company, Minneapolis,

headquarters of the new society are in Minn ., has been contracted for with

the Engineering Societies' Building, the Westinghouse Machine Company,

New York. East Pittsburg , Pa.

“ MANROSS "

HAIR SPRINGS

Classifed Directory of Manufacturers - Cont'd

N. Y. Electric Controller Co., New York.

Simplex Electric Heating Co. , Cam

bridge, Mass.

COPPER CASTINGS

Anderson Mfg . Co., A. & J. M. , Boston .

Ward -Leonard Co., Bronxville, N. Y.

CRANES

Northern Engineering Works, Detroit.

CROSS ARMS

Locke Insulator Mfg . Co., Victor, N. Y.

CUT -OUTS AND SWITCHES

Bissell Co., The F. , Toledo, O.

Bossert Electric Const. Co. , Utica, 17. Y.

CentralElectric Co., Chicago.

Crouse-Hinds Co., Syracuse, N. Y.

Cutter Elec. & Mfg.Co. , Philadelphia.

Ft . Wayne Elec. W ks., Inc. , Fort Wayne.

General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.

Hart Mfg. Co. , Hartford , Conn .

Manhattan Elec . Supply Co., New York .

Sorenson, P. , Brooklyn .

Switchboard Equip. Co., Bethlehem , Pa .

Trumbull Elec. Mfg. Co., Plainville ,Conn .

Wesco Supply Co. , St. Louis.

Western Electric Co. , Chicago.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co. , Pitts

burg .

DIRECT MOTOR DRIVE FOR PLANERS

The Electric Controller & Supply Co. ,

Cleveland.

DRILLS

Morse Twist Drill & Machine Co. , New

Bedford , Mass

DRYING MACHINERY

Aiton Machine Co. , New York .

Buffalo Foundry & MachineCo., Buffalo .

Devine Co. , J. P. , Buffalo .

Sturtevant Co., B. F. , Boston

DYNAMOS AND MOTORS

Allis -Chalmers Co. , Milwaukee.

American Engine Co., Bound Brook , N J.

Bogue Electric Co., C. J. , New York .

Burke Electric Co., Erie, Pa.

C. & C. Electric Co. , Garwood, N. J.

Central Electric Co. , Chicago.

Century Electric Co., St. Louis.

Crocker-Wheeler Co., Ampere , N. J.

Diehl Mfg . Co., Elizabethport, N. J.

Doubleday-Hill Electric Co., Pittsburg.

Eck Dynamo & Motor Wks. , Belleville,

N. J.

Electro -Dynamic Co. , Bayonne, N. J.

Elwell-Parker Electric Co., Cleveland .

Emerson Electric Mfg . Co. , St. Louis .

Fort Wayne Electric Works, Fort Wayne.

General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.

Jeffrey Mfg. Co. , Columbus, O.

National Brake & Elec. Co., Milwaukee

New England Motor Co., Lowell, Mass.

Ridgway Dynamo & Motor Co., Ridg

Robbins & Myers Co., Springfield, O.

Sprague Electric Co. , New York.

Sto Mfg. Co., Binghamton , N. Y.

Sturtevant Co. , B. F. , Boston .

Triumph Electric Co. , Cincinnati

Wagner Electric Mfg. Co. , St. Louis .

Wesco Supply Co., Št. Louis.

Western Electric Co., Chicago.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co. , Pitts

burg.

ELECTRIC RAILWAY SUPPLIES

Railway Safety Service Co. , Springfield ,
Mass.

ELECTROMAGNETS

Acme Wire Co., NewHaven, Conn

Schureman , J. L., Co., Chicago.

Splitdorf, C. F., New York.

ELEVATORS

American Tool & Machine Co. , Boston

Caldwell & Son Co. , H. W. , Chicago.

Jeffrey Mfg .Co., Columbus.

Link BeltEng'gCo., Philadelphia.
Obermayer Co., S. , Cincinnati.

Otis Elevator Co. , N. Y.

Poole Eng'g Mch . Co., Baltimore,

ENGINEERING CONSTRUCTION

Elm City Engineering Co., New Haven ,

Conn ,

FOR ELECTRICAL INDICATING AND RE

CORDING INSTRUMENTS. MADE FROM

MY SPECIAL BRONZE ALLOY ,

1877 1871

LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF F. N. MANROSS,

HAIR SPRINGS United States. FORESTVILLE, CONN

PLATINUM

Contacts of all Fornis

Wire for Wireless Telegraphy

Resistance Wire

Wire and Sheet for all In ***

AMERICANPLATINUXWORK
NEWTBK , M.I.

way, Pa.

Serap Purchased

У

Grand Prize at Universal Exposition, St. Louis, 1904, and Gold Medal at

Lewis and Clark Centennial Exposition Portland, Ore. , 1905, for all forms of

PLATINUM
AWARDED TO

BAKER & Co., INC.
Newark, N. J. 120 Liberty St. , New York City
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The Edison Storage Battery Com

pany,of Orange, N. J. , is having a rush

of orders for their new battery, and

large volumes of businessare reported

by the Electric Storage Battery Com

pany, of Philadelphia .

The Arkansas Association of Pub

lic Utility Operators held its third

annual convention at Pine Bluff, Ark ..

April 27-29. About fifty members

were present.

FULLMAN WATER FLOOR OUTLETS

Made in many different styles

for various conditions. In

stalled in less time and pro

duce a neater job than any

other box on the marke.. A

large stock of both adjust

able and non-adjustable

boxes is always on hand at

Pittsburg and branches.4 % " Adjustable

Floor Outlet

3 "Non -ad'ustable

Floor Outlet

STEEL CITY ELECTRIC CO.

Main Office and Factory : 1207-1219 Washington Åva. , N. S., Pittsburg, Pa.

BRANCHES :

BUFFALO, CLEVELAND,BOSTON, NEW YORK, CHICAGO, SAN FRANCISCO

.

Classiled Directory of Manufacturers - Cont's

ENGINES GAS AND GASOLINE

Allis -Chalmor Co., Milwaukee.

Buckeye Engine Co., Salem , O.

Carline & Pinch Co., Cincinnati, O.

De La Vergne Machine Co., New York .

Elbridge Engine Co., Rochester, N. Y.

Marine Engine & Machine Co., N. Y.

Mietz, A. , N. Y.

Otto Gas EngineWorks, Philadelphia.

Power & Mining Machinery Co., Cudahy.
Wis.

Westinghouse Machine Co. , Pittsburg.

Wood & Co., R. D., Philadelphia.

ENGINES - STEAM

Allis -Chalmers Co., Milwaukee .

American Blower Co , Detroit .

Am . Engine Co., Bound Brook , N. J.

Ball EngineCo. Erie, Pa.

Blake Mfg. Co., Geo F. , New York .

Buckeye Engine Co., Salem , O.

Buffalo Forge Co., Buffalo.

Frick Co.,Waynesboro ,Pa.

Hooven , Owens, Rentschler Co., Hamil .

ton , Ohio .

Mecklenburg Iron Wks.,Charlotte, N. C.

Providence Eng'g Works, Providence.
Shepherd Eng'gCo., Franklin , Pa.

Southwark Fdy.& Mch.Co., Philadelphia.
Struthers-Wells Co. , Warrep , Pa.

Sturtevant Co., B. F. ,Hyde Park , Man

Watertown Eng. Co., Watertown, N. Y

Westinghouso Machine Co., Pittsburg.

Wetherill, Robert & Co., Chester, Pa .

EXHAUST HEADS

American Spiral PipeWorks, Chicago .

Direct Separator Co ..Syracuse.

HoppesMfg.Co., Springfield,O.

Pittsburg Gage & Supply Co.,Pittsburg

Sturtevant Co., B. F., Hyde Park, Mass

Watson & McDaniel Co., Philadelphia.

WrightMfg. Co. Detroit.

FANS AND MOTORS

CenturyElectric Co., St. Louis.

DiehlMfg . Co., Elizabeth port, N. J.

Doubleday -Hill Elec.Co., Pittsburg :

Eck Dynamo & Motor Wks, Belleville,N.J.

Elec. Motor & Equip. Co., Newark , N. )

Emerson Electric Mfg . Co., St. Louis.

Ft. Wayne Elec. Works, Ft. Wayne, Ind

General Electric Co., Schenectady. N. Y

Robbins &MyersCo., Springfield, O.

Sprague Electric Co., New York.

Wesco Supply Co., St. Louis.

Western Electric Co. Chicago,

Westinghouse Elec.& Mfg.Co., Pittsburg.

FANS - EXHAUST AND VENTILATING

Allen Electric Co., Chicago.

Century Electric Co., St. Louis.

Crocker -Wheeler Co., Ampere, N. J.

Emerson Elec. Mfg . Co., St. Louis .

Green Fuel Economizer Co., Matteawan

Sprague Electric Co., New York.

Sturtevant Co., B. F. , Boston .

WesternElectric Co., Chicago .

FIXTURESGAS AND ELECTRIC

Benjamin Elec. Mfg. Co., Chicago.

Cleveland Gas & Fixture Co., Cleveland

Gail-Webb Mfg . Co., Buffalo

Goodwin & Kintz,Winsted ,Conn

Wells Light Mfg. Co., New York

FLASHERS

Advertising Mirrograph Co., Brooklyn

Campbell Electric Co., Lynn , Mass.

Elec . Motor & Equip. Co., Newark , N. J

Haller Machine Co., Chicago .

ReynoldsElec .Flasher Mfg.Co., Chicago

FLEXIBLE SHAFTS

Chicago Flexible Shaft Co., Chicago .

Stow Flexible Shaft Co., Philadelphia

Show Mfg. Co.,Binghamton,N. Y

FRICTIONTAPE AND CLOTAS

Massachusetts Chemical Co.

FUSES

Arknot Co., Hartford , Conn .

Chase Shawmut Co.

Chicago Fuse Wire & Mfg. Co.

D. & W. Puse, Providence, R. I.

Johns-Manville Co., H. W., New York

COMPLETE FACTORY EQUIPMENTS

FOR THE

Manufacture and Renewal

Of Incandescent Lamps

LAMP TESTING made practicable by our standard station photometer

ESTABLISHED FIFTEEN YEARS

DWYER MACHINE CO ., Lynn, Mass., ; 3:

J. G. WHITE & CO., INCORPORATE

ENGINEERS, CONTRACTORS,

43.49 Exchange PI.,

NEW YORK, N. Y.

London Correspondonts :

J. G. WHITE & CO., Ltd.

• Cloak Lane , Cannon St.

London, E. C.

Principal Philippino Offico : MANILA , P. I.

RITER-CONLEY MFG. CO.MFG. CO. PITTSBURGH

Transmission Towers

STEEL STRUCTURAL AND PLATE WORK OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
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Queen Testing Instruments
01.CO.PL

The Queen Decade Portable Testing Set_measures

Resistance, Capacity, Inductance, Current, E. M.F.
and has many other uses . Circular 403 with colored dia

grams describes them in detail.

The Queen Acme Portable Testing Set
is smaller and will execute nearly as many tests as the

Decade. Circular 366 tells all aboutthem .

Cable Testing Apparatus, Tachometers, Photometers

QUEEN & Co., Inc.

Cor, Arch and Eighth Streets, Philadelphia, Penna.
QUEEN DECADE SET

9
HOW ARE YOUR BATTERIES ?

The Connecticut " Pocket Meters Will Toll You

1909 TYPE DEAD BEAT ETCHED METAL DIAL

CONNECT
ICUT

ClassifiedDirectory ofManufacturers - Cont'd

GAS ENGINE SPECIALTIES

Lunkenheimer Co.

GAUGESPRESSURE, STEAM , WATER

Am. Steam Gauge & Valve Co. , Boston.

Ashton Valve Co., Boston.

Bristol Co., Waterbury , Co., Conn.

Hohmann& Maurer Mfg. Co., Rochester .

Manning, Maxwell & Moore, New York.

Pittsburg , Gauge & Supply Co. , Pittsburg .

Star Brass Mfg . Co. , Boston.

Walworth Mfg. Co. , Boston.

GEARS

New Process., Rawhide . Co.

Nuttal Co., R. D. Pittsburg

GERMAN SILVER

Seymour Mfg. Co Seymour, Conn

GLASS

Phoenix Glass Co. , New York .

GLOBES, SHADES, ETC.

Holophane Glass Co. , New York .

Phoenix Glass Co., New York .
GRAPHITE

Dixon Cruc. Co. , Jos. , Jersey City, N. J.

GUARDS INC. LAMP'S

Gail-WebbMíg . Co., Buffalo.

Hubbell, Harvey, Bridgeport

Matthews & Bro. , W. N., St. Louis.

HANGER BOARDS

Ft. WayneElec. Works, Ft. Wayne, Ind .
BANGERSCABLE

Chase-Shawmut Co., Newburyport, Mass.

Standard Underground Cable Co., Pitts

burg.

HEATING DEVICES, ELECTRIC

American Elec'l Heater Co., Detroit.

Barr Elec. Mfg. Co., W. J. , Cleveland.

GeneralElectricCo. ,Schenectady,N.Y.

Johns-Manville Co., H. W. , New York .

Simplex Electric Heating Co., Cambridge,
Mass.

Vulcan Electric Heating Co., Chicago

HEATING - EXHAUST STEAM

Am. District Steam Co., Lockport, N. Y

Diamond State Fibre Co., Elsemere, Del .

Mica Insulator Co New York.

HOISTS AND CONVEYORS

Hunt, C. W., Co. , New York.

Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Columbus, O.

Northern Engineering Works, Detroit.

HYDRAULIC MACHINERY

Dayton Globe Iron Works Co., Dayton .

Dean Bros. Steam Pump Wks., Indian

apolis.

Leffel & Co., James, Springfield, O.

Pelton Water Wheel Co., San Francisco.

Platt Iron Works Co., Dayton, O.

Risdon -Alcott Turbine Co., Mount Holly ,

TWO METERS IN ONE

0-6 Volts - 0-30 amperes 5.00

Ammeter only - 0-30 amperes - 3.50

The ampere side isused for testing dry andwet batteries, the voltage side for
storage batteries . ACCURATE, DURABLE, LOW IN PRICE .

CONNECTICUT TELEPHONE 2 ELECTRIC CO .

Send for Circular No. 50 MERIDEN, CONN ., U. S. A.

u
r
a

Peerless Electric Company

No. 122-124 S. Green Street

CHICAGO

Headquarters for

RECORDING WATTMETERS

and ELECTRICAL REPAIRS

PICE

SUPERIOR QUALITY MODERATE PRICE

Voltmeters, Ammeters, Volt-Ammeters

Our 3-in-1 Volt -Ammeter measures voltage of single cell of battery or

electric light current, besides amperes. Send for complete catalog.

L. M. PIGNOLET, 78 Cortlandt Street, New York

N. J.

ML. ,

" KENT POCKET METERS" Aro Standard and
Most Rollablo

" Dead Beat" Accuracy Guarantood

0-5 Volts, 0-20 Amperes, Price $6.00

0-6 Volts, 0-30 Amperes, 6.00

0-20 Amperes : 4.00

0-30 Amperes 4.00

Atwater Kent Mig. Works, 102 N. Sixth St., Philadelphia , Pa.

66

Smith Co., S. Morgan , York , Pa .

IMPREGNATING APPARATUS

Buffalo Foundry & Machine Co., Buffalo

Devine Co., J. P. , Buffalo .

Hubbard's Sons, Norman , Brooklyn .

INDICATORS

American Steam Gauge & Valve Mfg Co.

INSTRUMENTS - ELECTRICAL

American Instrument Co., Philadelphia

Atwater Kent Mfg .Co.,Philadelphia .
Baillard, E. V. , New York.

Biddle, JamesG., Philadelphia .

Bristol Čo., Waterbury, Conn.

Clark Electric Meter Co., Chicago.

Connecticut Telephone & Electric Co.,

Meriden , Conn .

Cutter Elec. & Mfg. Co. , Philadelphia .

Dongan InstrumentCo., Albany, N. Y.

Duncan Elec. Mfg. Co. , Lafayette, Ind .

Eldredge Elec . Mfg.Co., Springfield,

Mass .

Foote -Pierson & Co., New York .

Port Wayne Electric Works,Ft . Wayne Ind .

General Electric Co., Schenectady.

Keystone Elec. Instrument Co., Phila

Leods & Northrup, Philadelphia .

Machado & Roller, New York.

Pignolet, Louis M., New York .

Quson & Co. , Philadelphia.

Robert Instrument Co., Detroit .

Sangamo Electric Co., Springfield , III .

Duncan Meter

For Direct Currents

Standard of America

Duncan Electric Mfg. Co. ,

Lafayette, Ind .
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was

down the barriers which have too

long kept inventors apart and at the

mercy of those corporations and

others who, for but a small considera

tion , would take from an inventor that

which is often of great value, and that

simply because the inventor lacked the

protection which organization would

give ; always remembering that in this

association there shall ever be the

fullest freedom for individual action

on the part of a member with regard

to his own invention and patent busi

ness entirely independent of his con

nection with this association and that

the secrecy surrounding his invention

shall in no way be affected .”

Book Review

" Hydroelectric Developments and En

gineering,” by F. Koester. D. Van

Nostrand Company, New York.

Cloth ; 454 pages ; illustrated ; 77/2

by 1094 in . Price $ 5.00 .

This work may be termed a full

length portrait of the hydroelectric

industry at the present time. It is

mainly historical and descriptive, and

its information has been drawn from

a bewildering number of sources, both

domestic and foreign. Divided into

three parts , treating respectively of

the transformation of water -power

into electrical energy , the transmis

[ Continued on page 22. )

THE MANAGEMENT

ELECTRICAL MACHINERY

OF

Convention of Inventors

The International Congress of In

ventors, the first great association of

inventors, which founded in

1906, will hold its first National Con

vention, accompanied by an exhibition

at Rochester, N. Y. , June 13th, to

18th .

The objects of this organization , as

stated in its constitution, are as fol
lows :

“ To endeavor to establish a stand

ing for a United States patent inde

pendent of any court action .

To procurelegislation or action by

the Federal or State governments

when needed .

To reform abuses and secure free

dom from unlawful and unjust exac

tions .

To promote intercourse among the

members of this association for their

mutual interests .

To maintain headquarters under

the personal charge of the secretary

who shall attend to the correspond

ence, procure data for use of the mem

bers, build up a library , direct mem

bers to sources of advice on all

matters pertaining to patents, collect

statistics generally and specifically for

the use of the members ; keep on file

the records of the patent office, bulle

tins and periodicals relating to pat

ents .

To present the solid front of a

strong international organization

whenever necessary to assert the

rights of members collectively or in

dividually.

To acquaint the members with

what is going on throughout the world

in the great fields of industry, all of

which are dependent on the brain of

the inventor .

To give advice to an inventor who

is a member of the congress, who may

be in need of it as to the procedure

which could be most advantageous

to him, and to employ able legal talent

whenever it may be necessary to de

fend the interests of the association .

To keep always in mind the mutual

advantages of organization and break

A THOROUGHLY REVISED AND ENLARGED EDITION

of

The Practical Management of Dynamos and Motors

by

FRANCIS B. CROCKER , E.M. , PH.D.,

Professor of Electrical Engineering, Columbia University, N. Y., Past

President of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers,

and

SCHUYLER S. WHEELER , D.SC.,

President of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, Member

American Societies of Civil and Mechanical Engineers.

TWO HUNDRED AND TWENTY -THREE PAGES - SEVENTH

EDITION - TWENTY -SECOND THOUSAND

TABLE OF CONTENTS .

PART I.-Selection and Management. - Introduction , p. 1; Chapter

I. Principles of Generators and Motors ,p. 3 ; Chapter II ,Selectionof

Dynamo-ElectricMachinery,p. 7; Chapter III,Installation and Ma

chines , Foundations and Mechanical Connections, p. 11 ; Chapter IV,

Installation of Generators, Electrical Connections and Auxiliary Appa

ratus, p . 36; Chapter V, Operation of Generators, p.54 ; Chapter VI,
Connections and Operation of Electric Motors, p. 68. PART II —

Inspecting and Testing. - Chapter VII, Adjustment, Friction ,Balance,

Noise, Heating andSparking,p.88; Chapter VIII, ElectricalResistance,
93 ; Chapter IX , Voltageand Current, p . 103 ; Chapter X ,Speedand

: , .
Localization and Remedy , of Troubles. - Chapter Xii,Introductionand
Classification, p . 118 ; Chapter XIII, Sparking at the Commutator,

P. 120; ChapterXIV, Heating ofGenerators and Motors , p . 131; Chapter

XV, Hoating of Commutator and Brushes,p. 132; Chapter XVI,Heating

of Armature, P: 134; Chapter XVII,Heatingof FieldMagnets, P: 137 ;
Chapter XVIII, Heating of Bearings ,p. 139 ;, Chapter XIX , Noisy

Operation ,e ; 142; Chapter XX , Speed too High or too Low , P : 145 ;
ChapterXXi, Motor Stops or Fails to Start,p . 147 : Chapter XXII,

Voltage of Generator tooLow or too High ,p. 150: Chapter XXIII ,

Generator Fails to Generate, p . 152. PART IV . - Constant Current

(Arc ) Generators.- Chapter XXIV,The Brush Arc Generator, p .158;

Chapter XXV, The Fort Wayne (Wood ) Arc Generator, p . 168; Chapter

XXVI, The Thomson -Houston Arc Generator, p . 181; Chapter XXVII,

The Thomson -Houston AreGenerator, p . 196. PART V .--Chapter

XXVIII, Management ofRailway Motors, p . 205 .

Sent postpaid to any place in United States, Mexico or Canada on

receipt of OneDollar.

THE ELECTRICAL AGÉ COMPANY, 45 East 420 Strost

We have not the largest line of

Engine Patterns in the world,

but the sizes wesizes we do have are

right . Our Bulletin will prove it.

CHANDLER & TAYLOR CO .

Indianapolis, Ind.
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THE CAMPBELL

LOW VOLT TUNGSTEN

LAMP TRANSFORMERS

Permit the use of Low Volt Tungsten Lamps

which have short, mechanically strong fila

ments giving long life , whether the lamps are

of low or high candle-power, thus permitting

the use of small units heretofore so unsatis

factory on the existing commercial service.

We manufacture three types and five forms

of these transformers with a capacity varying

from 100 to 2500 watts .

Write For Particulars

CAMPBELL ELECTRIC CO. , LYNN , MASS.Type CTC , Form D

.

port. N. Y

Approved

1

.

Here is a clamp that makes what you

are looking for, a POSITIVE and

PERMANENT contact.

Made for No. 4 Wire and Smaller .

THE GILLETTE-VIBBER COMPANY

Manufacturing the

G.-V. Electrical Specialties

NEW LONDON CONN .

Clawilod Directory of Manufacturint - Cont' .

Schaeffer& Budonberg , New York

Simplex Co.,Newark,N. J.

Wagner Electric Mfg . Co.,St. Louis.

WestinghouseElec. &Mfy . Co.,Pittsburg

Weston Elec. Instr. Co., Newark , N. J.

Whitney Elec'l Instr . Co , New York .

INSULATING MACHINERY

Aiton Machine Co., New York .

New England Butt Co., Providence , R. I

INSULATING MATERIAL COMPOUNDS

CLOTH AND PAPER

Anderson Mfg. Co. , A.& J M. , Boston.

Johns-Manville Co H. W. , New York

Mica Insulator Co., New York.

Munsell & Co.,Eugene, Chicago.

INSULATING MATERIAL COMPOUNDS

PAINTS AND VARNISHES

Macon -Evans Varnish Co.,Pittsburg.

Massachusetts Chem . Co.,Walpole, Mass.

Standard Paint Co., New York.

Sterling Varnish Co., Pittsburg.

INSULATING MATERIAL FIBRE

Am. VulcanizedFibre Co., Wilmington .

Diamond State Fibre Co., Elsmere ,Del

Kartavert Mfg. Co., Wilmington,Del.

Morris Elec. Co., Wilmington, Del.

United Indurated Fibre Spec. Co., Lock

Wilinington Fibre Spec.Co., Wilmington .

INSULATING MATERIAL - LAVA

American Lava Co., Chattanooga. Tenn

Kruesi, P. J. , Chattanooga .
StewardMfg. Co.,D. M., Chattanooga

INSULATING MATERIAL MICA

Johns-Manville Co., H. W. , New York

Mica Insulator Co., New York .

Munsell & Co., Eugene, Chicago

INSULATING MATERIAL PORCELAIN

Imperial PorcelainWorks, Trenton ,N.

Locko Insulator Mfg . Co.,Victor, N. Y
National Porcelain Co., Trenton , N. J.

Pass & Seymour, Inc. , Solvay, N Y.

Sears, Henry D., Boston .

Thomas & SonsCo. , R., E. Liverpool,O.

INSULATING MATERIAL - T'APE

Amor. Electrical Wks., Philipsdale, R. )

Massachusetts Chem. Co., Walpole, Mass

Morgan & Wright, Detroit

New York Insulated Wire Co., N. Y.

Okonite Co. , Ltd., New York

Schott, W. H., Chicago .

Standard Underground Cable Co., Pitis

burg.

INSULATORS - GLASS

Hemingway Glass Co., Louisville

Locko Insulator Mfg. Co., Victor, N. Y.

Sears . Henry D. , Boston .

INSULATORSPORCELAIN AND COM

POSITION

Anderson Mfg. Co.,A. & J. M., Boston

Imperial Porcelain Works, Trenton, N. )

Johns-Manville Co., H. W. , New York

Locko Insulator Mfg. Co., Victor, N. Y

Sears, Henry D., Boston .

Thomas & Sons Co., R. , E. Liverpool, O

INSULATOR SUPPORTS

Steel City Electric Co., Pittsburgh

JACKS

Watson -Stillman Co., New York.

Henderer's Sons. A. L. , Wilmington, Del.
JUNCTION BOXES

Standard Underground Cable Co., Pitts

burg, Pa .

Bossert Elec. Const. Co., Utica, N. Y

KNIPE SWITCHES

Anderson Mfg. Co., A. & J. M. , Boston .

LAMPSARC

Adams- Bagnall Elec. Co., Cleveland .

Am. Arc Lamp Co., Kalamazoo, Mich .

Anderson Mfg . Co., A.& J.M. ,Boston .

Beck Flaming Lamp Co., New York .

Excello Arc Lamp Co., New_York.
Ft. Wayne Electric Works, Ft. Wayne .

General ElectricCo.,Schenectady.

Hamburger, Felix , New York.

Helios Mfg . Co., Philadelphia.

Marquette Eloc . Mfg. Co., Chicago.

Tuairing Co .. C. J., Philadelphia.

Warse Arr LampCo. , Muadie, Lod

RECOVEREDCOVERED WIRESAND CABLES
National India Rubber Co., Office and Factory, Bristol, R.I.

SEAMLESS

42 BROADWAY , NEW YORK CITY .

THE ELECTRICAL AGE

wants the services of good subscription solicitors..

THE ELECTRICAL AGE, 45 East 42d Street, New York

Westeru Electric Co., Chicago.

Westinghouse Elec . & Mfg.Co.,Pittsburg.

LAMPS - INCANDESCENT

AmericanElectric Lamp Co., Phila .,Pa.

Banner Electric Co., Youngstown, O.

Bay State Lamp Co., Danvers, Mass

Boston Incandescent Lamp Co. , Danvers,

Mass.

Brilliant Electric LampCo. , Cleveland .

Bryan -Marsh Co. , New York.

Buckeye Electric Co., Cleveland.

Columbia Inc. Lamp Co., St. Louis .

Economy Electric Co., Warren.

Edison Dec. & Min. Lamp Co., Harrison ,

N. J

General Electric Co., Harrison, N. J.

New York & Ohio Co., Warren.

Novelty Incandescent Lamp Co., Empo

Rooney Elec .Lamp Co.New York .

Shelby Electric Co., Shelby, O.

Stuart Howland Co. , Boston .

Wesco Supply Co. St Louis.

Western Electric Co .. Chicago.

Westinghouse Elec . & Mig.Co., Pittsburg.
LIGHTNING ARRESTERS

Anderson Mfg. Co., A. & J M., Boston.

D. & W Fuse Co , Providence, R. I.

Electric Service Supplies Co., Phila

Lord Electric Co., New York .

WestinghousoElec. & Mig Co., Pittsburg.

LINE MATERIAL

Anderson Mfg Co A & J. M., Boston .
LOCKERS

Edward Darby & Sons Co., Philadelphia

Merritt&Co., Philadelphia .

LOCOMOTIVES INDUSTRIAL

rium , Pa. Goodman & Co., Chicago
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sion of electrical energy, and modern more than 500 maps, charts and tables

European and American hydroelectric of all parts of a water-power plant

developments, it takes up each fea- and transmission and complete plants.

ture in a brief but clear manner, pre- The book should be a great conven

senting the fundamental principles . ience to all who are interested in the

and then giving illustrations in prac- subject to which it pertains.

tice . This is done throughout the

first two parts of the work, after The Electric Service Supplies Com

which the third part is devoted to de- pany, Philadelphia, has issued a book

scriptions of representative plants in let outlining the merits of Garton

the United States , Mexico and Eu- Daniels lightning arresters, with par

rope . The volume is attractively got
ticular reference to their use in alter

ten up and splendidly illustrated with nating -current service.

.

PUT IN A PEG AND NOTE THAT YOU CAN BUY THE

BEST RENEWED LAMPS

At NINE CENTS

BOSTON LAMPS ARE GUARANTEED

Boston Incandescent Lamp Co. Danvers, Mass.

Classified Directory of Manufacturers - Cont'd.

Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Columbus, O

Porter Co., H. K. , Pittsburg.

Vulcan Iron Works, Wilkesbarre, Pa

LUBRICANTS

Dixon Cruc. Co., Jos., Jersey City , N )
MAGNET WIRE

Acme Wire Co., New Haven , Conn .

Griffin , Frank B. , Oshkosh , Wis .

Roebling & Sons, Trenton, N. J.

Seymons Mfg . Co., Seymons, Conn

MALLEABLECASTINGS

Jeffrey Mfg .Co., Columbus, O.

MÉTAL POLISH

Hoffman, George W. , Indianapolis. Ind .

METALS

American Platinum Wks., Newark, N. J

Baker & Co., Inc., Newark, N. J..

Croselmire & Ackor, Newark , N. J.

MICA–(See Insulating Material.)
MINING MACHINERY

Allis - Chalmers Co., Milwaukee

Dean Bros. Steam Pump Wks., Indian .

apolis.

General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y

Jeffrey Mfg. Co.,Columbus, O.

Power & Mining Machinery Co. , Cudahy.

PINS - STEEL

Locke Insulator Mfg. Co., Victor, N. Y

PLATINUM

American Platinum Wks., Newark, N. J

Baker & Co., Inc., Newark, N. J.

Croselmire & Ackor, Newark , N.J.

PLUGS

Dickinson Mfg . Co., Springfield , Mass.

Freeman Elec . Co., E.H., Trenton, N.

General Mfg . &Sup. Co. , Trenton. N

Paiste Co. , H.T., Philadelphia .

PLUGS ATTACHMENT

Hubbell Harvey, Bridgeport, Conn .
POLES - ARC LAMP

Mott Iron Works, J. L. , New York

POLES, BRACKETS, PINS, ETC.

Bissell Co., F. , Toledo, O.

Cresap Co., The, Bristol, Tenn .

Bumbird Lumber Co., Sandpoint, Ida .

Kellogg Switchboard&Sup. Co. Chicago.

Sand Point Cedar Co., Sandpoint, Ida .

Southern Exchange Co., New York.

Worcester Co., C. H., Chicago

PORCELAIN- (See Insulating Machinery ).

POWER TRANSMISSION MACHINERY

Case Mfg . Co., Columbus, O.

Jeffrey Mtg. Co., Columbus, O.

Link -Belt Engineering Co.,Phila ., Pa

Mead -Morrison Mfg. Co., Boston, Mass

Robins Conveying Belt Co., New York .

DRESSES, DIES AND SPECIAL MACHIN

ERY

Watson - Stillman Co., New York .

PULLEYS

Rockwood Mfg . Co., Indianapolis, Ind .

PUMPS - ELECTRIC

Allen Electric Co., Chicago , Ill.

Allis - Chalmers Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

Conover Condenser Co., Paterson , N.J.

Dean Bros Steam Pump Wks ., Indian

apolis.

PUMPS - STEAM

Dean Bros. Steam Pump Wks., Indian .

apolis.

De Laval Steam Turbine Co., Trenton ,

: }
ELECTRIC CONDENSERS

WM, MARSHALL , Manufacturer

STANDARD AND ORDINARY

709 Lexington Avenue, New York

SORENSEN'S

GEILING SWITCH
Mechanically and electric

ally correct. Approved by

the Fire Underwriters.

P.SORENSEN , 18 Dupham Place, Brooklyn,NY

WINDING MACHINERY

FOR

INSULATING ELECTRIC WIRE

American Insulating Machinery Co.

PHILADELPHIA , PA.
NW Corner Hancock

and Oxford Streets

1907

1894 Lighting or Power

TRANSFORMERS

KUHLMAN ELECTRIC COMPANY Elkhart, Ind.

THE ELECTRICAL AGE

has added 2000 new subscribers to its subscription list during

the last year. It pays to advertise in a growing magazine.

N. J.

N. J.

Emerson Elec. Mfg. Co., St. Louis, Mo.

Platt Iron Works Co.,Dayton, O.

Quimby , Wm. E., New York.

Watson Machine Co., Paterson, N. J.

Worthington , H. R., New York.

De Laval Steam Turbine Co., Trenton .

Deming Co., Salem , O.

Morris Company, I. P., Philadelphia , Pa
0 .

PUMPS - VACUUM

Alberger Condenser Co., New York.

Dean Bros. Steam Pump Wks., Indian

apolis .

Hubbard's Sons, Norman, Bklyn ., N. Y.

Platt Iron Works Co., Dayton, O.

,
ENAMEL DIALS

For Clocks, Meters, Instruments, Indicators, Etc.

MANHATTAN DIAL CO.

40 LEXINGTON AVENUE BROOKLYN , N. Y:
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Packard

50 % NEW

YORK

&

OHIO

Co.

WARREN,

OHIO .

CLASS

A

LICENSED

LAMPS.
NDOAS

E
C
A
R
B
O
N

O
D
W

EN
ACARATA

LL
SS

Lamps
Saving 50 per cent in the cost

of grinding is a big item.

CARBORUNDUM

GRINDING

WHEELS

will save it for you-if you

will let them

American "Steel Clad " and " Superior"

Electric Irons

Ask us

for

Proof

Stand for Excellence , Efficiency ,

Economy.. :: We make every

practical electrical heating device.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL HEATER CO .

DETROIT, U. S. A.

Oldest and Largest Exclusive Makers in the World

THE CARBORUNDUM COMPANY

Nia gara Falls , N. Y.

Electrical Engineer's

Pocket - Book By HORATIO Heering, Pocketrize, flexibleleather,1000 pages,with innumerable

Member Am . Inst . E. E. , Mem Am Soc.M.E.(with the collabora

tion of eminentspecialists) The most complete book of its kind ever
published , treating of the practice

illus., diagramsand tables. already

45 EAST 420 STREET, NEW YORKTHE ELECTRICAL AGE, : : : : :

Classified Directory of Manufacturers - Cone's

PUSH BUTTONS

Dunbar Bros., Bristol, Conn.

Sarco Company, New York .

RAIL - BONDS

Chase -Shawmut Co., Newburyport, Mass

Lord Electric Co., New York.

Roebling's Sons Co., J. A., Trenton , N. J
RECEPTACLES

Benjamin Electric Mfg. Co., Chicago , Jn .

Freeman Elec.Co., E.H., Trenton , N. J

Paiste Co., H. T., Philadelphia, Pa.

RECORDING INSTRUMENTS

Bristol Co., Waterbury, Conn

Bristol, Wm. 8., New York.

REFLECTORS

Frink, I. P. , New York .

Goodwin & Kintz, Winsted , Conn .

National X Ray Reflector Co., Chicago .
111 .

Phoenix Glass Co.,New York .

REPAIRING

Gregory Electric Co., Chicago, Ill.

Heck , Louis,Newark, N. J.

Van Dorn - Elliott Electric Co., Cleveland,

Ohio .

Ward,Leonard Electric Co., Bronxville,

N. Y.

RESISTANCE UNITS

Cutler -Hammer Mfg. Co., Milwaukee.

Simplex Electric Heating Co., Cambridge,
Mass.

RHEOSTATS

Automatic Electric Co., Chicago, IU

Cutler -Hammer Mfg . Co. , Milwaukee.

Schureman & Co., J. L., Chicago, III .

Sundh Electric Co., New York .

Ward Leonard Electric Co., Bronxville ,

N. Y.

ROSETTES

General Mfg. & Supply Co., Trenton

Hart Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn.

Paiste Co., H. T. , Philadelphia , Pa .

Pass & Seymour, Inc., Solvay, N. Y

Sears, Henry D., Boston, Mass

Trumbull Elec. Mfg.Co., Plainville, Conn .

RUBBER MACHINERY

Aiton Machine Co., New York .

SEARCHLIGHTS

Bogue Elec. Co. , C. J .. New York.

Carlisle & Finch Co., Cincinnati, O.

SECOND -HAND APPARATUS

Bender, George,Now York .

Chicago House Wrecking Co.. Chicago .

Dustin Co., Chas. E. , New York .

Gas & Electric Development Co., N. Y.

Gregory Electric Co., Chicago, Ili.

Linder, H.J. , New York .

Richter,Eugene, Philadelphia , Pa.

Station Equipment Co., Chicago, Iu.

Thompson, Joseph H., Jr., New York.
Toomey, Frank , Philadelphia, Pa .

Yearsley & Levene, Philadelphia, Pa.

SHADE HOLDERS

Hubbell, Harvey, Bridgeport, Conn .

J. E. M. Shade Holder Co., New York .

SHADES

Holophane Co., New York .

Hubbell,Harvey, Bridgeport, Conn .

J. E. M.Shade Holder Co., New York .

SIGNS - ELECTRIC

A. & W.Sign Co., Cleveland, O.

Day & Night Sign Co., Easton, Pa.

Elec. Motor & Equip. Co., Newark, N. J.

Haller Machine Co., Chicago, Ill.

Jackson Elec. Co., H. C., Parkersburg.

W. Va.

Metropolitan Engineering Co., N. Y.

Reynolds Elec . Flasher Mfg . Co., Chi.

cago , I11.

SIGN LETTERS

Day &Night Sign Co., Easton . Pa.

Elec. Motor & Equip . Co., Newark, N. )
Huller Machine Co., Chicago, Ill.

Jackson Elec. Co., H. C , Parkersburg,
W. Va.

Matthows & Bro ., N. W. , St. Louis, Mo.

Headquarters for Electrical Contractors and the

Buyers of Electrical Supplies in New York

BROADWAY CENTRAL HOTEL
BROADWAY, CORNER THIRD STREET

in the Heart of New York

ONLY MEDIUM PRICED HOTEL LEFT IN NEW YORK

Special attention given to ladies unescorted

SPECIAL RATES FOR SUMMER

OUR TABLE is the foundation of our enormous business

AMERICAN PLAN , $2.50 UPWARDS

EUROPEAN PLAN , $1.00 UPWARDS

Send for Large Colored Map and Guide of New York FREE

DAN C. WEBB , Prop .

The Only New York Hotel Featuring
AMERICAN PLAN

Excellent Food Moderate Prices Good Service

)
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Mine Inspectors' Convention

The annual convention of the Mine

Inspectors of the United States will be

held in Chicago, Ill . , June 9 to 15. In

view of the action being taken to pre

vent repetitions of recent mine disas

ters , it is expected that the subject of

electricity will receive a great deal of

attention .

James Taylor, of Peoria , Ill . , is

chairman of the arrangement com

mittee.

There is only ORC

Pen -Dar Metal Locker

that is

Germ

Proof,

Ventila

ted, A11

Steel,

and a

Time

Saver

Classified Directory of Manufacturers -Cont's

SLEEVING

Beldon Mfg . Co., Chicago, Ill.

Benjamin Electric Mfg. Co., Chicago, Ill.

Bryant Electric Co., Bridgeport , Conn.

Connecticut Electric Mfg .Co., Bantam ,

Conn .

Crescent Electrical Mfg . Co., Rochester.

Crouse -Hinds Co., Syracuse , N. Y.

Dunton & Co., M. W., Providence, R. I.

Federal Electric Co., Chicago , Ill.

Freeman Electric Co., E. H., Trenton .

GeneralMfg : & Supply Co., Trenton.
Johns-Manville Co., H. W., New York.

Marshall Elec . Mfg. Co. , Boston, Mass .

Pass & Seymour, Solvay, N. Y.

Peru Electric Mfg. Co., Peru, Ind.

Porcelain Electrical Mfg. Co., Trenton.

Stanley & Patterson , New York.

Trumbull Elec.Mfg.Co., Plainville ,Conn .

Weber Electric Co. (Henry D. Sears,

General Sales Agent,Boston, Mass .).

YostElectric Mfg. Co.,Toledo, O.

SOLDER

Belden Mfg. Co.,Chicago, Ill.

Walworth Mfg . Co., Boston , Mass.

Western Electric Co., Chicago, Ill.

SOLDERING FLUX

Allen Co., L. B., New York .

Dunton & Co., M. W., Providence.

Uebelmesser, Chas. R., Bayside, N. Y.

SOLDERING IRONS

Simplex Electric Heating Co., Cam

bridge, Mass.

Vulcan Élec. Heating Co., Chicago, Ill

SOLENOIDS

Cutler-Hammer Mig. Co., Milwaukee.
Schureman , J. L., Co., Chicago, Ill.

SPEED INDICATORS

Schaeffer & Budenberg, New York .

SPRINGS

Barnes Co., Wallace, Bristol, Conn .

Dunbar Bros. Co., Bristol, Conn .

Manross, F. N., Forestville, Conn .

SUPPLIES - ELECTRICAL

Am. Elec'l Supply Co., Chicago, Ill.

Central Electric Co., Chicago , Ill.

Central Electric Supply Co., New York .

Cobb, H. E. , Chicago, Ill.

Commercial Electrical Supply Co., St.

Louis, Mo.

Dearborn, Electric Co., Chicago, Ill.

Doubleday-Hill Elec . Co., Pittsburg,Pa.
Electric Appliance Co.,Chicago, Ill.

Electrical Material Co., Baltimore, Md.

Erner &Hopkins Co., Columbus, O.

Ewing-Merkle Elec . Co., St. Louis , Mo.

Classified Directory of Manufactureri - Court

Garton Co., W. R., Chicago, III.

Hudson Eloctric Supply Co., Now York .

Latham & Co., E. B. New York .

Machado & Roller, New York.

Manhattan Elec'l SupplyCo., New York .

Metropolitan Elec'l Supply Co., Chicago .

NagelElectric Co., W.G. Toledo, .
Novelty Electric Co., Philadelphia, Pa .

Ostrander & Co., W.R., NewYork.

Patrick , Carter & Wilkins Co., Phila .. Pa.

Pettingell-Andrews Co., Boston, Mass.

Robertson Electric Co., Buffalo , N. Y.

Sherman -Brown -Clements Co., N. Y.

Stuart-Howland Co., Boston, Mass.

Union Electric Co., Pittsburg.

United Electric & Apparatus Co., Boston

Wesco Supply Co., St. Louis, Mo.

Western Electric Co., Chicago .

SUPPLIES — TELEPHONE

Am . Elec. Telephone Co.
International Teleph. Mfg. Co.

Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Co., Chi
cago .

Western Electric Co., Chicago .

SWITCHBOARDS

Adam Electric Co., Frank , St. Louis ,Mo

Anderson Mfg. Co., A. & J. M., Boston ,

Mass.

Burke Electric Co., Erie, Pa .

C. & C. Electric Co., Garwood, N. J.

Chase -Shawmut Co., Newburyport,Man .

Cleveland Switchboard & Electric Co.,

Cleveland, O.

Condit Elec'l Mfg. Co., Boston, Mass.

Crescent Elec'l Mfg. Co., Rochester , N.Y.

Crocker -Wheeler Co., Ampero ,N. J.

Crouse -Hinds Co., Syracuse, N. Y.

D'Olier, Jr., Co.,Henry, Philadelphia
Ft. Wayne Élec. Wks., Ft. Wayne, Ind

General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.

Grady Co., S. S. , Cambridge, Mass.

Hill Electric Co., W. S. , New Bedford ,

Mass.

Ideal Elec. & Mfg. Co., Manstield, O.

Jones Electrical Co., New York

La Roche Co., F. A., New York .

Trumbull Elec .Mfg.Co., Plainville, Conn .

Westinghouse Eloc. & Mfg. Co., Pitts

We

Manufac

tupe II

Estimates

cheerfully

given

burgEDWARD DARBY & SONS CO . (Inc.)

220 Arch Stroot, Phlladelphia , Pa.

THE MIETZ & WEISS

OIL ENGINES
Stationary, 2-200 H.P

Marine, 2-200 H.P.

Operate on Alcohol, Kerosene.

Crude and Fuel Oil. Over

: 0 000 H.P. in operation For

all power pornoses.

A. MIETZ

128-138 Moto St. , N. Y city

of every

ARTHUR KOPPEL COMPANY

WE ARE MANUFACTURERS OF

Narrow Gauge Railway Materials
description

Write for Catalogue No. 40

Dept. O
66-68 Broad Street NEW YORK

618 Monadnock Block ( HICAGO

SWITCHES

Anderson Mfg. Co., A. & J. M. , Boston
Dickinson Mig. Co.

ARC LIGHTS

Sarco Co., New York .

CANOPY

Sarco Co., New York .

CBILINO

Jones Electrical Co., New York .

Krantz Mfg. Co., H., Brooklyn , N. Y.

Sorensen, P., Brooklyn, N.Y.

CLOCK

A. & W.Electric Sign Co., Clevoland, O

Campboll Electric Co.,Lynn, Mass .

Elec . Motor & Equip . Co., Nowark, N. J

General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y
Hartford Time Switch Co., Hartford .

Manhattan Elec'l Supply Co., New York.

Prentiss Clock Improvomont Co., N. Y.

Specialty Mfg :Co., Youngstown, O.
Sorensen, P.,Brooklyn, N. Y.

Trumbull Elec. Mfg. Co .. Trumbull, Conn .

SWITCHES

Adam Electric Co., Frank , St. Louis, Mo.

Anderson Mfg. Co., A. & J. M. , Boston ,
Mass.

Chase -Shawmut Co., Nowbusyport, Mas .

Cleveland Switchboard & Electric Mfg .

Co., Cleveland , O.

Condit Elec1 Mfg. Co., Boston,Men.

Connecticut Eloctric Mfg . Co., Bantam ,

Conn .

Crescent Elec'lMfg.Co., Rochester,N.Y.

Crouse -Hinds Co., Syracuse, N. Y.

Garton Co., W. R., Chicago, Ill .

General Eloctric Co., Schenectady. N. Y.

Hill Electric Co., W. S. New Bedford ,

Mass.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

STER MACHINE SCREW CO .

HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL

Tubular Boilers

Manufactured by

Samuel Smith& Son Co.

PATERSON, N. J.

KNITB

WORCESTER , MASS .

MANUFAOTURER OP

Sot, Cap and Machine Screws, Studs, & c.

THE ELECTRICAL AGE will pay 30 cents

for copies of November and December, 1906.
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Southwark -Corliss Steam Engine

Classiled Directory of Manufacturers - Cont'd

Ideal Eloc . & Mfg . Co., Manstield , O.

La Roche Co., F. A. , New York .

LangElectric Co., J., Chicago, Ill

Lundin Electric &Machine Co., Boston.

ManhattanElec'lSupply Co., New York.

MarshallElec. Mfg.Co., Boston,Mass.

Mutual Electric & Machine Co., Whoel

ing, W. Va .

Ohio Brass Co., Mansfield , O.

Paiste Co., H. T., Philadelphia , Pa.

Pass & Seymour, Solvay. N. Y.

Trumbull Elec. Mfg . Co., Plainville

Conn.

Wesco Supply Co.,St. Louis, Mo.
Western Electric Co., Chicago .

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., Pitts
burg . Pa.

OIL

Adam Electric Co., Frank , St. Louis, Mo.

Condit Elec'l Mfg . Co., Boston, Mass.

General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.

Hartman Circuit Breaker Co., Mansfield ,

Ohio .

Helios Mfg . Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Hill Electric Co. w. S., New Bedford ,

Mass.

Pettingell-Andrews Co., Boston , Mass.

Trumbull Elec . Mfg . Co. Plainville,

Conn .

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., Pitts.

burg , Pa .

A STRICTLY HIGH -GRADE, DURABLE AND ECONOMICAL ENGINE

SOUTHWARK FOUNDRY & MACHINE CO. , Philadelphia , Pa.

Acme Stationary Engines
UNAP

PENDANT

Direct coupled toDynamo. Adapted

to high -speed direct-coupled work.

They runsmoothly at various speeds,

and governor regulates to within two

per cent from no load to full load.

Sizes, 1 , 1 , 2 , 3 , 4, 5 and 8 horse

power on 80 pounds steam pressure.

Catalogue sent upon application.

Rochester Machine Tool Works

ROCHESTER , N. Y.

Providence Engineering Works

Successors to Providence Steam Engine Co. and
Rice and Sargent Engine Co.

Main Office and Works : PROVIDENCE , R. I.

New York Office : 42 BROADWAY

Builders of

Engines and General Machinery

Bissell Co., F. , Tolodo, O.

General ElectricCo.,Schonectady, N. Y.

Hart Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn

Sarco Company. Now York.

Sarco Company, Now York .

TACHOMETERS

Schaoffor & Budonborg, Now York .

TAPE

American Elec'l Wks., Philipedale, R. I.

Boston Woven Hose & Rubber Co. Cam .

bridge, Mass.

Brixoy, W. R., Now York .

Diamond Rubber Co., Akron, G.

Duntop & Co., M. W. Providence.

Electric Appliance Co., Chicago.

Garton Co., W. R., Chicago, IL .

General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.

Goodrich Co., B. F. , Akron , O.

Goodycar Tiro & Rubber Co., Akron, O.
Hartford Rubber Works, Co., Hartford,

Conn.

Johns-Manville Co., H. W. , New York

Knowles, C. S. , Boston, Mass.

Marion Insulated Wire & Rubber Co.,

Marion , Ind.

Massachusetts Chem . Co., Walpole, Man .

Mica Lasulator Co., New York.

Morgan & Wright, Chicago, III.
National Insulator Co., Boston, Mass.

N. Y. Insulated Wire Co., New York.

Okonite Co., New York .
Ponnsylvania Rubber Co., Joannette, Pa.

Republic Rubber Co., Youngstown, O.

Rovero Rubber Co., Boston , Mask.

Standard Paint Co., Now York.

TELEPHONES

American Bell Tolephone Co., Boston.

Connecticut Tolophone & Electric Co.,

Meriden, Conn .

Couch Co., S. H. , Boston , Mass.

Electric Goods Mfg. Co., Boston , Mass .

Gail-Webb Mig. Co., Buffalo , N. Y.

Manhattan Elec'l Supply Co.,New York .
Novelty Electric Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Russell Electric Co.,Danbury,Conn.
Schmidt-Wilckos Eloc . Co., Wochawken ,

N. J.

Stromberg -Carlson Tolephone Mfg. Co.,

Rochester , N. Y.

Voto -BorgeCo., La Crowo, Wis.

Wesco Supply Co.,St. Louis, Mo.
Western Electric Co.

THEATER DIXER

Campbell ElectricCo.,Lynn , Mass.

Cutlar -Hammer Mtg . Co., Milwaukee

2-Cycle i Air-Cooled

CLBRIDGE

ENGINES

20 Models, and All Modern

Isolated plant , 20 lights ,

Westinghouse dynamo ,

can be installed , complete,

for less than $200.00.

ELBRIDGE ENGINE CO.

19 Culver Road ROCHESTER , N. Y.
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New Publication on Electricity ment is to present, wherever possible ,

" Electricity," by H. M. Hobart, B. S. a physical conception of the phenom

D. Van Nostrand Company, New
ena under discussion, and work out

completely to the point where a few
York . Cloth ; 207 pages ; illus

arithmetical examples will suffice to

trated ; 572 by 772 in . Price $ 2.00. clinch the matter in the student's

This is a text-book written primar- mind . The subject is thus presented

ily for British engineering students. in a thoroughly modern way, and the

In a concise and somewhat homely
book may also be useful as a book of

reference.

fashion it presents the fundamental

elements of electrical engineering,

using the metric system throughout .

Simple algebra is the only mathe- 'The Missouri Electric , Gas , Street

matics used , and the work is well re- Railway and Motor Works Associa

inforced with diagrams and tables tion held its convention April 14th ,

throughout. The method of treat- 15th and 16th , at Jefferson City, Mo.

' 3

ENGINES

WATT

FOR ELECTRIC LIGHTING

STREET RAILWAY AND POWER

TRANSMISSION WORK

High Speed. Low Speed. Corliss, Slide - Valve, Vertical,

Horizontal Illustrated Catalogue.

WATERTOWN ENGINE CO.

WATERTOWN , N. Y. , U. S. A.

PHILADELPHIA , 830 Perry Bldg . CHICAGO, 607 Fisher Bldg.New York, 39 Cortlandt St. Boston , 141 Milk St.

Classified Directory of Manufacturersconto

Simplex Electric Heating Co., Cam .

bridgeport, Mass.

Union Elec . Mfg . Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

Universal Electric Stage Lighting Co.

New York .

Ward Leonard Electric Co., Bronxville

N. Y.

Wirt Electric Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

TIME SWITCHES

Anderson Mfg . Co., A. & J. M., Boston

TRANSFORMERS

J.

Crocker -Wheeler Co., Ampere, N.

Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Ft. Wayne, Ind.

General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y

Irwin & Co., 0. C. , Crawfordsville, Ind .

Kuhlman Electric Co. , Elkhart, Ind.

Lafayette Electrical Mfg . Co., Lafayette.

Ind.

Moloney Electric Co., St. Louis, Mo.

Packard Electric Co., Warren , O.

Peerless Transformer Co., Warren, O

Pittsburg Transformer Co., Allegheny
Pa

WagnerElec. Mfg. Co., St. Louis.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., Pitts .

burg , Pa.

TROLLEY WHEELS

Anderson Mfg. Co., A. & J. M. , Boston .
TURBINES STEAM

Allis-Chalmers Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

Am. Turbine Eng. Co., Washington, D. C

Ball & Wood Co., New York .

De Laval Steam Turbine Co., Trenton

General Electric Co., Schenectady, N.Y.

Hooven , Owens, Rentschler Co., Hamil.

ton , 0 .

Morris Co., I P., Philadelphia , Pa.

Westinghouse Mach. Co., Pittsburg, Pa

VALVES

Am . District Steam Co., Lockport. N. Y

Am . Steam Gauge & Valve Co., Boston .

Ashton Valve Co. , Boston, Mass.

Crane Co., Chicago, Ill.

Crosby SteamGauge & ValveCo., Boston .

Fairbanks Co., New York .

Homestead Valve Mfg. Co., Homestead,

Pa

Jarecki Mfg. Co., Eric, Pa.

Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.

Pittsburg Valve and Fitting Co. Pitts
burg , Pa.

Powell Co., W.M., Cincinnati, O.

Schutte & Koerting Co., Philadelphia.

Walworth Mfg. Co., Boston, Mass.

VARNISH - ARMATURE AND COIL

Calman & Co., Emil, New York.

Eagle Paint & Varnish Co., Pittsburg

Growthwell, A. , New York.

Macon -Evans Varnish Co., Pittsburg . Pa

Massachusetts Chem . Co.,Walpole, Mass
Sherwin -Williams Co., Cleveland.

Standard Paint Co., New York .

Standard Varnish Works New York

Sterling Varnish Co., Pittsburg, Pa .

WATER WHEELS

Allis -Chambers Co., Milwaukee , Wis.

Dayton Globe Iron Works, Dayton , O.

Doble & Co., Abner, San Francisco, Cal.

Leffel & Co., James, Springfield , O.

Lombard Governor Co., Ashland, Mass.

Morris Co., I. P .; Philadelphia ,Pa.
Pelton Water Wheel Co., San Francisco .

Platt Iron WorksCo. Dayton ,O.

Risdon -Alcott TurbineCo. Mt.Holly ,N.J.

Smith Co., S. Morgan , York, Pa.

Trump Mfg. Co., Springfield, O.

WATTMETERS

Bristol Co., Waterbury , Conn.

Bristol, Wm . H., New York .

Diamond Meter Co., Peoria, Il.

Duncan Electric Mfg.Co., Lafayette, Ind .

Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Ft. Wayne, Ind.

General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y

Helios Mfg. Co., Philadelphia , Pa .

Johns -Mnnville Co., H. W., New York .

Keystone Electrical Inst. Co., Phila .,Pa.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., Pitts

GET READY NOW FOR STORING YOUR COAL

NORTHERN

IGRANESI

The Best Hand or Electric Traveling Cranes for the

Power Station

We also make a line of standard Electric Shovel

Coal Handling Cranes and Hoists—They will
unload and store your coal at a great saving. We

have a variety of designs and would like to estimate

on all your liſting problems . Write for catalog

NORTHERN ENGINEERING WORKS

15 CHENE ST. , DETROIT , MICH . , U. S. A.

New York : 120 Liberty St. Chicago : 405 Monadnock Block

PITTSBURG : 1810 Machesney Building

Electric Coal Hoist

and Crane

GRAPHITEAND BUSHINGS
BRONZE

REQUIRE NO OIL OR GREASE

burg , Pa .

Experts say they are the best for Motors,

Elevators, Steam Engines, Pumps, Tur

bines, Gas Engines, Automobiles and

many other kinds of special machinery .

GRAPHITE LUBRICATING COMPANY

4 Church St. , Bound Brook , N. J., U. S. A.
WRITE FOR DETAILS
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Weston Elec'l Inst . Co., Newark , N. J.

Whitney Electrical Inst ., Co., New York .

WIRE

COPPER

Am . Electrical Heater Co., Detroit, Mich .

Am . Electrical Wks., Phillipsdale , R. I.

American Steel & Wire Co., Chicago, Ill

Ansonia Brass & Copper Co., New York

Bishop Gutta Percha Co., New York.

Chicago Insulated Wire Co., Chicago.

Crescent Insulated Wire & Cable Co. ,

Trenton , N. J.

Hazard Mfg. Co., Wilkesbarre, Pa.

Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Co., Chi.

Every imaginable speed between highest and
lowest points.

Full rated H. P. at all speeds.

Only one voltage required to operate.

Motor self contained .

Total absence of auxiliary machines , wirtos and

apparatus.

No controller or controlling resistances.

No experiment- many in use.

Write for our No. 52Bulletin , it tells all about it.

STOW MFG. CO., BINGHAMTON, N. Y.

Gen'l European Agts.: Solig, Sonnenthal & Co., 85 Queen Victoria St., London, Ing.

.:

cago, Ill .

BINDING WIRE FOR ELECTRICAL PURPOSES

Monarch Electric & Wire Co., Chicago .

Moore, Alfred F. , Philadelphia, Pa .
National Conduit & Cable Co., New York

Phillips Insulated Wire Co., Pawtucket

R 1.

Roebling's Sons Co., John A., Trenton .

Seymour Mfg . Co., Seymour, Conn.

Standard Underground Cable Co., Pitts

burg, Pa

Western Electric Co., Chicago.

Wire & Telephone Co. of America, Rome,

N. Y.

ELEPHANT BRAND THE PHOSPHOR BRONZE SMELTING CO.

ELEPHANT BRAND · Phosphor Brenze-

2200 WASHINGTON AVENUE , PHILADELPHIA , PA .

Rods
Castings

for
for all

Purposes
Bushings

bilia

INGOTS , CASTINGS , WIRE , SHEETS , RODS , Etc.

DELTA METAL

IN BARS FOR FORGING AND FINISHED RODS

ORIGINAL AND SOLE MAKERS IN THE U. S.
REG . U.S.PAT . OFF .

MAGNET

WIRE FOR SPRINGS AND GENERAL PURPOSES

DEAN BROS.

Steam Pump Works

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

Am . Electrical Wks., Phillipsdale, R. I.

American Steel & Wire Co., Chicago, Ill .

Ansonia Brass & Copper Co., New York.

Belden Mfg. Co., Chicago, Ill.

Chicago Insulated Wire Co., Chicago.

D. & W Fuse Co., Providence, R. I.

Driver -Harris Wire Co., Harrison, N. J.

Hazard Mfg. Co., Wilkesbarre, Pa.

Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Co. , Chi.

Moore Alfred F. , Philadelphia , Pa.

seb ing'sSonsCo., John A.,Trenton.
Seymour Mfg . Co., Seymour, Conn .

Standard Underground Cable Co., Pitts

burg . Pa

Stuart-Howland Co.,Boston, Mass

Washburn Mfg. Co., Phillipsdale, R. I.

Waterbury Brass Co., Waterbury, Conn.

WesternElectric Co., Chicago , Ill .

Wire & Telephone Co. of America , Rome .

cago. Ill .

Manufacturers of

DUPLEX and UNIPLEX STEAM PUMPS

POWER and ELECTRIC PUMPS

CRANK and FLY WHEEL PUMPS

9-42.0 ,

The Largest Line of Pumping Machinery

in America

RUBBBR COVERED

Chapman Valve Mfg. Co.

MAKERS OF

Valves and Fire Hydrants

FADI

Am . ElectricalWks. , Phillipsdale, R. I.

American Steel & Wire Co., Chicago.

Atlantic Ins. Wire & Cable Co., New

York .

Bishop Gutta Percha Co. , New York.

Boston Insulated Wire & Cable Co., Bos

ton , Mass.

Brixey, W. R. , New York

Crescent Insulated Wire & Cable Co. ,

Trenton , N. J.

General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.

Hazard Mfg. Co., Wilkesbarre, Pa.

IndiaRubber & Gutta PerchaInsulating
Co., New York.

Indiana Rubber & Insulated Wire Co.,

Jonesboro, Ind

Lowell Insulated Wire Co., Lowell, Mass.

Marion Insulated Wire & Rubber Co.,

Marion, Ind.

National India Rubber Co., Bristol, R. I.

N. Y. Insulated Wire Co., New York .

Okonite Co., New York .

Phillips Insulated Wire Co. Pawtucket,

R. I.

Reed Electrical Cordage Co., Syracuse,

N. Y.

Roebling's Sons Co., John A., Trenton .

Safety Ins. Wire & Cable Co., New York .

Simplex Electrical Co., Boston , Mass.

Standard Underground Cable Co., Pitts

burg .

Waterbury Co. , New York .

Wire & Telephone Co. of America,Rome

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS
VSTVENAUBE

INDIAN ORCHARD, MASS.

BRANCH OFFICES

BOSTON PHILADELPHIA NEW YORK CHICAGO

ST , LOUIS CLEVELAND SAN FRANCISCO

LONDON , ENGLAND JOHANNESBURG , SOUTH AFRICA

SEND FOR CATALOGUE
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JEFFREY

Conveying Machinery

FOR THE ECONOMICAL HANDLING OF

Coal and Ashes in Power Plants

IELEVATORS, TRAVELING WEIGHHOPPERS,

SCREENS , CRUSHERS, STORAGE BINS, ETC.

Send for Catalog No. 32252
0C

The Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Columbus, Ohio
JEF

FRE
Y

NEW YORK

PITTSBURG

CHICAGO

DENVER

ST . LOUIS

CHARLESTOX , W. VA.

BOSTON

MONTREAL , CAN .

DIRECTORY

EMBRACING

THE LEADING AMERICAN

ENGINEERS ,CONTRACTORS

AND ARCHITECTS

THE ARNOLD COMPANY

PATENTS ,
ENGINEERS - CONSTRUCTORS

ELECTRICAL - CIVIL - MECHANICAL

101 ALLI STREET

ONICA.O

U. S. and Foreign Trade

Marks, Etc., Secured

Inventions tested ; ideas developed ; designs, models, draw

ings made ; mechanical, technical, legal advice. Federal and

Local Court Practice . I. S. PRENNER, Attorney and Counsellor .

1108 Betz Building, Broad above Chestnut, Philadelphia , fa.
MAILLOUX , C. O. , E.E. KNOX, C. E., E.E.

Consulting Electrical Engineer Assuciato

76 WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK

SPECIALTIES - Lighting, Power, Traction Problems and Equipments, Plans,

Specifications, Supervision, Reports, Etc.

RUEBEL AND WELLS

CONSULTING MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS

Suite 301 Chemical Building . St. Louis, U. S. A.W. E. BAKER & CO. ,

W. E. BAKER - N. R. BISHOP 27 WILLIAM STREET,

Engineers Electrlo Rallroadı. NEW YORK

W. K. PALMER , M. E., 718 Dwight Bldg ., KANSAS CITY , MO.

Consulting Engineer. Mechanical and Electrical Engineering

Electric Railways and Lighting ; Power Plants; Manufacturing Establish

ments : Heating , Ventilating and Refrigerating Systems. Designing of Ha

chinery ' Patent Work Inspections, Tests and Reports.GEORGE W. MILES, Ph.B.

CHEMIST

Analytical and Consulting. Analyses of All Commercial Producto.

TELEPHONE CONNECTION 29 CENTRAL ST., BOSTON , MAS:
ARBUGKLE-RYAN GO.

CONTRACTING ENGINEERS

E MATBS FURNISHED
TOLEDO, O.

D. C. & WM. B. JACKSON

Members Am . Inst. of Elec. Engineers ; Am . Soc . Mech. Engineers

Am . Soc of Civil Engineers

ENGINEERS Chicago :: Boston EXPERTS

C. E. F. AHLM

Consulting and Designing, Electrical and Mechanical Engineer

Designs, Plans and Specifications in Commercial and Industrial Engineering.

CAXTON BUILDING, CLEVELAND , OHIODELTA-STAR ELECTRIC COMPANY

High tension and low tension devices

developed and marketed on royalty basis

541-553 West Jackson Blvd. , Chicago
PICA

SSO

J. K. HALLBERG, CONSULTING ENGINEER,

L. D. Telephone 4773 Chelsea . 30 Greenwich Ave. , New York

ELECTRIC LIGHT, POWER AND RAILWAY PLANTS.

Suggestions to secure economy, specifications, examinations and reports.

ELECTRICAL TESTING LABORATORIES

80th STREET AND EAST END AVE ., NEW YORK , N. Y.

Electrical and photometrical laboratory tests of every description.

Inspections and tests of electricalmachinery, apparatus and materials at
the factory, or after installation.

Arc and incandescent lamp tests; illumination tests; etc.

We have recently prepared for the testing of coal. Calorific determinations

and proximate analyses ma de promptly and accurately .

H. M. BYLLESBY & CO ., Engineers,

raminations and Reports. American Trust Bldg., CHICAGO, I11.

Design, construct and operaterailway, light, power , hydraulic and gasplants.

THOMAS @ NEALL , Electrical Engineers

HIGH TENSION TRANSMISSION

LIGHTNING PROTECTION

NEW YORK, 1 Loctor Strost; Tal. 3226 Rootor BOSTON, 12 Pearl Stroot; fol mu Hala
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American Electric Lamp Co.

M
A
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U
F
A
C
T
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R

FICHICRADES

INCANDESCENT

LAMPSAMERICAN

ELECTRIC

LAMP

C
O
M
P
A
N
Y

MA
SC
AZ
UT
E

L
A
N
G

S
I
M
P
A
N
Y

Manufacturers of all Types of Incandescent Lamps

HAVE ON HAND, READY FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY , A LARGE STOCK OF

AMERICAN MAZDA LAMPS

AMERICAN TANTALUM LAMPS

AMERICAN BILIZED FILAMENT LAMPS

AMERICA ARBON FILAMENT LAMPS

AMERICA INIATURE LAMPS

s Quoted on Application

FACTORY AND GENER
153-159 JEFFERSON STREET, PHILADELPHIA , PA.

NEW YORI OFFICE : F BOSTON OFFICE : 38 RILBY STREET
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Bristol's New Even Scale

Recording

Ammeters

STANDARD

UNDERGROUND

CABLE CO

e
s

R
E
T
A
R
D

ESTABLISHED 1845

Write for new bulletins

117 and 118 describing

Recording Ammeters

with charts of uniform

graduations over the

Pittsburg, Pa. Boston

New York Philadelphia Chicago
San Francisco . Cal St. Louis

BIHEDUNBA
R BROTHE

RS

@
entire range

Bar . and Weatherproof

WIRE AND CABLES

COVERED Electric CablesThe Bristol Co.

Waterbury, Coan.

STEELGEOPERED)SPRINGS

MANUFACTURERS OF

OIL

)

ALL KINDS OF
FOR ALL CLASSES OF SERVICE.

SMALL SPRINGS

BALL BEARINGS
MADE FROM SHEET STEEL

& STEEL & BRASS WIRE

" KNIPE

PAT.
THE COMBINATION

A BALL BEARING AND CONE COMBINED

FOR THRUST OR WEIGHT OR BOTH

ALL SIZES 4 INCH AND UP

NO FITTINGJUST PUSH IT ON

10 CENTS IN STAMPS FOR SAMPLES

BRISTOL,CONN.CO
mummann

PRESSED STEEL MFG . CO .

545 THE BOURSE PHILADELPHIA, PA .

SPECIAL GAS ENGINE GENERATORS

STEADY VOLTAGE WITH VARYING SPEED. MADE FOR

EXACTING PEOPLE WHO APPRECIATE GOOD SERVICE

Rochester Electric Motor Co. , REMERCIAL.ST:
252

For Belt Drive
For Direct Connection

PAIR McCORMICK TURBINES

1,400 H.P., 400 R.P.M. , 160 feet head, driving

generator in power plant of the Cascade Water,

Power and Light Company, British Columbia .

We design and build turbines to meet requirements .

te for Catalogue if interested

S. MOR V SMITH COMPANY

60 Day Clocks

S , PA. , U. S. A.

Branch Of 6 Federal St. , Boston, Mass.

Jing and D

and Sped

CAXTON

ONEIDA GALVANIZED . CHA
FOR

Suspen RICAL
Prertiss clocks are the only

Arc La sth STREET A 60 Day clocks manufactured

in the world , and keep perfect

timethroughouttheir long run .

a The Calendar shows large dates

orsure one at a time, and makes all

descant lamp the necessary changes without

Fecondy prepao attention . If youown aPren

ate stopit tiss 60 Day Calerdar Clockyou

are always assured of the cor
rect time and date.

Also Frying -pan, Program , Electris,
Synchronized & Watchman's Clooks

HOMAS NE Send for Catalogue No. 596 .

THE SUPERIOR CONDUIT FOR INTERIOR MB TONS
The Prentiss

LES TNI Clock ImprovementCo.

Kinder Bros 1228 Dept. 59, 92 Chambers St. , N. Y. Chty

110 FULTON BUILDING PHOTSBI

ONEIDA COMMUNITY , LI dphotometria

BUNDAY

MAY

FL

ENATIONALMETALSMOLDING COMI
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Four Important Books

Electric Power Conductors Solenoids , Electromagnets &

Electromagnetic Windings

A affecting the purchase,incallation and use of powerconductors,that is

T

By WM. A. DEL MAR, Assoc. Mem. A.I.E.E.

guide

By CHARLES R. UNDERHILL,

a reference book of more than ordinary value. Because ( 1 ) the text is Assoc. Mem . A.I.E.E.

entirely free from theory and mathematics other than useful formulas, but is

supplementedby a series of appendices which givethe basis or derivation of
HERE is now no up -to -date book on the subject that this one treats.

the matter in the text. (2) Themethodsof calculation have been most care Because of the rapid developmentof remote electrical control, and kin

fully selected from the great mass of technical literature and have stood the
dred electro -mechanical devices, wherein the electromagnet is the basis

test of practical work on a large scale. ( 3) Nothing has been copied from
of the system , the want for accuratedata regarding the design of electro-mag

published data without a thorough investigation of its value. It has some nets becomes the more evident . Mr. Underhill is favorably known for his

novelties that make it a distinctly different sort of a book ; for instance, it experimental and practical work on this subjectfrom which he has deducted

gives:An unbiased discussion of the relative merits of copper and aluminum ; laws. These when published in the technical journals were very favorably

the properties of strands; wire tables based upon the A. I. E. E. temperature
received. In this new work these laws and their applications are clearly ex

coefficient; a practical exposition of the use of determinants for solving net plained, and it should be welcomed by the electrical profession generally as

work problems; tables of continuous and short-period carrying capacity ; a well as by the manufacturers of electrical apparatus. Of the twenty -one

discussion ofrubber specifications, the method of calculating feeders in the chapters, important ones are four on solenoids and plunger electromagnets,

Keiley circuit-breaker-house system ; a new and exact method of calculating and the one given over to electromagnets with external armatures, one to al

transmission lines with resistance reactance, leakage and capacity; blank ternating currentelectromagnets, and three

specifications enabling engineers to write specifications of all kinds of power
to the calculation of electromagnetic wind

345 Pages. 210 illus

trations. 5x8 inches. $2.00
cables rapidly, and adiscussionof the theory

ings. One chapter is all tablesand charts . Cloth . Net

of graduating insalating thickness accord - 330 Pages 522 x 8
inches

ing to the size of wire and voltage Net
69 illustra- $2.00

tions .

Elementary Electrical

Calculations

Overhead Transmission Line

Crossings

T !
T

By FRANK F. FOWLE

By T. O'CONOR SLOANE

HIS age of big things has brought us high-tension power transmission
HISis a fine book for the college man struggling with the methods of and its problems. One of the greatest problems that it presents is the

calculating shown in the ordinary text-books. It makes things clear protection of life and property along railroad routes. This new book

and easy to understand without being a crack mathematician . For presents a type of railroad crossingthat affords ample protection, and its con

most of the calculations you don't have to know more than very elementary construction of high -tensionpower transmission lines.
struction is in general accord with the latest and most approved practice in the

algebra, though the book takes up the whole field of direct currents, the basis The table of contents tells more : What the Dangers Are. Effects of

of alternating current mathematics, networks and typical cases of circuits . Failure of High - Tension Transmission Line at Railroad Crossings. Exam

The electrician or electrical engineer can use this handy book all the time, too .
ples of High - Tension Practice in Line Construction. Failures of High- Ten

Just glance through this table of contents and see : Introductory. Exponen
sion Lines. Failure of Poles, Cross-Arms and Pins. Failure of Phase-Wires

and Insulators. Ruin Caused by Break of High -Tension Wire. Screen Pro

tial Notation. Mechanics and Physics , Ohm's Law . Resistance. Kirch- tection . Bridge and Catenary Types of Reinforced Crossing. Under

hoff's Laws. Arrangement of Batteries . Electric Energy and Power. Bases ground Crossings. Insulation Used by Different Companies on Three-Con

and Relations of Electric Units. Thermo-Electricity. Electro -Chemis ductor High - Tension Cables. Discussion of Proposed Type of Crossing.

try . Fields of Force. Magnetism . Electromagnetic Induction. Capacity
Classification of Crossings by Voltage. Sleet Load. Wind Pressure. Cor

rected Wind Velocities - Miles per Hour. Observed Wind Velocities. Tem

and Inductance. Hysteresis and Foucault Currents. Alternating Currents. peratures. Factors of Safety . "Structures. Foundations. Insulators.

Networks. Demonstrations by Calculus. Geometrical Solution of Paral- Conductors. Separation of Conductors. Dead Ending and Tying. Ground

lel Circuits. Algebraic Solution of Circuits. Cable . Low -Voltage Circuits on the High-Tension Line. Conclusions.
314 Pages . 514 x 844

Illustrated .Wheatstone Bridge-Law . Table of Equiv- inches.
List of References to the Transactions

Net $ 2.00 of the American Institute of Electrical En
75 Pages. 5 % x 7 % 4
inches. 35 illustra

alents.
gineers. Net $1.50tions.

D. Van Nostrand and Company, Publishers
23 MURRAY AND 27 WARREN STREFTS NEW YORK

Index to Advertisers , page 5 .
Classified Index , page 15
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OKONITA

The STANDARD for

RUBBER INSULATION

OKONITE WIRES ..... OKONITE TAPE

REG.U.S. PAT. OFT.TRADE MARK

1889 Paris Exposition Medal

1893 World's Fair Medal

MANSON TAPE ..... CANDEE WEATHER

PROOF WIRES...CANDEE PAT'D POTHEADS

The OKONITE COMPANY, 253 Broadway, NEW YORK
CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO . , Chicago, Ill . F. D. LAWRENCE ELECTRIC CO . , Cincinnati, O. NOVELTY ELECTRIC CO ., Philadelphia , Pa .

PETTINGELL-ANDREWS CO ., Boston , Mass. ROBBINS ELECTRIC CO . , Pittsburg , Pa .

F.

P
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I
L
L
I
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7
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MILES

American Electrical Works

BARE and INSULATED COPPER WIRE AND CABLES

GALVANIZED IRON WIRE and STRANDS

Phillipsdale, R.I.

New York Chicago Montreal Boston

American

lectrical We

A
M
E
R
I
C
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E
C
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-
1
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.ELECTRICA Magnet Wis

ARMATURE DISCS

Made from best electrical iron . ANY SIZE - ANY STYLE. Small

sizes carried in stock. Send us your specifications for special sizes .

W. & S. MFG . CO ., 10 Hunt Street, Worcester, Mass.

Electrical Engineer's Pocket- Book
By HORATIO A. FOSTER

The most complete book of its kind ever published ,

treating of the latest andbest practice in Electrical

Engineering. Pocket size; flexible leather; 1000pages,

with innumerable illustrations, diagrams and tables.

9000copies alreadysold. Price $ 5.00 Copies sent

prepaid on receipt of price .

THE ELECTRICAL AGE, Book Dept., 45 East 420 Street, Now York

Porous and Vitreous Jars

For Electrical and Chemical Purposes MICA

Of all Qualities, in any

Form at Lowest Prices

EugeneMunsell and Co.
New York and Chicago

Special Covers for Chemical Jars

Attention given to Specialties for

Experimental Work
INSULATION That is ..

JOHN MADDOCK & SONS

Coalport Pottery TRENTON , N. J.

Micanite, Linotape; M. I. C. Compound , Empire

Cloth and Paper. For years the Staadard .

Mica Insulator Co., Originators
NEW YORK and CHICAGO

Send for

Catalog T

of Turbines The Hooven, Owens, Rentschler Co.
BUILDERS OF THE

Hamilton -Corliss Engines and

Hamilton -Holzwarth

Steam Turbines

Sales Offices :

ATLANTA , 1510 Candler Bldg. Denver, COL . ,

BOSTON , H. E. Rundlett Stearns-Roger Mfg.Co.

Los ANGELES ,CAL ..

CHICAGO, ILL. , Marquette Bi'g. Chas. C. Moore & Co.

CHARLOTTE, N. C., New ORLEANS, LA .,

A. H. Washburn 417 Hennen Building

New York , N.Y., 30 Cortlandt St, San Francisco, Cal., SEATTLE, WASH . , Chas. C. Moore & Co.

PITTSBURG , PA ., MachesneyBldg . Chas. C. Moore & Co. St.Louis ,Mo., ChemicalBuilding

ST. PAUL, MINN. , R. B. Whitacre & Co. DALLAS, Tex. , W. R. Haynie. Wilson Bldg .

Main office and Works : HAMILTON , OBI O

Send for

Catalog VB

of Engines
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ALLIS -CHALMERS CO

Select the type of Prime Mover best suited

to your requirements

" SATISFACTORY OPERATION GUARANTEED "

Steam Turbines Steam Engines Hydraulic

TurbinesOperating Records

have shown that

Allis-Chalmers Steam

Turbines

maintain their original

steam economy

after long service.

Allis -Chalmers Company

has built

Corliss Engines

for half a century .

Complete

Hydro-Electric Plants

of every description.

Reaction Turbines

Impulse Turbines

Their performance

has never been excelled

Condensing Turbines

Non -Condensing

Turbines.

Simple and Compound

Corliss Engines

Condensing and

Non -Condensing Engines

Any Type

Any Capacity

Any HeadLow Pressure Turbines.

GAS ENG I NES

Allis -Chalmers Company

is the

largest builder of gas

engines in the world .

Economy Guaranteea

from the coal pile to

the switchboard .

Complete

Gas Power Plant

Equipments

including

Generators and Producers

of the type best adapted

to the conditions.

General Offices: Milwaukee, Wis.

.
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THE VERY BEST MECHANICAL PROTECTIONS FOR ELECTRIC WIRES.

ENUINE CIRCULAR TOM "JutzMetalMolding ELECTRODUCT
The Ideal Flexible Conduit.

Fishes Easily — Thoroughly Flexible Al.

ways–Weatherproof—Waterproof.

Fireproof— Resists Abrasion .

Will Not Collapse.

CIRCULAR

The Practical Metal Molding. The OriginalEnameled Conduit.

A Compact, Complete and Continuous A Thoroughly Cleaned Steel Tube which

Raceway for Electric Wires with bends easily. The Enamel is re

Fittings for Every Detail markably tough and elastic-

of Construction . it will not crack .

AM
ER
IC
AN

American Circular Loom Co.,
TRADE

MARK

L
O
O
M
C
O.

New York

Chicago

International Trust Building,

BOSTON, MASS.

Atlanta

LondonSan Francisco New Orleans

REGISTERED

For 20 Years the Standard

W
I
R
E
S

TRADE MARK

Self-Lubricating Brushes

that make applied lubrication un

necessary , prevent wear on commu

tators-that describes Dixon's

Graphite Brushes.

Booklet 129-M tells more about them,

gladly sent on request.

TI
SU
LA
TE
D

O.K.

“ O. K." Weatherproof Wire

“ Parac " Rubber Wire

Bare Copper Wire

Slow Burning Weatherproof

Railway Feeder Wire

Slow Burning Wire

A
N
D
CA
BL
ES

Joseph Dixon Crucible Co.

Jersey City, N. J.

PHILLIPS INSULATED WIRE CO.

PAWTUCKET, R. I.

2

INDIANA RUBBER AND INSULATED WIRE CO.
,

DINARIT

MANUFACTURERS OF

Paranito Rubber Covored Wire and Cables,
Underground, Aorial, Submarino and Inside Uso

TELEPHONE , TELEGRAPH

AND FIRE ALARM CABLES. All Wires are Tested at Factory . JONESBORO, IND.

WHITE
WITCH

ES

Switchboards and Panel Boards

H. P.White Co. , Ltd.

POLES POSTS TIES

Live Peeled White Cedar

FRANCIS BEIDLER & COMPANY

Chicago , IllinoisWANE JUNCTION , PHILA .. PA

ED :2PC ES

Hum Bird Lumber Co.,Ltd.

Buy DIRECT FROM THE PRODUCER

fave the largest stock of cedar poles in the West

Wo are Producers and Wholesale Doalers in Western

CEDAR POLES, POSTS,

TIES AND PILING

Writo for Dellvered Prices

CHURCHILL CEDAR CO. , Box 1409, Spokane
Sand Point , Idaho

WANTED-TO SELL ANY SIZE

Louisiana Red Cypress Cross ArmsCedar Poles, Ties and Fence Posts

SHORT POLES A SPECIALTY

PORTER CEDAR CO. SAGINAW, MICH.

BORED TO PATTERN

LOUISIANA RED CYPRESS CO.

NEW ORLEANS, LA .
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The Increasing Demand

on Electrical Dealers and Contractors for private interior

telephone systems is a direct result of the introduction ofa

EVERY BELL TELEPHONE IS
" SAVE TIME AND FREIGHT"

BE

TELEP
HONE

WESTERN'ELLES

T
E
L
E
G
R
A
P
I
C
O

lon AL

LONG

DISTANCE

TELEPHONE

TR
IG

COMPANY
B
E
L
L

ASSOCIATED
SYS

TEM

PRESIDENT
SWBD.GALL

C
O
M
P
A
N
I
E
S

LE
S
-SU

PP
I

AVESTERN.ELECTRIC TELEPHONE
MANAGER TELEPHONE OUR NEAREST IIOUSE"

BOILERROOM

SUP'T.

TEST DEPT

FOREMAN
METERDEPT

ANS
REPAIR SHOP

DYNORM )

STOCKROOM

No. 1324 Non-Flush Type Metal Inter -phone

WesternElectric

Inter-phones

The field for these convenient, time -saving telephones covers a wide range of activities and is a profitable and

easy one to work . We are now carrying on an extensive advertising campaign doing the preliminary sales work

building up a demand for these inter -phones. Electrical Dealers and Contractors who can furnish Western-Electric

Inter-phones are constantly profiting by our co -operative campaign .

Our guarantee protects youand your customers - insures for you HIGH QUALITY-GOOD SERVICE-FAIR

PRICES AND A SQUARE DEAL.

If you are not already familiar with inter-phones, write our nearest house for our proposition to agents

and special Bulletin No. 5862

The Western Electric Company Furnishes Equipment for Every Electrical Need

WesternElectric
New York

Philadelphia

Boston

Pittsburg

Atlanta

Chicago

Indianapolis
Cincinnati

Minneapolis

Winnipeg

COMPANY

Manufacturer of the 5,000,000 “ Bell" Telephones

Vancouver Antwerp London Berlin

St. Louis Dallas Los Angeles

Kansas City Omaha Seattle

Denver San Francisco Salt Lake City

Paris Johannesberg Sydney TokyoMontreal Toronto
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18 Million Readers Have

Learned the Advantage

of Electric Lighting.

A
T
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THE

SATURDAYEVENING
POST

A
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D

M
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Every month since last

September millions of read

ers of the most widely read

magazines have learned that

electric lighting, with its many

advantages, is now well with

in the means of all who live

within the borders of a light

ing circuit.

he Independent

UNDAY
MAGAZINE

fthe
St.Louis

REPUBLIC

S
v
e
r
y
b
o
d
y
'
s

M
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z
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e

TERIGADO EROUNIV
ERSI
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PACIFIC
MOPITHL

C
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Thousands of these read

ers have written for further

information, proving that a

widespread interest has been

created. Many of these in

quirers stated that they were

using other methods of light

ing; thethe arguments were

reaching not only the non

user of electric service, but

also those who feel the need

of more light .

HA
RP
ER
S

MA
GA
ZI
NE

SUNDAY

MAGAZINE

he

S
u
n
d
a
y

StarSUNDAY MAGAZINE

BOSTON SUNDAY POST
The Jawan

W
E
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O
N
G
T
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D

E
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T
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I

O

PANEET2010
TETODAS

ol

UE

WORLD'S
WORK

February

THE CENTURY

STRATED

WONTHLY

Housekeeping

From coast to coast light

ing companies have written

favorably of this campaign

because they have found it

helpful in extending the use

of electric lighting on their

circuits .

S
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N
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Y THE ROCKY MOUNTAINNEWS
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This extensive advertising

in the popular magazines is

but one part of the widespread

campaign to popularize elec

tric lighting with MAZDA

lamps.

General Electric Company

2523A
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SENIN

These Trade Papers Help

You to Sell More Current

u
s
e
c
a
u
s
e

MOORELEC
TRIC

Srl
oug

Ma
ga
zi
ne

DRYGOODS REPORTER

DOO

JEWELERS
CIRCULAR

THE

HABE
RDAS

HER

CLOTHIER

FURNISHER

HO
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L

W
O
R
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D

EBANKERS

MAGAZINE

Te
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C
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A

M
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R
C
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T
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E
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TO
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E
A
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T
E
R

N
U
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R

BUILDINGMANAGEMENT

In addition to the widespread

advertising in the popular mag

azines, the campaign for more

electric light is also carried on

through the columns of a long

list of representative trade papers.

Bankers, building managers ,

hotel owners, manufacturers,

shoe dealers , hatters , haberdash

ers, clothiers, furnishers, dry

goods men , furniture dealers,

house furnishers, jewelers, drug

gists, hardware dealers , and

others have learned that an

electrically lighted store is a

business asset - that brilliancy

brings business.

One of the quickest and best

ways to reach the influential

members of a particular trade

is through the columns of the

journal published in the interest

of that trade. These trade

papers contain information vital

to the trade, and are read with

keen interest .

In these papers the same

arguments are used by the Gen

eral Electric Company that you

would use to induce business

men to use your service.

This broad campaign makes

it easy for you to extend the

use of electric lighting on all

parts of your circuit.
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Main Lamp Sales Office

Harrison , N. J.

Principal Office

Schenectady, N. Y. ಆಯಾ

DR
YG
O

DS
MA
N

A
N
D

S
E
N
E
K
A
L

M
E
S
H
A

YNG

TUTOMOBILE

Clicy

Sparel

Bazette

LIST OF SALES OFFICES:

Atlanta , Ga . Denver , Col. Philadelphia , Pa .

Baltimore , Md . Detroit, Mich . Pittsburg , Pa .

Boston , Mass . ( Office of Sol’g Agt ) Portland, Ore .

Buffalo , N. Y. Indianapolis, Ind. Richmond, Va.
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Proof of the Lighting
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To reap the full benefit of the universal interest in electric

lighting created by our general advertising, start a local cam

paign of your own . You can crystallize general interest into a

particular local interest—the inevitable result of which will be

the sale of more current to more customers.

A series of out -of - the-ordinary street - car cards and

newspaper advertisements, brimful of result -getting arguments,

brings the kind of results that keep a new business department

hustling from daylight to dark .

You can do that kind of advertising without having

to employ a staff of artists and advertising experts because the

entire advertising department of the General Electric Company

is at your service. Advertising experts have prepared a series

of car cards and newspaper advertisements that will build up

the volume of your business by adding to your customers ' list

the present non-user of your service and by increasing the

amount of current used by present customers.

These newspaper advertisements, electrotyped and all

ready for your local printer, will be furnished free of charge to

progressive lighting companies , together with a full series of

street -car cards, imprinted with your firm name.

It is decidedly to your advantage to write at once for com

plete particulars. Address

Your
Neighbor Has

Electric Light

ةماعلا

Loro Party

How
Small

Store

Can
Draw

Trade
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hing

outfor

Sunal Stores Gai

Business The Sena
les

Shop

Best light
ed

More Electric Light

General Electric Company

Advertising Department

Schenectady, N. Y.Electric Light Company
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e
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His Only
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Get cheaper electric light

from the Sun's Only Rival

General Electric

MAZDA LAMP
Order from your electric light

company or dealer, or writeto

General Electric Co.-Schenectady, N. Y.

19HO GENERAL ELECTRIC CO . SCHENECTADY, N.Y.
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For Prices on Insulated Wires and Cables

ADDRESS

JOHN A. ROEBLING'S SONS CO..
TRENTON , N. J.

H N. FENNER , President J. F. BLAUVELT, Agent RUSSELL W. KNIGHT, Treasurer

NEW ENGLAND BUTT COMPANY, Providence, R. .. U. S. A.

MANUFACTURERS OF

MACHINERY FOR INSULATING ELECTRICAL WIRES

Braiding, Taping, Winding, Twinning, Cabling, Stranding, Polishing and

Measuring Machines. Cable Covering Braiders. Rubber Strip Covering Machines

FINE CASTINGS A SPECIALTY

peegUniversal

Stranding Machine

“MORSE ” TOOLS
Arbors, Chucks, Counterbores, Countersinks,

Cutters, Dies, Drills, Gauges, Mandrels: Mills,

Reamers, Screw Plates, Sleeves, Sockets, Taps,

Taper Pins, Wrenches.

MORSE TWIST DRILL & MACHINE CO.

New Bedford , Mass ., U. S. A.

MADE BY NEWLET US SHIP YOU A

TRIAL ORDER OF Railway Motor Brushes

GRADE H , GRADE H - 1 GRADE H-3, GRADE H-8

DIFFERENT GRADES FOR DIFFERENT CONDITIONS

WITH A RECORD OF 30,000 TO 50,000 MILES, ACCORDING TO CONDITION

SPEER CARBON CO. , ST. MARYS, PA .

GREAT REDUCTION in the OPERATING EXPENSE

OF A POWER PLANT CAN BE EFFECTED

BY THE USE OF SUITABLE COAL AND

ASHES HANDLING MACHINERY

This is probably the highest hoist for unloading coal in the United States.

This plant is built on the banks of the Mississippi for theunloading

and distributing of coal at the great station of the Union

Electric Light and Power Co.. St. Louis , Mo.

The bucket , standing vertically, is dumping its load

Our specialty is the manufacture of this type of

machinery, for power stations up to any capacity .

WRITE FOR OUR BULLETIN No. R.3 ., " NOISE

LESS CONVEYORS," AND SEE THE WORK WE

HAVE DONE AND SOME OF THE PLANTS WE

HAVE INSTALLED .

MFG. COMPANY

C. W. Hunt Company

MEAD - MORRISON

Main Office : Cambridge “ A , " BOSTON , MASS.

NewYork, 11 Broadway ; Baltimore. 903 Maryland Trust Bldg.; Philadelphia ,

305 Penn . Bldg.; Pittsburgb , 1806 Machesney Bldg .; Chicago, 74th St,and
Kimbark Ave.; San Francisco , Atlas Bld .; New Orleans, 200 South

Peters St.; Birmingham , Alabama ; Montreal , 286 St. James St.

Cable Address : JAMEAD, New York, Liebers Code.

MORRISON , Cambridge, Commercial Code.

( Established 1872)

West New Brighton , New York

New York Office, 45 Broadway
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The New Weston Alternating Current

Switchboard Ammeters and Voltmeters
יל

Will be found vastly superior in accuracy, dura

bility and workmanship to any other instruments

intended for the same service.

They are ABSOLUTELY DEAD BEAT, EXTREMELY

SENSITIVE, PRACTICALLY FREE FROM TEM

PERATURE ERROR.

Their indications are PRACTICALLY INDEPENDENT

OF FREQUENCY AND ALSO OF WAVE FORM .

They require EXTREMELY LITTLE POWER FOR

OPERATION and are VERY LOW IN PRICE .

WESTO ESTAMOS183TRUBADOO

NEWARENJU.S.A .

.

.

List of SellingAgencies and branchoficer of theWeston ElectricalInstrumentCompany | Correspondence concerning these new Weston Instruments is solicited by the
New York 114 Liberty St. Cleveland 314 Caxton Bldg.

Chicago . 1504 Monadnock Block Mexico Cadena 10

Philadelphia
WESTON ELECTRICAL346 Mint Arcade Montreal 13 St. John St.

Boston 176 Federal St. Toronto 6 Wellington St.

St. Louis 915 Olive St. London Audrey House , Ely

Denver INSTRUMENT COMPANY1725 California Ave. Place, Holborn

San Francisco Bride Building Berlin 88 Ritterstrasse

682-684 Mission St. Paris 12 Rue St. Georges WAVERLY PARK, NEWARK , N. J.

Curtis Low Pressure

Turbines

The illustration shows a 5000 Kw. Low

Pressure Turbine installed and in commercial service

in the 59th Street Station of the Interborough Rapid

Transit Company , New York. The results obtained

are so satisfactory that two additional machines have

been ordered -- a sure proof of the merits of the

Curtis Turbine .

Low and Mixed Pressure Turbines are avail

able in sizes from 300 to 7500 Kw . capacity

General Electric Company

New York Office :

30 Church Street

Principal Office

SCHENECTADY, N. Y.

Sales Offices in

All Large Cities

2248
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ESTABLISHED 1883 man should write unless he has some- gram of the widest possible interest

Published monthly by thing to say. And no member should next year.

The Electrical Age Co., 45.E. 42d Street, New York . be permitted to engross the attention RELATIONS WITH THE PUBLIC

of a thousand or more men unless he The increasing attention to the com
JOHN HAYS SMITH, Pres,

J. H. COOK , Treas . has a substantial paper to present .
C. A. HOPE , Sec .

mercial side of the central station in

Two-thirds of the papers presented dustry is a good omen..
Telephone No. 6498 Murray Hill

before this convention would , in our there were two addresses that deserve
Cable Address - Revolvable, New York

opinion, have been thrown out by such careful thought and study, and might
JOHN HAYS SMITH , Editor

an editing committee as the A. I. well be readwith as much thorough

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
E. E. provides to protect itself against ness as is required of the pupil in

the extreme tenuousness of the ama- learning his catechism . We refer to
United States and Mexico, $ 1.00 .

Canada, $ 1.50 . To Other Countries, $2.50
teur investigator. the paper of Arthur S. Huey on Com

NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS Several years ago the press of mercialism in the Central Station , and

Insertion of new advertisements or changes of copy cannot papers forced the association to adopt the evening address of Samuel A.

be guaranteed for the following issue if received later than the
parallel sessions as a mere expedient Insull .

to compass the literary mass within In strong, crisp sentences Mr. Huey

Copyright 1910 by THE ELECTRICAL Ace Cc . the week. This year we have had a sweeps rapidly over the fundamentals

three -ring continuous performance ! of the relationship of the central sta
Entered as second class matter at Post Office New York ,

New York Would it not be proper to appointtion to the public. Boldly he pro

an editing committee to determine sub- claims what public utility operators

jects of most general interest ; to reg- are now beginning to see :

CONTENTS ulate the mass of manufacturer's data, “ State utility commissions have

so often followed in its presentation proven mighty, educative forces."

by the ominous absence of discussion , " Not a single state commission has
EDITORIAL

and to guide the analysis of the cum- yet failed to be impressed with the
The Convention Program . 155

bersomedata of the committee reports. chief claims of operating companies

Growth and Magnitude of the Central Sta
An effort should be made to direct and to base its decisions upon broad

tion Industry

the lines of thought along channels of recognition of many principles which
Census Report of Street-Railway Develop

greatest interest and there should be companies vainly have tried to have

an attempt to vary the program so the people understand. " Mr. Insull

LEADING ARTICLES

Some Problems in Power Transmission ....
that an all -around central station man also expressed himself as not viewing

158

could get the things of most interest with alarm the proper regulation of
Commercialism in the Central Station .

to him . For example, he would fare central-station business, but as feeling
The Voltage Control of Generators and

Feeder Systems better if the mornings of each succes- that the best results will be obtained

Methods of Deriving the Neutral for Direct sive day were given over to the tech- by regulated monopoly , that securities

Current Three -Wire Systems. nical program , including the newly will stand in higher credit , and finan

Prompt Execution of Orders . created power transmission section, cing for our rapid growth will be the

and two afternoons to the commercial easier.

The Convention Program

program , two afternoons to the ac- Mr. Insull also declared that " no

counting work , and a final afternoon little damage had been done to the

Criticism is such an easy art , and to the company and section work. corporate interests of the country by

so often springs from disagreeable Briefly , half of the day to technical the action of officials who seem to

qualities of the mind , that he who work and half of the day to commer, have concern only for the profit of the

essays to pass a contrary opinion is in cial work. Not necessarily that this moment, and little or no concern for

danger of getting rapped for his apportionment of time is correct , or the permanency of their investment. "

pains . We therefore understand the would remain constant with the rapid In no uncertain words Mr. Huey on

risk involved in making comment development of the industry, but the the morning before said :

upon the splendidly large , complex program should be arranged so that “ No words are strong enough to

and variegated St. Louis program of anybody could get it all ! denounce the central- station manage

the National Electric Light Associa- This is more particularly desirable ment which regards the community it
tion .

since the bulk of the membership is serves as a mere field for exploitation

Three addresses, 16 committee re- largely from small central stations, as a mere machine for the coining

ports, mostly voluminous, and 44 where the manager must be somewhat of electric service into dollars . An

articles , each purporting to deal familiar with all of its activity . He attitude like this will wreck any utility

directly with some important central is , or should be , the single creative organization ."

station problem , is a pot pourri of the mind of his enterprise. Here is another important point in

grandest proportions ever served to We hope that something will be Mr. Huey's paper which has not

a convention of electrical men . In done to make the association work of hitherto been presented forcibly :

our opinion, 1911 cannot surpass it- the greatest benefit to the new mem- “ The central station is a part of the

and should not. The folly of passing bership and we hope there will be a economic scheme of the modern city."

the literary pie ought to stop. No careful effort to get an efficient pro- There is much to be done before the

155
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166

172
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average central station gets to this that the difficulty in raising the line Growth and Magnitude of tho

point of view, and when it does " it voltage has now shifted from the line Central Station Industry

should profit in proportion to the co- to the apparatus itself in which the
The magnitude of the central elec

operative value it returns to the com- line ends . tric station industry in the United

munity.” This larger view of our He boldly suggests also that regula- States in the census year 1907 as com

relations with the public is bound to tion of the line voltage can best be pared with the census year 1902, and
simplify our municipal problem and secured by placing shunt inductances the growth during the intervening

make our position secure against the at intervals on the line and so adjusted five -year period, are shown in the

attack of petty politicians. as to neutralize the line-charging cur- Census Bureau's special report, on the

rent.
second United States census of the

CENTRAL STATION RATES " Resumption ofof service should
Central Electric Light and Power

The reduction in current effected by never wait upon repairs," says Mr. Stations for the year 1907 .

tungsten lamps and the consequent Buck, and in the present state of the
The central electric stations are de

lessening of revenue which follows its art we shall always have to look for
fined in the report as those which, ex

introduction has alarmed central sta- ward to interruptions . Adequate clusive of isolated electric plants, fur

tions who are under a franchise to switching arrangements and spare cir
nish electrical energy for lighting and

furnish current at a fixed rate . Look- cuits are advocated as the proper way heating ; and power for manufactur

ing ahead toward further reductions of minimizing line outages. We would
ing and mining purposes, for street

in current consumption of the new like to suggest that if bridge-engineers railways and elevators, for charging

lamp, Mr. Doane, under the head of and tool builders worked with as small batteries, etc.

" High Efficiency Lamps," proposes a factor of safety as the engineers of
In 1902 the annual output of all

an amplification of the Doherty ready- our long -distance transmission lines electric stations and electric railways

to-serve system .
Mr. Doane advo- there would be serious and disastrous

amounted to 4,768,535,512 kw - hr. In
cates higher readiness -to -serve and disturbances in the world's economies.

consumer's charges with a lower price It is up to designers to build more
1907 the output of the two classes of

stations was 10,621,406,837 kw-hr. ,
per kilowatt-hour. Such a plan would rugged lines. the increase in that year as compared

undoubtedly preserve the income from The suggestion that the largest field
with 1902 being 122.7 per cent . In

lighting from the effect of high effi- for futureevolution in line transmis
1902 the output by electric railways

ciency lamps under present rates. We sion is toward direct current has been
formed 47.4 per cent . of the total , but

are inclined to agree with Mr. Dow pronounced fatuous by many com
by 1907 the proportion for such rail

that it would increase the bills of large petent engineers . Nevertheless, Mr.
ways had fallen to 44.9 per cent.

numbers of small consumers and af- Buck proposes such a development.

fect public sentiment adversely. Theo- The nonchalance of the manufac GREAT INCREASE IN PLANTS

retically the proposal is just, but we turers and the heavy investment in al- The number of commercial and

are afraid that it would lead to “mini ternating - current · apparatus would municipal plants increased from 3620

mum bills ,” and rob the consumer of certainly weigh heavily against its in- in 1902 to 4714 in 1907, the increase

the security which he feels in having troduction, even assuming the system amounting to 30.2 per cer

a meter to register his demand. Many were perfected . Commercial power There were, in 1907, according to

companies have with wisdom discon transmission is possible only to -day be- the report, upward of 30,000 individ

tinued the unpopular " minimum bill." cause of the voltage flexibility of the uals, companies, corporations, and

The association has done well to refer transformer. And when such a device municipalities , exclusive of isolated

this paper to a committee . has been worked out for changing the electric plants , which reported the gen

PROBLEMS IN POWER TRANSMISSION
voltage of direct current without loss eration or utilization of electric cur

If Mr. Buck's paper will stimulate of energy, we shall doubtless see a rent in what may be termed " commer

engineers to look more closely into the beginning of direct-current transmis- cial enterprises . '

sion .
engineering of materials for line con

These industries represent an out

structions it will have well served a RESIDENCE LIGHTING standing capitalization of $6,209,746 ,

most useful purpose. The building of The rather liberal estimate of 753 , of which amount, $ 1,367,338,836

an enduring line is a mechanical en- $ 160,000,000 per year is the value
is credited to central electric stations

gineering problem , and only in the which Mr. H. J. Gille puts ona fully $ 3,774,722,096 to electric railways,

simplest way do electrical considera- developed residence lighting of the
$ 814,616,004 to commercial or mutual

tions now enter. Hitherto the petti- country. The author says the pro
telephone companies, and $253,019,817

coated pin insulator has been a serious portion of this business which is al- to telegraph companies, the latter item

electrical problem in line work , but ready developed is small. He assumes including $32,726,242 , the capital

with the introduction of the suspended a diversity factor of 1 :4 , which is
stock of wireless telegraph companies .

type of insulator, we are relieved of fairly high, a city population of The capitalization of the 17,702 inde

the trouble in getting a sufficient leak- 40,000,000, and an average of 15 50 pendent farmer or rural telephone lines

age surface in one porcelain structure. watt lamps, which is wrong. The and of the 1157 electric police-patrol

With old - fashioned, closely-set people are going to use 25-watt lamps and fire-alarm systems could not be

wooden poles , the questions of sag at no distant day and some 5,000,000
ascertained.

and strength of conductor did not en- of them are now in various uses. But THE MUNICIPAL STATIONS

ter seriously. The introduction of the be Mr. Gille's figures as they may, the The report states that the municipal

more costly tower has much length- problem of how to get all the houses stations are practically exempt from

ened the span , and since its cost varies on the line is highly important. the consolidations that so frequently

roughly with the square of its height, Mr. Gille points out that only 50 occur among commercial companies,

it is now necessary to draw wires un- per cent . of the residence lighting peak and this fact no doubt accounts in

der minimum sagand therefore max- overlaps the commercial lighting and large part for the proportionately
imum tension .

power, and that therefore residence greater increase discovered in the for

Mr. Buck declares that the 100,000- lighting offers an opportunity of im- mer class of stations. Not only was

volt suspended lines are not giving proving the station load -factor. He there a large increase in the number

any more trouble than the early estimates the revenue per kilowatt of of municipal stations , but an analysis
20,000 -volt lines. He indicates also station demand at $ 80 per year. of the report shows that, although 33
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per cent.

municipal stations which reported in trackage operated by steam in 1907 ing earnings in 1907 were $ 418,187 ,,

1902 had become commercial stations was 146.05 and in 1902 , 169.61, a 858 as compared with $ 247,553,999 in

in 1907, 113 stations which were re- decrease of 13.9 per cent . 1902, the increase being 68.9 per cent .

ported as commercial in 1902 had be The income from other sources in

come municipal in 1907. GREAT INCREASE IN COST . 1907 was $ 11,556,396 , and in 1902 it

The cost of construction and equip was $ 2,950,628, an increase of 291.7

Census Report of Street-Railway ment in 1907 was $ 3,637,668,708 ; as

Development compared with $ 2,167,634,077 in 1902,
The per cent . ratio of operating ex

The remarkable development since the per cent. of increase amounting to
penses to operating earnings in 1907

1902 of the industrial activities of the 67.8.
was 60.1, and in 1902 it was 57.5.

street and electric railways of the The number of employees in 1907
The total capitalization outstanding

United States is clearly seen in the was 221,449, and in 1902 it was 140 , of the operating and lessor companies

statistics compiled by the Census 769, the per cent. of increase being
in 1907 was $ 3,774,772,096, while in

Bureau from the census of such com- 57.3.
1902 it was $ 2,308,282,099, an in

panies , taken in 1907, in which it is The total number of cars in use in crease of 63.5 per cent .

stated that in 1907 it was found that 1907 was 83,641, as against 66,784 in

car mileage had increased 41.4 per 1902, an increase of 25.2 per cent. The
NEW DEVELOPMENT WORK IN 1907

cent.; there was a gain of 63.3 per number of passenger cars in 1907 was There were 101 companies ieported

cent. in the total number of passengers ; 70,016 , as compared with 60,290 in at the census of 1907 as having prop

a rise of 55.9 per cent in the number 1902. The per cent. of increase was erties under construction , but not in

of fare passengers ; the number of 16.1 . The number of all other cars in operation during any portion of the

companies increased 25.2 per cent.; 1907 was 13,625 , and in 1902 it was census year. This indicates , approx .

the trackage lengthened by 52.4 per 6494, the per cent. of increase being imately, the amount of new develop

cent .; the gross income of the rail- 109.8.
ment work in progress in 1907.

ways jumped 71.6 per cent .; the The total number of passengers in These companies reported 675.85

amount of salaries and wages kept 1907 was 9,533,080,766, as against miles of track as completed by Decem

upward pace with the rest ; and elec- 5,836,615,296 in 1902, an increase of ber 31 , 1907, and an estimated total

tricity practically superseded all other 63.3 per cent. The number of fare of 3,101.30 miles of track for the

kinds of motive power. Their totalpassengers in 1907 was 7,441,114,508, roads when completed.

An interesting feature of the re- as compared with 4.774,211,904 in outstanding capitalization had a par

port is the comparative summary for 1902, the per cent. of increase being value of $ 232,298,844.

1907 and 1902, in which it is shown 55.9. The number of transfer pas

that the total number of operating and sengers in 1907 was 1,995,658,101 , THE REASON FOR LARGER CARS

lessor companies in the United States and in 1902 it was 1,062,403,392, the The use of electricity has made it

in 1907 was 1236 and in 1902, 987, increase amounting to 87.8 per cent possible to increase the size of the pas

the per cent . of increase being 25.2 The number of " free" passengers in senger cars , which accounts for the

The operating companies in 1907 1907 was 96,308,157. The statistics of fact that there was , from 1902 to

numbered 945 and in 1902, 817, an 1902 furnish no figures of this kind . 1907, an increase in the total number

increase of 15.7 per cent. The lessor The number of fare passengers per of only 16.1 per cent . The truth of

companies in 1907 numbered 291 and mile of track in 1907 was 216,522, and this is evidenced by the fact that the

in 1902, 170, the per cent . of increase in 1902 it was 212,217, the per cent. of increase in the number of fare pas

being 71.2. increase being 2. sengers, 55.9 per cent . from 1902 to

In 1907 the total number of miles of The car mileage, including pas- 1907, was much greater than the cor

line , by which is meant length of first senger, express , freight, mail , etc., in responding increase in the number of

main track or roadbed, was 25,547.19, 1907 was 1,617.731,300, as compared cars .

as compared with 16,645.34 in 1902, with 1,144,430,466 in 1907, an in- The amount reported in 1907 as

the per cent . of increase being 53.5 . crease of 41.4 per cent . cost of construction and equipment is

The total number of miles of track, In 1907 the number of power houses more than nine times as great as in

meaning the total length of all track- was 829, as against 805 in 1902, the 1890 and over one and two- thirds as

age, including sidings, was 34,403.56 increase representing 3 per cent. great as the total for 1902.

in 1907, as against 22,576.99 in 1902, The steam and gas engines and

the per cent . of increase amounting to water wheels used in generating the PASSENGER -SERVICE INCOME PROPOR

52.4. Of the total number of miles of electricity were reported as having TION .

track , those operated by electricity in 2,476,479 h.p. in 1907 as compared The income from passenger service

1907 numbered 34,059.69 and in 1902, with 1,349,211 in 1902, an increase of formed 99 per cent . of the total in

21,907.59. The per cent . of increase 1,127,268 h.p., or 83.6 per cent . come from operation in 1890 , but this

was 55.5 . The trackage operated by The kilowatt capacity of dynamos proportion decreased to 94.5 per cent .

animal power in 1907 was 136.11 and in 1907 was 1,723,416, and in 1902, in 1902 and to 91.4 per cent. in 1907 .

in 1902, 259.10. The per cent of de- 898,362, an increase of 91.8 per cent . The percentage that the income from

crease amounted to 47.5 . The track- The gross income of the operating sources other than operation formed

age operated by cable in 1907 was companies in 1907 was $ 429,744,254 of the gross income was 1.2 per cent .

61.71 and in 1902, 240.69, the per and in 1902 it was $ 250,504,627, an for both 1902 and 1890 , and by 1907

cent. of decrease being 74.4. The increase of 71.6 per cent. The operat- it increased to 2.7 per cent .



Some Problems in Power Transmission

H. W. BUCK

TOWERS ference in requirements. In order to Probably the most important and

The rise in the price of wood and reduce the height of towers, since radical improvement which has taken

the reduction in the cost of fabricated their cost increases almost as the place in recent years in power trans

structural steel has naturally led to square of the height , the conductor mission has been the development and

the substitution of steel towers for the must be drawn up to the maximum introduction as a commercial success

old wooden poles on many lines. Such possible tension. This has eliminated of the so -called suspension insulator

steel construction enables higher sup- the use of soft-drawn metal for con- construction. It superseded the pin

ports to be used and consequently ductors and has necessitated the de- type almost immediately for the very

longer spans with the resulting econ- velopment of commercial hard - drawn high voltage lines and now is standard

omies . Steel supports also eliminate copper and aluminum of very high for voltages above about 80,000 . Its

the fire risk, which is one advantage . elastic limit. The long span also re- advantages and its successful perform

The question of depreciation in a steel quires the stringing of the wire with ance have been definitely established

tower, due to corrosion, even if gal- the greatest care with accurate ob- on a number of important transmis

vanized , has , however, not yet been servations as to temperature and ten- sion systems already in operation.

definitely determined , for most tower sion . The suspension insulator requires a

lines have been in service for only a The high-working stress in con- higher tower than the equivalent pin

few years . If the steel legs of the ductors necessary in modern long- insulator. This is a disadvantage, but

tower are installed directly in the span lines has introduced new me- it is offset by the simplificationof the

ground it is questionable whether the chanical problems in insulator, joint crossarm possible with the suspension

life of this part of the tower will be crossarm designs. Furthermore , the insulator and the elimination of tor

any longer than that of a wooden pole . conductor is stressed so near to its sion on the arms and head of the

The strength of a tower with its legs elastic limit at times of low tempera- tower.

in the ground is also uncertain , since ture and high wind that a short- circuit The hardware used in connection

the quality of the soil varies to such on the line is almost certain to burn it with the suspension insulators of vari

an extent . If the legs of the towers enough to cause it to part from reduc- ous forms is not altogether satisfac

are concreted in the ground the tower tion in cross section. When a con- tory, and there is a field for develop

is greatly strengthened and corrosion ductor does part under these condi- ment and improvement here .

is practically eliminated, but the cost tions , the high initial tension is likely

per tower installed is thereby in some to cause considerable damage to ad- INSTALLATION OF CONDUCTORS.

cases as much as doubled . Unless , jacent insulators, cross -arms, etc. , Where pin insulators are used the

therefore, the amount of power trans
from recoil. usual method of construction consists

mitted is very large, so that the cost A further difficulty in the case of in drawing the conductor up to ten

per horse power of the line is reduced, very long spans has resulted from sion over the top of the crossarms or

steel tower construction is almost pro- vibration of the conductor and its through the groove in the top of the

hibitive in cost.* crystallization and ultimate breakage insulator. Since each pin insulator is

In order to reduce this cost it is at the point of attachment. In such a fixed point on the line the conductor

common practice to make the smaller cases it has been found necessary to when up to tension can be tied in at

members of the tower not more than make the attachment more or less any insulator and fixed until the next

one-eighth inch in thickness. The life flexible. The suspension type of in- few spans are drawn up, and so on .

of steel members of this small sec- sulator is specially favorable for this With suspension insulators the method

tion , even if galvanized , has yet to be reason . is not so simple . Usually the wire is

determined , although the results on The economical span length for slung in snatch -blocks, one hungfrom

windmill towers are encouraging. steel construction under present con- each crossarm and a mile or so of con

ditions ranges from about 300 ft. as ductors drawn up to tension . The

SPANS a minimum to 750 ft. maximum , de- cable is then fixed to some tower with

The lengthening of the span on pending upon a large variety of con- an auxiliary clamp. After this opera

transmission lines has been an obvious ditions peculiar to each line . It is imditions peculiar to each line. It is im- tion it is necessary to transfer the

result of the introduction of steel possible to give any formula express- cable from each snatch -block to the

towers . It reduces the number of in- ing the proper economical span length suspension clamp on each insulator ,

sulators and consequently the oppor- for a given line, since so many vari- and ultimately the auxiliary clamp

tunity for break-downs, and has other ables enter into the equation. must be removed. This extra labor

advantages , but the lengthening of the involved puts the suspension insulator

span has introduced other difficulties. INSULATORS. at a disadvantage in cost of construc
With the old - fashioned short -span Up to about 60,000 volts the stand- tion . There are possibilities for im

construction common on wooden pole ard type of pin insulator construction provement here, especially in training

lines the question of sag and strength gives very satisfactory results. With linemen to this special work, which is

of conductor was of very little im- the rise in transmission voltage above new to most of them. Experience is

portance. Lines could be installed this figure , however, mechanical diffi- specially necessary for the tying-in

slack , using soft -drawn conductors culties are encountered due to the conductors at dead -end insulators

and strains on insulators, and sup- large size of pin insulator required.large size of pin insulator required. where the operation is quite compli
ports could be reduced to a minimum . The cost of this type of insulator in- cated.

Conductors on this account seldom creases nearly as the cube of increase There has been considerable discus

broke. The sag was small in any in voltage , above 60,000 volts, and the sion as to the best method of securing

case , and a foot or so more or less necessary height of the pin imposes conductors on suspension insulator

made very little difference. With long tensional strains the crossarm lines. Probably the most satisfactory

spans, however, there is a radical dif- which are objectionable. is to place at regular intervals along

* N. E. L. A. , 1910.

on
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the line, one mile or so apart, extra tion with suspension insulators can be 8650 kilovolt-amperes. This requires

strong towers where dead-end insul- increased to almost any desired extent a very considerable generator capacity

ators can be installed and the line without involving prohibitive difficul- to operate the line even at no load .

fixed at these points. These towers ties, there seems to be no reason in the This charging current magnetizes the

should be strong enough to withstand insulator itself why much higher volt- generator field so that the voltage will

any strain likely to occur on the line. ages should not give satisfactory re- automatically build itself up until a

The intermediate towers should be sults. There are,however, other con- condition of high saturation in the

equipped with suspension insulators , siderations which will probably limit generators is reached . In order ,

but with the conductor clamped there- line voltage to approximately 100,000 therefore, to maintain normal voltage

to so that it can slip through in case volts for some time to come. The in- under these conditions the generator

of breakage . The intermediate towers sulation of the line itself is a much direct - current field must be cut out

need then be only just strong enough easier problem than that of transform- almost entirely .almost entirely . The combination is

to carry the actual weight of the con- ers, lightning arresters and substation highly unstable. As the load comes

ductors and to resist the overturning equipment, and these devices cannot on, if it is inductive , such as induction

moment, across the line, due to wind. be considered entirely satisfactory motors, the line-charging current may

At angles dead -end insulators should, even at 100,000 volts in the present be neutralized or the power - factor

of course, be used with extra strong state of the art . may actually show lagging current as

towers . Oil switches become of enormous a resultant. The generator fields must

Italian engineers carried this prin- proportion at this voltage and involve then be strengthened to a point which

the use of large quantities of oil under on the no -load saturation curve of the

conditions where the fire risk is con- machines would correspond to a volt

siderable. Furthermore, the spacing age much above normal. Assume then

necessary between phases at 100,000 that some circuit breaker on the sys

volts is so great that substation build- tem opens up, cutting off a large

ings are necessarily very large and ex- block of energy load and also part of

pensive. It is questionable whether the compensating lagging current; the

the economy in conductor cost in a resultant current at the generators im

voltage raise from 100,000 volts to mediately changes from lag to lead,

150,000 volts would not be more than the line-charging current again pre

offset by the increased cost of insul- dominating, and the generator voltage

ator towers , substations and operating may rise as much as 50 per cent . This

equipment. There are other problems serious rise in voltage is caused by

incident to the very high line voltages momentary speed rise due to reduction

which have not yet been solved . The in load , armature reaction due to

line-charging current is a serious ele change from lag to lead, and in ad

ment on long lines even at 100,000 dition there is the boost of voltage

volts, and the atmospheric discharge over the line inductance due to the

loss increases rapidly above this volt- leading current . Other power users on

age. The spacing between conductors the system which remain connected to

for the latter reason will have to be the lines under these conditions will

largely increased as the voltage goes suffer from the disturbance.

up,and it will probably be necessary This problem in regulation can be

to artificially increase the diameter of solved only by the installation of shunt

conductor to reduce the discharge loss. inductance placed at intervals along

This will increase the wind strains on the line permanently connected there

towers and increase their cost . to, and so adjusted as to neutralize

It is probable that 100,000 to the line-charging current regardless

110,000 volts is as high a voltage as is of conditions in the various receiver

justified on a large commercial scale circuits. If it becomes necessary to

under the state of the art as it is at neutralize the lagging currents of the

the moment. It would be well for receiver circuits , rotary condensers

electrical engineers to be conservative should be installed , which operate

in this regard in the best interests of very satisfactorily. It is not feasible ,

permanent advancement , since a too however, to neutralize the lagging cur

ciple to anextreme several years ago rapid rise in line voltage applied com- rents in the received circuits with the

by using flexible towers asinterme- mercially is certain to result in un- line -charging current if good line

diate supports. The arrangement has
foreseen difficulties and unsatisfactory regulation is required, since one is a

special merit in connection with sus

pension insulators, and has recently
service which can only retard legiti- constant and the other is a variable .

mate development.

been taken up actively in this country . FREQUENCY

It gives promise of economy, espe
REGULATION While 60 cycles does not compare

cially from the viewpoint of cost of

tower assembly and erection .
Voltage regulation under the vari- favorably with 25 cycles for line con

able load on very long high voltage ditions alone , on account of the in

lines cannot be considered satisfactory creased charging current and induc

VOLTAGE.
under present conditions. This is due tive drop at the higher frequency, 60

The success with suspension insul- principally to the great inductive drop cycles is coming into more general

ators on the recent 100,000 -volt lines and the excessive charging current , use on the large transmission systems.

in this country has been remarkable, both of which are exaggerated at 60both of which are exaggerated at 60 This is due somewhat to the necessity

and such lines have actually given cycles. For instance, the wattless of operating in conjunction with exist

less insulator trouble than the early leading current in a 100,000- volt, 60- ing plants ; but there is justification

20,000 - volt lines when they were first cycle , single- circuit line 150 miles in for it in the reduced cost and size of

installed. Since the degree of insula- length is approximately 50amperes or the transformers, which are large and
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expensive in any case at high voltages . has an additional mechanical advan- radical developments and probably

One of the strong arguments formerly tage in tying all the towers together some new discoveries . The complica

used in favor of 25 cycles for trans- and an added electrical use in connect- tions now necessary for the generation

mission is its benefit in rotary con- ing all the towers so that all must be and utilization of high -voltage direct

verter operation. On account of poor at the same potential. If it is then current are such that its general adop
voltage regulation, however, it is no necessary to work on a conductor on tion would not be commercially prac

longer usual practice to install con- the line, this conductor can be ticable .

verters on long lines , since the inde- grounded to any tower and brought

pendent voltage control of the motor- thereby to the same potential with

generator set is required . Further- every tower, so that work can be

more, the general adoption of 25 safely carried on without danger from
cycles for single -phase railway oper- shock.

ation does not look as probable as it

did a few years ago ; so that greater RELIABILITY OF SERVICE

advantages for overhead work seem

to be in the 60 -cycle system . Where
As long as overhead transmission

extensive underground cable networks
lines exist , as they are under the pres

are involved 25 cycles is desirable in
ent state of the art, occasional inter

orderto reduce the cable eddycurrent ruptions to service will necessarily

and dielectric losses and to lessen the
occur. It is better to recognize this

charging current.
and make provision to reduce the

duration of interruption. An inter

ruption once or twice a year, lasting
LIGHTNING ARRESTERS

a few minutes, will cause very little

Good progress has been made in inconvenience even to the most exact

lightning arresters through the devel- ing public utility . The real problem

opment of the electrolytic type. If a
in satisfactory service is to design

disturbance takes place on a line caus switching arrangements and provide

ing a wave of high voltage the electro- spare circuits and apparatus so that

lytic arrester allows the surge to pass
when trouble does occur it can be

through it satisfactorily and absorb its located rapidly , cut out and service re

energy. Under these conditions the sumed at once . Resumption of service

dynamic current does not follow and should never wait upon repairs .

the 'arrester is not overheated . If, One of the most important elements

however, the actual voltage on the line in case of trouble is effective tele ARTHUR S. HUEY

rises for reasons previously discussed , . phonic communication between the

the arrester breaks down and the cur- various parts of the transmission sys

rent which passes is actually dynamic tem . The practice lately has been to Arthur S. Huey is vice -president in
current flowing at the higher voltage, reinove telephone wires entirely from

and here the heat generated in the transmission towers , so that they will charge of the department of operation

electrolyte is apt to cause an explosion not be subject to trouble from the and management of H. M. Byllesby &

with consequent ejection of liquid, oil , high-tension conductors. This is espe- Company at Chicago . Mr. Huey was

etc. , and permanent damage to the cially necessary on the very high volt born in Minneapolis, August 17 , 1862.
disk units. age lines because of static induction .

It is not likely that lightning itself The latter is more difficult to satis
Early in life he became connected

will be as troublesome at 100,000 volts factorily eliminate than magnetic in
with the sales department of the Gen

and over as it is on the lower voltage duction , which can usually be over- eal Electric Company and its prede

systems. The insulation of the entire come by transposition. cessors in the northwest. He sold

transmission system is so high that the The largest field for future evolu- much of the first heavy electrical ma

potentials due to lightning are not so tion in powertransmission is toward chinery used in Minnesota and adjoin

likely to cause a puncture , and a point high -voltage direct current . Its ad

should ultimatelybe reached whereall vantagesover alternating current from
ing States . In 1902 Mr. Huey became

the apparatus will have sufficient in the standpoint of the line itself would associated with H. M. Byllesby &

sulation to be practically lightning- be very great. The effective voltage Company, and both he and that organ
proof. Arresters are really more for would coincide with the maximum , ization have achieved remarkable suc

protection from so-called surges than and the insulator problem would be re

from lightning. Even these should be duced 30 per cent. The number of
cess . In addition to the engineering

reduced as line voltages go up, since conductors would be reduced to at
business, Byllesby & Company now

the reaction due to any sudden change most two, and possibly one with operate and manage gas , electric and

in line current is proportional to the grounded return would be satisfac- street railway properties in 45 Amer

square of the line current. The higher tory. Line changing current and self- ican cities and towns. Mr. Huey is

the voltage, of course , the less the induction would cease to exist and the
president of the Ottumwa Railway &

current for a given power, so that the question of power- factor would be

tendency should be to lessen disturb- eliminated .
&The whole problem of Light Co., El Reno Gas & Electric

ances . power transmission would be vastly Co. , Consumers Power Company of

simplified and costs would be reduced Minnesota, Fort Smith Light & Trac

GUARD WIRE

for construction. Such a development tion Co. , and vice -president of the

The steel guard wire installed along would undoubtedly double the prac- Muskogee Gas & Electric Co., Okla

the top of many recent transmission ticable transmission distance. This,
homa Gas & Electric Co. , San Diego

lines has given promising results, and however, is not a problem in power

the general opinion is that it is a bene- transmission , but one in electro -mag
Cons. Gas & Elec . Co., Mobile Elec

fit as a protection from lightning. It netic machinery, and it would involve tric Company, Enid Electric & Gas Co.



Commercialism in the Central Station

By ARTHUR S. HUEY

Vice-President H. M. Byllesby & Co. , Chicago , Ill .

a

The central station industry has Aspirations so devised either have Usually composed of men more or less

suffered too long from lack of the been blasted or reformed so thor- unfamiliar with practical utility op

genuine commercial spirit . oughly that their authors could not eration, it has been necessary for the

The real commercial spirit is to sup- recognize them . commissions to study the conditions

ply the needs of the public as perfectly
We used to think that the conditions very carefully in the attempt to do jus

as possible. which make the central station com- tice. Not a single state commission

It is along these lines that central pany naturally and essentially has yet failed to be impressed with the

station management has shown its monopoly were bulwarks of pro- chief claims of operating companies

greatest weakness. tection . and to base its decisions upon broad

There has been no lack of invention Most of us are now convinced, I recognition of many principles which

and improvement in the electrical art . believe, that these conditions are in companies vainly have tried to have
Thousands of men have labored suc- the nature of a two-edged sword. the people understand.

cessfully to cheapen , popularize and They are every bit as much an ele- Obviously utility commissions may

multiply the uses of electrical energy .* ment of danger as they are an element be good or bad , ormay be neither. So

In many instances operating com- of security . may the courts ; so may every depart

panies have failed lamentably in car- Your live manufacturer or mer- ment of government, and it makes lit

rying out their part of the task - in chant succeeds because he contrives tle difference what style of govern

educating the consumer to the proper to please the public a trifle better than ment is in vogue. We might as well

and wide-spread employment of the his competitors. So does the pros- tremble at the name of a thousand

products of the inventor and manu- perous theatrical manager ; the win- imaginary dangers as to regard the

facturer. ning politician. They exist in their re- tendencytoward governmental regula

Instead of the judicious cultivation spective callings because they make a tion of utilities with dread and appre

of the use of electrical energy by the business of satisfying the consumer hension .

public, too many operating companies and constituent.

have contented themselves with simply CO - OPERATIVE EFFECT VERSUS EXPLOIT

offering service and letting it go at PUBLIC OPINION AND STATE COMMIS ATION.

that.
SIONS. With all proper regard for the sensi

I do not mean to say that all com- bilities of others, I am a believer in

MUST STUDY PEOPLE'S NEEDS. panies have gone to sleep on their arms plain speaking . I believe in admitting

The endeavor to-day should not be and remained comatose until the storm that things are wrong, when they are

to search for excuses for wrong con- of adverse public sentiment breaks like wrong, in order that curative measures

ditions, but to probe into the demands a thunderclap . may be applied without loss of time.

and needs of the consumer and to an
Hundreds of operating companies With far too many central station

ticipate constantly what he wants and are now straining every nerve to do companies things have always been

can buy advantageously ; also to let everything which can reasonably be wrong on the commercial side of the

him know about it . expected of them . They are searching business. Indifferent management has

This commercialism in the central the highways and byways for means been to blame — the kind of manage

station is the force which will do as to satisfy the public . And these ment which permitted progress to

much as anything else to make popu efforts are meeting with public recog- overtake and pass it and to put it hope

lar the central station corporation . nition, although complete apprecia- lessly out of the running.

The hostility and prejudice against tion is a plant of slow growth . How many managers are at the head

utility companies throughout the coun- In communities where companies of establishments which are pointed

try is largely undeserved . It is caused have exerted themselves to render full out to visitors in showing them the

by a great deal of misunderstanding value to consumers and have made good points of a city ? How many

and a percentage of truth . some shift toward educating the pub- central stations are properties where

The percentage of truth runs from lic to the facts underlying the central strangers are taken as a matter of

zero to proportions in rare instances, station business, the public is awaken- course in the endeavor to demonstrate

which I hesitate to estimate . ing to a new sense of justice toward the progressiveness and prosperity of

It is absurd to blame the agitators utility corporations.
the community ?

and the disgruntled and avaricious for People are realizing more than ever You know the answer as well as I

everything. Some of our ills origi- before that there are two sides to these do. It is " very few .”

nate in ourselves, and the apex of folly questions; that the public owes as This is a true statement, despite the

is to ignore our own shortcomings. many obligations to a progressive pub- fact that our central station companies

I venture the assertion that at least lic service organization as the corpora- frequently represent the heaviest

75 per cent. of public ill -feeling against tion owes to the public. single corporate investment in the city.

utility organizations has been caused I regret any opposition to the grow- As such our companies should play

by the failure of operating companies ing tendency toward the creation of active parts in the whole commercial

to take pains to please their customers. state commissions empowered with structure of the municipality. They

I am quite sure that numerous pio- regulatory authority over utility com- should be made attractive physically,

neers in the central station industry panies. Personally, I welcome this admirable from the point of efficiency
,

launched their enterprises with the movement, because I see in it great and court the voluntary declaration

idea that all they had to do was to opportunities for good to public and from every citizen that “ Our town has

install some machinery, string wires corporations alike . one of the best electric companies in

on poles , connect up stores and dwell- So far, state utility commissions the country.”

ings — and take in money. have proved mighty educative forces . No words are strong enough to de
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nounce the central station management We can do this only by exerting our able operation of the properties as

which regards the community it serves best resources to meet the needs of they already exist.

as a mere field for exploitation — as a consumers in the most efficient, pains- The task laid upon the business end

mere machine for the coining of elec- taking and beneficial way. of the industry is very difficult. It

tric service into dollars . An attitude For competition's sake, let us com- calls for fully as much brain power as

like this will wreck any utility organi- bat the wrong economic theories of do the professional departments, de
zation . the socialistically inclined , the twisted manding a kind of ability just as spe

The commercial field of a public facts and theories of fanatics and the cial in its features as that demanded by

service company represents an oppor- assaults of our personal enemies , and engineering.

tunity to market a product. The act do our best to win . It seems to me far more important

of supplying the demand enhances the And winning in this kind of compe- that the manager be a good man of

entire value of the community. As the tition , just as in any other, will come business than a good electrical en

community becomes more attractive it by using our brains and taking pains. gineer.

grows and develops , and as this change The time has come to quit regard- If the two capacities can be com

takes place , the value of the marketing the public as a general nuisance, bined in one man, the acquisition is

increases. and instead to treat all consumers with highly desirable. Usually the two

In other words, the central station is the confidence and respect common to kinds of special ability are not so com

a part of the economic scheme of the ordinary business transactions .
bined.

modern city. Logically, it should The consumer with a complaint The professional point of view often

profit in proportion to the co -opera- should not be regarded as a fool or a fails to appreciate vital elements which

tive value it returns to the community. crook . He should be accepted as a the man of affairs grasps instinctively.

part of the day's work to be dealt with As a rule , the professional mind is

SHOULD PARTICIPATE IN MUNICIPAL as cheerfully and as carefully as the not well suited to dealing with the pub

ACTIVITIES. most persuasive effort of the new lic in purely business transactions

The central station does far more business department . and dealing with the public is one of

than most other commercial influence the largest and hardest of the man

to build up cities and to fill them with RESPONSIBILITIES LAID UPON THE COM- ager's problems.

peole, industries and wealth . MERCIAL DEPARTMENT.

A prevalent notion that utility com- Those who contribute most to the WHAT THE CENTRAL STATION MAN

panies do little or nothing to create the commongood should be most liberally AGER OUGHT TO BE.

prosperity which occasionally comes to paid . To encourage development, Permit me to quote from a recent

them is absolutely wrong . We can there should be a dependable system address which I made to the managers

afford to spend a good deal of time of compensation . and heads of departments of the H. M.

and money eradicating this idea. No one knows the extent to which Byllesby Companies:

Even companies which seem to fol- electricity will go in the saving of “ The ideal manager should be a man

low reluctantly in the wake of local manual labor, the conservation of fuels who understands the public better than

development rather than to participate and the cheapening of light and power the best politician in his city ; a man

in and stimulate the communities' and heat in their most convenient and who is versed in practical modern so

activities , contribute heavily in the adaptable forms. ciology, and who understands, not only

general development. To carry out the destiny of eleć- big financial matters and large busi

A central station company and its tricity , we need the talent of the great- ness ideas, but the lives of the people

officers, however, should be in the very est number of brilliant minds which as well.

front rank of the wide -awake indi- can be induced to enter the profession. " Our properties are usually the

viduals and corporations who are They must give up many years in largest single industry in the commu

planning and striving for municipal preparation. If the best men are to nity . It is fitting that our managers

advancement. They should lead and be secured for the technical advance- should take a position among the lead

point the way. They should employ ment of our cause they must be guar- ing men of the city.

their talents in helping to solve the anteed substantial rewards in propor- “ The manager should have the

common problems confronting their tion to their success . widest possible local acquaintance, and

municipality It is the duty of those entrusted with particularly should hebe in close touch

An operating company has no busi- commercial responsibilities of the cen- with the leaders of thought, business

ness skulking along and courting pri- tral station industry to see that this and progress in his community. He

vacy. Wehave no right to ask the pub- guarantee is offered. They must make should study the city, its people and its

lic to “ Let us alone.' Our business is the business uniformly profitable if prospects and its needs with unceasing

the public's to a large extent, and the they hope to assemble the funds which vigilance.

public's business is our business in the will reward inventive effort properly " The ideal utility manager should

same measure, no matter what we may by the quick and universal application bebe an integral part of the city ; in

say or do . of improved apparatus and methods. sympathy with the aspirations of the

A central station organization can Only by following such a course different groups of which it is com

do far more good for itself lined up successfully can men in charge of the posed and foremost among the plan

with the commercial clubs, the boards commercial side of electric under ners for municipal advancement.

of trade and similar broad gauge takings fill their true obligations to the “ Of political entanglements he
bodies than it can fraternizing with public. should keep free . In all local quarrels

peanut politicians and wasting valu- This line of reasoning, repeated, is and controversies he must maintain a

able time in the attempt to manipulate as follows : The public is the party neutral attitude, keeping always in

political machinery. most benefited by improvements in the mind the principle that it is his duty

One of our most imperative duties electric art and lessening the cost of to serve the whole community to the

is to prove that the lack of direct service. Improved and cheaper sery- best of his ability.

competition in the central station in- ice can be obtained only by holding out " Too often have I gone into one of

dustry does not result in non -pro- high premiums to inventors, engineers our local offices and found the manager

gressiveness nor to the disadvantage and manufacturers. These premiums pouring over diagrams , charts and

vi the consumers. are made possible through the profit- figures at his desk, when his time
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should have been employed to far bet- public with electric service is a task
Dofinitions *

ter advantage in dealing with broad in which we expect a continual suc- Ampere-Hour Meter - An instru

problems of policy and management . cession of smiles and kind words and ment giving the total time integral of

“Too many times I have found man- sweet thoughts showered upon our op the amperes .

agers busy tinkering with some erating companies ? The complaints, Auto Balancer - An auto trans

weighty mechanical problem , such as the misunderstandings
and a certain former for equalizing the load or volt

the color which meters should be proportion of ill-nature are simply age when a three, or more, wire cir
painted, while important questions of parts of the game, to be looked upon cuit is derived from a two -wire circuit .

public policy were being totally as every -day business problems and to Auto Transformer - A transformer
neglected. be handled without heat or hysteria. in which a part of the primary wind

Managers should be men who can ing is used as the secondary winding,
see over their desk-tops , and who re- VIEWS FUTURE WITH ENCOURAGE- or conversely.

fuse to let their imagination be ob Block Rate - Method of charging

scured and their activities paralyzed It is far easier to find the man of for electric service at different succes

by annoying trivialities. They should professional training to handle techprofessional training to handle tech- sive rates per kilowatt -hour consumed,

not be hampered with mechanical and nical emergencies than it is to discover each successive rate applying only to a

professional details for which they the individual combining the gifts of corresponding successive block or

should have competent technical men the executive and the diplomat — the quantity of the total current purchased

to handle. man who can succeed in popularizing during the period covered ; as an ex;

" To get into the heart of his busi- his institution against overwhelming ample, during each month 10 kilowatt

ness, a utility manager must know a odds . hours or less at 15 cents per kilowatt

good deal about financial affairs. He There is a sharp difference between hour . The next 10 kilowatt-hours

must be able to plan years ahead and the kind of ability which does things over the first are charged for at 12

to weigh and consider various ques- behind closed doors with the aid of cents per kilowatt -hour. All current

tions of financing and expenditure. science and the kind of ability which in excess of the foregoing 20 kilowatt

He should understand the terms and satisfies the multitudinous demands, hours is charged for at 10 cents per

meaning of a trust deed, for instance, needs and prejudices of a large num- kilowatt-hour.

and should know the best plans for ber of people. Choke Coil - A reactance used in

securing additional capital to develop It does not follow that , because a connection with lightning arresters

the properties." man is equipped mentally so that he and placed in series with the line to

These are a few of the things I told can construct a great central station be protected

our own managers, and I meant every property , he is the right man to man- Capacity Factor - Ratio of the sta

word of it. age the property and to make the un- tion output in kilowatt-hours to the

I have been amazed, disheartened dertaking a commercial success . maximum capacity of the station in
and discouraged time and again with Let managers keep themselves free kilowatts.

the narrowness and inefficiency of men from petty details, particularly tech- Compensated Alternator-A sep

who posed as managers of utility prop- nical details. They should organize arately excited alternator, which auto

erties. I have found them railing at their force so this can be possible. matically compensates for the drop in

men and conditions when they them- Their first duty should be to popular voltage in its armature, or in its arma

selves were the biggest pessimists and ize the company, and to see that it ture or the line , by sending around its

the worst croakersin the community. occupies the position in the community field a rectified portion of the main

I have observed them sitting like ugly which it deserves, both as a right and current, or of the current derived

frogs on a log, bewailing the stateof as an obligation. from a series transformer in the main

the public mind and the cussedness It has become a considerable prob- circuit..

of the consumer, letting their property lem how to obtain managers and Converter - A dynamo -electric ma

go to pieces and their services de- commercial department heads for elec- chine having one armature and one

teriorate, creatures of weak and tric properties-- men who possess the field for converting alternating cur

shameless despair. executive skill , the tact and the breadth rent to direct current, or direct cur

What is more natural but that peo- of view necessary for the positions. rent to alternating current . The term

ple join in throwing the handiest ob- My personal view of the future is to be preceded by the words " alter

jects at the croaker ? The impulse is very hopeful and encouraging. The nating current-direct current" ( A.C.
human and common . The people have fact that a " Commercial Day" has D.C. ) or " direct current" ( D.C. ) .

no use for the men or the manage- been set aside by the National Electric Constant- ( 1) Of an electrical in

ment filled with bitterness and in- Light Association is a splendid indica- strument is that quantity which used

efficiency - devoid of energetic action tion of the change which is taking as a factor with indications of instru

and confidence in the future. place in the methods of central station ments gives results in the desired unit .

I recognize the fact that in the management toward the public. ( 2 ) Of a watt-hour meter is 3600 X

smaller plants the manager must per- During the last year much educa- watt-hours passing through the cir

form many duties not enumerated in tional advertising work has been done cuit during one revolution of the

my partial conception of the ideal by operating companies . A large pro- meter disc .

manager, yet between the technical de portion of it has been effective; none Corrective Motor - A synchronous

tail and the question of public rela- without value. motor running either idle or under

tions , my advice is to take care of the Scores of new business departments load, whose field charge may be varied

question of public relations first, for have been created and equipped within so as to modify the power -factor of

it is by far the most important. a short time. the circuit to which it is connected or

It is wholesome for us to tryto see Both these movements go to show through such modification to also in

our faults as others see them . Try to the tendency to inject the genuine fluence the voltage of the circuit this(

get the other person's point of view . commercial spirit into operating com- term is proposed instead of the term

Let us stop complaining when we our- panies ; to meet the people a little more " rotating condenser" ).

selves are to blame . than halfway and to put ourselves in Demand — Demand is a load speci
Are any of us so foolish as to im- tune with existing industrial and so- fied , contracted for or used , expressed

agine that the business of serving the ciological conditions. in terms of power aş K.W. or P.

*N . A. E. L. , 1910 .
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Demand Factor - Unless otherwise ternating -current generator or a ma- should be stated in terms which leave

specified, demand factor shall be the chine constructed like an induction no opportunity for error , and wher
maximum ' connected kilowatts of motor. In the former case the term is ever possible should be stated in kilo

capacity divided into the actual kilo- to be preceded by the words " motor watts. Unless specified, it shall al

watts of demand, and expressed in generator," and in the latter case by ways mean absolutely the greatest

terms of per cent. the word “ induction ." actual maximum demand. If the

Demand Rate-The price, or part Fuse - Electric - A conductor de
greatest actual maximum demand is

of the price, of power charged for the signed to melt or fuse at a certain not intended, but it is intended to ex

demand as designated for the price value of current and time and by so press the greatest maximum demand

paid for the kilowatt -hour consump- doing to rupture the circuit. for a given day or a given minute,
tion . Gem Lamp- An incandescent lamp then it shall be so stated .

Discriminating Rate - A rate which using a carbon filament, which has a Marimon Constantaneous Demand

does not give the same price to two positive temperature coefficient or re- The highest load reached as measured
or more customers, when all other sistance.

by indicating or recording instruments
conditions are equal. High Frequency - A frequency so at any moment.

Differential Rate - A rate consist- high that Ohm's Law does not apply Marimum Simultaneous Demand

ing of two opposed factors ; one tend- even approximately. A maximum simultaneous demand

ing to give a high rate and the other Hydro-Electric System - An elec- shall be used to express the greatest

tending to give a low rate. tric system with generator driven by absolute aggregate sum of certain in

Dispersion Factor — The factor ap- water-power. dividual demands, such as

plied to light intensity after dispersion, Induction Generator - A machine ( a ) Customers,

which gives the intensity if the dis- similar to the induction motor, but ( b) Classes of customers,

persion agent were removed. driven as an alterating current gen- ( c ) Classes of current,

Diversity Factor - Diversity factor erator. and all rules made to define maximum

shall be used to express the relation Induction Starter - A device used demand shall apply to simultaneous

between the simultaneous demand of in starting induction motors, convert- maximum demand.

all individual customers and the sum ers , etc. ( when they are started by Momentary Peak -- The highest

of the maximum demand made by voltage control), consisting of an auto average load carried during any fif
these customers ; the sum of the max- transformer in connection with a suit- teen seconds of a specified period.

imum demand of the customers, no able switching device .
Moonlight Schedule - A schedule of

matter at what time they occurred Inductor Alternator - An alternat- burning hours for lamps which are

divided into the simultaneous greatest ing-current generator in whose arma not lighted when the moon shines.

maximum demand when expressed in ture windings the main magnetic flux Non -Peak Rate-See " Off -Peak

per cent. will give the diversity factor. pulsates but neverreverses. Rate. "
Effective Demand - The demand Instantaneous Peak—The highest

Off -Peak Rate-A rate conditioned

taken at the time of the system's great- value reached by the quantity under on the non -use of service during speci
est maximum. consideration as measured by some de

fied hours of central- station peak - load.
Effective Load - Factor - The mean- vice which indicated high actual value

Operating Time-Factor_The ratio
ing suggested is the main load of a of the quantity at every moment.

of the number of hours of operation
part of a system determined by the Insulator- Electric — A body or

load at the time of the system's maxi- substance which offers such resistance
to the number of hours in the interval

considered . This can best be fixed by
mum . This value would be infinity if to the passage of electric current that
the service were off at the time of the it is used to prevent the passage of

an example : There are 8760 hours in

If a given shop operates
system's maximum as in the case of current.

ten hours a day, for 300 days in a
non -peak service . The term "effective Intensified Arc Lamp - A term used

demand ” is suggested as a substitute. for an arc lamp, with one of the car year, it may be said to have an operat

Equalising Rings — Rings connected bons of small diameter to give a large ingfactor of 34.11 per cent.
Operating Time Load -Factor- The

to equi-potential points of multiple- current density per unit of arc, on
wound armature to equalize the volt- which the arc plays to thereby in

load - factor considered only during the

age between the brushes. tensify the light. time of operation . This can also best

Feeder--An electric circuit, used to Leakage Reactance_That portion be defined by example , and would be

supply power to a station or service, of the reactance of any piece of in
used to express the load- factor for the

as distinguished from circuits confined duction apparatus which is due to
running time of a shop. That is , if a

to a single station or used for other stray field . shop operates ten hours a day and 300

purposes than supplying power. Load -Factor The fraction days in a year, the divisor would be

Flaming Arc Lamp - An arc lamp pressed in per cent . , obtained by divid
3000 hours, or such other number of

using carbon electrodes impregnated ing the average load over any given hours,as represented the time of run
with some light-giving material. period of time by the highest average ning instead of the usual divisor of

Flat Rate — Method ofcharging for load for any one minute during the 8760 hours in the year.
electric service only a fixed sum per same period of time.

Peak—The highest average load

month , or per annum , for a specified Load -Factor Rate-A rate based on carried during one minute of any

service, as supplying a certain num load-factor. specified period.

ber of outlets, or up to a certain maxi- Low Tension — A relative term used Peak-Load-The highest average

mum demand without reference to the to designate a winding or conductor load carried during one hour of any

quantity of electricity actually con- of less voltage than that with which it specified period.

sumed. is related or compared. Power - Factor Iudicator - A device

Frequency Changer - A piece of ap- Maximum Demand— Themaximum to indicate the power- factor of an

paratus for changing from one fre- demand may be stated in kilowatts, electric current.

quency to another, consisting of a horse power , 16 -c -p . equivalents, or Primary — That winding of an in

motor driving either an ordinary al- any other term specified, but preferablyany other term specified, but preferably duction motor or of a transformer
Note. - In the case of momentary peak load -factor,

peak -loads, the termsmay be preceded 'or the quali

fying terms “ hourly , " " daily," " monthly ," " year

ly, " etc.

the year .

ex
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which directly receives power. The month 10 kilowatt-hours or less at 15 meter with coils connected to measure

term is to be preceded, in the case of cents per kilowatt-hour. If over 10 volts times current at go degrees from

transformers, by the words " high ' kilowatt-hours and less than 20 kilo- the voltage phase.

voltage” or “ low voltage,” in the case watt-hours are used all are charged

of induction motors by " rotating " or for at 12 cents per kilowatt-hour. If A course of lectures on illuminat

" stationary.” 20 or more kilowatt-hours are regis- ing engineering will be given at

Quantity Increment Rate See tered during the month, all are Johns Hopkins University, October

" Block Rate.” charged for at 10 cents per kilowatt- 26, November 8 , 1910. There will be

Quarter -Phase - A term implying hour. 36 lectures by the ablest men in the

the supplying of power through two Strain Insulator - An insulator used profession . Admission fee will be

circuits. The vector angle of this volt- for the double purpose of taking the $25 plus the laboratory charges.
age is 90 degrees . This term is recom- mechanical strain at bend or at the

mended instead of the term " two- end of a conductor, and also insulat- The Wilmington City Electric Co.

phase.” ing the same electrically. has suffered a loss of $ 50,000 by

Reactance Coil — A coil for produc- Synchronism Indicator - A phase lightning entering the power station .

ing difference of phase or for elimin- indicator. A device for indicating the

ating current. phase relation or the condition of syn- National ElectricLight Associa
tion Officers

Recording Ammeter, Recording chronism between two or more peri

l'oltmeter, Recording WattmeterWattmeter- odic quantities.
The National Electric Light Asso

Instruments which make upon a chart Synchroscope - A synchronizing de
ciation has chosen the following

a continuous record of the value of vice which, in addition to indicating officers : President, Mr. W. W.

quantities they measure. synchronism , shows whether the ma
Freeman , Brooklyn ; first vice -presi

Regenerative Arc Lamp- A flam- chine is synchronized fast or slow . dent, John F. Gilchrist, Chicago ; sec

ing enclosing arc lamp in which the Transformer — A stationary piece of ond vice-president, Frank M. Tait,

products of combustion are circulat- apparatus for transforming , by elec- Dayton ; executive committee, Alex

ing, and brought rapidly in contact tro-magnetic induction, power from ander Dow, Detroit ; H. A.Wagner,

with the arc. The objects accom- one circuit to another, or for chang- Baltimore ; W. C. L. Eglih , Phila

plished thereby are : ing, through such transformation, the delphia ; treasurer, Gen. Geo. H. Har

1. To conserve the heat; values of the electromotive force. ries, Washington ; secretary, T. C.

2. To condense and deposit the Turbo -Generator — A steam turbine Martin . Chas. H. Hodskinson, Bos

solid products of combustion where coupled to an electrical generator. ton, is the newly appointed master of

they will not obstruct the light, and Voltage Regulator – A device for transportation .

3. To exclude the oxygen and util- regulating or varying the voltage of Now Developments in Selectors for

ize rapidly the chemicals in the cir- a circuit. When it consists of a trans Train Dispatching

culating gases. former (whose primary is in shunt to Since the introduction of the tele

Reverse-Current Relay-A relay a circuit and whose secondary is in phone for train dispatching, numer

used on a direct-current circuit, which series with the circuit ) , whose ratio ous selective devices for signaling the

operates when the current flows in the may be varied, the term is to be pre- stations have been proposed and have

direction opposite to the normal direc- ceded by the term “ induction " or been used with more or less success .

tion. " contact,” according as the voltage is The Western Electric Company,

Reverse -Power Relay — A relay varied by changing the amountof mag- which has furnished more than 90 per

which operates when the power in the netic flux between the primary and cent . of the telephone equipment used

circuit flows in the direction opposite the secondary, or by changing the for this service, is now prepared to

to the normal direction . number of turns in the secondary in furnish a selector of its own design

Rotor — The rotating, whether series with the circuit. and manufacture, so that customers

primary or secondary, of any alternat- Voltmeter Compensator - A device can obtain a complete Western Elec

ing -current machine. used in connection with a voltmeter to tric train dispatching equipment.

Secondary_That portion of an in- make it read low by the amount of the The new selector is the simplest

duction motor or of a transformer line drop, and thus cause it to indicate device available for this service. It

which receives power by induction. the voltage delivered at the end of consists of aconsists of a simple step -by - step

The term is to be preceded by the the line or at any other predetermined mechanism with but one contact, and
same words in the case of point of the line .

is free from all relays or local bat

" primary.” Watt-Hour Meter-An instrument teries . It is not polarized and op

Simultaneous Demand— The giving the total time integral of the erates at a high speed with absolute
of the demands of a number of serv- watts.

accuracy.

ices occurring at the same time. Wattless Component Indicator - A The selector is compact and is en

Simultaneous Demand Factor - The device for measuring the product of closed by a glass dust-proof cover.

ratio of the simultaneous demand voltage of a circuit, and the com- The selective system, including the

divided by the connected load. ponent of current at 90 degrees with bells at the stations, is operated from

Simultancous Marimum Demand- the voltage. This product is the heat- a battery located at the dispatcher's

See “Maximum Simultaneous De- ing effect in excess of the heating that office, thus reducing the maintenance

mand.” would be given by a circuit of the charges.

Static Converter - A term not rec- same voltage and power at 100 per If desired , the bells at the station

ommended for a transformer. cent load -factor. The device is a watt can be operated by local batteries .
Stator- The stationary member,

whether primary or secondary, of any

alternating -current machine.

Step Rate — Method of charging for

electric service at definite successive

rates per kilowatt-hour consumed .

Each rate applying to the entire quan

tity purchased during the period cov

ered . As, for example, during each

as

sum



The Voltage Control of Generators and Feeder

Systems

By F. W. SHACKELFORD

*

In our consideration of this subject, regulators have been developed, but onregulators have been developed , but on potential winding connected through a

we will discuss only alternating-cur- account of the many variable elementsaccount of the many variable elements suitable potential transformer to the

rent systems as the method mostcom- entering into the problem few have alternating -current bus bar. In addi
monly used . met with any great success. tion , the control magnet is provided

The study of central- station condi- Regulators have been designed with a compensator winding, which in

tions may be classified under three which operate directly on the alter- the elementary diagram is shown con

heads : nating -current generator field rheo- nected toa current transformer placed
ist. — The source of energy . stat by varying the resistance. Such in the principal lighting feeder. This

2d . - Its generation . a scheme may be made to give fairly compensating winding is adjustable ,
3d . Its distribution . good results where only one genera- so that any degree of compensation

The first has no part in this paper, tor is concerned , but at best it is slug- from i to 15 per cent. may be obtained

but in the construction of a station it gish and not anti-hunting. With any depending on the requirements of the

bears a most important relation to the such scheme it is impracticable to op- line. The core of this magnet is mov
second. The selection of the kind of erate two or more such devices in able and is attached to a pivoted lever ,

energy — that is , whether coal, gas or parallel , where more than one genera- on the opposite end of which is ar

water power , will , of course , depend tor is operated on the same hus , on ranged a contact similar to that of the

upon the existing conditions, but I account of hunting and cross currents . direct-current magnet and in combina

wish to point out that the selection It is always best from a stan:\ point tion with which it forms what is

is made only after a most careful con- of regulation to operate both the gen- known as the " Floating Main Con
sideration as to economical operation. erators and exciters in parallel , or tacts. ” These contacts control one of

The generation of electrical energy groups in parallel, by which it is pos- the differential windings of the relay

comes most vitally into our considera- sible to regulate all of the machines magnet, the other winding being per

tion , and , to a large extent , the form from a single regulator. manently connected across the exciter

of generating units will be dependent The most successful and best-known bus, as shown .

upon the system selected in the first device for this purpose is the Tirrill The relay windings have a " U " .

case .
Main Contacts compensating

Current

Assuming that the speed and regu Winding
Transformer

lation characteristics of the generating pivot

occontrol counter

units have been most carefully selected , Magnet ,
weight

we are still confronted by the fact Condenser

that the station may be required to Relay
potential

deliver current not only for lighting, Spring Contacts igwinding

Freders

but also for power and electric rail
Relay Potential

or Mains

ways. The power and railway loads Magnét

can , in general , be readily handled

during the day hours, but always con External Exciter field

flict with the lighting peak , and dur
Resistance Rheostat

ing the winter months considerably

overlap it . Many plants are required Exciter

to furnish lighting during the entire

day and are consequently more diffi
Acfield AC Generator

Rheostat

cult to handle. Without some form
FIG .. I

of automatic voltage regulator it is

impossible to take care of the heavy

swings in voltage caused by Auctuat type of generator voltage regulators. shaped magnet core and a pivoted

ing power and railway loads. Even The principle of operation, etc., of this armature, the latter controlling the re,

in the case of purely lighting loads it type of regulator is so well known that lay contracts which are connected

is an exceedingly hard matter to take I do not consider it necessary to dwell across the exciter field rheostat. To

care of the voltage properly by hand upon it. For convenience, however, prevent destructive sparking at these

regulation, and especially so at peak I have shown an elementary diagram contacts condensers are connected

It is essential, therefore , for of its connections in Fig . 1 , and given across them.

good service and economical opera- below an outline of its method and

tion of the generators to automatically cycle of operation . CYCLE OF OPERATION .

control their voltage . The regulator contains a direct -cur- The shunt circuit across the exciter

Accurate generator voltage regula- rent control magnet and a relay, the field rheostat is opened by means of
tion means that the exciters and gen- former being connected to the exciter a single -pole switch located at the bot

erators deliver energy in exact pro- ' bus bar. This magnet has a fixed tom of the regulator, and the rheostat

portion to the demands made upon core at the bottom and a movable core is set until the alternating -current

them . A slight increase in voltage of at the top, the latter being attached voltage is reduced 65 per cent . below

a large station means increased losses to a pivoted lever, on the opposite end normal. This reduction in voltage

in transformer cores ; likewise a de- of which is arranged a flexible con- weakens the alternating -current mag

crease in voltage at maximum station tact. Opposite the direct-current net , whereupon its core will fall and

load means actual losses in revenue. magnet is the alternating -current con- cause contact to be made with the

Many forms of generator voltage trol magnet, which is provided with a upper main contact carried by the di

166 * N. E. L. A. , 1910.
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rect -current main control magnet. tors . With such variable features , it 2d . — Manufacturing.

This latter magnet has also been weak- is a hard matter to set a general rule 3d.—Residence .

ened, thus allowing a spring to pull for determining the proper number of It is practically impossible to regu

down its contact lever, affecting a controlling relays. late the voltage of the generators at

definite closure of the floating main These regulators are now designed the station so that the voltages at the

contacts. The closing of these con- with from 1 to 24 relays , and I believe centers of distribution in each of these

tacts completes the circuit of the other it would be safe to say that with a three divisions are approximately

winding of the relay , the magneto -mo- properly designed station equipment normal . The lighting of the business
tive force of which opposes that of the the largest regulator would take care section in nearly every case demands

permanently connected winding, thus of an output of from 50,000 to 60 ,- first attention, and as its load is gen

demagnetizing the relay core and re- 000 kw . For reference , I have shown erally at peak in advance of that of
leasing the armature. With the re- in Fig. 2 the smallest and in Fig. 3 the others its voltage could be main

lease of the armature the relay con- the largest types of regulators. tained fairly well , while that of the
tacts are closed , due to the action of Before leaving this subject, it might other sections would be , with few ex

be well to mention that , by installing ceptions, above normal.

one regulator on each side of the sys- The following curves will serve to

tem , this type of regulator has been give you a clear idea of the perform

adapted to the control of direct-cur- ance of incandescent lamps. Fig. 4

rent stations and has also proven most shows the life of the lamp in percent

successful in the control of three-wire age, the normal life being taken at 100

direct -current systems where the neu- per cent., at 100 per cent. voltage.

tral is derived by using two 125 -volt Fig. 5 shows the power consumed by

generators. a lamp in percentage, corresponding

These regulators have also been to the voltage in percentage. Fig. 6

adapted to the control of power factor shows the candle-power of a lamp

and have been used successfully on corresponding to the percentage of

long transmission lines in connection voltage applied to its terminals.

with synchronous condensers for It will be noted the life of a lamp

boosting the power factor and the is affected most seriously by increases

voltage. of voltage . This becomes a source of

We now come to the third consider- much expense to a station giving free

ation, namely, that of the feeder sys

Fig. 2 . tems of distribution .

It would seem as though , in some

instances , after the power and gener

a spring connected to the armature. ating plant had been constructed and

Then upon the closing of these con- the lowest cost per kilowatt obtained

tacts the exciter field rheostat will be at the switchboard, the feeder sys

short- circuited , thus building up the tems had been laid out indiscrimi

exciter voltage rapidly until the alter- nately. It should, however, be borne
nating-current voltage becomes nor- in mind that a station may lose in the

mal, at which time the upward move- feeding system that which has been

ment of the alternating - current mag- saved by carefully designing and se

net core and the downward movement lecting prime movers and generators.

of the lower main contact will cease . It is in the feeding system and the

The direct-current control magnet will distributing net-work that we suffer
then open the floating main contacts , the greatest losses , having to consider

which in turn opens the relay contacts, both transformer losses and the loss in
thereby inserting the resistance in the

the lines . Without regulators it be

exciter field circuit. This tends again comes a question of putting up not the

to lower the exciter voltage , causing a most economical copper, but copper of

closure of the main and relay con- such section as will take care of the

tacts, and in this way they will con- drop within at least 2 per cent.

tinue to vibrate at a high - rated speed, Such a great section of copper

maintaining a steady exciter voltage could , in a large number of cases, be
and constant alternating-current avoided by the use of regulators, and

voltage. it is , therefore, a question of the cost

It will readily be seen that the num- of copperonly to keep the drop within

ber of relays depends mainly upon the that required, as against the cost of

characteristics of the exciters and, to the most economical copper plus the

a large extent , upon that of the gen- cost of regulators.

erators . The number of relays apply- Considering that a station has de

ing to any particular installation is de- signed its feeders with a 2 per cent .

termined after carefully considering drop to the centers of distribution , we lamp renewals and much trouble to

the following points: The normal and also find it necessary to deal with the those which do not supply lamps free ,

maximum voltage of exciters; the ex- fluctuations on each individual feeder , as it then becomes a burden on the

citer field amperes at each of these which cannot be compensated for even consumer, which in turn reacts on the

voltages ; the excitation volts required by increasing the copper. station.

for the generator fields at no load and In any city of average size , we have The useful life of a lamp at 4 per

full load, taking into account the three distinct groups of lighting con- cent. excess voltage is only 45 per

power factor at maximum load and sumers : cent. of the life at normal voltage .

the speed regulation of the genera- ist .—Business . On the assumption that the average

a

Fig 3.
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as

con

Renewals Renewals

10 cents

20,000

7,500

15,000

22,500

11,200

22,400

33,600

44,800

56,000

112,000

$ 370

740

1 , 110

92

or

40,000

50,000

lamp is operated at 4 per cent. excess
and variable illumination is often the INDUCTION TYPE.

voltage for one-half the time, and at cause of righteous indignation on the The induction regulator is built in

normal voltage the remaining time, part of the consumer. The watchword both the single-phase and poly -phase
this condition would decrease by one- of any station should be “ good sery- types , and its automatic operation is

1000 ice, " whereby is gained satisfied cus- effected by an auxiliary contact -mak

tomers and increased business. ing voltmeter so connected to a po

Feeder circuits, like individuals, tential and current transformer that
80

have their own characteristics, and a rise or fall of line voltage from a

when the load on a feeder becomes predetermined value will cause con

of importance it is necessary to regu- tact to be made in a relay switch, this

late it individually. in turn closing the circuit of a small

It is apparent from the foregoing motor, which is mounted directly on

that the need of regulation would de- top of the regulator case and which

velop many schemes for correcting drives the regulator armature by
voltage troubles . Some of the means of suitable gearing. The pri

schemes proposed embody the use of mary contact-making voltmeter is
104

100 102 104 106 108 a permanent boosting transformer to shown in Fig . 7.

Voltageinpercent
take care of peak conditions, or the This regulator comprises two sepa

use of two transformers, one with rate and distinct windings arranged

saturated and the other with un- on concentric laminated cores,

third the life of the lamp. On the
saturated cores , the primaries oppos shown in Fig. 8. The primary or

further supposition that each ing and the secondaries in series, thus shunt winding is mounted on a verti

nected lamp is used two hours per day , boosting the voltage as the load in- cal shaft, which can be partially ro

300 days per year, and that the aver- creases . Each of these schemes pre- tated and which is enclosed by and

age useful life of a lamp is 800 hr. , sent several objections, which I believe separated from the secondary or series

the excess cost of lamp renewals is
are so well understood that it is un- winding by a small air - gap.

shown in the following tabulation :
The shunt winding produces a mag

netic flux that has a constant value,
Total Lamp Total Lamp Cost of Excess

the direction of which is fixed with
Renewals

Total Num- at Normal Under Con- Taking Cost a relation to the movable core, butof Lamps Voltage ditionsGiven

Connected ( 800 Hours) (532 Hours) per Lamp variable with respect to the secondary
10,000

core and consequently with respect to
30,000

the series stationary winding.
30,000 1,480

37,500 This flux, when passing through the
100,000 75,000 88

500,000 375,000 560,000 18,500 secondary coils in one direction, in
1,000,000 750,000 1,120,000 37,000

duces a potential in these coils which

is added directly to the line potential,
By reference to Fig. 5 , it will be

noted that the decrease in power con
or which , when the direction of the

flux is reversed by rotating the pri
sumed by a lamp at reduced voltage 80

is in the ratio of 2 to 1 — that is , a 2
25 96 97 98 99 100 mary core through an angle of 180

VoltageinPercent degrees, is subtracted from the line
per cent. drop from normal voltage re

sults in a 4 per cent. loss in power.
potential.

This fact may be insignificant when

necessary for me to take up your time
power in Per cent

considering a single unit, but its im

in explanation.
8 8

portance will be appreciated by the

tabulation given below , which shows a
Of all the methods tried, that of a

direct loss to a station without bene
variable ratio transformer is the only

ficial or compensating features. one which has given satisfaction .

Assuming, as in the previous case , This may be a standard transformer

that each lamp is used two hours per
with primary in shunt and secondary

day, 300 days per year, and that the
in series with the circuit to be con

voltage is maintained at normal one
trolled, the secondary being provided

half the time and 4 per cent. below
with a number of taps which are con

normal the remainder (which latter
nected to a dial switch or controller,

condition would necessarly occur at so that the line voltage may be raised

peak load ) the average loss in power or lowered, as required. The induc

for the total time is 4 per cent. On tion type of regulator is essentially a

the basis of using 56 -watt lamps, and
variable ratio transformer, but instead

taking the average selling price per

FIG. 6
of the voltage being raised or low

kilowatt -hour at 9 cents, the loss per
ered in a few steps the voltage is ad

It will, therefore, be seen that, as

year is as follows:
justed by almost infinite steps.

Such devices may be hand, motor
the primary core is rotated gradually,

Loss in Revenue
the direction and amount of the flux

Anticipated per Year Resulting or automatically operated . The hand
Total Number of is varied, this variation producing a
Lamps Connected Condition and motor operated, however, are

graduated potential in the secondary
$ 30,240

necessarily dependent upon the station
60,480 from maximum ost , through zero ,

operator for service, while the auto
to maximum buck .

50.000 151,200 6,045 matic regulator when once adjusted
100,000 302,400

12.090 for line conditions is always on the SWITCH TYPE .
500,000 1,512,000 60,450

1,000,000 3,024,000 120,900 job . The automatic switch type as man

The candle-power of a lamp is I desire to describe two particular ufactured by the General Electric
affected most seriously by a decrease automatic regulators, one of the Company and styled " BR " is radi

in voltage, and because of the poor switch , the other of the induction type . cally different from a step -by-step dial
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OF

switch regulator. This regulator is lower line the regulated voltage as ance the voltage of the other phase.

oil -immersed and its coils are as- delivered to the load . The two-phase, four-wire system,

sembled on the shell type of core, its The demand for quick operating which is established by inter -connect

operating mechanism is mounted on , regulators has become most pro- ing the phases at the middle point or

nounced within the past two years, by maintaining the phases entirely

due probably to variable and mixed separated , is an improvement over the
power requirements and the further two-phase, three-wire system . It is

extension and application of electrical preferable to operate the phases en

power for various purposes . For this tirely separated, and the application

reason the two types of regulators of regulators is made by installing a

described above have been designed single -phase regulator on each phase

with a view to obtaining the maxi- in cases when the phases are not bal

mum speed of operation . The switch anced , and by using a quarter -phase

type or BR is capable of completing regulator where the phases are prac

the entire range of boost and lower tically in balance . In some stations

in from three to four seconds , and the it is advantageous to use both meth

induction type covers the same range ods of regulating, though this is an

in 10 seconds . exception to general practice .

Now , as to the method of applying

such regulators to different systems, THREE -PHASE SYSTEM DISTRIBU

it will be necessary to discuss briefly TION.

the following systems of distribution:

Ist .—Single-phase.
The three-phase system of distribu

and2d . — Two -phase, three-wire
tion can be either three-wire or four

four -wire.
wire. In applying regulators to a

3d . — Three -phase, three-wire and three-phase, three-wire system it be

four -wire.
comes necessary, in case the three

phases are unbalanced, to employ
Fig. 7.

three single- phase regulators, one in
SINGLE - PHASE SYSTEM OF each phase. Wherever practicable,

DISTRIBUTION . however, it is advisable to use only

and the core and windings suspended

from , the cover . This type of regu The single-phase system of distri
one phase of a three -phase feeder to

lator is shown in the internal con- bution is very simple and has been
handle the lighting load , installing a

nections in Fig. 9.
widely used in the past forlighting regulator in this phase and letting the

As the only moving element is a circuits. In such a system it is only othertwo phases shift for themselves.
small switch -armhaving little inertia, necessary to supply one single-phase Where a three-phase power load is
and the only torque is the friction of regulator to each feeder.

a number of small contacts, it will be

seen that the switch can be shifted to
From

Generator Feeder Generatory w mmmmm
Tofeeder

different positions very quickly. The

moving part consists of a metal car

rier , which has mounted on it 10

fingers insulated from each other .

These fingers bear on the contacts of

the stationary part and are also con

nected to 10 collector rings on the Collector

central stationary part. It will be
Rings

seen that several of these fingers are

in contact with the stationary contacts

at the same time, and in order to pre

vent a short - circuit a small resistance

is connected between them . This re

sistance limits the flow of current

between different taps , and by such

construction a gradual boost or lower

is obtained with no sparking at the Fig. 8.

contacts, as the circuit is never DioSwitch

broken . The operating motor, which
Developed

Preventive

runs continuously, is of the single Resistance

TWO -PHASE SYSTEM OF DISTRIBUTION .

phase, self-starting type and is geared
direct to the horizontal shaft carrying The two -phase system of distribu

two positive mechanical clutches, one tion may be divided into two classes ,

or the other clutch being thrown into i. e. , two -phase, three-wire , and two

mesh by the action of its alternating- phase, four -wire. The two-phase , regulated it is desirable to distribute

current control ' magnet, which in turn three-wire system possesses an advan- the load, so as to maintain as nearly

is energized by the closing of the tage over the single -phase in that it as possible a balanced system , and

circuit through the contact-making can take care of a power load as therefore to use a three -phase regula

voltmeter shown in Fig. 7. well as a lighting load . In applying tor for controlling it .

Fig . 10 shows a section of a voltage regulators to such a system it is neces- Where the three-phase, four-wire

chart, the upper line representing the sary to use two single-phase regula- system is used , it is generally neces

incoming voltage to a substation car- tors , since under certain conditions sary to employ single -phase regula

rying both light and power, and the the load on one phase tends to unbal- tors , one in each leg, operating be

TO
To

Primory

Secondar

Diol Switch

B
o
a
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WW

MUM
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Collector Rings

Fig . 9 .
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kilowatt , the average gross revenue

per kilowatt of station demand would

be $ 80 per year. This total revenue is

not far from the average gross rev

enue per kilowatt of maximum station

demand at the present time, for com

bined commercial light and power ,

when the diversity -factor between

E these classes is taken into considera

tion .

Residence lighting is , therefore , not

only profitable in itself but makes our

present business more profitable.

Therefore , I think , we should have,

not two general classes of service ,

light and power, but three - commer

cial lighting, power and residence

lighting—and if all three are well de

Fig. 10 . veloped it will be found that each class

bears a definite relation to the total

tween this leg and the neutral wire . is possible to employ a single three- station demand and contributes to the

However, by properly balancing, it phase regulator on each feeder.
increase in load - factor, which we are

striving to obtain .

Only during the last few years has

the development of residence lighting

received special attention . Many of

our companies still maintain a rather

indifferent attitude, showing little or

no desire to develop this line of busi
Residence Lighting

ness ; the reason probably being a gen

eral impression that it is unprofitable .

H. J. GILLE It may be interesting in this connec

tion to consider roughly the possibil

Residence lighting is among the
thus assist in reducing the average ities of this class of business . Accord

most important subjects confronting cost of production and distribution of ing to reports, over 50 per cent . of
central-station men to -day, as it is the all our business, the population of the United States

largest undeveloped field for the use In serving a large number of resi- lives in cities and villages; therefore,

of our product. The development of dence customers the question of rela- with our population of approximately

this business has received little atten- tion between the total of the individual 80,000,000, about 40,000,000 people or

tion by central-station men until re- customers demands and the total sta 8,000,000 families are prospective

cently . Most of our development . tion demandtion demand ( being known as the users of electric service . If we assume

work has been centred on commercial diversity factor) is a very important an average of 15 50-watt lamp equiv

lighting and power, which is probably matter, because it determines to a alents per family, it appears that the
due to the fact that it apparently pro- large extent the relative cost of fur- total prospective business amounts to
duces larger returns on our invest- nishing this class of service . This 120,000,000 50-watt lamps or 6,000,000

ments. * ratio is to some extent dependent upon kw. of connected load, not including

Residence lighting does not differ the number of customers served as heating devices. At the above diver

materially in different cities . The well as the class of homes; separate sity factor of 1 : 4 , the station capacity

density of population may vary some- dwellings having a different ratio required to furnish this service would

what, but so far as the use of light in from flats, and small houses different be 1.500,000 kw . , and on the assump

the individual home is concerned, it is from large. The difference in these tion , of an average gross earnings per

practically the same. The use of heat- classes from the standpoint of cost to family of $20 per year , the total gross

ing devices and fans may vary, but serve is , however , not so great as to earnings from this business would be

this does not materially change the prevent the establishing of a general $ 160,000,000 per annum .
Of course ,

average results. In the average city, class of residence lighting independent it is difficult to state just what pro

where commercial lighting and power of commercial lighting. portion of this business is developed ,

have been developed, the peak of this There is not sufficient data avail- but I think it is safe to say that it is

class of business comes on earlier in able to form any very definite con- very small. Hence, if we assume that

the evening than the peak for resi- clusions; but from what has been pre- these figures are even approximately

dence business, so that the increase sented to commissions and from dis- correct, it is very evident that an

in residence business does not increase cussions at various conventions, the enormous field for the use of our

proportionately the demand on the diversity factor for residence lighting service has practically been neglected .

station and distribution system . appears to vary from 1 :4 to 1 :5 . It Aside from the economic question

From data which has been pre- seems certain that it does not require of residence lighting , every public

sented to this Association at previous much more than about one quarter of utility assumes an obligation when it

Conventions it would appear that less a kilowatt of station capacity for every undertakes to furnish the public with

than 50 per cent. of the residence kilowatt of consumer's demand based any service . The position it occupies

lighting peak overlaps the commercial on the total residence lighting load . in a community , therefore, depends

lighting and power peak. We should , It is therefore obvious that if our not only upon its furnishing good serv

therefore , be able to improve very average revenue for each residence ice at reasonable rates but upon how

greatly our total station load - factor by consumer is $20 per year , and the well it serves that community. We

means of this class of business and average consumer's demand is one realize fully the necessity of occupying

.

* N. E. L. A. , 1910.
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our

the territory, as the success of any imum development at maximum more serious than is generally real

public utility depends to a very large profit ; in other words, it should estab- ized , as it extends to the entire sys
extent on the greatest good that will lish a fair balance between consumer tem. The constant dropping of water

come to the greatest number. There- and producer, one which will permit wearing a stone illustrates this action
fore it must be evident that it is not the use of current liberally by the con- of color upon the nerves of the brain .

only profitable but highly desirable to sumer, and compete, all things consid- The constant presence of irritating

develop residence business. In order ered, with any other method of pro- color is so real as to produce physical
to accomplish this it is necessary that ducing similar results . It should en- distress, and medical aid is often

the public should understand courage the use of electrical appli- called in when what is really needed is

rates, our methods of production and ances of all kinds in the home without a change of wall paper .

distribution, the conditions surround separate meters for such appliances. Many houses are left in white for a

ing the furnishing of service , and the It should be simple , because the people year or more until the new plaster

best and most economical manner of fear the thing they do not understand. settles . In this condition a small unit

using it, as well as the great benefit to The development of residence light of light is sufficient; but when the

be secured from its use. ing presents many interesting prob- decorator completes his work, adding

How can we best accomplish this ? lems that are materially different from fabrics and wall-paper which absorb

How can we expect the public to commercial lighting. Convenience and and diminish the light, the consumer

know all about these things unless we economy depend largely upon the does not always comprehend why his

tell them ? How are we going to get proper location of switches. It is lighting bills increase , being unaware

their confidence and support unless therefore important that the wiring be that the cause is his taste for dark

they understand, in some measure, the properly laid out before the work is colored furnishings. These facts must

inside facts ? The people are eager done. The outlets, the style of fix- be understood to be remedied, and it

to learn ; they are interestedin things ture , the kind and sizeof lamps, are remains for the illuminating engineer

electrical . The only danger lies in the all more or less controlled by decora- to learn by experiment the value of

fact that they are likely not to learn tions and furnishings. light as it affects or influences color ,

the truth , and we should tell them the In the past, when combustible illum- as well as the value of color as it af

truth in language they can under- inants were used, it was necessary to fects light, in order to determine the

stand . This resolves itself into a ques- place these far enough from the ceil- amount of light required to produce

tion of education , covering not only ing to avoid danger from fire and the best results.

the conditions surrounding the fur- damage to decorations. This has been. Thedevelopment of residence light

nishing of electric servicebut partic- entirely changed through the introentirely changed through the intro- ing, therefore, depends not on the

ularly the use of such service. People duction of electric lights, especially economic question only, but upon the
are not as familiar as they should be since the introduction of high effi- character of the light, its color influ
with the great comfort and many con- ciency units and artistic fixtures for ence and the structural character of its

veniences and benefits made possible their use. introduction . Any plan to develop

through the proper installation and We must not forget that many con- residence lighting must include the co

use of electriclight and electric labor- siderations outside of our immediate operation of architect, contractor, fix

saving devices in the home. They un- field are factors in a residence installa- ture dealer and decorator. They are

derstand only in a general way the tion . Interior decoration should be important agents in the proper instal

convenience, cheerfulness and cleanli- the consistent relationship between lation and arrangement of the elec

ness of electric light , and the desire for light, color, form , proportion and trical equipment, and are in a position

its use in a general way exists. This dimension . In music it is an estab- to materially assist us in bringing to

desire has been very largely increased lished fact that certain notes used in the attention of the public the value of

during the last year through the in- pleasing combination produce sounds electric service in the home.

troduction of high efficiency lamps we call harmony ; unless the right The public uses our service, not

and the advertising campaign carried notes are struck our sensibilities are from compulsion but from choice.

on all over this country, not only by jarred . In the use of light and color The desire for it may in a general way

central -station companies, but by
but by the same immutable law applies. No exist, but through some misunder

manufacturers of lamps and other more delightful harmony of color can standing , fear of danger, high cost of

current-consuming devices . be imagined than that provided by current, cost of installation , lack of in

Therecan be no question regarding nature; it starts in with the brown of formation regarding proper methods

the benefits to be derived from electric the earth and runs into several shades of wiring or use of current , or numer

service by our customers . The health- of green, and from that touches upon ous other reasons , the choice be de

fulness, cheerfulness and cleanliness, yellow and from yellow to orange, layed. It is therefore necessary to

the convenience, safety, artistic effect from orange to red, and red to violet, prosecute a vigorous campaign of

and economy of electric light in the and from violet to the blue of the sky. well-planned publicity in addition to

home cannot be equaled with any Learned scientific men have put energetic and enthusiastic personal

other illuminant . The effect of these forth remarkable statements concern
solicitation to correct erroneous im

benefits cannot be overstated, and ing the physiological influence of pressions and properly place the true

these with the comparatively recent color. An eminent London physician merit of our product before the public.

development of labor-saving devices spoke highly of the beneficial effect

make electric service in the home seem upon the nerves and the eye of soft

almost a necessity . As the public be- toned greens ; vivid yellow produces Mr. John Boyer has been appointed

comes familiar with the possibilities of exhilaration and confidence ; violet Superintendent of the Marion, Ohio,
this service increased development tones have a tendency todepress; Railway & Light Co.

should inevitably follow . softened or broken white is quieting

The question of rates is , of course, to the brain of the busy man ; quiet
Arthur Williams sailed June 9 for

a very large factor in popularizing tones in the sleeping room are sooth a ten -week tour of Europe.

electric service in the home. I do not ing and delightful. The effect upon

wish to enter into a discussion of the the brain where a color treatment has

rate problem , but simply to say that been carried out not consonant with The annual convention of the A. I.

any rate fixed should accomplish max- the personality of the occupant is E. E. will be held at Jefferson, N. II .



Methods of Deriving the Neutral for Direct-Current

Three-Wire Systems

JAMES R. WERTH, JR .
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The direct-current three -wire sys
series , each having half the full-load current is flowing in the

tem of distribution furnishes rela
kilowatt capacity of " A." neutral and 250 volts is held constant

tively low voltage suited to incandes- (E ) Rotary converter with step- the voltage at the machine between

centlamps of moderate candle -power,
down transformers. either outside wire and the neutral

and at the same time offers the econ- The three-wire 250 / 125- volt gener- will be maintained within 2 per cent.

omy incident to the distribution of ator is very similar to the standard 250- ' of 125 volts or 2/2 volts .

energy at a higher voltage. In select- volt two -wire machine. Its armature The 250 volts generated between

ing the generating apparatus for a is tapped at points 180 electrical de- the outers is, therefore, divided un

plant of this kind engineers have the grees apart, after the manner of a equally, the voltage across the loaded

choice of several different types and single -phase rotary and leads brought side being less than 125 volts, whereas,
combinations of machines. *

out to a pair of single- phase collector it should be greater, and one of the

The purpose of this paper is to com- rings . The compensator used with inherent limitations of a three-wire

pare the several types of generating this machine is a transformer with a machine is that it offers no means of

apparatus with particular reference to single winding, having its extreme shifting the neutral to compensate for

the method of deriving and control- ends connected to the brushes which the difference in CR drop between the

ling the neutral. Three-wire systems bear on the collector rings. A tap is two sides of the system.

are generally operated at approx- brought out from the middle point of A booster may be inserted in series

imately 250 volts between the outside the winding on the compensator and with the neutral wire to shift the po
wires , with half that voltage between

tential , although on account of the
either outside and the neutral wire ;

added expense and complication it is
therefore a 250 / 125-volt system has

seldom advisable.

been selected as the basis for the com
The principal advantage of a three

parisons made in this paper. wire machine when contrasted with

The following order will be ob- Fig. 2. - ONE 250 /125 - VOLT THREE- WIRE GEN
the other methods are saving in floor

served in making these comparisons: space and weight, reduction in first

( A ) One 250 / 125 -volt three-wire cost , gain in efficiency and ease of in
generator with collector connected to the neutral wire of the spection and repair. The compen

rings and compensator. three-wire system to which it supplies sator being a static piece of apparatus

continuous current. means one less machine with revolv

generator is compound ing parts to engage the attention of
wound the series field is divided into the operator.

two equal parts, one of these parts The lack of means for shifting the

being connected between the positive neutral is generally more than offset
bus bar and the positive brush and

the other between the negative bus

bar and the negative brush . This con

nection divides the resistance of theEqualizerBuses

series field equally between the two

Electrically sides of the system and secures with

JE
unbalanced loads a compounding

revtral Switch across the outside wires approximat

ing that with balanced loads . It is

apparent that with the series fields
Smecres DifferentialRobes

divided and connected as described

two equalizer connections are neces

mm Rheoston sary for successful parallel operation

with other compound generators, and

the number and location of the pro

tective devices ordinarily used with

two -wire generators does not provide
Fig. 1. - ONE 250 / 125 -VOLT COMPOUND -WOUND

图 1 Aheastot

adequate protection for three-wire

PHASE COLLECTOR RINGS AND COMPENSATOR ; generators . To thoroughly protect

these generators it is essential that a
TIPLE WITH 250-VOLT GENERATOR.

circuit breaker be placed on each side

of the armature and connected be

( B ) One 250 / 125- volt three-wire tween the brushes and the point where
Fig. 3. - ONE 250-VOLT GENERATORgenerator with auxiliary the equalizer connections are made.

250 / 125 - VOLT SHUNT-WOUND
winding in the main arma- The unbalanced current flowing in

ture slots , and one collector the neutral wire of a well-designed

ring. lighting system seldom exceeds 10 by the advantages named, and in con
( C ) One 250 -volt two-wire gener- per cent. of the rated full -load current sequence we find the three -wire gen

ator with motor generator in the outers . Standard three -wire erator with collector rings and com
balancer set .

generators , however, are so designed pensator very widely used in isolated
( D ) Two 125 - volt generators in that when 25 per cent. of the rated lighting and power plants.

172 * N. E. L. A. , 1910
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The three-wire generator consid- load is unbalanced the voltage on the sets may be either shunt or compound

ered under this heading has an auxil- loaded side falls below 125 volts and wound, but it is desirable in either

iary winding imbedded in the same the machine on that side immediately case to cross -connect them , as shown

slots as the main armature winding, begins to act as a generator.
in Figs . 3 and 4. This method of con

the middle point of this winding be- Balancer sets should always be rated necting the fields improves the regu

ing connected to the neutral wire in neutral current. Approximately lation on unbalanced load by increas

through a single collector ring. This one-half of this current is supplied by ing the excitation of the generator. It

each machine, the division being gov- further improves the regulation by de

erned by the voltages and losses. The creasing the excitation of the motor

motor, since it supplies the losses of

the set, must carry the greater load, way

and although the generator carries the

lesser load it must be a duplicate of

the motor, so that the set may be re

versible. The current capacity, there
Fig. 6.—ROTARY

fore , which determines the rating of

the individual machines is generally

from 55 to 60 per cent. of the neutral

current. For example, a 100 -ampere on shunt-wound sets , and lessening
Switches

DiferentialRelay
balancer set would consist of two 57- the differential action between the

ampere machines . shunt and series fields if the motor is

Since the advent of commutating compound wound. The series fields

Generator poles the balancer set along with other may be so adjusted as to compensate

direct-current machines has increased very closely for inequalities in the CR

Lo preostot in efficiency, decreased in cost , weight drop of the two sides of the system .

and floor space and improved in oper Excellent voltage regulation may be

Connection of Fields ation. These improvements are par- obtained from either shunt or com

ticularly marked in the case of bal- pound wound sets by hand adjustment

ancers, due to the fact that commutat- of the field rheostats, and herein lies

ing poles render unnecessary the for- the principal advantage of this

ward shift of the generator brushes , method.

Fig. 4. - ONE 250-VOLT GENERATOR AND .. A system of distribution depending
250 / 125-VOLT COMPOUND-WOUND upon a balancer set for its neutral

should be protected against the effects

of overload or short- circuits on one

method of construction renders an ex side of the system , which may impress

ternal compensator unnecessary and a relatively high voltage on the other

reduces the number of parts to a mini side and burn out the lamps or other

nun. It should be noted that any companie breaker apparatus which it supplies with cur

damage to the auxiliary winding rent . The protection sought may be

means a complete shut-down while the Equorzer Buses gained by the use of a differentially

repairs are being made, and in case of wound relay connected across the two

a short-circuit in this winding themain sides of the system , and so adjusted

armature coils are apt to be injured. that with balanced voltages its con

Its characteristics and limitations are tacts will remain open . If, however ,

similar to those of the three-wire gen the voltages unbalance beyond a pre

erator with external compensator. It determined amount the relay contacts

is somewhat more expensive but oc will close a circuit through the shunt

cupies less floor space, and although
O trip coils and thereby open the circuit

not so generally used as the external breakers on the main generators .

compensator method previously de
When contrasted with the methods

scribed it is nevertheless very widely previously described , the two -wire

used in lighting and power plants.
Fig. 5. — TWO 125 -VOLT

generator with balancer is found to be
GENERATORS IN SERIES ; ALSO CONNECTIONS

This method employs a standard MULTIPLE WITH 250-VOLT higher in first cost , to occupy more

250 -volt two-wire generator to fur floor space and to require a greater

nish power and a motor generator amount of care to operate . It affords,

balancer set consisting of two stand- or the backward shift of the motor however, a very convenient means for

ard 125-volt machines operating in
brushes to secure successful commu- controlling the neutral, and for this

series between the 250 - volt mains to tation for changes in the load. With reason alone there are many cases

establish and control the neutral. On non - commutating pole machines it where it can be used more advan

those systems where the feeders are was necessary, in order to secure the tageously than the generator with col
long, or where the load is such that full output of the set , to shift the lector rings and compensator.

it would materially unbalance the lamp brushes not only for changes from the The simplest method of operating

voltage if no method of controlling motor to the generator condition, but a three-wire system is , of course , to

the neutral were available , the bal- also for changes on the value of the connect in series two 125 -volt gen
ancer set is particularly serviceable. load. If the operating conditions were erators. They are subject to the dis

If the load is balanced no current such as to render it impracticable to advantages , when compared with

flows in the neutral wire, the volt- shift the brushes for these changes, itshift the brushes for these changes , it methods previously mentioned, of

ages across each side are equal, and, was customary to leave the brushes weighing more, requiring more floor

therefore, both machines float on the on the neutral and consequently re- space and being less efficient, and in

line as motors, only the running light duce the permissible output of the common with three-wire generators

current being consumed . When the set 25 per cent. The fields of these giving reduced kilowatt output on un

a
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balanced loads. For example, the It is practicable to operate a rotary therefore, be governed by the amount

rated output of two 50-kw . generator inverted from a direct current source of unbalanced current to be handled

operating on a system with 25 per of supply and obtain a neutral from and the necessity for shifting the neu

cent . unbalancing would be reduced the point of the compensator con- tral to compensate for inequalities in

from 100 kw . to 8772 kw. It has the nected to its collector rings, as shown the CR drop between the two sides of

practical advantage of permitting en- in Fig. 8. This arrangement is sel- the system . Generally speaking, it is

tirely independent voltage regulation dom found in practice, as it offers no advisable where the unbalancing is ex

on each side of the system and of be- means of controlling the voltage. cessive to use two low - voltage gener

Automatic voltage regulation can62
ators in series , and where the unbal

be obtained on three -wire systems ancing is small to use a high -voltage

supplyinga mixedlightingand power generator with suitable facilities to

load by the installation of generator establish and control the neutral ,

67 voltage regulators. The field -current thereby securing the advantages of

of the generators usually exceeds the

bz capacity of the largest regulator avail

cz able, and it becomes necessary to sep

VectorDiagram arately excite them from a three -wire

Straight Y Distributed y
exciter set and control the voltage of

the bus by varying the fields of the

exciters , and consequently the excita
Fig. 8. - INVERTED ROTARY

tion supplies the main generators.

The arrangement here described is
particularly applicable to three-wire higherefficiency, cheaper first cost,

decreased weight and economy of
systems with neutral derived from

two 125 - volt generators operating in
The relative advantages of the

series , since it can be adjusted to hold three -wire generator method and the

c2 the proper voltage on both sides of the
balancer set may be summarized by

system for any degree of unbalancing sayingthat, when the approximately

within the limits of the apparatus con
even division of voltage at the bus

trolled.

bars which the former type gives re

Central stations supplying a mixed
sults in good service at the lamps, the

lighting and power load with motors
three-wire generator is desirable, on

Three -phaseRotory connected across the outers and be

Three-phaseDistributedyTransformer tween the neutral , and the outers can
acount of its rugged construction ,
cheapness and efficiency. The bal

secure equal voltages between the two

Fig . 7.-TRANSFORMER
ancer set requires more careful atten

sides of the system at the centre of
tion , but in those cases where skilled

distribution by connecting the pres- operators are already employed, for
DISTRIBUTED " Y " TRANSFORMER FOR DERIV

sure wires from this point to the con the purpose of looking after otherma

trol magnets of the regulators.
chinery, the balancer set justifies itself

not only by reason of its ability to

ing able to safely handle large SUMMARY.
give extra voltage where such voltage

amounts of unbalancing. In conclusion it may be suggested is needed but also because it permits

The fact that collector rings are al- that the selection of the different types the 250 -volt generator with which it

ready a part of the rotary converter of apparatus for a direct-current three- is used to deliver full kilowatt output

equipment immediately suggests the wire system of distribution should . when the load is unbalanced .

desirability of deriving the neutral

from the secondary of the step -down GenerATORS WITHOUT Base , Shaft or Bearings , But With RheoSTATS POR Direct CONNECTION TO High

transformers. When this method is

used great care must be taken to see
in series of 12

Kw capacity of

that the windings of the transformer Compensator

are so arranged that they cannot oper + 3.4 %

ate reactively and prevent the flow of Weight per kilowatt of + 4.0%

generating equipment + 2.0%

current necessary to maintain the + 2.1 % -12.5 %

neutral. A diametrical connection of 90.5 % 87.5%

the transformer secondaries is satis- Efficiency full load ; no cur . 91.25%

rent in neutral 90.9%

factory for furnishing the neutral of 90.5 %

90.75 %

a three-wire system supplied from a

six -phase rotary. In case of a three
15.35 sq . ft . -10 . % + 13. %

Floor space of generating 109

phase rotary using a Y - connected equipment + 2.5%

+ 3. %

transformer it is necessary to dis
+ 15. %

tribute the winding in such a manner Size of switchboard pan

that the current flowing through any

one leg of the winding will affect the

+ 5%

core of two of the legs . The method Cost per kilowatt , includ

of arranging the distributing coils is
ing switchboard 10 per cent .

-14.0 %
unbalancing

shown in the Fig. 7. The arrange

ments described can safely handle
Compensation for line drop on heavier side ?

Yes No

large amounts of unbalancing, but XXX

possess no means for shifting the Designed for extreme unbalancing ?

neutral, and balancer sets for this
No.

XX

purpose are often installed with rotary
Percentage of rated kilowatts delivered when 10 per cent. unbalanced current is flowing in neutral wire ?

converters . 100% 95% 95%

CONNECTIONS FOR

AND THREE-PHASETHREE - PHASE ROTARY

ING DIRECT-CURRENT NEUTRAL FOR THREE

WIRE SYSTEM .

2-125-Volt Gens.

SPEED ENGINES

1-250 - Volt

Gen. with

250/ 125- Volt

Balancer

1-250 - Volt

Gen. with

Collector and

250 - Volt Gens .

50 Kw

100

150

200

87.00 lbs .

78.40

91.5

82.42

+ 10%

+ 0%

-20 %
46 66

16 46

89%

66

909 90 %
64

50 Kw

100

100

150

200

90%
66

90.5 %

90.5 %

91.25%

91.5 %

91.5%
64

50 Kw
4

+ 1. %

:
:
:

+ 16. %
4

20.40

28.50

33.26

150

200

+ 4.59 %
66 44

50 Kw

100

150

200

20" + 24"

20 " + 24"

20 " 24 "

20 " + 24 "

20"

20 '

22"

20 "

20 "

20 "

20 "

20

els
44

46

50 Kw

100

150

200

+ 10%

$26.70

18.26

19.40

16.55

9%

5.5%
66

4.5%

-14.5 %

3.5 %

Yes

XX XXX

Yes

XX

No

XXX



Prompt Execution of Orders

By CLARE N. STANNARD

The definition of promptness we cussed frequently result in the public being an intimation of his having been

find to be , "Ready and quick to act feeling that the company is inde- negligent in failing to bring the origi

as occasion demands."
pendent and that it has a monopoly, 'nal bill.

A close observer of nature soon dis- and this leads to the ofttime wish for Assuming application for electricity

covers that it is governed by an un- competition which frequently mate- or power, the meter having been set ,

erring system and that certain changes rializes. the bill at the end of 30 days rendered ,

promptly follow one another, as , for In order to offset the evils enu- he comes to the office to make pay

instance , daylight follows darkness, merated a complete system is neces- ment. There should be a sufficient

one season follows another, winter fol sary to secure promptness. We would number of cashiers to receive the

lows the fall , cold weather is followed recommend under the heading of money and receipt the bill . We have

by warm ; so there are many lessons PROMPTNESS, a system somewhat observed that where consumers are

to be learned from nature , the princi- similar to the following, subject , of obliged to stand a long time in line

pal ones being promptness and sys- course , to the local conditions govern- they became impatient, and make re

tem . * ing the policy of the company. marks which ofttimes lead to com

Another example of promptness is Upon a customer entering an office, plaints being registered, whereas, on

to be found in Army and Navy dis- especially if the office be a large one, the other hand, had they been able to

cipline; having such examples before a man, perhaps styled Director , promptly pay their bill all of this an

us ordinary corporations would be should be found near the entrance , noyance would have been avoided .

neglectful if they did not incorporate whose duty it is to direct consumers Assuming that the consumer de

into their work two of the most vital to the proper window, thus avoiding sires to make a complaint , he should ,

underlying principles of all successful a frequentseries of annoyances to the upon his going to the complaint win

business, namely , promptness and sys- consumers of going from one window dow , be very promptly taken care of .

tem .
to another until they accidentally He should not be obliged to stand and

We are all of us familiar with cer- stumble upon the right one. listen to a number of other complaints.

tain exceptions ; for instance , suppose Assuming that a consumer wishes to Each complaining consumer should be

one was to attempt to recover damages make an application for light or power, given immediate attention ; if possible,
or a rebate from the United States there should be a sufficient number of he should be invited to be seated and

Government, you can imagine the time clerks at the application window to given every attention and courtesy

necessary in order to secure an ad- handle the people, not requiring a con- possible . He should be impressed that

justment of the claim . Such dilatory sumer to stand in line any length of the clerk is actuated only by methods

methods cause trouble and hard feel- time. of fairness and justice. The man at

ings and make enemies. A clerk should decide promptly the complaint window should be an

If such dilatory and slothful meth- about a man's credit ; orders for the intelligent, competent and experienced

ods were practised by an electric com- execution of the work should be employee, preferably one who has had

pany it would result in our creating promptly issued . We would recom- actual experience in the remedying of

a demoralized condition and in our mend that all applications taken in the complaints. A man thus equipped can

employees becoming inefficient ; they forenoon be written up and given to more readily grasp the situation and

would constantly , from the example the shop foreman so that they may be can more easily understand what the

set them , put off to-day what they executed promptly in the afternoon . consumer is trying to explain . If the

thought might be done to-morrow.. All orders taken in the afternoon consumer cannot explain just what he

Consequently, wasteful and extrava- should be similarly handled, so that wishes to say, an experienced man can

gant methods would be encouraged. they may be executed the following often save trouble and much time in

Wastefulness would apply both as to forenoon. Our promptness on orders assisting the consumer to make plain

time consumed and money spent. should not end at this point , but they the desired complaint.

Such methods frequently result in should immediatelyupon execution be The head of the complaint depart

something being started , and one never returned to the office, given to the ment should be an experienced trouble

knows where it will end. They inThey in- bookkeeper and written up on the man and have direct charge of the men

variably cause a company to lose books, so that bills may be proniptly executing the complaint orders , for by

prestige in the community in which sent at regular intervals to the con- listening to exaggerated cases he can

it operates. A loss of revenue is oc- sumer. often give personal instruction to the

casioned through orders not being Bills for current should , so far as trouble man which will facilitate the

promptly executed. The writer is fa- ' possible, cover uniform period , execution of the work.
miliar with some cases where com- atherwise consumers will complain , All complaint orders should be , if

panies never execute orders for a week for if a bill covers, instead of the possible, executed the day received , or ,

or ten days ; on a large number of usual 30 days , a period of 35 or 40 in case of orders received late in the

orders , think of the loss of revenue days , the consumer ofttimes does not day, they should be taken care of
which such methods occasion . notice the difference in time on the promptly on the following forenoon .

The company loses the respect of bill and complains on its size , whereas Promptness in this department will

the public, an asset which has a tangi- had the bill covered the usual 30 - day have a beneficial effect upon the com

ble value . Confidence is also lost ; period no complaint would have been plaining consumer ; on the other hand ,

such methods invariably result in a made. companies dilatory in caring for com

great deterioration of the value of a Should a consumer come to the plaints cause the consumer to lose con

property, and the bankruptcy of some office to pay a bill , having neglected fidence, and to believe the company is

companies, we believe , could quickly to bring the bill, upon his request for not anxious to give relief .

be traced to such a policy as above a duplicate it should be immediately We would recommend that with

mentioned. The methods thus far dis- and cheerfully given , without there some companies , a night force of men

* N. E. L. A. , 1910 . 175
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be employed who could almost imme- they secure better results and prompter done away with that a representative

diately answer special and emergency service by paying the men in the or- meets when he calls at a house and

calls . This would not only make der and installation departments upon says, “ Now , whenever there is any

many friends for the company, but a salary and bonus basis ; as , for in- thing we can do for you let us know ,”
ofttimes result in the saving of prop- stance, those setting and removing me- and then meets with the reply, “ Three

erty and even life . This is particu- ters are paid a certain fixed salary per weeks ago we asked for a certain thing
larly true through being able to day plus a small bonus for each meter to be done and it has not as yet re

promptly care for pole and line set or removed and for each appliance ceived any attention." If a company
troubles, to cut wires at time of fire connected and service installed. The is operated as above outlined it estab

and to meet other emergencies with result is that the men accomplish a lishes a reputation for promptness

which you are all familiar. larger amount of work per day, that which reduces complications in the

It is advisable to occasionally call they work with greater efficiency, that office and operating departments, and
together the employees of the company their orders executed demonstrates that we have system in

whocome into direct contact with the promptly and that the total cost to the our business. The company is given

public. At these meetings timely and company for this class of work is de- credit by the public for being aggres

interesting talks and discussions creased, thus proving the system to be sive, up to date, using proper business

should be given and the policy of the an excellent one . methods in the execution of its work ,

company be outlined . By the officers Promptness should be an essential complaints are lessened and the com

coming into personal contact with the quality in the Commercial Department. pany is not open to just attacks .

employees it will be found much easier Slothful and dilatory methods result in This reputation for promptness lias

for the policy of the company to be the department becoming ineffective.the department becoming ineffective. often a monetary value, having an in

reflected in the men than if the meet- Commercial men should be prompt in fluence on the increased revenue. It

ings were not held . In fact , the re- going out and finding business. Much indicates a desire on the part of the

sult will be an enthusiastic endeavor revenue is secured through this meth- company to look after the patron's

on the part of the employees to give od , instead of waiting for business to welfare.

the public proper attention and the come in . Business can be created in

best service. When it is explained many ways ; as an illustration , sign

that promptness and system are neces- and display lighting create revenue, as

sary in order to secure best efficiency, was once remarked by a prominent gas

the men will immediately co - operate in and electric captain of industry, " out

order to secure the desired results. of the thin air . ” Think of the thou

Now, for a moment, let us assume sands and thousands of dollars of

that the consumer has called at the revenue which has been secured for

office to purchase an electric consum- central -station companies through the

ing device, such , perhaps, as a flatiron , recognition and prompt taking advan

a motor or a toaster, the same prompt- tage of this opportunity.

ness should characterize our efforts to Manufacturers of electrical appli Large Machinery Houses

please as outlined for the other de- ances have greatly assisted electric

partments. companies in finding additional ways

A sufficient number of salesmen for the use of increased current. It

should be maintained to explain all is our duty to promptly put on the

appliances promptly and intelligently. market and sell the many excellent

Upon the sale having been made, the current consuming devices constantly
HAS TAUGHT US WHERE TO )

appliance should be promptly deliv- brought to our attention.

ered and connected . We would pay Our commercial men have a field in
BUY THE BEST APPARITI'S

special attention to consumers, who addition to the old regularly recog- AT LOWEST PRICES CON

make the purchase in case of an emer- nized commercial field . They can sell
SISTENT WITH GOOD MA

gency , by our showing them that we many appliances which not only bring

are willing to go out of our way to a revenue, but also popularize the use TERLAL, DESIGN AND

be accommodating, thus frequently es- of electricity . Under this head may be WORKMANSHIP .

tablishing pleasant relations which mentioned the electric flatiron , toaster ,

often become of great value to the chafing dish , the mirror reflector, curl

company . ing iron heater , warming pad , many LET IS QUOTE ON YOUR

We do not think it advisable for ornamental designs, and other appli
WE

orders to be held up for some trifle
REQUIREMENTS.

ances too numerous to mention .

in detail , neither do we advise that all The commercial men should use GUARANTEE THE MATTER

orders be marked “ Rush ,” though , of promptness in discovering and reme
WILL REST THERE UNTIL

course , rush orders are permissible, dying poor service . We have been told

but it is much better for one when our consumers are not so much in
TAKEN UP AGAIN AT YOUR

taking an order to give as much time terested in the price they are paying OWN REQUEST.

as possible for its execution or per- for current as they are in the securing
haps specify a certain time when the of good service. We have all re

order should be completed. Much peatedly proven this to be true .

friction, trouble, annoyance and ex- It has been said the sooner an order

pense are avoided by the one taking is executed the less time there is for

the order making sure that everything a consumer to change his mind , and

is in readiness for its execution ; in cancel it. In order to secure prompt RELIANCE ENGINEERING &

other words, proper thought and care ness, the representative after making EQUIPMENT CO . C. A. Tupper , Mgr.

should be used in taking all orders and a sale should follow up the order and

applications according to some fixed , make sure that it has been promptly
330 Clinton Street , Milwaukee, Wisconsin

just and proper rule. excuted. Through the prompt execu
604 Mission Street, San Francisco , Cal .

Some companies have found that tion of orders the embarrassment is
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REWARD OF SERVICE

Columbia Enclosed Arc Carbons have led the market for many years — because they give

longest life , best light, and cost the least for maintenance in every way.

One trial is sufficient to convince the most pessimistic . We are willing to give free

samples to make this test. Ask for samples if you do not know of Columbia by actual

experience.

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, CLEVELAND, OHIO

Rolled

IR

Over

50,000

miles

JO

from

Best Quality

Steel

SI
in use

CONTINUOUS JOINT WEBER JOINT

The Rail Joint Company
GENERAL OFFICES :

29 West 34th Street, New York City

Makers of Base Supported Rail Joints for Standard and Special Rail

Soctions, also Girder,Step or Compromise, Frog and Switch, andjlnsulat

ing Rail Joints, protected by Patents .

WOLHAUPTER JOINT

Catalogs at Agencies

Baltimore, Md . Pittsburg, Pa.

Boston , Mass . Portland, Oregon

Chicago, III , San Francisco, Cal.
Denver , Colo. St. Louis, Mo.

New York ,NY. Troy, N. Y.

London, E.C., Eng Montreal, Can.

HIGHEST AWARDS : Paris, 1900 ;

Buffalo, 1901 ; St Louis, 1904.

CONTINUOUS GIRDER

Steam Turbines

Require:
Cheaper than

Steam Engines:

to buy

to instali

to operate

to repair

less oil

less fuel

less attention

less space

Over a Million H. P. Built and On Order

For full particulars, Turbine Catalogue 7002

The Westinghouse Machine Co.
Designers and Builders of Steam Turbines, Steam Engines, Gas Engines, Gas Producers and the Roney Stoker

NEW YORK-10 Bridge Street ST. LOUIS - Chemical Bldg . CINCINNATI-Traction Bldg .

BOSTON - 131 State Street PITTSBURG - Westinghouse Bldg. PHILADELPHIA - North American Bldg.

BALTIMORE - Continental Bldg . CLEVELAND - New England Bldg . DENVER - McPhee Bldg .

ATLANTA - Candler Bldg. CHICAGO - 171 La Salle Street SAN FRANCISCO - Hunt, Mirk & Co.
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American Electric Lamp Co.

MANOVAC

HIGHGRADE

INCANDESCENT
CAMPS

AMERICANELECTRIC
LAMP

COMPANY

Manufacturers of all Types of Incandescent Lamps

HAVE ON HAND, READY FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY , A LARGE STOCK OF

AMERICAN MAZDA LAMPS

AMERICAN TANTALUM LAMPS

AMERICAN METALLIZED FILAMENT LAMPS

AMERICAN CARBON FILAMENT LAMPS

AMERICAN MINIATURE LAMPS

Prices Quoted on Application

FACTORY AND GENERAL OFFICES : 153-159 JEFFERSON STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

NEW YORK OFFICE: FIFTH AVE. BLDG. BOSTON OFFICE : 38 KILBY STREET
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Classified Directory of

Manufacturers

TRADE MARK

&INSU
LATE

D

N
I
S
S
7
8
9

SERCABILE

CRESCENT

RUBBER-INSULATED

WIRES AND CABLES

NATIONAL CODE STANDARD

Main Office and Factory : TRENTON, N. J.

TREN

ATLANTIC INSULATED WIRE & CABLE CO .

WIRES AND CABLES .

FOR SUBMARINE , AER LAL .

AND INTERIOR USE

UNDERGROUND

FACTORY

STAMFORD ,

CONN .

120 LIBERTY STREET

NEW YORK CITY .

STEEL
OUTLET

JUNCTION

SWITCH

CONDUIT BUSHINGS

BOXES

PATENTEES AND MANUFACTURERS

THE BOSSERT ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION CO., UTICA, N. Y.

BOSTON INSULATED WIRE ANDWIRE AND CABLE CO.

ADJUSTERS

Morse, Frank W., Boston, Mass.

AIR AND GAS COMPRESSORS

Allis -Chalmers Co., Milwaukee.

American Air Compressor Works, N. Y

Blake Mfg. Co. , Geo. F., New York.

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago.

Clayton Air Compressor Works, N. Y.

Curtis & Co., Mfg. Co., St. Louis.

Dean Bros. Steam Pump Wks. , Indian.

apolis.

Emerson Elec. Mfg . Co., St. Louis, Mo

Hall Steam Pump Co., Pittsburg.

Ingersoll-Rand Co. , New York .

Knowles Steam PumpWorks, New York

Laidlaw -Dunn -Gordon Co., New York ,

McGowan Co., John H. , Cincinnati

National Brake & Elec. Co. , Milwauket

Norwalk Iron Works, Norwalk , Conn

Platt Iron Works Co., Dayton

Providence Engine Works, Providence

Snow Steam Pump Works, New York .

Sullivan Machinery Co., Chicago

Worthington, Henry R., New York.

ALTERNATORS

Allis -Chalmers Co., Milwaukee ,,Wis.

Crocker -Wheeler Co., Ampere, N. J.

Fort Wayne Elec. Works, Indianapolis.

General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y

National Brake & Elec. Co., Milwaukee

Wesco Supply Co., St. Louis

Western Electric Co., Chicago

Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg . Co., Pitts

burg

ANCHORS (GUY)

Holden Anchor Co., Des Moines, Ia .

Matthews & Bro ., W. N. , St. Louis, Mo

ANNUNCLATORS

Central Electric Co., Chicago, Ill.

Doubleday -Hill Electric Co., Pittsburg :

Electric Appliance Co., Chicago.

Haines, J. Allen, Inc. , Chicago.

Manhattan Elec. Supply Co., Now York

Ostrander & Co., W. R., Chicago.

Van Dorn -Elliott Eloc. Co., Clevoland.

Wesco Supply Co., St. Louis.

Western Electric Co., Chicago

ATTACHMENT PLUGS

Hubbell, Harvey, Bridgeport, Cona .

BATTERIES - PRIMARY

Bunnell & Co., J. H., New York.

Burnley Battery & Mfg . Co., Painesville

Ohio .

Central Electric Co., Chicago

Doubleday -Hill Elec . Co., Pittsburg.

Eastern Carbon Works, Jersey City,N.J

Edison Mſg. Co., New York .

Elec. Motor & Equipment Co., Newurk

N. J

French Battery Co., Madison, Wis.

Gordon Battery Co New York .

Lawrence Elec . Co., F. D. , Cincinnati, O

Leclanche Battery Co., New York .

Manhattan Electrical Supply Co., Chi.

cago.

Waterbury Battery Co., Waterbury

Conn .

Wesco Supply Co. , St. Louis, Mo

Western Electric Co., Chicago.

BATTERIES / STORAGE

American Battery Co.,Chicago .

Doubleday-Hill Electric Co., Pittsburg

Electric Storage Battery Co. Philadel.

phia.

General Storage BatteryCo., New York.

Gould Storage Battery Co., Now York.

National Battery Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Railway Safety Service Co., Springfield ,

Mass .

Universal Eloctri : Storage Battery Co.,

Chicago .

Willard Storage Battery Co., Clovdand.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Rubber O Covered WiresWires and Cables
NATIONAL CODE STANDARD

Office and Works : 182-186 Freeport St., Dorchester District, BOSTON, MASS.

Armour Institute of Technology

Chicago , Illinois

Courses in Electrical , Mechanical, Civil ,

Chemical and Fire Protection Engineering, and

Architecture. Completely equipped labora.

tories in all departments.

Year Book sent on application.

The Military College of the

State of Vermont.

Courses leading to Bachelor's Degree, Arts,

Science and Literature, Chemistry, Civil En .

gineering.

Military Instruction , practice and discipline
for all students.

Adequate equipment for instruction in Hy.

draulics and in Electricity.

NORWICH UNIVERSITY, Northfield, Vt.

Clarkson School of Technology

Thomas S. Clarkson Memorial, Potsdam , N. Y.

Organized under charter ofthe University of

the State of New York . Courses leading to

degrees of Bachelor of Science in Chemical,

Civil , Electrical and Mechanical Engineering,

comprising four years of thorough training and

resident collegeworkin theory and practice of

engineering. The Clarkson Bulletin , pub

lished quarterly, mailed on application .
WM. S. ALDRICH, Director.

TUFTS COLLEGE

Department of Engineering

Civil, Mecbanical, Electrical and Chemical Engineering

New Laboratories and Excellent Equipment.

Beautiful site within four miles of Boston.

Preparatory Department for students who have

had engineering practice, but insufficient prep

arationfor college work

For informatio . concerning coursesand positions of

graduates , address Prof.GARDNERC.ANTHONY,Dean.

TUFTS COLLEGE, P. O. , Mass.

ESTABLISHED
LEWIS INSTITUTE, Chicago, Ill.

Four -year course leading to degree of Bachelor of

Science in Mec!:anical Engineering. While the course

is planned with special reference 10 mei hanical engi :

neering, much time is devoted to electrical work, and

such attention is given to engineering chemistry , civi !

engineering and general subjects as to graduate men

with broad , fundamental training along engineering

lines. Cata ogue cn application .

Rensselaer

Polytechnic

Institute,

Troy, N.Y.

A

S
C
H
O
O
L OF

E
N
G
I
N
E
E
R
I
N
G

Local examinations provided for. Send for a catalogna
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由 )
Fan and Blower

REGULATORS

For the control of motor

driven fans and blowers we

have standardized a com

prehensive line of apparatus

ranging from one -sixth H.P.

speed regulators , upwards.

Controllers can be furnished

either for manual or for

automatic operation . For

the control of blowers used

in connection with auto

matic stokers we can furnish

a controller that will regu

late the speed of the fan

according to the boiler press

ure. Bulletins on request.

Clasif.d Directory of Manufacturor Control

ELLS

Contral Electric Co., Chicago .

Manhattan Eloctrical Supply Co., New

York and Chicago.

Ostrander & Co., W. R. , New York

Wesco Supply Co. , St. Louis
Wostern Electric Co., Chicago.

BELT DRESSING .

Cling Surface Mfg. Co., Buffalo

Dixon Crucibl. Co., Jos ., Jersey City , N. J.
BELTING

Boston Belting Co., Boston .

Eureka Firo Hoso Co., New York .

Jottrey Mtg. Co., Columbus, O.

Link- Belt Engineering Co., Philadelphia .

Pittsburg Gage & Supply Co., Pittsburg.

RobinsConveying Belt Co. New York .
BLOWERS

Allis -Chalmers Co.,Milwaukee.

American Blower Co., Detroit.

American Gas Furnace Co., New York .

Buffalo Forgo Co., Buffalo .

Chicago Flexible Shaft Co., Chicago.

Crocker-Wheeler Co., Ampere, N. J.

Dean Bros. Steam Pump Works, Indian

apolis.

Groen Fuel Economizer Co., Matteawan ,

N. Y.

Platt Iron Works, Dayton, O.

Smith , J D. , Fdy. Supply Co., Cleveland

Sprague Electric Co., New York .

Sturtevant Co., B. F. , Hyde Park , Mass .

BLUE PRINT MACHINERY

BuckeyeEngine Co., Salem, O.

Keuffel & Esser Co., New York .

Kolosch & Co., New York

Resolute Machine Co., New York

Wagenhorst & Co., J. H. , Pittsburg.

BOILERS

Atlantic Works, East Boston, Mass.

Babcock & Wilcox Co., New York.

Harrison Safety Boiler Works, Phila

Heine Safety Boiler Co., St. Louis.

Platt Iron Works, Dayton, O.

Ritor-Couley Mfg: Co., Pittsburg
Robb -Mumford Boiler Co., South Fram

ingliam , Mass.

Struthers -Wells Co., Warren , Pa.

Walsh's Holyoke Steam Boiler Co.,

Holyoko, Mass .
Wetherill & Co., Robt., Chester, Pa .

BOXESJUNCTION

Bossert Electric Construction Co., Utica .

D. & W. Puso Co., Providence. R. I.

Steel City Electric Co. , Pittsburgh

BOXES - OUTLET

Bossert Electric Const. Co., Utica , N. Y.

Steel City Electric Co. , Pittsburgh

BRUSHES - CARBON

Central Electric Co., Chicago.

Eastern Carbon Works, Jersey City, N. J.

Holmor Pibre -Graphite Mfg. Co., Ger

mantown , Pa.

Le Valley Carbon Brush Co. , New York .

National Carbon Co., Cleveland.

Spoor Carbra Co., St. Mary's, Pa .

Western Electric Co., Chicago .

BUSHINGS -OUTLET

Steel City Electric Co. , Pittsburgh

CABLE HANGERS

Barron & Co .. Jas. S. , New York ,

Bissell Co. , F. Toledo , O.

Standard Underground Cable Co. , Pitts

burg

Steel City Electric Co., Pittsburg.

Wesco Supply Co., St. Louis, Mo

Western Electric Co., Chicago .

CABLE JOINTS

Dogsert& Co. , Inc., New York

CARBONS

Central Electric Co., Chicago.

Eastern Carbon Works Jersey City,N. J.

Nations Carbon Co., Cleveland ,

Reisinger , Hugo, New York .

Speer Carbon Co., St. Marys, Pa.

Wosco Supply Co. , St. Louis.
CASTINGS

American Steel Foundries Chicago.

Aiton Machine Co., New York.

Clusifod Directory of Manufacturers - Cox'a

Lunkenheimer Co. Cincinnati.

New England Butt Co., Providence, R.I.

Phosphor -Bronze Smelting Co. , Ltd.,

Philadelphia .

CHAINS FOR ARC LAMPS

Oneida Community , Ltd., Oneida, N. Y.

CIRCUIT BREAKERS

Cutler -HammerMfg. Co., Milwaukee.

Cutter Electrical Mig.Co., Philadelphia .

Doubleday -Hill Electric Co., Pittsburg.

Fort Wayne Electric Works, Fort Wayne ,

Indiana

General Electric Co., Schenectady, N.Y.

Hartman Circuit Breaker Co., Mans

field, Ohio.

La Roche Co., F. A. , New York .

Sundh Electric Co., New York .

Switchboard Equip. Co., Bethlehom , Pa

Ward Leonard Electric Co., Bronxville ,

N. Y.

Wesco Supply Co., St. Louis

Western Electric Co., Chicago .

Westinghouse Eloctric & Mfg. Co. Pitts

burg .

CLAMPS - CABLE

Matthews, W. N. , & Bros., St. Louis.

CLEATS

Blake Signal & Mfg . Co., Boston , Mass.

Imperial Porcelain Works, Trenton, N. J

Pass & Seymour, Inc. , Solvay, N. Y.

Sears,' Henry D. , Boston.
CLIMBERS

Klein & Co., Mathias, Chicago.

CLUSTERS

Benjamin Elec . Mfg. Co., Chicago

Hubbel, Harvey.Bridgeport, Conn .
COAL AND ASÁ -HANDLING MACHIN

ERY

Brown Hoisting Machinery Co.

land

Case Mfg . Co.,Columbus, O.

Hunt Co., C. W., New York.

Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Columbus, O.

Link Belt Co., Philadelphia.

Mead -Morrison Mig . Co., Boston .

NorthernEngineering Works, Detroit

Robins Conveying Belt Co., New York

COILS - INDUCTION

Ostrander, W. R. , & Co., Now York .

Splitdorf, C. F. , New York .

COMMUTATOR LUBRICANT

Allen & Co., L. B. , Chicago .

Dixon Crucible Co., Jos., Jersey City .

COMMUTATORS

Homer Commutator Co., Cleveland , O.

CONDENSERS ELECTRIC

Marshall, Willam , New York .
CONDUIT RODS

Barron & Co., Jas. S., New York .

Cope, T. J., Philadelphia.

Doubleday -Hill Electric Co., Pittsburg .

CONDUITS

American Circular Loom Co., Chelsea ,

Mass.

The Gillette - Vibber Co., New London ,

Conn .

American Conduit Co., Chicago.

American Vitrified Conduit Co., N. Y.

Camp Co., H. B., New York.

Doubleday-Hill Electric Co. , Pittsburg.

Gest , G. M. , New York .

National Conduit & Cable Co., N. Y.

National MotalMolding Co. , Pittsburg

OrangeburgFibre Conduit Co., Orange

burg. N.Y

Sprague Electric Co., New York .

CONDUIT FITTINGS

Steel City Electric Co. , Pittsburgh

CONDUIT REAMERS

Steel City Electric Co., Pittsburg.

CONDUIT TOOLS

Cope, T. J., Philadelphia .

Steel City Electric Co., Pittsburg .

CONTROLLERS

Allis-Chalmers Co. , Milwaukee.

Case Mfg. Co., Columbus, O.

Crocker- Wheeler Co., Ampere, N. ) .

Cutler -Hammer Mfg. Co. , Milwaukee.

Elec , Controller & Supply Co., Cleveland

.

The Cutler -Hammer Mfg.Co.

MILWAUKEE , WISCONSIN

NEW YORK 50 Church Street

CHICAGO . Monadnock Block

PHILADELPHIA . Commonwealth Trust Bldg.

BOSTON .
176 Federal Street

PITTSBURG .. Farmers' Bank Building

CLEVELAND . .... Schofield Building

SAN FRANCISCO . Otis & Squires, 155 New

Montgomery Street
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Trade Notes The Frisco Extends Its Telephone

The Pawling & Harnischfeger Dispatching System

Company, Milwaukee, Wis. , designers The St. Louis & San Francisco

and builders of electric cranes and Railroad, which has been active in the

hoists, has recently appointed Albert campaign among the railroad systems

B. Bowman , 720- N . Second Street , St. of the country to supplant the use of

Louis, Mo., a special sales representa- the telegraph with the telephone for

tive.
train despatching, is now installing

The Holophane Co. announces that new telephone circuits over about 500

on July 1st all Holophane material miles of its line.

will be on the same discount basis- Trains on the ' Frisco are now being

60 per cent.; that there will be no despatched by telephone between Kan

further charge for packing ; and that sas City, Mo., and Springfield on the

they will offer a new line of reflectors northern division , and on the Lebanon

to replace the "High Efficiency Line.” division between Springfield and

Monett, Mo., a total distance of about

246 miles. This part of the ' Frisco is
News

single track, and the traffic between

The electric lighting system at Fort Kansas City and Fort Scott is un

Rosencrans, which is located near San usually heavy. Message circuits , on
Diego , Cal . , has been connected with which the commercial business is

the transmission lines of the San handled, parallel in every case the des

Diego Consolidated Gas & Electric patching circuits, which are used ex

Company for service. The connected clusively to direct train movements

load is equal to about 1400 16 -c - p. and traffic. Western Electric appa

equivalents. ratus is used exclusively in this work.

1

" MANROSS

HAIR SPRINGS

Classifed Directoryof Manufacturers - Cont'd

N. Y. Electric ControllerCo.,New York .

Simplex Electric Heating Co., Cam

bridge, Mass.

COPPER CASTINGS

Anderson Mfg. Co. , A. & J. M. , Boston.

Ward -Leonard Co. , Bronxville, N. Y.

CRANES

Northern Engineering Works, Detroit.

CROSS ARMS

Locke Insulator Mfg. Co., Victor, N. Y.
CUT-OUTS AND SWITCHES

Bissell Co., The F. , Toledo, O.

Bossert Electric Const. Co. , Utica, I. Y.

Central Electric Co. , Chicago. ]

Crouse-Hinds Co., Syracuse, N. Y.

Cutter Elec. & Mfg. Co., Philadelphia.

Ft . Wayne Elec . Wks., Inc., Fort Wayne.

General Electric Co.,Schenectady , N. Y.

Hart Mfg . Co., Hartford , Conn .

Manhattan Elec . Supply Co. , New York.

Sorenson, P. , Brooklyn . ya :

Switchboard Equip. Co., Bethlehem , Pa.

Trumbull Elec. Mfg.Co., Plainville, Conn .

Wesco Supply Co., St. Louis.

Western Electric Co., Chicago .

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co. , Pitts

burg .

DIRECT MOTOR DRIVE FOR PLANERS

The Electric Controller & Supply Co. ,

Cleveland .

DRILLS

Morse Twist Drill & Machine Co. , New

Bedford, Mass.

DRYING MACHINERY

Aiton Machine Co. , New York .

Buffalo Foundry & MachineCo., Buffalo .

JDevine Co., J. P. , Buffalo .

Sturtevant Co. , B. F. , Boston

DYNAMOS AND MOTORS

Allis -Chalmers Co., Milwaukee.

American Engine Co., Bound Brook , N J.

Bogue Electric Co., C. J., New York .

Burke Electric Co. , Erie, Pa.

C. & C. Electric Co. , Garwood, N. J.

Central Electric Co. , Chicago .

Century Electric Co. , St. Louis.

Crocker-Wheeler Co., Ampere , N. J.

Diehl Mfg.Co., Elizabethport, N. J.

Doubleday-Hill Electric Co., Pittsburg.

Eck Dynamo & Motor Wks. , Belleville,

N. J.

Electro -Dynamic Co. , Bayonne, N. J.

Elwell-Parker Electric Co. , Cleveland .

Emerson Electric Mfg: Co., St. Louis.

Fort Wayne Electric Works, Fort Wayne.

General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.

Jeffrey Mfg . Co. , Columbus, O.

National Brake & Elec . Co., Milwaukee

New England Motor Co. , Lowell , Mass .

Ridgway Dynamo & Motor Co., Ridg

Robbins & Myers Co., Springfield, O.

Sprague Electric Co., New York .

Stow Mfg. Co., Binghamton, N. Y.

Sturtevant Co., B. F. , Boston .

Triumph Electric Co. , Cincinnati .

Wagner Electric Mfg. Co., St. Louis.

Wesco Supply Co., St. Louis .

Western Electric Co., Chicago .

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co. , Pitts

burg .

ELECTRIC RAILWAY SUPPLIES

Railway Safety Service Co. , Springfield ,

Mass .

ELECTROMAGNE
TS

Acme Wire Co. , New Haven , Conn .

Schureman, J. .L. , Co., Chicago .

Splitdorf, C. F , New York .

ELEVATORS

American Tool& Machine Co. , Boston

Caldwell & Son Co. , H. W., Chicago.

JeffreyMfg .Co.,Columbus.

Link Belt Eng'g Co., Philadelphia.

Obermayer Co., S. , Cincinnati .

Otis Elevator Co. , N. Y.

Poole Eng'g Mch . Co. , Baltimore

ENGINEERING CONSTRUCTION

Elm City Engineering Co., New Haven ,

Oonn

FOR ELECTRICAL INDICATING AND RE

CORDING INSTRUMENTS. MADE FROM

MY SPECIAL BRONZE ALLOY,

1872
117

LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF F. N. MANROSS,

HAIR SPRINGS United States. FORESTVILLE, CONN

PLATINUM

Contacts allons

Wire for Hireless Telegre,

Resistence Wire

Wire und Sicei for a lungo

AMERICAN
way, Pa.

Scrap Purchased

Grand Prize at Universal Exposition, St. Louis, 1904, and Gold Medal at

Lewis and Clark Centennial Exposition Portland, Ore ., 1905, for all forms of

PLATINUM
AWARDED TO

BAKER & Co., INC.
Newark , N. J. 120 Liberty St., New York City

K
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Modern Elevator Conductors characteristics, the induction motor is

The use of alternating -current in- more suitable for slow -speed eleva

duction motors in elevator and crane tors than for those where rapid lifting

work has now become as well stand- is the principal requirement, the slip

ardized as any other motor applica- ring type of motor is being used in
tion . While, from its constant speed ( Continued on page 22. )

FULLMAN WATER FLOOR OUTLETS

Made in many different styles

for various conditions. In

stalled in less time and pro

duce a neater job than any

other box on the marke.. A

large stock of both adjust

able and non-adjustable

boxes is always on hand at

Pittsburg and branches.44 " Adjustable

Floor Outlet

323 " Non -adustable

Floor Outlet

STEEL CITY ELECTRIC CO.
Main Office and Factory : 1207-1219 Washington Ave., N. S., Pittsburg, Pa.

BRANCHES :

BOSTON , NEW YORK, BUFFALO, CLEVELAND, CHICAGO, SAN FRANCISCO

Classified Directory of Manufacturers - Cons't

ENGINES — GAS AND GASOLINE

Allis -Chalmers Co., Milwaukee

Buckeye Engine Co., Salem , O.
Carlige & Finch Co.. Cincinnata . O.

De La Vergne Machine Co., New York .

Elbridge Engine Co., Rochester, N.Y.

Marine Engine & Machine Co., N. Y.

Mietz , A. , N. Y.

Otto GasEngineWorks, Philadelphia.
Power&Mining Machinery Co., Cudahy

Wis.

Westinghouse Machine Co. , Pittsburg .

Wood & Co., R. D. , Philadelphia .

ENGINES - STEAM

Allis -Chalmers Co. , Milwaukee.

American Blower Co , Detroit.

Am . Engine Co., Bound Brook , N. J.

Ball Engine Co. Erie, Pa .

Blake Mfg. Co., Geo F. , New York.

Buckeye Engine Co., Salem , O.

Buffalo Forge Co., Buffalo .

Frick Co. , Waynesboro, Pa.

Hooven , Owens, Rentschler Co., Hami) .

ton , Ohio.

Mecklenburg Iron Wks., Charlotte, N. C.

Providence Eng'g Works, Providence

Shepherd Eng'gCo.,Franklin , Pa.

Southwark Fdy. & Mch . Co., Philadelphia

Struthers -Wells Co., Warren , Pa.

Sturtevant Co., B. F.,Hyde Park , Mak .

Watertown Eng. Co., Watertown, N. Y.

Westinghouse Machine Co., Pittsburg

Wetherill, Robert & Co., Chester, Pa

EXHAUST HEADS

American Spiral Pipe Works, Chicago

Direct Separator Co. Syracuse.

Hoppes Mfg. Co., Springfield, O.

PittsburgGage& Supply Co., Pittsburg .

Sturtevant Co., B. F., HydePark, Mass.

Watson & McDaniel Co., Philadelphia.

Wright Mfg . Co. Detroit.

FANS AND MOTORS

Century Electric Co. , St. Louis.

Diehl Mfg. Co., Elizabeth port, N. J.

Doubleday -Hill Elec.Co., Pittsburg.

Eck Dynamo & MotorWks,Belleville,N.J.
Elec. Motor & Equip. Co., Newark , N. ) .

Emerson Electric Mfg . Co., St. Louis .

Ft. Wayne Elec. Works, Ft. Wayne, Ind .

General Electric Co., Schenectady. N Y.

Robbins & Myers Co. , Springfield, O.

Sprague Electric Co., New York .

Wesco Supply Co., St. Louis.

Western Electric Co. Chicago

Westinghouse Elec.& Mfg.Co., Pittsburg.

FANS - EXHAUST AND VENTILATING

Allen Electric Co., Chicago.

Century Electric Co., St. Louis.

Crocker -Wheeler Co., Ampere, N. J.

Diehl Mfg. Co., Elizabethport, N. }
Emerson Elec. Mfg . Co., St. Louis.

Green Fuel Economizer Co., Matteawan

Sprague Electric Co., New York.

Sturtevant Co., B. F. , Boston .

Western Electric Co., Chicago .

FIXTURESGAS AND ELECTRIC

Benjamin Elec. Mfg . Co. , Chicago.
Cleveland Gas & Fixture Co., Cleveland

Gail-Webb Mfg. Co., Buffalo
Goodwin & Kintz, Winsted, Conn

Wells Light Mfg. Co., New York

FLASHERS

Advertising Mirrograph Co., Brooklyn

Campbell Electric Co., Lynn , Mass.

Elec. Motor & Equip. Co., Newark, N. J

Haller Machine Co., Chicago .

Reynolds Elec. Flasher Mfg.Co.,Chicago

FLEXIBLE SHAFTS

Chicago Flexible Shaft Co., Chicago.
Stow Flexible Shaft Co., Philadelphia

Show Mfg. Co.,Binghamton,N. Y

FRICTIONTAPE AND CLOTAS

Massachusetts Chemical Co.

FUSES

ArknotCo., Hartford , Conn .

Chase -Shawmut Co.

Chicago Fuse Wiro & Mfg . Co.

D. & W. Puse, Providence, R. I.

Johns -Manville Co., H. W., Now York

COMPLETE FACTORY EQUIPMENTS

FOR THE

Manufacture and Renewal

Of Incandescent Lamps

LAMP TESTING made practicable by our standard station photometer

ESTABLISHED FIFTEEN YEARS

DWYER MACHINE CO ., Lynn, Mass.

J. G. WHITE & CO., INCORPORATED

ENGINEERS, CONTRACTORS,

43-49 Exchange PI.,

NEW YORK, N. Y.

London Correspondents :

J. G. WHITE & CO ., Ltd.

9 Cloak Lane, Cannon St.

London, E. C.

Principal Philippine Office : MANILA , P. I.

PITTSBURGH

RITER-CONLEY MFG. CO.

Transmission Towers

STEEL STRUCTURAL AND PLATE WORK OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
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Queen Testing Instruments
ONLEN.CO.PRILA

The Queen Decade Portable Testing Set_measures

Resistance, Capacity, Inductance, Current, E. M. F.,
and has many other uses . Circular 403 with colored dia

grams describes them in detail.

The Queen Acme Portable Testing Set

is smaller and will execute nearly as many tests as the

Decade. Circular 366 tells all about them .

Cable Testing Apparatus, Tachometers, Photometers

QUEEN & CO ., Inc.

Cor. Arch and Eighth Streets , Philadelphia, Penna.
QUEEN DECADE SET

po
HOW ARE YOUR BATTERIES ?

?

Classified DirectoryofManufacturers - Cong'd

GAS ENGINE SPECIALTIES

Lunkenheimer Co.

GAUGES - PRESSURE, STEAM, WATER

Am. Steam Gauge & Valve Co. , Boston.

Ashton Valve Co., Boston.

Bristol Co., Waterbury , Co., Conn.

Hohi Inn & Maurer Mfg. Co., Rochester .

Manning, Maxwell & Moore, New York.

Pittsburg, Gauge & Supply Co., Pittsburg..

Star Brass Mfg . Co. , Boston.

Walworth Mfg. Co., Boston,

GEARS

New Process ., Rawhide. Co.

Nuttal Co., R. D. Pittsburg

GERMAN SILVER

Seymour Mfg. Co Seymour, Conn

GLASS

Phoenix Glass Co., New York ,

GLOBES, SHADES, ETC.

Holophane Glass Co., New York.

Phoenix Glass Co., New York .

GRAPHITE

Dixon Cruc.Co., Jos.,Jersey City, N. J.
GUARDS INC . LAMPS

Gail-WebbMfg. Co., Buffalo.

Hubbell, Harvey, Bridgeport

Matthews & Bro ., W. N., St. Louis.

HANGER BOARDS

Ft. WayneElec. Works, Ft. Wayne, Ind .
HANGERS CABLE

Chase -Shawmut Co., Newburyport, Mass.

Standard Underground Cable Co., Pitts

burg

HEATING DEVICES, ELECTRIC

American Elec'l Heater Co., Detroit.

Barr Elec. Mfg. Co., W.J., Cleveland.

GeneralElectricCo. , Schenectady, N. Y.

Johns-Manville Co., H. W., New York.

Simplex Electric Heating Co., Cambridge,

Mass.

Vulcan Electric Heating Co., Chicago.

HEATING - EXHAUST STEAM

Am. District Steam Co., Lockport, N. Y.

Diamond State Fibre Co., Elsemere, Del .

Mica Insulator Co. New York .

HOISTS AND CONVEYORS

Hunt, C. W., Co. , New York .

Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Columbus, O.

Northern Engineering Works, Detroit.

HYDRAULIC MACHINERY

Dayton Globe Iron Works Co., Dayton.

Dean Bros. Steam Pump Wks., Indian

apolis.

Leffel & Co. , James, Springfield, O.

Pelton Water Wheel Co., San Francisco .

Platt Iron Works Co., Dayton, O.

Risdon - Alcott Turbino Co., Mount Holly,

The Connecticut " Pocket Meters Will Tell You

1909 TYPE DEAD BEAT ETCHED METAL DIAL

TWO METERS IN ONE

0-6 Volts - 0-30 amperes 5.00

Ammeter only - 0-30 amperes - 3.50

The ampere side is used for testing dry and wet batteries, the voltage side for

storage batteries. ACCURATE , DURABLE, LOW IN PRICE.

CONNECTICUT TELEPHONE 2 ELECTRIC CO .

Send for Circular No. 50 MERIDEN, CONN ., U. S. A.

CONNEC
TICUT

Peerless Electric Company

No. 122-124 S. Green Street

CHICAGO

Headquarters for

RECORDING WATTMETERS

and ELECTRICAL REPAIRS

VOLY

ACCURATE :: COMPACT :: INEXPENSIVE

Voltmeters, Ammeters, Volt -Ammeters

Rectangular, Portable Type, 1, 2 or 3 readings in one instrument.

Switchboard Type , 5 inch diameter for small installations.LMTALET
NA

N. J.
SEND FOR CATALOG

L. M. PIGNOLET, 78 Cortlandt St. , New York

" KENT POCKET METERS " Aro Standard and
Most Rollablo

" Dead Beat" Accuraoy Guarantood

0-5 Volts, 0-20 Amperes, Price $6.00

0-6 Volts, 0-30 Amperes, 6.00

0-20 Amperes 4.00

0-30 Amperes 4.00

Atwater Kent Mig. Works, 102 N. Sixth St., Philadelphia , Pa .

Smith Co., S. Morgan, York , Pa .

IMPREGNATING APPARATUS

Buffalo Foundry & Machine Co. , Buffalo

Devine Co., J. P. , Buffalo .

Hubbard's Sons, Norman, Brooklyn.

INDICATORS

American Steam Gauge & Valve Mfg Co :

INSTRUMENTS - ELECTRICAL

American Instrument Co., Philadelphia .

Atwater Kent Mfg . Co., Philadelphia .
Baillard , E. V. , New York .

Biddle, JamesG., Philadelphia.

Bristol Čo., Waterbury, Conn.

Clark Electric Meter Co., Chicago .

Connecticut Telephone & Electric Co.,

Meriden , Conn .

Cutter Elec. & Mfg. Co., Philadelphia .

Dongan InstrumentCo., Albany,N. Y.

Duncan Elec. Mfg . Co., Lafayette, Ind .

Eldredge Elec . Mfg.Co., Springfield ,

Mass.

Foote - Pierson & Co., New York ,

Fort Wayne Electric Works, Ft.Wayne, Ind .

General ElectricCo., Schenectady.

KeystoneElec. Instrument Co., Phila .

Leeds & Northrup, Philadelphia.

Machado & Roller, New York.

Pignolet, Louis M., New York .

queon & Co., Philadelphia .
Robert Instrument Co., Detroit.

Sangamo Electric Co. , Springfield , III ,

Duncan Meter

For Direct Currents

Standard of America

Duncan Electric Mfg. Co. ,

Lafayette , Ind .
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A New Transformer

Type “ SK ” for 6600 Volt Distribution

The Westinghouse Company's new 6600-Volt Transformers,

known as Type " SK ,” embody the same qualities that have pop

ularized their well-known Type “ S” Distributing Transformers ,

Type " SK " are built in 15 capacities ranging from 1 to 50 KVA,

60 or 25 cycles , 220-110 or 440-220 secondaries . Some of the

advantages of these new Transformers are

Reduced Losses

Superior Regulation

Improved Insulation

Lighter Weight

Stronger Construction

Ask nearest office for proposition and specifications

Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Co.
Atlanta Buffalo Cleveland Kansas City New Orleans Pittsburg San Francisco

Baltimore Chicago
Denver Los Angeles New York St. Louis Seattle

Boston Cincinnati Detroit Philadelphia Salt Lake City

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg . Co., of Texas, Dallas and El Paso , Texas

Canada : Canadian Westinghouse Co., Ltd. , Hamilton , Ont. Mexico : G. & O. Braniff & Co., City of Merico
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THE CAMPBELL =

LOW VOLT TUNGSTEN

LAMP TRANSFORMERS

Permit the use of Low Volt Tungsten Lamps

which have short, mechanically strong fila

ments giving long life , whether the lamps are

of low or high candle-power, thus permitting

the use of small units heretofore so unsatis

factory on the existing commercial service.

We manufacturethree types and five forms

of these transformers with a capacity varying

from 100 to 2500 watts .

Write For Particulars

CAMPBELL ELECTRIC CO. , LYNN ,LYNN , MASS.Type CTC, Form D

Approved

TIPLJA

Here is a clamp that makes what you

are looking for, a POSITIVE and

PERMANENT contact.

Made for No. 4 Wire and Smaller.

THE GILLETTE-VIBBER COMPANY

Manufacturing the

G.-V. Electrical Specialties

NEW LONDON CONN .

Clasikod Directory of Manufacturers - Cont'

Scbaoffor& Budenberg , New York

Simplex Co., Newark,N. J.

Wagner Electric Mfg . Co.,St. Louis.

WestinghouseElec. &Mfg .Co., Pittsburg

Weston Elec. Instr. Co., Newark , N. J.

Whitney Elec'l Instr. Co , New York.

INSULATING MACHINERY

Aiton Machine Co., New York .

New England Butt Co., Providence , R. I

INSULATING MATERIAL COMPOUNDS

CLOTH AND PAPER

Anderson Mfg. Co., A.&J. M. , Boston.

Johns-Manville Co H. W., New York

Mica Insulator Co., New York.

Munsell & Co.,Eugene, Chicago .

INSULATING MATERIAL COMPOUNDS

PAINTS AND VARNISHES

Macon -Evans Varnish Co., Pittsburg.

Massachusetts Chem . Co., Walpole, Mass .

Standard Paint Co., New York .

Sterling Varnish Co., Pittsburg:
INSULATING MATERIAL - FIBRE

Am. Vulcanized Fibre Co.,Wilmington.

Diamond State Fibre Co., Elsmere, Del

Kartavert Mfg. Co.,Wilmington, Del.
Morris Elec . Co., Wilmington , Del.

United Indurated Fibre Spec. Co., Lock .

port, N. Y.

Wilinington Fibre Spec.Co., Wilmington.
INSULATING MATERIALLAV

A

American Lava Co., Chattanooga, Tenn

Kruesi, P. J. , Chattanooga .

Steward Mig . Co.,D. M.,Chattanooga

INSULATING MATERIAL - MICA

1Johns-Manville Co .. H. W. , New York

Mica Insulator Co., New York .

Munsell & Co., Eugene, Chicago

INSULATING MATERIAL - PORCELAIN

Imperial Porcelain Works,Trenton , N ) .

LockeInsulator Mfg . Co., Victor, N. Y.
National Porcelain Co., Trenton , N. J.

Pass & Seymour, Inc., Solvay , N. Y.

Sears, Henry D., Boston .

Thomas & Sons Co., R., E. Liverpool,0 .

INSULATING MATERIAL - TAPE

Amer. ElectricalWks., Philipsdale, R. I.

Massachusetts Chem. Co., Walpole, Mase

Morgan & Wright, Detroit

New York Insulated Wire Co., N. Y.

Okonite Co.,Ltd., New York

Schott , W. H., Chicago.

Standard Underground Cable Co., Pitts.

burg .

INSOLATORS - GLASS

Hemingway GlassCo., Louisville

Locke Insulator Mfg. Čo., Victor, N. Y.

Sears. Henry D. , Boston .
INSULATORS - PORCELAIN AND “COM

POSITION

Anderson Mfg. Co., A.& J. M., Boston.

Imperial Porcelain Works, Trenton, N.J.

Johns-Manville Co., H. W., Now York.

Locke Insulator Mfg . Co., Victor, N. Y.

Sears, Henry D., Boston .

Thomas & SonsCo.,R., E. Liverpool, O.

INSULATOR SUPPORTS

Steel City Electric Co., Pittsburgh

JACKS

Watson -Stillman Co., New York.

Henderer's Sons, A.L. , Wilmington, Del.

JUNCTION BOXES

Standard Underground Cable Co. , Pitts

burg, Pa .

Bossert Elec. Const. Co., Utica, N. Y.

KNIFE SWITCHES

Anderson Mfg. Co., A. & J. M. , Boston .

LAMPS - ARC

Adams- Bagnall Elec . Co , Cleveland .

Am. Arc Lamp Co., Kalamazoo, Mich .

Anderson Mfg.Co., A.& J.M. ,Boston.

Beck Flaming Lamp Co., New York .

Excello Arc Lamp Co., New York.

Ft. Wayne Electric Works, Ft. Wayne.

General ElectricCo.,Schenectady.

Hamburger, Felix, New York .

Helios Mfg . Co., Philadelphia.

Marquette Eloc. Mfg. Co. Chicago.

Tvaring Co., C. J., Philadelphia .

Waruu Arc lamp Co., Muacia, Lod .

RUBBER

V.RK COVEREDWIRES ANDCABLES
SCAMLESS

National India Rubber Co., Office and Factory, Bristol, R.I.

42 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY .

THE ELECTRICAL AGE

wants the services of good subscriptiongood subscription solicitors.

THE ELECTRICAL AGE, 45 East 42d Street, New York

Wostoru Electric Co., Chicago .

Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg.Co., Pittsburg

LAMPS - INCANDESCENT

American Electric Lamp Co., Phila.,Pa.
Banner Electric Co., Youngstown, O.

Bay State Lamp Co., Danvers, Mass.

Boston Incandescent Lamp Co., Danvers,

Mass.

Brilliant Electric Lamp.Co., Cleveland.

Bryan -Marsh Co., NewYork .

Buckeye Electric Co., Cleveland.

Columbia Inc. Lamp Co., St. Louis.

Economy Electric Co., Warren .

Edison Dec. & Min. Lamp Co., Harrison ,

N. J

General Electric Co., Harrison , N. J.

New York & Ohio Co., Warren .

Novelty Incandescent Lamp Co., Empo

rium , Pa.

Rooney Elec. Lamp Co , New York .

Shelby Electric Co., Shelby, O.

Stuart Howland Co., Boston .

Wesco Supply Co., St Louis.

Western Electric Co., Chicago.

Westinghouse Elec . & Mfg.Co., Pittsburg.

LIGHTNING ARRESTERS

Anderson Mfg. Co., A. & ) M. , Boston.

D. & W. Fuse Co., Providence, R. I.

Electric Service Supplies Co., Phila.

Lord Electric Co., New York.

Westinghouso Elec.& Mig Co., Pittsburg.

LINE MATERIAL

Anderson Mfg Co. A & J. M. , Boston .

LOCKERS

Edward Darby & Sons Co., Philadelphia
Merritt&Co., Philadelphia .

LOCOMOTIVES - INDUSTRIAL

Goodman & Co., Chicago .
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many of the latter class of elevators .

These motors, when installed with

proper control , will start and accele

rate smoothly and give as good results

as a direct -current motor, over which

they have a decided advantage as to

hardiness and durability. With this

kind of motor it is also impossible for

the machine to tend to run away on

down trips , and in general the opera

ting characteristics are quite as good

as those of a shunt-wound direct-cur

rent machine.

In the manufacture of elevator con

trollers and safety devices no com

pany has had a longer or more varied

experience than the Cutler -Hammer

Company of Milwaukee,
of

whose neat alternating -current eleva

tor outfits is shown in the accompany

ing illustration . In this particular

( Continued on page 24. )

)

one

PUT IN A PEG AND NOTE THAT YOU CAN BUY THE

BEST RENEWED LAMPS

At NINE CENTS

BOSTON LAMPS ARE GUARANTEED

Boston Incandescent Lamp Co. Danvers, Mass.

ELECTRIC CONDENSERS

WM. MARSHALL, Manufacturer

STANDARD AND ORDINARY

709 Lexington Avenue, New York

Classified Directory of Manufacturers - Cont'd .

Jeffrey Mfg.Co., Columbus, O

Porter Co., H. K. , Pittsburg

Vulcan Iron Works, Wilkesbarre, Pa .

LUBRICANTS

Dixon Cruc. Co., Jos. , Jersey City, N. J
MAGNET WIRE

Acine Wire Co., New Haven , Conn .

Griffin, Frank B., Oshkosh , Wis.

Roebling & Sons, Trenton, N J.
Seymons Míg . Co., Seymons,Conn

MALLEABLE CASTINGS

Jeffrey Mfg . Co., Columbus, O.
METAL POLISH

Hoffman , George W. , Indianapolis, Ind .

METALS

American Platinum Wks., Newark , N. J.

Baker & Co., Inc., Newark, N. J.

Croselmire & Ackor, Newark, N. J.

MICA- (See Insulating Material.)
MINING MACHINERY

Allis -Chalmers Co., Milwaukee

Dean Bros. Steam Pump Wks. , Indian .

apolis.

General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y

Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Columbus, O.

Power & Mining Machinery Co. , Cudahy.

PINS - STEEL

Locke Insulator Mfg. Co., Victor, N. Y

PLATINUM

American Platinum Wks., Newark , N. J

Baker & Co., Inc., Newark, N. J.

Croselmire & Ackor, Newark, N.J.

PLUGS

Dickinson Mfg . Co.,Springfield , Mass.

Freeman Elec . Co., E.H., Trenton, N. J.

Paiste Co.,H. T., Philadelphia .

PLUGS - ATTACHMENT

Hubbell Harvey, Bridgeport, Conn .

POLES - ARC LAMP

Mott Iron Works, J. L. , New York .

POLES, BRACKETS, PINS, ETC.

Bissell Co., F., Toledo, O.

Cresap Co., The, Bristol, Tenn .

Humbird Lumber Co., Sandpoint, Ida .

Kellogg Switchboard&Sup. Co., Chicago.

SandPoint Cedar Co., Sandpoint, Ida .

Southern Exchange Co., New York .

Worcester Co., C. H., Chicago .

PORCELAIN- (See Insulating Machinery ).

POWER TRANSMISSION MACHINERY

Case Mfg. Co., Columbus, O.

Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Columbus, O.

Link -Belt Engineering Co., Phila ., Pa

Mead -Morrison Mfg. Co., Boston , Mass

Robins Conveying Belt Co., New York .

DRESSES, DIES AND SPECIAL MACHIN

ERY

Watson - Stillman Co., New York .

PULLEYS

Rockwood Mfg. Co., Indianapolis, Ind .

PUMPS - ELECTRIC

Allen Electric Co., Chicago , Ill.

Allis -Chalmers Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

Conover Condenser Co. , Paterson , N. J.

Dean Bros Steam Pump Wks ., Indian

apolis.

PUMPS - STEAM

Dean Bros. Steam Pump Wks., Indian

apolis.

De Laval Steam Turbine Co., Trenton ,

N. J.

Emerson Elec. Mfg. Co., St. Louis, Mo.

Platt Iron Works Co., Dayton, O.

Quimby ,Wm. E., New York .

Watson Machine Co., Paterson, N. J.

Worthington, H. R., New York.

De Laval Steam Turbine Co., Trenton ,

N. J.

Deming Co., Salem , O.

Morris Company, I. P., Philadelphia , Pa

Platt Iron Works Co., Dayton, O.

PUMPS - VACUUM

Alberger Condenser Co., New York.

Dean Bros. Steam Pump Wks., Indian .

apolis.

Hubbard's Sons, Norman , Bklyn ., N. Y.

Platt Iron Works Co., Dayton, O.

SORENSEN'S

CEILING SWITCH
Mechanically and electric

ally correct. Approved by

the Fire Underwriters.

P.SORENSEN, 18 Dunham Place, Brooklyn,N.V

WINDING MACHINERY

FOR

INSULATING ELECTRIC WIRE

American Insulating Machinery Co.
NW. Corner Hancock

PHILADELPHIA , PA.and Oxford Streets

1907

1894 Lighting or Power

TRANSFORMERS

KUHLMAN ELECTRIC COMPANY Elkhart, Ind.

THE ELECTRICAL AGE

has added 2000 new subscribers to its subscription list during

It pays to advertise in a growing magazine .
the last year .

ENAMEL DIALS

For Clocks, Meters, Instruments, Indicators, Etc.

MANHATTAN DIAL CO.

40 LEXINGTON AVENUE BROOKLYN , N. Y.
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50 %
Packard
NEW

YORK

&

OHIO

CO .

WARREN ,

OHIO .

CLASS

А

LICENSED

LAMPS.

9

o
r

ENJACARAPA
LU
SI
N

Lampso
Saving 50 per cent in the cost

of grinding is a big item .

CARBORUNDUM

GRINDING

WHEELS

will save it for you—if you

will let them

American " Steel Clad " and " Superior"

Electric Irons

0

Ask us

for

Proof

Stand for Excellence, Efficiency,

Economy. We make every

practical electrical heating device.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL HEATER CO .

DETROIT, U. S. A.

Oldest and Largest Exclusive Makers in the World

THE CARBORUNDUM COMPANY

Niagara Falls, N. Y.

Classified Directory of Manufacturers - Cont'd

PUSH BUTTONS

Dunbar Bros. , Bristol, Conn .

Sarco Company, New York .

RAIL-BONDS

Chase -Shawmut Co., Newburyport, Mas:

Lord Electric Co. , New York .

Roebling's Sons Co., J. A., Trenton , N )

RECEPTACLES

Benjamin Electric Mfg .Co., Chicago, Jul

Freeman Elec. Co., E. H.,Trenton , N. )

Paiste Co. , H. T., Philadelphia , Pa

RECORDING INSTRUMENTS

Bristol Co., Waterbury, Conn.

Bristol, Wm. H., New York.

REFLECTORS

Frink , I. P. , New York.

Goodwin & Kintz, Winsted , Conn.

National X Ray Reflector Co., Chicago

111.

Phoenix Glass Co., New York .

REPAIRING

Gregory Electric Co., Chicago, Ill.

Heck , Louis, Newark, N. J.

Van Dorn -Elliott Electric Co., Cleveland ,

Ohio .

Ward,Leonard Electric Co., Bronxville ,
N. Y.

RESISTANCE UNITS

Cutler -Hammer Mfg . Co.,Milwaukee.

Simplex Electric Heating Co., Cambridge ,

Mass.

RHEOSTATS

Automatic Electric Co., Chicago, Il

Cutler -Hammer Mfg. Co. , Milwaukee.

Schureman & Co., J. L. , Chicago, Ill.

Sundh Electric Co., New York .

Ward Leonard Electric Co., Bronxville,

N. Y.

ROSETTES

General Mfg.& Supply Co., Trenton .

Hart Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn.

Paiste Co., H. T. , Philadelphia , Pa .

Pass & Seymour,Inc., Solvay, N. Y.

Sears , Henry D., Boston ,Mass

Trumbull Elec. Mfg.Co. , Plainville , Conn .

RUBBER MACHINERY

Aiton Machine Co., New York.

SEARCHLIGHTS

Bogue Elec.Co., C. J.. New York.

Carlisle & Finch Co., Cincinnati, O.

SECOND - HAND APPARATUS

Bender, George,Now York.

Chicago House Wrecking Co., Chicago.

Dustin Co., Chas. E. , New York .

Gas & Electric Development Co., N. Y.

Gregory Electric Co., Chicago , Ili.
Linder , H. J., New York .

Richter,Eugene, Philadelphia, Pa.

Station Equipment Co., Chicago, Iu .

Thompson, JosephH., Jr., New York .
Toomey, Frank Philadelphia , Pa.

Yearsley & Levene, Philadelphia, Pa.
SHADE HOLDERS

Hubbell, Harvey, Bridgeport, Conn .

J. E. M. Shade Holder Co., New York.

SHADES

Holophane Co., New York.

Hubbell,Harvey, Bridgeport, Conn.

J. E. M. Shade Holder Co., New York.

SIGNS ELECTRIC

A. & W.Sign Co., Cleveland, O.

Day & Night Sign Co.,Easton , Pa.

Elec. Motor & Equip . Co., Newark, N. J.

Haller Machine Co., Chicago, Ill.

Jackson Elec. Co., H. C., Parkersburg ,

W. Va .

Metropolitan Engineering Co., N. Y.

Reynolds Elec. Flasher Mfg . Co., Chi.

Electrical Engineer's

Pocket-Book
By HORATIO

A. FOSTER

THE ELECTRICAL AGE, :

Member Am . Inst . E. E , Mem Ain Soc ME (with the collabora

tion ofeminent specialists) The most complete book of its kind ever

published ,treating of the latest and best practice in Electrical Engi

neering Pocket size, flexible leather, 1000 pages,with innumerable

illus ., diagrams and tables . 9,000 copies already sold . Price ,$ 5 00

45 EAST 420 STREET, NEW YORK: :

Headquarters for Electrical Contractors and the

Buyers of Electrical Supplies in New York

9:33

BROADWAY CENTRAL HOTEL

.

BROADWAY, CORNER THIRD STREET

in the Heart of New York

ONLY MEDIUM PRICED HOTEL LEFT IN NEW YORK

Special attention given to ladies unescorted

SPECIAL RATES FOR SUMMER

OUR TABLE is the foundation of our enormous business

AMERICAN PLAN , $2.50 UPWARDS

EUROPEAN PLAN , $1.00 UPWARDS

Send for Large Colored Map and Guide of New York FREE

DAN C. WEBB, Prop .

The Only New York Hotel Featuring
AMERICAN PLAN

Excellent Food Moderate Prices Good Service

9

cago , Ill.

SIGN LETTERS

Day &Night Sign Co., Easton , Pa.

Elec . Motor & Equip. Co., Newark, N. ) .

Huller Machine Co., Chicago, Ill.

Jackson Elec. Co., H. C. Parkersburg ,
W. Va.

Matthews & Bro ., N. W. , St. Louis, Mo.
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equipment the controller is mounted

on the top of the motor and the whole

layout is arranged to economize space .

For simplicity, durability and general

effectiveness this arrangement has

few equals and no superiors . It is

the outcome of a long and careful

study of the best method of meeting

the exacting requirements of modern

conditions in elevator and hoisting

work .

There is only one

Pen -Dar Metal Locker

that is

Germ

Proof,

Ventila

ted , A11

Steel,

and a

Time

Saver

Classified Directory of Manufacturers - Cons

SLEEVING

Beldon Mfg : Co.,Chicago, Ill.

Benjamin Electric Mfg. Co., Chicago, Ill.

Bryant Electric Co., Bridgeport , Conn.
Connecticut Electric Mfg . Co., Bantam ,

Conn .

Crescent Electrical Mfg . Co., Rochester.

Crouse -Hinds Co., Syracuse, N. Y.

Dunton & Co., M. W. , Providence, R. I.

Federal Electric Co., Chicago, Ill.

Freeman Electric Co., E. H., Trenton.

GeneralMfg: & Supply Co., Trenton.
Johns -Manville Co., H. W., New York .

Marshall Elec . Mfg. Co., Boston, Mass .

Pass & Seymour, Solvay, N. Y.

Peru Electric Mfg. Co., Peru , Ind.

Porcelain Electrical Mfg. Co., Trenton .

Stanley & Patterson, New York.
Trumbull Elec .Mfg.Co., Plainville , Conn .

Weber Electric Co. (Henry D. Sears,

General Sales Agent,Boston, Mass .).

Yost Electric Mfg. Co., Toledo , O.

SOLDER

Belden Mfg. Co., Chicago , Ill .

Walworth Mfg . Co., Boston, Mass,

Western Electric Co., Chicago, Ill.

SOLDERING FLUX

Allen Co., L. B. , New York .

Dunton & Co., M. W., Providence .

Uebelmesser, Chas. R., Bayside, N. Y.

SOLDERING IRONS

Simplex Electric Heating Co., Cam .
bridge, Mass.

Vulcan Élec . Heating Co., Chicago, Ill .
SOLENOIDS

Cutler -Hammer Mfg. Co., Milwaukee.

Schuroman , J. L., Co., Chicago, Ill.

SPEED INDICATORS

Schaeffor & Budenberg , New York .

SPRINGS

Barnes Co., Wallace, Bristol, Conn .

Dunbar Bros. Co., Bristol, Conn.

Manross, F. N., Forestville, Conn .

SUPPLIES - ELECTRICAL

Am. Elec'l Supply Co., Chicago, I11.
Central Electric Co., Chicago , Ill.

Central Electric Supply Co., New York .

Cobb , H. E. , Chicago , Ill.

Commercial Electrical Supply Co., St.

Louis , Mo.

Dearborn, Electric Co., Chicago, Ill.

Doubleday -Hill Elec . Co., Pittsburg ,Pa.
Electric Appliance Co., Chicago, Ill .

ElectricalMaterialCo., Baltimore, Md.

Erner & Hopkins Co., Columbus, O.

Ewing -Merklo Elec. Co., St. Louis, Mo.

We

Manufac

ture 10

Estimates

cheerfully

given

Classified Directory of Manuhoturen - cond

Garton Co., W. R., Chicago, Ill.

Hudson Electric Supply Co., Now York .

Latham & Co., E. B. New York .

Machado & Roller, New York.

Manhattan Elec'l SupplyCo., New York .

Metropolitan Elec'l Supply Co., Chicago.

Nagel Electric Co., W.G., Toledo, O.

Novelty Electric Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Ostrander & Co., W. R. , NewYork .

Patrick , Carter & Wilkins Co., Phila .. Pa .

Pettingell-Andrews Co., Boston, Mass.

Robertson Electric Co., Buffalo , N. Y.

Sherman - Brown -Clements Co., N. Y.

Stuart-Howland Co. , Boston , Mass .

Union Electric Co., Pittsburg.

United Electric & Apparatus Co., Boston .

Wesco Supply Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Western Electric Co., Chicago .

SUPPLIES — TELEPHONE

Am. Elec. Telephone Co.

International Teleph. Mfg. Co.

Kellogg Switchboard &Supply Co., Chi.
cago .

Western Electric Co., Chicago .

SWITCHBOARDS

Adam Electric Co., Frank , St. Louis, Mo.

Anderson Mfg. Co., A. & J. M. , Boston ,

Mass.

Burke Electric Co., Erie, Pa.

C. & C. Electric Co., Garwood , N. J.

Chase -Shawmut Co., Newburyport, Mass.
Cleveland Switchboard & Electric Co.,

Cleveland, O.

Condit Elec'l Mfg. Co., Boston , Mass.

Crescent Elec'l Mfg. Co., Rochester , N.Y.

Crocker-Wheeler Co., Ampere, N.J.

Crouse -Hinds Co., Syracuse, N. Y.

D'Olier, Jr., Co., Henry , Philadelphia.

Ft. Wayne Élec. Wks., Ft. Wayne,Ind.

General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
GradyCo., S. S. , Cambridge, Mass .

Hill Electric Co., W. S. , New Bedford ,

Mass .

Ideal Elec. & Mfg. Co., Manstield , O.

Jones Electrical Co., New York

La Roche Co., F. A. , New York.

Trumbull Elec.Mfg.Co., Plainville, Conn.

Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg : Co., Pitts

burg

SWITCHES

Anderson Mfg. Co., A. & J. M. , Boston .
Dickinson Mig. Co.

ARC LIGHTS

Sarco Co., New York.

CANOPY

Saroo Co., New York.

CEILINO

Jones Electrical Co., New York .

Krantz Mfg . Co., H., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Sorensen , P., Brooklyn, N. Y.

CLOCK

A. & W.Electric Sign Co., Cleveland , O.

Campbell Electric Co., Lynn, Mass.

Elec. Motor & Equip. Co., Newark , N. J.

GeneralElectric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.

Hartford Time Switch Co., Hartford .

Manhattan Elec'l Supply Co., New York .

Prentiss Clock Improvoment Co., N. Y.

Specialty Mfg . Co., Youngstown, o.

Sorensen, P., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Trumbull Elec . Mfg.Co. Trumbull , Conn .

SWITCHES

Adam Electric Co., Frank, St. Louis, Mo.

Anderson Mfg . Co., A. & J. M. , Boston ,

Mass .

Chase -Shawmut Co., Newburyport, Mas .
Cleveland Switchboard & Electric Wig .

Co., Cleveland, O.

Condit Elec'l Mfg. Co. , Boston, Mons.

Connecticut Electric Mfg . Co., Bantam ,

Conn .

Crescent Elec'lMfg.Co., Rochester , N.Y.

Crouse -Hinds Co., Syracuse, N. Y.

Garton Co., W. R., Chicago, Ill.

General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.

Hill Electric Co , W. S. , New Bedford

Mass.

EDWARD DARBY & SONS CO . ( Inc.)

220 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

THE MIETZ & WEISS

OIL ENGINES

Stationary, 2-200H.P

Marine, 2-200 H.P.

Operate on Alcohol, Kerosene,

Crude and Fuel Oil. Over

20.000 H.P. in operation For

all power purposes.

A. MIETZ

128-138 Mott St., N , Y. City

of every

ARTHUR KOPPEL COMPANY

WE ARE MANUFACTURERS OF

Narrow Gauge Railway Materials
description

Write for Catalogue No. 40

Dept. 0
66-68 Broad Street NEW YORK

618 Monadnock Block CHICAGO

HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL SEND FOR CATALOGUE .

OSTER MACHINE SCREW CO .

Tubular Boilers
KNIFE

WORCESTER , MASS .
Manufactured by

Samuel Smith & Son Co.

PATERSON, N. J. MANUFACTURER OF

Sot, Cap and Machine Screws, Studs, & c .

THE ELECTRICAL AGE will pay 30 cents

for copies of November and December, 1906 .
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SOUTHWARK FOUNDRY & MACHINE CO.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.3

BUILDERS OF THE

PORTER-ALLEN STEAM ENGINE—the oldest and best high -speed auto

matic engine. It is simple, durable and economical. Practically all that we have ever

built are still running and giving satisfactory service.

SOUTHWARK-CORLISS STEAM ENGINE - strong , simple, accessible,

durable and economical.

WEISS COUNTER-CURRENT CONDENSER for steam engines and

turbines. Highest Vacuum . Least cooling water.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS

Acme Stationary Engines

PENDANT

Direct coupled toDynamo. Adapted

to high -speed direct -coupled work.

They run smoothly at various speeds,

and governor regulates to within two

per cent from no load to full load.

Sizes, 1 , 1 , 2 , 3 , 4, 5 and 8 horse

power on 80 pounds steam pressure.

Catalogue sent upon application .

Rochester Machine Tool Works

ROCHESTER , N. Y.

Clarited Directory of Manufacturers - Cont'd

Ideal Elec. & Mfg. Co., Mansfield , O.

La Roche Co., F. A. , New York.

Lang Electric Co., J., Chicago, Ill

Lundin Electric & Machine Co., Boston .

Manhattan Elec'l Supply Co., New York.

MarshallElec . Mfg.Co., Boston, Mass.

Mutual Electric & Machine Co., Whoel

ing. W. Va.

Ohio Brass Co., Mansfield , O.

Paiste Co., H. T. , Philadelphia, Pa .

Pass & Seymour, Solvay, N. Y.

Trumbull ' Elec. Mfg. Co. , Plainville

Conn.

Wesco Supply Co., St. Louis, Mo.

Western Electric Co., Chicago .

Wostinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., Pitts

burg , Pa .

OIL

Adam Electric Co., Frank , St. Louis, Mo.

Condit Elec'l Mfg. Co., Boston, Mass.

General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.

Hartman Circuit Breaker Co., Mansfield ,

Ohio.

Helios Mfg . Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Hill Electric Co. , V. S., New Bedford ,
Mass .

Pettingell-Andrews Co. , Boston, Mass.

Trumbull Elec . Mfg . Co.
Plainville ,

Conn .

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., Pitts

burg , Pa .

SNAP

Bissell Co., F. , Toledo , O.

General Electric Co.,Schenectady N. Y.

Hart Mfg . Co., Hartford, Conn.

Sarco Company, New York .

Sarco Company, New York

TACHOMETERS

Schaoffer & Budenberg , New York .

(APE

American Elec'l Wks ., Philipsdale, R. I.

Boston Woven Hose & Rubber Co. Cam .

bridge, Mass.

Brixey, W. R. , New York .

Diamond Rubber Co., Akron , G.

Dunton & Co., M. W., Providence.

Electric Appliance Co., Chicago.

Garton Co., W. R., Chicago, Ill.

General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.

Goodrich Co., B. F. , Akron , O.

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, O.

Hartford Rubber Works, Co., Hartford ,

Conn.

Johns-Manville Co. , H. W. , New York

Knowles, C. S. , Boston, Mass.

Marion Insulated Wire & Rubber Co.,

Marion, Ind.

Massachusetts Chem. Co., Walpole, Mass.

Mica Insulator Co., New York .

Morgan &Wright, Chicago, Ill.
National Insulator Co. , Boston, Mass.

N. Y. Insulated Wire Co., New York .

Okonite Co. , New York .

Pennsylvania Rubber Co., Jeannette, Pa .

Republic Rubber Co., Youngstown, O.

Revere Rubber Co., Boston , Mass.

Standard Paint Co. New York

TELEPHONES

American Bell Telephone Co., Boston.

Connecticut Telephone & Electric Co.,

Meriden , Conn.

Couch Co., S. H. , Boston, Mass.

Electric Goods Mfg . Co., Boston , Mass .

Gail-Webb Mfg . Co., Buffalo , N. Y.

Manhattan Elec'l Supply Co., New York.

Novelty Electric Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Russell Eloctric Co. Danbury, Conn .

Schmidt-Wilckes Elec. Co., Weehawken ,

N. J.

Stromberg -Carlson Telephone Mfg. Co.,

Rochester, N. Y.

Vote-Berger Co., La Crosse, Wis.

Wesco Supply Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Western Electric Co.

THEATER DIMMER

Campbell Electric Co., Lynn , Mass.

Cutler-Hammer Mfg.Co., Milwaukee

Providence Engineering Works
. Successors to Providence Steam Engine Co. and

Rice and Sargent Engine Co.

Main Office and Works : PROVIDENCE, R. I.

New York Office : 42 BROADWAY

Builders of

Engines and General Machinery

2- Cycle Air- Cooled

CLBRIDGE

CNGINES

20 Models, and All Modern

Isolated plant , 20 lights ,

Westinghouse dynamo ,

can be installed , complete ,

for less than $200.00.

ELBRIDGE ENGINE CO.

19 Culver Road ROCHESTER, N.Y.
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ENGINE S

WASTRO

Allis-Chalmers Notes A New Magneto Classified Directory of Manufacturer Candid

The Omaha & Council Bluffs Street An improved type of high -tension Simplex Electric Heating Co., Cam .

Railway Co. has placed an order for magneto has been placed on the bridgeport, Mass .

UnionElec . Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

a 3750-kw . steam turbo -generator. market by the Connecticut Telephone
Universal Electric Stage Lighting Co.

& Electric Company, of Meriden , New York .

Conn . It is said to have the many ad- Ward Leonard Electric Co., Bronxville ,

The Toledo Railways and Light vantages of the double-wound arma N. Y.

Co. has placed an order for a 6400
Wirt Electric Co. , Philadelphia, Pa.

kw . steam turbo - generator.
ture type and of the low tension type TIME SWITCHES

with separate coil on the dash . The Anderson Mfg . Co., A. & J. M., Boston

transformer coil is easily replaceable TRANSFORMERS

The Evansville Gas & Electric Co. in case of a burn-out . The rotation Am. Transformer Co., Newark , N. J.

, )has placed an order for a 2000 -kw . direction is changeable by changing
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Ft. Wayne, Ind

steam turbo -generator. three screws. The machine is tightly General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y

enclosed so as to be waterproof and Irwin & Co. , 0. C. , Crawfordsville, Ind.

dust -proof. Kuhlman Electric Co. , Elkhart, Ind.

Personals The construction of this magnet has
Lafayette Electrical Mfg. Co., Lafayette.
Ind.

W. M. McFarland of the Babcock been greatly simplified by reducing
Moloney Electric Co., St. Louis , Mo.

& Wilcox Co. delivered an address the number of parts . It cannot be Packard Electric Co., Warren , O.

to the graduating class of Stevens In
short -circuited by too much oil , as Peerless Transformer Co., Warren , O.

Pittsburg Transformer Co., Allegheny
stitute, May 31 , on “ The Utility of there is a special drain which carries

Pa

Engineering Education ."
cff all excess .

Wagner Elec. Mfg . Co., St. Louis.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., Pitts

burg , Pa .

TROLLEY WHEELS

Anderson Mfg. Co. , A. & J. M. , Boston .

TURBINES STEAM

FOR ELECTRIC LIGHTING Allis -Chalmers Co., Milwaukee, Wis.
STREET RAILWAY AND POWER Am . Turbine Eng.Co., Washington, D.C
TRANSMISSION WORK Ball & Wood Co., New York .

De Laval Steam Turbine Co., Tronton
High Speed, Low Speed, Corliss, Slide -Valve, Vertical,

Horizontal. Illustrated Catalogue.
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.

Hooven , Owens, Rentschler Co., Hamil.
WATERTOWN ENGINE CO. ton , O.

WATERTOWN , N. Y. , U. S. A.
Morris Co., I P.,Philadelphia, Pa.

New York, 39 Cortlandt St.
Westinghouse Mach . Co., Pittsburg , Pa

BOSTON , 141 Milk St. PHILADELPHIA , 830 Perry Bldg. CHICAGO, 607 Fisher Bldg.

VALVES

Am. District Steam Co., Lockport. N. Y.

Am. Steam Gauge & Valve Co., Boston .

Ashton Valve Co. , Boston , Mass.

Crane Co., Chicago, Ill.

Crosby Steam Gauge & ValveCo., Boston .

Fairbanks Co., New York.

For Power Homestead Valve Mfg. Co., Homestead ,

Pa

Station Service Jarecki Mfg. Co., Erie, Pa.

Nothing Equals
Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati, O.

Pittsburg Valve and Fitting Co. Pitts

burg, Pa.

NORTHERN Powell Co., W.M., Cincinnati, O.

IGRANESI
Schutte & Koerting Co., Philadelphia .

Walworth Mfg . Co., Boston, Mass.

Our Electric Cranes of en
VARNISH - ARMATURE AND COIL

closed Calman & Co., Emil, New York .
construction

noiseless , safe and of a
Eagle Paint & Varnish Co., Pittsburg

finish that harmonizes with
Growthwell, A. , New York.

that of the rest of your Macon-Evans Varnish Co.,Pittsburg, Pa .

equipment.
Massachusetts Chem . Co., Walpole, Mass

Sherwin -Williams Co., Cleveland .

Bulletin 514 tells more Standard Paint Co., New York .

Standard Varnish Works New York

35 -Ton 4-Motor Electric Traveling Northern Crane with E Type AC We make Hand Power Cranes, Sterling Varnish Co., Pittsburg , Pa.

Trolley, in Power Station service.
WATERWHEELS

NORTHERN ENGINEERING WORKS, 15 Chene St. , DETROIT, MICH. Allis -ChambersCo., Milwaukee, Wis.

Dayton Globe Iron Works, Dayton, O.

Doble & Co., Abner, San Francisco , Cal.

Leffel & Co., James, Springfield , 0.

Lombard Governor Co., Ashland, Mass.

Morris Co., I. P., Philadelphia , Pa .

Pelton Water Wheel Co., San Francisco .

Platt Iron Works Co. Dayton, O.

Risdon -Alcott Turbine Co. Mt.Holly,N.J.

Smith Co., S. Morgan, York , Pa.

TrumpMfg. Co., Springfield, O.

BRONZE WATTMETERS

Bristol Co., Waterbury , Conn.
REQUIRE NO OIL OR GREASE Bristol, Wm . H., New York .

Diamond MeterCo., Peoria , Ill.

Experts say they are the best for Motors,
Duncan Electric Mfg. Co., Lafayette, Ind .

Elevators, Steam Engines, Pumps, Tur Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Ft. Wayne,Ind.

bines , Gas Engines, Automobiles and
General Electric Co., Schenectady. N. Y

many other kinds of special machinery . Helios Mfg. Co.,Philadelphia ,Pa.

Johns- Manville Co., H. W., New York .

GRAPHITE LUBRICATING COMPANY Keystone Electrical Inst. Co., Phila ., Pa

4 Church St., Bound Brook , N. J. , U. S. A. Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., Pitts

burg.Pa

are

NI

too

GRAPHITEAND BUSHINGS

777
WRITE POR DETAILS
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Weston Elec'l Inst. Co., Newark, N. J.

Whitney Electrical Inst. , Co., New York .

WIRE

STOWMULTI-SPEED

ELECTRIC MOTORCOPPER

Am. Electrical Heater Co. , Detroit, Mich .

Am. Electrical Wks., Phillipsdale , R. I.

American Steel & Wire Co., Chicago , Ill

Ansonia Brass & Copper Co., New York

Bishop Gutta Percha Co., New York .

Chicago Insulated Wire Co., Chicago.

Crescent Insulated Wire & Cable Co. ,

Trenton , N. J.

Hazard Mfg . Co., Wilkesbarre, Pa.

Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Co. , Chi .

Every imagina speed between highest and

lowest points.

Full rated H. P. at all speeds.

Only one voltage required to operate.

Motor self contained .

Total absence of auxiliary machines, wiriog and

apparatus .

Nocontroller or controlling resistances.

No experiment - many in use .

Write for our No. 52 Bulletin, it tells all about it .

STOW MFG. CO., BINGHAMTON, N. Y.

Gen'l European Agts .: Selig, Sonnenthal & Co., 85 Queen Victoria St., London, Eng.

cago , Ill .

BINDING WIRE FOR ELECTRICAL PURPOSES

Monarch Electric & Wire Co., Chicago.

Moore, Alfred F. , Philadelphia , Pa.

National Conduit & Cable Co., New York

Phillips Insulated Wire Co. , Pawtucket

R 1 .

Roebling's Sons Co. , John A. , Trenton .

Seymour Mfg Co. , Seymour, Conn.

Standard Underground Cable Co., Pitts

burg, Pa

Western Electric Co., Chicago.

Wire & Telephone Co. of America , Rome ,

N. Y.

2200 WASHINGTON AVENUE . PHILADELPHIA , PA .

RodsCastings

for all

ELEPHANT BRAND THE PHOSPHOR BRONZE SMELTING CO .

ELEPHANT BRAND * Phosphor Bronze-

belia

for

Purposes Bushings

INGOTS , CASTINGS , WIRE , SHEETS, RODS, Etc.

DELTA METAL

IN BARS FOR FORGING AND FINISHED RODS

ORIGINAL AND SOLE MAKERS IN THE U. S.REG . U.S. PAT OFF .

MAGNET

WIRE FOR SPRINGS AND GENERAL PURPOSES

Am. Electrical Wks., Phillipsdale, R. I.

American Steel & Wire Co., Chicago, Ill.

Ansonia Brass & Copper Co. , New York .

Belden Mfg. Co., Chicago, Ill.

Chicago Insulated Wire Co., Chicago.

D. & W Fuse Co., Providence, R. I.

Driver -Harris Wire Co., Harrison, N. J.

Hazard Mfg. Co., Wilkesbarre, Pa.

Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Co. , Chi

Moore Alfred F. , Philadelphia, Pa

Roebling's Sons Co., John A., Trenton

seymour Mfg . Co., Seymour, Conn.

Standard Underground Cable Co., Pitts

burg . Pa

Stuart- Howland Co., Boston , Mass.

Washburn Mfg. Co., Phillipsdale, R. I.

Waterbury Brass Co., Waterbury, Conn .

Western Electric Co., Chicago, Ill.

Wire & Telephone Co. of America , Rome

DEAN BROS.

Steam Pump Works

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
cago. Ili .

Manufacturers of

DUPLEX and UNIPLEX STEAM PUMPS

POWER and ELECTRIC PUMPS

CRANK and FLY WHEEL PUMPS
142.c.

The Largest Line of Pumping Machinery

in America

RUBBER COVERED

Chapman Valve Mfg. Co..

MAKERS OF

Valves and Fire Hydrants

Am. Electrical Wks., Phillipsdale, R. I.
American Steel & Wire Co., Chicago.

Atlantic Ins. Wire & Cable Co., New

York .

Bishop Gutta Percha Co. , New York .

Boston Insulated Wire & Cable Co. , Bos

ton , Mass

Brixey, W. R., NewYork

Crescent Insulated Wire & Cable Co. ,

Trenton, N. J.

General Electric Co., Schenectady, NY .

Hazard Mfg . Co., Wilkesbarre, Pa.
India Rubber & Gutta Percha Insulating

Co., New York .

Indiana Rubber & Insulated Wire Co. ,

Jonesboro, Ind

Lowell Insulated Wire Co., Lowell, Mass .

Marion Insulated Wire & Rubber Co.,

Marion, Ind .

National India Rubber Co., Bristol, R I.

N. Y. Insulated Wire Co., New York.

Okonite Co. , New York.

Phillips Insulated Wire Co. Pawtucket,

R. I

Reed Electrical Cordage Co., Syracuse ,

N. Y.

Roebling's Sons Co. ,John A., Trenton .

Safety Ins. Wire & Cable Co., New York .

Simplex Electrical Co., Boston, Mass.

Standard Underground Cable Co., Pitts

burg.

Waterbury Co. , New York.

Wire & Telephone Co. of America,Rome

BLACMAN
VALUTE CA

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS

INDIAN ORCHARD, MASS.

BRANCH OFFICES

BOSTON PHILADELPHIA NEW YORK CHICAGO

ST. LOUIS CLEVELAND SAN FRANCISCO

LONDON , ENGLAND JOHANNESBURG, SOUTH AFRICA

SEND FOR CATALOGUE
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JEFFREY

RUBBER BELT CONVEYERS

FOR HANDLING COAL AND ASHES IN POWER PLANTS

ARE THE MOST EFFICIENT - LAST LONGER AND

COST LESS FOR UP-KEEP THAN ANY OTHER MAKE .

We are prepared to furnish very attractive prices on equipments
for all purposes.

Send for catalog 81

SCREENS, CRUSHERS, TRAVELING WEIGH HOPPERS, ELEVATORS, ETC.

THE JEFFREY MFG . COMPANY , COLUMBUS, OHIO

New York CHICAGO BOSTON St. Louis DENVER PITTSBURG BIRMINGHAM , ALA . MONTREAL, CAN .

DIRECTORY

EMBRACING

THE LEADING AMERICAN

ENGINEERS ,CONTRACTORS

AND ARCHITECTS

THEARNOLD COMPANY
ENGINEERS - CONSTRUCTORS

ELECTRICAL - CIVIL - MECHANICAL

10I GALLI OTROS

ONICATO

PATENTS ,
U. S. and Foreign Trade

Marks, Etc., Secured

Inventions tested ; ideas developed ; designs, models, draw

ings made ; mechanical, technical, legal advice. Federal and

Local Court Practice. 1. S. PRENNER , Attorney and Counsellor .

1108 Betz Bullding , Broad above Chestnut , Philadelphia , Pa.MAILLOUX, C. O., E.E. KNOX, C. E., E.E.

Consulting Electrical Engineer Associato

76 WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK

SPECIALTIES - Lighting, Power , Traction Problems and Equipments, Plans,

Specifications, Supervision, Reports, Etc.

RUEBEL AND WELLS

CONSULTING MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS

Suite 301 Chemical Building . St. Louis, U. S. A.W. E. BAKER & CO. ,

W. E. BAKER H. R. BISHOP
27 WILLIAM STREET,

Engineers Electric Rallroadı. NEW YORK

W. K. PALMER , M. E., 718 Dwight Bldg., KANSAS CITY , MO.

Consulting Engineer. Mechanical and Electrical Engineering

Electric Railways and Lighting; Power Plants ; Manufacturing Establish
ments: Heating . Ventilating and Refrigerating Systems. Designing of Ma.

chinery. Patent Work : Inspections, Tests and Reports.GEORGEW.MILES , Ph.B.
CHEMIST

Analytical and Consulting . Analyvos of All Commorcial Producto.

TELEPHONE CONNECTION 29 CENTRAL ST. , BOSTON , MASI

THE ARBUGKLE-RYAN GO.

CONTRACTING ENGINEERS

ESTIMATES FURNISHED TOLEDO , 0 .
D. C. & WM. B. JACKSON

Members Am. Inst. of Elec. Engineers; Am. Soc. Mech . Engineers

Am. Soc of Civil Engineers

ENGINEERS Chicago :: Boston EXPERTS
C. E. F. AHLM

Consulting and Designing, Electrical and Mochanical Engineer

Designs, Plans and Specifications in Commercial and Industrial Engineering.

CAXTON BUILDING, CLEVELAND , OHIO

O
a
s

DELTA -STAR ELECTRIC COMPANY

High tension and low tension devices

developed and marketed on royalty basis

541-553 West Jackson Blvd., Chicago
ELECTRICO

DACAC

J. H. HALLBERG, CONSULTING ENGINEER ,

L. D. Telephone 4773 Chelsea. 30 Greenwich Ave. , New York

ELECTRIC LIGHT, POWER AND RAILWAY PLANTS.

Suggestions to secure economy, specifications, examinations and reports.

ELECTRICAL TESTING LABORATORIES

80th STREET AND EAST END AVE ., NEW YORK, N. Y.

Electrical and photometrical laboratory tests of every description.

Inspections and tests of electricalmachinery, apparatus and materials at

the factory, or after installation.

Arcand incandescent lamp tests; illumination tests ; etc.

We have recently prepared for the testing of coal. Calorific determinations

and proximate analyses male promptly and acourately .

H. M. BYLLESBY & CO ., Engineers,

Examinations and Reports . American Trust Bldg., CHICAGO, I11.

Design, construct and operate railway, light , power, hydraulic and gas plants.

THOMAS @ NEALL, Electrical Engineers

HIGH TENSION TRANSMISSION

LIGHTNING PROTECTION

NEW YORI, > Lootor Strost: fol. 3226 Rector BOSTON, 12 Pearl Street; Tel. 3843 Main
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What Our Factory Tests

Mean To The Purchaser

Every machine we make is set up and subjected to

tests much more severe than those they will encounter in
actual service.

This work is done by experts who try to develop

faults instead of " nursing " the machine to secure a fine

performance.

Every detail is carefully tabulated and if the temp

erature rises too high; if it delevops too much speed or fails

to deliver the proper voltage and output, it goes back in

the factory and these faults are absolutely corrected .

Our name never goes on an Alternator until it has

successfully passed these tests and it is the best guarantee

you can get that the machine will take up its work from the start and not "go wrong" the

first timeyourconditions vary alittle.

We make alternators of all sizes for any kind of work and it will pay you to send for our

several Bulletins on the subject before you decide on what kind to buy.

FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC WORKS, FORT WAYNE, IND.

1611 Broadway. Branch offices most large cities

"WoodSystems "

A4

Our New Catalogue
DEANE OF HOLYOKE

Electrically Operated Pumps for

Every Service

IS NOW READY FOR DISTRIBUTION

AUTOMATIC SWITCHES AUTOMATIC STARTERS

PRESSURE REGULATORS

It lists and illustrates our complete line of Solderless

Connectors , Cable Taps and Terminals , including many

new designs , and presents the information on Dossert

Joints more fully and in better shape than ever.

If you are interested , send us a postal, and we will

send the catalogue.
THE

DEANE STEAM PUMP CO.

115 Broadway, New York

Works : Holyoke, Mass.

DOSSERT & CO ., Sole Manufacturers

242 West 41st Street , New York

JUST PERFECTED

If you have a broken article made of Cast Iron

don't throw it away ! Clean and fasten together with

binding wire, then put in fire till cherry red — throw

somebrass on the place to be brazed together withVariable Speed Alternating

and Direct Current Motors

a little

C. R. U. Brazing Salt
Send for Booklet “ C ” covering Printing Press Equipments,

Forge Blowers, Dental Engines , Jewelers ' Power and

Buffing Machines. We have goo Second-hand Dynamos

and Motors in stock and would like to quote you .

and your cast iron will be brazed and mended just

the same as had it been Steel or Brass.

$1.00 per pound 12 pounds $ 10.00

JOBBERS WANTED !

GUARANTEE ELECTRIC CO .

Clinton and Adams Streets, Chicago Chas. R. Uebelmesser Co., Bayside, N.Y., L.I.
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Bristol's New Even Scale

Recording

Ammeters

U
I
T
O
S

STANDARD

UNDERGROUND

CABLE CO

o
s

re

JEDUNBARBROTHERS

ESTABLISHED 1845

Pittsburg, Pa . Boston

New York Philadelphia Chicago
fian Francisco . Cal " St. Louis

Write for new bulletins

117 and 118 describing

Recording Ammeters

with charts of uniform

graduations over the

entire range

THE @W
O
O
N

ME

Baro and Weatherproof

WIRE AND CABLES

COVERED Electric Cables

QECARO

A
m
i
w
i

MANUFACTURERS OF

OIL

The Bristol Co.

Waterbury, Conn. FOR ALL CLASSES OF SERVICE.

STEEL(TEMPERED)SPRINGS

E SMALL SPRINGS

ALL KINDS OF

BALL BEARINGS
MADE FROM SHEET STEEL

& STEEL & BRASS WIRE

" KNIPE

PAT.
THE COMBINATION

A BALL BEARING AND CONE COMBINED

FOR THRUST OR WEIGHT OR BOTH

ALL SIZES 4 INCH AND UP

NO FITTINGJUST PUSH IT ON

10 CENTS IN STAMPS FOR SAMPLES

BRISTOL,CONN .

minn

,
BHU

PRESSED STEEL MFG . CO .

545 THE BOURSE PHILADELPHIA , PA.

SPECIAL GAS ENGINE GENERATORS

STEADY VOLTAGE WITH VARYING SPEED. MADE FOR

EXACTING PEOPLE WHO APPRECIATE GOOD SERVICE

Rochester Electric Motor Co., ŘECHEMERA. V:
252 COMMERCIAL ST.

For Belt Drive For Direct Connection

PAIR McCORMICK TURBINES

1,400 H.P., 400 R.P.M., 160 feet head, driving

generator in power plant of the Cascade Water,

Power and Light Company, British Columbia.

We design and build turbines to meet requirements.

Write for Catalogue if interested

S. MORGAN SMITH COMPANY

YORK, PA. , U. S. A.

Branch Office: 176 Federal St. , Boston, Mass.

FOR

ONEIDA GALVANIZED . CHAIN

Suspending

Arc Lamps

ONEIDA COMMUNITY , LTD.

60 Day Clocks

ONEIDA, N.Y.

SUNDRE

FLEXOLIGT

Prertiss clocks are the only

60 Day clocks manufactured

in the world, and keep perfect

timethroughout their long run.

TheCalendar shows large dates

one at a time, and malces all

the necessary changes without

attention. If you own aPren

tiss60Day Calerdar Clockyou

are always assured of the cor

rect time and date.

Also Frying pan , Programah Sestris,

Synchronized & Watchman's Olode

Send for Catalogue No. 596 .

The Prentiss

Clock ImprovementCo.

Dept. 59, 92 Chambers St., 1 Y. City

MAX

TE SUPERIOR CONDUIT FOR INTERIOR WÄRING

NATIONAL METAL MOLDING COMPANY
ANO FULTON BUILDING HPIRATSBURG , PA .
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